


Kriya-yoga: The Science of Life-force 

The breath-based meditation "Kriya-yoga" is a familiar name after its reintroduction by 
Mahavatara Babaji to LlhiQi Mahasaya and subsequent work of Paramahamsa Yogananda in 
the western world. Though many literatures are available but the lack of clear exposition on 
the philosophy and practices of this ancient spiritual science is still felt. The book, KriyQ-yoga: 
The Science of Lif�Jurce tries to fulfill this want. This work vividly explains "the Knowledge of Life
force" known as Prii:rJavidya, which forms the basis ofKriya-yoga citing from Vedas, Upani�ads, 
Snmad Bhagavadgitii,, Yoga.sUtras of Pataiijali and many other ancient scriptures, and analyzes 
how the breath technique quiets the mind, brings equanimity and results in development of 
discriminating intelligence that answers the questions and purpose of human life. This also 
gives an understanding on our inner reading, the principles and practices form auspicious 
resolves, noble faith, self-effort and austerities from righteousness, yama, and observances, 
niyama, up to the transcendental state, samiidki, those form the appendages of this treatise, and 
describes how the breath-based practices and meditations described herein are necessary for 
a seeker to remain healthy and attain the Knowledge. The body principle, $anra tattva, is also 
anatomized using both biological and spiritual sciences to accelerate spiritual practice and to 
facilitate the understanding on life and death, gross to causal bodies, five sheaths, five vital 
breaths, three knots, seven energy centers and their working. The most important aspect for 
readers and seekers is that for the first time they will find the secret techniques of Kriya-yoga, 
viz., Nabhi Kriya, Khecari mudrii, Guru Pra�ama, Hamsa, priir,ia v'ik$ar,tii, Mahamudra, 
l8varapr�idhana Kriya, Thokar Kriya,Jyoti mudrO,, Sambhavi mudrii, and different techniques 
of meditation, e.g., Aum, twelve-lettered Vasudeva mantra, inner-mat:rka and outer-mat:rka 
meditations, etc. are revealed, and explained in details citing their illustrations in Upani�ds 
and ancient yogic scriptures and enumerating the rationale and scientific approach behind 
such practices and benefits involved. 
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Preface 

In the beginning it is important to mention that in order to understand the 
philosophical aspects of knowledge we need philosophies, but after gaining an 
understanding we must resort to practice. Otherwise our understanding will simply 
become a form of intellectual gymnastics that will result in fighting between the 
adherents of the different philosophies as has happened in the past. But one who 
practices finds the Truth therein, puts an end to all differences. Yoga is more a 
practice than a philosophy and it does not believe in contradicting other 
philosophies. We need not have deep philosophical knowledge, if we do practice 
in a proper way, we will know. To find the proper way we need the knowledge 
from scriptures and/ or a master who is realized or in the process of being realized. 
Again, to confirm the knowledge of our own spiritual experiences, to ascertain 
whether they are real or the result of hallucinations or mental manipulation we 
need the help from the scriptures and/ or from the masters to correct us in our 
practice. But without practice, if we simply have the bookish knowledge then that 
can be devastating. 

But why do we need a spiritual journey? The simple answer is because we 
need happiness in our life. With all our physical and material sciences and ideas 
of the philosophies we tried to obtain it and we failed. The reason is we are in a 
prison and not free men and what we do is within the boundaries of our prison 
whereas happiness lies in breaking the boundaries of the prison. Our prison is 
the world, sarhsara, and the boundaries of our prison are the ideas revolving 
round the senses, the sense-organs and the sense-oriented objects and our 
preconceived mental occupation in finding pleasure in this outer world. I do not 
say that the outer world is to be out rightly rejected but it should be accepted as 
it is with all its limitations. While we need bliss we are lost in search of pleasure 
that is always associated with pain. And the warden of our prison is our mind and 
he gets command from his big boss, the ego. We create our own pain and pleasure 
due to the attachments and aversions we have in our own mind. Like Lord 
Kr�IJ.a, we take birth inside the prison and unlike Him we die inside the prison. 
To make us free from our prison Lord Kr�IJ.a is waiting to take birth within us. 



xx ii Prefar:e 

Once Lord Kr�Q.a is born, the gates of the prison will open automatically and the 
guards of the prison will fall asleep. No prison can confine the Lord; we simply 
have to know by our own practice and experience that we are the Kr�Q.a. Reading 
the scriptures cannot do this. For that we have to conceive, brood and give birth 
to Him; and He is always with us, He is our prii:r_ia, the Prii:r;ia-k:r$r_ia, Kr�IJ.a the Life
force. But without that practice and without attaining that state, inside this prison 
our life-races from birth to death thinking that we are progressing and evolving. 
Then we start a fresh race and take birth again to commit the same mistake, 
"punarapi jananarh punarapi marar_iarh jananz jathare punarapi foyanam," again a 
birth, again a death and again sleeping in the womb of a mother (Mohamudgara) . 

Amid this, we will, at one point, have to ponder over these questions as the 
Vedic !$i-S did, to ask ourselves who we are and what our life is for, from where 
we come and where we go. The [$irs knew and recorded the answers to these 
questions in scriptures but the knowledge of the scriptures and the philosophies 
reply to these questions only intellectually and do not solve our problems. We 
have to walk on our own for our freedom; we have to know that through the 
experience of the journey of our life. Without answering these questions we are 
subjected to birth and death again and again. We have to know that our true 
nature is immortal. Though the philosophical knowledge is necessary it can take 
us to imagination whilst our practice will lead us to realization. We have to know 
that our life is a journey to our own divine kingdom. We have to be a Safijaya 
and not the blind king Dhrtara�tra who refuses to receive the divine vision from 
�i Vyasa. Vyasa is vastness, Vyasa is Lord Vi�IJ.u, Lord Kr�Q.a, Vyasa is Master, 
Vyasa is Infinity, Vyasa is the knower of Truth and the knower of Truth becomes 
the Truth itself. Vyasa was a sage who reached that state. He is always sitting and 
waiting within us, ready to give us the divine vision but our blind mind, the king 
Dhrta�tra, does not want to receive it. It is Saiijaya, who has control over the 
senses; sense-organs and the mind can have it. A person having control over 
sense-organs and mind receives divine vision. In the process of our evolution to 
the Divine, we have to do spiritual practices to win over the mind. And that is to 
train our mind to go beyond likes and dislikes to enable us to live in love and 
tranquility. 

The breath, priir_iaviiyu, does that training since the mind is absorbed in the 
vital force, priir_ia, and the senses follow the mind. By training our mind we can 
cultivate friendship ( maitri) with happy and prosperous (sukha) objects 
(vi$ayiittiim, persons, places, situations, events or objects) instead of cravings, 
cultivate kindness (karuttii) with the suffering (du}Jkha) ones instead of aversion, 
cultivate contentment ( muditiilJ,) with ones of nobility (puttya) instead of jealousy, 
and cultivate indifference (upek$ii) to those in the wrong path (aputtya) instead 
of a feeling of revenge to remain in a mind full of bliss ( cittaprasiidanam) , 
"maitrikaruttiimuditopek$iittiirh sukhadulJ,khaputtyii-pu1Jyavi$ayiittiirh bhiivaniitas-
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cittaprasadanam. " (Y�. , 1 .33. ) Here a mental contemplation is not denied but 
such a mental contemplation is to be based on vital energy. Breath based practices 
decrease desires by giving energy to the mind and intellect so that the dis
criminating ability is enhanced. For this first we have to do the breath technique, 
prii1J,akarma, the technique of exhalation and inhalation, "pracchardana
vidhara1J,abhyarh va pra1Jasya." (Ibid., 1 . 34. ) This leads to a breathless and 
thoughtless state, and when such a state is achieved then that results in, tatalJ, 
�iyate prakiiSii 'vara1Jam (ibid., 2.52) , by that the veil of manifestation is thinned 
or the veil that covers the knowledge is thinned. Manifestation is prakiifo, light; 
knowledge is also prakasa. This veil of manifestation covers the Knowledge. We 
are deluded by the outer world through our sense-organs and mind. By practicing 
prii1J,ayiima or breathing techniques and attaining the breathless state, which is 
also a thoughtless state, again and again, we enter into state of sense withdrawal, 
concentration, meditation and then the transcendental state. This develops 
discriminating intellect and weakens the karma that covers the Principle of Self 
due to misapprehension. Finally there is eradication of false knowledge leading 
to liberation. 

Our life is a journey to the Divine, from animal being to rational being and 
finally to the divine being. It is our own lost kingdom. Nobody has thrown us out 
of it; it is only our ego, our wrong identity with the body-mind interactions that 
has derailed us. This is subjected to death again and again. We have to leave this 
wrong identity till we answer the above questions through our life. We have to 
know that we are Truth, the Pure Existence. This physical death is nothing but 
the womb of Mother Nature to give us temporary rest for rebirth till we complete 
OUT evolution to the Divine. Similar to sleep this rest is also under the influence 
of sloth, tamas, rather in deep tamas, and since it lasts much longer its end 
remembers nothing. As we need sleep after a days work, we need death after the 
day of OUT life in order to take rest; otherwise with all our sorrows and miseries, 
with wrong identity and desires we will simply move in this world as psychic 
patients. Death and re-birth give us chance again and again for our evolution to 
the Divine. Do our births follow the theories of evolution that we study in biology 
classes, be they Lamarckian or Darwinian? The answer is both yes and no, yes in 
a secondary phase of material evolution from matter to life ending with modem 
humans. No, in a primary phase because there is nothing else but Truth, 
Consciousness and Bliss. It has never deviated from its own form. By its own 
nature it appears as matter and by its own nature it evolves into human intellect. 
Though immortality is always with us due to our ego we are dying in each moment. 
Our process of development lies with the annihilation of our ego, to kill the 
death called ego and to remove the darkness caused by it. The real happiness 
will then descend. For that we need to win over the senses and the mind. That is 
our practice and that is done through our priifJ,a, the Life-force. In order to know 
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the prar,ia we have to know our breath, prar,iavayu, which is always with us from 
birth to death. Simply we have to hold the two feet of prar,ia, inhalation and 
exhalation, the rest will follow. This Knowledge of the Life-force, prar,iavidya, is 
the Kriya-yoga; this is kaivalya-yoga, yoga of the One and Only. 

We know that we need sleep every day to give rest to our mind and body but, 
as can be felt in daily life, that rest is not sufficient. What happens in deep sleep? 
The body, the sense-0rgans and the mind take rest and only our Life-force, priir,ia, 
and breath, prar,iaviiyu, are awake. That is a rest but still it is done in a state of 
ignorance. Here the barrier between our causal body and subtle body is so 
strong due to qualities of darkness, tamas, that knowledge of Consciousness that 
we receive in deep sleep is not transmitted to our subtle body such as our mind 
when we are awake. The only thing we know upon waking is that we had a good 
sleep. We have to do the same thing in meditation that is done in deep sleep but 
do it with knowledge. In meditation we give rest to the body, the sense-0rgans 
and the mind while only vital force, prar,ia, is awake; even our breath may be 
suspended. However, since it is done with inner consciousness it transmits the 
knowledge to our subtle body, mind and intellect. That also gives abundant 
energy, which we never get in sleep. That is the reason sleep is said to be like 
unconscious meditation, and meditation is said to be like conscious sleep. In 
sleep it is the qualities of darkness, tamogur,ia, while meditation begins with the 
qualities of action,  rajogur,ia, and settles with the qualities of calmness, sattvagur,ia, 
resulting in knowledge in samiidhi when we go beyond the three qualities, 
trigur,iiitita. As we need sleep so we need daily meditation. 

Kriya-yoga has now become a household name among westerners and urban 
elites of India though people still do not have a clear-cut understanding of it. 
Though we find many books on Kriya-yoga the lack of clear exposition on its 
philosophy and practice is still felt  very much . So many myths and mis
understandings are gaining ground regarding name and techniques. One of the 
reasons may be that present day masters of the tradition are more interested in 
teaching this in the west rather than in India. Though humanity is one and seekers 
from the west have equal rights, then in the same logic the seekers from India 
must not be neglected. A true master belongs to the cosmos. The second reason 
is the secrecy involved in the techniques. The secrecy was introduced with a view 
that a precious gem cannot be sold in the open market thereby bringing the 
suspicion of genuineness and the danger of having fallen into the hands of 
undesirable and not-so-serious people. Agt1in secrecy developed interest among 
the masses to learn and practice it. So the purpose of secrecy was not to hide but 
rather to give to the public. Another aspect we learn from history is that in the 
name of secrecy, the teachers of yoga and tantra have only helped in the extinction 
of the precious techniques for knowledge. This sometimes brings additions and 
alterations that are not in accordance with the spirit of the scriptures though 
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additions and alterations, which facilitate progress and adhere to the teachings 
of scriptures, are always welcome. Over the ages it has been seen that due to 
hiding the techniques distorted variations appeared and, particularly in the name 
of tantra, many practices diametrically opposed to spirituality were introduced 
and are still in practice giving a bad name to a system that has nothing to do with 
those things. But we have to see that we are now in a completely revolutionary 
age of information and technology, which was not even thought of twenty years 
back. Now due to the development of technologies and various other factors the 
techniques are no more hidden and it is not even possible to keep them hidden. 
Moreover the scriptures have already described these techniques. A reader will 
find how the scriptures describe these techniques in this book in general and on 
the fourth chapter of the book in particular. So question arises since the scriptures 
donot hide the techniques then why should a book written on the subject does 
not describe the techniques. Hence it is time to discuss rather than hide and a 
middle way is to be accepted to keep the balance . I know many masters and 
organizations will not agree with me but I tried to act according to my conscience .  
Readers are always advised to learn them not from books but from a master and 
those who do so from a book it is at their personal risk. The book is only to 
clarify and help. 

While going through the book it is advised that a reader should start from the 
beginning of the book to the end in the manner it is written, but one can even 
start from either any of the first three chapters. After finishing the first three 
chapters one can proceed to the fourth chapter. Verses, phrases and words in 
Sanskrit are given in italics and for that one has to follow transliteration. Readers 
unfamiliar with Sanskrit can skip them and go on reading only in English . I have 
tried to present in a manner so that the meaning and understanding is not lost 
even if one skips Sanskrit. However, any suggestions for improvements in 
subsequent editions will be highly appreciated. For suggestions please mail to 
swnityananda@gmail .com 

SWAMI NITYANANDA GIRi 

Rishikesh 
30 November 2012 
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Introduction 

In present day society the word yoga is very familiar. But do we actually understand 
what yoga means? As pronunciation of the word has been converted from yoga to 

yoga, our understanding has also changed and undergone a series of involution. 
People's understanding resembles that of blind men's description of an elephant 
according to their limited perception. Similarly, some understand yoga as a set 
of physical exercises to keep the body fit; some understand it as a series of 
breathing techniques for good health, release of tension and practices for 
concentration. Some understand it as a set of physical and breathing exercises 
for management of diseases and use yoga as a therapy, some use it for longevity. 
For some it is a concentration technique to improve mental power, release tension 
and increase work efficiency and for those of high understanding this is used to 
enhance discriminating intelligence. All these are useful, ethical and laudable 
but these are only parts or by-products of yoga. Yoga is our real life, it is our life 
to reveal the light we are. In order to understand yoga we have to understand 
our own life and our own body, both physical and subtle, that which conceals the 
real "Being" within us. Unfortunately we have an unclear understanding of our 
life. 

Yoga: I will try to give you a simple idea although real understanding will come 
only through long and uninterrupted practice. Yoga means "to join," this is union 
with our own origin. In fact, we are never separated from our source but we 
have forgotten our true identity and identify ourselves with our physical body, 
our mind, our intellect and our ego. Speaking in broad terms, we can say that we 
are in our mind, citta, meaning that we are with the actions of our mind. This 
situation leads to duality/plurality and is the reason why we need to unite with 
our true Self. Then the state of unity with our true Self is the transcendental state, 
samii.dhi or kaivalya. And that is done when the actions of our mind are halted or 
when we reach a state beyond thoughts. �i Patafijali calls this cittavrttinirodha}J. 
( Yg:t., 1.2). All that we have understood as yoga is simply a part of yoga or a by-
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product of yoga. Yoga means samadhi, it comes from yuj which means "to join" 
(yujir yoge) and samadhi (yuj samiidhau) ; yoga means our evolution to the Divine 
and yoga means merging the individual self with the Cosmic Self. If we analyze 
the word yoga, we find it is composed of the letters y, o, g and a. The letter-y (or 
ya), y<rhara, is the air element. It is said, yanhara sarvavyapaha pavana (AU, 5), 
the letter-y is spread everywhere and pious. The letter-o, <>-hara, is the form of all 
sounds; omoiiharahhilavanmaya nitya5uddha (ibid.), the letter-o is the form of all 
sounds and is always pure. The letter-g (or ga) , ga-hara, means vastness and that 
which removes all obstacles; ganhara sarvavighna5amana mahattara (ibid.), the 
letter-g removes all obstacles and is great. The letter-a, a-hara, is one that has no 
form or has absence of form, ahara, and this is infinite; omanhara mrtyuiijaya 
sarvavyiipaka (ibid.), the letter-a is the winner of death and infinite. Yoga starts 
with air or breath. Then it goes to subtle breath. Sound vibrations are inherent 
in air. Vibrations are actions. So yo is the action of air. This is our breath and the 
activities of the subtle breath, pra7Ja, within our body. Everything first appears in 
the form of thoughts; those are nothing but sound vibrations. When we go to the 
subtle breath we feel the life-force, prat}a, in the form of vibrations. The Om 
technique, soham repetitions, meditation on single lettered sounds, matrkii-s, etc., 
are different yogic techniques. A practitioner feels the sound vibrations in the 
body as subtle prat}a to merge the mind in infinity thereby establishing oneself in 
yoga or the "no thought" state. This leads to the eradication of all obstacles and 
suffering. By the action of breath, i.e. ,  yo, we reach ga or infinite bliss. We move 
from a state of suffering to a state of bliss. This journey is named Yoga. 

KRIYA.-YOGA: A BRIEF NoTE 
Kriya-yoga is the practice part of yoga. Kriya-yoga is an ancient technique of 
meditation found in India since time immemorial. This is a very simple and 
scientific technique based on our vital force, pra1J-a, our body and our mind. It is 
a meditation based on our breath. The word hriya is composed of the letters k, r, 
i, y, and a. The letter-h (or ha) , harhara, represents the Lord, ifoara. The 
Transcendental Lord, Parama Siva, when He manifests Himself in the subtle 
world and makes Himself ready for creation He becomes ifoara. The letter-r (or 
ra) , rarhara, represents fire, light and manifestation. Creation is not seen by us 
with the ether and air elements since these are subtle elements. We are able to 
see manifestation from the fire element onwards. The letter-i, i-hara, represents 
energy or sakti. So hri is the activating power of the Lord manifested in creation. 
This activating power is called pra7Ja or vital force. The letter-y (or ya), ya-hara, 
represents the air element and the letter-a, a-hara, represents form. For the 
manifestations to take a form, ahara, the Lord acts with the air element. With the 
ether element there is no form. The air element or gaseous state is the first 
created form although we only see the forms from the fire element onwards. 
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Through the action of air the whole universe is manifested. This is the action of 
the Life-force, prii7Jak,arma, of the Lord. The word kriya normally means action, 
but this is the action of God. We are made with the same principle God is. Our 
identification with the physical body makes us separate from God and this is the 
state of ignorance. We have to eradicate this ignorance by the action of God, i.e., 
the action of the breath, pra'T}akarma. Our mind is the result of ignorance and is 
responsible for this wrong identification. Breath-practice, prii'Qakarma, absorbs 
the mind into vital force. This action of God reverses the process and leads us 
from body to God. This is why it is so necessary to perform that action. That is 
our spiritual practice. Then that action, kriyii,, becomes yoga. 

Simple and for All: These Kriya-yoga techniques do not require any equipment, 
external means or spiritual aids. We are already equipped with our body, mind 
and breath and need nothing more for this practice. We do not need to change 
our clothes to those of a particular sect and we do not need to grow a beard or 
to put a particular type of paste (normally sandalwood paste, etc.) or colors on 
our forehead. One need not leave their family for this practice. To live a family 
life, to have children and even to earn money are not crimes but one should 
carry out these activities with self-restraint, in an honorable way as per the sanctions 
of the scriptures and without "stepping onto" others' rights. A person can lead a 
blissful life in the world with a family if they have inner knowledge and know that 
the world is a manifestation of God. As a human being gives birth to a human 
being, God gives birth to God, it is due to .our ignorance that we see the world in 
place of God. Being tired with the world without having inner knowledge is to 
simply dwell on limited things. A belief then arises in the seeker to reject them. 
Such a seeker renounce� worldly activities because of their illusory nature, which 
give momentary pain and pleasure. However, .. real renunciation is an act in one's 
own mind. Though there are exceptions this is the general trend. We cannot be 
free from pain and pleasure without a proper spiritual practice, i.e., kriyii or 
without an action to clean our 'mind in order to enable the Knowledge to arise. 
Kriya-yoga teache,s this both to householders and monks. Kriya-yoga does not 
interfere with the religious practices of one's community or the laws of one's 
country. It does not contradid the philosophical or religious beliefs one possesses; 
rather it shows us the common �ctor within the different views. We will know the 
truth from our practice, by our own e�rience. The result of this practice can 
be felt quickly. People belonging to all castes, communities, religions, languages, 
countries, ages and sexes can practice this. This technique is in accordance with 
the scriptures and is scientifically designed according to our bodily composition. 
Many practitioners have benefited from it in the past, many are benefiting from 
it at present and many will be benefited in future. 

Brings Unity ainong Sects: Kriya-yoga shows the followers of different philosophies, 
sects, religions and spiritual practices what they have in common. It brings unity 
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to the believers of dualism, dvaita, and non-dualism, advaita, showing that the 
former is the foundation for the later and that our life is a journey from dvaita to 
advaita. Kriya-yoga shows us the common principle of Saivites, Saktas, and 
Vai�:Q.avas, and that they essentially all teach the same Principle, only differing in 
their mode of expression. This yoga reveals the hidden truth behind the rites 
and rituals followed in religious practices and the principles hidden behind the 
forms and manifestations of the different deities. This yoga does not reject the 
rites, rituals and idol-worship but rather reveals the truth behind them in spiritual 
sciences in the context of the body, adhyatma, and helps the believer to evolve for 
higher knowledge. For a practitioner of kriya the differences between Siva and 
Siva, Harl and Hara, Kr�J.l.a and Kali, i5vara and Allah, Rama and Rahim, and 
�J.l.a and Christ are finished. In this.regard, the work of Paramaharilsa Yogananda 
and Yogada Satsang Society /Self-Realisation Fellowship is laudable in trying to 
bring about unity among the followers of Lord Kr�J.l.a andjesus Christ, since the 
teachings of the masters are the same. Kriya-yoga does not believe in conversion 
from one organized sect or religion to another organized sect or religion since 
it has nothing to do with the outer kriya-s or actions of religions but believes in 
our inner conversion from an animal being to a Divine one. 

History: This yogic practice is an eternal tradition beginning with human history. 
In the Upani�ads it is described as the knowledge of Life-force, prarJavidya and as 
the worship of Life-force, prarJopasana. Lord Kr�J.l.a referred to this practice in 
the Srimad Bhagavadgi,tii, particularly in chapters IV, V, and VI. In chap. IV, He 
said that He had taught this technique to the Sun-god who in turn taught it to his 
son Manu (to whom the origin of the human race is referred to in scriptures) 
and Manu taught this to his son I�u. In the Mahabharata ( 1 2.349.65) and in 
the Yiijiiavalkya Smrti Lord Hira:Q.yagarbha, Brahma the Creator, is mentioned 
as the first profounder of Yoga, "hirarJyagarbho yogasya vakta nanyalJ, puratanalJ,. " 
However, �i Pataftjali is credited with presenting and encapsulating yoga in its 
current form in his famous work, the Yogasutras. 

The general belief in India is that Lord Siva and the Goddess Siva are the 
deities who have existed from time immemorial, possibly even from the pre
Vedic era, and that the principle and techniques of Yoga started from them. 
They govern our life, birth and death. They are not the deities of a sect as people 
generally understand them to be nor are they a statue with a form; they are a 
principle, tattva, the principle that is our life, our breath, the source of our 
inhalation and exhalation, our Life-force. The knowledge of automatically 
suspending the breath, keval,a kumbhaka, to have control over mind, came from 
Siva and Siva. The scriptures on Agama, the Sivasiitras and the practices and 
teachings of the Siddhas also teach the techniques and principles of Kriya-yoga in 
many ways. However, we find parts or remnants of Kriya-yoga in almost all 
philosophies whether Buddhism, Jainism, Sankhya, Vai8e�ika, Nyaya, Mimamsa, 
or Vedanta. 
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Although Kriya-yoga has been continuously present in India since ancient times, 
in modern day India the present and popular form was reintroduced by a 
Himalayan yogi called Mahavatara Babaji Maharaja in the year 1863 when he 
imparted the technique to Yogiraja Sri Syamacarai:i.a Llhic;li Mahafaya. LahiQi 
Mahasaya taught this technique to many disciples and one of them was Swami 
Sriyukteswara Giri Maharaja. Paramaharilsa Yogananda, a disciple of Sri
yukteSwara.ji, introduced this technique to the western world in 1920 where it 
became very popular. His book, Automography of a Yogi became familiar all over 
the world. 

Theme: The Yogasittras is the most authentic and widely accepted text on yoga 
and its practice. In this text �i Pataftjali described yoga in four chapters: 
Samadhipada, Scldhanapada, Bibhutipada, and Kaivalyapada. The second chapter, 
Sadhanapada, deals with siidhanii or yogic practices .  This says , " tapalJ,
sviidhyiiyeS1Jaraprar;iidhiiniini kriyiiyogal)" ( Ygl., 2. 1 ) ,  tapalJ,, austerities; sviidhyiiya, 
reading of scriptures; and Uvara prar;iidhiina, knowing ifvara or God, are Kriya
yoga. TapalJ, or austerities mean control of the sense organs, the organs of action 
and the mind; this is self-restraint. One should not understand it to mean physically 
torturing the body by sleeping on thorns or putting fire around our body. TapalJ, 
means heat, the inner heat generated by spiritual practices that bum the impurities 
within; this is heat generated by breathing techniques. The first-kriyii breathing 
technique is the best example along with guru-prar;iiima and mahiimudrii (see 
infra, Austerity, TapalJ,, p.1 15) . Sviidhyiiya is reading of scriptures and also reading 
of our inner self. The Hamsa Siidhanii technique ofKriya-yoga helps us in reading 
our own Self (see infra, Self-study, Sviidhyiiya, p. 1 1 7) . ifvaraprar;iidhiina is devotion 
to God,  for success and knowledge we first need faith and devotion,  
sraddhiiviimllabhate jniinam ( S.Bg. , 4.39) . ifvara i s  the Lord, the ruler, and 
prar,iidhiina means to know in totality, to know with clarity when nothing is left to 
know. ifvaraprar,iidhiina is practicing, prar,iidhiina, the Lord, i5vara. i5vara is 
composed of three syllables, i, 5va, and ra: i is energy, $akti, and whose energy it 
is, it is the energy of sva, the Self that manifests into ra or light, prakiiSa. Light is 
the world, light is manifestation when we are in ignorance and light is knowledge 
when we are realized. In our body i is inhalation and ra is exhalation, sva is in
between inhalation and exhalation and is our true self. The first-kriya breath 
technique is called i5varaprar,iidhiina kriyii (see infra, "Knowing the God, 
i5varaprar,iidhiina," p. 1 19). We know Him within ourselves. Practicing the breathing 
techniques when the actions of mind are inhibited reflects the Self. All these 
techniques are given to the practitioners, siidhakors, in the first-kriya. All these 
three, viz . ,  tapalJ,, sviidhyiiya, and Uvaraprar,iidhiina are further elaborated by �i 
Pataftjali into the eight limbs of yoga known as yama (rules) , niyama (regulations) , 
iisana (posture) , priir,iiiyiima (breath technique) ,  pratyiihiira (withdrawal) , dhiirar,tii 
(concentration) ,  dhyiina (meditation) ,  and samiidhi (the transcendental state) . 
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This is a simple technique and at its core is breath. This yoga is fit for the 
common man, and householders can practice this easily for their self-Oevelopment. 
The techniques are practiced following a traditional "guru dileya" or initiation. 
We teach the technique according to the tradition of Sriyukte8waraji. In the first
kriya, techniques like the Aum technique, khecari mudra, guru prarJ.ama, hamsa 
sadhanii, mahamudra, kriyll-proper technique of Kevala Kumhhaka, paravastha, 
jyotimudra and sambhavi mudra are taught and given in a capsular form to practice. 
Higher techniques are given depending upon the development of the practitioner. 

PrmµsvUlyii, the Philosophy: Knowledge from the Upani�ads on prarJ.a, known as 
prarJ.avidyii, is the philosophical basis of Kriya-yoga. We should know pra'TJ-ll to 
know the science of Kriya-yoga and its applications. Though normally prarJ.ameans 
vital energy, it is a greater term being used in relation to the sense organs like 
nose, etc. and for the airs like exhalation, etc. up to Hirat;1.yagarbha, the ifuara 
who is the Lord and is sum total of all powers of action and all powers of 
knowledge. PrarJ.a is a term also largely used in relation to the Unmanifest, the 
Sakti. It is also used to describe the Supreme Brahman, the Transcendental Self. 
A practitioner of Kriya-yoga, kriyavan, starts the journey from the breath and 
ends with the Transcendental Self (see infra, 'The PrarJ.a Principle, " p. 43) . 

Life and Breath: This Kriya-yoga technique will help the practitioner, sadhaka, 
in knowing his life. It is our breath that controls our life. One can say that the 
meaning of breath is life and the meaning of life is breath. How can it be so? 
Because what we are is due to our breath. Once our breath departs our body, we 
are no longer here to complete our evolution into a divine being. We are 
temporarily in the grasp of death. The span of the pause between lives depends 
on the actions of our life juts lived. We again wait for a human birth to complete 
our journey to the Self. All living beings breathe. After we are born from our 
mother's womb it is our breath, which is responsible for our growth, thought 
pattern and all aspects of life. Our life hides behind our breath. So, do you think 
our life is like that of animals who are also breathing? No. Then why do we say 
that our life is our breath? Because our mind, intellect and ego are all controlled 
by the breath. We can find that for all moods of our mind, be it anger, frustration, 
sorrow, happiness, desires, etc. the mode of our breath changes. So for a mind 
in equanimity we need to breathe properly. Other living beings do not have this 
understanding. A human being with an evolved brain and erect spine can utilize 
the power of breath to develop the discriminating intellect. That is the first lesson 
in yoga. One learns that through Kriya-yoga. 

Righteousness is the Precondition: Righteousness is the precondition for spiritual 
practice, without a vow to observe righteousness one cannot evolve from an 

egocentric individual to the Self. Since our practice is to have mastery over mind, 
we cannot give our mind a free hand to rule over us. Light and dark cannot go 
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together. If a patient wants to be cured he has to follow the dos and don 'ts that 
need to be obayed. Even if we go on inocculating our body with disease causing 
germs and simultaneously take medicines there is still a chance of being cured 
but if we follow the path of temptations and simultaneously resort to spiritual 
techniques we are not going to be successful. This is the present day problem in 
the spiritual super market with the so-called spiritual seekers and the so-called 
masters who want to combine sensual gratification and/ or ego satisfaction with 
that of spiritual upliftment (see infra, pp. 132-46) . 

Harilsa Sidhani is the Fowidation: Harilsa Sadhana or the practice of hamsa is 
the very foundation ofKriya-yoga. One should practice this for a long time without 
interruption; this will give an understanding of all other practices and will lay a 
strong foundation for success. Hamsa is our breath, inhalation is "sail' and 
exhalation is "ham"; this naturally goes on within us from birth to death. Our 
breath is always saying harhsa, I am That; soham, That is I. We have to be aware of 
our breath, to be aware of our pra'r}a. Harilsa Sadhana can take one to the final 
state. Thoughts will come but we have to attend to "so" and "ham," thoughts will 
become sparse and finally be merged in pra'r}a. First we have to do soham and 
then watch soham, this is the Kriya-yoga way whereas in other traditions it is 
simply to watch the harhsa. If we start watching from the beginning without 
breathing ourselves and if we are not evolved enough in the path then thoughts 
may derail us from the track (see infra, "Harhsal}. Sadhana, "  p. 276) . 

Keva.la Kumbhaka makes the Difference: The focal point of this practice is 
spontaneous and natural retention of breath, kevala kumbhaka. In many other 
yogic traditions we find the practice of closing the nostrils after inhalation or 
exhalation that is followed by forced breath retention, the duration of which is 
gradually increased. Then after a period of practice the practitioner is able to 
hold the breath for a while even without closing the nostrils. Though the scriptures 
also sanction these practices, in Kriya-yoga these techniques are not followed. In 
Kriya-yoga the techniques lead to an automatic suspension of the breath. If we 
hold our breath forcibly then that will lead to increased levels of carbon dioxide 
in the body. This has an adverse effect on our health, as we n�ed more oxygen 
and not more carbon dioxide. Of course, this can increase concentration and 
will power but it does not lead to a state of natural bliss. So, Kriya-yoga gives 
emphasis to the natural suspension of breath leading to a "no thought" state 
known as keva/,a kumbhaka in the scriptures and discourages the forced retention 
of breath by closing the nasal apertures (see infra, "Science and Spirituality of 
the Kriya," p. 301 ) .  

Dvija-A Twice Bom: We are born from our mother's womb but we have to 
born again from our Father's womb, not from the physical father but from the 
spiritual father, the Great Father, paramapita. Then we are Brahmin, a dvija, 
and that is our second birth. Otherwise we are born like animals with human 
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skin and appearance but with wild characters. Only human beings can be born 
twice. In the second birth our body will not change, only our animal nature will 
change. We are born as an animal being and will die as a divine being. In fact, 
one never dies, only the body dies, one will always be in life, in amrta, in divine 
nectar. We are sitting and waiting inside our brain, in Ajfia cakra, to be born 
again from our Father's womb. We have to learn and practice Kriya-yoga to take 
birth again from the breath of life and be the Self, to unite with our own source. 
Are we prepared to overcome all the manipulations of our mind and to take time 
to simply breathe and become? This technique of Kriya-yoga, this knowledge of 
Life-force, priirµzvidyii, has helped many seekers who accepted and practiced it. 

Meditation is Possible: Some religious masters preach and argue that in present 
day society it is not possible for people to meditate, such statements are not 
countered but are proved wrong by thousands ofKriya-yoga practitioners, lt:riyiiviirr 
s. This is a very simple technique associated with our breath: our inhalation and 
exhalation. One such lt:riyiiviin from the UK who was staying in my master's ashram 
at �ike8a encountered such a teacher and was told that meditation was for Satya
yuga, the noble era and not possible to practice in present Kali-yuga, the dark 
era. He replied, "No, it is possible. "  When the person argued against his statement, 
he said, "Arguments are not the answer. I do it, you come and follow me, learn 
the technique and practice. You will certainly be able to do it. " Everybody is 
inhaling and exhaling irrespective of religion, caste, language, country, color, 
sex, and age. Therefore, this is a non-sectarian breath technique. Since everyone 
is breathing, everyone is a potential yogi. 

Mother Nature is the Practitioner: Mother Nature does this practice for all beings: 
plants, lower animals, higher animals and humans .  She is the Power of 
Consciousness, citti-$akti, She is the great vital power, mahiipriir;ia. Consciousness 
(Siva or God) on His own right by His own Power (Sakti) appears as matter and 
by His own Power (sakti) evolved as human intellect. Mother Nature is carrying 
out Her own process of involution and evolution as individual consciousness 
within the body and mind. She then identifies Herself with the body-mind 
interactions and develops an ego, then again merges this identity with the vast 
Ocean of Consciousness. Whether we practice or not She carries out the process 
on Her own way. Humans, as the only beings endowed with a developed brain 
and an erect spine, are the only beings who can do this on their own in order to 
accelerate the process of evolution. A human being can win over desires, sex, 
anger, greed, delusion, lethargy, frustration, etc. and finally the ego. One has to 
just know they are a yogi and start practicing. Still then we have to remember 
that it is the Mother Divine who is practicing within us. 

Breath is Our Teacher: It is very important for a spiritual seeker to find a teacher 
or pathfinder. Even if you have not yet found a teacher you can simply be with 
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your breath, watch it. Your breath is your teacher. Give some time in a day 
according to your suitability to sit straight, close your eyes, take a long and deep 
breath and then watch your breath. Your inhalation is "so" and your exhalation 
is "ham " No breath should enter or leave without your knowledge. Do not attend 
to your thoughts. If thoughts trouble you then again take a long and deep breath. 
If the inner disturbances are more then do not watch your breath but breathe 
long and deep one breath after another. This is a most simple Kriya-yoga 
technique that you can practice even without a master. However, it is important 
for one to find a master and be sure you will get one. If there is a seeker there 
must be one to guide him. 

A Yogi is Always aaociated with the Self: Put simply, a yogi is he who is always 
associated with God, the Self, and not with the body-mind interactions. He finds 
the Self within, in each and every being. He does not see anything other than the 
Self. He roams in the Self, rejoices in the Self, sports self in the Self and finds 
pleasure in the Self. For that you have to be associated with your vital force, the 
prii:r,ia; and you can do that only through your breath, prii:r,iavayu. So the breath 
is your immediate God. Of course you are always associated with pra'l}a, simply 
you have to mind your breath not to your thoughts. 

Lion in the Body-forest: My master used to say, "A yogi moves like a lion in the 
world of forest, of course the lion has family but he does not live in herds like 
goats and lambs. That is the reason you do not find large groups in the path of 
yoga, you find only a kriya-family not a kriya-herd."  But the days are not far away 
when the world shall have a large kriya-family because of the fast evolution of 
human consciousness. Also inside the body forest a yogi is a lion. Among the 
animals in the forest. the lion is a rational animal. The breath, vayu, is the lion in 
the body forest. It develops our discriminating intellect. Breath practice makes 
us rational. All other animals in the body forest, the different desires like anger, 
greed, etc. ,  run away from the lion, the vital power. One who knows the pra'l}a 
and practices the prar_ia becomes prar_ia, the Self. So we must hold our breath, 
pratJ,avayu, for that purpose. 

KRIYA-IDGA FOR HAPPY LIFE 
Mind Deludes: In the present day world we have all become slaves to our mind. 
Whatever we do, we do simply due to the swaying of our emotions, influenced by 
our thoughts and desires or due to being attracted by gain and allurements. 
Things should not be like this. We ·have to be master of our mind. If we act 
according to the wrong ideas of our mind we will commit mistakes. For example, 
we may meet a person ugly in appearance and develop an unwelcome attitude 
towards them when in fact they may be very nice by nature. This means we are 
deluded by the ideas of our mind since the mind has a desire for external beauty, 
and that we are blinded from making the right decision. All our activities are 
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first done in mind and are then expressed as speech and/ or actions. This is 
where our mind is cheating us. 

The mind is generally categorized into two types. It is said, 

mano hi dvividharh proktarh 5uddharh ciifoddhameva ca, 
afoddharh kiimasaitkalpam 5uddharh kiimavivarjitam. 

( Bb. U, I ;  Mai. U, 4.3f. )  

Mind is said to be of two types, mano h i  dvividharil proktam, pure and impure, 
5uddharh ca a5uddharh eva ca. Impure mind is with desires and resolves, a5uddharh 
kiimasaitkalpam, the pure mind is desireless, suddharh kiimavivarjitam. 

For the highest spiritual goal we need a mind free from desires. Then only we 
shall be free from suffering. But our immediate concern is to make our mind 
free from vices. At least we must have a mind with noble virtues, with divine 
qualities and not with demonic qualities. 

The Mind needs to be Purified: Therefore we have to clean our mind to avoid 
being cheated. We always suffer mentally. We can tolerate physical pain but 
mental suffering is not tolerable. Whatever physical and mental activities we do 
to counter this only takes our situation from bad to worse. At the beginning the 
water is dirty, not suitable for drinking, but instead of cleaning it we make it 
more polluted. However, in order to live we have to drink water, so we drink the 
unsafe water and fall sick. We do not know how to filter and purify the water. We 
have to learn to purify otherwise we will remain sick forever. This is our main 
problem, the mental problem, perhaps the greatest problem of the present age. 
We are not able to sleep without sleeping pills, again problems of the heart, we 
visit a heart specialist, take medicines but hypertension is there as it is and again 
the hyperglycemia troubles us. The cause of all these are our uncontrolled mind 
resulting in various psychosomatic diseases. We know but are unable to take 
remedial measures. Kriya-yoga helps us in controlling our mind. 

Following Ego is Catastrophic: A pampered child demands a toy, then starts 
crying for it and after getting it he is soon dissatisfied and either throws it away or 
breaks it crying for a second one, then a third, a fourth and so on. Our mind is 
like a pampered child, like the spoiled son of a rich person who is addicted to 
alcohol or drugs, wastes money and does not obey his parents and elders. From 
the outset he wasn't  able to control his son and now he is crying over the situation, 
still then he is not able to leave attachments. Such is the situation of our mind. 
Can we do anything positive with such a mind? We want to do something but 
then after doing it we think what we did was wrong. Again we want to do something 
and again commit the same mistake. When shall we liberate ourselves from the 
wrong impressions of the mind? Due to our mind, we accept something as noble 
when it is not. Similarly, if the mind tells us such, we accept it as horrible even 
though it may be honorable . Sometimes, even if we understand something 
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properly, we neglect it and do not work on it. We want to follow our ego blindly. 
This ego is the spoiled child of our blind mind. This blind mind is king Dhrtar�t:ra 
and the ego is its elder son Duryodhana, full of desires, kiimarupam. We live in 
this kingdom of lawlessness. This is the reason we create problems for ourselves, 
and dangers for others. 

Right Understanding: In the Srimad BhagavadgiJii (3.42) Lord Kr�Qa said, 

indriyiir_ti pariir.iyiihurindriyebhyalJ, pararh manalJ,, 
manasastu parii buddhiryo buddhelJ, paratastu salJ,. 

Our organs, indriyiir_ti, meaning our sense-organs and organs of action, are 
said to be greater, pariir_tyiihulJ, ( than our body) , mind is greater than the organs, 
indriyebhyalJ, pararh manalJ,, intellect is greater than the mind, manasastu parii 
buddhilJ,, and one who, yalJ, is greater than the intellect is He, buddhelJ, paratastu 
salJ,, the Self. 

In this saying lies the solution to our problems. We have to bring our mind 
under the control of our discriminating intellect and the intellect under the 
control of the Self. Such a situation will bring only happiness. According to the 
sayings of Lord Buddha, "From right understanding proceeds right thought; 
from right thought proceeds right speech; from right speech proceeds right action 
and from right action proceeds right livelihood. " So we have to make noble our 
thinking, belief-system and thought processes, we have to purify our internal 
organ mind. According to the Upani�ads, 

5reyasca preyasca manu$yameta
stau samparitya vivinakti dhiralJ,, 

5reyo hi dhirobhi preyaso vrr,iite 
preyo mando yogak$emiidvrr,iite. (Ka. U, 1 .2 .2 )  

The preferable (the exalted ones) , 5reyalJ,, and pleasurable ( the attached ones) , 
preyalJ,, both approach a man, mamzyyametalJ,. A man with discriminating intellect, 
dhiralJ,, after examining, sampa:ritya, separates, vivinakti, the two, tau and chooses, 
abhi vroite, the preferable in place of the pleasurable, 5reyo hi preyaso; but a man 
with dull intellect, mandalJ,, prefers the pleasurable for the growth and protection, 
preyo yogak$emiidvroite, of the body (for him the body is the self) . 

So our discriminating intellect is to be made sharp and strengthened so that 
our mind or desires should not overpower it. The mind should always remain 
under the control of the intellect. We also need to reduce our desires. 

The Breath, prii7JQ.viiyu, strength.ens the Discriminating Intellect: How will 
discriminating intellect develop? How will mind be cleaned? For this we need 
faith and devotion, we should read the scriptures and control the senses. However, 
all these precautions are only mental based. We therefore need something to 
absorb the mind and that is our vital force, priir.ia. It was said in Yogic scriptures, 
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"indriyi.i�ii:m mano ni.ithalJ, manoni.ithastu miirutalJ,," mind is the master of the sense
organs and air ( the breath) is master of the mind ( GS, 4.29) . So we have to take 
the help of our breath. Everyone has experienced that when anger, greed, fear, 
sex, frustration, desires, emotions are in our mind our breath also becomes 
different. To keep our mind in equanimity we have to make our breath stable. 
This is our practice. The entire Vedic literature sings the glory of the knowledge 
of pri.i�a, pra�avidyi.i. According to the Pra5nopan�ad (6.4) , "sa pri.i�amasrjata 
pri.i�i.icchradhi.im kham vi.iyurjyotiri.ipalJ, J>rthivzndriyam manalJ,, annamanni.idvzryam 
tapo mantra/], karma wki.i wkeyu ca ni.ima ca," He first created pra�, the Life-force. 
From pri.i�a he created faith, ether, air, fire, water, earth, organs, mind, food, 
vigor, austerities, mantras, actions, worlds and name (for explanations see infra, 
"Sixteen Parts of the Brahman,"  p. 80) . Pri.i� is the first of the sixteen parts of 
the God. Everything has been created from pra�a and merges into pra�a. To 
know pra�a we have to take the support of our breath, pra�vayu. 

Worshiping l+iirµ1, is Kriyi-yoga: We have to learn pra�asani.i, worship of prarJa. 
by that our internal subtle organs like mind, etc. will be pure, our concentration 
will increase, the intellect will be sharp and the discriminating capacity will develop. 
That is yoga. The practice part of yoga has been known as Kriya-yoga. By practicing 
the Kriya-yoga breath techniques the practitioner reaches the "no thought" state 
when the outer breath becomes slow or may even be suspended and one remains 
only with the inner subtle pra�a. Since the technique is based on automatic 
suspension of breath, kevala kumbhaka, the breath also starts automatically after 
the suspension period. Achieving again and again such a "no thought," niroiciira, 
state one becomes specialized in it which results in rtambhari.i prajna; rtambhara 
tatra prajna ( Yg.s. , 1 .48) . This means the intellect of the practitioner now holds 
the truth by experience. He now has knowledge, his discriminating intellect is 
sharp and the desires are thin. For simple understanding we have to know that 
as our mind becomes more silent by meditation with less volitions and desires, 
our discriminating intellect becomes more sharp and powerful. 

The whole process of Kriya-yoga is an art of breathing. This is called a breathing 
science. The secret of life is hidden within the breath. Barring aside the higher 
spiritual goal, this makes the intellect sharp, and then one finds the answer to all 
questions in life. Longevity increases. Problems are solved. Proper breathing is 
the key to good health, and is the cause of a peaceful and healthy mind. We can 
develop proper breathing by the practice of Kriya-yoga. This is the spiritual 
tradition of India given to us by the ancient saints and sages, and is depicted in 
the Vedas and the Upani�ads. A peaceful breath silences all the desires and 
angers of the mind and develops an intellect that can take right decisions. Our 
environment then becomes peaceful. This also results in material prosperity. 
Individual, family and society become happy and prosperous. 
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A healthy person takes about fifteen breaths per minute. In this way in twenty
four hours one breathes 21,600 times. A healthy man can live a life of one hundred 
and twenty years and in this way has a capital of 933, 1 20,000 breaths. However, 
due to excessive attachments, aversions, disturbances of mind, sorrow, excessive 
pleasure, excessive work due to desires, etc. the rate of breathing increases. This 
makes life shorter. The impurities of mind and body increase, and death soon 
approaches. If we want to remove sufferings, poverty of mind and failures we 
have to develop equanimity in our mind through equanimity in breath. That is 
Kriya-yoga. In the Kriya breathing practice we only breathe three breaths per 
minute. In ancient India by reducing the breath rate people lived a long, healthy 
and peaceful life. They knew the breath technique that is key to a successful life. 
Kriya-yoga is the gift of the ancient sages of India to the mankind. 

Kriyi-yoga evolves to Kaivalya-yoga: This is the technique to balance the 
exhalation, prii�ia, and the inhalation, apiina; this is the technique of suspension 
of breath, prii:r_iiiyiima. This is the technique of merging the exhalation, priir.ia, 
and inhalation, apana, in to the air that wholly peivades the body, vyiina. And 
for higher yogis it is the technique of winning over the air in the body that has an 
upward trend, udana. By practicing the breath techniques the actions of mind 
are inhibited and then in a mind with the "no thought" state the Self is reflected. 
One is then established in Kaivalyam, the One and only. Kaivalya is adhyiitma 
prasada, the bliss of the Self. Ego is finished; one is in the Ocean of Consciousness, 
one with all, the narrow identity being left behind. These are all called Kriya
yoga, and it evolves to Kaivalya-yoga. If we practice then there will be no tension 
in our life, we will not become living dead-bodies. We will always remain in life. 
This is the key to a happy life. 

Healthy Individual and Healthy Society: A healthy society is based upon its healthy 
individual members. Our individual health is dependant on the health of our 
physical, vital, mental and intellectual faculties. Though Kriya-yoga is mainly 
based on vital energy we find it to be integrated with the involvement of bandl'ifrs 
and mudrjj,..s, priir.iic exercises and Kriya-hatha-yoga techniques as found in hatha
yogic practices; involvement of breath and vital energy as found in practices of 
both Hatha-yoga and traditional Raja-yoga, and involvement of concentration 
techniques as found in raja-yogic practices, so of course differences in techniques 
are there. Also in higher Kriya-s it has meditation based on miitrkii-s as found 
among Saivites, Saktas and the practitioners following Agama scriptures. Here 
though some traditions follow it in the spirit of scriptures but for the most part it 
has become either rituals or a mental technique. In Kriya-yoga, we can call this a 
psycho-vital technique in the spirit of the scriptures for increased concentration, 
for the development of the discriminating intellect and to inhibit the actions of 
mind leading to the state of Zero Absolute. 
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As well as higher objectives, for the common man with ambitions this yoga has 
enough treasure as it helps the practitioner to live long, to keep good physical 
health, to keep mental balance, overcome anxieties and mental tension, manage 
stress, control psychosomatic diseases, aid personal growth, develop leadership 
and social services, etc. These qualities result in the development of a healthy 
society. 



2 

Pral).avidya: The Knowledge of the Life-force 

THE GoAL 

Ha� to know the Self is the Route: There are no other routes, only one 
route to reach the Ultimate. That is to know Him, to know the Self. This is what 
has been said in Upani�ads again and again. 

eko hamso bhuvanasyasya madhye 
sa evagni}J, salile samnivi�talJ, 

tarneva viditva-timrtyumeti 
nanya}J, pantha vidyate ayannaya. ( Sv. U, 6. 1 5 )  

In this world, bhuvana, there is only one, eka}J,, Swan, hamsa}J,, who is the fire, 
agnilJ,, in the water, salil.e samnivi�talJ,. When That is known one crosses the death, 
tameva viditvii,-timrtJumeti, there is no route other than this for liberation, nanyalJ, 
pantha vidyate ayannaya. 

He is the Only One. Multiplicity is creation of the ignorance, avidya, and He is 
Swan the Divine Bird, hamsa}J,. Hamsa}J, means one who kills, hantva, bondage of 
the ignorance. Removal of the ignorance is the Knowledge. Ham is Siva but due 
to the ignorance, this ham has become "not Siva" and now this "not Siva" is 
named jiva or the individual self. The very existence of this self is based on the 
ego or "I,"  aham. This negation of Siva is due to our identification with the 
limiting adjuncts like the body and the mind in which the individual soul dwells, 
and this results in a state of having desires and lost in senses and sense objects; 
and then enjoying both pains and pleasures. However, Siva is limitless, infinite, 
and is a state of bliss. This is the Great Vastness named Mahavifr.tu. Sal], means 
"He" or 'That, " tatpada. When "I" merge with 'That" then this is hamsa}J,. Now 
"That" and "I" are one, my God and I are one, and the universe and I are one. 
Then this is the Knowledge. When "I" exists as a separate entity then this is the 
ignorance. Though 'That" is always with "I" and though "I" proceeds from 'That" 
but still then due to the ignorance "I" close its eyes and refuses to recognize 
"That. " When the third eye or the discriminating intellect develops then "I" 
recognize and merge with 'That. " Then there are no ha or sa. There is only 
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Aum, and that is bindu, m, (point) and visargaJ:i, J:i (infinity) . Bindu or m is the 
"half letter, " ardhamiitriiJ:i, of Aum, and this Aum is "no letter, " amiitraJ:i, Lord the 
Pure Existence. Visarga/:t or J:i means beyond the world, sarga, and this means the 
Infinity. The Transcendental Self known as parabindu, beyond the point and this 
means He is beyond the manifestation . He is beyond the ether element and 
beyond the sound. This parabindu or one who is beyond the point has become 
point, bindu, and infinite ,  visarga/:t. The beginning of whole creation is with 
sound,that is Aum and is same as Harhsa/:t. It is composed of two seed sounds, 
viz. , ham and saJ:i. The seed of creation is sa/:t and this is Sakti . Sakti is the power 
of Siva, the Cosmic Self. The seed of dissolution is ham and this is Siva. The first 
manifestation of Harhsa/:t as combination of ham and sa/:t from the Transcendental 
Lord, Parama Siva, is the primitive hamsaQ, iidiharhsa/:t, and this is in between the 
Transcendental State and the creation . This is both Siva and Sakti . This is named 
as PriiJJa in Vedas, this PriiJJa is the root of the creation , and this has further 
become the en tire creation . This PriiJJa within our body is in the form of breath, 
harhsaJ:i; the exhalation is ham and the inhalation is sa/:t. The Transcendental 
Lord, Parama Siva, is neither Siva nor Sakti . That Principle can not be described 
since that is beyond the reach of the human intellect. By practice of this harhsa/:t 
or the breath technique one can reach to the Transcendental State . That 
transcendental state is the Knowledge. At that state one is joined with its source. 
That one Knowledge is within this world, bhuvana. That is the Fire, agni/:t, the 
Fire that burns the ignorance, its actions and results. And this fire is among the 

Fig. 2 . 1 .  A swan symbolizing the Kn owledge spreads its two wings, which rep resent 
the exhalation, Ham, and the inhalation, Sal},. 
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water. This world i s  the water. This i s  the ocean of manifestation, bhavasiigara. 
Water is also referred to a body and water is life .  This needs no explanation. 
Water is the form of priirJa or life ,  iipo vai priirJii/J, ( Sa. Br. , 3.8 .2 .4) . The 
physiological functions of our life are water based. Ninety per cent of our physical 
body is water. Life manifests in a planet where there is water. So the water is said 
to be the base of the whole world, iipo vii asya saruasya prati�thii (ibid. , 4.5.2. 14) .  
Here the ocean of world, bhavasiigara, is the cosmic physical body, Viriita Purn�a, 
it is the macrocosm, whereas in this verse mentioning the water, salila, after the 
world, bhuvana, indicates the individual body, the microcosm. According to the 
Chiindogya Upani�ad ( 5. 9. 1 ) ,  "iti tu paiicamyamiihutaviipalJ, pu�avacaso bhavanti, " 

on the fifth oblation the water becomes Pu�a. takes a human form. Again our 
body is a miniature form of the universe, hence it is said, yathii pirJ<f,e tathii 
brahmiirµf,e, as in the body same in the world. One can understand it through the 
spiritual practices. So to know the principle of spiritualism, we have to know it 
within our own body system. Then only we can know it in the universe. We can 
know that one Swan, ekalJ, hamsalJ,, the Knowledge within the world ( bhuvana or 
brahmiirµf,a) , when we know it within our own body (pir.uf,a or salila) . When that 
divine Swan is known which the Fire is, mingled in the water body (or our 
individual body) , one crosses the death, and becomes immortal. This physical 
body cannot become immortal. This is subjected to birth, growth, changes, decay, 
diseases and death. Only yogic practices, herbs and will power can prolong this. 
Then who will become immortal? This is we, ourselves, the Principle that we are. 
This is always immortal, only one has to know that. Then one is immortal, one 
with the Principle. Multiplicity is finished; it is the unity, the One and the Only 
One, kaivalyam. This is the Knowledge, not the knowledge of the outer world, 
but the knowledge of the inner self. 

The Knowledge, the Fire, and the Prii.1)4 HamsalJ, is Same: Here in the above 
verse the Fire is the Lord himself, Lord of the world, lfuara. We are not talking 
here about the fire element; of course the fire element is wichin the water element. 
We are talking here about the Fire that is beyond the ether element. This Fire 
involves all the five elements, viz. , the ether, the air, the fire, the water and the 
earth. So the fire element is also the Fire, the water element is also the Fire and 
so on, and that is hamsalJ,, the Swan. HamsalJ, as the Knowledge is the Fire of the 
world; the same hamsalJ, is the Fire-god, the fire element and also the fire in a 
body. These all are one Principle. We pray, "om agnimi<f,he purohitam yajiiasya 
deuamftvijam. hotiiram ratnadhiitamam" (RV, I . I . I ) ,  we sing the glory of the Lord 
Fire, who is the priest (who conducts the ritual sacrifice) of the yajiia (the sacrificing 
rituals) , agnimUJ,he purohitam yajiiasya, also deu (the god who gives the results) , 
rtvij (who completes a ritual in time) , deuamrtvijam; and hotii (who invokes the 
gods with hymns) , let He give jewels to the performer, hotaram ratnadhatamam. 
This is a most widely used and famous Vedic hymn used in the beginning of all 
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yajiia-s. Here the ordinary meaning is that the Lord Fire is the presiding deity of 
a yajita and let he fulfill the purpose for which the yajita is performed. But the 
inner meaning is different for a seeker. Yajna is the inner sacrifice by which we 
sacrifice our desires, attachments, hatreds and our wrong identification called 
ego for the purpose of attaining the Knowledge. The Fire is the form of the 
Knowledge. Here the Fire-god, the performer, the priests, and others, all are the 
Lord Fire; this means they all are One-Principle. Here unity is sought with that 
Principle casting off the wrong identity. That is the Knowledge, and that is the 
Power of Consciousness, which is also same as the Life-force. The Life-force is 
both the consciousness and the vital energy. In the form of jewel that knowledge 
is prayed. In Upani�ds it is said, asau viiva loko gautamiignistasyiiditya eva samid 
( Ch. U, 5.4. 1 ) ,  Oh Goutama, this famous world is the fire, asau viiva loko 
gautamiignilJ,, the sun is verily its fuel, tasyiiditya eva samid. Here the famous world 
refers to dyu l,okii, the glowing world or the heaven. This glowing world is the 
greater space where the cosmic energy remains in unmanifested form. When we 
say energy in English we normally understand the physical energies but the 
meaning here is to the Power of Consciousness, dtti sakt� this includes all the 
physical energies. This Power of Consciousness is both the power of knowledge 
and the power called vitality or vigor. This is one power. That Fire manifests as 
life in this earth. The fuel of that Fire is the Sun. The Sun is the source of all the 
lives in our earth. And in the fifth step of the life-cycle this fire takes the human 
form from the water (vide supra, Ch. U, 5.9. 1 ,  p. 1 7) .  

But what is the fire in a body? We pray to the Lord Fire, prii'f}.adii apiinadii 
vyiinadii varcodii varibodiilJ ( YY,  17.15) , you are the giver of the exhalation, fn01J.<J, 
the inhalation, apiina, and the vital energy inside the body, vyiina, also the vigor, 
varcas, and the prosperity, variba. So the fire in a body is naturally understood as 
the life-force, fn07J-a. As the vital energy this fire is described as, 

tamo�adhirdadhire garbhamrtviyam 
tamapo agnim janayanta miitara}j., 

tamit samiinam vaninasca virudho-
ntarvatiSca suvate ca vifoahii. (..(lV, 1 0.91 .6)  

Medicines or herbs hold the fire in their wombs according to the seasons, 
ta�adhirdadhire garbham'(tviyam, the water or rain gives birth to the firelike a 
mother, tamapo agnim janayanta matara}j.. Plants and herbs hold that (fire) in 
their womb, tam.it samanam vanina$ca virudho, and holding that they manifest 
that in the world (as food and medicines) , antarvatiSca suvate ca viSvahii. 

Above this is a description of the energy cycle; prii'f}.a or the vital energy is 
refered as agni or the Fire in the creation. Again in Upani�ds it is said: sa eya 
vaiSviinaro viSvarl.tpalJ, prii1].0'gnirudayate, that very one rises up, who is the prQ'fJ.fJ, 
prii'fJ.fJ, and the fire, vaiSviinaraJ.i, and who is possessed of all forms, viSvarl.tpalj. 
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(Pr. U, 1 .7) .  VaiSva.nara is a name of the fire and VaiSvanara means one who is 
identified with all beings. The fire as prar.ia is identified with all beings. All the 
forms are nothing but the life-force, prar_ta, which is the fire. 

Since the Lord Fire, Agnideva, was first created, sarvasyii,gramasrjyata, so it is 
called the fire, vaitamagnirityac�ate, in an indirect way, parok.$am; sa yadasya 
sarvasyagramasrjyata tasmadagrirha vaitamagnirityiicak�ate parok�am ( Sa. Br. , 
6. 1 . 1 . 1 1 ) .  Also it is said that the prar.ia was created first, etasmajjayate prii'Y}o, from 
That Principle the prii'Y}a was created (Mu. U, 2. 1 .3) . Again, sa prar.iamasrjata 
prii'Y}iicchradhiim kham, etc . ,  He created the prii'Y}a first and then from the prar.ia he 
created other fifteen parts like faith, ether, etc. (Pr. U, 6.4) . This shows it is one
energy principle called as the prar.ia and also as the fire. The Lord Fire is the 
soul of all the gods, agnivai sarveyam deuanamatma ( Sa. Br. , 14.3.2 .5) ; it is the 
prii,r.ia which glows in all, priir_to hyeya ya'IJ, sarvabhutairvibhati (Mu. U, 3. 1 .4) . All 
these show unity between the prar.ia and the fire, so the prar.ia and the fire is one. 
The same fire is dweller in the heaven, lord of the earth and inside every being 
as the vaiSvanara fire, murdhiinam divo aratim frrthivya vaiSvanaramrta a jiitamagnim, 
(S. V, 1 .7.5) . This vaiSvanara fire is the vital energy, prar.ia, in a living body; Lord 
Vasudeva says, 

aham vaifoanaro bhutva prar.iinam dehamasrita'IJ,, 
prar.iapanasamayukta'IJ, pacamyannam caturvidham. ( S Bg. , 1 5 . 1 4) 

The Lord says that I as the vaiSvanara fire, aham vaiSvanaro bhutvii,, is inside 
the bodies of the beings, prafJ,iniim dehamasrita'IJ,, and am attached to prar.ia and 
apiina, the exhalation and the inhalation, prar.iapanasamayuktalJ,, and digest and 
assimilate the four types of foods, paciimyannam caturvidham. 

That vaiSvanara fire remains as the priir.ia in a person and the same is called 
hainsa'IJ, since outer manifestation of prii'Y}a is through the breath, priir.iaviiyu, 
which is the exhalation, ham, and the inhalation, sa'IJ,. It is understood that, in the 
physical body, which is a fonn of water, the vital energy, pra1J-a, remains as the 
fire. 

Hainsa'IJ, also means one that moves; ham means to move. Prar_ta as the vital 
energy moves within the body and is also the cause of our physical, physiological 
and mental movements. The Knowledge though appears static, it moves as power 
of the knowledge, citti sakti'IJ,. But how the same prar.ia can be equated with the 
Knowledge, and how the principle called prar.ia appearing as the vital energy 
having activities is same as the prii,r.ia appearing as the Knowledge devoid of 
activities? We discuss this time and again and see that the pra1J-a as the vital 
energy also kills the bondage of the ignorance by absorbing activities of our 
mind and thereby reflecting the Consciousness within us. 

Many Routes are Creations of the Ignorance: Once that eka'IJ, hainsa'IJ, is known, 
one crosses over the death. There is no other route. Again Upani�ds say, 
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eko basi sarvabhutantariitmii 
ekam ropam bahudhii, yalJ, karoti, 

tamatmastham ye 'nupasyanti dhirii '-
ste$am sukham safoatam netare�am. ( Ka. U, 2 .2 . 1 2 )  

There i s  one controller, eko baSi, who i s  the inner Self of all , sarvahhutii,ntaratmii, 
He makes, yalJ, karoti, (His) one single form, ekam rupam, into many, bahudhii,. 
Those discriminating persons, dhirii,IJ, who see through their inner eye, ye '
nupo,Syanti, to That inside the intellect (calm mind without volitions) , tamii
tmastham, they only get the eternal happiness, teyam sukham siiSvatam, and not 
the others, netare$iim. 

This makes even clearer that one inner controller is everything, which is the 
Self. That is hamsa and That is the Knowledge. One has manifested into many. 
Once we know that Principle then the veil of ego falls down, the wrong identity 
ceases. Knowing Him is only the route for the eternal peace named liberation. 
But one can say there are many routes like intellectual practices, jitana; practices 
of devotion, bhakti; practices of action, karma; sacrifices, yajita; yogic practices, 
yoga; practices of occult culture, tantra; worships, puja or upasana; prayers, 
prarthana, and so on. But Bhagavati Sruti (Vedas) says that there is only one 
route. Then according to the Vedas, appearances of many routes are only 
creations of the ignorance. That is why in Upanii?ads it is said, 

vidyam ciividyiim ca yastadvedohhayam saha, 
avidyaya mrtyum tirtva vidyayamrtama5nute. (ls. U, 1 1 )  

One who knows the knowledge, vidyam, and the ignorance, ca avidyam, both 
at the same time, yastadvedobhayam saha; he crosses the death, mrtyum tirtva, 
through the ignorance, avidyaya, and attains immortality, amrtama5nute, through 
the knowledge, vidyaya. 

Here the ignorance, avidya, means action that is based on desires. Desires, 
actions and its results are under the purview of the ignorance. Once one attains 
the Knowledge, then actions do not become actions or the cause of bondage. 
Here again it is said that one has to cross the death through the ignorance, 
avidya. When we say action is avidya, we have to remember that in the scriptures 
dealing with emancipation, there is no scope for forbidden actions; only those 
actions approved by scriptures are to be understood. This can be one's duties to 
the family and the society, the Vedic/scriptural rites, rituals practiced in different 
religious communities, actions for social and human welfares, actions and results 
surrendered to God, actions without any motive (or desire for results) and done 
as a duty for duty's shake, worship of gods and goddesses with a desire for results 
and so on. These are only purification processes. And at the end of these processes 
it is worship of gods to find unity with the God, ahamgraha upasana. The last one 
will result in the Knowledge, vidyii,, which is the cause of immortality, amrta. All 
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these routes of karma, jftiina, bhakti, yoga, etc. are within puIView of the ignorance, 
but this ignorance is dependant on actions based upon noble qualities, sattvagu:rµz. 
Since an action is result of rajogur,ia when it acts on sattvagu1Ja then only it is 
possible. When rajogu1Ja acts on qualities of darkness, tamogur,ia, then this results 
on activities forbidden by the scriptures. This is not even the ignorance, avidyO., 
this is at much lower level than that of the ignorance, and is not considered by 
the scriptures on spiritual discussions. These three qualities are qualities of the 
Nature, prakrti. For details on these one can read the fourteenth chapter of 
Srimad BhagavadgitO., the Gm;i.atrayavibhaga-yoga. 

Result of Kann.a, Actions: But again scripture says, karma1Jii pitrwkal], (Br. U, 
1 .5 . 16) , through the actions one attains the World of Manes. By doing Vedic and 
scriptural rites and rituals, and actions for human welfare one goes to the World 
of Manes. This is the Southern Route, dak#'#Jiiyana miirga, and one has to return 
to this world after enjoying in the World of Manes when results of the actions 
performed are finished after their enjoyment. Similar is also the result of 
worshiping different gods with a desire or a noble motive, after enjoying the 
fruits of such noble deeds in the heaven or in the World of Gods one again 
returns to this world. However the heaven or the World of Manes can be in this 
world, but whatever it may be it is a good and pious life.  But these are all 
temporary; and this is said in the context of a higher spiritual evolution ending 
with unity of the individual self with the Transcendental Self. Again the individual 
soul is in the wheel of the world subjected to misery and happiness, in jaws of 
darkness and in jaws of the death. The Wise-ones therefore reject this path. But 
one can only reject this depending upon his elevated status in the process of his 
spiritual evolution. If he is in a lower ladder of human evolution then he has to 
perform these actions to evolve on to the higher stages. Since most of us are in a 
lower stratum of human evolution we must have to perform these actions to 
ascend to higher strata. Still then we can say that those persons performing 
scriptural activities are in much higher position than those humans who are 
engaged in forbidden activities. Those engaged in forbidden activities are called 
demons, asura-s. Here we should remember that normal human tendency is 
after desires and after enjoyment by fulfillment of desires. These desires are 
many and have no limit. If we leave our actions and enjoyments uncontrolled, 
and run after them, then that will result in big social, moral and psychological 
catastrophes. These desires of individuals can class against each other because 
enjoyments by one individual are very likely to encroach the rights of others. So 
scriptures canalize them in the form of righteousness. For example if a person is 
after sexual enjoyment with many partners like a beast that would result in a 
social and psychological catastrophe, so moral rules are framed to give sanctity 
to such an enjoyment within limitation of a husband or a wife along with 
performance of the family obligations and duties. The same is for acquiring 
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wealth. According to the scriptures one cannot steal or earn money by corruption 
because that will encroach others right to enjoyment of wealth, but one can earn 
wealth by honest efforts. This is giving a controlled direction or ventilation to the 
uncontrolled desires so that the enjoyment is done with social harmony. If one 
wants to have enjoyment in heaven then he has to worship the king of the heaven, 
Indra and other gods; he cannot simply go and fight with the gods. But the 
demonic way is different and that is to snatch away others rights to enjoyment. 
Many of the fights between nations and groups are of demonic in nature because 
one wants enjoyment by snatching the rights of others. Though in ancient India 
there were warriors and braves in plenty but saints and sages always guided the 
ruling class and they had not fought to occupy and rule over others land. 
Whenever such an attempt was made by any, history had recorded their names 
in the class of demons. But to save the citizens from excesses of the ruling classes 
and splitting the nation into many segments, Rajasuya and ASvamedha yajii<H are 
allowed according to the ruling of scriptures and the performer king was subjected 
to many rules and regulations and guided by the monk�ru of his dynasty. The 
purpose of all these was to deny the forbidden activities for sensual gratification 
and ego satisfaction, and to allow the scriptural activities in their place so that the 
enjoyment is not denied but simultaneously the harmony is also maintained. 
Scriptural activities also promote those works of social and religious welfares 
like schools, hospitals, roads, drinking water facilities, temples, ashrams, 
orphanages, destitute homes, cooperatives,  self-help groups, forestations, 
environment protection, viz. ,  protection of atmospheric air, rivers, lakes, other 
water bodies,  forests, wild-lives ,  etc . ,  heritage preservation , knowledge 
dissemination of various kinds like scriptural, cultural, social or economic, 
voluntary works and charity, etc. Such activities enable one to have a better type 
of enjoyment by serving to others. Thereby a person gives himself a chance to 
broaden his mind from narrow sense enjoyments to the joy of serving others and 
qualifying himself for better worlds. If people perform the scriptural activities 
and abandon the forbidden ones, then the heaven will descend on this world. 

Two Types of Humam, DeolH and Asum-s: According to Lord Kr�i:i.a, in the 
world there are only two types of human beings, devas and asuras, men with the 
divine qualities and men with the demonic qualities; "dau bhutaso:rgau 'toke' smin 
daiva asura eua ca" (S. Bg., 16.6) . Though different worlds are described for gods, 
devils and humans but all the worlds are present here in this world as per this 
quote. On the sixteenth chapter of Srimad Bhagavadgita, the Daivasura
sampadvibhaga-yoga, the Lord has described these in details. Fearlessness, purity 
of mind, establishing in yoga of meditation. for realization, charity, control of 
sense-organs, oblations and sacred duties, studying scriptures,  austerities, 
righteousness of mind, body and senses, nonviolence, truthfulness, absence 
of anger,  renunciation , equanimity, abstaining from malicious gossips, 
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compassion, absence of craving even on contact with objects, no egoism, no 
fickleness, vigor with sublimity, forgiveness, fortitude, cleanliness, not to be 
reactive, not to seek excessive honor and other such qualities are the divine 
properties. 

On the other hand the opposites of these like stubbornness, arrogance, pride, 
anger, hypocrisy, ignorance, demonstrating ones wealth and power, not knowing 
the difference between activities to be performed and abstinence, uncleanliness, 
bad conduct, falsehood, unholy desires, anger, hatred, jealousy, satisfying ego, 
sensuous pleasures or lust, to be blind by wealth and power, brutal force, etc. ,  
are the demonic properties as described by the Lord. We have to learn the 
division as per the scriptures and work according to the rules prescribed by the 
scriptures. The divine properties are the cause of liberation whereas the demonic 
properties are the cause of bondage. We have to leave those activities forbidden 
by the scriptures. 

Our discussion on the subject is not centered on persons with the devil qualities. 
They have to wait till they receive a strong blow from the Mother Nature for 
their unholy actions according to the rules of the nature, so that they can turn 
their eyes from those apparent dazzling objects of sense enjoyment and return 
to the path of self-growth. Then they have to perform those actions that have 
scriptural sanctions and then they shall qualify for the World of Manes. Since the 
World of Manes is the Southern Path by which the individual-self returns back to 
this world, persons with a discriminating intellect reject this to aspire for higher 
stage. Now let us see what that higher stage is. 

Yulyti, the Knowledge is the Higher: Vidyaya devalokalJ, (Br. U, 1 .5. 1 6) ,  through 
the knowledge, vidyii, one attains the World of Gods; na tatra dak.P".'ii. yanti, people 
going through the Southern Path do not reach there. This means those who are 
engaged in higher form of practices like worshiping of gods, etc. to find unity 
with the God, they attain the World of Gods. The qualifications for these types of 
practices come from the scriptural actions performed in this life or in previous 
lives. Worshiping gods with a motive can have a good life in this earth or can 
attain the World of Gods but they return back to this world after enjoying when 
the results of their good deeds are finished. So this is same as the Southern Path. 
But those who worship gods to find unity with the God do not return from this 
path. This is the Northern Path, uttarayar_w, mtifWL This is amrta, immortality, 
and na mrta, not death. But here is also found a thin line of demarcation. This 
immortality can be a relative immortality in comparison to the Southern Path, 
since this is for a much longer span of time than the previous one. Why it is said 
so? Because this immortality is due to identity with a particular god and it depends 
on practitioner's idea and contemplation on that god. If we have not established 
total unity with the Truth, the Pure Existence and if our god and/ or goddess is a 
separate entity then this will last till the existence of that god, means up to the 
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end of the present creation, kalpa, even if one's personal god is very powerful. 
Then our vidya is simply worshiping, upasanii,, and not the worshiping resulting 
into the Knowledge, jiiana. 

Two Types of Vulya, Para and Aparii: The knowledge or vidya is of two types. 

"dve vidye veditavye iti ha sma yadbrahmavido vadanti para caiviiparii ca. "  
(Mu. U, 1 . 1 .4) 

( �i .Aiigira explained that) the Knower of the Brahman said, brahmavido 
vadanti, about two types of knowledges, dve vidye, which are to be acquired, 
veditavye, one is superior, para and another is inferior, caiva apara ca. 

Apa:rii Vulya, the Inferior Knowledge: The inferior knowledge, apara vidyii,, deals 
with dos and don'ts, deals on noble qualities, worshiping, their means and ends. 
This comprises Vedas, viz. , /Jg, Yajur, Sama, and Atharva, pronunciations, Si/eyii,, 
Vedic rites, kalpalJ,, grammar, vyakara'T}a, etymology, nirukta, metre, chandalJ,, 
and astrology, jyoti$alJ,. etc. But the superior knowledge is one that is not eroded, 
atha parii yaya tatiak$aramadhigamyate (Mu. U, 1 . 1 .5) . Here in apara vidya both 
actions and worshipings are included. But in the previous example given from 
lsopan�ad, v. 1 1 ,  vidyam cii vidyam ca, etc. worshiping is separated as vidya (meaning 
there by apara vidya) from actions as avidya. 

Here it can be mentioned that worshiping, upasanii,, referred in the text is not 
rites and rituals or worshiping with physical activities. These come under the 
actions, avidya. The worshiping described here is more a mental one; this is a 
contemplation to develop a particular belief system. What we are presently is 
nothing but our belief system and what we will be is dependant on what type of 
belief system we inoculate. Our actions are dependant on our belief system. If 
our belief system is negative we lead a disastrous life, if it is positive we live a 
good life. So worshiping is done more at a mental and intellectual level than at 
physical level. But still then the worshiping is called aparii vidya or the inferior 
knowledge. But with worshiping we are in a much higher stage of human evolution 
to reach the perfection, just in the process of reaching the near final stage. When 
our worshiping results in the Knowledge it becomes para vidyii, the superior 
knowledge. 

Pam Vulya, the Superior Knowledge: Then what are that final state or the superior 
knowledge and how we can reach that? 

yattadadresyamag;rahyamagotramavaTT}a
macak$ulJ,frotram tadapa'T}ipadam, 

nityam bibhum sarvagatam susuk$am 
tadavyayam yadbhutayonim paripasyanti dhiralj,. (Mu. U, 1 . 1 .6) 

Wise persons realize, paripa5yanti dhiralj, the Supreme Knowledge as that, 
yatlad, which cannot be perceived, adrefyam:, cannot be captured, agrahyam:, without 
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root or ancestry, agotram; without color, features or caste, ava�m; without eye 
and ear, ac�ulJSrotram; without hands and feet, apii:r_iipadam. Then it is eternal, 
nityam, not subjected to destruction or even mutation; again that One is multiform, 
mbhum, all the forms are only His manifestations; omnipresent, saroagatam; very 
subtle, susuk$am; uneroded, avyayam; and is the source of entire creation ,  
bhutayonim. 

This is the Supreme Knowledge. But here it is said that which cannot be 
perceived, cannot be captured both physically and mentally. This means that, 
this is beyond the purview of the mind, and even the higher intellect. Then how 
to have that knowledge? That is the focal point of our discussion. 

Again it is  said, "satyam jniinamanantam brahma" ( Tai. U, 2 . 1 . 1 ) .  The Brahman 
is Truth, Knowledge , and Infinity. Truth is the pure existence, without any 
mutation , and never eroded. That is the Knowledge, the form of the pure 
Consciousness. We use the word "pure" because our mind and intellect etc. are 
only reflections of the con�ciousness. We should not confuse them as the pure 
Consciousness though often we use the term consciousness for them and this 
Knowledge under discussion here is beyond the purview of the mind and the 
intellect. But since that is saroagatam, entered inside everything, then everything 
is consciousness and appearance in different names and forms are only works of 
the ignorance. This means we are with That, only we have to know that. 

The Ultimate State: "sa yo ha vai tatparamam brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati" (Mu. 
U, 3.2.9) , One who knows this Supreme Brahman becomes the Brahman itself. 

Then there is no separate existence. The Brahman has manifested into 
everything and I am that principle. Elimination of separate existence of the 
individual self is elimination of the ignorance. This does not mean that our 
physical body will collapse at that moment of realization. Because even our physical 
body is also Thyself, and everything is Thyself. That is ten ,  thousand, many and 
infinite,  vai da$a ca sahasrii'r}i bahuni ciinantiini (Br. U, 2.5. 19) . That is not outside. 
He is That Puru�a who is staying in all the bodies and there is nothing that is not 
covered by Him, sa vii ayam puru$al_i saroiisu pu�u puri5ayo nainena kincaniiniivrtam 
(ibid. ,  2.5. 18) . Once you have this knowledge, you are brahmavid, a knower of 
the Brahman. Now you know, tattvamas� 'Thou art That" ( Ch. U, 6.8. 7) ;  ayamiitmii 
brahma, 'This Self is the Brahman " (Br. U, 2.5. 19) ; tat satyam sa iitmii, 'That is 
Truth, which is the Self' ( Ch. U, 6.8. 7) .  This is the final knowledge. Acquiring 
this knowledge, you are one with all . You are established in the Truth, Knowledge 
and Infinity. You are Vi,s'r}u, the vastness. With your identification with the body
mind interactions and identification with names and forms, you are just a small 
entity separated from your own source. But still then you are a particle of the 
Consciousness embedded within the whirlpool of the ignorance, avidyii, subjected 
to its actions and results, enjoying the results of actions, going up and down , and 
feeling sorrow and happiness. These all phenomena vanish when you have that 
Supreme Knowledge, parii vidyii. 
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From the above discussions we know that the Vedic � preached the practice 
of the path of renunciation, nivrtti dharma and the path of worldly happiness, 
pravrtti dharma. Pravrtti dharma is the practice of religious rites, worship of gods 
and practice of charity, kindness and noble deeds. These actions are capable of 
presenting happiness and enjoyments in the present life and the life beyond in 
the heaven. The Vedic path of worldly happiness is not like the happiness as 
understood normally by a modern day man. Here enjoyment is not uncontrolled 
according to enjoyer's  will rather this enjoyment is given a direction according 
to the scriptural sanctions. This is pravrtti dharma sanctioned in scriptures and 
this lays foundation for nivrtti dharma. But nivrtti dharma says that enjoying in the 
heaven through good behaviors and noble actions is temporary and does not 
lead to freedom from the cycles of birth and death, hence miseries are not 
eradicated. Freedom can be achieved only through the Knowledge or in other 
words by removal of the wrong knowledge, avidyii. 

How TO HAVE THE KNOWLEDGE? 
But when it is said that this Knowledge is adre5yam and agrahyam, cannot be 
perceived and grasped ( vide supra, p. 24) , meaning thereby beyond the purview 
of our mind and intellect then let us discuss how to have that knowledge. We 
understand the outer world by our mind and intellect. The sense-organs are 
doors of the mind. Since That is beyond perception and grasp, then the five 
sense-organs, viz. ,  ears, skin, eyes, tongue and nose along with the five senses, 
viz., sound, touch, vision, taste, and smell are negated, so also negated is the 
sixth sense named mind. In Upani�ads it is said, 

parii:ftci khani vyatrunat svayambhu
stasmatparan pasyati nantaratman, 

kascidhira!J pratyagatmanmek$ya
dabrtacak$uramrtatvamicchan. ( Ka. U, 2. I .  I )  

The Lord that is self-existing, svayambhu/J, destroyed the outgoing senses, paraiici 
khani vyatrunat, so one sees the outer objects, tasmatparan pafyati, and not the 
inner Self, nantnratman. Rarely, a discriminating person, kafcidhira!J, wishing 
immortality, amrtatvamicchan, covers his eyes, abrtacak$u!J, and turns his senses 
away to see the indwelling Self, pratyagatmanmek$yat. 

The Lord is always self-existing as the Supreme Self, the Cosmic Self or the 
individual self. This Lord is always one and has no beginning or end. This is a 
homogeneous principle, tattva. Due to His tri-fold-nature, the individual self 
appears to be deluded and then the rajas and tamas qualities make the senses 
outward. That is destruction of the senses by the self-existing Lord and due to 
this, one is not able to see the indwelling Self. But one having a discriminating 
intellect, a dhira!J, by preponderance of sattva qualities in him knows the distinction 
between mortals and non-mortal , and hence prefe rs immortality, i . e . ,  the 
indwelling Self. Such a person does not prefer the objects of the outgoing senses. 
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So he covers the eyes, not to see outward world. Here the eyes represent all the 
five sensN:>rgans along with the mind. This is the way to have the Knowledge. We 
have to look inward. This is reversing the direction. This is moving against the 
water current like a fish, and not to be swayed away by flow of the current. 

The Way of FJSh: In the words of Sri Aurobindo, "the life you lead conceals the 
light you are" ( Sa. , 4.3) . So such is the nature of human beings to see the outer 
world through five senses; only a rare person possessing the discriminating intellect, 
viveka buddhi, can swim against the reverse flow of water and will not be dragged 
into the way of the water current. So in yoga and tantra, this is described as the 
way of fish, mina miirga. As the fishes move against the water current in an upward 
direction during their breeding seasons, a discriminating man does not engage 
in the thought of sense objects. This teaches us not to follow our animal instincts; 
hence we have to move against the path of desires, praurtti miirga. This is the path 
of returning, niT!(tti miirga. Our saints say, "An elephant is swayed away by a strong 
water current, but a fish swims against it. " Elephant represents a strong ego giving 
rise to many desires. To move against the current or dhiirii is Riidhii; we have to 
reverse dhii and rii. The principle called Radha is the path of returning or renouncing 
the desires. Radha will take us to Lord Kr�Q.a and dhiirii or the way of desires will 
take us to bondage. And for this to happen, we have to observe control of the 
senses and control of the mind. So in the path of spiritualism, this is the first condition. 

The Sense Enjoyments kill: Bhagavatpada Sri Sarikaracarya has given us the 
examples how the attachment to the sense objects takes one to devastation. 

fabdiidibhilJ, pancabhireva panca 
pancatvamiipulJ, svagur,tena baddhalJ,; 

kuraitgamiitaitgapataitgamina 
bhfiigii naralJ, pancabhiraftcitalJ, kim. ( Vkc. , 76) 

An animal being is attached, baddhiilJ,, to only, eva, one object out of the fives, 
pancabhilJ,, like sound etc. ,  fobdiidibhilJ,, due to its own nature, svagur,tena, meets 
the death, pancatvamiipulJ,, as in case of a deer, kuraitga, an elephant, miitaitga, 
an insect, pataitga, a fish, mina, and a bee, bh'filgii, whereas what, kim, will happen 
to a man, naralJ,, who is attached, aftcitalJ,, to all the fives, pancabhilJ,. 

A deer is attached to sounds and while listening to the song of a hunter it 
comes close to the hunter and the hunter' s  arrow hits it. An elephant is attached 
to touch and hunters exploit this. They dig a trench, and on the other side they 
keep a female elephant. The elephant having a desire to coupling the female 
counterpart falls on the trench and found itself in a captive condition. Insects are 
attached to vision and die in mass when they see a fire. A fish is attached to taste 
and is captured by fishing through a feed on a hook. A bee is attached to smell 
and dies inside a lotus in night when the petals are closed. Whereas a human 
being is attached to all the five senses, viz. ,  sound, touch, vision, taste, and smell. 
Then how will he save himself? So King Bhartrhari sings, 
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Fig. 2 .2.  The sense enjoymen ts kill .  A deer dies for attachment to sounds, a negative 
effect of Visuddha. An elephant dies for attachment to touch,  a negative effect of 

Anahata. Insects die for attachment to visual objects, a negative effect of Mai:iipflra. 
A fish dies for attach ment to taste, a negative effect of Svadhi11�hana. A bee dies for 

attachment to smell ,  a negative effect of M uladhara. 

bhogii na bhuktii vayameva bhuktii
stapo na taptam vayameva taptii/:t, 

kiilo na yiito vayameva yiitiis-
m?Jii na fi,n:iii vayameva fi,n:iii/:t. ( vs, 7) 

We have hot enjoyed the enjoyments,  bhogii na bhuktii, rather we were being 
enjoyed, vayameva bhuktii/:t, we did not perform austerities (meaning here for 
efforts to arrange materials of pleasure) , tapo na taptam, rather we suffered from 
burning (of desires) , vayameva taptii/:t, time did not pass, kiilo na yato, we were by-
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passed by the time, vayameva yata}J,, desires were not thinned, tf$7J.a na firr_ia, 
rather we were thinned out (suffered from the ignorance) ,  vayamevafirr_iii,IJ,. 

Such is the pitiable condition of ours who are after the sense enjoyments. 

Control of the Sense-organs and the Mind: Therefore we must have control 
over the five sense-organs. Without controlling ears, eyes, skin, tongue, and nose 
we cannot move forward one step in the way of God. This is called control of the 
senses, dama, and this is not possible without controlling the mind, sama. From 
this we understand that the main instrument of our spiritual practice is the mind. 

��i A�tavakra explains to king J anaka, 

muktimicchasi cettata vi$ayanvi$avat tyaja, 
k$amarjavadayato$asatyam pzyu$avadbhaja. (Asg. , 1 . 2 )  

I f  you want liberation, muktimicchasi c,ettii,ta, leave enjoyment o f  the sense-objects 
like poison, vi$ayanvi$avat tyaja, and cultivate forgiveness, k$ama, broadness, 
a1java, kindness, daya, contentment, to$a, and truth, satyam, to drink them like 
nectar, pzyu$avadbhaja. 

This means one has to leave attachment for body, senses and the sense objects, 
and has to cultivate noble virtues. But all these things happen only within the 
mind, because mind is the ruler here. Mind roams in objects, and the mind 
becomes the objects .  Then that object or in other words the thought of that 
object takes the form of the self, so we become that object; urttisarftfrJamitaratra 
( Yg:s., 1 .4) ,  at other times when thoughts of the mind are not halted the seer 
appears to assume the form of the thought. That is the bondage. That is contraction 
of the Infinite into finite. So it is said, savi$ayam mano bandhaya nirui$ayam muktaye 
bhavati (MBU, 5. 1 . 1 ) ,  a mind with objects is the cause of bondage and without 
objects is the cause of liberation. Hence objects, means attachments and aversions 
to objects, are like poison that kills the self. To counter this poison we need to 
drink the nectar, this means we have to cultivate noble virtues. Those are 
forgiveness, broadness, kindness, contentment and truth. For that we need to 
develop our discriminating intellect. It is said, 

indriyairbadhyate fiva atma caiva na badhyate, 
mamatvena bhavejfivo nirmamatvena kevala}J,. ( YCU, 84) 
The organs bind, indriyairbadhyate, the individual soul, fiva, and do not bind, 

caiva na badhyate, the Self, atma. Due to I and mine, mamatvena, one becomes the 
individual, bhavejfi,vo, once "I sense" is finished, nirmamatvena, this attains the 
state of the One and Only, kevala}J,. 

The sense-organs only bind an individual with the "I sense " or a person with 
attachments to body, mind and relations with the body. The basis of all our 
thoughts and desires are "I sense ": the world of l and mine . Once this is finished 
due to development of the discriminating intellect then there are no sufferings. 
One is in kaivalyam, the state of oneness with all things and beings. 
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Again, 

yadi deharh prthakkrtya citi vi.framya li$fhasi, 
adhunaiva sukhi}J, fanto bandhamukto bhavi$yasi. (Asg. , 1 .4) 
If you separate yourself from body, yadi deharh frrthakkreya, (includes senses 

and the sense-objects) and give rest, vi.framya ti-$fhasi, to your mind, citta, then at 
this very moment, adhunaiva, you will be, bhavfyyasi, in a state of bliss, sukh"ilJ,, 
peace, fanto, and (will be) liberated, bandhamukto. 

Our own body is due to our mind, not only our own body but also all other 
bodies, both living and non-living, are due to our mind only. Senses are the 
doors that bring outer perception to the mind and then the mind creates 
attachments etc. depending upon the types of sensations it received. Again the 
mind remembers those sensations stored in it in the form of impressions and 
thereby creating further attachments and aversions and further impressions 
making it an unending cycle of pain and pleasure. So clue here for liberation is 
to give rest to the mind, because a mind is always in volition, in thoughts. A mind 
is just a bunch of thoughts, and this has no definite shape. It takes the shape of an 
object on which it roams, so we can say the thought of objects are mind. This 
mind with its actions is just the world. This world is due to our mind and mind 
only. Once with the dissolution of this mind there remains no world. What exists 
then is the Truth, Knowledge, and Infinity. 

The Supreme is not Comprehended through the Mind: But we have said that 
Lord is saroagatam, inside everything. So let us understand it phase by phase. 

yanmanasii na manute yeniihurmano matam, 
tadeva brahma tvarh viddhi nedarh yadidamupiisate. ( Ke. U, 1 .5)  

That is  not comprehended through the mind, yanmanasii na manute, by which 
the mind is comprehended, yeniihurmano matam; know that to be the Brahman, 
tadeva brahma tvarh viddhi, and not the object that people worship, nedarh 
yadidamupiisate. 

Here it is made clear that the Brahman is not grasped through the mind, 
manasii na manute. The Brahman is the force by which we comprehend the mind. 
This point is of utmost importance. Similar verses in the first chapter of Kenopaneyad 
teach the same thing about the sense organs ( &. U,  1 .6--8) and speech (ibid. , 
1 .4) , means through the Brahman we comprehend the senses, speech and the 
mind. Speech here represents the action organs. But all these cannot comprehend 
the Brahman. 

That Supreme Knowledge or the Brahman has been described as Truth, the 
Pure Existence, Infinity and Consciousness. This has also explained as cannot be 
perceived, cannot be grasped, without ancestry and so on in the previous pages. 
But still then we have an abstract idea, and our understanding is not concrete. It 
is only through spiritual practices we can know, but to have some idea and to 
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fecilitate our practice we should chose from scriptures one term that will nearly 
describe the Brahman. What is that term, which will give us at least some concrete 
idea according to our state of understanding? Scriptures name that as Pra:r,ia and 
that is the theme of the present discussion.  

Know That through the Mind: In the above it is discussed, manasii na manute, 
not possible to know the Brahman through the mind. Again in other places it is 
said, manasaivedamiiptauyam, one has to know That through the mind or mana
saiviinudr�tauyam, one has to see That through the mind. 

or 

manasaivedamiiptavyam neha niiniisti kimcana, 
mrtyo}J sa mrtyum gacchati ya iha niineva pasyati. (Ka. U, 2. 1 . 1 1 )  

manasaiviinudra�tavyam neha niiniisti kimcana, 
mrtyo}J sa mrtyum iipnoti ya iha naneva pasyati. ( Br. U, 4.4. 19)  

That i s  t o  b e  known through the mind only, manasaivedamiiptauyam, That i s  to 
be seen through the mind only, manasaiviinudr�tauyam. There is no multiplicity 
here, neha niiniisti kimcana. One who sees multiplicity here, ya iha niineva po,Syati, 
goes from death to death, mrtyo}J sa mrtyum gacchati( iipnotz) . 

So multiplicity is creation of the ignorance. Multiple names and forms are 
only appearance of one homogeneous principle. We study this, but this knowledge 
should settle within us. We should know this in totality without any doubt, simply 
knowing it in our faculty of intelligence but reacting to situations with our ego, 
i .e. ,  with identification with body-mind interactions as the self, would not work. 
That is the reason earlier it was said that the Knowledge cannot be comprehended 
through the mind, but we have to see the One only through the mind as it is 
advocated here. But how this will be possible? 

Possible through a Mind at Rest: The above discussi o n s  appear to be 
contradictory as it is first said that the Supreme cannot be comprehended through 
the mind and again later it is said to know That through the mind. But actually 
this is not contradictory. To know we have the only one instrument called mind. 
In that mind we have to see the unity of our individual-self and the world with the 
Cosmic Self, One a.nd the Only One, kaivalyam. But it  was said that such a 
realization is not possible through the mind since the nature of mind is to remain 
in a state of volition . Here in the above discussion we have already said, citi 
vi$ramya ti�thasi, give rest to your mind, citta ( vide supra, "Control of the Sense 
Organs and the Mind," p. 29) .  So this Self-realization is not possible through a 
mind that is in volition but is possible through a mind at rest. When actions of 
the mind, citta, are halted, then that is called yoga, yoga5cittavrttinirodha}J ( Ygs. , 
1 .2) . This is the unity or union of the individual with the source. The same thing 
was told differently as, 
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yada paitcavati�thante jitanani manasa saha, 
lntddhisca na vice�tati tamahulJ, paramam gatim. ( Ka. U, 2 .3 . 1 0 )  

When the five sens�rgans, yada paitca jnanani, along with the mind, manasa 
saha, rest together, avatfythant,e, and the intellect too does not try, buddhiSca na 

vicqtati, wise men call that the highest state, tamahulJ, paramam gatim. 
How these five senses will take rest? These fives can take rest along with the 

mind only. These fives are mind only since their functional existence is dependent 
on the mind. Once we separate our mind from them then they cease to perform. 
These five do not create any problem for us as such; they simply bring the 
perception to the mind. Now the mind recognizes them, even recognizing by the 
mind is not also a problem, but it fixes tag on those perceptions as pleasures, 
pains or neutral sensations. This determination or tagging is done by the intellect. 
Now the mind creates likes and dislikes depending upon type of the tag fixed to 
a perception. Here lies the actual problem of likes and dislikes. Then the mind 
stores them and that forms a knot in the subconscious mind. Again this knot 
appears time to time as a memory and the mind desires to have the pleasurable 
sensations and acts in that direction. Ifit gets pleasure then it is happy, if not then 
the mind is unhappy. Similarly the mind does not want the unpleasurable 
sensations and if it encounters them then it becomes unhappy. Even when physical 
action is not done to attain the pleasurable ones and discard the unpleasurable 
one, the mental brooding goes on. And all these mental broodings makes further 
knots. In this way impressions are multiplied and a man is bounded strongly. So 
the due for liberation is to give rest to the mind along with the five sen�rgans 
and also to stop the activities of the intellect. Here in this verse intellect though 
represents determining faculty but is not said simply as the determining faculty, 
rather it is presented here as a broader term representing the greater mind, 
citta. 

In �i Patafijali 's description of the greater mind, citta, both the active mind, 
mana, and the intellect, buddhi, are included. So this is a complete rest to all the 
subtle internal organs, viz., mind, intellect, ego and subconscious. For simple 
understanding we refer here citta as the mind but in actuality it includes these 
four. Commentators forward an argument that �i Patafijali has not said, yogalJ, 
sarva5cittavrttinirodha1J,, all the actions of the mind are halted as yoga; so when 
you are in noble qualities, sattvagur.ia, that is also state of yoga. But he has also 
not said that a part of actions of the mind when halted is yoga. He only said when 
actions of the mind are halted is yoga. So the final stage of yoga is when all the 
actions of the mind are halted, when a part of actions are halted and you are in 
noble qualities, you are in processes of yoga. 

Citta, the Mind Stuff: In the above we discussed that citta is the greater mind. 
This has generally four divisions, viz. , mind, mana, intellect, buddhi, ego , ahankara, 
and sul:H:onsciousness, citta or avacetana. These are called four inner instruments, 
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antalJ,karar_ia catu�taya. Our sense-organs are simply inert instruments of 
knowledge, eyes cannot see on their own or ears cannot hear on their own. The 
inner instrument called citta does this, though this is one but on the basis of 
works this is compartmentalized into four and these four compartments are not 
watertight compartments. The mind is the surface part of citta that appears; a 
mind is a bunch of thoughts and most of the time directed towards either exter
nal or mental objects. We easily understand that this is our mind. The general 
aspect of a mind is receiving perceptions brought by the sense-organs. Coming 
to its special aspect, it is said that, manastu sarhkalpavikalpaniidibhi}J,, the mind is 
verily resolves and alternatives ( Vkc. , 93) . This makes resolves or takes decisions 
to do or not to do. Whereas the intellect is described as, buddhilJ, padiirthii
dhyavasiiyadharmata}J,, the nature of the intellect is to determine the matter ( Vks., 
93) . The sense-organs bring perceptions and the mind receives them, then the 
intellect decides the nature of the perceptions and fixes a tag whether it is good 
or bad, hot or cold, pain or pleasure and so on. According to the nature of the 
perception determined by the intellect the mind takes a decision either to do 
something or not to do and if necessary it directs the action organs to act. This is 
spoken as resolves, sarhkalpa, and alternatives, vikalpa. When for a second time a 
similar perception is received then the mind recognizes and acts. Here the 
problem is not with receiving or recognizing the perceptions, not even with the 
taggings, but with the mind creating either cravings for favorable tags or aversions 
for unfavorable tags. These become knots or impressions, sarhskiira, and are 
stored in the subconscious-mind in the form of memory, smrti. So it is said, 
sviirthiinusandhiinagurµnacittam, the nature of citta is to remember the favorable 
ones (ibid. ,  93) ; we should understand here that remembering the favorable 
ones also includes remembering the unfavorable ones.  When these are 
remembered these appear in the mind, and again creating cravings and aversions 
in a cyclic order increasing the knots. The focal point of all these mental activities 
is the ego, aharhkiira. This is, atriibhimiiniid-ahamityahamkrti'IJ,, here due to 
identification of this as I is called ego (ibid.,  93) ; due to this identification we say: 
I am doing, I am happy, I have pain, I am in sorrow, I am king, I am beggar and 
so on. This attachment with the objects due to "I thought" is the cause hankerings 
and bondage. This ego is the deadly poisonous black snake that has bitten all the 
beings; aharh karttetya harhmiina-mahiikNr_iiihidarhSita'IJ,, I am the doer (includes I 
am the enjoyer) , this great black snake named ego has bitten you (Asg. , 1 .8) . 

Let us further understand citta. The Supreme Brahman is called Truth, the 
Pure Existence. This is also called the Pure Consciousness, cit, which is same as 
the Power of Consciousness, cittirsakti. Since in the Pure Consciousness actions 
are denied according to the scriptures, this is the potential form and the Power 
of Consciousness is the kinetic form. When this Power of Consciousness, citt>
sakti, contracts itself from limitlessness to be identified with limiting adjuncts as 
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name and form then it is called citta. This identification is named as the ignorance, 
avidya. So this citta is a product of the ignorance. The Power of Consciousness 
has three main divisions, viz., the power of will, iccha sakti, the power of knowledge, 
jitana sakti, and the power of action, kriyii sakti, though three this is only one 
power. This Power of Consciousness on its own right wills by Her power of will to 
be many and manifests as the world, and many names and forms are created; 
and again this Power of Consciousness enters inside these names and forms to 
be identified with them. Citta is the power of knowledge, jnana sakti, which is 
contracted to be identified with a name and form. Hence the central point of 
existence of citta is "I thought. " In other words it can be said that this citta is just 
a reflection of the Consciousness but is subjected to volition due to actions of 
three qualities of the nature, viz. ,  sattva, rajas, and tamas known as the ignorance, 
avidya. The power of action, kriya sakti, remains as the vital energy, pra'T_ta, inside 
the body. Here the power of action (frra'T_ta) is most important because the power 
of will and the power of knowledge are dependant on the power of action to act 
in a body. The power, sakt� is represented by action and the power is the commom 
factor in all these three forms. Here the vital power is of utmost important to 
understand the activities of the three and these three are different forms of one 
principle known as the Power of Consciousness, citti-fakti. However the term 
pra'T_ta is broadly used for the Power of Consciousness, citti-fakt� and the power 
of action,  kriya sakti. 

Fwe States of the Citta: The mind, citta, can have generally in five states. However, 
we can describe it into seven, eight, fourteen,  sixteen, twenty-five or fifty states by 
permutation and combination, but for simpler understanding we describe it in 
five states. These are dull, miu/,ha; violated, �ipta; violated at times, vi�ipta; 
concentrated, ekagra; and halted or at rest, niruddha. When the mind is in a dull 
state it is the qualities of darkness, tamoguf.ta, which manifest. This is complete 
lethargy, sloth, drowsy, fear, depression, illusion and delusion. When the mind 
is in violation the qualities of actions, rajoguf.ta, manifest; it is also rajoguf.ta acting 
on tamogu'T_ta. This is physical restlessness, turbulences in thoughts, desires, sex, 
anger, greediness, delusion,  excessive attachments and such qualities. In the 
mind violated at times it is mainly the qualities of actions, rajogu'T_ta and calmness, 
sattvaguf}A, acting together. This is happiness and sorrow, forgiveness and cruelty, 
craving and contentment, patience and restlessness, believes and doubts,  
greediness and kindness and such dual qualities. In the mind at concentration it 
is  the effect of calmness, sattvagu'T_ta, and the 11.oble qualities. Here one starts to 
become a witness, and cravings and aversions start disappearing. In the mind at 
rest it is beyond the three qualities. This leads to the state of one's own form, 
svarupe sthiti. 

Some may confuse the dull mind with that of the mind at rest but they are 
separate like darkness and light. We can compare both these minds as standstill 
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water-bodies but the dull one is dirty and as if a gel or an oil film is coated on the 
surface of the water-body so that we cannot see our image. Whereas the other 
one is a crystal clear water-body in which our clear image is reflected. The violated 
mind is like a Wc1ter-body that is dirty, covered and having waves frequently. The 
mind violated at times is like the previous one but with less frequent waves. The 
concentrated mind is like a clean water-body without waves but the dirts settled 
at the base. Here reflection is possible but not clear. The cleaner and still the 
water-body will be, clearer will be the image. These three things, viz. ,  dirts, mal,a, 
coverings, avarar.ia, and turbulence, "lli,Jeyepa, of the mind are to be finished, then 
only that mind can reflect the Self. The tamogur.ia or the qualities of darkness is 
responsible for coverings, rajogur.ia or the qualities of action is responsible for 
turbulence, and the results of actions making it dirty and increasing the covering 
thereby. These dirts or waste materials are results of actions, which is the cause 
of further actions thereby having an unending cycle. Doing noble actions, which 
is the result of rajogur.ia acting on sattvagur.ia cleans the dirts, and this counters 
the rajas and tam.as based actions. But noble actions also give noble results and 
become cause of enjoyment, so those are also to be discarded at the final state. 
Then sattvagur.ia or calmness calms the waves as it counters the rajogur.ia. But 
when the mind transcends beyond the three qualities then the wisdom appears 
which makes it crystal clear removing coverings. 

The Whirls of Mind, Cittavrtfi.s: The actions of mind, the modifications of mind, 
the fluctuations of mind or the whirls of mind are called as cittavrtti-s. These are 
many but categorized by �i Pataiijali into five categories and each one is grouped 
into two, viz. ,  painful, k[#!a and painless, akl#!a ( Ygs., 1 .5) . The whirls of mind 
those have their roots in afflictions and cause afflictions (see infra head, "Afflictions,"  
p. 123) are the painful ones, k�ta. Whereas the mental modifications related to 
the discriminative intellect and that counter the operations of qualities of Nature, 
gur.ia-s, are the painless ones, akl�ta- The five categories of painful and painless 
actions of a mind are proofs, pramar.ia, catastrophes, viparyaya, alternatives, 
vikalpa, sleep, nidrii,, and memory or recollection, smrti (ibid. ,  1 .6) .  

Knowledge about a real object is called prama and the way of getting correct 
knowledge about an object is named proof, pramar.ia. This is mainly of three 
types: pratyflk$anumanagamalJ, pramar.iani (ibid. ,  1 .  7) , direct perception, pratya�a, 
inference, anumana, and authoritative testimony, iigama, are proofs, pramar.iani. 
Direct perception, pratyflk$a, is an action of mind from the knowledge of cognition 
through the five sense-organs and the mind. This happens when the mind, citta, 
comes in contact with an object through, the sense-organs. This may create cravings 
or aversions according to the type of cognition. Inference, anumana, is an action 
of mind based on the knowledge from the general characteristics of a knowable 
object and the identifying marks present there off. Testimony, agama, is an action 
of mind based on the knowledge of hearing from a reliable and trustworthy 
person or words from the scriptures. 
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Catastrophes, viparyaya, are actions of mind from the knowledge of an object 
different from the reality; viparyayo mithyiijniinamatadrii.paprat#/ham (ibid. ,  1 .8) , 
catastrophe, viparyayalJ,. is a false knowledge, mithyiijiiiinam, other than what it is, 
atadrii.paprat�/ham. This is a false cognition of a differently existing thing. 

Alternatives, vikalpa, are actions of mind arising out of the meaning of a word 
having no real existence; sabdajniiniinupiiti vastusunyo vikalpalJ, (ibid. , 1 .9 ) , 
alternative, vikalpalJ,, is based on sound cognition, 5abdajniiniinupiiti, for a thing 
that does not exist, vastufilnyalJ,. From hearing a sound an idea takes place in 
our mind about a nonexistent entity, this is a vague notion. 

When knowledge of any object does not exist to an individual and the mental 
modification is based on the knowledge of the absence of knowledge then this is 
called sleep; abhiivapratyayiilambanii vrttinidrii (ibid . ,  1 . 1 0) ,  sleep, nidrii, is a 
modification of mind, vrtti, based on the knowledge of deficiency, abhii
vapratyayiilambanii. This is in regard to the knowledge of deficiency to the states 
of waking and dreaming. In a waking state the mind, the sense-organs and the 
organs of action work whereas at a dreaming state only the mind or the seat of 
thinking works. Sleep is a state of mental inertia under the influence of tamas 
and the action of our mind, citta, subject to the knowledge of that tamas condition 
is sleep, nidrii vrtti. 

When a previous experience is reproduced in the mind that is a memory; 
anubhuta�ayiisampramo$a/J, smrtilJ, (ibid. ,  1 . 1 1 ) ,  memory or recollection, smrti� 
is latent impression of previous experience, anubhuta�aya, being manifested as 
it is without alteration, asampramo$alJ,. 

Actions are done by the Qualities of Nature: According to Bhagatpada Sri 
Sarikaracarya, 

akhar.u/,anityiidvaya bodhafaktyii 
sphurantamiitmiinamanantavaibhavam, 

samiivrootyiivrtisaktiresii 
tamomayi riihuriviirka bimbam. ( Vkc., 1 39)  

The Self, Atman i s  uninterrupted, akha1J4a, eternal, nitya, one, advaya, exists 
with the power of knowledge, bodhaSaktyii, and exuberates, sphurantam, infinite 
wealth (not possible to count) , anantavaibhavam. But the power of covering, 
iivrtifakti, which is the form of darkness, tamomayi, covers, samiiu{'rµ>ti, it as the 
Rahu covers the Sun, arka bimbam. Further he says, 

tirobhute sviitmanyamalataratejovati pumana
niitmiinam mohiidahamiti 5ariram kalayati, 

tatalJ, kiimakrodhaprabhrtibhiramum bandhanag;ur_iailJ, 
param vik$epiikhyii rajas urfaktiroyathayati. ( Ibid . ,  1 40) 

I 
When the effulgent, tejovati, and pure, amalatara, Self is covered, tirobhute 

sviitmani, (by the qualities/of darkness) then due to delusion, mohiit, a man, 
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puman, adopts the body as the self, fanram kalayati, which is non-self, anatmanam; 
that is ego, ahamiti. Then, tataQ, the desires, anger and such qualities, kama
krodhaprabh'(tibhilJ,, those are causes of the bondage, amum bandhanagu1}aiQ, and 
named as turbulence, �epii.khyii and are creations of the powerful qualities of 
action, rajas uriaktilJ,, give much pain, vyathayati. 

Here the Self is described to be one, uninterrupted, eternal and full of 
knowledge, there is no darkness in it, and it is the form of light, the form of 
consciousness. The exuberating phenomenon or vibration (His Power) is its 
inherent nature; due to that we know our mind, we know the outer world. But 
still then That Knowledge is being covered by the darkness. But how this can be 
covered? This only appears to be covered. This power of covering is tamas. The 
example of a solar eclipse is given here when Rahu, the ascending node, covers 
the Sun on the no-moon day. On the no-moon day the moon comes in between 
the sun and the earth but on each no-moon day solar eclipse does not happen. 
Only when sun, moon and earth are in a particular axis called Rahu and Ketu, 
the ascending node and the descending node, then only the moon covers the 
sun. But in actuality the sun is not covered by the moon, only the moon covers 
our vision from the earth. In context of our body, moon represents the mind 
and sun represents eyes; candrama manaso jiitascak$oQ sitryo ajayata ( W,  3 1 . 1 2) ,  
from mind of the Vmlta � the moon manifested and from His eyes manifested 
the sun. The Sun or the eye represents the power of vision, i.e. , the power of 
consciousness, the Self. It is due to the moon in contact with Rahu, the sun 
appears to be covered. Rahu symbolizes the covering power, tamas. So it is tamas 
quality of the mind, the "I thought," which covers the Self. According to mythology, 
Rahu has only head and no body, so covering or swallowing by Rahu is only 
temporary. This "I thought" or Rahu is just a big cut head; this is the quality of 
darkness of the mind. When the effulgent and pure Self is covered by the qualities 
of darkness then one is deluded. Due to this delusion a human adopts the body 
and the mind as the self, which is non-self. That is ego. Then the desires, anger, 
greed, cravings, hatreds and such other qualities named as turbulence and are 
the creations of the powerful rajas give much pain. Those are causes of the 
bondage. These qualities are called gutuJ-S, and gu1}a means a rope that binds. 

From the above discussions it is clear that the mind is the cause of the world 
and mind takes shape according to the three qualities of the Nature, prak'(ti. The 
Nature is the main performer. Lord Vasudeva says, 

prakrteQ kriyamii.'f}iini gu'f}aiQ karmiitti saroaSaQ, 
ahamkiiravimit<f,hatmii kartiihamiti manyate. (S. Bg. , 3.27) 

All the actions, karma'f}i saroo.Sa!J,, are done by the qualities of the nature, 
prakrteQ kriyama'f}ii.ni gu'f}aiQ, but a person deluded by the ego, ahamkiira
vimit<f,hii.tmii, thinks that he is the doer, kartiihamiti manyate. 
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The ego or ahamkiira is the identification of the self with the body, senses and 
mind. We are deluded by this ego, which is a product of tamas. In the Nature, 
praJtrti (also called as pradhan) , the three qualities, viz. ,  sattva, rajas, and tamas 
are in a state of equilibrium. But for us, who are <!eluded by the ego or covering 
qualities of tamas, the equilibrium is lost and the activities of rajas in the form of 
turbulance create cravings and aversions. 

In Snmad Bhagavadgitii it is said again, 

sattvam rajastama iti g;u:r_iii}J, prakrtisambhaviilJ,, 
nibadhnanti mahiibiiho dehe dehinamavyayam. ( S. Bg. , 1 4.5)  

The sattva, rajas, and tamas qualities, sattvam rajastama iti gu:T_ta}J,, are born of 
the Nature, prakrtisambhavalJ,. Oh great-armed one, mahiibiiho, these bind, 
nibadhnanti, the un-eroded embodied being, dehinamauyayam, to the body, dehe. 

Gu'T_tfrS are said to be the nature of the ignorance, so they bind the Knower 
who is the embodied being, dehi, in a individual body. This is delusion. 

The Ego must be Fmished: So for that delusion to be eradicated the . ego must 
be finished. Ego is a part of the greater mind, dtta, and it is just a volition of 
mind identifying with body-mind interactions as the self or in simple words one 
can say this is "I thought" as explained before. This is stopped only at the niruddha 
state of mind where all volitions of mind are completely halted. �i Pataftjali 
says, "tadii dr�tulJ, svarupevasthiinam" ( Y�., 1 .3) , then the visionary establishes 
himself in the Self, in his own form. This is transformation from "limited I thought" 
to "Vast I Consciousness" or establishment in the only One , kaivalyam sva
rupapratfytha, without having any desires or hankerings. Here the manifestations 
of ( three) qualities of the Nature are stopped, gu'T_tiiniim pratiprasavalJ,, and (what 
remains there is) only the Power of Consciousness, dttiSaktilJ, iti ( ibid. ,  4.34) . 
Even in ekiigra or concentrated state of mind where there is only preponderance 
of noble qualities and calmness, sattvagur.ta. there still exists the ego. So that is 
not the highest state. This ego or world of "I and mine" is the cause of all our 
problems and sufferings. It is said, 

aham brahmeti niyatam mo�aheturmahatmanam, 
dve pade bandhamokshaya nirmameti mameti ca, 
mameti badhyate janturnirmameti vimucyate. ( Mh. U, 4. 72 )  

One who is ever convinced that "I am the Brahman, "  aham brahmeti niyatam, 
this becomes the cause of liberation of such great souls, mokJaheturmahatmaniim. 
There are two for bondage and liberation, dve pade bandhamokJaya, (one is) "I 
and mine" and ( the other is) to be "free from I and mine, "  nirmameti mameti ca. 

Due to "I and mine " a being is trapped in a bondage, mameti badhyate jantulJ,, 
being "free from I and mine" a being is liberated, nirmameti vimucyate. 

This ego or "I and mine" is the center of our dtta. The dtta exists due to this. 
This is the cause of all desires and the cause of bondage and sufferings. Once 
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that is merged in vastness, in the Transcendental Self or the Brahman then it is 
named liberation. Only after reaching the highest state of merging the individual 
self with the Transcendental Self, and that means being established in the state of 
Siva one can sing like Bhagavadpada Sri Sankaracarya, 

manobuddhyahamkiiracittiini niiham 
na ca frotrajihve na ca ghriir_ianetra, 

na ca vyomabhumirna tejo na viiyulJ, 
cidiinandarupalJ, sivoham sivoham. 

I am not, niiham, the mind, manalJ,, not the intellect, buddhilJ,, not the ego, 
ahamkiiralJ,, not the sub-consciousness, citta!J,-, not the ears or the tongue, na ca 
frotrajihve, not the nose or the eyes, na ca ghriir_ianetra; not even the ether or the 
earth, na ca vyomabhumilJ,, not the fire, na tejalJ,, not the air, na viiyulJ:, I am the form 
of Consciousness and Bliss, cidanandarftpalJ,, I am Siva, sivoham, I am Siva, Sivoham. 

Here negation of the body, the five sense-organs, the five organs of action, the 
mind, the intellect, the ego, the sub-consciousness and the five elements, viz. ,  
earth, water, etc . ,  and contemplating o n  the Consciousness and Bliss as Siva o r  
the Pure Existence i s  shown as the way. Siva means Bliss, removal o f  misery, Siva 
means Truth, the Pure Existence, and the principle that called the Self. Siva 
means the Pure Consciousness, the Knowledge . The yogic way of this negation is 
named samadhi, and this is inhibition of all the actions of the mind-stuff, citta. 
Then there are no cravings and aversions, and that is equanimity. 

Control of the Mind is the Precondition again: But to achieve this state of Siva 
as advanced in this discussion, control of the mind along with control of the 
sense-organs is the precondition. This we have discussed under the heads "Control 
of the Sens�rgans and the Mind" ( supra, p. 29) and "Possible through a Mind 
at Rest" ( supra, p. 31 ) .  We will be discussing this time and again. Again, 

manaso nigrahayattamabhayam sarvayoginam, 
dulJ,khak�ayalJ, prabodhasciipyak�ayii siintireva ca. ( G. Ka. ,  3 .40) 

By control of the mind, manaso nigrahiiyattam, all the yogis, sarvayoginiim, attain 
fearlessness, abhayam, removal of misery, dulJ,kh�ayalJ,, knowledge of the Self, 
prabodhalJ,, and everlasting, �aya, peace, santireva ca. 

The seat of fear is only in our mind, miseries are only in our mind, the 
ignorance is only in our mind, and turbulences and disturbances are only in our 
mind. So the mind should be controlled to overcome these. In Upani�ds it is said, 

cittameva hi samsiirastatprayatnena fodhayet, 
yatcittastanmoya bhavati guhyametatsaniitanam. ( SU, 3; Mai. U, 4.3f. ) 

This mind is the world, cittameua hi samsaralJ,, so purify it with care, tatprayatnena 
sodhayet, so that the mind should be merged with That, yatcittastanmuya bhavati. 
This is the secret, guhyametat, and this is eternal, sanatanam. 
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So the purification of mind, citta5uddhi, is nothing but merging the mind, 
mano/,aya, with the Un-eroded Principle, avyaya tattva. Then there is eternal peace 
and this much is the secret. 

The Self should be Taught after Purification: From the above discussions we 
understand that the identity with the body-mind interactions is named as the ego, 
which is a product of the ignorance and is the cause of bondage. This identity 
results in the enjoyment of various sense objects and gives pain and pleasures, 
but when one transcends that and sees the Self in all manifestations then he 
becomes established in the Knowledge and Bliss. But for this to happen, cleaning 
the senses and the internal organ named mind are of utmost necessity because 
without these the concept of unity of the individual self with the Cosmic Self or 
the Transcendental Self is not possible and if done so without cleaning the mind 
then there is danger of misperception of the body as the Self being strengthened 
to a highest degree. Such a practitioner can become like that of a king of demons 
and thinks himself as if the lord of others without the lordly qualities, and he 
does greater harms to himself and the society. So it is said as an advice to the 
spiritual teachers, 

sai�ii cidamaliikiirii niroikalpii niriispadii. 
iidau samadamapriiyair15t1:f}ai si�am viSodhayet, 
pa5catsaroamidam brahma fodhastvamiti bodhayet. 
ajnasyiirdhaprabuddhasya saroam brahmeti yo vadet, 
mahiinarakajiile�u sa tena viniyojitalJ,. (Mh. U, 5. 103-5) 

That Self, sa�ii, is the Consciousness, cit, without any impurities (or pure) , 
amalii.kiirii, without second or any alternatives, niruikalpii, and independent, 
niriispadii. At first, iidau (the teacher should) clean the disciple, s�am viSodhayet, 
with the qualities like control of the mind and control of the organs, sama
damapriiyairgu:f}ai, and then, pa5cat, should give the understanding, /Jodhayet, that 
all everything is the Brahman, saruamidam brahma, that is the Pure Existence and 
you are That, fodhastvamiti. One who is ignorant and half mature (without the 
discriminating intellect) to him, ajnasyiirdhaprabuddhasya, one who speaks, yo 
vmkt, all everything is the Brahman, saruam brahmeti, he (that teacher) , sa, engages, 
viniyojitalJ,, him (to the disciple) , tena, to the large net of hell, mahiinarakajii/,qu. 

Priirµi holds the Key to purify the Mind: Then how to purify the mind, how to 
keep the mind at rest, and how the actions of mind are halted? To know that we 
have to understand the principle in which the mind is absorbed. 

We have already thrown a question to find out a term that nearly describes 
the Brahman, because that was one by which the mind is comprehended, 
yeniihurmanomatarrr, know that to be the Brahman, tokva brahma tvam viddhi ( vide 
supra, p. 30) . That term is called prii1J4 The priifJ,a is the Life-force, Sakti or the 
cosmic energy. The prii1µ1 is also called as the HiraI)yagarbha, the sum total of all 
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the power of actions and all the power of knowledge. These are all synonyms. 
The prarJ-a is not simply the vital force in the body, but the vital force in the body 
named frrarJ-a is the base to understand it. How? 

athiidhyatmam prarJ-o vava samvargalJ. sa yada svapiti frrarJ-ameva vaga,pyeti prarJ-am 
cakrulJ. prarJ-am 5rotram frrarJ-am manalJ. pra'TJ-0 hyevaitansaroiinsamvrit/tta iti. ( Ch. U, 
4.3.3) 

Now we deliberate spiritual science, athadhyatmam. PrarJ-a involves everything, 
pra'TJ-0 vava samvargalJ,. When a person sleeps, sa yada svapiti, the speech merge 
in the prarJ-a, prarJ-ameva vagapyeti, the eyes merge in the frrarJ-a, frrarJ-am c�IJ., 
the ears merge in the priir.ia, prarJ-am 5rotram, and the mind merge in the frriirJ-a, 
pra'T}-am manal,i. The prarJ-a engulfs everything in it, prarJ-o hyevaitiinsaroiinsamvritJtta 
iti. 

This is the description of the fate of the senses and the mind in a deep-sleep. 
But in the deep-sleep all these happen in a state of ignorance. One has to do the 
same in meditation with full consciousness to have the knowledge. Since every 
modifications of the mind can merge into the prar.ia, when the mind with its 
activities is merged, then the Self is reflected there on. Again, 

sa yathii sakunilJ. sutre'T}-a prabaddho diSam diSam patitviinyatriiyatanamalabdhva 
bandhanamevopasrayate evameva khalu soumya tanmano di5am disam patitva
nyatrayatanamalabdhva prarJ-amevopa5rayate frriirJ-abandhanam hi soumya manalJ. 
( Ch. U, 6.8.2) . 

Oh, the good-looking one, Soumya, as a bird that, sa yatha sakunilJ., is bound by 
a thread, sutre'T}-a prabaddho, after flying in many directions without getting a 
place to settle, di5am diSam patitvanyatriiyatanamalabdhva, returns to the place of 
its bondage, bandhanamevopasrayate, similarly, evumeva, that mind, tanmano, after 
flying in many directions without getting a place, di5am di5am patitvanya
trayatanamalabdhvii, returns to the prar.ia, prarJ-amevopa5rayate. Oh good-looking 
one, the mind is surely under the prarJ-a, frriirJ-abandhanam hi soumya manalJ,. 

This frrarJ-a is our Life-force. The mind is bound to the Life-force. After complete 
absorption of the mind with its actions in meditation what remains is PriirJ-a the 
Self. One can say, here in the above verse the term prarJ-a refers to the Life-force 
as the Unmanifest, avyakta, which is the Primordial Natu,re with its threefold 
qualities involved within it whereas in the mind the threefold qualities of the 
Nature are evolved and the mind is under their control. One can argue the Self 
is One from which the Primordial Nature or U nmanifest comes out as His nature, 
so the prarJ-a cannot be the Self if it is His nature. Now accepting it as Unmanifest, 
let us proceed with the discussion though there is no difference between the 
Consciousness and the Power of Consciousness. Why this point arises to compare 
the frrarJ-a with the Unmanifest, because in the previous example ( Ch. U, 4.3.3) 
we have described the state of a person in a deep sleep, svapiti, where the organs 
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along with the mind merge in the frriir_ia. Here also in the preceding text ( Ch. U, 
6.8. 1 )  it is said that when a person sleeps, svapiti, he is in the Truth, sat, that is 
why this is called svapiti because at that time he attains, apitalJ,, the Self, sva. In 
deep sleep there is no action of the sense-organs, the mind, the intellect and the 
subconscious. The ego is also not there. Only sva or the Self is there. But the 
person could not bring that Knowledge as he is under the influence of tamas, the 
covering quality of the Nature (or Unmanifest) that covers the Self. So it is said 
that the person attains the Unmanifest. And since only the frriir_ia exists in deep 
sleep, the priir_ia is compared with the Unmanifest. Again here an argument is 
that the priir_ia is manifested here in deep sleep, but since this manifestation is not 
for the person in the deep sleep as he is not aware of the existence of the frraTJ-a, 
this argument is not considered. Though the vital energy and the Unmanifest 
imply the same, this understanding is not so easy, because the term frriiTJ-a is 
referred as the Brahman, then as the Nature, then the Lord, the vital energy and 
also referred even as the senses like smell etc. Generally people refer it as the 
vital force. These are not contradictory, because the frriiTJ-a is everything. 

It is the one power named frriiTJ-a that has dichotomized as the vital force and 
the conscious elements like mind and intellect, etc. According to Bhagavan 
Ramai:ia Mahar�i, cittaviiyava$ citkriyiiyutiilJ,, siikhayordvayz saktimulakii ( US, 12) , 
the mind and the vital energy, cittaviiyava$, are endowed with the consciousness 
and the activating power, citkriyayutalJ,; they are two branches of, sakhayordvayi, 
the one basic energy, saktimulakii. Even after the dichotomization , in the vital 
force there is consciousness and in the consciousness there is vital force, there is 
no watertight compartment to separate them. Even plants that were believed to 
have only the vital force also have the consciousness and the scientist Shrijagdish 
Chandra Basu proved that long back. This consciousness is embedded in the 
vital force. In medical sciences there are examples of organ transplantation to a 
patient reviving the strong painful memories of the donor. These examples, 
though rare, helped even police to solve the crime committed on the donor; 
who was no more. Also there is an example of heart transplantation bringing to 
the recipient the horrible memories of the donor who was found to be a murderer. 
And there was a comedy based love story in Hindi cinema on a heart 
transplantation reviving the memory of the donor in the recipient. This means 
organs other than the nervous system that are just containing the vital force also 
contain a bit of the consciousness. We cannot reject these as exceptions or 
aberrations. Our body cells and organs are certainly smarter than we believe 
them to be. This is the reason vegetarianism is preferred because animal cells 
are more smarter than those of plants according to their position in the evolution 
of consciousness and an animal flesh as diet will bring unnecessary impressions 
of sex, violence, fear, etc. of the animal killed or died to our body system thereby 
interfering with our process of evolution. Lord Buddha believed that each part 
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of our body contains the impressions of our past actions in the form of pain and 
pleasures, etc . ,  and there is a popular technique of meditation practiced by 
Theravada Buddhists to feel these and this technique is known as Vipassana. 
Yogis believed in similar techniques, viz.,  yoganidrii and vyiina mkJa?Jii in feeling 
the vyiina viiyu, the vital energy, throughout the body as vibrations, spandana. 
Even reference to this is found in Siva Sutras and Saiva Sidhanta, the lineage of 
Siddhas also follow it; and in tantra this technique is known as nyiisa and it is 
done along with seed sound vibrations both in tantra and in yoga systems. Another 
aspect is that after departure of the Life-force, or you can say the soul from the 
body, when a person is declared dead still then there remains life in the organs 
for a period, so the organs are used for transplantation. Of course after a period 
those organs also die after consuming the vital energy stored in them in the dead 
person since the withdrawal of the Life-force does not create or transmit further 
vital energy in them. That means the vital energy for maintenance of the 
physiological process in a body and the Life-force are not same things, and the 
life or the vital energy is dependant on the Life-force. On the other hand we find 
autosuggestions, the suggestions given to hypnotize a person; commands given 
by some saints to persons suffering from diseases in some cases cure the diseases. 
This is a positive mental energy that corrects a negative mental energy mostly at 
the subconscious level and thereby correcting the vital body. That means the 
mental energy also acts on the vital energy. This is like a father influencing a son 
and again the son influencing the father or you can say a brother influencing a 
brother. 

THE l'RJ..!fA PRINCIPLE 

The purpose of all these discussion is to understand the principle called praQ.a. 
Prii?Ja is not simply the power performing physiological activities in the body but 
is the conscious power behind the body, the senses and the mind. So we can say 
the Life-force in a body is both the vital energy and the mental energy combined 
and the vital energy is at the base or at the foundation. 

PriUµz is the Mother Nature, Aditi: So often in scriptures main praQ.a, mukhya 
prii?Ja, and secondary praQ.a, gau?Ja priir_ia, terms are used, because the mind 
being a product of the prii?Ja is also a prii?Ja, the senses are also prii?JOrS, but these 
are secondary prii?Ja-S. The pra?Ja term is verily used for the Mother Nature , 
prakrti; this is called the Un-manifest, auyakta; this is also called the Sakti, the 
Energy, the Power or the Force; again called as Miiyii, the trifold power of the 
Lord having three qualities, viz. ,  sattvagu?Ja, rajogu?Ja and tamogu?Ja. Here the 
three qualities are involved in the Prime Nature. This energy in its Prime Nature 
is called Adi ti , ya pra7J-ena sambhavatyaditi� ( Ka. U, 2. 1 .  7) , one that has manifested 
as the Pra7J-a is Aditi; here the Prime Nature has manifested as the Active Nature. 
She is one, so Aditi. Aditi is beginningless, anadi, unborn: "aditerd,a,kJo ajayata 
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dalqiidaditi pan.,, (�V, 10.72.4) , from Aditi the Able-one, Daleya, was born and 
again from the Able-one Aditi was born. Therefore Aditi is the prar.ia, the Prime 
Nature that gave birth to the i8vara, the Lord of creatures who is the Able-one.  
He is  the first-born. The Prime Energy, which is  manifestation of the Knowledge 
by activities of the Knowledge, conceives the Knowledge and gives birth to the 
Lord, the sum total of all the powers of knowledge and all the powers of action. 
Now this Lord Da�a again gives birth to Adi ti. This second Adi ti is iidi or iidyasakti, 
the First Power, the power of the First Born and it is tri-fold in its nature having 
the three qualities, viz. ,  sattva, rajas and tamas that start working now. Both the 
first and second Aditi are one. And this second Aditi gave birth to gods, 

aditirhyajanis/a dak$a ya duhita tava; 
tam deva anvajayanta bhadra amrtabandhavalJ,. 

(�V, 10 .  72.5 and Das. , 1 3) 

Oh Dak�a, your, tava, daughter, duhita, Aditi became ready to deliver, 
aditirhyajanis/a and many noble immortal, bhadra amrtabandhavalJ,, gods took 
birth, tam deva anvajayanta. 

The gods are the powers of illumination. This is in the context of the Universe, 
and the same is also applied to our body. In context of our body the gods are the 
sense organs and the mind, and the sense organs and the mind are a product of 
the vital energy, priir;ia. Again it is said, 

yii prar;iena sambhavatyaditirdevatamayi; 
guhiim praviSya ti$/hanti yii bhutebhirvyajiiyata; etaddhai tat. 

( Ka. U, 2 . 1 .7 )  

One who, yii, i s  Adi ti , who comprises o f  all gods, aditirdevatiimay� i s  manifested 
as the Prfu).a, priir;iena sambhavati. This has entered into the cave, guham praviSya, 
( the cave of intellect) and stays there, t�thanti, and has manifested with the 
elements, bhutebhirvyajiiyata. Know that to be the Principle, etaddhai tat. 

So the Prfu).a is the Principle be it the activities of knowledge, jitiina kriyii, or 
the activities of action, karma kriyii This priir;ia is Aditi and takes birth as Prfu).a, 
the HiraQ.yagarbha. This is activated as the vital energy and this also stays as the 
Knowledge in the cave of intellect. Aditi means, due to which there is adana, 
means we know or enjoy the senses like sounds etc . ,  that energy is the Aditi. 
Word Aditi is composed of a and diti means "uninterrupted power of cons
ciousness."  This Aditi or the priir;ia is everything and this Aditi also means one 
that is not divided or cut into parts, that Aditi is one and not even two. This one 
has become many; this one has become all the gods. Aditi is the mother of 
Viimana, the Dwarf One. This Dwarf One is the Lord; He is the aftgu$/hamiitralJ, 
pum$a/J,, the Being of the size of a thumb, antariitmii, the indwelling Self, sadii 
janiiniim hrdaye sannivi$ta1J,, He is ever seated in the hearts of men, inside the 
cave of heart ( Ka. U, 2.3. 1 7) .  This Lord Vamana is none but Aditi and this is the 
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Pnll).a as it is said; guhiim praviiya ti$thanti, this has entered into the cave, guhiim 
praviiya, ( the cave of intellect) and stays there . One who is the Transcendental 
Self, the same is the Nature and the same is the Lord or the Cosmic Self. That is 
the priir_ta. Aditi is the mother of Indra, the king of gods. Indra means Idandra 
since He has seen the idam or "This" as the Supreme Self; He has realized This 
(Brahman) , idamadar5amifi (Ai. U, 1 . 3. 1 3) , oh, I have realized this. It is said, 
"tasmiididandro niimedandro ha vai niima. tamidandram santamindra ityiicak$ate 
parok$er.ia" (ibid . ,  1 .3. 1 4) , so His name is Idandra, He is verily known as Idandra; 
although He is Idandra, they (gods) call Him indirectly as Indra. He has entered 
the body by splitting up the farthest point at the crown where hair is parted; sa 
etameua simanam vidiiryaitaya dviirii priipadyata (ibid. ,  1 .3 . 12 ) , He having slit up 
this very end entered through this gate. Then He sat inside the cave of the intellect. 
Lord Indra is one who is ever awake, one who never slept; so He has thousand 
eyes. Eye represents the sun, the vital power. In the body context when all the 
gods, viz. ,  the senses, the sense-organs, the organs of actions, the mind and the 
intellect fall asleep during the deep-sleep, only one who awakes is the priir:ia,; the 
vital power, priir_ta, awakes through thousands of nerves. So it is said that Indra 
has thousands of eyes, sahasralocana. This Lord Indra is none but Vamana, who 
sits in the space of heart in mid-point of the brain. This individual priir.ia and the 
cosmic priir:ia, is one. This is Aditi and this is the Brahman. 

The Knowledge is Gained through the Grace of Umi Haimavati: This Lord 
Idandra, the Cosmic Self knows His own form from the beginning; He has never 
been deluded by the ignorance. But for Indra, the legendary king of the gods 
who is deluded due to his ignorance, in gods' victory against the devils that was 
the victory of the Brahman, became elevated, as the story goes on in Kenopani$ad, 
thinking of the victory as theirs' (gods' ) .  His ignorance was eradicated by the 
grace of Uma Haimavati, the Divine Mother, sa lnahmeti hoviica (Ke. U, 4. 1 ) ,  She 
said, it was the Brahman; tato haiva vidiincakara lnahmeti ( ibid . ) ,  from that 
(utterance) to be sure (Indra learned) that it was the Brahman. Therefore Indra 
did excel the other gods. From this we learn that for the Knowledge to descend 
the grace of the Divine Mother is essential. We cannot know Him through the 
gods, i .e. ,  through the senses, the organs and the mind; though these all are 
priir.iars, we can know Him through the Great PraQ.a, mahiipriir_ta, through the 
Divine Mother. She is Haimavati, the golden effulgence, the form of knowledge 
in ever association with the Omniscient Lord, She is citti 5akti, the Power of 
Consciousness and She is in the form of the power of action,  kriya 5akti. 
Gopis achieve Srikrl:ii;ta by Worshiping Kityiyani: The story from Siimad
bhagavata-mahiipuriir_ta about achieving Srikr�IJ.a as theirs' Lord by the Gopis also 
teaches the same, 

kiityayani mahamiiye mahiiyoginyadhifoaii, 
nandagopasutam devi patim mP. kuru te nama}J,. ( SBM, 1 0 . 22 .4) 
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Oh Kat:yayani, katyayani, Oh Mahamaya, mahiimiiye, Oh Mahayogini, mahayogi,ni, 
Oh AdhiSvari, Goddess of all, adhiivaii, Oh Devi, deui,, you please make my Lord, 
patim me kuru, the son of Nanda Gopa, nandagopasutam, I bow down to you, te 
namalj. 

She is Kat:yayani since She has manifested as the collective power of all the 
gods at the ashram of Sage Katyayana who has compiled the Kiityayanasutra, and 
She is regarded as his daughter. Sage Katyayana belongs to the family of Sage 
Kata but Her (Divine Mother's) ancestry is not known; it is not possible to know 
Her ancestry since She is beginningless. Katyayani is prayed as, 

etatte vadanam soumyam locanatrayabhit#tam, 
patu nalf sarvabhitibhyalj katyayani namostute. ( Sds. , 1 1 .25)  

Oh Katyayani, we bow down to you, katyayani namostute. Let your this beautiful 
peace radiating face , etatte vadanam soumyam, decorated with three eyes, 
locanatrayabhu#tam, save us from all the fears, patu nalf sarvabhitibhyalJ,. 

Katyayani saves us from all the fears. Due to Her worship the practitioner 
develops the third eye, develops the discriminating intellect, viveka khyati, and 
knows the eternal and non-eternals. Her internal worship is the practice of 
prar.iakarma, and then the practitioner does not develop cravings for non-eternals 
thereby removing all fears. Again She is Mahamaya, the Great Illusory Power, 
She is cause of the ignorance with all Her manifestations, and deluding all the 
beings by the way of desires. So it is said, 

jiianinamapi cetamsi devi bhagavati hi sa. 
baladakr�ya mohaya mahamaya prayacchati. ( Sds. , 1 . 55 .56) 

That goddess Bhagavati, devi bhagavati hi sa, the great power of delusion, 
mahamiiya, pulls by force, baliidakrrya, minds of the wise-ones, jiianinamapi cetarhsi 
and makes them deluded, mohaya prayacchati. 

She is the cause of the mind-stuff, citta, which is subjected to volition by Her 
three qualities, viz. , sattva, rajas, and lamas. Due to the action of rajas on tamas 
all the cravings and aversions appear deluding all the beings, hence She is 
Mahamaya. Even the knowledgeable persons versed in scriptures are deluded. 
And only Her bliss is the cause of removal of the ignorance. If we worship Her, 
worship to that Mahayogini, the Great Yogini, the great practitioner of yoga then 
only we shall be liberated. She only is the practitioner, and only She does all our 
spiritual practices. She brings union with the Supreme Self by removing the 
ignorance. Gopi signifies one who protects the inner light or effulgence, a spiritual 
practitioner. And a Gopi prays to Devi for the son of Nanda, Nanda is the Bliss 
and Nanda is one who sings His glory, and he belongs to Gopapura, the house 
where He is saved. But who can save the Saver Srikf�Q.a ? We only save our inner 
self by devotion to Him and merging the inner self with the Self become the Self. 
He is to be made our pati, one who saves. For that we need the help of Mahayogini 
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i .e. , His great yogic power. She is Mahayogini and Srikr�i:ia is Mahayogdvara, 
the great lord of yoga. Siva is also called MahayogeSva.ra since the principle 
named Siva and Srikr�i:ia is same. She is Adhi8vari, the inner ruler. 

evarh miisarh vratarh cerulJ, kumiiryalJ, krrr:iacetasalJ,, 
bhadrakiilirh samiinarcurbhuyiinnandasutalJ, patilJ,. ( SBM, 1 0 .22 .5 ) 

In this way, evam, all these virgins whose mind was merged in Kni:ia, kumiiryalJ, 
�r_iacetasalJ,, worshiped Goddess Bhadrakfili, bhadrakiilirh samiinarculJ, for a month 
with resolve that, miisarh vratarh cerulJ,, the son of Nanda be our Lord, bhuyiin
nandasutalJ, pati/.t. 

All spiritual practitioners are regarded as Gopis; they are all feminine. Only 
Kr�i:ia, the Lord is masculine. When we are either in the senses or in the body or 
in the mind and even if with all the noble qualities, sattvag;urJ-a, we are feminine. 
Only Self the Kr�i:ia is masculine, He only is the Puru�a. And all the yoginis, 
priirµrs, have to take the shelter of that Mahayogini, the mahiipriirJ,a to achieve 
Him. All the yoginis are virgins. One who remains in prii1J-a becomes the priir_ia; 
and the prii'IJ-a is always virgin, our vital breath is always virgin. Body and mind 
loose their virginity but the prii'IJ-a can never loose its virginity. These yoginis 
have to take bath in River Yamuna. Yamuna is related to Yama, the lord of death. 
According to mythology she is the sister ofYama. The lord of death is also named 
Kala or time. Hence Yamuna is also called Kalindi. To take bath in Yamuna 
means to observe righteousness, yama. This is to control the senses, to control 
the desires, to control the actions of mind. In other words the spiritual practitioner 
has to do breath practice, prii1J-akarma, since this is the way to halt the actions of 
mind. Once the actions of the mind are halted then time would be finished, one 
is beyond the time. Yamuna is the river where the prii'IJ-a flows; because she is 
daughter of the Sun . The Sun is manifested as the priirJ,a and the prii1J-a flows in 
Yamuna. Here the descending prii'IJ-ll ascends from Muladhara to Ajiia by a spiritual 
practice, prii'IJ-akarma. That is the bathing in Yamuna. They have to play water
sports; since water is life, prii1J-a the vital power, and they have to do prii'IJ-akarma 
to achieve Lord the Self. This sport of prii'IJ-a with devotion has to go at least for 
a month, one complete lunar cycle. The ascending priir_ia is the bright fortnight 
from Muladhara to Ajiia and the descending prii1J-a is the dark fortnight from 
Ajiia to Muladhara. Though one kriya-breath completes one lunar cycle but still 
then one month of practice was the minimum need for the physical body to be 
enabled to cope with the vital power. This one-month duration was for the highest 
spiritual practitioners like Gopis who were great yogis in their past lives. But for 
those like us who are in the lower ladder in spiritualism, the time span depends 
on our position in the spiritual evolution. Gopis practiced this worship in hemante 
prathame miisi ( SBM, 1 0.22. 1 ) , in the first month of Hemanta, the late autumn, 
i.e . ,  Karttika. The solar month starts when the sun enters Libra, here the sun is 
descending at Anahata, i.e., at the ego center; and the lunar month starts with 
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the moon entering Aries, here moon is ascending at Ma:r:iipura, i .e . ,  at the mind 
centre. The Sun is the life-force and the moon is the mind. Though the mind 
ascends from the mind center signifying noble resolve for the spiritual practices 
but the Libra sun being the debilitated sun, self-confidence is down. Descending 
sun influences the mind to be extrovert and strengthening material desires. But 
by their worship of the prar;,a, Gopis made the descending prii:Y}a to move in the 
ascending order along with the ascending mind to meet the Prlil).�:r:ia at kufastha, 
and at the end of the month the divinity was established both to the ego center 
and the mind center. Again this inner practice continued till the next autumn 
when the sun came to Vifoddha. Visuddha center represents the ether element 
and here Prlil).akf�:r:ia makes riisa, i .e . ,  manifestation of bliss, iinanda; and ending 
with mahiiriisa, the great sport of the Divine. The son of Nanda becomes the 
source of bliss, ananda. At the beginning for one month it was the internal worship, 
antarpuja, associated with external worship, bahirpuja, as it is said1 krtva pratik'[tim 
devim ( SBM, 1 0.22.2 ) , by making the statue of the Devi. Then for next eleven 
months till the next autumn it was only the internal worship. This is the way; we 
have to start with external worship, then external worship with internal worship 
and then only internal worship. For achieving the Transcendental Self in mahiiriisa 
we have to worship that Goddess Bhadrakfili. Kall is Sakti, the coiled power at 
the base of the spine, Miiladhara, and Bhadra is Her form which is gen tle , 
benedictory, blissful, kind, favorable and giving prosperity. We pray to Bhadrakfili, 

jvaliikariilamatyugramase�iisurasitdanam, 
trisitlam piitu no bhiterbhadrakiili namostu te. ( Sds. , 1 1 .26)  

Oh Bhadrakall, we bow down to you, bhadrakali namostu te, due to · extensive 
fire, you appear furious, jva/ii,kara/,amatyugram. Your trident should save us from 
fear, trisu/,am patu no bhite, which kills all the demons, a5eyiisurasudanam. 

She is the form of fire , and the fire is priir;,a and the knowledge ( vide supra, 
''The Knowledge, the Fire, "  p. 17 ) . The Knowledge eradicates the ign orance of 
identification with the body and the mind as the self, so it appears furious since 
this looks like loosing our identity; and for this reason it is said here that the 
benedictory form of Devi appears furious. The trident of Devi is her three qualities, 
viz., sattva, rajas and lamas, with this trident She kills the demons and with this 
trident She saves Her devotees. That gentle form of priir;,a is to be worshiped with 
devotion, with the mind integrated to the priir;,a; simply doing prar_iakarma 
mechanically will not do. On the fourteenth day of this month of Karttika falls 
the event of Deepavali ,  the light festival and the worshiping day of Mahakall 
La�mi, Kali in the form Lak�mi giving bliss and prosperity. But the day is also 
called Naraka-caturdaSi, the fourteenth day of hell, as both the sun and the 
moon are in Libra, means both descending at Anahata signif)ri.ng a devil like ego 
full of desires that is nothing but hell, complete darkness. Here a spiritual 
practitioner has to convert t..11.at day to the day of divine, to the day of light by 
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worship of Mahapra:r:ia Bhadrakali. When the worship of Gopis materialized 
Srikn:r:ia says to them, 

na mayyavesitadhiyiim kamalJ kiimaya kalpate, 
bharjita kvathita dhanii priiyo bijaya ne$yate. ( SBM, 10 .22 . 26) 

One who has engaged his/her mind in me (Srikr�:r:ia) , mayyiiveSitadhiyam, his/ 
her desires are finished, na kamal] kamaya kalpate, as a fried seed does not 
germinate, bharjita kvathita dhiina prayo mjaya neyyate. 

Srikr�:r:ia is PTa:r:iakr�:r:ia. Once mind is completely merged in Him by priir.takarma, 
then one shall be free from a desire, which is niroar.ta. 

Mahikili is Mahaprii.rµJ: Mahilili is perhaps the first Goddess human civilization 
ever started worshiping, so it is natural that there are many myths and 
misconceptions developed regarding the principle, tattva, mode of worshiping, 
rites and rituals involved there in. It is unfortunate that among all these, the 
principle of spiritual practice is masked and in the medieval era it gave rise to 
many false beliefs and blind practices. Now it is the time, the spiritual world 
should know the reality of Saktipujii, worship of the prar.ta, and we believe it is 
doing so since the Kriya-yoga tradition started afresh from Yogiraj Syamacara:r:ia 
Llhi<;li Mahasaya and enriched by the work of Swami Sriyukteswar Girl Maharaj 
and propagated by Paramaharilsa Yogananda. Also the works of many other 
saints of different lineages viz. Agamacaryas following Samayacara tradition ,  
Kashmiri Saivas, lineages of Siddhas and many other yogic lineages who have 
worked and are working in this manner are revealing the principle. 

Mahakali, the Mother Divine is the symbol of prar.ta. the Life-force. The lord 
of death is named Kala, and ka/,a means time. When letter-z, "i-kara, " is added to 
Kala then it is Kali. The z-kilra is energy, Sakti. So Kali is the power of time, and 
Mahiika/,a is the Great Time, beyond the time. The power ofMahakala is Mahakali. 
When we remain in our mind, in thoughts either we are in past or in future. So 
we are in the time subjected to death. But if we remain in our prar.ta, for simple 
understanding in breath, then we are not in mind. This means we are not in 
time, not in death; we are in the great time, beyond the time and we are only 
with the life. Since we are not in mind we are not subjected to delusion. That 
Life-force is called Mahakali, the cosmic energy. The deity ofMahilili is standing 
on Siva, the Mahaka/,a, because she is the power, Sakti, of Siva. 

But in our prayer we say that She is Saviirfu/,hii, means standing on a dead 
body. Here the meaning is our body is a dead body without the life-force. So it is 
the life-force, which is standing on this dead body that is why this dead body is 
working. With the life-force or priir.ta it is Siva and without the life-force it is a 
dead body. This is in context of the Lody. Siva, the Transcendental Self is also 
called as Mahiideva, the Great God or the great power of illumination and the 
power of this Great God is Mahadevi, the Great Goddess, i .e . ,  MahakalL Who are 
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then deva-s or the gods? In our body the sense-organs and the mind are gods 
since we have our knowledge through them. But their existence is subjected to 
the existence of the frriirJ.a. So frriirJ.a or the life-force is the Great God, and this is 
also the Great Goddess. This is both masculine and feminine; hence Lord Siva is 
called as Ardhaniirifuara, half-male and half-female. If we look into the image of 
the Mother Divine we shall find one foot of the Mother Divine is on the chest of 
Lord Siva and another is out. This means the inhalation and the exhalation are 
two feet of the vital power, prii'f}a, the inhalation entering and the exhalation 
leaving. The Mother Divine is naked, because energy is always naked; there is 
nothing that can cover energy. The garland of heads, murµf,amii,lii, symbolizes 
fifty basic seed sounds ( the Sanskrit alphabets) that are root to the creation. In 
one hand the Mother Divine is holding a sword that has an eye. What is the need 
of an eye in a sword that is meant to cut heads? Since this is the knowledge sword, 
jitiinakha<f,ga, there is an eye; this eye is the discriminating intellect. In another 
hand She is holding a cut head, mu'f}<f,a, the discriminating intellect cuts the 
manifestations, sarhsiira, the manifestation of desires. If we remain in our pra7J-a 
whose feet are our breath then we will develop the discriminating intellect to cut 
our hankerings. Then the other two hands of the Mother are showing us 
fearlessness, abhaya, and boons, vara. We will not be afraid of the death, and we 
will develop creativity. The emerging tongue, wl,ajihvii, symbolizes taste, the water 
element and life .  The third eye symbolizes wisdom. All these are possible if we 
worship Mahaka.IL This is not a sectarian one since She is the Life-force, our own 
priirJ.a. She is the sum total of all the life-forces in individual bodies of the universe. 
To worship her we have to hold her two feet, the inhalation, apana, and the 
exhalation, priirJ.a; She is our breath . This is the non-sectarian Kriya-yoga 
meditation technique. 

PriitµJ is BhubaneSvari: She is Bhubancivari, goddess of the universe. She is the 
soul of the universe, viSviitmika, She is beyond the universe, vifuiilitii, She is the 
form of the universe, vifuaritpii, She is within the universe, viSvagata, She is form 
of the individual, vy�#ritpii, and She is within the individual, vy�#gata. That 
one energy principle named prii'f}a has become many. She is residing in the lotus 
of our heart. We pray, 

hrtpurJ.<f,arikamadhyasthiirh priitalJ,suryasamaprabhiim, 
piisiiitku5adhararh soumyiirh varadabhayahastakam, 
trinetrarh raktavasanarh bhaktakamadudharh bhaje. (Das. , 2 1 )  

We sing her glory, bhaje, who resides in the space of the heart, hrtpurJ.<f,a
rikamadhyastham, whose effulgence is like that of a morning sun , pratalJ,
suryasamaprabham, who is holding a trap and a hook, pasaitku5adharam, who is 
beautiful and radiating peace, saumyiim, showing boon and fearlessness by Her 
hands, varadabhayahastakam, having three eyes, trinetram, wearing blood-red cloth, 
raktavasanam, who is like a wish fulfilling cow to Her devotees, bhaktakamadudhiim. 
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Our spiritual practice starts \\ith Her vy�firitpa, the individual form within us. 
Without knowing Her form, which is within us, we cannot know Her forms those 
are within the universe and beyond the universe. She is sitting inside the lotus of 
our heart; She is the form of the Knowledge inside the cave of our intellect. In 
our physical body the space within heart is above the Ajfia cakra, physically it 
corresponds to the third ventricle of brain. This does not refer to the heart that 
pumps blood. Because in the physical body, brain is the seat of consciousness 
and in yogic practices the vital power ascends from the base of the spine to the 
point between the eyebrows; bhruvarmadhye priir:iamiive5ya samyak ( S. Bg., 8 . 10 ) , 
having fixed the priir:ia between the eyebrows. This refers to the point between 
the pituitary and the pineal. In Kathopan�ad it is said, the nerves of the heart are 
a hundred and one, 5atarh caikii ca hrdayasya niidyalJ,, of them one passes through 
the crown, tiisiirh murdhiinamabhinilJ,srtaikii ( Ka. U, 2.3. 1 6) . This is the northern 
route, uttariiyar:ia miirga, according to yogic scriptures, and this refers to the 
route from i\jfia to Sahasrara. This point is even made clearer in Pra5nopani�ad. 

This Self is surely in the heart, hrdi hyeya iitmii. There are a hundred and one 
nerves, attraitadeka5atarh niifjiniim, each of them has hundred branches, tiisiirh 
satarh satamekaikasyiim, again each branch is divided into seventy-two sulrbranches, 
dviisaptatirdvasaptatilJ, pratisiikhiinii<f,isahasriir:ii, Vyana moves among them,  
bhavantyiisu vyiina5carati (Pr. U, 3.6) . 

This makes clearer that this heart spoken in the scriptures is not the heart 
pumping the blood as some commentators put. This heart is the brain. The total 
number nerves, as per this scripture is 101  x 100 x 72,000 = 7,27,200,000 which 
comes approximately to the number of nerves found in our body. In some other 
scriptures the number mentioned as just 72,000. Human brain is the seat of the 
Consciousness in the body and this is regarded as the seat of HiraQ.yagarbha, the 
Cosmic Self in the individual body. So if we say Hira1.1yagarbha, Vamana, 
BhubaneSvari or Pr�a, these all mean the same. This space of heart is the seat 
of Pra1.1a BhubaneSvari. This Consciousness or Pra1.1a appears as the individual 
self due to identification with the individual body and mind, and that is nothing 
but the ignorance; but even if with that ignorance this principle is not mutated or 
degraded from its own form. From this seat moves the vyiinaviiyu, the vital energy 
performing physiological functions throughout the body via nerves. That Power 
of Consciousness, citti-5akti, has become our mind and intellect; again is the 
Nature with its three attributes sattva, rajas and tamas, and that is our causal 
body. As the Consciousness or the Knowledge that is the Self. That Bhubanesvari 
or the Power of Consciouness is beautiful and radiating peace, soumyii, Form of 
Knowledge is always soumyii, and this reflects in our citta when the actions of citta 
are halted in samiidhi, when desires are finished. Her effulgence is like that of a 
morning sun; She is U�ii Devi, the Goddess of Morning. IJ.goeda says, "niru 
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svasiiramaskrto�asam devyiiyati. apedu hiisate tamalJ,"- when the Goddess of Night, 
Riitri Devi comes She establishes Her sister the Goddess of Morning, U�ii Devi; 
She (U� Devi) destroys the darkness (�V, 10. 127.3) . The Goddess of Night is 
none but Mahakali. She brings Her sister the Goddess of Knowledge, U�a. When 
the knowledge appears the darkness of ignorance disappears. If we resort to 
Kriya, do prii?Jakarma then that will clean our citta resulting in eradication of the 
ignorance and emergence of the Knowledge therein. 

She is holding a trap and a hook. Since She is sitting in the cave of intellect, 
this intellect or citta is Her expansion. Due to rajas and tamas She moves us in the 
way of desires and binds us, which is her trap, paste, this desire is bondage, this is 
death. With Her sattva qualities by developing the discriminating intellect within 
us She controls us in the way of desires, which is Her hook, ankuia; She engages 
us in activities sanctioned by the scriptures and takes us away from the forbidden 
activities. Those who perform activities sanctioned by the scriptures to them She 
gives the results and the enjoyments as described in the scriptures; that is Her 
hand showing us boons, varada hasta. Taking us away from the way of desires by 
developing the discriminating intellect and engaging in the way of renunciation 
She gives us fearlessness, liberation and immortality; that is Her hand showing 
us fearlessness, abhaya hasta. She is having three eyes, trinetrii. Two eyes are the 
sun and the moon, which are the vital power and the mind power, representing 
the way of renunciation and the way of desires according to the scriptural sanctions. 
The third eye is the form of fire, and this is the fire of Knowledge. Bhagavan 
Vasudeva Srikf�r:ia says, 

yathaidhiimsi samiddho 'gnirbhasmasiitkurute ' rjuna, 
jfianagnilJ, sarvakarma?Ji bhasmasatkurute tatha. ( S Bg. , 4.37)  

As, yathii,, the blazing fire, samiddho'gnilJ,, turns, kurute, pieces of wood to ashes, 
edhamsi bhasmasat, Oh Arjuna, arjuna, like that, tatha, the fire of knowledge, 
jiiana agnilJ,, reduces, kurute, all actions, sarua kannii?Ji into ashes, bhasmasat. 

This implies the Knowledge or the enlightenment makes all actions and their 
results non-functional thereby resulting in liberation and not causing further 
lives after the end of the present life .  But how this Knowledge of fire will be 
lighted? This process is kriya rupa or form of actions. That is the reason this 
Goddess of Knowledge is clad with blood-red cloth, raktavasana. Now we are 
coming to the action,  kriyii,, of the gross-prar:ia or the vital power in our bodies. 
Due to the actions of exhalations, prarJ,a, and inhalations, apiina, our blood is 
blood-colored. This means the actions of prarJ-a and apana is the cloth of Devi 
Bhubanesvari. By performing this action of prarJ-a, prarJ,akriya, a breath technique, 
we shall enter into our subtle-pr'1Q.a. We shall leave all the forbidden activities, 
will perform the scriptural activities, increase our discriminating intellect, and 
then there would be renunciation of actions (results of actions) , karma samnyiisa. 
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The actions of the mind would be halted and then in the cave of the intellect we 
shall see the Goddess of Knowledge. The subtle-prfu:la will ascend and stay in the 
lotus of heart at the brain between 1\jiia and Sahasrara. This is worship of Devi, 
this is the practice of yoga, and this is the spiritual practice. 
Aditi is Everything: She is Aditi, the uninterrupted power of consciousness. In 
Vedas, Aditi is described as everything. 

aditidauraditirantari�amaditirmata sa pita sa putralJ,; 
vifoe deva aditilJ, paiica jana aditirjatamaditirjanitvam. 

( .(lV, 1 .89. 1 0 ; Yv; 25.23;  AV, 7 .6 . 1 )  
Aditi is the heaven, daulJ,, Aditi is the intermediate space, antari/eyam, Aditi is 

the mother, mata, he is the father, sa pita, he is the son, sa putralJ,, ( she is both 
masculine and feminine) all the gods, viSvedevii, are Adi ti , the five persons, paiica 
jana, are Aditi means Brahmins ( the priest class) , �atriyas (the warriors) , Vaisyas 
(the businessmen) ,  Sudras ( the serving class) , and Ni�adas ( the forest-dwellers) ; 
also devas (the gods) , gandharvas (the demigods fond of singing and dancing 
etc.) , yak$as (the demigods guarding the secret wealth) , asuras ( the demons) , 
and r0,k$asas ( the devils)-here gods and others are also five types of humans 
according to possession of qualities; also the five elements, viz. ,  ether, air, fire, 
water, and earth; the five senses, viz. ,  sound, sensation, vision, taste, and smell; 
also the five sense-organs, viz. ,  ears, skin, eyes, nose, and tongue; also the five 
organs of action, viz. ,  speech, hands, legs, organ of procreation, and organs of 
digestion and focal excretion; whatever born, jatam, and whatever will be born is 
Aditi and Aditi is eternal, nityam. 

SridevyatharvaSir�am says: sarve vai deva detiimupatasthulJ, kasi tvam mahiidetiiti, 
all the gods went near the Devi and asked, Oh Mahadevi, who are you? (Das. , I ) .  
Then the Devi replies, "sabravit aham brahmasvaritpir.ii. mattalJ, prakrtipuru�atmakam 
jagat. sunyam casunyam ca,"-She said, I am the one with the Brahman; from me 
manifests the world of Prakfti and Puru�a. whatever exists and does not exist 
(Das. , 2 ) . She is one with the Brahman. She is the Transcendental Nature, 
paraprakrti. The Cosmic Self, Puru�a. and the Nature, Prakrti, proceed from 
Her. All the manifestations and the non-manifestations are from Her only. 

From the above discussions we understand that the Divine Mother who is 
called as Prakfti or the Nature of the Transcendental Self (named as the Brahman) 
is one with the Brahman and is not separate from it, and the Divine Mother Aditi 
is everything. She is the Prfu:la, ya prar.iena sambhavatyaditilJ, (Ka. U, 2 . 1 .7) ,  She 
who has manifested as prar.ia is Aditi. 
Whose Nature is This? This Aditi or Sakti is the prar;a. Since this prar;a is a term 
representing from the Brahman up to the sense-organs, this is the only term that 
nearly represents the Truth, Knowledge and Infinity. But according to scriptures 
in the Brahman, action is not possible, only it is possible from the Nature, prakrti, 
onwards. That Nature is also called the Main, pradhan. But again it is whose 
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nature? This is the nature of the Brahman and it is not separate from the Brahman 
as heat is not separate from the fire and we cannot say that this is a cold fire. 
There is no difference between Sak.ti and the owner of the Sak.ti, Saktimiin. This 
Sakti arises from the Siva. Siva is the static form of Sakti. Sakti is not the result of 
Siva. Sakti is the nature of Siva, inherent in Siva. Sakti as His nature first arises as 
the Power of Will, icchii-sakti, and then She takes forms of the Power of Knowledge, 
jitana-sakti, and the Power of Action,  kriyii-sakti. Since mutation is not possible in 
the Brahman or Siva, Sakti cannot be said to be a mutated form of the Brahman. 
In the discussions between knowers of the Brahman that which is the cause of this 
universe, kim kiirattarh brahma, from where we are born, kutalJ, sma jiitii, etc. ,  as 
described in the Svetiifoatara Upani�ad ( I . I } ,  they also found that it is one 
deviitma5akti, the Power of God the Self. 

te dhyanayogiinugatii apasyan 
devatmafoktim svagU'l:iairnigiuf,hiim; 

yalJ, kiira�ani nikhiliini tiini 
kiiliitmayuktiinyadhiti�fhatyekalJ,. ( Sv. U, 1 .3 )  

They saw, te apa§yan, by the yoga of  meditation, dhyiinayogiinugata, that the 
Power of God the Self, deviitmafoktim, is being covered by own qualities, 
svagu�airnigj.u/,hiim, and who alone is the cause of, yalJ, kiira�ani nikhitani tiini, all 
the other causes named from time to the individual self, kiiliitmayuktiin
yadhitfyfhatyekalJ,. 

In the preceding text (Sv. U, 1 .2)  of the Upani�ad discussion was centered on 
time, kiila, inherent nature of elements, svabhiiva, fate or the result of good and 
bad actions, niyat� sudden events, yadrcchii, elements, bhutiini (ethers to earth} , 
and the individual self, purn�a; whether any one of these or their combination is 
the cause of the universe or not, and was found that since all these are under the 
Self or the Brahman and are not independent, any of these or their combinations 
cannot become the cause of creation, dissolution and maintenance. The individual 
self though one with That but due to the ignorance it appears deluded, hence 
this is not independent and is under the cause of happiness and sorrow, i .e. , 
results of noble and forbidden actions. So this is also not the cause. By meditation 
or concentration of the mind they knew that this is the Power of God the Self. 
Since the Self or the Brahman is the static one and no action is possible according 
to scriptures, this is neither cause nor no cause, not also both nor different from 
both, not material cause nor causal cause. We cannot express any thing by words 
about the Transcendental Self. Then what is the cause, it is the Power of God the 
Self, deviitma5akti, it is His Power. Here Self, iitman, God or the Power of 
Illumination, deva, and the Power, sakti are one. Here the Sak.ti or Prakfti is not 
different from the Siva. And this Power or Sak.ti is covered by its own qualities, 
viz., sattva, rajas, and tamas. In Siidurgiisapta5ati, the gods prey to Her, 
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tvarh vair1:iav"i 5aktiranantavzrya 
vifoasya vijam paramasi miiya, 

sammohitarh devi samastametat 
tvam vai prasanna bhuvi muktihetul]-. ( Sds. , 1 1 .5 )  

55 

You are; tvam, Vai�Q.avi Sak.ti, the power of Lord Vi�Q.u, vai�r,iav"i 5aktil]-, full of 
infinite vigor, anantav"irya, the seed (cause) of the universe, vifoasya mjam, the 
greater illusion, parama maya, paramasi miiya. Oh Goddess, devi, you have deluded 
all these worlds, sammohitam samastametat, when you verily be kind, tvam vai 
prasanna, then be the cause of liberation, bhuvi muktihetulJ,. 

That Pure Existence and Infinite Vastness is named Lord Vi�nu and She is His 
power and not separate from Him. Infinite vigor, anantav"irya, verily denotes to 
the vital energy, this is PrclI).a the Power of Action, kriyii sakti. As miiyii she is the 
sattva, rajas and tamas qualities deluding the world and as parama mayii or greater 
maya, She is sattva based, her three qualities are. not like the three qualities 
found in ordinary mortals who are deluded, hence She is the cause of the universe. 
And by Her worship, which is in the form of action, kriya ritpa, a worshiper 
develops the sattva quality and hence the discriminating intellect and such worship 
becomes the cause of liberation. Then the hidden Knowledge will descend. It is 
said in Svetiifoatara Upani�ad, 

mayarh tu prakrtim vidyanmayinam tu mahefoaram, 
tasyiivayavabhutaistu vyiiptam sarvamidam jagat. (4 . 1 0) 

Know the Nature as miiya (illusion) ,  mayarh tu prakrtim vidyiin, and Mahesvara 
(the Great Lord) as the possessor of maya, miiyinam tu mahefoaram. This entire 
world, sarvamidam jagat, is spread, vyaptam, as His appendages ,  tasyiiva
yavabhutaistu. 

The Prakrti or Nature of the Supreme is known as maya. This is the illusion; 
this exists and does not exist. This has taken all names and forms, and this deludes 
the beings by identifying the beings with names and forms. But the Supreme is 
the possessor of this illusion. So the whole world is His appendages, by virtue of 
being possessor of the Prakfti, the appendages of the Prakrti are His appendages. 

This Prakrti of Parama Puru� or the Brahman is the PraQ.a and is not different 
from the Brahman. However commentators put the Brahman as paramabrahman, 
the Superior Brahman and the Priir,ia as aparabrahman, the Inferior Brahman. 
The only reason intellectuals make a difference between the Brahman and the 
Priir,ta referring the prar,ta as the inferior Brahman, aparabrahman, because of 
the reason that in the priir,ta actions are carried out. But in different modem day 
commentaries this distinguishing appears sometimes as word jugglery and 
sometimes correct. Since the Brahman has manifested Himself into various names 
and forms through the actions of miiyii, same as d1e Unmanifest, avyakta, the 
Nature and Sak.ti, and at the various stages of manifestation the same term priir,ta 
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is used, then referring it as Inferior Brahman at different stages of manifestation 
from the Un-manifest to different objects of manifestation for our intellectual 
understanding of processes of creation is not incorrect. 

The Supreme Brahman is the PriMJ,a: But where the prii:r_ia is referred as the 
Brahman establishing unity with the Brahman we should refer it as the Brahman, 
not as Inferior Brahman. So everything is priir_ia. From the priir_ia all everything 
have emerged. As it is said, 

yadidarh kirh ca jagat saroarh prar_ia ejati ni}J,srtam; 
mahadbhayarh vajramudyatarh ya etadviduramrtaste bhavanti. 

( Ka. U, 2 .3 . 2 )  

The whole universe, jagat sarvam, that there is, yadidam kim, emerges from the 
PraQ.a and moves because of the PriiJ).a, priir_ia ejati nilJ,srtam. This is a great terror, 
mahadbhayam, like an uplifted thunderbolt, vajramudyatam. One who knows this, 
ya etadvidu}J,, becomes immortal, amrtiiste bhavanti. 

So this whole principle is called Prfu.la the Brahman. Due to the spinning of 
the PraQ.a (activation of the power of the Brahman) , the universe has emerged. 
Again the supremacy of the PraQ.a is affirmed in the next verse, 

bhayadasyagnistapati bhayiittapati suryalJ,; 
bhayadindrasca vayusca mrtyurdhiivati pancama}J,. (Ibid., 2 .3 .3 )  

From fear, bhayiit, of  Him, asya, the Fire burns, agni�. tapati, from the fear 
shines the Sun, bhayiittapati surya}J,, and from the fear run Indra the Air,  
bhayiidindra5ca vayu}J,, and Death the fifth, ca mrtyurdhiivati pancama}J,. 

With a ruler named Prfu.la having an uplifted thunderbolt in his hand controls 
all the mighty sub lords, viz. ,  the Fire, the Sun, the Indra, the Air and the Death; 
and they work in a regulated manner. So it is clear that here the Supreme Brahman 
beyond name and form is referred as the Prar_ia. This Rudra is PraQ.a the Supreme 
and has given birth to PraQ.a the HiraQ.yagarbha ( vide infra, Sv. U, 3.4, and ''The 
Prii7J.a is Born from the Supreme, "  p. 60) . Since activity is denied in the Supreme 
Brahman according to scriptures and activity is implied in the prar.ia, we can say 
the source of all activities as the Supreme Brahman, which is singled out as the 
priir_ia. Means the pra7J.a is the energy form, Sakti of the Supreme Brahman; or 
the Lord form of the Supreme Brahman, i .e . ,  i8vara or HiraQ.yagarbha, and 
hence referred as the Supreme Brahman. We can say the pra1J.a is the cosmic 
form of the Supreme Brahman and the Supreme Brahman is the transcendental 
form of the priir_ia beyond the cosmos. It is the Supreme Brahman that has become 
the prar_ia and hence is not different from the prii7J.a. And from spiritual practice 
point of view there is no differences between the Supreme Brahman, the Nature 
and isvara. Why we say so? Because the individual self is to be merged into the 
Cosmic Self, isvara, then when the individual self is not there our practice is 
finished to go beyond the Cosmic Self to the Transcendental Self. That is automatic. 
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We have already discussed that the Nature is the power of the Brahman and 
hence not different from That. Bhagavan RamaQ.a Mah�i says, idamaharh p� 
bhikhyamanvaham, ahami linake-pyalaya sattaya ( US, 2 1 ) ;  This Self ( ibid. ) is 
indicated by the word "I" (the individual self , i .e . ,  aham) idamaham pada abhikhyam, 
following the merger of "I,"  anvaham, the Cosmic Self also merges, ahami linake 
api; ( then the Self shines due to) its indestructible nature, alaya sattaya. The 
individual self, the Cosmic Self and the Transcendental Self are one principle. It 
is the ignorance, i .e. ,  the ego or the awareness that "I am body-mind combination," 
or in other words we can say absence of real awareness of the Self is  the cause of 
the individual self. The concept of the Cosmic Self exists only with reference to 
the individual self. So with the dissolution of the individual self the Cosmic Self 
also merges. Whether the individual self is merged in i§vara or in the Pralqti, it 
is same. Then after merger of the individual self there is no further spiritual 
practice, it is only one intellectual perception to understand the Pure Existence 
called Truth even after the dissolution of the cosmos. That Pure Existence is not 
different from the Cosmic Self since that has remained as such even after being 
manifested as the Cosmic Self because the Pure Existence is never mutated. The 
Nature is the power of the Cosmic Self and the cosmos is the physical manifestation, 
Virat:a. These three viz . ,  the Transcendental Self, the Cosmic Self and the Nature 
are one principle in different modes of expression. The same principle is also 
the individual self but due to "I thought" or the ego it seems to be separate 
though not separate and recognizes itselfwith the body and the mind; and that is 
the ignorance. Or we can say that the Pr3.Q.a referred to in the above verse is sum 
of all frra1J-OrS in its transcendental form beyond all actions and is known as the 
Supreme Brahman, and its active form by the actions of the Nature in the entire 
cosmos is known as isvara, the Lord or HiraQ.yagarbha, while the power of its 
activity is known as the Nature, frrakrti, or Sakti. So to return to that PriiTJa beyond 
all actions or pure form (thm•gh it is always pure) we have to do frraTJakarma, the 
activities of pra1J-a, it is just reversing the process, this is to reverse the involution 
of the Brahman to the ego by a process of evolution from the ego to the Brahman, 
or in simple words it is to eradicate the ignorance. By doing the activities of 
frra7Ja or the practice of vital airs, we have to merge the activities of the senses, 
the mind, the intellect and also the vital airs in the frra7Ja. Then only wisdom '4.ill 
reflect on that mind and the ignorance will be finished. 

Since every thing is the Brahman and everything is the pra7Ja, names ai.ld 
forms are just illusions, we should know that the frriiTJa is the Brahman. When we 
talk about the Brahman, we have an abstract idea; but when we talk about the 
frra1J-a we have some idea that depends on our state of understanding. So from 
the secondary pra1J-a at the lower level of our understanding, our understanding 
increases further to the higher levels of pra1J-a and finally culminates at the highest 
level, the chief frrii1J,a or mukhya priiTJa only through the practice. The similar 
process can be applied here as that one nicely described on the Bhrgu 's  
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Enlightenment ( Taittiiiya Upani�ad, pt. III, chap. Bhrguvalli) .  The knowledge 
was imparted to �i Bhrgu by his father Varul).a and on step by step by the 
practice of meditation Bhrgu first realized the food, i .e . ,  Vira/a, the Great Cosmic 
Body as the Brahman. The sphere of his enlightenment increased gradually to 
the vital energy, the cosmic mind, the knowledge and finally to the Bliss as the 
Brahman. In the same manner our understanding of the pra7Ja increases from 
the sense-organs and the breath to further higher levels ending with sat, cit, and 
ananda; the Truth, Consciousness, and Bliss. 

Let us come to the explanation of the Brahman in Kenopani�ad. It is said, 

frotrasya frotrarh manaso mana yad, 
vaco ha vacarh sa u pra7Jasya pra7JalJ,, 

cak$U$a5cak�uratimucya dhiralJ, 
pretyasmallokadmrta bhavanti. ( 1 . 2 )  

The Brahman is Ear of the ear, frotrasya frotram, Mind of the mind, manaso 
mana, Speech of the speech, vaco ha vacam, and Life of the life, prarJasya pra7JalJ,, 
and Eye of the eye, cah$U$aSC�ulJ,. So the intelligent ones, on renunciation of 
desires, atimucya dhiriilJ,, become immortal, amrta bhavanti, after departing from 
this world, pretyiismallokat. 

Can our ears function without the Life-force, priirJa, can our eyes see without 
the Life-force, can a speech possible without the Life-force, can our minds think 
without the Life-force. So the Life-force, prar_ta, is Ear of the ear, Mind of the 
mind and so on. Now the argument is why it is said as Life of the life ,  prarJasya 
prar_tal], ? Here the life ,  prar_ta, means the physiological functions of life or the vital 
activities; so Life of the life is the Life-force, pra7Ja, it is the chief pra7Ja. The Life
force, pra7Ja, being Life of the life and Mind of the mind, it is just the Brahman 
or we say the power of the Brahman, the citti iakti. Here in this verse the life, 
priirJa, refers to the life sheath, pra7Jamaya koia and the mind, mana, refers to 
both the mind sheath, manomaya koia and the knowledge sheath, vijiiiinamaya 
koia, whereas the chief pra7Ja, the Life-force is the Brahman. We should not 
confuse the Life-force with the life sheath, the life sheath only proceeds from the 
Life-force and since it is evolved from the Life-force it is also the Life-force or the 
vital energy. Our gradation of the vital power, pra7Ja, and the mind or the mental 
power, mana, is a secondary aspect of the pra7Jll though normally we refer the 
pra7Ja as the vital power and cit or the consciousness as the mental power but that 
is after dichotomisation of one greater power called the Priir_ta, and that is same 
as cit, Consciousness. During samiidhi when only the Pra7J-a or the Power of 
Consciousness remains we find that there are no vital activities as the breath is 
suspended or with minimum vital activities and even there are no mental activities 
at all. As we should understand that the pra7Ja or the Life-force is not same as the 
life sheath or the vi tal ac tivi ty, similarly we should understand that the 
Consciousness is not same as the reflections of consciousness or the limitations 
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of consciousness, viz. ,  the mind, the intellect, the ego and the subconscious. So 
there is little difference between the chief Priir.ia and the Consciousness, ciL These 
are much broader terms than the normal understanding. Again in a different 
place it is said, 

priir.iasya priir.iamuta cak,m�ascak�urta 5rotasya 5rotrarh manaso ye mano vidulJ,. 
te nicikyubrahma puriir.iamagrayam. ( Br. U, 4 .4 . 1 8 ) 

One who is life of the life, priir.iasya priirJamuta, eye of the eye, c�u�a5cakrurta, 
ear of the ear, srotasya 5rotram, mind of the mind, manaso mano, know, vidulJ,, that 
to be surely, te nicikyulJ,, the Brahman, brahma that is the ancient, puriirJam, and 
the forerunner one, agrayam. 

We have already discussed this while discussing srotrasya 5rotram ( Ke. U, 1 .2) 
and found that the two words, the Brahman and the PriirJa mean the same; still 
then the argument is why the Brahman beyond name and form , the 
Transcendental one be compared with the priirJa where there is activity. We have 
already discussed this part while dealing with yadidarh kirh ca jagat sarvarh prarJa 
ejati nilJ,srtam ( Ka. U, 2.3.2) as there is little difference between still and kinetic 
form and since the kinetic form arises from the still form such comparison is 
logical and according to scriptures. Again the Brahman is said to be the ancient 
and the forerunner. As the Cosmic Self and being the ruler and source of all the 
activities of the universe, the PriirJa is the forerunner and ancient to all the beings 
and all the elements as pointed in, pratto hye�a sarvabhutairvibhiiti (Mu. U, 3. 1 .4) , 
it is the priir.ia which is shining in all the beings. But for an intellectual perception 
we accept that the Supreme Brahman is the ancient and the forerunner to the 
Pr:lQ.a since the kinetic form proceeds from the still form, and this is also according 
to the scriptures, iitmana eya prat:to jiiyate (Pr. U, 3.3) , this priir.ia is born from the 
Self; sa priit:tamasr.jata (ibid. ,  6.4) , He created the prii1Ja, and so on. This is not 
denied. 

Here it can be said that due to the absolute un-manifestation nature of that 
Principle called the Supreme Brahman, the Buddhists has described that as the 
void and liberation, sunya nirvarJa, whereas the same is spoken by the Vedantins 
as the Pure Existence and liberation, brahma nirviitta. This is beyond the 
manifestation and the unmanifestation, beyond the truth and the untruth, the 
uneroded, this cannot be compared with anything, cannot be given a name, 
beyond the comprehension of the mind and the intellect, the subtle of the subtlest, 
immovable, without any vibrations and one can have a glimpse of That only at 
the state of nirvikalpa samiidhi. Since the intellect fails to comprehend the Still 
Form ofThat, meditation and worshiping ofThat is possible only with the Qualities 
of That, when that spins as the Sakti and then takes the form of isvara. That active 
form is the Priir.ia; the still form or beyond the active form known as the Brahman 
can be said as the static priirJa only for the sake of our understanding. Since That 
is the cause of the prii1Ja, the scriptures have used the term PriirJa for that. 
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The 'PriUµi is Born from the Supreme: We studied that from the Transcendental 
Self, the prar.ia has born as the Cosmic Self ( vide supra, Pr. U, 3.3 and 6.4) . As 
again, 

etasmiijjiiyate priir.io manalJ saroendriyar.ii ca; 
kharh vayurjyotirapalJ prthivi vifoasya dharir.ii. (Mu. U, 2. 1 .3 )  

From That, etasmiit, [Here etasmiit means from the Transcendental Being or 
amurtalJ purn�alJ as per the preceding verse, and He was apriir.ialJ and amaniilJ, 
without the vital force and the mind. This refers to His static form not ready for 
creation (Mu. ll, 2 .1 . 1 ) ]  originates the prar.ia, the vital energy, jayate priir.io. Then 
the mind, manalJ and all the organs, saroendriyar.ii, also, ca, the ether, kham, the 
air, viiyu/J, the fire, jyoti!J, the water, apalJ,, and the earth, frrthivi, which supports 
the world, vi.SVasya dhiirir.ii, are created. 

This is the description of the Supreme, the formless, the birthless and the 
ancient one, which is forerunner to the Prii7Ja as per the above discussion, and 
this is the Pure Consciousness. Here in this verse the Prar.ia represents the cosmic 
vital energy including the cosmic intelligence that contains the cosmic mind within 
it. This Priir.ia is the Lord, i8vara the Hira.I).yagarbha. From that Prar.ia is created 
manalJ, and here the manalJ represents the cosmic mind. And then the five 
elements and the worlds are created in successive order. 

Again in a different context it is said that this Transcendental Self, rildralJ has 
given birth to the Cosmic Self, the Hira.I).yagarbha. 

yo devanarh prabhabafrodbhavasca 
vifoiidhipo ritdro mahar#IJ 

hira7Jyagarbharh janayiimiisa pitroarh 
sa no buddhyii 5ubhaya samyunaktu.  ( Sv. U, 3.4)  

The RudralJ,, the Great and Furious One, means where everything is  merged, 
who is the cause of the manifestation and the exaltation of the gods, yo devanarh 
prabhabafrodbhavasca, the lord of the world, vi.SViidhipalJ, and the omniscient, 
mahar�ilJ, and the one who has first given birth to the Hir3.1.1yagarbha (Prfu)a the 
Cosmic Self) , hirar.iyagarbharh janayiimiisa puroarh, let He give us the good will, sa 
no buddhyii subhaya sarhyunaktu. A similar verse is also found in the same text ( Sv. 
u, 4. 12 ) . 

The Pra1J.ll is iSvara the �yagarbha: Again in the process of creation it is said, 

tapasii ciyate brahma tato 'nnamabhijiiyate, 
anniitprar.io manalJ satyarh lokiilJ kcrmasu ciimrtam. (Mu. U, 1 . 1 . 8)  

By austerities, tapasa, the Brahman becomes gross, riyate, and from it  food, 
tatalj, annam, is born, abhijayat. From the foorl, anniit, the prar.ia is created, and 
th�n from the frrii7Ja, the mind, manalJ, the truth, satyam, the worlds, wkalJ, and 
the karmas as immortality, karmasu ciimrtam, are formed. 
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An ordinary reading of this verse gives one sort idea about the priirJ.a and an 
analytical reading gives another. The ordinary reading says the Brahman by 
austerities created the food, annam. From the food the vital energy or vigor, 
prii:rJ-a, is manifested which conducts the physiological functions of the body. Then 
from that the mind is evolved.  This is the way of thinking of the physical and the 
biological sciences, which isjust a half-knowledge. The spiritual science does not 
deny this, this happens in later periods of evolution. Since everything was involved 
in the Brahman according to the spiritual science, the Brahman that is Truth, 
the pure existence performed austerities. Here the austerities means through 
knowledge, because all the knowledges are involved in the Pure Existence since 
it is said, "ya!J, sarvajfta sarvavidyasya jftanamayam tapalJ,, " he who is omniscient 
( in general ) and all knowing (in detail) and his austerity is constituted by 
knowledge (Mu. U, 1 . 1 .9) . Since action is denied here in the Brahman according 
to the scriptures the austerities performed are the form of knowledge. By the 
knowledge He created the food, annam. This food is the Unmanifest, auyakta. 
This is the cosmic energy and this is beginningless, anadi, since this is the power 
of the Brahman. So how this was created? This means the Pure Knowledge in 
which action was involved or in dormant form now started evolving, this is the 
tapa!J, or the activities of knowledge. This is activation of the dormant will power, 
icchii-sakti in the Prime Unmanifest. The Prime Unmanifest is beyond the three 
qualities, trigur_iiitita. So its creation only refers that it is now ready for the process 
of evolution, in other words for creation of names and forms. Rather one can say 
this as an involution. This Unmanifest ( the Nature, Energy or mayii) has three 
qualities, viz. ,  sattva, rajas, and tamas. This Unmanifest evolves into the Prii1J.a, 
i .e. ,  i8vara the HiraQ.yagarbha, this 'means the golden womb of the Unmanifest, 
by engulfing the Consciousness in it. But here in isvara or the chief PraQ.a, the 
three qualities are under His control means "the Supreme I-Consciousness" is 
there whereas in ordinary beings "I thought" or the ego is prevalent and this 
ego-being is controlled by the three qualities. This i8vara is the seed of all beings. 
The isvara is Lord Vi�Q.u. In !Jgveda it is said, 

yasya tri purr_ia madhunii padiinya�iyamiir.iii svadhayii madanti, 
ya yu tridhiitu prthivimuta dyiimeko diidhiira bhubaniini vifoii. 

( �V, 1 . 1 54.4) 
His three feet are like nectar, yasya tri purr.iii madhunii padiin, and by His 

power of sustaining He gives bliss, y�yamar_iii svadhayii madanti, and with his 
three qualities, ya yu tridhiitu, He is holding the earth and the heaven,  f>rthivimuta 
dyiimeku, He only is the foundation of the worlds, diidhiira bhubaniini viSvii. 

His three feet represents the three worlds, viz. ,  the earth, the intermediate 
space and the heaven.  These three worlds combinedly are known as the cosmic 
physical body, Viriita. His three qualities are sattva, rajas, and tamas. By his power 
of sustaining He is holding the earth and the heaven and He is the foundation of 
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all the worlds. This is Pral).a the HiraQ.yagarbha. This HiraQ.yagarbha is Lord 
Brahma, the Lord of creations. This is Sutriitmii, the thread iitmii or the Thread 
Self-continuing in all the beings. This is the PraQ.a, the sum total of all the powers 
of action, all the powers of will and all the powers of knowledge; or we can say 
the cosmic subtle body made up of total vital, mental and intellectual energies. 
This is HiraQ.yagarbha, the cosmic subtle body and this HiraQ.yagarbha is the 
most accurate definition of the Prii'l'}a according to Upani�ds. Hiral).yagarbha 
means all the Great Three, viz. ,  Brahma, Vi�Q.U, and Mahda; three is one . Then 
from the Pral).a or HiraQ.yagarbha is evolved the cosmic mind, mana, this is 
Prajiipati, the lord of creatures. Again in other words we can say the Unmanifest, 
prakrti, is the cosmic energy and mana or viSvamana is the cosmic mind; in between 
there is isvara (Lord) , the HiraQ.yagarbha (Brahma) or the PraQ.a. The Pra:r:ia is 
the creator of the cosmic mind. From the cosmic mind truth, satyam is evolved. 
This is not referred as the Truth, the pure existence; but since the basic principle 
is the Pure Existence this truth is also apparent pure. Here the truth referred is 
the five elements, viz., the ether, the air, the fire, the water, and the earth . So this 
truth is Viriifa, the cosmic physical body. Here it may be mentioned that in some 
texts lSvara is described as different from HiraQ.yagarbha. isvara is described as 
th e Consciousness and the causal world or th e Nature combined; and 
HiraQ.yagarbha is described as the Consciousness and the subtle world or cosmic 
mind combined;  and Viraia is described as the Consciousness and the gross 
world made up of the five elements combined. These differences are only 
presenting the same in different expressions. Then wkiilJ, or the worlds are created 
from these five elements. This also includes succession of different beings including 
humans. Since it is said, "tasmiidetadbramha niima rupamannain ca jiiyate" (Mu. U, 
1 . 1 .9) , from this Brahman, as derivative of the Brahman is Brahman, evolved 
name, form and food. This is the evolution our physical and biological sciences 
deal . This results in actions, karmas and finally amrta, immortality. Here 
immortality is a relative term since the results of actions are unending and goes 
in a cyclic order of creating again actions and results, under the purview of the 
ignorance. So to reverse it we have to have the Knowledge but our spiritual 
practice is up to PraQ.a the HiraQ.yagarbha and rest is automatic, because our 
individual existence or the ego finishes at the HiraQ.yagarbha. 

The meaning of Hirar.iyagarbha is golden womb. According to Amarakofa this 
is, hirar.iyain ttirar,iyamayain ar.i<f,ain yasya garbha iva, whose womb is like an egg of 
golden light or full of effulgence. Here the golden light refers both the light as a 
physical energy and as the Power of Consciousness, which are the vital energy 
(priir.ia) and the knowledge (mind-stuff) ; and again the physical energy is also 
involved in the Consciousness. We can say that the Hira:r:iyagarbha is the cosmic 
energy holding the universe in seed form and ready for creation, or we can say 
this as the Lord or isvara holding the Power of Consciousness now ready for 
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creation by branching His powers as the power of action and the power of 
knowledge. 
Hirai;iyagarbha is Sutriitmii: In the above we mentioned that the Hirai:iyagarbha 
is sittriitma, the thread iitma or the Thread Self continuing in all beings. This 
point has been elaborated in Pra5nopani�ad ( 4.8) ; The earth and the essence of 
earth (smell) , the water and the essence of water (taste) , the fire and the essence 
of fire (vision) ,  the air and the essence of air (sensation) ,  the space and the 
essence of space (sound) , eyes and the object of vision , ears and the object of 
hearing, nose and the object of smell, tongue and the object of taste, skin and 
the object of touch, speech and the content of speech, hands and the object 
given, organ of sex and the enjoyment, organ of excretion and the excreta, feet 
and the distance walked, mind and the things thought, intellect and the subjects 
understood, ego and the content of egoism, subconscious and the impressions 
gathered in it, heat or lustre of the body and the objects revealed by it, all is 
priir.ta and all is held by priir.ta. 

So priir.ta is called sutra, the string or the thread that holds together everything. 
The entire spectrum of the body and the organs along with the elements and 
their attributes are strung together by the Hirai:iyagarbha. The same string is 
holding all everything, viz. ,  the plants, the animals, the insects, the humans, the 
gods, the devils, the elements, the moving and non-moving objects. The Supreme 
Self has born as frriir.ta and it is Prai:ia the Hirai:iyagarbha that is combining 
everything and is extended everywhere. And since activity is denied in the static 
form, i .e . ,  the Supreme Self, it is the active form, the Hirai:iyagarbha, is of 
importance in a spiritual practice, as we need actions that would be the cause for 
generating the Knowledge. Of course the Knowledge is never generated; this 
always exists. When we say the Knowledge is generated, this means eradication of 
the ignorance. We need actions of frriir.ta, priiT}Oltarma, spiritual practices based on 
the vital energy to eradiate the ignorance since the mind is absorbed in the prii1Ja. 

Hirai;iyagarbha-siikta: Let us come to the description of the Hirai:iyagarbha in 
the /Jgueda ( 10 . 12 1 ) .  

hira1Jyagarbha/.t samavartatiigre bhutasya jiita/.t patireka iis'it, 
sa diidhiira prthiv"irh dyiimutemiirh kasmai deviiya havi�ii vidhema. ( 1 )  

In the beginning the Golden Womb (Hira1Jyagarbha) existed everywhere, 
hirar.iyagarbha/.t samavartatiigre, which is Lord of all the manifested beings, bhutasya 
jiita/.t patireka iis"it. That is holding the earth, the heaven and the intermediate 
space, sa diidhiira Jrrthimrh dyiimutemtim, we should worship that God (what ever it 
may be) by oblations, kasmai deviiya havi�ii vidhema. 

Here it is the description of the Lord Hirai:iyagarbha before the manifestation 
of the universe. That Golden Womb is the form of Consciousness holding the 
universe in seed form. From That all the elements like ether, air, etc. and all the 
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living beings are created. We can say it is the cosmic energy that gave birth to the 
universe. When we discuss from the angle of the physical sciences we have an 
idea of energy that is physical in nature but the spiritual science describes it as 
the Power of Consciousness, citti-5akti, in which the physical energies are also 
involved. So the spectrum of the spiritual science is much broader than that of 
the physical sciences. This is Aditi and this Aditi or Sakti is described here as 
isvara the Hira1.1yagarbha, this is the collective prar_ia. By denoting the term kasmai 
devaya or to which God means He is the only God to whom we should offer our 
oblations. Kasmai also means "ka asmai" or one that is represented by the syllable 
ka, the first consonant; and the first consonant represents the beginning of 
manifestation. Ka is both kama bz]a and Siva liija. Bija means seed sound and 
kama is desire. Here Siva, the Transcendental Self by His Power of Will, iccha
sakti, is now being desirous of the creation, took the form of J§vara or the Lord 
Hira1.1yagarbha. Again ka denotes, om kankiira sarvalJ4ahara kalyar_iaprada (AU, 
5) , the syllable ka removes all the poisons and is benedictory. This is the quality 
ofBhagavan Sankara, 5ankararh lokaSankaralJ, Sankara gives happiness to all beings; 
Sankara is one who removes all poisons and gives joy. So the Hira1.1yagarbha is 
the form of all prar_ia-s combined that fulfils the desires of beings and gives 
happiness to them on the basis of their karmas. This principle is also the form of 
bliss, the greater happiness, when That principle is realized by a spiritual practice. 
Chandogya Upani�ad says, "prar_io brahma karh brahma kharh brahmett ( 4. 1 0.4) , 
prar_ia is the Brahman, ka is the Brahman, kha is the Brahman. Here unity is 
shown between the prar_ia, the syllable ka and the syllable kha. The prar_ia is 
ordinarily understood as the vital airs, ka as the form of bliss and kha as the 
ether; and here unity of the three is shown as the Brahman. Again it is said, te 
hocuryadvava karh tadeva kharh yadeva kharh tadeva kamiti priir_iarh ca hasmai 
tadakasarh cocul},, they (the fires) said, surely the one, which is ka that is kha, and 
the one which is kha that is ka. In this way they said about the prar_ia and its ether 
( Ch. U, 4. 1 0.5) . Ether he•e is the ether element where prar_ia is established. Since 
life is dependant on the vital airs one can understand the vital airs as the Brahman, 
but here it is not said referring to only to the vital airs as prar_ia. This prar_ia is also 
ka, the form of happiness and also kha, the space. And again ka is kha and kha is 
ka; this means happiness is space and space is happiness. This is the space that is 
the form of happiness and the happiness is quality of the space. The Brahman is 
bliss, the greater happiness, so ka and the Brahman is space, so same as kha. But 
here in the above text as ka and kha, the prar_ia and its space have been advised: 
prar_iam ca hasmai tadiikasam cocul},. This means in the individual body when the 
prar_ia ascends and stays in the space of heart above the A,ina cakra then it is the 
form of happiness. Though the Brahman as the prar_ia always exists in space of 
heart in an individual body, this refers to our spiritual practice when the mind is 
merged and the individual consciousness remains as a witness in the space of 
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heart. For that to happen, we should offer our oblations in the form of inhalation 
and exhalation to that Lord. The real oblations in spiritualism are sacrificing the 
exhalation, prii:r;a, and the inhalation, apiina; and Lord Vasudeva has also said 
this, apiine juhvati priir.iam priir.ie-piinarh tathiipare ( S Bg. , 4.29) , one should oblate 
apiina into priir.ia and priir.ia into apiina. Though other types of oblations are also 
mentioned, viz. , sacrificing materials, austerities, concentration, study and the 
practice of knowledge etc . ,  dravyayajniistapoyajftii yogayajniistathiipare, sviidhya
yajnanayajftasca ( ibid . ,  4.28) , and one can perform these according to his status 
in the spiritual ladder; the special emphasis was given by the Lord to offer the 
vital airs, viz . ,  the exhalation and the inhalation. 

ya iitmadii balada yasya vifoa upiisate prasi$arh yasya devalJ,, 
yasya chayamrtarh yasya mrtyulJ, kasmai deviiya havi$a vidhema. ( 2 )  

H e  who i s  the cause o f  the Knowledge (or the Self) , ya  iitmadii, the giver of 
strength, ba/,adii,, to whom the whole universe worships, yasya vifoa upiisate, and 
all the gods obey whose command, pra$i$arh yasya devalJ,; Whose shade is the 
form of nectar or the immortality, yasya chiiyamrtam, the death is also under 
Him, yasya mrtyu/:t, and we should worship that God by oblations, kasmai deviiya 
hav4ii vidhema. 

Here the Prar.ia or the Hirar.iyagarbha is described as atmada and baladii. The 
consciousness is represented by term iitmadii and the vital energy by term baladii 
since That is both the power of knowledge and the activating power. So the 
whole universe, all the beings and all the gods worship Him. All the gods obey 
his command. From fear of Him the Fire burns, from the fear shines the Sun 
and from the fear run Indra, the Air and Death the fifth ( vide supra, Ka. U, 2 .3 .3 ,  
p. 56) . In the context of gods, each god is  a power center controlling a particular 
faculty and derive strength from the source Hirar:iyagarbha, i .e . ,  all the power of 
knowledge and all the power of action. In the context of the body, gods are the 
sense organs that also owe their power to the prar.ia, the Life-force residing in the 
body. Immortality lies under His shade, that energy cannot meet any death and 
death is under His control since manifestations emerge from Him and also merge 
in Him. The Knowledge of That is the immortality, and the ignorance of That 
and the identification with the limited a�juncts like name and form is death . We 
should worship that God by oblations, by priir.iakarma. 

ya/:t prar.iato nimi$ato mahityaika idraja jagato babhuva, 
ya zse asya dvipadascalu$pada/:t kasmai devaya havi$a vidhema. ( 3)  

One who is  full of the life-force, yalJ, priir.iato, movements and time, nimi$ato, 
and full of greatness, mahityaika, who is the owner of the whole manifested worlds, 
idraja jagato babhuva, who is the ruler of two-legged and four-legged beings, ya zse 
asya dvipada$catU$padalJ,, we should worship that God by oblations, kasmai deviiya 
havi$a vidhema. 
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That HiraQ.yagarbha is the Life-force; this includes the vital energy and the 
consciousness. That is the cause of movements and time. Nimi$a is blinking of 
eyes signifying the movements, the vibrations or the throbs. This is the cause of 
the creation.  At each moment the whole creation is changing, vibrating or 
humming with the energy and the matter. The HiraQ.yagarbha also signifies the 
first throb, the Big Bang. The singularity now expands. Here the science and the 
philosophy speak in the same voice .  Before that first throb, it was the 
Transcendental Brahman beyond time and space, or we can say it was the still 
form of Sakti , i .e . ,  Siva. When it became ready for creation, it was named the 
HiraQ.yagarbha. Sakti now starts working, and the still form becomes the motion 
form, the potential becomes the kinetic. Then this HiraQ.yagarbha by constant 
throbbing becomes the universe, the energy converts into the matter and vice 
versa. This constant conversion and re-conversion between the matter and the 
energy is the maintenance of the worlds. According to the formula of Einstein E 
= m<-2 and matter ( m) and energy (E) are interchangeable, c is the speed of light 
and this is considered to be a constant value since for the most part this does not 
change its speed; it is a measure of time or kii,la. According to the scriptures 
nimi$a or blinking of eyes is a unit of time. In Vi,s'�u Purii�a it is described as 15  
nimi,s'a-s make a kii$fha, 30 kii$thii-s make a kalii, 30 kaliirs make a ghaqi, 2 gha<fi-s 
make a muhurta and 30 muhurtars make a day and night, ahoriitra. From this we 
understand that time is a product of movement, throb or spinning. Before the 
First throb where was the time? Then there was no time. It was Mahaka/,a, the 
Great Time; it was Siva. So the Life-force, Sakti or the Cosmic Energy is the cause 
of vibrations, time and the space. For physicists this time is marked by the speed 
of light whereas for spiritual scientists this is marked by the prii�a, the movements 
of the vital energy. If the c = 1 ,  then there is no difference between matter and 
energy and if c = 0, then so does E and m. The same principle of the physical 
energies is also applicable in case of the prii�a. This prii�a is both the consciousness 
and the vital power, and both are nothing but energy. When energy converts 
into matter it takes the form of atoms. Atoms at the center are tightly packed 
protons and neutrons called as nucleus, and are encircled by very small and fast 
moving electrons. In comparison to their size the distance between nucleus and 
electrons is a vast empty space. So when we feel something or see something, we 
are just touching or seeing a vast empty space. We can say the smallest unit of 
space is an atom and it is a product of spinning of energy, Sakti. If we consider it 
as per relativity then the existence of space is relative to the existence of matter. 
When there was only dormant energy in the static form and no matter, or even 
the subatomic particles are not formed, and then the idea of space does not exit. 
Only when energy converted into matter by formation of subatomic particles 
then the distance between nucleus and electrons becomes the unit of space. So 
when even the idea of space was not there , there exists the Transcendental Lord, 
the Pure Existence. That is the Truth Principle, the Self. From That, which is the· 
Self, was born the space, tasmiiddii etasmiidiitmana iikaSalJ, sambhutalJ, ( Tai. U, 2 . 1 . 1 ) .  
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When we move from Dalton's  atom to the atom of Quantum physicists we find 
that atoms are made up of vortices of energy that are constantly spinning. So 
every material structure be it human beings or any objects are just a unique 
energy pool, a wave daring the time and the space. 

Dalton 's  atom Quantum atom 

Fig. 2.3. Dalto n ' s  atom and Quantum atom 

Now if we can revert this time and space, we are again in the Hiral).yagarbha, 
in our cosmic source.  Even we can go beyond the Hiral).yagarbha, to the 
Transcendental Self, the Brahman, or to the stillness beyond the manifestation. 
The spiritual scientists called �i-s long ago have discovered this. For that first we 
have to learn to move at a same speed with the time, not to lag behind the time 
as often we are. That is what we learn from the mythological story of baby 
Hanuman becoming a disciple of the Sun-god and moving at the same speed 
with the Sun-god to learn and to have the knowledge from him. The Sun-god 
symbolizes the Hiral).yagarbha in our solar system, and Hanuman is our priiTJa
viiyu, the breath, he is son of the Air-god. Hunuman is the vital energy and he is 
qualified to have knowledge as he can move with the Sun and then there is no 
night. That is our spiritual practice. Even we can stop the time, can make c = 0, 
then everything is still and we are in the Transcendental Self, the Brahman. This 
is what yoga means. This is the state of nirvikalpa samadhi within our body. This 
is the greatness of frriiTJa, the ruler of all the beings. We should pour our oblations 
to Him; offer our exhalations and inhalations to Him one after other. 

yasyeme himavanto mahitvii yasya samudram rasayii sahiihulJ,, 
yasyemii/:t pradifo yasya biihu kasmai deviiya havi�ii vidhema. ( 4) 

By whose glory all the snow-clad mountains are manifested, yasyeme himavanto 
mahitvii, whose greatness is sung by the rivers and the seas, yasya samudram rasayii 
sahiihulJ,, all the main directions are whose hands, yasyemii/:t pradifo yasya biihu, we 
should worship that God by oblations, kasmai deviiya havi�ii vidhema. 
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Here, this verse reaffirms the creation of the elements from the ether to the 
earth from the same principle called the HiraQ.yagarbha and their arrangements 
for manifested worlds. Directions represent the ether element, the rivers and the 
seas represent the water element and the mountains represent the earth element 
of creation. 

yena daurug;rii Prthivi ca drlhii yena svalJ, stabhitam yena niikal},, 
yo antarik$e rajaso vimiinalJ, kasmai deviiya havi$ii vidhema. (5 )  
Who has fixed with excellence the high space and the earth on their own 

places, yena daurug;rii prehivi ca drlhii, one who has stabilized the heaven, yena 
sva}J, stabhitam yena niika}J,, one who has placed Suns or the glowing bodies in the 
intermediate space, yo antari�e rajaso vimiinalJ,, we should worship that God by 
oblations, kasmai deviiya haTJ#ii vidhema. 

Here, it describes all the solar systems, the stars and the planets those are 
working in a proper and coordinated manner according to that one energy 
principle, Prii'l}A the HiraQ.yagarbha. 

yam krandasi avasii tastabhiine abhyaiksetiim manasa rejamane,_ 
yatradhi sitra udito vibhati kasmai devaya havi$a vidhema. (6)  

Due to whom the heaven and the earth cry (or show signs of sound) , are fixed 
and glow for the preservation and contemplate whose glory, yam krandasi avasa 
tastabhane abhyaiksetiim manasa rejamane, under whose shelter the Sun rises and 
shines, yatradhi sitra udito vibhati, we should worship that God by oblations, kasmai 
devaya havi$ii vidhema. 

Cry signifies birth and this is birth pang. Also after the birth a baby cries, so 
also every element that takes birth. The deviation from ones present position to 
a new one is always associated with crying. The birth of the space or the ether is 
associated with crying in the form of sound. Then formations from the ether to 
the earth and creations of beings up to humans are all associated with crying 
since the ether element is involved in all. Crying represents sound vibrations. 
This is the first form of energy for creation. Birth, preservation and maintenance 
of the celestial bodies, the worlds and the creatures are due to the same principle 
called the HiraQ.yagarbha or the Pra1JA. The celestial worlds and the earth are in 
their orbits due to the same energy principle; they work for the preservation of 
their inhabitants due to the same principle and by that they contemplate His 
glory. The Sun rises and shines under His shelter and this Sun has got the title of 
HiraQ.yagarbha for our solar system. From the HiraQ.yagarbha was born Sun the 
HiraQ.yagarbha. The Prfu_la gave birth to the PraQ.a and works under the shelter 
of the PraQ.a. 

apo ha yad brhatirvifoamayan garbham dadhiinii janayantiragnim, 
tato devaniim samavartatasurekal}, kasmai deviiya havi$a vidhema. (7)  
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In the beginning the Greater Water has covered the whole universe, apo ha 
yad brhatiroifoamayan, which conceived and gave birth to the Fire , garbham 
dadhana janayantiragnim. From that God the First Born manifested, tato devanam 
samavartatasurekalJ,, we should worship that God by oblations, kasmai devaya havi$a 
vidhema. 

This verse describes the beginning of creation. The Greater Water, brhati 
apalJ,, is the main principle, the chief pra?Ja or the Unmanifest. This is the 
activization of the static principle called the Brahman or Siva. This activization is 
greater water or Sakti , which is now ready for creation. This Sakti conceived 
Siva, conceived by Siva and gave birth to the Fire , the Lord or isvara the 
HiraQ.yagarbha. This is combination of Siva and Sakti. And from Him the First 
God, Prajapati or the Lord of creatures, i .e . ,  the cosmic mind manifested. Or if 
we take the First God as HiraQ.yagarbha the PraQ.a then Greater Water is the 
Sakti before activation and here Sakti remains with Siva in inactivated form. 
Then the Fire is the activated form of Sakti or activated U nmanifest, auyakta. 
This Fire gave birth to isvara the HiraQ.yagarbha, which is the manifestation 
holding the creation in seed form. These are presenting the same in different 
modes. However at each stage the term pra?Ja is used. 

yascidapo mahina paryapasyad dak$am dadhana janayantiryajiiam, 
yo deve$vadhi deva eka asit kasmai devaya havi$a vidhema. (8 )  

The Lord who has seen, paryapaiyat, the birth of  the Great Fire Ceremony, 
janayantiryajiiam, which is able to hold, dak$am dadhana, the creation from the 
Greater Water, yaScidapo mahina, at that time as the form of God that One God 
was existing, yo dev�vadhi deva eka asit. We should worship that God by oblations, 
kasmai devaya havi$a vidhema. 

The Great Fire Ceremony, yajiiam, is the Great Sacrificial Fire. It is the great 
sacrifice of the Divine Mother to be activated and take the form of creations. 
Here this is the description of PrftQ.a the HiraQ.yagarbha before the creation of 
the HiraQ.yagarbha. In the previous verse the birth of First God HiraQ.yagarbha 
was described. Here it is said that the Lord who has seen the birth of the Great 
Fire Ceremony from the Greater Water, at that time in the form of God that One 
God existed. This means HiraQ.yagarbha was there even before His birth in the 
form of the Static Supreme Brahman, in the form of the Static lT nmanifest and in 
the form of the Activated Unmanifest. All these are one principle. Bhagavati Sruti 
describes all these steps only for our understanding. However never there is any 
creation; it is only appearance of creations since the Prime Principle is never 
deviated from its own form with all these creations. 

ma no himsijjanita yalJ, prthivya yo va divam satyadharma jajana, 
yascapascandra brhatirjajana kasmai devaya havi$a vidhema. (9 )  

One who i s  the sustainer of  righteousness or  the nature of  the Truth, yalJ, 
satyadharmii,, who is holding the earth and is creator of the heaven, frrthiuya yo vii, 
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divam jajiina, He who is full of bliss and is creator of the water in abundance, 
ya5ciipa5candrii f7rhatirjajiina, He should not make us violent, mii no hirhsijjanitii. 
We should worship that God by oblations, kasmai deviiya havi$ii vidhema. 

Here is the prayer of the seeker to the Lord Hirat.lyagarbha not to have volitions 
in our minds, to have the bliss and a state of equanimity. This is possible if we 
resort to prii'f}a, Pra:r:ia the Life-force . Since He is holding the righteousness, only 
by following Him we can have righteousness in our life. If we follow our mind, 
this is not possible. Here "water in abundance" represents the water element in 
the context of universe as due to this life is sustained, plants, herbs, and food are 
created and the creatures are happy. But in the context of the body here water 
represents the vital energy and that is full of bliss, because that can absorb the 
mind along with desires. We should worship that God by oblations; we should 
pour our exhalations and inhalations to Thee. 

priijapate na tvadetiinyanyo vifoii jiitiini pari tii babhitva, 
yatkiimiiste juhumastanno astu vayam syiima patayo rayi"'f}iim. ( 10)  

Oh Lord of creatures, prajiipate, other than You there is  none, na tvadetiinyanyo, 
in the universe, vifuii, who is able to cover all the created beings in past, present 
and future, jiitiini paritii babhuva. With the aspiration of which virtues we offer 
our oblations to Thee, yatkiimiiste juhumastanno astu vayam, let us be the owner 
of those prosperities, syiima patayo rayi"'f}iim. 

Here the Hira:r:iyagarbha is addressed as Prajapati, the Lord of Creatures or 
the cosmic mind, since the Hira:r:iyagarbha is both the cosmic mind and the 
cosmic vital power. This verse is the prayer for the results we seek from the 
worship of Pra:r:ia the Hira:r:iyagarbha; this is a noble desire, because there is no 
principle other than this to whom we can pray. 

Adhyiitma /lra,,a, the PrU,.a in the Context of Body: Now let us understand the 
prii'f}a in the context of body, i .e . ,  adhyiitma pra'f}a. The Lord of creatures, Prajapati, 
created the actions, (here action) means the instruments (organs) for it. Then 
there was competition between them. The speech decided to speak non-stop, the 
eyes decided to see non-stop, and the ears decided to hear non-stop and similarly 
the other organs. Then the death, which in the form of tiredness entered into 
them and stopped them from perlorming the activities. But the tiredness could 
not enter the prii'f}a, the vital power. Then the organs decided that surely this is 
superior among us because whether moving or non-moving it is not affected, so 
we must take its form; and took the form of prii'f}a. Then onwards they are referred 
as prii'f}a (Br. U, 1 .5 .21 ) .  (Also refer supra, Ch. U, 4.3.3; 6.8.2 in the head "Pra:r:ia 
holds the Key to purify the Mind, " pp. 40-41 ) 

Adhidaiva Pra'f}Q, the PrU,.a in the Context of Gods, it is Air: Again let us 
understand the prii'f}a in the context of gods, i .e . ,  adhidaiva prii'f}a. Once the .fire
god performed austerities that he would burn non-stop. Similarly, the Sun-god 
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decided to produce heat non-stop and the Moon-god decided to reflect light 
non-stop. Like the prii:r.ia in the context of body, it is God the Air in the context of 
gods. All the gods set down but not the air. ( Br. U, 1 .5.22) 

This God the Air is the prii'f}a. The sun rises in it and sets in it .  It rises in the 
prii'f}a and sets in the prii'f}a. And the gods are following this rule. ( Ibid. ,  1 .5 .23. ) 
It is the air, which engulfs or involves everything. When the fire sets it merges in 
the air. When the sun sets it merges in the air and when the moon sets it merges 
in the air ( Ch. U, 4.3. 1 ) .  When the water dries it merges in the air. It is the air, 
which engulfs all these waters. This is in the context of gods (ibid. ,  4.3.2) . There 
are two that engulfs. It is air among the gods and the prii'T}a among the organs 
(the sense-organs and organs of action) ( ibid . ,  4.3.4) . God the Air is the soul of 
all the gods, saroeyiimu hai§a deviiniimiitmii yadviiyulJ, ( Sa. Br. , 9 . 1 .2.38) . 

Here in the above the Air is not said only in the context of our atmosphere 
around the earth, this atmospheric air is involved in the Air. The Air means the 
prii'f}a, the air element, i .e. , the gaseous state. This is the Life-force of the Puru�a. 
the Cosmic Self; prii'T}iidviiyurajayata (�V, 10.90. 1 3) ,  from the prii'T}a of the Puru�a 
the Air was created. This gaseous state is created after the ether element, 
akilSiidviiyulJ, ( Tai. U, 2. 1 . 1 ) .  Since air is holding the Life-force, the Lord Air is 
prayed in the following way: uta viita pitiisi na uta bhriitota nalJ, sakhii, sa no jiviitave 
krdhi (�V, 10. 1 86.2) , Oh Air, you are like our father, like our brother and friend; 
you please bring us the life-giving medicines. Prii'T}a the Air is being our creator 
is our father, it is also our brother because we are made up of the same principle. 
Being sustainer of our life it is helpful like our friend. Since it is also life of the 
plants, the herbs and the medicines, we pray the Air for the life-saving medicines, 
also for the food that is like a medicine for the disease called hunger. Again we 
pray, yadado viita te grheu mrtasya nidhirhitalJ,, tato na dehi jivase, Oh Air that 
moves everywhere, you have abundant nectar that gives immortality. Give that 
for our life (ibid . ,  1 0. 1 86.3) . Here nectar symbolizes Prii'T}a the Life-force. This is 
the cause of life, and again as the vital energy the same is also the cause of 
immortality in the form of knowledge by absorbing the actions of mind into it. 

Vibration, the Cause of Creation is Inherent in Air: Actions or creations are 
due to vibrations. Vibration created the air element and in the air element there 
is vibration. This vibration or throb is called as spandana in scriptures. The 
universe is created due to vibration. The Big Bang is nothing but exuberance of 
vibration. The world sustains due to constant throbbing and humming, and also 
dissolves due to throbbing. Sensations are nothing but vibrations, thoughts are 
nothing but vibrations, and various forms of energies are nothing but vibrations 
or waves. Sun rises and sets in the above-mentioned text ( Ch. U, 4.3 . 1 ) ,  do not 
mean what we generally understand as the sunrise and the sunset; has it been so 
then what about the fire-rise and the fire-set. Sun rises and sets in the air means 
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the formation and dissolution of suns or so to say stars in the cosmos is due to the 
gaseous element called God the Air here, and we all know that the. sun is in a 
gaseous state . So the air element is the immediate priir.ia so far the creation of the 
universe is concerned. Similarly, all other gods be it the fire or the moon are 
created from and dissolved in the air element, and that is the priir.ia. Vibrations 
are also the basic quality of the vital energy. 

Air is the Thread, Sutra: It is air, which like a string binds everything. Air is the 
next subtle element after the ether and it holds all the other elements up to the 
earth. It is the material of the manifestations both living and nonliving. It is the 
vital ai.r that holds the impressions of actions in the form of vibrations, which are 
the cause of creation of the new body after the death of the old one. That is the 
reason it is said; He (Yajiiavalkya) said, sa hoviica, Oh Gautama, the air is the 
thread, viiyuroai gautama tat sutram, Oh Gautama by the string called air this 
world and the world beyond this, and all the beings are strung together, viiyuna 
vai gautama sutreTJiiyarh loka�i parasca loka}J, saroiir_ti ca bhutiini sandrbdhiini bhavanti, 
Oh Gautama, that is the reason it is said for a dead person that the body (body 
parts ) has faded away, tasmiid vai gautama puru�arh pretamiihurvyasrarh 
si�atiisyiingiinzti, Oh Gautama, these are (the body and the organs) hold together 
by the thread called air, it is like this, viiyunii hi gautam sutre7Ja sarhdrbdhiini 
bhavantztyevamevaitad (Br. U, 3.7.2) . This viiyu or the air is holding the material 
manifestation and holding the living beings as the vital airs, priir.iaviiyu. 

The Inner Controller: But here in the next deliberations (Br. U, 3.7.3-23) there 
is description of the inner controller, antaryiimi, who is even the inner controller 
of this thread named Air. It is said that the inner controller of all these in the 
context of elements, adhibhuta, viz. ,  the earth , the water, the fire, the intermediate 
space, the air, the outer space, the sun, the directions, the moon, and the stars, 
the ether, the darkness, the light; and in the context of body, adhyiitma, viz. ,  the 
beings, the nose, the speech, the eyes, the ears, the skin, the mind, the intellect 
and the seeds, is the Immortal Self. A little insight into this clearly indicates this 
Immortal Self is none but Pral).a the Hiral).yagarbha, the energy-principle or the 
sum total of all the powers of action and all the power of knowledge. This is the 
Active Brahman, and it should be kept in mind that the Supreme Brahman has not 
deviated from its position being activated as the Active Brahman. 
The PmTJD as the Sense-organs: "priir.io vai graha}J, so' piineniitigrahe7Ja grhito' piinena 
hi gandhiiiijighrati" (Br. U, 3.2.2) , the priir.ia is the receiver and it receives the 
smell that was brought by inhalation. Here the priir.ia refers to the organ of smell 
and again in "yatpriir.iena na priir_titi yena priir_ta}J, priir_tiyate, " ( Ke. U, 1 .9) ; here the 
prar.ia means smell and the organ of smell; that by the organ of smell, prar.iena, a 
man does not comprehend the smell, na prar.iiti; but by which the organ of smell 
functions, priir.ia}J priir_tiyate, that is the One. 
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PriirJ.a the Life-force: What is that by which the organ of smell functions? That is 
the Brahman, the Self; and that is also PraQ.a the Life-force. Here with the above 
discussions even if one does not agree with the concept that the pra7Ja is the 
Supreme Brahman only with the argument that in the Brahman activities are 
denied, one must have to agree that the pra1Ja is aparallrahman, the sub-Brahman 
starting from Sakti or the Prakrti and I§vara onwards to the sense-organs l ike 
nose etc. One can say the pra7Ja is all. The pra7Ja is just next to the Supreme 
Brahman; you can call it I§vara or even Sakti. Since we cannot comprehend the 
Brahman or the Self as it cannot be perceived, cannot be grasped ( vide supra, 
"Para Vidya, the Superior Knowledge, "  p. 24) ; we have to know that through the 
pra7Ja only, because our approach is up to the Pra7Ja. Since all our senses, sense 
organs, actions, organs of action, the mind, the intellect, the ego and the vast 
subconscious along with their actions are absorbed into the pra7Ja, and then we 
are not there with our "I thought" to understand something as the Brahman or 
the Self, we only go up to the pra7Ja and the rest is automatic. So the pra7Ja is our 
immediate God. 
The Life-force is to be Worshiped: So this pra7Ja is the God to be worshiped to 
find the unity with the God in the final state. We learn from, sa evag;nilJ, salil,e 
sarhniv�ta/:t, that is the Fire among the water, that as the Fire within the ocean of 
world, also as the fire within the individual body of water; that God is the God 
within, our Inner God. That is called pra7Ja, the Thread Self; the harhsa, Swan the 
Divine Bird. Previously we have said that harhsa is the Knowledge. Now we say 
that it is pra7Ja, the Life-force. Is it different? No, it is all the same, only expressions 
in words are different. We have already discussed d1at pra7Ja is the sum total of 
all the powers of knowledge and all d1e powers of actions. So power is the common 
factor here be it in the form of knowledge or in the form of action and it is one 
power; and the power is always kriyarnpa, in the form of activity. Let us further 
discuss. 
The Worship of the PriirµJ results in �mbhara Prafoii,: We have already discussed 
that when the actions of mind, citta, are halted then one is established in the Self, 
svarnpevasthanam. This is "no thought state ;"  this is the state of nirvicara. �i 
Patafijali says, "nirvicaravaisaradye-dhyatmaprasada/:t, " when one becomes 
specialized in "no thought state; "  he attains the bliss of the Self ( Ygs.,  1 .47) , gets 
the result of the spiritual practice. Adhyatmaprasada/:t is the pure state of mind 
without any dirt, which is the state of bliss, and this is bliss of the Self. Thoughts 
are dirts, when you are in "no thought state;"  it is your transparent state of mind 
where the Self is reflected. In other words you are only in the pra7Ja, because the 
mind absorbs in to the pra7Ja only, pra7Jabandhanam hi soumya manalJ, ( Ch. U, 
6.8.2) . One has to become specialized, vaiSaradya, in "no thought state ."  Again 
and again one should attain this. And this pure state should be prolonged. This 
is the state of remaining in the pra7Ja. And this results in, "rtambhara tatra prajna" 
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( Yg-5., 1 .48) , and then his knowledge holds the Truth. This means he is in the 
Knowledge, in wisdom. The knowledge of illusion, that is called the ignorance, 
avidya, finishes and the knowledge of the Truth, the knowledge of the Self 
establishes. This happens when one is established in the prii:YJ-a, and not in the 
mind. So the prar_ta is the Knowledge. This prar_ta is not simply the vital prarJa, but 
by doing the activities of prarJa, prarJakarma, we transcendent both the vital prarJa 
and the mind, mana!J, to remain in PrarJa the Life-force, and that is the Knowledge. 
If we say harhsa is the Knowledge and harhsa is Prar_ta the Life-force, it is all the 
same. The Truth experience is rta, when we hold the truth in our experience 
then it is rtambharii,. That is the knowledge, prajiia, and this knowledge is nothing 
but to remain in the prarJa, in the Life-force, in the pure Consciousness without 
the volitions of mind, and without any hankerings. This is the cosmic energy, the 
cosmic energy within our body-mind interactions ruling the system, and this 
cosmic energy is named as the Consciousness in scriptures. 
Knower of Prii1µi does not Become a Tall Talker: That verily is prarJa, the Life
force as it is said, 

prarJo hye,�a yalJ, sarvabhittairvibhati 
vijanan vidvan bhavate nativadi, 

atmakii4a atmaratilJ, kriyavane$a 
brahmavidam vari$fha1J,. ( Mu. U, 3 . 1 -4) 

The Life-force, prarJa, is the one that glows in all beings, hye$a yalJ, sarva
bhutairvibhati. Knowing this a wise one, vijanan vidvan, does not become, bhavate 
na, a tall talker, ativadi. He sports in the Self, atmakrirf,a, engages in the Self for 
his pleasure, atmaratilJ,, and becomes a kriyavan, a practitioner of kriya means 
engages in prarJakarma or actions of prarJa. He is the chief, va�thalJ,, among the 
knowers of the Brahman, brahmavidam. 

So the Brahman is the prar_ta, the Life-force, Life of the life.  Whether it is 
grasses, plants, lower animals, humans, gods or Hirai:iyagarbha the Brahma, it is 
all the PrarJa. One who knows this Vital Force he does not become a tall talker. 
Simply reading scriptures, having the i,ntellectual knowledge and by then giving 
sermons one becomes a tall talker, ativadi. They are not called Wiseman, jiian'i; 
rather they are called persons having knowledge of words, sabdajiiani. To become 
a Wiseman, jiiani, one has to become a spiritual practitioner, kriyavan. He is one 
who is doing prarJakarma, actions of prarJa or work of prarJa. This k?'iyavan disports 
in the Self, delights in the Self and becomes chief among the knowers of the 
Brahman. Here the term kriyavan is used, meaning there by a practitioner of 
kriya. Though kriya generally means actions, but special references is made here 
to the kriya of all kriyiirs, or to the activity of all activities, i .e . ,  prarJakarma; and 
without this prarJakarma no other activity can go on. 

This prar_ta is glowing in all the beings, in all the elements, prar_to hye$a yalJ, 
sarvabhutairvibhati; the prarJa as the sun gives energy to our solar system, as wind 
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it blows, as fire it gives heat and light, as rain it showers, as ocean it tides, as earth 
it exists in material objects, as food it holds the vital energy, as the vital energy it 
performs the physiological functions of a body, as hand it works, as legs it walks, 
as speech it utters, as nose it smells, as tongue it tastes, as eyes it sees, as skin it 
feels, as ears it hear, as mind it recognizes and thinks, as intellect it determines, 
as subconscious it stores impressions of actions in mind, as ego it revolves in "I 
thought," as the prii'f}a it manifests all these and absorbs all these. This is the 
sutra, the string holding everything. The Prii'f}a is the activity of the Lord, both 
the conscious activity and the vital activity; and it is the prii'f}a that manifests as 
bliss. This prii'f}a is called harhsa the Knowledge, harhsa the Sun, and also harhsa 
the breath. 
ITiUJ.a hamsa is Sun in Our Solar System: Let us come to description of Harilsa 
in other places. It is said, 

hamsa'IJ, foci�advasurantarik�asaddhotii vedi�adati thirduro'f}asat, 
nr�advarasadrtasadvyomasadabjii gojii rtajii adrijii rtarh brhat. 

( Ka. U, 2 .2 .2 )  

He i s  harhsa means one who moves, the meaning of root ham i s  to move. As 
the Sun, harhsa moves in the heaven, a pure dweller, su�at, dwells in the great 
ether. He is one who provides a dwelling, vasu. He is a dweller in the intermediate 
space, antari�asat, or the air, viiyu. He is the fire,  hotii, and remains in the earth, 
ved4at. He is a guest, atithi, resides in a pot or house, duro'f}asat. He resides 
among men, n�at, resides among the honorable ones, varasat, resides in the 
truth, rtasat, resides in the sky, vyomasat, born in the water, abjii'IJ,, born in the 
earth, gojiilJ,, born in the truth, rtajii'IJ,, born from mountains, adrijii'IJ,, truth the 
pure existence, rtam, and the great one, brhat. 

The harhsa is the all-pervading Self or the prii'f}a of all and it is the Sun. Here 
the Sun is taken in context of our solar system. In our solar system it is the solar 
energy that is everything. This solar energy has manifested into all the beings, so 
the Sun is the priirJ,a, the Life-force. By the help of physical sciences we can also 
understand that everything in our world is the Sun, the solar energy is plants, the 
solar energy is food, the solar energy is animals, the solar energy is the vital 
force within all living beings. The only difference between the physical sciences 
and the spiritual science is that the spiritual science accepting the physical nature 
of the solar energy also knows it to be the form of consciousness, this energy is 
also our mind and intellect. The Sun is said to be the soul of the world, iiprii 
dyiiviifrrthivi antari�am surya iitmii. jagatastasthu�a5ca, the Sun is the soul of the 
whole world both moving and nonmoving and rises with its own effulgence in 
the heaven, the earth and the intermediate space (RV, 1 . 1 1 5. 1 ) ;  and again, the 
Sun is the soul of all the gods, suryo vai sarveyiim deviiniimii.tmii. ( Sa. Br. , 14.3 .2-9) . 
The Sun is also called as the Hirai:iyagarbha or the prii'f}a for our world as again 
it is said, prii'f}a'IJ, prajiiniimudayatyeya suryalJ,, it is the prii'f}ll that rises as the sun, 
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that is the life of all beings (Pr. U, 1 .8) . The Sun also represents all the solar 
systems in the cosmos. The Sun symbolizes the all-pervasive Consciousness, 
anantamanyadruiadasya pajalJ, k�7Jamayaddharita}J, sam bharanti: His rays fill the 
infinite world with light and consciousness from one side and darkness from the 
other side (RV, 1 . 1 1 5 .5) . The Pra7Ja is the Sun; the Sun is also called Aditya, one 
of the sons of Aditi, ll$tayoniraditirll$taputra}J,, Aditi has given birth to eight sons 
(AV, 8.9.2 1 ) .  The number eight is symbol of infinity, beyond the seven worlds. 
The Suns or Adityas are sustaining the whole universe, dharayanta adityaso jagatstha 
(�V, 2.27.4) . This Pra?Jll the Sun possesses a thousand rays and exists in hundred 
forms, sahasrarasmi}J, 5atadha varlamana}J, (Pr. U, 1 .8) . One is manifested into 
many. In Chandogya Upani$ad also both the Pra7Ja and the Sun are said to be 
same, "samana u eva iiyam casau cosr.io, yamusr.io, sau svara itimamacak$ate svara iti 
pratyiisvara ityamum tasmaddhii etamimamamum codgithamupasita " ( 1 .3 .2) , both 
the PriiTJa and the Sun are the same, samana u, the prii1Ja is in the form of heat, 
U$7Ja}J,, the Sun also is the form of heat. The priir.ia is said to be svara, one that 
ascends and the Sun is also said to be svara, one that ascends and pratyiisvara, 
one that returns back. So worship the elevated one, udgitha}J,, as the Prii'(tll and 
the Sun. Also it is said, priir.iena vifoatoviryam deva}J,suryam samairayan (AV, 3.3 1 .  7) , 
gods addressed the all-capable Sun as priir.ia of the world. That is the reason to 
describe the Supreme Brahman; the example of the Sun is given in the scripture 
for easy comprehension, 

vediihametam puru$am mahiintam 
iidityavarnam tamasa}J, parastiit, 

tameva viditvii-timrtyumeti 
niinya}J, panthii vidyiite ayanniiya. ( YY,  31 . 18 )  

Vedas speak about that Great Puru�a, th e  Supreme Self, vediihametam puru$am 
mahiintam, which is same like the Sun, full of light and beyond the darkness, 
adityavarr}.am tamasa}J, parastat. When that is known one crosses the death, tameva 
viditvii-timrtyumeti. There is no route other than this for liberation, niinya}J, panthii 
vidyiite ayanniiya. 

Here again the Knowledge of that Supreme Self is emphasized as the route for 
liberation and that Supreme Self is compared with the Sun. Though the Sun is 
source of physical light and eradicates darkness, but the implied meaning here is 
the consciousness and eradication of the ignorance. The Sun here symbolizes all 
pervading Consciousness and is addressed as Aditya or the son of Aditi, 
representing the priir.ia, both the vital energy and the knowledge. So the Sun is 
the hamsa for our solar system and by understanding the principle called Hamsa 
the Sun we will understand the principle of Hamsa the Supreme Self, and again 
it is said, brahma suryasamamjyotilJ,, the Brahman is full of light (knowledge) like 
the Sun ( YY, 23.8) . For that we have to know the Prai:ia, priir_ia}J, prajiiniimudayatye$a 
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suryalJ,, it is the prar.ia that rises as the sun, that is the life of all beings ( Pr. U, 1 .8) . 
Within our individual bodies the Life-force is the Sun. 
Prmµz is the All-Pervading Consciousness in its Kinetic Fonn: However in the 
next verse of Kathopani$ad it was made clear to eradicate any misconception that 
may arise due to use of the term hamsa as one may understand the prar.ta as 
simply the vital airs, inhalations and exhalations, or the Sun representing physical 
energy according to a materialistic view, since the Jnar.ta is a greater term. 

urdhvam prar.tamunnayatyapanam pratyagasyati; 
madhye vamanamas'inam vifoedeva upasate. ( Ka. U, 2 .2 . 3 )  

The Dwarf One, vamana, who i s  sitting i n  the middle (inside the heart) , madhye 
iJs'inam and who pulls the exhalation upward, urdhvam prar.tamunnayaty, and pushes 
the inhalation downward, apanam pratyagasyati to Him all other gods of the world, 
vifoedeva, worship, upasate. 

This is the Self, the Brahman, the Sun or the Prar.ta, the active form of the 
Brahman as described before. That is the Knowledge; it is called the Dwarf One 
as it is sitting inside the heart. This means it shines in the cave of intellect, like the 
size of a thumb, aitgu$tha pramar.ta, in the cranium inside the brain from the 
point between eyebrows up to fontanel; this is the focal point of the Power of 
Consciousness. Due to this prar.ta, the exhalation, prar.ta, and the inhalation, 
apana, work so that body is sustained. To this deity named Prai;ia, the gods or the 
organs as eyes, ears etc .  worship by carrying him presents in the form of perception. 
A perception is recognized by the mind and determined by the intellect, and 
both the mind and the intellect work due to the prar.ta so also exhalations and 
inhalations. So this Dwarf One is the all-pervading consciousness in its kinetic 
form, which is nothing but the prarµi. Let us see further. 

The Couple for Creation, the Vital Power and the Mind: In Pra5nopani$ad dealing 
with creation it is said, 

"prajakamo vai prajapatilJ, sa tapo ' tapyata sa tapastaptva sa mithunamutpadayate, 
rayim ca prar.talJ cetyetau me bahudha prajalJ, kari$Jata iti. " (Pr. U, 1 .4) 

The Lord of creatures, prajapatilJ,, being desires of creatures, prajakamalJ,, 
performed penance, tapalJ, atafrYata, and conceiving by that knowledge, tapastaptva, 
created a couple, mithunamutpadayate, viz., rayi and prar.ta, under the idea that 
these two will produce creatures, prajalJ, kari$'yata, for me in many ways, bahudha. 

The Lord as Prajapati is same as iSvara. or the Hirai;iyagarbha who is the chief 
prar.ta. He with his knowledge since He is sum total of all the powers of knowledge 
(sattvagur.ta) and all the powers of action ( rajogur.ta) being desirous ( tamogur.ta) 
of creating all moving and non-moving beings, viz. , plants, animals and all 
everything of the creation did penance. This means He deliberated on knowledge 
( vide supra, head, 'The Prai;ia is iSvara., the Hirai;iyagarbha," p. 60) , and created a 
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couple that is instrumental to creation. This very couple is rayi and prii'T}a, the 
food and the eater of the food. Who are they? 

iidityo ha vai prii'T}o rayireva candramii rairvii etat sarvam yanmurtam ciimurtam 
ca tasmiinmurtireva rayilJ,. (Pr. U, 1 .5 )  

The sun i s  surely the prii'T}a, iidityo ha vai prii'T}alJ,, and the food, rayilJ,, i s  the 
moon, candramii. Everything, etat sarvam, is food whatever is manifested, yanmurlam 
(means gross) and whatever is unmanifested, ciimurtam (means subtle) .  The gross, 
murtilJ,, is verily the food, rayilJ,, of the subtle. 

So from the chief Pr3.Q.a, prii'T}a the sun and rayilJ, the moon are created and 
the chief prii'T}a is identified with them, this is dichotomisation to produce a pair 
necessary for the creation .  As this is for our solar system, the same is also for our 
body system. The sun is the vital power and the moon is the mind power as it is 
said, candramii manasojiita}J, ( W,  3 1 . 1 2; �V, 10.90. 13) . The existence of the moon 
is dependant on the sun, candramii asyiiditye SritalJ, ( Tai. Br. , 3. 1 1 . 1-12) , and surya
ekalii carati candramii jiiyate puna!J,, the Sun moves alone but the moon manifests 
again and again ( W,  23. 1 1 ,  46) . This shows the eternity of the prii'T}a, the Sun, 
and mutability and impermanence of the mind, the moon. Since the moon is 
dependant on the Sun and again, candra!J, prii'T}ena samhitalJ,, the moon is attached 
to the PraQ.a (AV, 3 .31 .6) ; it is the prii'T}a that is most important than the mind. 
The mind power is the food of the vital power. 
The Vital Power, prii,'IJD, Overpowers the Mind and the Senses: Since the mind 
is the food of the vital power, that is the reason our spiritual practice is chiefly 
based on the vital power and not with the mind power though use of the mind 
power in a spiritual practice is not denied, but we have to remember that the 
Knowledge will reflect on the mind when the actions of mind are halted. Since 
one chief prii'T}a is dichotomized to the vital power, prii'T}a and the mind power, 
mana, the effect of the mind power on the vital power is also not denied but the 
vital power overpowers the mind power. Both gross and subtle is food means all 
the physical manifestations and the mental manifestations are food of the vital 
power, prii'T}a. Again gross is the food of subtle means our physical body and 
sense-organs are food of our mind. This is the reason the mind seems so powerful. 
So the moon and our physical body and the mind are same, and the sun and our 
vital energy is same. This vital energy is hamsa, because it moves. This moves as 
vyiina viiyu creating vibrations in the body, carrying out the physiological functions 
and as samiina viiyu giving nutrition to the body by digesting and assimilating the 
food eaten, this is also a movement. As udiina viiyu this ascends from the body 
and also as the exhalation, prii'T}a viiyu, and the inhalation, apiina viiyu, carrying 
out the breathing. Again it is said, 

tadyathii ma�ikii madhukarariijiinamutkriimantam sarvii evotkriimante tasmimsca 
prati�fhamiine sarvii eva priiti�thanta evam viinmanascak�ulJ, frotram ca te pri
tiilJ, prii'T}am stunvanti. (Pr. U, 2 .4) 
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As all the bees, tadyatha mak$ikal}, saroa, fly following flight, utkramantam 
evotkrama�ite, of the king (queen) of bees, madhukararajanam, and all settle down, 
saroa eva prati$thanta, following his (her) settlement, tasmimsca prati$thamane, 
similarly the speech, the mind, the eyes, the ears, etc. behave, evam vanmanaica�IJ, 
irotram ca, being happy they, te frrital},, praise the vital power, pra'T}arh stunvanti. 

The greatness of the Prat).a, the vital power over the senses and the mind has 
been described in the Pra:i:iasamvadabrahma:i:ia of the Brhadara'T}yaka Upan�ad, 
i .e.1 the first part of the sixth chapter and in the first part of the fifth chapter of 
the Chandogya Upan�ad, it is the same story in both the scriptures. The story is as 
follows. Once these pra'T}a-s, meaning thereby the organs, quarreled among 
themselves about the supremacy and each claimed that it was the supreme, 
vasi$tha, among them. Vas�tha means which sits and makes others sit. Then they 
went to the Prajapati Brahma to decide on the issue and the Lord advised them 
that after the departure of the particular one among you from the body, the 
body would look most sinned that one is the supreme among you. At first the 
speech departed from the body and returned back after a year and asked, how 
did you live without me? Then they replied; as a dumb lives without speaking 
through the mouth but breathing, seeing through the eyes, hearing through the 
ears, knowing through the mind and procreating through semen (here semen is 
intended to the procreating organ) ,  we lived like that. Then the speech entered 
the body. Then the eyes departed, returned after a year and asked the same 
question. The other pra'T}a-S replied; as a blind lives without seeing but breathing, 
speaking through the speech, hearing through the ears, knowing through the 
mind and procreating through semen, we lived like that. Then the eyes entered 
the body. Then the ears departed, returned after a year and asked the same 
question. The other pra'T}a-s replied; as a deaf-person lives without hearing but 
breathing, speaking through the speech, seeing through the eyes, knowing through 
the mind and procreating through semen, we lived like that. Then the ears entered 
the body. Then the mind, the internal organ departed, returned after a year and 
asked the same question. The other pra'T}a-s replied; as a mentally retarded lives 
without understanding but breathing, speaking through the speech, seeing 
through the eyes, hearing through the ears and procreating through semen, we 
lived like that. Then the mind entered the body. Next the semen (representing 
organ of procreation) departed, returned after a year and asked the same 
question. The other pra'T}a-S replied; as a neutral gender lives without procreating 
but breathing, speaking through the speech, seeing through the eyes, hearing 
through the ears and knowing through the mind, we lived like that. Then the 
semen entered the body. But when the prar.ia, the life-force started departing, as 
a best breed horse from the Land of Sindh uproots the stumps that bind it, in the 
same manner it started uprooting all other pra'T}a-s. Then they prayed, Oh Lord, 
do not depart, we cannot live without you. Then the other pra'T}a-S offered their 
title to the Prat).a. The speech said; the supreme, vasi$tha, that I am you become 
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that. The eyes said; the establishment, pratfytha, that I am, you become that. The 
ears said; the wealth, sampad, that I am, you become that. The mind said; the 
foundation, ayatana, that I am, you becomes that. The semen said; the species, 
prajiiti, that I am, you become that. That is the reason the speech, the eyes, the 
ears, the mind etc. are also said to be the pra1Ja. All these are verily the prarµJ. 

This is the reason why priirJ-a is so important in a spiritual practice and higher 
than all organs and even the mind. And this priirJ-a, the vital power is born from 
the Self, the Supreme Brahman, "iitmana eya prii1]-o jayate" (Pr. U, 3.3) ; this means 
the priirJ-a is the active form of the Supreme Brahman born from His trans
cendental form. Then this manifests into the world and all the beings. 

PriitJ.a, the Vital Power is Ai:tgirasa and Vrhaspati: " tam haitgirii udgUha
mupasamcakra etamu euaitgfrasam manyante-itgii,niim yadrasalJ,." ( Ch. U, 1 .2. 1 0) 

�i Aiigira has worshiped to that chief prarJ-a as the elevated one, tam haitgirii 
udgithamupasamcakra, that is the reason people take this as the juice of the body 
( aitgirasa) , etamu euiiitgirasam manyante, since it is the essence of all the body 
parts, aitgiiniim yadrasalJ,. Aiigirasa is the essence of the body, i.e. , the prarJ-a. 

Again, 

tena tamha vrhaspatirudgithamupasiimcakra etamu eva vrhaspatim manyate 
vagdhi vrhati tasya e$a pati. ( Ch. U, 1 .2 . 1 1 )  

Guru Vrhaspati has worshiped that chief Pnll).a as the elevated one, tena tam.ha 
vrhaspatirudgithamupasamcakra, that is the reason people respect that as Vrhaspati, 
etamu eua vrhaspatim manyate, since the speech is the great one, viigdhi vrhati, and 
this (PraQ.a) is lord of the speech, tasyii eya pati. 

In this way the Life-force is praised in the Upani�ds. For this worshiping 
Guru Vrhaspati became the Master of gods. In the context of body, Vrhaspati is 
the priirJ-a, the vital force and the gods are the sense-organs. Among the organs of 
action the speech is the great one, vrhati and the lord of speech is the Life-force, 
priirJ-a. Guru Vrhaspati is also named as jiva in astrology and fiva means the life. 
He belongs to the ancestry of �i Aiigira, Aiigirasa gotra. The essence of body is 
named Aitgirasa. 

Sixteen Parts of the Brahman, Prii1J.Q is the First One: The Puru�a or the Brahman 
has sixteen parts. Among the sixteen parts which particular one having risen up 
from the body I shall become raised and which being established I remain being 
established? (Pr. U, 6.3) . The answer given is, 

sa priirJ-amasrjata prarJ-acchriidham kham viiyurjyotirapalJ, Prthivindriyam manalJ,, 
annamanniidviryam tapo mantrii/J. karma lokii loke$u ca niima ca. 

(Pr. u, 6.4) 

He created the PraQ.a, sa priirJ-amasrJata. This is the HiraQ.yagarbha. This is 
sum total of all the prarJ-a-s. This is the name by which the Puru�a or the Brahman 
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is individualized, this is all the knowledge and all the vital energy, this is the soul 
of all, and this is iSvaI"a. This is the total Life-force before being coupled into the 
vital energy and the mental energy. From the prii:r.ia He created faith, fraddhii.m, 
prar_tii,cchraddhiim; this is the cosmic noble mind. From the faith He created the 
ether, kham; the air, viiyu'IJ,; the fire, jyoti'ly, the water, iipa'IJ,; and the earth, f>rthivi 
in succession. These are the elements for creation. Then the organs, indriyam 
(the sense organs and the organs of action including the entire body made from 
the above five elements) , the mind or mana'IJ, ( this is the lord of the organs) are 
created. After the creation of the elements physical body is created from the 
gross elements and the mind from the subtle elements. Then food, annam, is 
created; and from food emerges the vigor, viryam. Food and from food ability or 
viryam, these are for sustaining the body and the mind, this vigor or virya is 
normally referred as the priir.ia since this carry out the physiological activities. 
Then came the austerities or the self-restraint, tapa'IJ,; this is for purification of the 
mind and the organs as along with the mind its volitions like doubts etc .  as 
impurities started. Then created in succession are the means of the scriptural 
activities, mantras, mantra'/],, this is the scriptural knowledge; rites or the activities, 
karma, starting from the noble deeds and rituals up to priiTµlkarma, action of 
prii'f}a to absorb the mind; and the worlds, lokii,, different worlds are the results of 
the activities performed. And then from the worlds the names are created, lokeyu 
ca nama ca, the names of the worlds and the beings. 

Our Spiritual Practice is to be Established in the 'PriifJa: In the next verse of the 
Pra5nopani�ad (6.5) it said that as flowing rivers merge in the sea all the sixteen 
parts have their goal in the Puru�, the Self. But our spiritual practice is to 
merge only fifteen parts and to be established in the prii'f}a, the Hinu:iyagarbha 
only. 

gata'IJ, kala'IJ, pancadafa prati�thii 
devasca sarve pratidevatasu, 

karmii'f}i vijniinamayafra iitmii 
pare 'vyaye sarva ekibhavanti. ( Mu. U, 3 .2 . 7) 

One has to be established, prati�thii., beyond the fifteen parts, gatii'IJ, kalii'IJ, 
pancada5a, the gods are to be merged in their respective gods, devasca sarve 
pratidevatiisu. Actions, karmii'f}i, with their results along with the intellect, which is 
appearing like the soul, vijiiiinamaya5ca iitma, all are to be unified with the Un
eroded, pare 'vyaye sarua ekibhavanti. 

In the next verse here also it is mentioned that as the rivers merge in the sea 
giving up their names and forms, so also persons having the knowledge be free 
from the name and the form after reaching the Self, Puru�a, which is superior 
than the superior, i .e. , Nature the Unmanifest (Mu. U, 3.2.8) . Why then it was 
said that one has to be established beyond fifteen parts means to be established 
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in the prii:r,ia, the Hiral).yagarbha? Because our practice can go only up to that 
and in the sum prii:r,ia that is called the Hiral).yagarbha, our individual prii:r,ia 
looses identity and what to talk about our ego. When you as an individual are 
not there and you have become the sum total how you will practice kriyii or 
actions for further annihilation, if any ( vide supra, US, 1 2, p. 42) . This is also 
applicable to the believers in the practice of knowledge and even if they does not 
believe in the practice of vital energy, since the practice of knowledge is dependant 
on the vital energy. If there is anything else is to be merged than it is the work of 
Nature the Unmanifest or that of isvara the Hiral).yagarbha, we as a spiritual 
practitioner do not be worried for that. That is guaranteed. 

While in the process of merging the fifteen parts into the priir,ia, the 
Hiral).yagarbha, all the gods are merged to their respective gods. The gods in 
our body are the organs and the mind. They merge in their gods for examples 
the ears merge in the directions or the ether, the eyes merge in the sun or the 
fire, the skin merge in the air and so on, the mind merge in the moon or the 
cosmic mind. Here when we say the ears or the eyes etc. we mean the subtle ears 
or the subtle eyes. Then actions along with their results and the intellect that is 
appearing like the individual soul, since the ego is the corollary of the intellect, 
all merge in the Uneroded, the pure existence called the Truth. So merging in 
the Truth or the Self is automatic after annihilation of the ego and only merging 
the fifteen parts into the chief priir,ia does this. That is the reason the priir,ia is 
praised as below. 

Everything as Spokes of the Chariot-wheel is Fixed in the Central Hub, PmfJa: 

yathii vii arii niibhau samarpitii evamasmin priir,ie sarvam samarpitam. prar,ialJ, 
pra'f}ena yati. pra1J-alJ, pra1J-am dadati. pra1J-asya dadati. pra1J-o ha pita pra1J-o 
mata prii'f}o bhratii prar,ialJ, svasa prar,ia aciiryalJ, prii1J-o brahma'f}a/J,. 

( Ch. U, 7. 15 . 1 )  

As the spokes of a chariot-wheel are fixed to its hub at the center, yathii vii, ara 
nabhau samarpita, in the same way everything is fixed on the prar,ia, evamasmin 
prar,ie sarvam samarpitam. The prar,ia moves through the prar,ia, prar,ta/J, prar,iena yiiti, 
the pr3.I).a gives to the prar,ia, prar,ialJ, priir,iam dadiiti, and gives for the priir,ia, prii,TJDSYa 
dadati. The pra'f}a is the father, prii,'f}o ha pita, the prar,ia is the mother, pra1J-O miitii, 
the prar,ia is the brother, prar,io bhratii,, the prar,ia is the sister, prar,ialJ, svasii, the 
frrar,ta is the teacher, frriir,ta acarya/J, and the frrar,ta is the priest, frra1J,O brahmar,ta/J,. 

So all the actions, their causes and the results are nothing but the prar,ia and 
merge in the prar,ia. The Pr3.I).a is the Lord, the prii'f}a is the energy, the prii,'f}a is 
activity, be it the activity of knowledge as done in the mind and the intellect, or 
the activity of action as done by the vital force in the sense organs, in the organs 
of action and in the body. The prar,ia is the body, the organs, the mind, the 
intellect and everything. Here it is the description of the chief prar,ia within the 
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Fig. 2.4. A chariot wheel. Everything as spokes of the chariot-wheel is 
fixed in the central hub, priir_ia. 
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body and it is unified with the priir:ia that is everywhere ; that is Thread the Self, 
named as the Hirar:iyagarbha. But for the spiritual practitioner he has to start 
with his individual priir:ia, i .e . ,  the vital power as exhalations and inhalations. 
Tall TaJking with the Knowledge by Experience: Further Bhagavan Sanatkumara 
in the next texts teaches to Devar�i Narada, 

priir:io hyevaitiini sarodr:ii bhavati. sa vii e�a evam pasyannevam manviina evam 
vijiinannativiidi bhavati. tam cedbruyurativiidyasityativiidyasmiti bruyiinniipahruvita. 
( Ch. U, 7 . 1 5 .4)  

Everything is  the priir:ia, priir:io hyebaitiini saroiir:ii bhavati, one who sees like 
this, sa vii e�a evam pa5yanna, thinks like this, evam manviina and knows like this 
is a tall talker, evam vijiinannativiidi bhavati. To him if someone says, tam cedbruyulJ,, 
you are a tall talker, ativiidyasitlJ,; he should say, yes, I am a tall talker, ativiidyasm"iti, 
and should not hide this, bruyiinniipahruvita. 

After having this knowledge by experience due to meditation that everything, 
which is moving and nonmoving is nothing but the priir:ia, such a person becomes 
a tall talker. This means he can speak about everything starting from a name and 
a form up to the Hirar:iyagarbha, the Nature and the Lord; and such a person 
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who knows the Self as the Lord to him if someone addresses as a tall talker he 
should accept it. Here the meaning of ativadZ, a tall talker, is different from that 
as expressed in, prar.io hyeya yalJ, sarvabhutairvibhati (Mu. U, 3.1 .4, vide supra in 
head, "Knower of Priir.ia does not Become a Tall Talker, " p. 74) since the tall 
talking here is an expression of the knowledge acquired by the experience, not 
simply the knowledge of words without experiencing the Truth. 

Seekers Enquiry ends with the PriirµI.: After this knowledge was imparted to 
De�i Narada, he. did not ask any further question to Bhagavan Sanatkumara. 
This indicates the end of personal efforts by the seeker. Sanatkumara on his own 
imparted the rest of the knowledge on Bhuma, the Supreme Brahman to Devar�i 
Narada. 

The �Ukta: The glory of the prar.ia has been sung in the Prat).a-sukta of 
Atharvaveda ( l l .4) . 

prar.iiiya namo yasya sarvamidam vase, 
yo bhutalJ, sarvasyefoaro yasminsarvam prati$1hitam. ( 1 )  

We bow down to the Prat).a, prar.iaya namo, all these (the whole universe) are 
under whose control, yasya sarvamidam vase, which is the Lord of all beings, yo 
bhutalJ, sarvasyefoaro, and everything is establ ished in whom, yasmin sarvam 
prati$fhitam. 

Here the Prat).a is prayed as I§vara, the Lord of all, sarvasyefoaralJ,, the ruler, 
the founder and the sustainer of the universe . The Prai:ia as isvara the 
Hirai:iyagarbha is the creator, the ruler, and the sustainer. This is the active form 
of the Supreme Brahman; this is the form of Siva (the Transcendental Lord) and 
Sakti (His Nature) combined engazed in the creation. 

namaste pratJ.a krandaya namaste stanayitnave, 
namaste prar.ia vidyute namaste priir.ia var$ate. (2 )  

Oh Prat:ia, we bow before you, namaste priir.ia, you are the cause of sounds, 
krandiiya, you roar among the clouds, stanayitnave, and we bow. We bow to the 
Prat).a in the form of lightning, namaste prar.ia vidyute, and we bow to the Prat).a 
that rains, namaste prar.ia va�ate. 

The Prat:ia is prayed here as the cause of sounds, means the cause of the 
creation. It is the first throb that gave rise to sound and the ether, and then the 
sensation and the air, the vision and the fire, the taste and the water, the smell 
and the earth in succession. Krandaya means crying, which signifies the birth of 
creation. The Prat:ia roars from the clouds mentions the cause of life, creations 
of plants and animals in the earth. Vidyut or electricity in the form of lightning is 
the energy principle called the Prat:ia that is transmitted from the clouds to the 
rain, the soil, the plants, the food and to the creatures. Roaring represents 
exuberating of the energy principle engaged in creations, this is continuous 
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vibration for active creativity. Vidyut also represents the electric energy, the sun 
and the fire . The Pr:ii).a as the rain or pouring of water means it is the life energy 
poured in to the earth. 

yat prar_ia stanayitnunabhikrandatyo$adhil_i, 
pra viyante garbhan dadhate 'tho bahvirvi jayante. ( 3 )  

When the Pr:ii).a roars through the clouds intending towards the medicines, 
yat prar_ia stanayitnunabhikrandatyo$adhil_i, then the medicines become powerful, 
pra viyante, and by conceiving become many, garbhan dadhate-tho bahvirvi jayante. 

That energy principle called Sakti or the Prai:ia through roaring or further 
activization is transmitted to the medicines. Hunger is the disease and the food is 
the medicine, �dha vyadhil_i annark a�adhil_i. Here the medicines mean both 
the plants producing the food grains and the herbs giving us the life-saving drugs. 
This same principle of the life-energy multiplies the plants and herbs. 

yat prar_ia rtavagate 'abhikrandatyo$adhil_i, 
sarvam tada pra modate yat kirk ca bhumyamadhi. ( 4)  

When the Pr:ii).a roars during the rainy season intending towards the medicines, 
yat praTJ,a rtavagate 'abhikrandatyo$adhil_i, then everyone becomes happy, sarvam 
tada pramodate, who ever is there on the earth, yat kirk ca bhumyiimadhi. 

This Pr:ii).a is the cause of happiness in all beings as the life is dear to each one. 

yada prar_io abhyavar#d var$er_ia Prthivirk mahim, 
pa5avastat pra modante maho vai no bhavi$yati. ( 5 )  

When the Pr:ii).a rains, yada priir_io abhyavaf"$id, and irrigates the vast landmass, 
vaf"$er_ta prehivirk mahim, all the animals become happy, pa5avastat pra modante, 
now that we will attain growth, maho vai no bhavi$yati. 

The inherent tendency of each organism is to become immortal because the 
basic principle called the Pr:ii).a is immortal. Due to ones identification with the 
physical body, one implies immortality to the physical growth and multiplication 
or progeny; this is the animal nature. Since the Pr:ii).a as rain is the cause of that 
growth, that becomes the happiness for animals, pa5aval_i. The use of term pa5aval_i 
signifies the animal qualities that identify growth with the physical growth and 
progeny. 

abhivf$fii au$adhayol_i priir_iena samavadiran, 
iiyurvai nal_i priititaralJ, sarvii nalJ, surabh'irakalJ,. (6 )  

Being irrigated by the Pr:ii).a, abhiuf$fa priir_iena, the medicines engage in a 
dialogue with the Prai:ia, au$adhayolJ, samaviidiran, you please enhance our 
longevity, ayurvai nalJ, pratitaral_i, and make us all full of fragrance, sarva nal_i 
surabhirakal_i. 

This is happiness of the plants and the herbs being irrigated with the life 
energy and prayer to attain height through fragrance. This shows the process of 
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evolution in each being even in plants and attaining the highest state. The highest 
state according to the development of consciousness in case of the plants and the 
herbs is to be full of fragrance, surabhi. 

namaste astvayate namo astu parayate, 
namaste prarJ-a ti$/hata asinayota te namalJ,. ( 7 )  

O h  PraJ.la, we bow down to you while coming, namaste astvayate, bow down to 
you while going, namo astu parayate, bow down to the Pr�a while staying, namaste 
prarJ-a ti$/hata, bow down while sitting, asinayota te namalJ,. We bow down to you 
in all the states. 

The Pr�a is the cause of the creation, the existence and the dissolution of the 
universe, all the elements, all manifestations, all the beings be it plants, herbs, 
animals, birds, humans, celestial beings, gods or even the HiraJ).yagarbha (Lord 
Brahma) . These are done by coming, going, staying and sitting of the Pr�a, by 
different states of activities of the Pr�a. So we bow down before that one-energy 
principle called the PraJ.J.a, in all Her /His modes of activities or even when in 
inertia. 

namaste prarJ-a prarJ-ate namo astvapanate, 
paraiinaya te namalJ, pratic'inayate namalJ, sarvasmai ta idarh namalJ,. (8) 

Oh PraJ.la, we bow down to you for the action of exhalation, namaste prarJ-a 
prarJ-ate, bow down for the action of inhalation, namo astvapanate, bow down for 
your action of moving forward, paraiinaya te namalJ,, bow down for your action of 
moving backward, pratiiinayate namalJ,, we bow down to you for everything, for 
all your activities, sarvasmai ta idarh namalJ,. 

Here the vital activities of the PraJ).a in our bodies are explained in details as 
inhalations and exhalations, etc. Moving forward and backward represents other 
modes of vital airs like vyana, udana, samana, and others; this also suggests the 
physical movements of walking and working. These are activities of the life sheath, 
prarJ-amaya ko5a and are foundations for the manifested life. Again the movements 
of the vital airs are also the cause of movements of the mind. 

ya te prarJ-a priya tanitryo te prarJ-a preyasi, 
atho yad bhe$ajarh tava tasya no dhehi jivase. (9 )  

Oh Pr�a, the body (here the body refers to the body carrying the physiological 
activities) that is dear to you, ya te prarJ-a priya tanitlJ,, and your beloved vital 
power, yo te prarJ-a preyasi, and also those herbs or medicines of yours, atho yad 
bhe$ajarh tava, give those to us for our longevity, tasya no dhehi jivase. 

This is prayer for the foundation of life, i .e . ,  prarJ-amaya ko5a, the life sheath. 
The physical body, annamaya ko5a, is dear only because this holds the vital power 
or the prarJ-a. This vital power is the sweet beloved, preyasi, of the lover the PraQ.a 
iSva.ra, the energy principle of life. Prayer for the herbs or the medicines is for a 
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long life as this is the foundation for further evolution for a human culminating 
in the realization of the Truth. 

prarJalJ, praja anu vaste pita putramiva priyam, 
pra1J,o ha sarvasyefoaro yacca pra1J,ati yacca na. ( 1 0) 

As a father stays with the dear son, pita putramiva priyam, the king Pnll,la remains 
with its citizens, pra1JalJ, praja anu vaste. The Pr3.I,l.a is the Lord of all, pra'f}o ha 
saruasyeivaro, those who hold the pra'f}ll (means living beings) and those who do 
not (non-living objects) , yacca pra'f}ati yacca na. 

The affectionate relation between a father and a son is cited here between the 
Pr3.I,l.a and His citizens, praja. Though by praja we normally mean citizens but 
praja is related to procreation, prasrjan. The children of praja are praja. Praja 
means a husband or one who enters inside the wife and takes birth, pravi5ya 
jayayam jayate. It is the static Pr3.I,l.a, Siva, which enters inside His wife, the kinetic 
Pr3.I,l.a, Sakti; and then takes birth as His prajQ,, or the creation. Since everything 
is created from the Pra1,1a, all are praja or the children of the Pnl1,1a. In the 
context of the body the citizens are the mind, the intellect, the five sens�rgans, 
the five organs of action and the body. These all owe their existence due to the 
father Pr3.I,l.a, the life energy. The Pnl1,1a is also the lord of all ,  both the living 
beings and the non-living objects, because all is Pr3.I).a. In the non-livings it is the 
Pnll,la involved whereas in the living beings it is the Pr3.I,l.a evolved. 

pra'f}o mrtJulJ, pra'f}astakma pra'f}am deva upasate, 
pra'f}O ha satyavadinamuttame loka a dadhat. ( 1 1 )  
The Pnll,la is death (the cause of death) , pra1Jo mrtyulJ,, the Pr3.I).a is diseases 

(the cause of diseases) , pra'f}astakma, and the gods worship the Pr3.Q.a, pra'f}llm 
deva upasate. It is the Pr3.I).a, pra'f}o ha, that establishes, a dadhat, the truthful 
persons, satyavadinam, in an elevated world, uttame wka. 

Even the Pr3.I).a is described as the death and the diseases, and their cause. Any 
disturbances or loss of equation in the energy structure in the Pr3.I,l.ic body results 
in different diseases and culminates in the death of the physical body. The Pnll,la is 
also the cause of the death or dissolution of the universe as it is the cause of 
creation. Pra'f}a krandii:ya in second verse not only means the creation but also the 
dissolution. The gods are powers of illumination or different energy centers 
governing different faculties in the creation, and rule over and give boons to the 
creatures. They also worship the Pr3.I,l.a, as they owe their existence to the Pnll,la. 
Truthful persons or those performing righteousness in their lives are placed in the 
elevated worlds, viz.,  heaven etc. as a result of their truthfulness by the Pnll,la; this 
shows that Pr3.I,l.a is the iSvara. who grants the results of actions performed to the 
beings in accordance with their actions, karmas. This Pr3.I,l.a is the Collective Principle. 

pra'f}o virat pra'f}o de$tri prarJam sarva upasate, 
pra'f}o ha sitryascandramalJ, pra'f}amahulJ, prajapatim. ( 1 2) 
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The Prfu).a is Lord ViraJ:a, prii1Jo viriit, the Prfu).a is the force behind or the 
cause of all actions, prii1Jo de$fri, and everybody worships the Prfu).a, prii7Jam 
saroa upiisate. The PraQ.a is the Sun and the moon, priir,w ha surya5candramiiJ,t, the 
Prfu).a is cctlled as the Lord of creatures, prii1JamiihulJ, prajiipatim. 

The Prfu).a is said here to be Viriita, the Cosmic Gross Body; this is the sum 
total of all physical manifestations, the part of cosmic energy manifested as cosmic 
matter daring time and space. The Prfu).a is also the force behind all actions; we 
can say Sakti. And all beings worship this Prfu).a, we may be worshiping any name 
or form but that is a worship of the Principle named PraQ.a. This Prfu).a is the Sun 
and the moon in the creation, and in the context of the body this is the vital 
energy and the mind. The PraQ.a is Prajiipati, the Lord of creatures. This can be 
said as isvara, or this can be said as Manu, the cosmic mind. 

prii1Jiipiinau vnhiyaviivananviin prii7Ja ucyate, 
yave ha prii7Ja iihito apiino vnhirucyate. ( 1 3) 

The prii1Ja and the apiina are rice and paddy, prii1Japiinau vnhiyavalJ,, the Prfu).a 
is said to be load-carrying bull, ananviin prii1Ja ucyate. Paddy is said to be the 
prii1Ja, yave ha prii1Ja iihito, rice is said to be the apiina, apiino vnhirucyate. 

The vital airs like prii1Ja and apiina are used in scriptures in various ways. 
Sometimes apiina as inhalation and prii1Ja as exhalation but normally prii1Ja refers 
to in-taking or holding process of life energy whereas apana is said to be the life 
activities responsible for excretory processes. We can understand that the apiina 
also holds the prii1Ja, means prii1Ja is the refined energy and apiina is in crude 
form and hence may be the comparison of prii1Ja with paddy and apiina with 
rice. But the main Prfu).a is said here to be load-carrying bull, ananviin, carrying 
prii1Ja, apiina, samiina, uyiina, and udiina, also the senses, the organs, the body, 
the mind and the intellect. The main PraQ.a is carrying the entire universe, all 
the manifested beings. Bull, 'IJ'f'$a, means water and water is life. Water is carrying 
the manifested life. Bull, V'[$a, also means land for the purpose of building a 
house. In this way the Prfu).a is the foundation piece for the house of creation. 
Bull also represents the sexual energy and desires. The PraQ.a is the cause of 
procreation and the desires, the Prfu).a fulfils the desires and it is the Prfu).a that 
takes one beyond the desires; hence the comparison of PraQ.a with the load 
carrying bull. Bull is the vehicle of Lord Siva; it carries Siva. Siva is the static 
aspect of Prfu).a whereas bull is the kinetic aspect. 

apiinati prii1Jali puru$O garbhe antarii, 
yadii tvam prii7Ja jinvasyatha sa jiiyate puna!J,. ( 1 4) 

The person (individual soul) , puru$a/J,, starts the processes of apiina and prii1Ja, 
apanati pra7Jati, inside the womb, garbhe antarti. Oh PraQ.a, when you send the 
person, yada tvam pra1Ja jinvasyatha, he again takes birth, sa jiiyate puna!J,. 

Here it is said that the processes of apana and pra7Ja, the inhalation and the 
exhalation, starts inside the womb. Though the manifestations of inhalations 
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and exhalations are only after the birth but the processes start inside the womb, 
as all the cells of a fetus inhale and exhale inside the womb. Apana is said to be 
the inhalation and priir,ia is said to be the exhalation. But it should have been 
said otherwise because priir,ia is life-holding process and apiina is movement of 
vital air for excretory processes. Then on the outer manifestations of breath 
priir,ta is the inhalation and apiina is the exhalation but for the advanced 
practitioners of priir,iiiyiima, apiina is the inhalation and priir,ia is the exhalation 
because their concentration is not with the outer breath but with the inner breath, 
i .e . , the movement of the breath inside the spine. Simultaneous with the outer 
inhalation the praJ).ic energy ascends from base of the spine, Miiladhara to Ajiia 
or Sahasrara, so it is called apiina, and with the outer exhalation the praf).ic 
energy descends from i\jiia or Sahasrara to Miiladhara, so it is called prii'l}a. This 
inner process of movements of the vital airs are just reverse of the outer process 
of breath, and this inner process is always there. Mother Nature is doing this 
inner process for the fetus, so it is said that puru�alJ, starts the processes of apiina 
and prii'l}a, the inhalation and the exhalation, inside the womb. It is the Pr;lJ).a 
that sends the person to take birth. The exultation of the PraJ).a from the body 
along with the senses and the mind with its impressions is known as death, and 
the Pr3.J).a sending a person to take birth is just the reverse of the process of 
exultation of the Pra:r;ia from the body, and this happens inside the womb. The 
life-force enters into the fetus inside the womb. We earlier discussed that the 
PraJ).a is isvara and it is the sum total of all the powers of action and all the 
powers of knowledge. This IS\rara grants the results of actions, karma-s, to persons 
and places in different worlds in accordance with their karmors. After the results 
of actions are finished the Pr3.J).a isvara sends them to take birth in the present 
world. 

priir,iamiihurmiitarifoiinarh viito ha priir,ia ucyate, 
priir,io ha bhittarh bhavyarh ca prii'l}e sarvarh prati�thitam. ( 1 5 )  

The PraJ).a is  named matariSva., priir,iamiihurmiitariSviinarh, the air i s  called the 
PraJ).a, viito ha priir,ia ucyate, the Pr;lJ).a is past and future, priir,io ha bhutarh bhavyarh 
ca, and everything is established in the PraJ).a, priir,ie sarvarh pra�thitam. 

The Pr3.J).a is said miitariSvii. Miitari is the intermediate space, one which moves 
in the intermediate space is miitariSvii, i .e. , air. ViitalJ, means one that moves, i.e . ,  
air, here air as viita i s  said in context of the body, the vital airs. The Air God is 
also named as Viita. These all are the PraJ).a, it is one principle. This PraJ).a is the 
past and the future, and the Pr;lJ).a is also the present period. This is implied 
from the saying that everything is established in the Pra:r;ia. The PraJ).a is the time. 
When the energy principle named as the PraJ).a was in its static form, i .e . ,  Siva, 
then there was no time, it was beyond time or the Great Time, the Mahiikiila. 
Once the movement or spanda started in it, i .e . ,  Sakti, it becomes the time, kiila, 
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and the space ( vide supra, "HiraQ.yagarbha-sukta," v. 3, p. 65) .  So the PraI.J.a is 
said as the past, the present and the future. Everything is established in the Prfu}.a 
implies everything is established in the space, akasa. This akasa is the Prfu}.a and 
this ka/,a is the Pr.11).a. 

atharvar_iiraitgi.rasirdaivirmanu$yaja uta, 
au$adhaya1J, pra jayante yada tvam prar_ia jinvasi. ( 1 6) 

Oh PraQ.a, when you fill through rain, yada tvam prar_ia jinvasi, then the 
medicines manifest, aU$adhayalJ, pra jayante, those are formulated by �i Atharva 
from the ancestry of �i Aiigira, made by the gods and cultivated by the humans, 
atharvar_iiraitgi.rasirdaivirmanuryaja uta. 

Though this verse seems to be repetitions of meanings implied in vv. 3, 4 and 
6, but the mention of �i Atharva and �i Aiigira indicates towards special types 
of medicines utilized in prfu::,ic healing. �i Atharva is believed to be a seer and 
a priest worshiping Agni,, the Fire-god and Soma, the Moon-god. In the context 
of body, the Fire means the vital energy and the Moon means the mind. Soma 
also means water or life. �i Atharva belongs to the lineage of �i .Aiigira, one of 
the seers who knew the Prar_iavidyii,, the science of life-energy. Since �i Aiigira 
worshiped the Pr.11).a, the Prfu}.a is said to be aitgi.rasa, the juice or the essence of 
the body. 

yada prar.io abhyavar$1.d var$er_ia prthivzm mahzm, 
au$adhaya1J, pra jayante atho yalJ, kasca virudhalJ,. ( 1 7) 

When the Prfu}.a rains in the rainy season, yada prar_io abhyava'T$id vaf'$er_ia, on 
the vast landmass, j>rthimm mahim, then only after that, atho yalJ, kasca vzrudhalJ,, 
the medicines manifest, aU$adhayalJ, pra jayante. 

This verse is almost a repetition of vv. 3 and 4. 

yaste prar_iedam veda yasmim5casi prati$!hitalJ,, 
sarve tasmai balim haranamu$mimlloka uttame. ( 1 8)  

Those who know the glory of the Pr.11).a as narrated; yaste prar_iedam veda, in 
whom (the wise ones) this (the Prfu}.a) is established, yasmim5casi prat#thitalJ,, all 
( the gods) give him gifts, sarve tasmai balim, in the form of immortality and 
better worlds (heavens) , haranamU$mimlloka uttame. 

Those who know the glory of the Pral).a as narrated does not mean the 
intellectual knowledge. One can have the intellectual knowledge by study but he 
does not know the Prfu}.a or the Truth Principle by experience . So it is said that 
in whom, the wise ones, this PraQ.a is established, yasmimscasi prati$!hitalJ,, this 
establishment comes through the practice of Prar_iakarma, the meditation based 
on breath. Then one who knows the Prfu}.a with experience as a result of spiritual 
practice, this knowledge is the real knowledge and by virtue of that knowledge 
he becomes one with the PraQ.a. Depending upon the status of the practice one 
gets the better worlds and when his practice culminates in the Knowledge or 
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unity with the principle called the Pnll).a (same as the Brahman) then it is 
immortality. 

yatha prarJa balihrtastubhyarh sarval], praja imalJ,, 
eva tasmai balirh haran yastva sroavat sufraval],. ( 1 9)  

Oh Prfu}.a, as all these citizens, yatha prarJa sarval], praja imal],, bring gift for 
you, balihrtastubhyam, similarly they bring gifts for him (the wise one or the 
knower of the Prfu}.a) , eva tasmai balirh haran, one who listens your glory, yastva 
sroavat susraval],. 

All the citizens, the children or the procreated ones of the Prar;ta bring gift for 
the Prfu}.a. These are the gods, the elements, the humans, the creatures, the 
senses and the mind. The mind and the senses are the gods in the context of the 
body. Eyes bring gift for Prfu}.a, the Life-force, in the form of vision;  nose gives 
gift on the form smell, similarly all other organs. The mind gives gift in form of 
recognition of the perceptions received. In the context of world, humans and 
other creatures both static and moving worship the Prar;ta. Whatever offerings 
are made to whichever god or goddess are only offerings to the Great Deity 
Prai:ia. The gods also owe their existence to the Prfu}.a and bring offerings to that 
Rudra with an uplifted thunderbolt in His hand ( vide supra, Ka. U, 2.3.3, p. 56) . 
The elements, from the ether to the earth, all work due to the Prfu}.a and work 
for the Prfu}.a. One who listens to the glory of the Prfu}.a, here listening does not 
mean the normal listening process that we understand, it is inner listening by 
practice; to him they bring gifts, the mind and the senses are under his control. 
Gods also bring gift to him. Since he knows the Pral).a, becomes the Prfu}.a and 
he is now the Pral).a of the gods due to the identification with the principle. This 
is the glory of the knower of the Pral).a as Bhagavati Sruti speaks. 

antargarbhascarati devatasvabhuto bhutalJ, sa u jayate punal],, 
sa bhuto bhavyarh bhavi�yat pita putrarh pra vivesa facibhil],. (20)  

That only moves inside the womb, antargarbhascarati, which is the form of 
gods (the Pral).a) , devatasvabhuto, that element (principle) again takes birth 
(manifests) , bhutalJ, sa u jayate punal],, that is the past, the present and the future 
(the Pral).a has entered into all beings and all things of all the times) , sa bhuto 
bhavyarh bha�at, as the father enters into the son along with all his powers, pita 
putrarh pra vivesa faiibhilJ,. 

This describes the process of entire creation. That Pral).a moves inside the 
womb, from the womb of the Mother Nature, Aditi, to the wombs of individual 
creatures; it is the Pral).a that moves. The Primordial Energy, Sakti, holds the 
principle Siva in her womb. This is the beginning of creation starting with the 
HiraQ.yagarbha. From that to the individual beings conceived in their mothers' 
womb, it is the one principle named the Prfu}.a. So it is said that the Pral).a is the 
form of the gods. Adi ti who gave birth to the gods are none but the Prfu}.a. The 
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Prfu;l.a takes birth again and again; the same principle in the process of creation 
is taking birth as individual beings. The Pra:r:ia is the past, the present and the 
future; the Pra:r:ia is time as it is cause of the time. With the static Prfu;l.a, Mahakiila 
or the Great Time, there was no time; it was beyond time. Once the spinning 
started in it then it is the birth of time, Kala. Our earth is spinning, so we have a 
time in our earth as a day and a night. Our earth is revolving on its orbit, so we 
have a time called a year. The moon is encircling our earth; so we have a time 
called a lunar month. All celestial bodies are spinning and/ or revolving, giving 
rise to the times of their own. If we leave our solar system and do not enter into 
any other solar system, what time would there be for us; but still then there may 
be a time in the form of the speed of light. But before the first throb ( vide supra, 
''The Hira:r:iyagarbha-siikta," v. 3, p. 65) , the Big Bang, what time was there? 
There was no time, no space, no light and no darkness; the light was created only 
after the activation of the Pra:r:ia. So time is a creation of the Pr;iQa with its first 
throb and the san1e Pra:r:ia has entered into all the beings in all the ages as a 
father enters into the son with all his powers. It is the Father that has become the 
son, taking birth from the womb of His Nature. 

ekam piidam notkhidati saliliiddhamsa uccaran, 
yadanga sa tamutkhidennaiviidya na foa syiinna riitii niihalJ, 
syiinna vyucchet kadii cana. ( 2 1 ) 

Hamsa or a swan while elevating from the water, saliliiddhamsa uccaran, does 
not lift its one leg, ekam piidam notkhidati. Oh dear ones, if it would lift the other 
limb, yadanga sa tamutkhidennaiviidya, then there would not have been today, 
tomorrow, day, night, light and darkness, na 5va syiinna riitii niihalJ, syiinna vyucchet 
kadii cana. 

The example of the bird swan, hamsa, elevating from the water is cited here. 
While elevating it lifts one leg, not both the legs at a time. The Prfu;l.a Harilsa 
does not lift both the legs. In context of the body the legs are ham and salJ,, the 
exhalation and the inhalation; one of the legs is always in contact with the body 
i .e. ,  water as referred in the text. If both legs are withdrawn then it is the death. 
In context of the universe, it is one leg or one part, piida, which has become the 
universe . It is the active or the kinetic part of the Prfu;l.a Hai:hsa, this is the sagur,ia 
part of the Brahman, the Nature that holding the qualities, viz.,  sattva, rajas, and 
tamas. This part is with the world or the water. The other part, i .e. , the Nirgu:r:ia 
Brahman or Siva is lifted from the water, salila. Once the Pra:r:ia Harilsawould lift 
the other limb, the sagur,ia or sakti part, then there would not have any today, 
tomorrow, day, night, light, and darkness ( vide supra, p. 15) . It would be the 
mahiipralaya, the great dissolution; it would be only the fJrhat iipalJ,, the Great 
Water, the primordial energy that was there before the creation. 

a$fiicakram vartata ekanemi sahasriik$aram pra puro ni pascii, 
ardher,ia vifoam bhuvanam jajiina yadasyiirdham katamalJ, sa ketulJ,. (22)  
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One axle with eight wheels moves, <J$/Qcakrarh vartata ekanemi, to the front and 
back, pra puro ni pa.Sea, with thousand letters (the uneroded ones) , sahasr�aram. 
With half part this forms the worlds in the universe, ardher;ta viSvarh bhuvanarh 
jajana, the other half that remains is whose symbol, yadasyardharh katamal;i sa 
ketul;i? 

This is the description of the Prar:ia-Brahman transcendental to the three 
qualities of the Nature, viz., sattva, rajas, and tamas. The Prar:ia moves with eight 
wheels. The eight wheels are the earth, the water, the fire, the air, the ether, the 
mind, the intellect, and the ego. This is eightfold nature of the Lord, bhumirap<r 
nalo vayul;i kharh mano buddhireva ca, aharhkara itiyarh me bhinna prakrtira$fadha, 
My nature is divided to eightfold, the earth, the water, the fire, the air, the ether, 
the mind, the intellect, and the ego (S Bg., 7.4) . The whole creation is made up 
of these eight. The subtle elements of the earth etc. by their combinations called 
pancikararµi, the mixing of fives, formed the five gross elements. These five gross 
elements are the materials of the material world. Here the mind is the cosmic 
mind or Prajapati and the intellect is the cosmic intelligence, it is mahat or the 
Hirar:iyagarbha. And the ego is the Unmanifest, avyakta, with its power of will, 
iccha-fakti, or we can say this is Sakti with quality of tamas being desirous of 
creation. And all these are strung in Me (the Transcendental Self) like pearls in 
a string, mayi sarvamidarh protarh sutre matiigatuJ, iva ( S Bg., 7.7) ; this is <J$facakram 
ekanemi, the eight wheels fixed on one axle. 

Coming to the next step, the Prar:ia as the Active Brahman or Sakti, then the 
eight wheels are i8vara the Hirar:iyagarbha, Prajapati the cosmic mind, Virata 
the cosmic physical body and the five subtle elements, viz. ,  ether, air, fire, water, 
and earth . Coming to the next further step , i . e . ,  the Prar:ia as isvara the 
HiraQ.yagarbha, the eight wheels are the threefold power of isvara the 
Hirar:iyagarbha; this is Sakti the second Adi ti (daughter of D�a) ( vide supra, RV. 
10.27.5, p. 44) , then Prajapati, Vinita and five subtle elements. 

Now coming to the context of the body, the Adhyatma Pratia, the eight wheels 
are the five senses, the mind, the intellect and the ego. In the context of the body, 
can the eight wheels of Prar:ia be compared with the energy centers or cakras? 
The seven cakras are Muladhara, Svadhi�t}lana, MaQ.ipura, Anahata, Visuddha, 
Ajiia, and Sahasrara (Fig. 2.5) . There is unanimity on these seven. These seven 
are in brain and spinal cord or in the central nervous system ( vide infra, The 
Energy Centers, cakras, p. 195) . The eighth center according to some is the heart 
center or Hrdaya cakra, notAnahata, and that is the cardiac plexus of the peripheral 
nervous system. Others believe Hrdaya cakra to be in between Ajiia and Sahasrara 
in mid brain and some refer this as Guru Parvat, Mount of the Master. Some 
believe Hrdaya cakra and Aj1i.a cakra as one. Some advocate about Nabhi cakra, 
the solar plexus or the gastro-intestinal plexus as the eighth one; this is not same 
as Mar:iipura. Some believe the eighth center as Ardha-sahasrara, in perineum 
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or kiirµj,a. It is the bunch of nerve fibers leaving spinal cord, encircling the anus 
and then going towards the sexual organ, and in the place between anus and 
sexual organ in case of males and around the cervix in case of females. Some 
believe lolak tiilu or uvula near soft palate as the eighth center. One can even say 
the eighth center is beyond the body. Or one can say the eight centers are the 
seven centers and rest of the body as one center. Some believe in nine centers. 
Centers in body can be twenty-four, thirty-six, fifty or fifty-one. Some expound 
thirteen major and twenty-one minor centers, some speak of one hundred forty
four centers, carkas. But these differences do not make any problem in 
understanding the principle . It is  the PraI.J.a, the Life Energy, controlling our 
body-mind mechanism through the energy centers and the number eight has 
taken as a symbol of infinity; since the PraI.J.a is infinite any product of it is also 
infinite and limitations are only creations of the ignorance. Taking the energy 
centers, as wheels also do not conflict with the view that the five senses, the mind, 
the intellect and the ego as eight wheels. (For the wheels or energy centers in 
body and also to five elements, five senses, sense-organs, mind, intellect, etc . ,  
refer infra, pp.  195-2 1 7. )  

Now let us come to the description of the eight types of the PraI.J.a Brahman in 
the SakalyabrahmaI).a of the Y:ijiiavalkyakal).<;la, i .e . ,  ninth Brahma.J}.a of the chapter 
three in the Brhadiira'l'}yaka Upani�ad, in a dialogue between Sakalya and 
Yajiiavalkya from text 1 0  to 1 7. This is the description of the Prcll).a Brahman in 
the total body context, saroasyiitmanal}, pariiya'l'}am, as per the cause and effect 
relations, kiiryakara'l'}asarhghiitaviin. Here the PraI.J.a Brahman relates to the 
appearance of life and forms, which is the result of the quality of tamas or the 
ignorance and it is only a reflection ( vide infra, Br. U, 3.9. 1 4-15) . But these are 
all one God; that is, prii'l'}a iti. sa llrahma tyadityiica�yate (Br. U, 3.9.9) , the Prcll).a 
is that Brahman and this has been said as That. Since the PraI.J.a is the form of all 
gods, it has been said indirectly as That. 
First type of the Prii'l'}a Brahman (Br. U, 3.9. 10) : One, who knows the person with 
total the spiritual context whose foundation is the earth, world is the fire and 
light is the mind, is the knower. That is Person the Body, siinral}, puru�al},. The 
foundation is the earth means this person is made up of earth; our body is made 
up of food, the earth element. The world or loka is the fire, loka means through 
which it sees, lokayati; it is vision, our vision is due to the fire element. The mind 
is the light or jyoti means through the mind he works, makes resolves and thinks 
of alternatives. That is the living person with a physical body. And the god of 
such a person is am'(la, immortality. Here the immortality is a relative immortality 
and it means the essence of food, which comes to this body from the body of the 
father through semen and from the body of the mother through the process of 
ovulation. Since this process is unending generation after generations this is 
called as immortal. 
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Second type of the Prii'l}a Brahman (Br. U, 3.9. 1 1 ) :  One, who knows the person with 
total spiritual context whose foundation is desires of sex, world is heart or the 
intellect and light is the mind, is the knower. Here the intellect or buddhi does 
not mean the discriminating intellect, viveka; it is dtta, the mind stuff having 
impressions of actions, karmas. That is Person the Lust, kiimamaya}J, pum�a}J,. He 
sees through the mind stuff, dtta, and determines through the mind. And the 

Sah asrara Ca kra 
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Fig. 2.5. The seven wheels, cakra-s, in the human body. 
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god of such a person is striya, women. Here woman represent the embodiment 
of lust; be it a male body or a female body, the body is always woman. 

Third type of the Prii1J,a Brahman (Br. U, 3.9 . 1 2) : One, who knows the person with 
total spiritual context whose foundation is the form, ritpa, world is the eyes and 
light is the mind, is the knower. That is the Person in the Sun, yal,t eviisiiviiditye 
puru$a/.t; this person is the mind determining the vision. The cause of all the 
manifested forms in our world is the Sun. It is the Sun that has manifested into 
all the beings. The Sun is the eye of all the beings. We see the forms through the 
eyes and determine them through the mind. The faculty of mind related to 
vision is described here. And the god of such a person is truth, satya. Here the 
truth is the eye of the world, the Sun. 

Fourth type of the Prii1J,a Brahman (Br. U, 3.9. 1 3) :  One, who knows the person with 
total spiritual context whose foundation is the sky, world is the ears and light is 
the mind, is the knower. That is the Person that listens, pratiSrutkal,t puTU$a/.t; this 
person is the mind determining the sound. He listens through the ear and 
determines them through mind. And the god of such a person is direction, diSii. 
Here the directions mean the ether element whose subtleness is the sound. 

Fifth type of the Prii1J-a Brahman (Br. U, 3.9. 1 4) :  One, who knows the person with 
total spiritual context, whose foundation is the darkness, i .e . ,  quality of tamas, 
world is the heart and light is the mind, is the knower. Here the heart refers to 
buddhi or citta. That is the Person in the form of shadow, chiiyiimayal,t puTU$a/.t; 
this person is the person in ignorance. This is the ego, a product of tamas, 
identifying itself with the body-mind interactions. This is shadow of the True Self. 
He sees this shadow self through the mind stuff, citta, and determines through 
the mind. And the god of such a person is death, mrtyu. Such person attains the 
death again and again. 

Sixth type of the Prii1J,a Brahman (Br. U, 3.9. 15 ) : One, who knows the person with 
total spiritual context whose foundation is the form, world is the eyes and light is 
the mind, is the knower. That is the Person that who is inside the mirror, 
eviiyamiidarie puTU$a/.t; this is the reflection, our form is just a reflection of Puru�a 
the Supreme. This person sees through the eyes and determines through the 
mind. And the god of such a person is the prii1J-a, the vital energy, asu. 

Seventh type ofthe Prii1J,a Brahman (Br. U, 3.9. 1 6) :  One, who knows the person with 
total spiritual context whose foundation is the water, world is the heart and light 
is the mind, is the knower. That is the Person in water, eviiyamapsu puTU$a/.t; this 
is the water-bodies like wells, ponds, lakes, rivers, etc . And the god of such a 
person is God the Rain, Varm;ia. 

Eighth type of the Prii1J-a Brahman (Br. U, 3.9. 16) :  One, who knows the person with 
total spiritual context whose foundation is semen, world is the heart and light is 
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the mind, is the knower. That is the Person in the form of son, putramaya}J frunJ.$a}J. 
And the god of such a person is the Lord of Procreation, Prajiipati. 

These eight are eight wheels of the PraQ.a fixed to the axle, that one God, 
Prfu).a. Through these eight the life<ycle is going on. 

The wheels are moving front and back; this indicates the spinning of the energy 
principle called the PraQ.a. The thousand letters, sahasrii�aram, represent the 
sounds. The sounds are �ara-s, fifo/ alphabets of the Sanskrit language are the 
basic sounds; �arii'T_tamakiiro'smi ( S. Bg., 1 0.33) , the Lord says, I am letter-a, a

kiira}J, of the letters, a�arii'T_tiim. Though there are only fifty basic sounds, they 
combine and multiply to create thousands. The sound vibrations are the first 
creations and the rest follow in succession. Thoughts arise in form of the subtle 
sounds in the mind, then the speech and the actions manifest. The whole 
manifested world is nothing but sounds: viiciiramhha'T_tam vikii,ro namadheyam ( Ch. 
U, 6.4. 1) , mutated forms or derivatives are only names to be spoken. So everything 
manifested is just a name, a sound but the principle is one. That one god is the 
Prfu).a; katama eko deva iti. prii'T_ta iti. sa brahma (Br. U, 3.9.9) , which is the one 
God; it is the PraQ.a, that is the Brahman. There are thousands manifestations in 
the form of thousand sounds, a�ara-s. So it is the PraQ.a with one axle and eight 
wheels moves to and fro with thousand letters. This is the half part on which the 
universe is created and the question is whose symbol is the other half. The other 
half refers to the static Prfu).a, the Supreme Brahman. This is the Infinity, ananta, 
which is the vastness, the Lord Vi�Q.U. Or else, we can say the other half as ananta 
viisuki, the legendary snake. Or the infinite unmanifested energy holding the 
manifested Lord, Vi�nu, the Vastness. 

yo asya vifoajanmana zse vifoasya Ce$fata}J, 
anye$U k#pradhanvane tasmai prii'T_ta namastute. ( 23)  

We bow down to that Prfu).a, tasmai prii'f.la namastute, which i s  (the cause and 
the sustainer of) many births in this universe, yo asya viSvajanmana, who is the 
lord of the moving universe, ise vifoasya ce$tata}J, and enters into others (bodies) 
in a fast speed, anyeyu �pradhanvane. 

Here in this verse the Prfu).a is referred as i8vara. This is the cause and sustainer 
of many births with its eight parts maintaining the life cycle as described above. 
This is the lord with one axle and eight wheels moving to and fro with thousand 
letters and entering in a fast speed into the manifested bodies that are nothing 
but reflections. We bow down to that active Prfu).a, i8vara the HiraQ.yagarbha. 

yo asya sarvajanmana zse vifoasya Ce$fata}J, 
atandro brahma'T_tii dhira}J prii'f.lO miinu ti$/hatu. (24) 

Which is the form of all births here, yo asya saroajanmana, who is lord of the 
evolving universe, iSe viSvasya ceytatalJ,, let that Prfu).a remain with us, prii'f./,O miinu 
ti$/hatu, that is without doubt the form of knowledge of the Brahman, atandro 
brahma'f.lii dhiralJ,. 
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Here mention of the Prfu:la as the form of all births and the lord of the evolving 
universe is just a repetition of meanings from the previous verse, and then the 
prayer to the Prar:ia i8vara to remain with us for our long life and the purpose of 
such a long life prayed is for knowledge. That is the reason the Prar;ta i8vara is 
described as the form of Knowledge without doubt. Once we understand this 
principle that is sf.ttriitmii, the Thread Self or the string binding all or we can say 
the sarviitma, the Self of All, then only we can eradicate our ignorance or the ego 
that identifies with the body as the self. 

f.trdhval], supte�u jiigiira nanu tiryait ni padyate, 
na suptamasya supte�vanu 5usrava kafrana. (25)  

When the beings sleep you remain awake for their protection, you never 
sleep, urdhvalJ, supteyu jiigiira nanu tiryait ni padyate, no one ever heard, fusriiva 
ka5cana, about sleep of that ( the Prar;ia) on the sleep of those (beings) , na 
suptamasya supte�vanu. 

The state of deep sleep is described here when the physical body, the five 
sense organs and the five organs of action, the mind and the intellect, all fall 
asleep and only the Prar.ia remains awake. All are merged in Prar.ia and take rest 
in the Prar;ia. The Prfu:la has never slept. After dissolution of the manifested 
worlds, it is the Prfu:la the static energy that remains awake. 

priirJ-a ma mat paryavrto na madanyo bhavi�yasi, 
apiiirt garbhamiva jivase priirJ-a badhniimi tvii mayi. (26) 

Oh Prfu:la, please do not be adverse to us, priirJ-a mii mat paryiivrto and do not 
be of others than us or do not leave us, na madanyo bhaviryasi. As we hold the fire 
within our body, apiim garbhamiva jivase, similarly we also hold you the Prfu:la, 
priirJ-a badhniimi tvii mayi. 

We pray here to the Prfu:la, not to leave us. The Prfu:la has never left us, that is 
always awake and holding us as it is said in the previous verse. When our subtle 
body departs the gross body it is the Prar.ia that takes away the subtle body. Then 
why we pray the Prar:ia not to leave us or not to be adverse to us? We are holding 
the fire in our body means we are holding the Prar:ia in our body, and then we 
say similarly we also hold you the Prfu:la. What is the meaning of such sayings? 
We are holding Prfu:la the fire or the vital energy no doubt and this Prar;ta is 
always awake in us even during the deep-sleep state. But that does not transcendent 
into the Knowledge of Prar;ta because we are in tamas. So we are not able to 
eradicate the ignorance, i.e. , the identification of the body as the self. We pray 
here to Prfu:la the Knowledge, the string holding all the bodies, the basic principle 
of the creation, the Self of All, and also to the other half of the Prar.ia that is 
beyond the manifested worlds for the Knowledge. We want to hold that Knowledge 
and pray for that. 
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To reach the chief Pra:r:ia we have to start with our prii'T}aviiyu, the inhalation 
and the exhalation. Our exhalation is ham and inhalation is so. So this is also 
called harhsa ( vilk infra, head, 'The Form of Hamsa," p. 279) . The practice of this 
breath technique leads to a state when all the modifications of mind are merged 
with the vital energy, and this happens consciously. So this state is a conscious 
sleep. In a sleep, we are not aware of our state though the mind is merged in the 
vital energy. Now in a meditative state achieved by a breath technique we are 
aware of our thoughtless state and this translates into the knowledge. 

PribµJkanna makes Our Body a Temple and Life a Worship: Proper Attitude; Our 
life is a worship and our body is a temple, we should have this belief. Then only 
there shall be peace in our life. As we keep the deity room or the meditation 
room in our house clean, our temples clean similarly we have to keep this body 
temple that is a real one clean; then only the God will sit there. We have to leave 
all the forbidden actions and have to surrender ourselves before the God. And 
for that we have to make our internal subtle organ, the mind, very pure. When 
we talk about our body this implies our gross and subtle bodies because what 
ever we shall do we do through them only and the causal body does not come 
under the purview of our normal action, it counts only in the deep sleep and in 
the deep meditation ( vide infra, "Three Bodies, " p. 1 79) . By subtle body we 
mean our mind, intellect, ego and subconscious. The work of our gross or physical 
body is controlled by our subtle body, that is why it is very important to clean it 
otherwise how we shall make our God to sit there . In Srimad Bhagavadgitii (5 . 13 )  
i t  i s  said, navadviire pure deh'i, the owner of  the house resides in  the house with 
nine doors. The house with nine doors is our gross body with nine openings, 
viz. ,  two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, one mouth, organ of procreation and anus. 
The Marathi saints sang, nau darviije khidikyii tyata murti basvali, the deity is sitting 
inside the temple of nine doors and windows. In each Indian lanuages we find 
such types of songs. We have to keep this body clean and that is subjected to a 
cleaned internal organ or the mind. Our internal organs, viz. ,  the mind, the 
intellect, the ego and the subconscious form the interior-dias of the body temple 
for the Inner Deity. If that is unclean how can we worship our Inner God there? 

The Divine and the Demonic Properties: The problem with us is that though we 
want the light but we prefer to remain in the darkness. We are living in hypocrisy. 
How self-surrender and selfishness can go together? Greed and charity, cruelty 
and kindness, adultery and being faithful to your partner, ego and broadness, 
illusion and reality, to these entire set how can we keep together at the same 
time? But we behave like that, we want nobleness but prefer bad qualities and 
this is the reason we fail in our spiritual life. lfwe want to ride over this situation 
we have to leave the demonic qualities within us. We have to learn what the 
divine properties are and what are the demonic properties ( vide supra, "Two 
Types of Humans, " Devas and Asuras, p. 22) . 
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The Path of Returning: If we analyze then we shall find that all these demonic 
and divine properties are qualities of the mind, so we have to make our mind 
pure. This is rules, yama, and regulations, niyama, described in the yogic scriptures. 
The rules are five viz., nonviolence, truthfulness, non-stealing, sexual restraint, 
and reducing wants to minimum ( vide infra, p. 133) ; and the five regulations are 
cleanliness, contentment, austerities, study of scriptures, knowing the God ( vide 
infra, p. 106) . All the divine properties come under these five rules and five 
regulations. They also come under the six-assets described in Advaita Vedanta in 
general and control of the mind, sama, and control of the senses, dama, in 
particular. This is the foundation of a spiritual practice and without observing 
these we will simply end with a failure in our spiritual life .  This is the path of 
returning, nivrtti miirga, while the sense enjoyments and following the desires of 
our mind is the path of desires, pravrtti marga. ( vide supra, pp. 27, 29, 39) 

The Mind is the Cause of Bondage and Liberation: Since both control of the 
senses and control of the desires are dependent on the control of the mind, the 
main instrument of our spiritual practice is the mind. And according to the yogic 
scriptures: 

mana eva manu$yatiiim kiiratiam bandhamo�ayo}J,, 
bandhiiya vi�ayiisaktam muktai nirvi$ayam smrtam. 

(Bb. U, 2; SU, 1 ;  Mai. U, 4.3££. ) 

Mind, mana, is the cause , kiiratiam, of the bondage and the liberation , 
bandhamo�ayo}J., for humans, manu$Jiitiiim. the mind attached to sense objects is 
the bondage, bandhiiya 1J#ayiisaktam, and the detached mind is the liberation, 
muktai ni'roi�ayam smrtam. 

All the seers and the teachers of yoga are saying this. To this �i Pataii.jali says 
that when the actions of mind are halted is called as yoga, this is samiidhi and in 
this state the practitioner knows his own Self, knows God the Cosmic Self. Here 
the qualities of the Nature are merged in the God, the Puru�, and he is established 
in the seat of Only One, Kaivalyapada. 

Breath Techniques clean the Mind: The techniques that we do for this is known 
as Kriya-yoga, that is Kaivalya-yoga, that is Raja-yoga. The breath technique, 
priitiakarma, is its main basis. This has been referred in Upani�ds as priitiopiisana, 
worshiping the vital force. 

If we do the breath technique, if we worship our priitia then our mind will be 
cleaned. We shall be able to obey the rules and the regulations; we shall be able 
to control the sense-organs and the mind. We will receive the divine properties. 
Then on the process of pratyiihiira, withdrawal, dhiira'{lii, concentration, dhyiina, 
meditation and samiidhi, we will attain the Only One, kaivalyam. Our entire life 
will be worshiping and our body will become a temple of God. This breath 
technique is based on the scriptures and one has to learn it from a master. Then 
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by practicing one has to become an expert on it. This knowledge of the prii'T}a is 
known as Kriya-yoga. To this Lord Vasudeva said in Srimad Bhagavadf!J,ta as, 

apane juhvati pra'Y}arh pra1J-e' panarh tathapare; 
pra1J-apanagati ruddhva pra1J-ayiimaparaya1J-a/J,. ( S Bg. , 4.29) 

One has to oblate,juhvati, the act of exhalation, pra'T}am, into that of inhalation, 
apane, and the act of inhalation into that of exhalation, prar.zi panarh tathapare. 
By that when the movements, gati, of the exhalation and the inhalation, pra'Y}apiina, 
are stopped, ruddhva, one becomes an expert in breath practice, pra'Y}ayama
paraya'Y}a/J,. 

This technique is described by the Lord in the chapters four, five and again in 
details in the chapter six of Srimad Bhagavadf!J,ta. This is the yoga of meditation. 
In the words Bhagavatpada Sri Sa.Iikaracarya this is the internal practice for the 
Knowledge. 

Burning Desires and Attaining liberation through Prii1J,Clkanna: Wise Does Not 
Pray for the Mortal Objects: Desires are bondage and · if you have no desire then it 
is the liberation, only this much is to be understood. These desires are the 
impurities of the mind, mano ma/,a. When these impurities become thin and new 
impurities are not created in the mind than the person moves towards the 
liberation, and that is nirva1J-a. This is the teaching of Lord Buddha. Bhagavau 
Sruti, the Vedas, also teach this to us. The Lord of Death, Yama, while teaching to 
Naciketa says, 

paracalJ, kamananuyanti balalJ, 
te mrtyoryanti vitatasya pa5am; 

atha dhira amrtatvarh viditva 
dhruvamadhruve�viha na prarthayante. ( Ka. U, 2 . 1 . 2 )  

Ignorant man follows his desires, kamiinanuyanti biiliilJ,, he  i s  extrovert, paracalJ,, 
and he is caught in the vast trap of death, te mrtyoryanti vitatasya piiSam. So the 
intelligent ones, atha dhira, knowing the immortality, amrtatvarh viditva, the 
eternal, dhruvam, among the mortal objects does not pray for anything here, 
adhruve�ha na prarthayante. 

The natural tendency of our mind is to be extrovert, for that reason we are 
always trapped in thirsts, desires. To such men like us Bhagavau Sruti is addressing 
as biiliilJ,, child, or the ignorant ones whose discriminating intellect has not been 
developed. This is the reason we wish to enjoy the objects like sounds, touches, 
etc. ,  and again fall to the trap of death. One who desires the mortal things becomes 
mortal . In the words of �i Pataiijali, "vrttisaropyamitaratra" ( Ygs. , 1 .4) , ones 
form appears as according to ones mental tendency. When the seer is not 
established in the Self, at that time his form appears according to his tendency. 
Since all our mental attitudes are running after the impermanent objects even if 
it is the post of the King of gods, lndra-pada (may be this post is in this world) , 
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our existence that finds its own form in those impermanent objects attains to 
death again and again. The net of this death is very large since the objects are 
many. This is the reason we are not attaining the peace of mind, equanimity. But 
one who is intelligent, has discriminating ability, whose knowledge is holding the 
Truth by experience; he only knows the immortality, knows his Own Form, he 
separates the eternal from the non-eternals. He knows that the ignorance, the 
desires and the actions arising out of the ignorance are the form of world, are 
the form of death. For that reason he does not fall on the trap of desires. Lord 
Vasudeva Srikr�Q.a has also said this, 

labhante brahmanirviir_tamr$aya1J, k$ir_takalma$iilJ,; 
chinnadvaidhii yatiitmiinalJ, sarvabhutahite ratiilJ,. ( S Bg. , 5 .25)  
The seers, f$aya1J,, whose sins have been thinned out, k$ir.iakalmQ$iilJ,, whose 

doubts has been eradicated, chinnadvaidhii, whose senses and mind are under 
control by the Knowledge of the Self, yatiitmiinalJ,, who are engaged in the benefit 
of others, sarvabhutahite ratiilJ,, they achieve, l,abhante, liberation in the form of 
the Brahman, brahmanirvii1}am. 

kiimakrodhaviyuktiiniirh yat'iniirh yatacetasiim; 
abhito brahmanirvii1}arh vartate viditiitmaniim. ( Ibid . ,  5 . 26) 
The wise men, yatiniim, whose minds, yatacetasiim, are free from lust and anger, 

kiimakrodhaviyuktiiniim, those who know the Self, viditiitmaniim, they are absorbed, 
vartate, by the liberation in the form of the Brahman, brahmaniroii1}am. 

For liberation the sins and the doubts must have to be thinned out, one should 
be free from lust and anger. These require burning the desires, control of the 
organs and control of the mind. This would lead to liberation in a process of 
purification of the mind, attainment of knowledge and renunciation of actions 
or fruits of actions. 

Only this much is the knowledge, to know the Self that has no desires, no 
volitions of the mind, not to engage the mind on the sense objects. But how this 
will happen? We read this, listen this, knew this in our mind and intellect but are 
not established in this. Some spiritual practitioners say, "we read and analyze the 
content of the scriptures, we receive the knowledge but this does not last long. " 
What is the meaning of such sayings? Meaning is this knowledge is on the surface 
of our mind; this has not gone deep within and that is the reason this knowledge 
does not last long, because we are not practicing this in a proper way. Then what 
is the proper way? 

Worshiping the Prii,,a is the Way: Lord Vasudeva has said, 

sparsiinkrtvii bahirbiihyiirhfrak$ufraiviintare bhruvolJ,; 
prii1}iipiinau samau krtvii niisiibhyantaraciiri1}au. (Ibid . ,  5 .27)  
One has to shut all the sense objects like sound etc . ,  spariiinkrtvii bahirbiihyiim, 

the gaze is to be fixed in the place between the eyebrows, cak$Wcaiviintare bhruvolJ,, 
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and the exhalation and the inhalation are to be balanced, prii:TJ,iipiinau samau 
krtva, that are moving within the nose, niisiibhyantaraciirir,tau. 

So all the sense-objects or all the desires for enjoyments are to be shut down, 
such thoughts are not to be contemplated in the mind. How? By fixing the gaze 
between the eyebrows means one has to practice the concentration in l\jna cakra, 
in the place between the pituitary and the pineal, the life-force is to be fixed in 
that place. That again, how? By balancing the exhalation, priir,iaand the inhalation, 
apiina, within the nostrils means inside the body. This technique one has to learn 
and practice. This is the way to control the sense-organs and the mind, this is the 
way to sharpen the intellect, and this is the way to be free from the desires, the 
anger and the fear. This is known as priir,iavidyii, the knowledge of the priir,ia; this 
is known as priir,iopiisanii, worshiping the priir,ia. This is Karma-sarhnyiisa-yoga, yoga 
of renouncing the actions and their results. This is Kriya-yoga, by doing this 
action, kriyii, one shall be renounced from the actions. By doing this breath 
technique the practitioner will know his priir,ia, know the isvara who is the First 
Born, the Hiral).yagarbha that is the sum total of all the powers of knowledge and 
all the powers of action. 

yalJ, purvarh tapaso jiitamadbhyalJ, purvamajiiyata; 
guhiirh pravisya ti�thanta yo bhutebhirvyapasyata. etadvai tat. 

( Ka. U, 2 . 1 .6 )  

One, yalJ,, who knows, yalJ, vyapasyata the First Born, purvarh jiitam ( i .e . ,  
Hiral).yagarbha) , that was born, ajayata, from austerities, tapasalJ,, (from the 
Brahman whose austerities are knowledge) and before, purvam, water, adbhyalJ,, 
(means before the five elements, viz. ,  the ether, the air, the fire, the water and 
the earth) and is existing, t�thanta, in the cave, guhiim, of the heart in the midst 
of the body and the sense-organs, bhutebhilJ,, after having entered there, praviSya, 
he knows the Brahman, the Self. It is like that, etadvai tat ( vide supra, "Priir,ta is 
I§vara the Hiral).yagarbha, " p. 60) . 

Again it is said, One who knows the Aditi, who is the form of gods, who takes 
birth as the Hiral).yagarbha, who is born in association with the elements and 
who is seating in the cavity of heart after entering there he knows the Brahman, 
the Self. It is like that ( Ka. U, 2 . 1 .7) (vide supra, "Priir,ta is the Mother Nature, 
Aditi," p. 43) . Aditi means due to whom there is adana, mea'ls we know, we enjoy 
the objects like sounds, visions, etc. This is the Brahman that has manifested 
itself as Aditi, and again as the Hiral).yagarbha and along with the five elements, 
viz. ,  the ether, the air, the fire, the water, and the earth expressed itself as the 
world. Then that has entered into the cave of the heart; that is the Consciousness. 
Aditi means only one uninterrupted consciousness; even if being manifested as 
the world, taking thousands names and forms this is one. This is the Priir,ta and 
this is the Self. Aditi is the form of gods, the mother of all the gods. Lord Indra 
and all other divine powers are born from Her, the earth and all other elements 
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is also Aditi. Aditi is also the sense-organs, the mind and the vital power in the 
context of body. 

If everything is one then for what there is attachment, for what there is hatred? 
If everything is the Self, the prii'f}a, then whom to fear, to be angry upon whom, 
delusion for what, what are to be gained and what are to be lost? 

yasminsarvii'f}i bhittiinyiitmaiviibhudvijiinata}J,; 
tatra ko moha}J, ka}J,foka ekatvamanupa$yata}J,. (is. U, 7) 
When the spiritual practitioner attaining knowledge or one who knows, yasmin 

vijiinata}J,, sees all the elements, all the beings, sarva'f}i bhittani, as his own Self, 
atmaiviibhut, then for such a person believing in one principle, ekatva 
manupa,Syata}J,, where is the delusion and where is the sorrow, tatra ko moha}J, ka}J, 
soka. Because the delusion and the sorrow are the results of the ignorance and 
not for the one who has the knowledge of unity, the knowledge of the Self. 

To achieve that state one needs to be established in the Self, in own form, i .e. ,  
/Jrahmisthiti, establishment in the Brahman, or establishment in the mahapra'f}a, 
the Great Pra1.1a. This happens when the tendencies of the mind are inhibited, 
when the mind no more creates attachments and aversions. To enter into the 
Great PriiJ.la, the HiraJ.lyagarbha one should first know the individual pra'f}awithin 
his body and that we can know through the help of our breath, pra'f}aviiyu. 
According to �i Pataiijali , "pracchardanavidhiira'f}abhyiirh vii prii,'f}OSja" ( Y gs., 1 .34) .  
This means we have to practice the technique of the exhalation and the inhalation. 
Pracchardana means the exhalation in an extended manner, and here we have to 
exhale long and deep with a rhythm. Similarly vidhara'f}a is the inhalation in a 
special manner. Some say vidhiira'f}a is to hold the air outside the body after the 
exhalation but it is not like that. The way we exhaled, in the same way we have to 
inhale. This is the way of balancing the exhalation and the inhalation. We have 
to pour the exhalation in the inhalation and the inhalation in the exhalation. 
This is the first lesson on breath technique. Even if by vidhiira'f}a one understands 
it as holding of breath then it is not to hold the breath by force. In that case we 
have to understand that the process of exhalation, pracchardana, involves the 
process of inhalation. By practicing this process of long and deep exhalations 
and inhalations with rhythm a state will arrive when automatically the breath of 
the practitioner shall stop, that is called kevala kumbhaka, holding of the breath 
automatically, that can be said as vidhiira'f}a. That is Kriya-yoga ( vide infra, heads, 
'The Kriya Technique,"  p. 303; "Pra'f}iiyiima, "p. 306) . One has to learn the technique 
from a master. Since the motion of our mind is under the motion of our breath, 
the motion of the mind will be inhibited when the motion of the breath is inhibited. 
Then mind, citta, attains tranquility, the turbulences of the mind are finished. 

The practitioner who has attained the state of stillness of mind by practicing it 
again and again makes the desires thin. As a result he attains sabija samiidhi, in 
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this samiidhi desires remain in seed form, but due to this samiidhi he holds the 
knowledge by experience. Then practicing again and again he attains nirliija 
samiidhi, this is the state of all everything of the mind being halted. Now even the 
impressions of the previous knowledge are finished. First through knowledge or 
the discriminating intellect gained due to regular practice of the saliija samadhi 
impressions of desires of mundane world are burnt, then again in the final state 
of samadhi even the impressions of that knowledge is halted and one is established 
in kaivalya, the only One. This is the path of yoga. Those practitioners who 
believe in the way of the practice of knowledge can practice mental analysis, 
manana and contemplation, nididhyasana only after having a stable mind, ekagra 
citta, or after reaching the state of saliija samiidhi. This is what Bhagavatpada Sri 
Sankarac:lrya has taught us. We should acquire the last asset of the six assets, 
samadhana, a tranquil state of mind free from desires. Then only the mental 
analysis and the contemplation can give us the desired results. By the mental 
analysis and the contemplation one can eradicate the feeling of world and be 
established in Brahman the Self but before that the process of cleanir-;g the mind 
is same. That is pra1J-akarma, the breath technique. By practice of the breath 
technique the desires will be burnt and this is the process for liberation. We have 
to remember that, atma va are dr�tauya}J, 5rotauyo mantauyo nididhyasitauyo (Br. U, 
4 .5 .6 ) , only the Atman ( the Self) is to be seen , l istened,  analyzed and 
contemplated; here it is said that first the Self is to be seen. Then come the 
listening, the mental analysis and the contemplation. If we leave the first step, 
i.e . ,  to see the Self and then proceed to rest then it is like building a palace 
without a foundation; and the. Self can be seen only in samiidhi achieved through 
pra1J-akarma. So yoga becomes the basic foundation for the knowledge, jiiana. 



3 

Understanding the Principles and 
the Practices of Kriya-yoga 

CORE-PRACTICES OF THE OBSERVANCES, NIYAMA-S, ARE KRIYA-YOGA 
Normal understanding on the Kriya-yoga is that this is a meditation technique. 
The knowledge and the meditation are described as, abhedadarfanarh jniinam 
dhyiinarh nirvi$ayarh mana}J, (MU, 2.2) , to see "no difference" is the knowledge 
and a mind free from the thoughts of objects is the meditation. The aim of 
practicing the Kriya-yoga is to make our minds free from objects and that would 
further lead to see "no difference . "  All the different desires and thought waves of 
the mind must finish. The root cause of these desires is the ego, i .e . ,  "I and 
mine."  Once this ego is finished then for the practitioner there is no difference 
between the individual self, the world and the Cosmic Self. That is the state of 
knowledge and this Knowledge emerges from the meditation. We reach to that 
state of meditation step by step. For that we take the support of our breath and 
there are certain breath practices which we have to follow. These practices are 
named as the Kriya-yoga. �i Pataiijali has described austerity, self-study and 
surrender to or knowing God as the Kriya-yoga in the first slltra of the practice 
part of his treatise, " tapalJ,sviidhyiiyefuaraprarJidhiiniini kriyiiyoga}J," ( Y gs., 2 . 1 ) .  This 
has been mentioned supra, p. 5 (under the head "Theme") . These three have 
been further e laborated into the eight l imbs of yoga . Again he says , 
"$aucasanto$atapalJ,sviidhyiiye5varaprarJidhiiniini niyamii}J," (ibid. ,  2 .32) ; cleanliness, 
contentment ,  austerity, self-study and knowing God are niyama-s or the 
observances. While the yama-s, viz . ,  non-violence, truth, etc. are restraints to be 
practiced, the niyama-s can be said as observances where the yama-s exhaust 
themselves in their fulfillment. Practices of the niyama-s help us in practice of the 
yama-s. We can say the yama-s as rules and the niyama-s as regulations. While the 
three observances, niyama-s, beginning with the austerities etc. forms the core of 
the Kriya-yoga, two more, viz. ,  cleanliness and contentment have been added to 
the observances before those three; this shows that these two are preparatory in 
nature and form the basement. These all along with the restraints, yama-s, can be 
categorized as self-discipline leading to the Knowledge. 
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Here it can be mentioned that �i Pataiijali has described eight limbs of yoga, 
viz. , restraints, yama, observances, niyama, postures, iisana, breathing practices, 
pra:T}iiyiima, withdrawal, pratyiihiira, concentration, dhiirarJ.ii, meditation, dhyiina, 
and transcendental state, samiidhi ( Ygs. ,  2 .29) where as some other texts describe 
only six limbs. They do not include the first two, viz., the restraints, yama and the 
observances, niyama. But we see that these first two form the foundation and the 
second one, observances, holds the core (austerity, self-study and knowing God) 
of the practice part of yoga, which is known as the Kriya-yoga. The rest six (from 
postures to the transcendental state) are only elaborations and result of the 
process named as the Kriya-yoga. It can also be said that the restraints, the 
observances, the postures and the breathing practices form the methodologies 
and withdrawal of the senses, concentration of the mind, meditation and the 
transcendental state are results of the Kriya-yoga. In those texts, where there is 
non-inclusion of restraints and observances, this does not mean their exclusion 
rather these two limbs are taken granted as precondition or as the foundation so 
that they are not mentioned along with the other six manifested limbs. 
Unfortunately some modern day so-called yoga teachers deliberately neglect or 
drop the first two or even mention them as unimportant to please their so-called 
modern disciples. Such persons do not want to leave sense enjoyments and even 
like to use yoga techniques for better sensual gratification. We have nothing to 
say against them but for respect of the tradition and knowledge, better sense 
should prevail in them, and they should not use the term yoga. The purpose of 
performing these eight limbs has been said as, yogiingiinu�thiiniid5uddhik�aye 
jniinadlptiriivivekakhyat,e}J, ( ibid. ,  2 .28) , when impurities are destroyed by practice 
of the limbs of yoga so that Light of Knowledge descends up to the discriminating 
intellect culminating in enlightenment. Discriminating intellect is called viveka 
lmddhi. When this discriminating intellect comes to its culminating point that 
results in enlightenment and is called viveka khyiiti. That leads to "Knowledge 
that holds the Truth,"  rtambharii prajnii. The practice of limbs of yoga leads to 
destruction of impurities in mind that results in viveka khyiiti, which is the cause 
of manifestation of the Knowledge. So the main work is to eradicate the impurities 
of mind, rests are the results. Lord Vasudeva Srikrsna has also said this; labhante 
brahmaniroiir;,am�aya}J, �i'f}akal�iilJ, (S  Bg., 5 .25) , the seers whose sins have been 
thinned out, they achieve liberation in the form of the Brahman. The sins or 
impurities are wrong knowledge, actions both physical and mental done under 
the influences of wrong knowledge and the impressions of these actions in our 
mind-stuff, citta. Physical actions are preceded by the mental actions known as 
vrtti-s. So control of vrtti-s is the practice that would lead to savija samiidhi, samiidhi 
with seed, and then further practice to rtambharii prajnii, knowledge that holds 
the Truth. The core-part for such a spiritual practice is austerity, tapalJ,, self
study, sviidhyiiya and knowing the God, iSvarapra'f}idhiina, which includes all the 
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eight limbs of yoga and named as the Kriya-yoga. Another two practices, 
cleanliness, fouca, and contentment, santo$a are added to these to form the 
observances. Some commentators put Kriya-yoga as the preparatory yoga where 
as �i Pataiijali has mentioned only the term "Kriya-yoga" in his entire treatise 
and the practice part begin with description of the Kriya-yoga. However in later 
days, other seers to glorify the tradition used terms like Raja-yoga, Km:i<Jalini
yoga, etc. This Kriya-yoga is the practice portion; super-normal powers and the 
Knowledge are results and one need not an<i cannot practice them. If we consider 
only the outer practices of tapalJ,, sviidhyaya and iSvaraprarJ,idhana and not the 
inner practices of these three, then we can say these as the preparatory yoga. We 
will discuss and see that the core practices of tapalJ, alone include restraints, 
observances, postures, breath practices, withdrawal of senses, concentration, and 
meditation. However, cleanliness, fouca, and contentment, sant<J$a are preparatory 
in nature so they are not included in defining the Kriya-yoga, and are added only 
as the observances. 

Cleanliness, Sauca: Sauca means "cleanliness leading to purity. " This can be 
divided into external cleanliness, vahya sauca, and internal cleanliness, abhyantara 
sauca. Under the external cleanliness comes keeping the surroundings clean so 
that physical body does not suffer from diseases and an aesd1etic sense is developed, 
and also the body purification processes leading to a healthy body suitable for 
long spiritual practice. The internal cleanliness is the cleanliness of our internal 
organ, i .e. , the mind. Hence it is said, snanam 1nanomalatyii,galJ, saucamindriyanigrahalJ, 
(MU, 2.2) , cleaning the mind from its impurities, manomal,atyagalJ,, is bath, sniinam, 
control of organs, indriyanigrahalJ,, is cleanliness, saucam. 

EXTERNAL CLEANLINESS 

a. Food and Drinks. It is important to mention that we should possess healthy 
body and healthy sense-organs not for enjoying sensuality but for our 
spiritual practice. Practice of the restraints like nonviolence, sexual 
restraints, etc .  help in cleanliness and practice of cleanliness helps in 
observing the restraints. Effect of animal flesh as food can generate 
sensuality and sedative feelings. This also brings unnecessary animal 
metabolites to our body system those become a burden on our body to 
clean them. Again these bring the impressions of sex, violence, fear, etc. ,  
of the animals killed for food to our vital sheath and interfere with the 
evolution of our consciousness. So restraint in food habit is related to 
growth in yoga. Three types of food, viz. ,  siittvika, riijasika, and tiimasika 
are described in Srimad Bhagavadgitii The spiritual practitioners should 
take siittvika foods. This is described as, 

iiyulJ, satvabaliirogyasukhapntivivardhaniilJ,, 
rasyiilJ, snigdhiilJ, sthirii hrdyii iihiiriilJ, siitvikapriyiilJ,. (S Bg. , 1 7 .8)  
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Foods, iihiirii}J,, which increase, vivardhaniilJ,, longevity, iiyulJ,, steadiness 
of mind, sattva, strength, bala, health , iirogya, happiness, sukha, and delight, 
piiti, and that are juicy, rasyiilJ,, bland, snigdhii}J,, substaintial, sthirii, agree
able, hrdyii are dear to persons with noble or sattva qualities, siittvikapriyiilJ,. 

Whereas riijasika foods are described as bitter, acidic, salty, very hot, 
pungent, dry and burning types, and which cause pain, sorrow and sickness 
(S Bg. , 1 7.9) and tamasika foods are described as improperly cooked, the 
essence is lost, putrid and stale and which is left out (by someone after 
eating) and impure (ibid. ,  1 7 . 10) . Persons eat the type of food according 
to their nature. Often this question is asked in spiritual field is that what 
should be eaten and what should not. Here it should be remembered that 
food behavior is not the core of spiritualism. In India it had gone to such 
extreme extent in mediaeval ages that if a person from one particular 
caste touched then the food was not taken by another caste considered to 
be higher. This has nothing to do with spiritualism. Food should be taken 
according to climate , age and work habit. But for yogis or spiritual 
practitioners it is the siittvika food. Whether onion and garlic should be 
taken or not, is a very common question asked. Onion and garlic have no 
doubt medicinal properties but the question is not asked for medicinal 
purpose, if required as a medicine then one should take these. Since 
these are sensual or arousing in nature these are denied to young ascetics, 
and denied to all ascetics since they must learn to control the taste, and 
they should not be after taste satisfaction. 

Alcohol and drugs etc .  are simply titillating to our senses and also 
have drowsy, depressive , hallucinating or exulting actions on our 
nervous system retarding our evolution. Persons smoking or using 
certain drugs can sit for a long period and feel that they are meditating 
with various hal luc inating effects ,  but that is not meditation.  
Intoxications never bring steadiness and their mind is  out of control. 
Ayurveda and modem medical sciences also advocate against drug 
addiction and alcoholism. So they are strictly to be avoided. 

b. Body Cleansing Techniques: These are elaborately dealt in a branch of 
Hat}ia-yoga known as 5uddhikarar,ia kriyiirs, cleansing activities. We find 
some yoga teachers teach these as Kriya-yoga though these are not taught 
under the Kriya-yoga meditation. Ofcourse these are kriyii-s for cleaning 
the physical body, help in keeping the body healthy, and thereby help in 
spiritual practice, so everyone should learn the required portions according 
to needs of their bodies. Otherwise with obsession to these one will stay 
only at the physical health level and would be doing these techniques 
throughout his life. These 5uddhikarar,ia kriyii-s are total six in nature, viz. ,  
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Dhauti, Vasti, Neti, Nauu, Triitaka, and Kapal,abhiiti. One should learn them 
from one expert in the field and details about these are available in all the 
standard books of Hatha-yoga. One can go through books, viz., Gor�a 
Samhita, GherarJ-<f,a Samhita, and Hathayoga Pradipika for details of these 
yogic techniques. Since the details about these would become a booklet, 
the author refrains here from going into details, simply it is mentioned 
here in general to give an idea. 

Dhauti is the cleansing of intestinal tract up to the stomach and there 
are three main types, viz., ja/,a Dhauti, Vastra Dhauti, and DarJ-<J,a Dhauti. 
]ala Dhauti is cleaning stomach by luke-warm saline water; here saline 
water is drank and then vomitted to clean the stomach, and this also cleans 
cough etc. This technique is also known as Vari Dhauti, Vaman Dhauti, and 
Kunjara Kriya, and is of common practice. In Vastra Dhauti about six 
centimeters wide and seven meters long soft cloth without stitches is used 
for cleansing upper gastrointestinal tract. In DarJ-<J,a Dhauti a rubber tube 
of one-centimeter diameter and one meter long is used to expel out the 
saline water drunk from the stomach. However, �i GheraI,J.<;la spoke about 
four types of Dhauti, viz. ,  Antardhauti, Dantadhauti, Hrddhauti, and 
Mit/,afodhana ( Gh. S, 1 . 13 ) . Again, Antardhauti is of four types (ibid. , 1 . 14) , 
viz. ,  Viitasara, this is cleansing through air, also known as Kaki PriirJ-ii,yama 
( ibid. ,  1 . 15-16) ; Varisara; here saline water taken through mouth and 
passed out through anus (ibid., 1 . 1 7-18) , this is also known as Sank.ha 
Pra'ft$ii/,ana Kriya; Vahnisara, also called as Agnisara ( ibid. , 1 . 19-20) , this is 
movement of the abdominal wall in U<J,41,yana Bandha; and Bah�krta, this 
is galloping and holding the air inside the stomach for a period and then 
expelling through anus (ibid. , 1 . 21 ) .  These should be tried with the help 
of a competent guide. Danta Dhauti is also of four types, viz. , cleansing the 
base of teeth, Dantamit/,a,Dhauti, cleansing the base of the tongue,jihvamit/,a 
Dhauti, cleansing the ear hole, KarrJarandhra Dha'l,lti, cleansing the palate, 
Kapal,arandhra Dhauti (ibid. ,  1 .26-35) . All traditional Indian mothers used 
· to do these for their children. l/.rddhauti, cleansing heart (actually stomach) 
is of three types, viz., DarJ-<J,a Dhauti, Vaman Dhauti, and Viis Dhauti. In 
DaTJ-<J,a Dhauti a soft stick of turmeric plant or banana plant etc. is used for 
cleaning to remove cough etc . ,  nowadays these techniques are followed 
rarely, and one should rather practice Kuiijara Kriya and neti to remove 
cough etc. Vaman Dhauti is cleaning mouth thoroughly after a meal; every 
Indian does this from childhQod. Viis Dhauti is mentioned above as Vastra 
Dhauti (ibid . ,  1 . 36-42) . In MulaSodhana, a soft root or finger cleans rectum 
and ghee or mustard oil is applied then, this helps to remove constipation 
(ibid. ,  1 .43-45) . 
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Vasti i s  cleansing the rectum and the large intestine,  i . e . ,  lower 
gastrointestinal tract, sending water through a pipe; nowadays, clinical 
enema has taken its place. Practice of A.Svini mudrii is also known as Vasti 
( Gh. S. , 9.49) . However, the Sankha Pra�iilana Kriyii is best for cleaning 
the entire gastrointestinal tract. This kriyii comes under Dhauti also . Here 
luke-warm saline water is taken and some postures and exercises are done 
so that complete bowel-wash is done and then the entire gastrointestinal 
tract is washed with water. The exercises and postures normally followed 
are walking on toes, stretching and twisting in Tac;lasana, Bhujangasana, 
ASvasaficfilanasana Kriya, Ardhamatsyendrasana, Pavanamuktasana Kriya, 
U dara Kar�ar:iasana, and Cakrasana. One can also select another set of 
exercises, which cause the inner movements of abdomen. Everybody 
should learn this from an expert and practice this kriyii once in three 
months or at least once in six months. This removes laziness and corrects 
chronic disorders oflarge intestine. Moreover this kriyii is very much useful 
as a pre-meditation technique since this helps priirµz to ascend from the 
MUladhara to the Ajfia during prarJ,akarma. Though this technique is not 
taught under the Kriya-yoga-meditation but this is very much helpful for 
the practitioners of Kriya-yoga. This is from the personal experience of 
the author that priirµi, ascends smoothly during prarJ,akarma in few weeks 
when first-kriya-proper technique is practiced after the Sankha Pra�alana 
Kriya. 

. 

Neti is cleansing the nasal passage. This is mainly of three types, viz. ,  
]ala Neti, Sutra Neti, and Kapala Neti. The ]ala Neti is a popular form and 
a Neti Pot is used to cl�an the nasal passage by saline water. Here the 
water passes through the nostril in contact with the neti pot, and comes 
out through the opposite nostril. This is very common and often practiced. 
In Sutra Neti a cotton-thread or a soft rubber catheter is used to clean 
nasal passage. Kapiila Neti is like ]ala Neti only with the difference that 
water comes out of mouth instead of opposite nostril. These techniques 
help in removing congestion, headache, sinusitis, bronchitis, etc. and help 
in breathing practices, prarµi,karma. One who is practicing priirJ,akarma does 
not suffer from nasal congestion etc. normally other than periodical viral 
infections, and even those infections to such a person are rare. But if one 
is suffering from nasal congestion, sinusitis or bronchitis etc. then he should 
practice ]ala Neti or Kapiila Neti for a period to be cured and then resort 
to deep breathing exercises. 

Naurz Kriya is seen in high esteem by the Ha!ha-yogins, and here the 
abdominal muscle, rectus abdominis, which forms the front linear wall of 
the abdominal cavity is contracted, isolated and rolled. First Utf41,yiina 
Bandha and Agnisara Kriya are practiced and then Middle Nauli, Right 
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and Left Nauli, and then Nauli Movements are practiced. These have 
benefactor and curing effects related to abdomen, stomach, small intestine, 
large intestine, pancreas, liver and other abdominal organs. This technique 
is also taught in some disciplines as Nabhi Kriya. 

Triifaka is cleansing of eyes and is also a concentration technique. 
Normally gazing to a candle flame without blinking of eyes is practiced 
starting from. ten seconds and gradually duration is increased followed by 
relaxation or defocusing and palming the eyes. This is normally done in 
evening, in night or in a dark room. This activates tear glands and purifies 
visual system. Since will power is used to gaze for a longer period, this 
strengthens will power and promotes concentration. Triifaka has many 
varieties like gazing to a point in a wall, to a symbol, on the tip of the nose, 
the moon, stars or the sun in early morning. All these help in increasing 
concentration and can be practiced, but in the Kriya-yoga one learns to 
do inner-trataka, antar-triifaka, when the kriya-practitioner concentrates 
in the energy centers, cakra-s, within the body. Once antar-triifaka is learned 
then there is no meaning in continuing with outer-tratakas, bahir-triitaka. 
The present author is practicing inner-trataka from 1994 and found that 
this concentration on cakra-s also has cleansing effects on eyes as tears roll 
down during meditation in early days of concentration. Tears can also 
come in meditation due to emergence of sorrowful past impressions and/ 
or emergence of emotional devotion, bhiiva, during meditation. An old 
practitioner is able to differentiate these from the former. Here it may be 
mentioned that a sudden desire appeared in the mind of the present 
author to practice outer-trataka on candle flame before the festival of 
Dipavali in 2002 in his master's ashram at Rishikesh and he practiced this 
for more than fifteen days continuously. Though he knew about the 
procedure to be followed but due to excessive interest and strong will he 
gazed to the flame for a long period. For three/four days before the day 
of Dipavali this was for a stretch of ten tb fifteen minutes continuously. 
Then from the day of Dipavali this was increased for a period of thirty 
minutes at a stretch and then further increased to about one hour, then 
with an interval of ten minutes in-between this was practiced twice for 
about twenty minutes in each time. This sudden practice for a long duration 
resulted in blackening the area around the eyes and this took about three 
to four months to have complete normal skin around eyes. So one should 
not follow such a sudden long duration practice, which is damaging to 
body. May be this long gazing was possible on my part due to previous 
long practice of inner-trataka. This gave the experience that tears flow 
strongly in outer-trataka and strengthens will power. This is a good medium 
of concentration and mind is gradually absorbed in the flame but this can 
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also be hallucinating if one is interested in enjoying changes in the flame 
like expanding, contracting, increasing in number and taking various forms. 
The inner-trata.ka is of a superior type of concentration than flame gazing 
and once one learns this there is no need of outer-trai:akas. But those 
persons with a restless mind and not established in inner-traµ.ka should 
first try with outer-trai:aka or flame gazing of small durations starting with 
ten to thirty seconds and gradually increase the duration. Then they should 
further shift to the inner-trata.ka, i .e . ,  concentration on an energy center, 
cakra. 

Kapalabhati is a technique to stimulate the brain cells and removing 
the lethargy. It also cleans lungs, respiratory tracts and abdominal organs. 
This can be practiced as a preparatory practice for the Kriya-yoga 
meditation. Sitting in a meditative posture one can practice this, and then 
exhaling with force followed by passive inhalation. This process is repeated 
in quick succession. Breath tiredness is brought after a period of practice, 
then there will be no urge for breathing for few seconds and one may 
experience a state of inner silence . The first step of Nabhi Kriya technique 
taught as a preparatory technique for Kriya-yoga meditation by some 
masters is a simpler modified form of Kapalabhati. 

Other body cleansing techniques involves Ayurveda,  Physiotherapy, 
Naturopathy, viz. ,  use of soil, water, sunlight, etc . ,  autosuggestion and use of will 
power etc. 

�i Patafijali says, "5aucatsviingajugupsii parairasarhsargali' ( Ygs. ,  2 .40) , by 
practice of purification one develops aversion towards his own body that extends 
the contact with other bodies. This is very much helpful in practicing continence. 
When one is under the body purification process he recognizes the imperfections, 
impermanence and transitory nature of his body, and looses attachment and 
develops distaste towards attachment for the body. That knowledge about own 
body extends to all other bodies, and sensuality developing from attraction towards 
a body disappears. Knowledge from external purification also develops internal 
purification,  and then one recognizes that he is not the body-self and dislike 
develops towards enjoying sense objects. But there are always some demons 
those use a limb of yoga for sense enjoyment since they have that mindset from 
the beginning and their evolution is still with the level of animalism. So techniques 
alone do not work without devotion, §raddhii, along with proper understanding. 

Internal Cleanliness or Purity: Cleansing the mind from its impurities like anger, 
greed, hatred, jealousy, cruelty, etc. are called antariauca or abhyantara$auca. 
These impurities are afflictions and turbulences of the mind. This internal 
cleanliness is the whole spiritual practice, by this practice one gets rid from 
actions of rajas and tamas and establishes in sattva. One gets established in yoga 
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when one is beyond the three qualities but before that by practice of iibhyantara
sauca one is in sattva based qualities. The practices for these are austerity, tapa!J,, 
self-study, sviidhyiiya and knowing the God, zsvaraprarJ,idhiina. Training our mind 
with contemplation of friendship, kindness, contentment and indifference etc. 
"maitrikarur],iimuditopek$ii1J,iim ( Ygs., 1 .33) helps in achieving a state of mental 
bliss. But such a mental contemplation should stem up from practice of one 
principle, ekatattviibhyiisa (ibid., 1 .32) and is most effective when that one principle 
is Priir,ia, i .e . ,  iSva.ra; iSvaraprar,iidhiinadvii (ibid. ,  1 .23) , by the practice of iSva.ra. 
So this is to be based on vital energy with devotion, since vital practices makes 
the desires thin and develops discriminating ability helping us to get rid of the 
vices. For this first we have to do the breath technique, priir],akarma, the technique 
of exhalation and inhalation, "pracchardanavidhiirar],iibhyiirh va frriirJ,asya" (ibid., 
1 .34) . 

The subsequent virtues those develop due to observance of purity are, 
sattva5uddhisaumanasyaikiigryendriyajayii-tmadar$anayogyatviini ca ( ibid. ,  2.41 ) ;  
purification of the mind, sattvafoddh� this is the discriminating ability and "Pure 
I-Sense" when all everything becomes the Self that lead to delightfulness of the 
mind, saumanasyii, resulting in one-pointedness of the mind, ekiigrya, and one
pointedness helps in winning over the sense-organs, indriyajayii, thereby leading 
to the ability for Self-realization, iitmadarianayogyatviini. So both external and 
internal cleanliness are foundations for Self-realization. 

Here we should remember that cleanliness, fauca, is a positive quality of 
MUladhara whearas uncleanliness, a5auca, is a negative quality. Mitliidhiira means 
basic foundation and cleanliness is the basic foundation of yogic practices. We 
have to eradicate impurities of our body and mind, i .e. ,  feeling of ego. Our ego 
or "I-sense" is deep founded within our body as a feeling of "body as the self. " 
This feeling is based on body at Muladhara and extends up to intellect identifying 
itself with "I sense" in Anahata. More we minimize this "narrow I-sense" then 
more is the expression of delightfulness in the mind at Visuddha. 

Contentment, �a: A yoga practitioner should learn never to be dissatisfied. 
Contentment develops from non-acceptance, aparigraha, and non-acceptance 
develops to contentment. We should learn to know our limitations. Contentment 
is a mental attitude; it has nothing to do with physical possessions. One may 
possess the property of the whole world but can remain ever a mentally poor, so 
the real poverty and feeling of poverty are different things. Once the feeling of 
poverty is eradicated then there is contentment and the feeling of poverty is not 
eradicated by gathering many; one needs a pair of shoes to walk, need not try to 
cover the whole earth with canvas. Contentment is also to be established in all 
situations and all facets of life, not simply with material possessions. Results of 
our works always may not be according to our expected lines, again sometimes 
situations may suddenly become unfavorable but one has learn to be contented 
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in all spheres of the life. Contentment gives us happiness and dissatisfaction 
leads to sorrow. Eradicating hankerings from the mind is contentment. But we 
should remember that developing lethargy and thereby remaining satisfied is 
not contentment. 

�i Pataiijali says, santo�iidanuttamasukhaliibhalJ, ( Ygs., 2 .42) , from contentment 
is gained unsurpassed happiness. The pleasures enjoyed by enjoying sense objects 
and even the enjoyments in heaven or in a different world are not comparable 
to the transcendental happiness arising from the contentment. This is an inner 
satisfaction. This generates from the positive effect of Svadhi�thana, the sacrum 
center and culminates in the bliss of the Self at Visuddha, the cervical center. 
Svadhi�thana is the center of taste, not only the sense of taste but also the inner 
sense of taste of the mind. Since this is the center for desires negative effect here 
generates appetites like sexual urges, obsession with possessiveness, etc .  that are 
never satisfied in our life and positive effect develops to the inner satisfaction. 

THE KRIYA-IDGA 

Now let us discuss the inner three circles of Kriya-yoga described as austerity, 
self-study and knowing the Inner God. 

Austerity, Tapal:i: Performing self-disciplines by which the desires in the mind 
decrease are called austerities. This is to develop capability to tolerate hardships 
in life, to tolerate opposites like pain and pleasure, heat and cold, etc. A long 
range of performances comes under austerities. Various types of penances and 
inflictions on the body are also termed as austerities but these have not been said 
with an intention to torture the body. The austerity we talk about should not 
cause any physiological or pathological disturbances. If someone resorts to some 
extreme penance only as a correcting measure then this can be accepted as 
tapalJ,, but it should be kept in mind that tapa!J, must not be harmful to our body 
and senses and should lead to a state of bliss at the end. It should start with 
simple practices like rolling tongue up, khecan mudrii, keeping the spine straight 
and breath awareness. Tapa!J, is the performance of righteousness and duties, 
and tapa!J, is the activities undertaken to eradicate the wrong knowledge thereby 
paving way for the Knowledge. 

After the deliberation of the Brahman in the entire Kenopani�ad beginning 
with "He is ear of the ear etc ."  and ending with tadvanam, His Adorable, since as 

the indwelling Self that is adorable to all, again the question was asked to speak 
about the Upani�d, the secret knowledge though the knowledge was already 
imparted. Then it was answered, " tasye tapo damalJ, karmeti prati�/ha vedalJ, 
sarvaitgO,ni satyamayatanam (Ke. U, 4.8) , its foundations are, tasye prat�/ha, austerity, 
tapalJ,, control of sense organs, damalJ,, and actions, karmeti; all the limbs are the 
Vedas, vedalJ, sarvaitgO,ni, truth is the abode, satyamayatanam. This much is the 
secret of the whole spiritual practice. The foundation has three pillars, viz., 
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austerity, control of sense-organs and actions from rites up to pra'f}akarma, but 
later two also come under austerity. Though the Knowledge of Brahman was 

already imparted it was not possible on part of a disciple to comprehend because 
of lack of eradication of sins or desires as expounded in a story in chapter eight 
of Chandogya Upani$ad where Virocana miscomprehend the body as the Self. So 
first condition is mind must be purified by tapalJ,. Beginning from practice of all 
five restraints, yama-s, viz . ,  non-violence, truth, etc. and all five observances, niyama
s, cleanliness, contentment, etc. up to postures and breath practices, prii'f}akarma, 
all come under tapalJ,. TapalJ, is also withdrawal of mind from the sense-objects 
and practice of the trio, i .e . ,  concentration, meditation and samadhi. TapalJ, 
demands resolve or determination to perform them along with faith, 5raddha. 
This demands tolerance, self-imposed discipline, control of sense-organs, control 
of organs of action and control of the mind. This needs one-pointedness. 
Pra5nopani$ad emphasizes tapalJ, again and again; athottarer,ia tapasa llrahmacaryer,ia 
fraddhaya vidyayatmiinamanvi$yii, dityambhijayante (Pr. U, 1 . 1 0) ,  again, atha, by 
moving through the Northern Route, uttarer,ia, they conquer, abhijayante, the 
sun, adityam, by searching, anvi$ya, the Self, atmiinam, through austerity, tapasa, 
through continence, llrahmacarye'f}a, through faith, fraddhayii, and through 
knowledge (of meditation) ,  vidyaya. Here the clue to tapalJ, is given. TapalJ, means 
heat, this is the inner heat generated by breath practice, prii'f}akarma, this destroys 
all the sins of the mind. Here it is said they conquer the sun, the sun is pra'f}a, 
they knew that "I am Prar:ia that is the Sun."  Unity of individual prii'f}a with that of 
the Cosmic Pr:lQa is established. For that they perform austerity, tapalJ,, this is 
control of organs and control of the mind. Continence, llrahmacaryer,ia, though 
comes under tapalJ, but this is emphasized separately. Then faith, sraddha, is 
associated with it, without faith tapalJ, is lifeless. These lead to meditation, vidya, 
which is resulting in eradication of the wrong knowledge and manifestation of 
the Knowledge. All these are done by practice of moving through the Northern 
Route. The Northern Route is the Ascending Prar:ia from MUladhara to Sahasrara. 
This breath practice of Ascending Prar:ia with 5raddha and IJrahmacarya is tapalJ,, 
and this tapalJ, is known as the Kriya-yoga. Austerity, continence and faith are 
further emphasized in Pra5nopani$ad, text 3, chap. 5. 

�i Pataftjali says, kayendriyasiddhira5uddhik$ayattapasa1J, ( Y g.s., 2 .43) , practice 
of austerities brings perfection of the body and the organs by destruction of 
impurities. Austerities destroy impurities of body, sense-organs, organs of action 
and mind. The main form of austerity is the breath practice that generates inner 
heat and burns impurities of the mind. Now the mind learns to be unaffected by 
cravings and aversions, also learns to be unaffected by bodily limitations. Practice 
of restraints and observances along wi th steady posture for practice of 
concentration etc .  accompanied by the breath practices brings perfections of the 
body, both gross and subtle, along with the perfections of organs. TapalJ, emanates 
from the Mar:iipiira, the lumbar center related to the fire element and the mind 
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sheath. This mind center, Mai,ipura, i s  the seat of desires and these desires are 
to be burned through the priiT}akarma. PriiT}akarma when done with 5raddhii 
becomes priiTJ-opasanii, worshiping priiTJ-a. 

Self-study, Svadhyaya: Sviidhyiiya is the self-study. Normally it refers to repetition 
of Aum etc. ,  and study of scriptures dealing with the Knowledge and emancipation. 
Here Aum represents also all other scriptural syllabi and hymns. Sviidhyaya is not 
merely an intellectual treatise as often understood by many, then the study of 
philosophy or even mathematics or history can be sviidhyaya; rather this is the 
self-contemplation, this is reading of the Inner Self. Studies of scriptures only 
help this giving an intellectual understanding, so this is an outer appendage of 
svadhyaya. Svadhyaya is our inner reading, reading of laws of the Nature and 
isvara within our inner organ, anta1J,kara1J-a, called ritta. The hamsa sadhanii 
technique of Kriya-yoga helps us in reading our own Self. Ham is exhalation and 
sa is inhalation. This is natural sound of our breath. Our breath is always repeating 
hamsa, soham; this inner repetition of non-repetition, ajapii japa, is going on 
from birth to death without our knowledge. This has to be brought to our 
knowledge; breath awareness is the key. That would help in inhibiting the actions 
of citta thereby reflecting the Self. Hamsa means "I am That" and soham means 
''That is me; "  a mental contemplation with ''That Principle" along with the breath 
awareness helps the practitioner in rapid progress in initial days. This is practicing 
unity with the personal God, the Cosmic Self, lroara, or the Truth Consciousness 
Principle according to the state of the practitioner. With mental contemplation 
and establishing unity with the Principle along with breath this becomes best 
form of " ahamgraha upasanii, " and without mental contemplation simply watching 
the breath and thereby watching actions of citta this becomes practice of 
equanimity. The Aum Technique and the repetitions of single-syllable sounds 
with feeling of vital energy in each petal of the cakras are also svadhyaya. These 
all are taught in Kriya-yoga, and svadhyiiya is fulfilled in iSvarapraT}idhana leading 
to samiidhi resulting in attaining ones own form. 

�i Pataftjali says, "sviidhyiiyiidi$fadevatiisamprayoga}J," ( Ygs., 2 .44) , from 
self-study communion with the sought deity is established. It is normally 
said that if one repeats the mantra or sacred syllabi of his Personal God and 
reads the scriptures related to that God (means specific Pural).a dealing 
with the god) then communion with the desired deity is established. This 
is the way in the path of devotion, and here emotion plays a greater role. 
One accepts a particular deity be it Rama, Kr�Q.a, Durga, Siva, Buddha, 
�abha, Nanak, Maria, Jesus, or Gurudev as the desired deity according to 
ones own nature and liking. The devotee with full faith and devotion thrusts 
"total godliness, " iSvaratva, on that deity, this is called adhyiiropa. This should 
not be misunderstood that the particular deity is not God or iSvru-a and only 
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the qualities of i8vara are applied upon. Any deity can be i8vara if our worship 
is without any desire, if it is for total love and knowledge and to get rid of 
our sins. Whereas having the intellectual knowledge of i8vara according to 
scriptures but we if worship for fulfillment of our desires then that i8vara is 
a god of a department concerning the faculty of our desire, and fulfils that 
desire. Say for examples, if we pray i8vara to be cured from our physical 
illness then i8vara becomes ASvinikumara, and if we pray i8vara for wealth 
then I8vara becomes Kubera. Coming to our discussion of the sought deity, 
i�tadeva, this love and attachment to the desired deity inhibits all other 
desires or passions; a special type of vrtti called love to the Personal God 
halts all other actions, vrtti-s, of mind. This type of meditation is named as 
meditation based on love or affection , mamatanubandhi, and this is 
attachment-based meditation. Though ordinarily on repetition of mantra 
thoughts are not fixed on its meaning when svadhyaya is established then 
it is one-pointedness; chanting, meaning, concentration and earnest love 
all merge and appearance of the desired deity happens. This can do many 
miracles also. God is within us and He manifests according to the nature of 
our form of concentration, dhyeyakiira vrtti. This is the manife�tation of our 
own citta. This is the way of devotees and easier to practice. The Kriya-yoga 
techniques help in this to those kriya practitioners who are devotees in 
nature. A kriya practitioner can be a devotee, may be at the beginning with 
an emotional devotion as most of us start with but he has to ascend through 
the sense of equanimity to the true devotion based on the knowledge of 
the Self. Here we have to remember that yoga is a way of practicing 
equanimity, this is meditation based on state of equilibrium, samatanubandhi, 
here attachment or aversion to any particular kind of vrtti is not desired, 
the practitioner establishes himself as a seer of the vrtti-s. As at the final 
stage in yoga all the vrtti-s are inhibited, not a single vrtti is hold or possessed 
by the practitioner; then whatever reflects on a transparent citta is the real 
form, svari.tpa, of the practitioner. But at the stage of svadhyaya, a yogi is 
not yet established in his real form. By practice of soham breath, he improves 
in the way of understanding the Self, sva. At this stage if his mind still rolls 
around a Personal God then he has vision of that deity or else he has vision 
of his forefathers, gods, goddesses, heavenly beings, sages, siddhas, celestial 
beings and gurus of his and other traditions. In many cases a practitioner 
could not understand the law behind these and enjoys. These all visions 
are truth but not the final Truth. This is the Principle reflected from a 
drop of consciousness, i.e . ,  his own citta to take various glowing forms. One 
should know that he is progressing but should not struck at that level. Later 
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at the final stage of samiidhi he understands that all these including his 
own form are nothing but the Self. We should know that our desired God, 
�tadevatii, is our Inner Father, and this is our PraQ.a the isvara. We have 
discussed about Pral).a the isvara under the head, "Priir_ia is isvara the 
Hiral).yagarbha" (supra, p. 60) and it is further in discussion in the next 
head, "Knowing the God, ifoaraprar_iidhiina." Since sviidhyiiya is related to 
the special knowledge, vijniina, it stems up from the Anahata, the dorsal 
center. 

Knowing the God, livarapralJ.idhana: ifoaraprar_iidhiina is the Kriya-yoga. 
Most of the commentaries put ifoaraprar_iidhiina as devotion and surrender 
to God. This is partly correct when our understanding of devotion is simply 
emotion . This depends on our understanding of ifoara and prar_iidhiina. 
For those devotees or the Kriya-yogis believing in a Personal God like Rama, 
Kr!?Q.a or Kali, ifoaraprar_iidhiina is surrender to that God and this stems up 
from the emotional structure of the devotee's ci,tta. This helps in spiritual 
growth, warding off prohibitory deeds and developing virtues. Of course 
this much can make the world a heaven, but if the total unity with i8vara as 
the Cosmic Self or with the -orinciple called Truth is not established, and if 
that Personal God is a separate entity from the practitioner and also a 
separate entity from Personal Gods of others, either superior, inferior or at 
the same scale, then this God is not "i8vara the Cosmic Self. " ifoaraprar_iidhiina 
term comes four times in Yogasiitras: ( 1 )  lfoaraprar_iidhiinadvii ( Yg.5., 1 .23) , 
from i8varapra:Q.idhana also (one attains samadhi) ;  (2) ''tapalµviidhyiiyefoara
prar_iidhiiniini kriyiiyogall (ibid.,  2 . 1 ) ,  tapalJ,, sviidhyiiya, and lfoaraprar_iidhiina 
are Kriya-yoga; (3) "foucasanto�atapalJ,sviidhyiiyefoaraprar_iidhiiniini niyamiilJ," 
(ibid. ,  2 .32) , cleanliness, contentment, austerity, study and knowing God, 
iSvaraprar_iidhiina, are the observances; ( 4) samiidhisiddhinsvaraprar_iidhiinat 
(ibid. , 2 .45) , lfoaraprar_iidhana leads to attaining samiidhi. So lsvaraprar_ii
dhiina is core practic ; of the Kriya-yoga, lfoaraprar_iidhiina is one of the 
observances, and lfoaraprar_iidhiina is twice emphasized as means of attaining 
the transcendental super-conscious-state called samiidhi. 

So it becomes most important to understand i5varapra7;tidhiina. This is a special 
technical term in Kriya-yoga, not simple surrender as ordinarily understood. 
Prar.iidhana means contemplation, also prar.iidhana means practice .  So 
lwaraprar,tidhana is contemplation or practice of God. This is a special form of 
devotion. This is feeling the existence of the God in innermost core of our heart 
and to merge all everything existing within our inner makeup to the God. Nidhana 
means to determine or to know with certainty, when prefix pra is added this, it 
becomes prar,iidhana-, here the first "n" in nidhana becomes "r,i" due to addition 
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of prefix pra. The meaning of pra?Jidhana becomes to know something in totality 
when nothing more is left to know on that. So ifuarapra?Jidhiina is to know God 
the l8vara in totality by the practice of l8vara. This is knowledge. 

God the isvara: Now we have to understand Isvara or the God to understand 
ifuarapra?Jidhiina. We have already discussed it under the head, "Prii?Ja is Isvara 
the Hirai:iyagarbha" ( supra, p.  60) . About Isvara, l_l�i Patafijali says , "klefo
karmavipiikiiSayairapariimr$fa puru$aViSe$a zsvaralJ,. " ( y �-' 1 .24. ) Isvara is a special 
person (Pu�a) , pu�aviSe$a ifuaraJ:i, unaffected by, aparamma, affliction, kleSa, 
deed or action, karma, result of action, vipiika, or the inherent impressions thereof, 
iiSayailJ,. In Saiikhya Philosophy twenty-five principles are described whereas in 
Yoga Philosophy there is description of twenty-six principles, the Isvara is the 
twenty-sixth one . This Isvara Principle is made distinct in the Philosophy from 
Puru�a Principle and Pradhana (Nature) Principle. Though Isvara is same as 
Puru� but distinction is made between Puru�a and a Special Puru�a Isvara because 
Individual Puru�a (fiviitmii or indwelling self) is imagined to be experiencing 
afflictions and deeds etc. In actuality afflictions etc. are attributed to the nature 
of citta, but due to indiscrimination between citta and Individual Puru�a, the 
behaviors of citta are applied upon the Individual Puru�a, this is the ignorance. 
The Special Puru�a Isvara is unaffected by the enjoyments of pains and pleasures. 
An Individual Puru�a unties the bondage and attains liberation by eradication of 
the ignorance but l8vara had no such bondage in p"st nor will have in future. 
l8vara is the Cosmic Self and Individual Puru�a is the individual self and this is 
one Principle; but the individual self is ignorant about its totality whereas 
preeminence of isvara due to omniscience etc.  is eternal. i8vara is free, ever 
liberated. The same Isvara resides in each body as the Indwelling Self. That 
Principle is same before the body, inside the body, after the body and in all the 
bodies. That is our Life-force, Prai:i.a. He is Viisudeva, the God who sits in each 
being; viisaniidviisudevasya biisitarh bhuvana trayam, from the desire of Lord 
Vasudeva the three worlds come into existence, sarvabhittaniviiso'sti viisudeva 
namo, stute, we bow down to Vasudeva who dwells in all beings. Once the problems 
or afflictions of citta are mitigated then citta does not reflect ego, the enjoyer, on 
the Indwelling Self. Then Puru�a and Special Puru�a are same. How is that Self 
the l8vara? The lsopan�ad says, 

sa paryagiicchukramakiiyamavra?Ja
masniivirarh 5uddhamapiipaviddham, 

kavirmani$i paribhulJ, svayambhuryii 
thiitathyato 'rthiin vyadadhiicchiifoatibhyalJ, samiibhyalJ,. (is. U, 8) 

He, sa, has come from all sides (omnipresent) , paryagiit, is the bright, 5ukram, 
the bodiless, akiiyam, the woundless, avara?Jam, the sinewless, asniiviram, the pure, 
suddham, not pierced by sin, apiipaviddham, the seer of all, kavilJ,, the ruler of 
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mind, man"i� the transcendent, paribhuf,t, the self-existent, svayambhuf,t; He has 
distributed, vyadadhiit, the divine properties,  arthiin, in the proper way, 
yiithiitathyataf,t, to the eternal years ( to the Prajiipatis or creators) , siiSvat"ibhyaf,t 
samabhyaf,t. 

Such is the quality of the Lord. He is all pervasive like space, then bright and 
bodiless, thus even without a subtle body, i . e . ,  mind, intellect, ego, and 
subconscious. Woundless and sinewless means without a physical body, the pure 
means not even affected by the three qualities of Nature, so not pierced by sin . 
He is the seer of all, omniscient and the ruler of the mind, i .e . ,  the ruler of 
individual minds in all beings and the cosmic mind. He transcends all and self
existing, never created and never met an end. He has distributed the duties to 
the Cosmic Mind, the Cosmic Gross Body and to different gods. He is Isa, the 
Supreme Ruler and the Supreme Self. He is the PriirJa, the sum total of all the 
powers of will, all the powers of knowledge and all the powers of action. It is 
said, yadidam kim ca jagat sarvam priitJ,a ejati nif.tsrtam etc. ( Ka. U, 2 .3 .2 ) , the 
whole universe emerges from Prfu).a and moves because of PraQ.a, this is the 
great terror like an uplifted thunderholt and he who knows this becomes immortal. 

The other attributes of lSvara as described in YogasU,tras are: tatra nirati5ayam 
sarvajnavijam ( Y_gl. , 1 .25) , the seed of omniscience in Him cannot be exceeded. 
He is all knowing, the knowledge how vast and deep may be within a being, 
element or god, cannot exceed Him; a part cannot exceed the total. He is sum 
total of all the knowledge. His knowledge is not like that of latent impressions in 
a citta, but a citta can reflect His knowledge by extinguishing the latent impressions, 
smrtipariSuddhi, thereby bringing the discriminative enlightenment, viveka khyiiti. 
Again He is, purve$iimapi guruf,t kiiknii-navacchediit (ibid. ,  1 . 26) , the teacher of 
the formers not limited by the time. i5vara is former to the formers, viz . ,  Brahma, 
the Lord of Creation etc. since He is not bound by time, He is Mahakfila. He is 
ancient and forerunner to all everything that is manifested. He is the seed from 
which manifestation of trinity, Lord of Creation, Lord of Sustention and Lord of 
Dissolution, and the manifested worlds with beings appeared and in whom all is 
merged. That is the Principle named Truth and Consciousness activated intending 
creation. That Activated Principle is MahapraQ.a, and that is isvara, wheareas the 
Inactivated Principle is the Transcendental Brahman in which activity is denied 
as per scriptures. This i5vara can be named as follows, tasya viicakaf,t pratJ,avalJ, 
(ibid. ,  1 .27) ; the word designating Him is PraQ.ava. This is the mystic sound Awn, 
the word by which the glory of i5vara is sung. Aum is ifoarapratJ,idhiina, practicing 
lSvara. So, tajjapastadarthabhiivanam (ibid. ,  1 .28) , repeat That and contemplate 
the meaning. This much is ifoarapratJ,idhiina. 

Understanding lsvaraprcuµdhana Technique: Now let us come to the technique 
of ifoarapratJ,idhiina. What is that Aum designated as isvara, how to repeat That 
and how to contemplate on the meaning? The cause of creation is vibration or 
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throb. And that throb is sound. Aum or PrarJ,ava is the first causal sound. It is 
impossible to pronounce the real A.um. Aum is composed of three letters, viz. ,  a, 
u, m and a halfletter, ardhamiitrii. The three letters a, u, and mean be pronounced 
but not the ardhamiitrii. So it is said, "ardhamiitriisthitii nityii yiinuca:ryii viSeyataQ " 
( Sds. , 1 .74) , (Oh Goddess Bhagavati Mahakali, you are) eternally established as 
ardhamiitrii that cannot be pronounced specially. With a, 1t, and m, this covers all 
the range of sounds, viz . ,  articulate utterance, murmurings and visual/obseived 
utterance. All the creations are covered by these three. Three worlds earth, 
heaven and intermediate space are covered. Manifested world, subtle world and 
causal world are covered. Three states of awake, dream and deep sleep are 
covered. But most important is the fourth one that is beyond everything, the 
form of Knowledge only. That is the transcendental part of Aum. Though this 
Aum is not possible to chant, but a beginner starts with chanting verbally; this is 
no chanting only stepping into chant process. Then he starts with mental chant 
but with the mental chant mind can roam from objects to objects, which is also 
no chant. So it is said, ''yadiinudhyiiyate mantram giitrakampotha jiiyate" ( YSU, 70) , 
when a sacred syllable is meditated upon vibrations occur in the body. Here it 
should be kept in mind that, a psychic situation can create vibrations due to 
emergence of moods like fear, anger etc. as most of the performers do, and even 
some persons performing black magics manipulate people with these, but we 
are not talking here about such situations. This vibration we talk about is a 
natural feeling of vital energy, so this is the vibration of our priirJ,a in the body 
called vyiina viiyu. This comes from priirJ,akarma. This is "Aum Technique" in 
Kriya-yoga. Then mind slowly merges in the vital energy. This further develops 
to listening to the inner sounds, niida 5ravarJ,a; all the inner sounds are Aum only. 
One can also practice niida fravarJ,a by closing the ear holes by thumbs and 
concentrating at Ajii.a, but priirJ,akarma does this automatically. The normal 
priirJ,akarma without any effort is harhsa. So it is said, aum kauia/,a harhsa siidhanii, 
the Aum Technique is the practice of harhsa. Our exhalation is ham and our 
inhalation is sa. This is naturally going on from birth to death. By practice of 
harhsa, the breath awareness, a state comes when there is no inhalation or 
exhalation, no ham or sa. Only the ardhamiitrii remains, which is the state of bliss 
without any afflictions, kksiiQ, and that is Isvara. Since this is the state of bliss this 
practice stems up from Visuddha, the cervical center. 

I5varapra¢dhina Kriyi: For success in State of Isvara, the basic foundation 
technique in Kriya-yoga in addition to above discussed "Aum Technique" and 
"Harilsa Sadhana" is the Kriya Proper Technique of first Kriya. Though various 
names have been given like Kriya Pra:r:iayama, Kriya Ku:r:i<,lalini Pra:r:iayama, etc. , 
but this is called I8varapra:r:iidhana Kriya, Kriya of practicing I§vara. The l§vara is 
composed of syllabi viz. i, s, v, a, rand a. The letter-i represents energy, sakti; this 
letter-i, i-kiira, makes the speech pure without dirt, omiiikiira viikprasiidakara nirma/,a 
(AU, 5) . Speech is a result or prasiida of inhalation, and pure speech is a result of 
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pure inhalation, i.e . ,  complete inhalation, long and deep. So i means long and 
deep inhalation, that gives energy, sakti; so it is said, i-kiira saktidayaka, inhalation 
i.e, letter-i or i-kiira gives energy. Again i-kiira also includes i-kiira within it. This i
kiira is, ominkiira pusti<J,Q,k$obhakara (AU, 5) , giver of nutrition and wards off mental 
instability. This is prii1].akarma, the breath technique. Breath gives nutrition to 
body and mind, and by absorbing fluctuations of mind, wards of from mental 
afflictions. Now s, v and a together form .SVa. The letter-.S, s-kiira, is sarvaphalaprada 
pavitra (AU, 5) , one who grants all the results (of actions) and pious; this is the 
quality of iSvara., the Lord. The letter-v, v-kiira is sarviifrjiiyanakara nirmala (ibid. ,  
5) , one which serves or nurtures all and pure . The letter-a, a-kiira is mrtyuiijaya 
sarvavyiipaka (ibid. ) ,  one that wins over death and spreads everywhere. Again a
kiira means one that has no form, one that spreads everywhere like space cannot 
have a form. Ifwe combine s, v and a then this is the Self, sva, the Brahman. The 
letter-r, r-kiira is dahakara vikrta (ibid.) ,  burning and furious, not in proper form; 
this is fire and this is manifestation. Exhalation is fire and exhalation is vikrta, 
not in proper form while inhalation is krta. K.rta also means that which is done, 
we do inhale but exhalation is not done, it is the result, so vikrta. This r-kiira 
combines with a-kiira to make ra. The Principle of no-form, a-kiira, now takes the 
form, the Self that manitests into ra or light, prakiiSa. Light is the world, light is 
manifestation when we are in the ignorance and light is the knowledge when we 
are realized. In our body i is inhalation and ra is exhalation, sva is in between 
inhalation and exhalation and is our true Self. The first-kriya breath technique 
with deep inhalation and deep exhalation is called iSvarapratJ,idhiina kriyii. We 
do ra and i but sva is automatic. This takes to the state of breathlessness and 
mind becomes tranquil without any thought. Here all the afflictions are halted 
and due to non-manifestation they gradually become thin. 

Afflictions: We discussed that isvara is not affected by afflictions whereas the 
individual being is affected by these . The afflictions, klesiilJ,, are, avidyii
smitiiriigadve$ii, bhinivesiilJ, klesiilJ, ( Y g.s., 2 .3) , ignorance, avidyii, egoism or "I sense," 
asmitii, attachment, riiga, aversion, dveya, and inherent involvements, abhinive5iilJ,. 
All these five afflictions are named as afflictions because these are the causes of 
all afflictions in our life. All these five are wrong cognitions hence the source of 
catastrophes. But the ignorance pr avidyii is the main wrong cognition, this is 
delusion and this is absence of the Knowledge of Truth or vidyii, and is common 
to all other afflictions. This is the mother of all other afflictions. So it is said, 
avidyii k$etramuttareyiim prasuptatanuvicchinnodiirii1].iim ( ibid. ,  2.4) , the rest (four) 
belong to the field of ignorance, avidyii k$etramuttare$iim, and remain in dormant, 
prasupta, attenuated, tanu, interrupted, vicchinna, or active, udara, forms. The 
ignorance is the dark forest, the safe breeding ground to generate four wild 
species of afflictions that are howling at each moment and again each species 
exists in four states, viz., dormant, attenuated, interrupted and active. In dormancy 
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state an affliction is latent and is not manifested, so untraceable. This can manifest 
in contact with its objects or in receiyjng desired stimuli. Here it is in seed form 
with potency to germinate on a favorable climate. An attenuated affliction is a 
thinned one by the practice of Kriya-yoga but not yet reached to complete 
annihilation state . An interrupted affliction is a suppressed affliction for the time 
being due to manifestation of some other affliction . An active affliction is one 
that is presently working. 

The Ignorance, Avidya: The nature of ignorance, avidyii, has been described as, 
anityii-5ucidul,ikhii-niitmasu nitya5ucisukhii 'tmakhyiitiravidyii ( Y gs. ,  2 . 5 ) , the 
ignorance, avidyii, is accepting, khyiitil,i, transients, anityii, impious, a.5uci, miseries, 
dul,ikha, and non-self, aniitma, as everlasting, nitya, pious, fuci, happiness, sukhii, 
and Self, iitma, respectively. All the manifested worlds and beings even the sun or 
stars are impermanent, what to talk about humans, their wealth, positions and 
power. But accepting them as everlasting and behaving accordingly is false 
knowledge. Taking body as the pious and hence attraction and attachment towards 
own body and body of opposite sex is accepting impious as pious. The same is 
also towards the subtle body, i .e . ,  mind with all vices and trying to fulfill them. 
Similarly those activities, physical or mental, which are impious in nature, say 
for violence, greed, etc . ,  accepting them as right actions and performing them 
are the ignorance. Enjoying sense objects as happiness that ultimately turn to be 
misery is also the ignorance. These miseries or sorrows has further been classified 
as suffering in consequence or enjoyments bringing sufferings as a result, pari:r:iiima 
dul,ikha, afflictive experience sufferings intensifying attacl1ments, tiipa dul,ikha, latent 
sufferings or impression of experiences as subconscious desires, sarhskiira dul,ikha, 
and sufferings due to contrary nature of sattva, rajas, and tamas qualities, i .e . ,  
preponderance of a particular state is contrary to the other states, gu7Javrttivirodhal,i 
dul,ikha, and it was shown that every enjoyment is a suffering for a person with the 
discriminating intellect ( ibid. ,  2 . 15) . In all enjoyments are associated with one 
or more kind of these four sufferings. Enjoyments are done due to "I sense" and 
that is the ignorance. So also accepting non-self as the Self, whether it is body, 
mind, objects or individuals, is the ignorance. This is "I" and "mine . "  So the 
ignorance or avidyii is just lack of the discriminating intellect. The ignorance is 
an erroneous knowledge due to unreal modification by the mind. 

The ignorance is spread out all over our body and mind. Vutyii or the Knowledge 
is situated in a higher plane only in the House of Brahman, brahmapun, above 
the Ajiia cakra, which is the divine field, dharma-lqetra, in our body. That divinity 
or vidyii is to be attained there at brahmapuri during meditation and then to be 
brought down all over the body and the mind. 

"I Sense," Annita: The ignorance, avidyii, to rule over her empire gives birth to 
the prince named "I sense, "  asmitii. This is the second cause to all afflictions, the 
first cause to afflictions being the avidyii. However this "I Sense" is explained as, 
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drgdarianasaktyorekatmateua-smita ( Yg.s., 2.6) , the seemingly identification, ekatmatii 
eva, between Visionary Puru�a, drg 5akti, with vision intellect, dar5ana 5akti, is "I 
Sense," asmitii. The drg sakti or the Power of Seer is same as the Seer; it is Dr�!ii 
Puru$a, the Absolute Awareness, the Pure Consciousness or the Self. The dariana 
iakti is the cognitive principle; this is buddhi or intellect, in other terminogoly 
this is called citta, and this is the reflection of the Consciousness. A sense object is 
contacted through sense organs by the mind and the intellect determines the 
nature of the object and impression there of is stored in the sub-consciousness. 
The intellect is not the Knower, and it is only the final cognitive principle. The 
Consciousness beyond these psychic principles, viz . ,  mind, intellect, and 
subconscious is the Knower. Now due to appearance of similarity between the 
Consciousness and the intellect due to non-discrimination gives rise to ego or "I 
Sense . "  This is wrong identification of Puru�a with body and mind interactions, 
or in other words "Infinite I" appears to be contracted into "Narrow I . "  

Attachment, Raga: "I  Sense" giv.es rise to attachment and aversion. Attachment, 
raga, is a desire, a passion, a hankering or a thirst. This is said as, sukhii 'nuiaji 
riiga!J, (ibid. ,  2 .7) , that is attachment, ragalJ,, which follows the pleasure, sukhii
nuiayi. This is born from remembrance of a pleasure that is in subconscious as 

latent impressions. Once a pleasure enjoyed due to "I Sense" this remains as 
impression in subconscious and raises up to the surface of mind as a desire. Now 
in a longing to obtain the same pleasure again becomes an affliction if not 
obtained or else in process of obtaining it again right or wrong sense is lost 
resulting in afllictions. 

Aversion, �a: This is a desire to resist something, to be reactive. This is said 
as, dul],khanuiayi dve$a/], (ibid. ,  2 .8) , that is aversion, dve$a/],, which follows the 
pain, dul],khanuiayi. "I want this" is attachment, raga and "I do not want this" is 
aversion, dve$a. In aversion there is fear and/ or anger towards the object 
producing pain or misery. Similar to attachment, here also "I Sense" is the cause 
of aversion and this arises from the memory of latent impressions. Aversion 
takes the form of depression,  hatred, cruelty, and vindictiveness. 

Inherent Involvements, Abhinive&�: This is the characteristic with which one is 
born, a natural instinct. This is described as, svarasavahi vidU$o 'pi tathariu/,ho, 
bhiniveial], (ibid. ,  2 .9) , that which springs naturally, svarasavahi, even among the 
learned ones like an ignorant, vidU$o 'pi tathariu/,ho, is called inherent involvement, 
abhinive5al],. But this does not refer here to the natural instincts like suckling of 
milk by a newborn, a duckling moving towards water or a turtle moving in the 
direction of sea after hatching. It is the fear of death; even after knowing the 
Principle intellectually the learned ones still have the fear of death like an ignorant. 
This spontaneous anxiety is afflictive in nature and is seen from lower animals to 
intellectual humans. This is a result of identification of body with the Self and the 
fear of death arises from the threat of loss of that identity though the Self is ever 
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immortal. This comes from the experience of deaths in past lives. So the cause of 
inherent involvement is the long possession of "I sense" over many births. 

Need of Kriyi-meditation: It has been discussed supra, under the head, "Kriya
yoga for Happy-life," (p. 9) , besides this subject remained on discussion throughout 
time and again ( vUl,e supra, "Prat;iakanna Makes . . .  , " p. 99; "Burning Desires . . .  , 
p. 101 ) .  We find that I§vara is not affected by afflictions whereas the individual 
beings are subjected to afflictions. So ifvarapra'f}idhana becomes the means to 
get rid of afflictions. ifvarapra'f}idhana along with tapa/:t and sviidhyaya is practiced 
for, samiidhibhavanarthalJ, k/,eSatanukara'f}QrthaSca ( f gs., 2 .2) , for success in samadhi, 
samadhibhavanarthalJ,, and thinning the afflictions, kkfotanukara'f}artha.Sca. The 
results of Kriya-yoga are two; it takes to the state of samadhi and minimizes the 
afflictions. The impurities of mind are burnt, the actions of rajas on tamas are 
blocked, and the mind turns towards samadhi. A state of thoughtlessness, nirvicara, 
is observed, the actions of mind, 'U'{tti-fi, are halted. This leads to the thinning of 
afflictions; afflictions are nothing but special impurities of mind or aggravated 
form of vrtti-fi. Here it is said that the afflictions will be thinned, not said that they 
will be destroyed. Destruction is done when there is development of viveka khyat� 
the discriminating knowledge leading to enlightenment. The process for that is 
Kriya-meditation. That is why it is said, te pratiprasavahcyalJ, suk$malJ, (ibid. , 2 . 1 0) ,  
those, te, thinned ones, suk$malJ,, are to be destroyed, hcyalJ,, by the cessation of 
their birth ( in the mind) , pratiprasava. Pr�tiprasava is a process against the prasava 
or birth. V:rtD-s take birth again and again in our mind, the process that stop 
these births is pratiprasava. This happens after practice of samiidhi again and 
again. So it is said, dhyanahcyastadvrttayalJ, (ibid. , 2 . 1 1 ) ,  by practice of medita
tion, dhyanat, those actions of mind, tadvrttayalJ,, are to he abandoned, hcyalJ,. We 
said that the actions of mind or vrtti-s and afflictions are same. The later is 
the condensed form of the former. By practice of austerity, self-study and 
l§varapraI).idhana Kriya these become thinner. But we have to annihilate them 
completely. These kriyas are also practices for samiidhi. But this is not the final 
samiidhi when the Knowledge manifest. This samiidhi is samiidhi with seeds, ta eva 
samja/:t samiidhilJ, (ibid. , 1 .46) , those are verily samadh{ with seed. The seed of 
afflictions or actions of mind remains in samadhi to germinate later. But since 
this is a state of thoughtlessness, nirvicara, being purified again and again by 
practice this leads to the state of bliss, nirvicaravaiSaradye'dhyatmaprasiidalJ, (ibid. ,  
1 .47) , on becoming specialist in the state of thoughtlessness, ,nirvicaravaisaradye, 
the bliss of spiritualism dawns, adhyatmaprasadalJ,. Adhyatm� is related to our 
inner body, though in English we translate it as spiritualism or in the context 
of body/self, here in this siitra the actual meaning is the discriminating intel
lect, viveka, buddhi. This discriminating intellect becomes pure , that is 
adhyatmaprasiidalJ,, which is the form of bliss. That has been clarified in the next 
siitra, rtambhara tatra prajfta ( ibid . ,  1 .48) , in that state, tatra, the knowledge, 
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prajiiii, is filled with the truth, rtambharii. The meditations at these stage is spoken 
as dhyiinaheyiistadvrttayalJ, ( Yg.s-., 2 . 1 1 ) ,  by practice of meditation those actions of 
mind are m be abandoned. This means here the meditation takes the form of 
Knowledge. This Knowledge is the cause of destruction of all afflictions. This 
Knowledge is not an intellectual one; this is the real Knowledge. This bums the 
seeds of vrtlt-s and they loose the power to germinate. Now they are unproductive. 
Then the final dissolution occurs at nirbijalJ, nirvikalpalJ, samiidhi, samadhi without 
any seed and without any alternative. That has been said in other words as, 

bhidyate hrdayag;ranthifrhidyante sarvasamfoyiilJ,, 
k�iyante ciisya karmiitii tasmin dr�te pariivare. ( Mu. U, 2 .2 .8 )  

When the knot of the heart, hrdayagranthilJ,, is pierced or  untied, bhidyate, all 
the doubts, sarvasamsayiilJ,, are cut off, get solved, chidyante, and one's, ciisya, 
actions, karmiitii, become dissolved or finished, �yante, when that, tasmin, both 
beyond and here, pariivare, is seen, df$fe. 

The realization of That One, the omniscient, omnipotent and transcendent is 
the realization of parii, the one beyond the comprehension of the intellect. When 
That all power of knowledge and all power of action is realized along with the 
effect, avara, from the intellect and ego to the body onwards, then all the doubts 
are solved. Then actions are no actions means not binding in nature because the 
small "I sense" is lost. That realization is piercing the knot of the heart; this knot 
is the cause ofindiscrimination of the Self from nonselves. The process of piercing 
the knot is the Kriya-yoga; this starts with actions of Jniitia to end with the 
Knowledge. 

SUCCESS IN HIGHEST GoAL IS THROUGH THE SELF-EFFORT 

GoaJs of a Man: Yoga is based on self-effort; Kriya-yoga is self-effort only, upiiya 
pratyaya. A rare soul who is a siddha in his previous life, either a disembodied 
yogi, videha, or a yogi merged in Nature, Jnakrtilaya, for him samadhi is automatic, 
bhavapratyayalJ, ( Yg.s-., 1 . 19) , but for majority of us it is the self-effort. Even for 
such siddJia.s it is their self-effort in previous lives. One becomes great only through 
the self-effort; one has to work out by him. Trying on his own, man can untie the 
knot called world, samsiira. This self-endeavor is called puru�iirtha, goal of a 
man, because this is the tool to achieve the goal. All the four goals of a man, viz., 
nobility, dharma, money or wealth, artha, fulfillment of desires, kiima, and 
liberation, mo�a, are only achieved when we work by ourselves. Whatever a 
man, pu�a, wants to achieve is his goal, pu�iirtha, and a man wants thousands 
of things but if we group them they are divided into the above four categories. If 
we analyze the goal of a man, pu�iirtha, it is said, "pu�etiiithyarte Jniithyarta iti 
pu�iirtha, "whatever a man prays or wants is called pu�iirtha. And man wants 
happiness. Nobody likes sufferings. For happiness he wants nobility, money, 
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fulfillment of desires and liberation. Here by puru$a or man we must understand 
man and woman both. One who resides in pura, the house called body is a 
puru$a, man. Body is feminine, be it a male body or female body. Here by 
fruf'U$a or man what we understand is not the Brahman as described in the Vedanta, 
or the atman, the Self, as described in Saiikhya philosophy ofKapila Muni, because 
that h1U$a is ever fulfilled. It is ego, which accepts the body-mind interactions as 
the self. This ego only wants happiness; this only wants nobility, wealth, fulfillment 
of desires and liberation since the bondage is due to ego. 

Bliss is Never Eroded: Everyone wants that happiness should be forever; none 
wants that it should be for a short period of time and then be vanished. But all 
the happiness of the world vanish, only the happiness of the Selfis eternal . Wealth 
and fulfillment of desires give us worldly happiness only whereas nobility is said 
to give heavenly happiness, as its span is longer in comparison to other two. Our 
desires whether those are approved by the scriptures or against the scriptural 
sanctions, their fulfillment gives us pleasure for sometime while the desires and 
actions that are against the scriptural sanctions bring disaster in our life and 
make our life a hell; we wanted happiness but the temporary sensual pleasure 
became the cause of misery and loss of harmony. While the desires and actions 
that are approved by the scriptures give us happiness and mental peace but once 
its span, be it short or long, is over it does not stay with us. For success in desires 
approved by the scriptures, we need the help of nobility and wealth, and for the 
success in desires barred by the scriptures, we also need the heip of wealth. But 
all these three nobility, wealth and desires are only temporary in nature but the 
fourth one which is the main goal, i .e. ,  liberation is eternal and for its success we 
need the help of nobility. That is the reason we need to do actions approved by 
the scriptures and we need nobility since these marks good impressions in our 
mind and this prepares us for the final goal . Again if we put the wealth for 
nobility and actions approved by the scriptures then this will also be beneficial 
for our growth. But we have to remember that all these three are temporary 
since they exhaust after giving their desired results. Even if we acquire the position 
of Lord Indra, the king of gods, by our noble deeds, then that too will come to 
an end one day. So intelligent ones consider this happiness as sorrow because 
even during the period of happiness there remains a fear of its end. Again without 
attachment and ego we cannot enjoy the happiness and also this is stored in our 
inherent nature as involvement; again aversion is always there with the attachment 
and ignorance is the mother of all these four. These are described as sufferings. 
According to �i Patanjali, "avidya 'smitaragadve$a 'bhinive5a!J klesa!J " ( Ygs., 2.3) , 
ignorance, ego, attachment, aversion, and inherent involvement are called 
sufferings. So only the fourth goal is the only goal, which is never eroded and is 
a state of bliss. 
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None Other will do: But how one will achieve the chief human goal that liberate 
us form the worldly bondage. This also requires self-effort like the other three. 
In the words of Bhagatpada Sri Sankaracarya, 

uddharedatmanatmanarh magnarh sarhsaravaridhau, 
yogariu/,hatvamasadhya samygdarfonani$fhaya. ( Vkc. ,  9 )  

Save, uddharet, the self, atmanam, through own effort, atmana, that has drowned, 
magnam, in the ocean of world, sarhsaravaridhau; attaining, asadhya, the state of 
being established in yoga, yogariu/,hatvam, by sticking to equal vision (dis
criminating intellect and detachment) , samyagdar$anan�thaya. 

The self-effort, the discriminating intellect, the detachment and by then being 
established in yoga is shown as the way for attaining the liberation. Again he says, 

roamocana kartaral], pitul], santi sutadayalJ,; 
bandhamocanakarta tu svasmadanyo na ka5cana. ( Ibid . ,  53)  

Sons and others, sutadayalJ,. are there, santi, to repay the loan taken, roamocana 
kartara'IJ,, by the father, pitu'IJ,, but to liberate from the bondage of world, 
bandhamocanakarta tu, there is no one other than the self, svasmadanyo na kaScana. 
Again he is telling, 

pathyamau$adhaseva ca kriyate yena rogitta; 
arogyasiddhirdf$1asya nanyanu$fhita karmatta. ( Ibid . ,  55) 

The patient, rogitta, by whom, yena, the prescribed diets, pathyam, and, ca, 
medicines, au$adhaseva, are taken, kriyate, it is seen he, d!$fiisya, only is cured, 
arogyasiddhilJ,. this is not done by the work of others, nanyanU$fhita karmatta. 

So intelligent ones should benefit themselves by their self-efforts. Whether 
one wants ultimate human goal or other desires, self-effort is a must. So it is said, 

udyamena hi sidhyanti karyatti na manorathe, 
na hi supta sirhhasya pravisyanti mukhe mrga. 

The Works are done (aims are achieved) , sidhyanti karyatti, only through the 
efforts, udyamena hi, not simply through desiring, na manorathe. The animals 
don't  enter, na hi praviSyanti mrga, into the mouth of a sleeping lion, supta sirhhasya 
mukhe. 

Lion, the king of animals and all powerful among them if simply sleeps then it 
has to remain hungry, for its food it has to haunt the animals that are of lesser 
strength. Similarly, a capable person has to work for his goal, simply inner ability 
will not lead to success without efforts. 

� V�t]ia Praised the Self-effort: One of the scriptures seen in high esteem 
for having the Knowledge is Yogav�tha that contains discourses between Lord 
Rama and his master, guru, �i Vasi�tha. The second chapter dealing in the 
context of behaviors of those seeking liberation, mumuk$uvyavahara-prakara1J.a, 
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the self-effort is praised and advised from sargors 4-9 (pts. 4-9) , and this should 
be read by those seekers of liberation, mumu/eyu-5. Some of the teachings from 
the scripture for ready references are as follows: 

(i) When a person loosens the efforts as prescribed by scriptures then he falls 
to such a low state of suffering from poverty, diseases and bondage that for him 
a drop of water also becomes scarce. But one who acts according to the scriptures 
he attains such a high state per excel to his efforts that a kingdom of vast landmass 
covered by seas, mountains, cities and islands are not considered being enough. 
(ii) If a person wants something only in mind but not through the activities 
sanctioned by the scriptures his efforts are like that of a mad man; and takes him 
to the delusion,  not to the success in human goals. (iii) When the results of past 
actions (of past lives) ,  good or bad, are ready to yield fruits then it is called fate, 
daiva. (iv) The self-effort stemming from scriptural knowledge and association 
of noble beings should be such that it must win the bad effects, prarabdha, of past 
lives. (v) With positive self-efforts the negative effects of negative self-efforts of 
past lives should be won. (vi) Positive self-efforts give positive results and negative 
self-efforts give negative results. Other than the results of positive and negative 
self-efforts, there is nothing-called fate, daiva or prarabdha. (vii) One must save 
his soul from the ocean of world by eradicating the belief, "I am under the 
control of my fate and am not free to act" by the practice of scriptures and 
association with noble ones. (viii ) The (negative) self-effort of the past life ,  
prarabdha, and the (positive) self-effort of present life ,  pu�arlha, fights with 
each other, and the one, which is powerful, wins. (ix) Those who wait depending 
upon fate, such idle ones are their own enemies. They destroy their own four 
goals, viz. ,  nobility, wealth, fulfillment of desires and liberation. (x) The self
effort is the form of efforts done by intellect, mind and organs of action (body) , 
these attain goal. (xi) Guru Vrhaspati is the master of gods due to the self-effort 
and Guru Sukracarya is the master of demons due to the self-effort. (xii) This 
great sage ViSva.mitra has discarded the fate since long and became a Brahmin 
(one who knows the brahman) by self-effort and not through anything else. 

Some Hold Only the Philosophy and Leave the Practice: Some persons versed 
in scriptures argue that what one can gain through actions since action is the 
cause of bondage. Veda says, ''jnaniideva tu kaivalyam, " the One and Only State is 
achieved through the knowledge; "rte jnananna mukti�, " without the knowledge 
there is no liberation. 

Of course this is the final truth and this is not denied since the cause of all 
sufferings is the ignorance and the ignorance is eradicated through the Knowledge, 
but these are said in a higher state of spiritual practice. If we remain in lethargy, 
become inactive, idle, develop qualities of darkness, tamas; then do we receive 
knowledge? No. Sometimes a person is deluded to consider the inactiveness that 
is a result of qualities of darkness, tamas, as real noble qualities, sattva, since 
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apparent calmness is seen in inactiveness. We have to remember that lethargy is 
not calmness. Lord �Q.a says, jnanam labdhvii pariim siintimacirer;iiidhigacchati ( S 
Bg., 4.39) , achieving, labdhvii, the Knowledge, jnanam, one attains, adhigacchati, 
soon ind�ed, acirer;ia, the Supreme, pariim, Peace, siintim. So the Knowledge is to 
be achieved. This needs the self-effort. But those who study Vedanta without 
being qualified for it, without having four practices that are preconditions for 
studying the Vedanta, they do this mistake. Such type of knowledge is not regarded 
as wisdom,jniina, but as false appearance ofknowledge,jniiniihhasa. These seekers 
hold only the philosophy and leave the practice. 

Emeryence of the Knowledge is Kriyiiriipa: How the Knowledge emerges? It is 
said, ''jnaniimutpadyate pumsa k.$ayatpiipasya karmaTJA}J,," when the actions of evil 
deeds are finished then the Knowledge appears, and through knowledge there is 
success in the final human goal, liberation. Again, "dharmer;ta papamapunadati, " 
through noble actions the evil deeds, results of evil deeds, are countered. That is 
the reason for success in achieving liberation we have to resort to performance 
of noble deeds, and for this we need self-effort. 

Only through the knowledge, the bondage of world loosens, and success in 
knowledge is based on the form of activities, kriyarupa. This is known as activities 
ofaction, karmakriyaand activities ofknowledge,jnanakriyii. By doing this activity, 
kriyii, the practitioner will enter into the Golden-womb of Unmanifest, the 
HiraQ.yagarbha, the I8vara. HiraQ.yagarbha is chief prii1Ja. This is the sum of all 
the powers of knowledge and all the powers of action. This is Thread the Self, 
mtriitmii, found in all beings. 

Without knowing Thread the Self, mtriitmii, we cannot counter our body since 
we have our wrong identity, i.e. , identifying our form with body. Again without 
countering the body we cannot counter the world, the outer visions; and without 
countering the world, samsiira, we cannot be established in the Principle that we 
are. So to have the knowledge from our experience we must know Thread the 
Self, mtriitmii, that is within everybody and continuous. Bookish knowledge will 
not give us this knowledge, only we know intellectually. Through intellectual 
knowledge one can become an expert in arguments, can be able to arrange a 
livelihood, this may even be luxurious but he will not be established in the 
Principle. Knowing Thread the Self is the form of action, kriyiirupa, and that is 
the Kriya-yoga. We may speak it in any other names but we have to do the same, 
it is Worship of the PraQ.a, prii1Jopasanii. We can reach up to Thread the Self, 
Prii1Ja, and this (Prc'il).a) is also the first title of Brahman the Beyond. Brahman 
the Beyond that is without any title is not known to our mind and intellect, which 
has no name, aniima. Only to give us understandings, the scriptures have given 
That a name; we cannot describe That. By practice of yoga when our intellect 
holds the truth in our experience called rtamhharii prajnii then only we can know 
the Self. And all these happen only through the self-effort. Whatever is spoken, 
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as fate is only the result of our past self-efforts, whether our fate is good or bad, 
is according to the results of our own actions. If we resort to noble actions now, 
we can counter the effects of our sinful activities done in past lives and for this we 
need very strong self-effort. None shall do it for us, only one can show us the way, 
we have to walk on our own. 

KR!YA-YOGA HELPS IN FOLLOWING RIGHTEOUSNESS 

Present Scenario: If we follow the righteousness then our life will be simple, 
nice and happy; peace, prosperity and goodwill will be established in our society. 
But it is a matter of regret that in the present day society we feel a decline in the 
performance of righteousness and unholy activities are found increasing 
everywhere. Some want to earn money through corruptions, bribery and black
marketing. A mass of young generation is being deviated from its path being 
addicted to alcohol, smoking ganja, bidi, and cigarettes, chewing tobacco and 
other types of drugs. The big cities of our country are blindly following some 
wrong behaviors of western pattern , and not their positive work culture . 
Unfortunately some television channels glorify adultery, sex and violence that 
are opposed to Indian culture and human civlization, and these are directly 
reaching Indian villages through these channels. State administration has no 
control over these, may be the laws are there but these are ineffective due to 
non-implementation. Sensitive people are in frustration and in tension. For a 
large mass of the present young generation, Srirama, Srikf�I).a, Mahatma Gandhi, 
Bhagavan Buddha, and Swami Vivekananda are not taken as ideals whereas film 
stars, cricketers and present day corrupt politicians have became role models. 
Here only the glamour counts, and we all are responsible for these situations. If 
we want to save our society and rich cultural heritage we must change this 
situation. We have to leave the actions that are not approved by the scriptures 
and obey the rules and regulations according to our socio-cultural and religious 
practices, not dogmas and doctrines but those are of eternal moral values. The 
solution to the present problems lies in yoga. We know what is right and what is 
wrong but we fail to perform the righteousness, we come under the grasp of 
allurements. This is the reason we need control over our mind. By practice of 
yoga we can do that. The same is also applicable to the all other parts o� the 
globe as human beings are made with the same principle. 

Equanimity through Pra7J.D,karma: In Snmad Bhagavadgita (2 .48) the Lord has 
said, "samatvam yoga ucyate, " the equanimity of mind is called yoga. When a 
mind does not create cravings and aversions on a person, thing or place then the 
mind remains in equanimity. To bring the mind to that state the practices we 
practice are known as the Kriya-yoga, many other names are also given but names 
does not matter. Our eyes see, ears hear, tongue tastes, nose smells and skin 
receive sensations. Similarly we speak by mouth, work by hands and walk on legs 
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and all these activities are controlled by our mind, the mind also thinks and 
analyses. The thoughts of our minds are approved and determined by our intellect. 
But all these activities whether it is physical or mental are based on the activities 
of our priirJa, the vital energy, run by the vital energy and will be stopped if the 
vital activities are stopped. So it is said that action of all the actions are the action 
of the life-force. Yoga means to perform this action of the life-force in a proper 
manner, and hence according to Siimad Bhagavadgitii (2 .50) , "yoga/J karmasu 
kaufalam." But how we shall know our priirJa, the vital power? For that we have to 
take the help of our breath, priirJaviiyu; we have to take the support of our 
inhalation and exhalation. To perform this action in correct manner is called 
priirJiiyiima. This is the process of merging the exhalation, prarJa, in the inhalation, 
apiina, and the inhalation, apiina, in the exhalation, priirJa; and by practicing this 
activity when the movements of exhalation and inhalation are stopped then the 
practitioner becomes expert in the breath practice, frriirJiiyiima pariiya'f}a. At that 
time the movements of mind are also halted, mind becomes devoid of thoughts 
and there are no attachments and hatreds. This is the state of cittavrtti nirodha/J, 
no thought state . This is called samadhi with alternatives, savikalpa samiidhi, 
because the seeds remain, when again breath starts moving, the movements of 
mind also start, and again the mind starts creating attachments and hatreds. But 
the impressions of this "no thought state" remains in sub-consciousness and we 
have to attain such no thought states again and again by our practice.  �i Pataftjali 
said, "nirviciiravaiSaradye 'adhyiitmaprasiidalJ " ( Yg.s., 1 .47) , when the practitioner 
becomes a specialist in no thought state he receives bliss of the Self. Then only 
his intellect can hold the Truth by experience, he has wisdom, and his 
discriminating intellect becomes sharp. Doubts and delusions will not be there 
in the mind and then he will enter into the state of seedless samadhi without 
alternative, nirv'ija nirvikalpa samadhi. He gets success in yoga, and attains 
equanimity. This is the highest state of yoga. 

The First Step is Righteousness, Yama: But the first step in yoga is performance 
of rules, restraints or righteousness known as yama. The performance of yama is 
a must for all the sections of human civilization irrespective of jiiti, viz., religion, 
caste, color, language, age, and sex; deSa, country; and kiila, era, and this is the 
great austerity covering all sections of humans; "jiitidesakiilasamayii, nvacchinnii/J 
siirvabhouma mahiibratam" (ibid. ,  2 .31 ) .  The five restraints are nonviolence, ahirhsii, 
truth, satya, non-stealing, asteya, sexual restrain, brahmacarya, and not to gather 
many or coveting things, aparigraha. 

Nonviolence, Ahimsa: Nonviolence means to give up violence, not to injure or 
kill, the ancient form of violence is to feed with the flesh of animals by killing 
them. But nonviolence is a boarder term, this means not to give pain to anybody 
by the activities of body, mind and speech, and not to find fault with others. This 
is developing a feeling of amity towards all. When someone harms other by 
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killing or injuring this is violence , also motivating for or approving such actions 
done by others is also violence. The degree of violence depends on the degree of 
cruelty involved in the act, may be the conspirator or planner of a violence is 
much more cruel than a less educated executer. The root to violence in animal 
nature is related to food and body, which has come to humans. Since it is related 
to annamayakosa, the food sheath basically, the negative effect of our Miiladhara 
cakra, the coccyx center, is violence and positive effect is nonviolence. Though 
basically violence is a negative effect of Miiladhara, since cruelty is involved here 
and cruelty is a negative effect of MaQ.ipiira, the lumber center, which is related 
to fire element, so violence also has relation with MaQ.ipiira. This negative effect 
of coccyx center also spreads to other centers, at Svadhi�lbana, the sacrum center 
this becomes adultery; at MaQ.ipiira this becomes theft and at Anahata, the dorsal 
center, this becomes jealousy. When we use harsh words, defame someone or 
speak untruth this is also violence and this has its effect on Svadhi�lbana, the 
sacrum center, and Visuddha, the cervical center. If we have ill will in our mind 
against anyone this violence affect all the lower five centers. The coccyx center is 
related to the earth element and the food sheath. This controls our life related 
to food, medicines, longevity, finance, vehicles, and the material world. The 
effect of violence here disturbs our life to the above-related matters though we 
may be having wealth and continuing a luxurious life. In animals we find collection 
of food, protection of body, fear and competition for sex are the cause of violence 
however the humans are holding those characteristics still today and even enlarged 
the arena of violence for name, fame and power. This is the reason our life is 
becoming a hell; a little mental imbalance within us is giving rise to violence. 
Due to it we become the enemy of others later but first we become ours own 
enemy, we become the enemy of our life and life-force. Till we have not established 
nonviolence in our coccyx center we will be under the influence of our enemies 
within. �i Patafijali says, "ahirhsiiprati$thiiyii:rh tatsannidhau vairatyiigaf;, " ( Ygs. ,  
2 .35) , being established in nonviolence results in cessation of hostility. Our inner 
love creates love in the surroundings and our inner hatred creates hatred in the 
surroundings. This is the eternal rule be it matter or the mind, every action or 
feeling has equal and opposite reaction. So one who is established in nonviolence, 
all other beings approaching him cease to be hostile towards him. Such a person 
is established in deep love. He has feeling of oneness with everybody. This state 
arises after attaining seedless samadhi. One has to practice all the steps of yoga, 
not that one has to practice restraints first and then breath practices etc. All the 
steps help in growth of each other; they are both complementary and 
supplementary to each other. This success of others being non-hostile is the 
culmination of results of nonviolence but before that the practitioner gets the 
bliss of inner peace, and the inner enemies do not attack him. Since violence is 
the cause of mental disturbances, one becomes his own enemy. Once inner stability 
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is established in us then we do not create inner enemies. Since stability is the 
quality of the earth element, and Muladhara cakra and its seed sound are related 
to the earth element, meditation at Muladhara cakra helps the practitioner to 
overcome violence. If we obey nonviolence in totality then automatically the 
four other restraints will be performed as this influences other restraints in higher 
centers. Similarly we have to understand the positive and negative effects of sacrum 
center, lumber center, dorsal center and cervical center for truth, non-stealing, 
sexual restraint and contentment with minimum respectively, and their influences 
from one center to others. In short we can say controlling our ego makes us 
observing the five rules successfully. 

Effect of One Center Influences the Other: Here a question arises, how the 
positive or the negative effect of one center influences the other centers? Our 
physical body is made up of five elements, viz. ,  earth, water, fire, air, and ether, 
these are gross elements. The subtle ones are their essences, viz . ,  smell, taste, 
vision, sensation and sound and these are the five objects on which our mind 
wanders. For this we have five types of actions of our mind, viz. ,  proof, pramii:r_ta, 
catastrophe, viparyaya, alternative, vikalpa, sleep, nidrii, and memory, sm'(ti. Out 
of these actions of our mind, the five mains that are not painful they are 
nonviolence, truth, non-stealing, sexual restraint and contentment and the five 
mains that are painful are violence, falsehood, stealing, adultery, and wants. We 
have to counter the painful actions of mind with those of non-painful ones. Then 
our extrovert mind will become introvert. And the places of these fives are in 
our spinal column in the energy centers, viz. ,  coccyx, sacrum, lumbar, thoracic 
and cervical. But our body is not made up of pure elements since each of these 
five elements are mixed with the other four called a process of mixing of the five, 
paiicikarar_ia. That is the reason in the coccyx center though influence of the 
earth element is more there are also influences of other four elements. Similarly 
in the s<1.crum center though the influence of the water element is more there are 
also influences of other elements. In this way we have to understand the division 
for influence of sense-organs, sense objects, actions of mind, 'U[ti-s, rules (restraints) , 
yama-s, and regulations (observances) ,  niyama-s. 

Truth, Satya: Under the purview of truthfulness comes not to speak lie, not to 
deceive others, speaking truth, speaking righteousness that is pleasant to others 
and do not create anxiety in others, and not to speak in a way that generates 
quarrelling. Truth should be learned from the scriptures, from the �is, and not 
from fictions nor from the so-called social engineers who have a selfish motive. 
Truth should be learned by contemplation and by developing the discriminating 
intellect. It is truthfulness that makes our relations strong, it is very important to 
understand the unity of our life force with that of others then only the establishment 
of truth is possible. The sacrum center, Svadhi�thana, is full of life ,  water is life, 
it is the life sheath, the negative effect of this center develops into falsehood and 
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the positive effect strengthens truth. The sacrum center is related to the water 
element so the actions of mind related to this center are fluid and more sensitive 
in nature. This is related to love, affection, emotion, sex and human relations 
and this is the reason the truth is a must here. One, who resorts to cheating in 
relations, it may be between husband and wife, between brothers or between 
friends, the cheater pushes his life into furious darkness of frustration. To be 
established in truth we have to meditate at the sacrum center. Svadhi�!hana is 
related to water element that is soothing, and truthfulness is soothing since it 
establishes love. Upani�ads say, satyameva jayate niinrtam, satyena panthii vitato 
devayiina}J, (Mu. [!, 3 . 1 .6 ) , truth alone wins, not the untruth, the path of deuayiina 
is laid by truth. Truth is the path of devayiina, vehicle to the world of gods or 
immortals. This is called the Northern Route, uttariiyaTJ,a miirga. In yogic practices 
when the life-force ascends from the Miiladhara to the Aina cakra-s and establishes 
in cavity of the heart in the house of Brahman, brahmapuri, above Aina cakra 
then that ascending is called the northern route. One remains in priiTJ,a, not in 
the mind that is subjected to falsehood. For that one has to practice the kriyii 
proper technique of the first kriyii. Another aspect is that when one speaks more 
there are chances of speaking untruth, so for practice of truthfulness one should 
speak less. The practice of khecari mudrii taught in the Kriya-yoga is best for this. 
This helps in preservation of the life energy and observing truthfulness. Truth
fulness in speech is related to Vi8uddha cakra. Khecari mudrii and meditation at 
the Visuddha corrects this. �i Patanjali says, satyaprat�lhiiyiim kriyiiphalMrayatvam 
( Ygl., 2.36) , once truthfulness is attained the results of kriyii manifests (manifests 
truth in words) . Results of the spiritual practice orpriiTJ,akarmaare to be established 
in the life-force, priiTJ,a. The PraQ.a is the Truth and this is a homogeneous principle, 
not separate from one individual to other. This manifestation results in 
materialization of a noble wish or the words pronounced since such a person 
cannot utter untruth, will power of such a person is conveyed in his speech and 
resulting in fructification of words by blocking the contrary thoughts there. 

Non-6tealing, Asteya : Not to steal others property and money, not to make an 
income by deceiving others and by unfair means like bribery, black marketing, 
evading taxes, taking commission from the work for which you are paid or it is a 
moral obligation for you; all these come under non-stealing. One should not 
make an income violating laws, so violence and stealing are same. This is also 
untruth. Even the law of a country may permit such an activity but this is not 
allowed by the scriptures and against morality. Also one has to become truthful 
in his dealings and should not deceive in any means. Even having greed in mind 
for others property and wishing to have relation with other's husband or wife is 
also stealing, one should not develop such thoughts in mind, and then it is non
stealing. The negative effect of the lumbar center, MaQ.ipiira, develops into stealing 
and positive effect helps in non-stealing. This center is full of mind, this is mind 
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sheath and the mind is always quick, unstable ; it does not want to stick to one 
object. Like a thief it slips away from one object to other, then to third and 
fourth. First it creates desires and when dissatisfied in fulfilling it, it creates anger. 
The negative effect of the fire element here makes the anger powerful and steals 
the discriminating intellect. Then our mind steals everything from us. That is the 
reason we have to establish non-stealing here, otherwise our mind will always 
rob us and we will always remain in mental imbalances. We have to meditate at 
the lumbar center to eradicate these mental illnesses. Since greed is involved in 
stealing this is a negative effect of the coccyx center. So meditation at Mal).ipura 
along with meditation at MUladhara helps. �i Pataiijali says, asteyaprati�thiiyii:m 
saruaratnapasthiinam ( Yg.s.,  2.37) , once non-stealing is estabiished all the jewels 
appear. Jewel is best of everything. Ordinarily we see that people feel fortunate 
to offer all their material needs to the yogis. That is an ordinary achievement. 
Meaning of Mal).ipura is house of jewels.Jewels are in our mind. Once mind is in 
harmony, we receive so many jewels in the form of peace, bliss, knowledge, 
creativity and so many things. Mind is absorbed in the priir],a loosing i ts 
fluctuations, so we have to do the priir],akarma. 

Sexual Restraint, Brahmacarya : This is also called continence. There are eight 
types of coupling described, viz. ,  remembering or thinking, smarar],a, foreplay 
or even joking, keli, singing the glory or talking about, kirtana, approaching or 
looking with intention, paro�arJa, speaking or secret talk, suddha bh�arJa, making 
a vow or resolve, saitkalpa, trying or attempt, adhyavasiiya, and the act or execution, 
kriyii; one should avoid all the eight modes of sex, this means by body, mind and 
speech one should perform sexual restraint,  brahmacarya, though often 
brahmacarya is translated as celibacy. One should not see the scenes that arouse 
sexual passion, should not listen to such talks, should not read such literature, 
should not bring such type of thoughts in the mind and should not take drugs or 
other things that are responsible for arousal. Before marriage one should not 
have sexual life and those leading a family life should be faithful to their partners 
and should have sex as per the sanction of the scriptures. The scriptures have 
given relaxation to the married persons so that they can have sex for procreation 
(not for pleasure) .  Also in some scriptures, a man is allowed to have sex once in 
a month to respect the monthly cycle of his wife,  and such married persons are 
regarded as brahmaciiri (one who observes continence) .  But for those who are in 
ardent pursuit of Knowledge for them strict abstinence is required. This is not a 
forced abstinence rather this abstinence is due to strong desire for the Knowledge. 
In Murµf,aka Upan#ad it is said, "satyena /,abhyastapasii hye�a iitmii, samyagjniinena 
brahmacaryeya nityam" (Mu. U, 3 . 1 .5) , the Self is attained verily through constant 
practice of the truthfulness, austerities, adequate knowledge and continence. 
This means all the restraints are to be practiced along with truthfulness and 
sexual restraint. The negative impact of Anahata, the thoracic center gives rise to 
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sexual exuberance whereas the positive impact helps in sexual restraint. This 
center is the seat ofintellect and hence also the throne of ego. The real brahmacarya 
will be established when we shall put our Divine Self in the place of ego, since 
brahmacarya means performing the Brahm.an. Here at this center the extrovert 
effect of air element establishes the ego and the introvert effect establishes the 
Lord. For that reason we have to take the help of our breath. The preponderance 
of this ego or "I thought" is the father of violence, falsehood, stealing, sexual 
exuberance and want.s. So we have to resort to practices that balance our breath. 
We have to meditate at the dorsal center, Anahata. This has been said in a 
broader prospect of brahmacarya, but only for sexual restraint there is also the 
effect of Svadhi�ihana since the sexual organs are related to this center. �i 
Pataiijali says, brahmacaryaprati$1hayarh ViryaliibhalJ, ( Yg.s., 2 .38) , once continence 
is established, vigor is acquired. Practice of sexual restraint prevents loss of vitality 
and vigor is achieved. This restraint is a pure state of mind, hence accumulates 
the vital energy and thereby enhancing physical strength to various powers of 
mind ending with the Knowledge. The Vedas sing the glory of a brahmaciiri in 
various ways, 

purvo jato brahmar.w brahmacari dharmarh vasanastapasodati$lhat, 
tasmajatarh brahmar.ia brahma jye$lharh devasca sarve amrtena sakam. 

(AV, 1 1 . 7.5) 

Before being a Brahmin (one who knows the brahman is a Brahmin) ,  puruo 
jato brahmar_to, the spiritual practitioner is a brahmacari, celibate , ascends above 
with austerities and righteousness, dharmarh vasanastapasodati$lhat. Then he 
becomes a Brahmin, tasmiijatarh brahmar_ta, and remains in the company of the 
Supreme Brahman and all the immortals, brahma jyeylharh deviiSca saroe amrtena 
siikam. 

brahmacaryer.ia tapasa deva mrtyumapadhnata, 
indro ha brahmacaryer.ia devebhyalJ, svafrabharat. ( Ibid. , 1 1 . 7 . 1 9 )  

By the austerities in  the form of continence, brahmacaryer.ia tapasa, gods 
countered the death, deva mrtyumapiidhnata. Indra verily by the continence, indro 
ha brahmacaryer.ia, is able to give effulgence (kingdom of light) to the gods, 
devebhyalJ, svafrabharat. 

brahmacari brahma bhrajat bibharti tasmin deva adhi vifoe samotalJ,, 
prar.iapanau janayannad vyanarh vacarh mano hrdayarh brahma medham. 

(Ibid ., 1 1 . 7 .  24) 

A brahmacari holds the Glowing Brahman (or Knowledge) ,  brahmacari brahma 
bhrajat bibharti, so on him involved are all the gods of the universe, tasmin deva 
adhi viSve samotalJ,, he manifests exhalations (prar.ia) , inhalations ( apana) also, 
prar.iapanau janayanniid, vital activities in the body, iryanam, speech, vacam, mind, 
manalJ,, knowledge, hrdayarh brahma, intellect, medham. 
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Non-Acceptance (Contentment with Minimum),Aparigruha: To reduce our wants 
and not to collect more items of enjoyment is known as aparigraha, we should be 
satisfied with minimum needs. This will help in proper distribution of items in 
the society and this will give us satisfaction, a person will be ornamented with 
quality to donate. Not to waste the things, not to spend lavishly, accepting that 
everyone even the animals have a right to the resources of the nature are also 
aparigraha. The same is also for our mental needs. This is the real version of 
socialism profounded by our sages much before the existence of the idea of 
socialism in western world. The negative effect of the cervical center gives rise to 
wants and the positive effect reduces the wants. There is influence of the ether 
element on the cervical center, Vifoddha, and here reducing wants gives rise to 
bliss whereas wants give rise to delusion. Wants give only temporary pleasure; 
this is delusion that leaves us in the ocean of sorrow and frustration in the next 
moment. We have to meditate at the cervical center for contentment. �i Pataiijali 
says, aparigrahasthairye janmakathantiisambodha'IJ, ( Y gs., 2.39) , once non-acceptance 
is established the knowledge of past and future existences are achieved. With 
practice of non-acceptance detachment towards sense-objects and detachment 
towards body develops in a practitioner. This finally results in inner enquiry of 
"Who am I?" ''What was I?" "What is this body? " "What shall be I in future? " This 
inner enquiry along with the practice of prii:r,iakarma results in the Knowledge at 
samadhi. He goes beyond the fifth energy center and even beyond the sixth 
energy center. He knows the inner rule of the creation. 

Non-addiction: Here I will like to speak another thing. That is not to be addicted 
to alcohol, smoking and/ or any drugs like marijuana, opium, hashish, cocaine,  
and tobacco, etc. These things kill our humanity, suppresses our consciousness 
and we are not able to take right decisions. An addicted person can resort to 
violence, falsehood, stealing, adultery and all bad things like a machine run by a 
devil. Our human evolution is based on the further development of consciousness 
and the seat of this consciousness is our central nervous system, viz. ,  brain, spinal 
cord and nerves. The drugs have a very bad impact on them, viz. ,  drowsiness, 
depression, exuberance, hallucination and so on, and it takes us back to 
animalism. Therefore to perform righteousness one should not touch these and 
if attached to these then he has to leave such drugs forever. It is a matter of 
regret that many of the present day masters of different traditions including 
some of the Kriya-yoga tradition are not campaigning for yama and niyama among 
their disciples. 

Learn to Wallt in the Path of Righteousness: If we meditate at Ajiia cakra, the 
place between pituitary and pineal, along with the meditation at lower five cakras, 
we will be able to perform all the five rules. This meditation is based on 
priir,takarma. This meditation technique is taught in Kriya-yoga. First we have to 
make a resolve to observe the five rules and then we have to learn the Kriya-yoga 
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meditation technique and practice it with faith and devotion so that we will be 
able in following the rules. Along with the practice of prarJakarma and meditation, 
another important aspect is contemplating on opposite thoughts of the inhibitors. 
�i Pataiijali says, vitarkabiidhane pratip�abhavanam ( Y_g3., 2.33) , when inhibited 
by perverse thoughts the opposites should be contemplated. It is natural that 
due to earlier habits of past lives perverse thoughts supporting violence etc. can 
emerge in the mind from time to time and if not controlled will lead into such 
actions. In that case opposite thoughts should counter these. We should find faults 
with those violence etc.  and see that how they take one to hell and make our life 
full of misery and discard them. Then our life will be successful and our society 
will transform into a heaven. We shall learn to walk in the path of righteousness. 

KRIYA.-YOGA IS SELF-RESTRAINT , &MYAMA: THE SPIRITUAL PATH 

IS FROM SELF-RESTRAINT TO SELF-RESTRAINT 

The "da" Syllable in Up�ad: I was a school student by that time; it was 1975 
and I was staying in the school hostel of a government run school in the state of 
Odisha (Orissa) . The Superintendent of our hostel was Sri Nityananda Nayak. 
He was a teacher who loved the students and was loved by the students, and in 
him all the qualities of a good teacher was present. One day to the inhabitants of 
the hostel he told one story, 'The three sons of Lord Prajapati , the lord of 
creatures, viz., gods, humans, and demons went to him and stayed there with 
austerities. Then gods requested the Father to teach them and to them Lord 
Prajapati said the syllable, "da" and enquired if they understood it or not. Gods 
answered in affirmative and replied that the Father asked them for damana, to 
have control over the sense-organs. Since gods are fond of enjoying they 
understood it as control over sense enjoyments. In the same way humans and 
demons also asked for teaching and the same syllabi "da" was taught to them. 
Humans understood it as dana, to donate ; since humans are greedy by nature 
they understood it to leave their greed and develop quality to donate . Demons 
understood "da" as daya, to be kind; since demons are cruel by nature they 
understood it to develop kindness. In this way the same syllable was under
stood differently according to the mental tendencies. " This is the story from the 
BrhadararJyakopani$ad, pt.  I I ,  chap. 5 ,  "Prajapatyabrahmal).a. " In Siimad 
Bhagavadg?,ta ( 1 6. 2 1 )  it is said, 

trividham narakasyedam dvaram nafonamatmana}J; 
kama}J krodhastathalobhastasmadetat trayam tyajet. 

There are three gates to the hell, trividham narakasyedam dvaram, to ruin our 
soul, niiSanam atmana}J, they are desires, anger, and greed, kama}J krodha}J tatha 
lobha}J, and therefore one should leave these three, tasmat etat trayam tyajet. 

Samyama: After the above story our teacher said us, "Like the Lord Brahma l 
shall pronounce one word for you, you understand according to your state. The 
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word is ' sam�•ama, ' the self-restraint. " We do not have much understanding about 
samyama during those days. Since as students our work was to study, we understood 
to counter the mental hindrances in our study as samyama, the self-restraint. One 
who was lazy and was passing time in sleeping, he understood it to leave lethargy, 
and one who was fickle in nature and talkative, who was after the other boys, he 
understood it to leave these, to be stable and concentrate on study. Since we all 
had stepped into our early adolescence we understood samyama as brahmacarya, 
the sexual restraint. The atmosphere in the hostel was like this. All the inhabitants 
are practicing some yogic postures, yogasana-s, and some breath techniques, 
prii:JJ,ii.yama. Everyday we used to recite one chapter from Snmad BhagavadgUa. 
Some are attached with some spiritual organizations and were practicing the way 
of worshiping of that according to understanding of their age and were reading 
literatures thereon. To whichever organization one may be attached to but for 
everyone at that age Swami Vivekananda was the hero. Since this was a government 
school hostel, these are not mandatory for our daily routine, but still then such 
was the atmosphere. In those days our understanding of samyama was brahmacarya 
and understanding of brahmacarya was to retain the semen. 

In spiritual practice, samyama is of utmost importance. Even for the peace in 
our family life and for · elevation in social life we need self-restraint. Let us 
understand what samyama is. Samyama is combination of sam and yama; sam means 
alike, similar. So which is similar to yama is samyama. Samyama and yama have 
similar meaning. Yama means to control, it is self-restrain. The "da" syllabi told 
to gods, humans and demons by the Lord Prajapati was self-restraint in real 
sense; to control the desires were damana, to control the anger was daya and to 
control the greed was dana. Everything that is related to control the evil tendencies 
of our mind is self-restraint. According to Snmad BhagavadgUii. ( 1 6.6) , dvau 
bhutasargau loke-smindaiva ii.sura eva ca, in this world there are only two types of 
humans, gods and demons. Humans with the divine qualities are called gods 
and humans with the demonic qualities are called demons. In jfopan�ad (3) it is 
said, asurya nama te lokii. andhena tamasa-vrtii.IJ,, those worlds of demons are covered 
by blinding darkness; here gods, humans and demons are all referred as demons. 
One who is in duality, who is in the ignorance, is called asura, a demon. In this 
logic the aforesaid gods, humans and demons are all demons. All the humans 
are initially demons, when we would establish ourselves in non-duality, in the 
Self and would be free from the ego then only we would call ourselves as God. 
For that we have to leave the demonic properties and acquire divine properties 
as a first step. That is yama, which is samyama. 

Yama: The first samyama is yama. This is the first limb of the eight limbs of the 
yoga illustrated by �i Patafijali. This is, ahimsii.satyii.steyabrahmacarya-parigraha 
yamii.IJ, ( Yg.s., 2 .30) , nonviolence, truth, non-stealing, sexual restraint and con
tentment with minimum are said to be yama-s. According to �i ¥ajftavalkya the 
yama-s are ten, they are, 
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brahmacarya daya �antirdiinam satyamakalkatii, 
ahimsii-steyamadhurye damasceti yamalJ, smrta. ( Ya. S, 3 .3 13 )  

Sexual restraint, brahmacarya, kindness, dayii, forbearance, �iintilJ,, charity, 
diina, truth, satya, purity, akalka, nonviolence, ahimsii, non-stealing, asteya, sublime 
rhythm, madhurya, control of organs, damalJ,, these are called yama-s in scriptures, 
ca iti yamiilJ, smftii. 

Whether these are ten or five, it is all the same. In the five the ten is included 
and the ten is the expansion of the five. The first yama is to perform these yam.a
s. As per Amarakofo, fonra sadhaniipe�am nityam yatkarma tadyamalJ,, that action is 
yama, yatkarma tadyamalJ,, which is expected to be performed by body, 5anra 
sadhaniipe�am, regularly, nityam. Here body also includes the subtle body, i .e. ,  
the mind. 

Sariryama is Control of the Senses: How shall we acquire this samyama? Lord 
Vasudeva has explained the process, 

· 

frotriidznzndriyii�yanye samyamiigni$U juhvati, 
5abdiidinvi$ayanyanya indriyagni$u juhvati. ( S  Bg. , 4.26) 

Others offer their senses of hearing etc., 5rotriidinindriyii�yanye juhvati, into the 
fires of self-restraint, samyamiigni$u. Some others again offer objects of perception 
like sound etc., sabdiidinvfyayiinyanya juhvati, into the fires of senses, indriyiigni$u. 

Here the self-restraint or samyama is the sacrificial fire, and we have to sacrifice 
the five senses of perceptions, viz., ears, skin, eyes, tongue, and nose into that 
fire: Again it is said in to the fire of senses; we have to oblate five objects of 
perception, viz., sound, touch, vision, taste, and smell. First we have to control 
over five sense-Organs, and then we shall be able to offer five senses into them 
that are already in control. This means we shall only intake those objects of 
senses that are acceptable according to the scriptures and shall not accept those 
prohibited ones. For example, we shall accept the sounds those are soothing to 
the mind, and reject the ones those create disturbances and hankerings; this 
means we shall leave attachments to those sounds that are detrimental to the 
harmony of mind. Here in the above verse by restraint of senses of hearing etc. 
though we understand the control of five sense-0rgans, this also includes the 
control of five organs of actions, viz., speech, hands, legs, organ of procreation 
and organ of digestion and fecal excretion. And again the control of the eleventh 
organ, i .e. ,  the mind is of utmost importance; this was spoken in the next verse. 
All these are to be restrained. Then only we shall be able to observe the five 
yama-s described by �i Patafijali, viz. ,  non-violence, truth, etc. 

Sariryama is Developing the Discriminating Intellect: Nowadays people often talk 
about freedom and rights etc. ,  and some understand these as a license to do 
anything and everything they want. But we have to understand that we all are 
bound within a boundary, this boundary is human values, viz. ,  scriptural values, 
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social values and family values. If we break these values we shall encroach into 
others, rights, we shall harm the freedom of others. Even if the harmed ones 
tolerate these but still then these would produce counter effects on us. Sir Isaac 
Newton 's law on matter that every action has an equal and opposite reaction is 
also applicable in case of the subtlest matter, i .e. ,  the mind. It may so happen 
that we may not recognize it on that moment but later it is recognized. Even 
some person with a dull intellect, here dull intellect means not mentally retarded 
but a strong ego bound personality, may not be able to recognize this in his life 
times but is there any greater shock than this that he is unable to overcome this 
ignorance. Again Lord Vasudeva says, 

sarvii�indriyukarma�i prii�akarmii�i capar� 
iitmasamyamayogagnau _juhvati jniinadipite. ( S  Bg. , 4.27)  

Others, apare, sacrifice, juhvati, all the functions of their organs, sarvii
�indriyakarma�i, and the functions of vital airs, prii�akarma�i ca, into the fire of 
yoga named self-restraint, atmasamyamayogiignau, lamped by the knowledge, 
jnanadipite. 

This is the next advanced state than that described in the preceding verse. Self
restraint is called the fire of yoga, yogagni; this is the form of yoga. This fire is 
kindled by the knowledge, i .e . ,  the discriminating intellect. For the fire of self
restraint, the discriminating intellect is the sacrificial ghee, the butter oil. To this 
fire one has to offer all the works done by the sense-organs, organs of actions, 
the mind and the intellect, and also the activities of vital airs, means all the 
physiological processes going on in the body. This means all our physical actions, 
physiological actions, and perceptions by senses, mental and intellectual actions 
are to be offered in the fire of self-restraint. All these actions are to be controlled 
by the discriminating intellect and depending upon the status of the practitioner 
this will go up to the merger ofall actions in the Self when all the activities of vital 
airs and the mind are stopped and only the Self remains. This indicates to the 
steps of dhara�, dhyiina, and samadhi. 

Samyama is Control of Vital Airs, i.e., Pmtµlkriyii: The Lord is describing these 
offerings as yafna. From the offerings of material objects, dravyayajna, to the 
practice of knowledge, jniinayajna, though all comes under the category of yajna 
(S  Bg. , 4.28) , the Lord specifically explains the yajna named as pra�akarma or 
pra�ayiima in the next verse. 

apiine juhvati prii�am prii�e-piinam tathiipare, 
prii�iipanagati ruddhva pra�ayamaparaya�alJ,. ( S  Bg. , 4.29)  

Others, apare, pour, juhvati, the act of exhalation into that of inhalation ,  
apiine pra�am, and the act of inhalation into that of exhalation, prii�e 'panam 
tathii,. When the motion of inhalation and exhalation is halted, prii�apanagati 
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ruddhvii, then they become established in control of the vital airs, pra1J,ii
yiimapariiya1J,iil;. 

These offerings of act of exhalation and act of inhalation are referred as recaka 
and puraka. In Buddhism similar technique is mentioned as iiniipiina sati, yogis 
said this as prii1Jiipiina smrti and prii7Ja vi�a7Jii. In English this is said as breathing 
awareness. But here in this verse what has been aimed by offering the act of 
exhalation and offering the act of inhalation, the prii'!Jiipiina smrti or iiniipiina sati 
is the second part of it. In this second part the practitioner practices as an observer. 
He keeps attention on breath, the breath is neither made long nor short, nor the 
speed of the breath is accelerated or decreased. But here we have to remember 
that the Lord has used the term juhvat� He is asking us to offer or sacrifice the 
exhalation and the inhalation. This means we have to do it actively, as a doer. 
First we have to do this as a doer and secondly as an observer, so first we have to 
do the act of exhalation and inhalation. We have to draw and expel our breath. 
To this �i Pataiijali has said as, pracchardanavidhiira1J,iibhyiirh vii prii1Jasya ( Ygs., 
1 .34) , this is pracchardana and vidhiira7Ja of breath. Extended exhalation in one 
rhythm is called pracchardana. Though commentators put vidhiira7Ja as holding 
out breath after exhalation but this is not so, vidhiira7Ja is automatic holding of 
breath. Here pracchardana or extended exhalation includes extended inhalation 
and doing so the practitioner attains breathless state. This is the kriya-proper 
technique of first-kriya in the Kriya-yoga. Some say this as ku7J¢alini prii1J,iiyiima, 
kriyiiku1J¢alini prii1J,iiyiima, ujj"ayi prii1Jiiyiima, priil).ic breathing, and cobra breathing 
etc. ,  but all these are though similar but not same. There are some differences 
and a minor difference changes the form of kriyii. One has to learn this from his 
master or pathfinder. By doing the action of breath as a doer one will come to 
the state of an observer and then one will come to the state of witness. That is the 
state of being established in breath mastery, prii1J,iiyiimapariiya1J,iil;. Here the motion 
of exhalation and inhalation is halted, the mind is also halted, and this is the 
state of kevala kumbhaka, automatic holding of the breath. To this �i Pataiijali 
says, tasmin sati foiisaprafoiisayorgativicchedal; prii1J,iiyiimal; ( ibid . ,  2 .49) , after 
perfection in that (referring to perfection of postures here) , tasmin sati, the 
motion of exhalation and inhalation being halted, foiisapra5viisayorgativicchedal;, 
is called priir_iiiyiima. This is suspension of movement of outgoing and incoming 
breaths. 

Again the Lord says, apare niyatiihiiriil; priir_iiinpriir_ie�u juhvati ( S Bg., 4.30) , 
others having regulated their diets, apare niyatiihiiriil;, pour their vital airs into 
the vital airs, priir_iiinpriir_ie�u juhvati. From this it is under!'>tood that to become 
an expert in the breath mastery, there are different stages of breathing techniques, 
priir_iakriyii. This refers to higher kriyii techniques. One has to learn these from 
his master, guru, and practice. All these are called yajiia, the sacrifices, and the 
fire of these sacrifices is self-restrain. Here the Lord has not said no to the material 
sacrifices, drauyayajiia; a person has to choose the practice according to his state. 
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A student studying in primary school is a student and one engaged in research is 
also a student but there are a lot of differences. Again, all these actions totally 
culminate in knowledge, saroam karmiikhil.am partha fnane parisamajJ'yate ( S Bg., 
4.33) . The purpose of all these offerings is the Knowledge, i .e. ,  Knowledge of the 
Self, svarupa jnana or atmajnana, Knowledge of the Brahman, brahmajnana, 
establishing in ones own form, svarupe sthiti, One and only One, kaivalyapada. 

But to reach up to that stage, one has to walk a long distance . This starts with 
samyama and ends with samyama, and in-between there is samyama. 

Yama is Lord of the Death: The Lord of the Death is also named Yama. This 
Yama is the son of the Sun-god; this Yama is Kai.a, this is time. The Sun is the 
Lord of our universe and his son Time engulfs us. If we perform ya111(;s, then we 
shall be established in our own form; otherwise Lord Yama will fix us in the 
death trap and we shall not be able to know immortality. The vital force of our 
solar system is the Sun; this is Hira.I.J.yagarbha for our solar system. The Sun we 
see in the intermediate space is the physical form, adhibhautika rupa, and as a 
sum total of all the Power of consciousness the Hirai;iyagarbha is its god form, 
adhidaivika rupa. This is sum of total power of will, iccha sakti, total power of 
knowledge, jnana sakti and total power of action, kriya 5akti, in our solar system. 
These t:J;tree powers are one. Our Prfu;la within our body is its spiritual form, 
adhyatmzka rupa. Again these three forms viz. ,  adhibhautika rupa, adhidaivika rupa, 
and adhyiitmika rupa are one. But we have to do our practice with our individual 
Prai;ia. And to know our individual Prai;ia we have to take the help of our 
priirJ.aviiyu, the breath. Our mind is absorbed into Prai;ia and this control of 
mind is yama. For this reason the controlled breathing is also called yama. This is 
the second samyama. To pull the breath, to lengthen the breath or to spread the 
breath is samyama; higher techniques will follow later. 

Yama is to keep the Spine Straight: Here it is important to mention one thing. 
Lord Yama is called da'fJ4adhiiri, holding the darJ.<J,a. In our body the spinal column 
is the da'fJ4a. To observe the ya111(;8 we have to hold our spinal column means we 
have to keep our spine straight, sit straight. Practicing to keep straight our spine 
is a big yama. The Lord says, samam kiiyaSirognvam dharayannacal.am sthiral], ( S 
Bg., 6 . 13) , holding the body, head and neck straight and steady, and remaining 
firm, this is the posture for the breath practice. To keep the neck and the head 
straight we have to gently press our chin on the throat. 

Samyama is Three Forms of Meditation: Now let us come to the third and final 
samyama. �i Pat:aJ1jali says, trayamekatra samyamal) ( Yg.s., 3.4) , these three together 
is called samyama. These three are concentration, dhiira'TJ.°', meditation, dhyiina 
and samadhi. By concentration, contemplation and merging with the object of 
concentration and contemplation we will have knowledge of the object, here 
these three forms a chain and is called samyama and the object is the Self. When 
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we succeed in samyama then, tajjayiit prajiiiiwkalJ, ( Yg.s., 3 .5) , winning that is the 
world of Knowledge. Now the practitioner attains the world of Knowledge, he is 
established in the Knowledge, all doubts in the mind are eradicated; the 
fluctuations of the mind are finished. He attains the goal, knows the Self. The 
Lord says, 

yii nisii saroabhittiiniirh tasyiirh jiigarti sarhyami, 
yasyiirh jiigrati bhittiini sii niSii pasyato munelJ,. ( S  Bg. , 2 .69) 

Which is  night to all beings, ya niSii saroabhittiiniim, sarhyami ( the practitioner 
of sarhyama) remains awake in that, tasyiirh jiigarti sarhyami. In which the beings 
are awake, yasyiirh jiigrati bhittiini, that is night to the seer, sii niSii pa§yato munelJ,. 

The Knowledge of the Self or the Principle is like a night to all ordinary 
beings, because they remain in the ego, in identity with the body and live in the 
world of "I" and "mine. "  They don't  know the Self, don' t  know the Principle 
which is inside the knowledge sheath, which is the Thread Self, siltriitmii, in all 
beings, they don't  know their Prfu).a, the Hiral).yagarbha. But the sarhyami, who 
started from the control of senses, breath practice and succeeded in concentration, 
meditation and samadhi, he remains awake to the Self. He knows the Principle. 
To which all other ordinary beings are awake, viz. ,  desires, enjoyment of objects, 
remaining in fluctuations of mind and in illusory world, these are like nights to 
the sarhyam'i. The sarhyam'i is a Yogi and sarhyama is the yoga. 

KRIYA-YOGA TEACHFS HOW TO KEEP EQUANIMITY OF THE MIND 

One of Most Extreme Aspects of Unequanimity: It was 26 October 2009. Kriya
yoga camp was going on at KalibaQi, Pauldauna. This is in Amgaon tehsil of 
Gondia district of Maharashtra state. On the day one reporter from a TV channel 
came and asked me, "Swamiji, I ask you a question. This year in Vidarbha, one 
lakh farmers has committed suicide. What yoga can offer? What do you say 
about this?" I have not expected such a question. Since last eight years I have 
neither watched TV nor read newspapers regularly. Sometimes I see a newspaper 
if I get one but the number of times watching TV is almost zero. I imagined the 
seriousness of the problem from the question. Though the number was debated 
and may be exaggerated, and even if all the deaths recorded may not be suicides 
as some sources claim but it was a fact that there were a large number of suicides 
in Vidarbha followed by Andhra Pradesh which is shocking and alarming. My 
reply was, "Whatever may be the economical, social and political aspects of this 
problem, certainly the economists, sociologists, and politicians must be analyzing 
this and are trying to solve the problem. I don't  have to say anything on that. But 
as I have seen India from my childhood, the situations of I 960s-70s are not 
prevailing today in the country. I can remember the type of poverty was prevailing 
in the days of 1971-75, i .e. ,  in my childhood days, and then I was a sdJool student. 
Ninety per cent of population of my village where I was born didn't  have meals 
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two times a day, even one time a day during the months of August to November. 
Some were forced to begging out of hunger. There were no works for them and 
there were deaths out of hunger. In those days there was no electronic media, 
the print media was not that effective as today, so the publication of news of 
deaths due to hunger in villages were rare . But in those days no one was 
committing suicide. Today there is no such situation in the country; no one is 
dying out of hunger but the farmers are committing suicide. Simply economic 
angle is not the cause. The mental state we require to fight with the difficult 
situations and to confront the problems we face has been lost. In these thirty 
years we lost our power to keep mental equilibrium in adverse situations, and 
the solution to this is there in yoga since keeping equanimity of mind is called 
yoga. " In my childhood I have listened from my grandfather about the droughts 
year after year and learned about the difficulties on those days. I also read the 
novels written on those subjects, there was the devastating naked dance of death 
due to hunger but not suicide. 

At times when I see a newspaper, there is not a single day when a case of 
suicide is not published, and some of the headings are like these: "Police IG 
committed suicide. A Principal Secretary to a Province committed suicide. Scientist 
working in atomic power center co111mitted suicide . Soldier posted at boarder, 
committed suicide. Professor committed suicide. Woman committed suicide after 
giving poison to her children. A love-pair committed suicide. Eighty-year-old 
committed suicide. Husband committed suicide after seeing wife with her lover. 
Wife committed suicide being pressurized to dance in a party. Failed student 
committed suicide. "  This gives a feeling as if in this country an era of suicide has 
descended. 

In my childhood when I used to read newspapers, I learned about the 
comparative studies on crime rates, murders, rape cases, theft and robberies, 
suicides, etc . ,  between India and USA, UK and other western countries which 
revealed that how people were happy in this poor country. Today there is not 
that poverty in the country. The nation has progressed in all directions and India 
has emerged as a world power. Along with that we have also rapidly progressed 
in suicides and crime rates and if we are not conscious enough a day may come 
we will leave behind the western countries in these respects. Is this our progress? 

The Cause: What is the cause of all these? The answer is that we are not able to 
keep the equanimity of mind. I choose to mention about the suicides because 
these are the worst cases of mental disturbances. Before committing suicide the 
person is already dead, here it is the case of death before the death (suicide) ; he 
has lost all inner inspiration to live and seeks solace only in terminating the life 
(physical body) . The issue is so sensitive that one can imagine from the lauded 
reactions from media, social scientists and thinkers it received when the landmark 
judgment was passed by a bench of Honorable Supreme Court oflndia comprising 
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Justice Banwarilal Hansaria on the issue of suicide in early 1 990s; previously 
attempt to suicide was a punishable offence from British-India days. I did not 
remember all the details published in newspapers on those days but essence of 
the judgment was a compassionate one that the society needs. May be suicide is 
a kind of self-punishment the committer inflicts upon him in a state of mental 
illness, here the committer is not an offender but himself is a victim to a state of 
depression and visualizing the world in a negative way. Self-esteem is completely 
lost, self-depreciation reached its nadir and there is darkness everywhere for the 
person. This is not only an offence on his physical, vital and mental bodies but 
also an offence on the Self. The inner light or the discriminating intellect is 
extinguished before the act of suicide or we can say reasons failed. Prior to that 
he is in a state of terrible confusion and does not see anything other than failures 
and seeks solace only through an escape route called physical death, the mental 
death already preceding this. To sum all these we can say faith on the Self is lost. 
I can say all these because I have coordinated with some in deep depression and 
having tendency to suicide and was able to restore faith in life, courage and 
confidence to fight with situations, and it is the Kriya-yoga meditation that helped 
along with other supportive means. I have interacted with some kriyavii:nrs in my 
master's ashram mostly Europeans who got new life due to yoga and meditation, 

• 
leaving their dark pasts of drug and depression. The living dead persons can be 
injected with life and light through yoga and meditation, of course the help of 
medical sciences, social counselors and a compassionate atmosphere etc. are all 
beneficial. 

Let us see a simple reason, why we suffer from viral and bacterial diseases? 
Though disease causing viruses and bacteria are there in the atmosphere and 
are always entering our bodies but we suffer only when our immune power is 
low, then only we are their victims and are diseased. We suffer and if we don 't 
take remedial measures we can die. But if our immunity is high then these disease
causing germs can do no harm. It is same in the case of our mind. In our life, 
difficult situations arise . Be it our personal life or social life, life is full of up and 
downs. Sometimes these are minor but at times it can be a big storm. All depends 
on how much the external situations shake our internal environment. If we are 
not strong internally and don't  have tolerating capability then on small matters 
we will loose mental balance. One who is mentally stable enough and stands like 
a rock then big storms cannot do any harm. The whole thing is how to keep 
equanimity of mind. 

Understanding the Process that Solves: Situations will change in a positive or a 
negative way. We can control them to some extent through social, political and 
economic means and we also do so . But situations can never be wholly according 
to our own likings even if one tries as much as one can. Then it is certainly not 
worthy to loose our mental balance due to that, since loosing mental balance 
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does not give. any solution to the problem rather it worsens the situation. It is 
raining and we have to go out and we know, we cannot stop the rain. But we can 
go with an umbrella or a raincoat, we can save ourselves from rain, and we have 
to do like that. Correcting the external situations is one aspect and correcting 
our mental state is another aspect. One who is willing can correct his mental 
state, for that the techniques to have control over mind are to be accepted, and 
the name of those techniques is yoga. Lord Vasudeva says, 

yogastha}J, kuru karmatii saitgarh tyaktva dhanaiijaya, 
siddhyasiddhyo}J, samo bhittva samatvarh yoga ucyate. ( S  Bg. , 2 .48) 

Oh Dhanaiijaya, dhanaiijaya, do your duties being established in yoga, yogastha}J, 
kuru karmatii, discarding attachment, saitgarh tyaktvii, and be even-minded in 
success and failure, siddhyasiddhyo}J, samo bhittva; equanimity of the mind is called 
yoga, samatvarh yoga ucyate. 

The Lord is advising us to work adopting the yoga in the form of equanimity 
of mind that is without attachment and aversion. When we do something be it 
physical or mental action, we create attachments and aversions. We never work 
in a state of detachment. Our mind wants that such and such should happen with 
us, and such and such should not happen. But always the events do not happen 
accordingly. There is no such rule in the nature that situations will emerge 
according to the likings of our mind and those not at per likings of our mind will 
not happen. But we desire like that and suffer. In a lighter vein I can say, in the 
days when I used to watch 'IV in 1990s there was a comedy based serial and the 
meaning of the title song was, "everyone likes his own intelligence and other's 
wife." Such is the state of our mind. Whatever we think and whatever we desire 
that only is dear to us. Near ones and own job is not dear to general mass. We 
are attending our job only as a routine duty, and we don't  inject life to our job. 
In this way we are becoming psychic patients, of course degree varies with persons, 
someone with lesser degree and someone with higher degree. Some maintain 
psychic balance in small problems but loose when faced with a big one. Some in 
adverse situations loose balance for a period and if the period is for some minutes 
or hours then it is okay. But if the period of unevenness state of mind is for 
months together or for years, it is then devastating, even one becomes mad. 
There are some who can solve the major problems in their workplace at ease 
but cannot face very small ones in the family. I have seen such good teachers who 
are successful in instilling discipline among his pupils but completely failed when 
it was the tum of their own children. A high profile administrative officer having 
good name in the field of administration but a complete failure in family life or 
a renowned scientist but personal life is running resorting to the support of 
alcohol, such instances are abundant in societies. These persons can do miracle 
in their professions but in personal relations their talents do not work. I have 
learned from a friend about a case of divorce from conflict arising out of silly 
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reason like who should put the mosquito net before bedtime. All these indicate 
that in some situations we can remain even-minded and in some we loose evenness. 
The more our civilization develops materially; the state of our mind worsens, 
and we are failing to keep the equanimity of mind. Before thirty I forty years the 
farmers dying in hunger were not committing suicides, of course our expectations 
are high today but all our expect.ttions cannot be fulfilled the way we want. If we 
breakdown due to this then what shall we achieve? Some how we are loosing the 
technique to maintain equanimity of our mind. 

Once in west Swami Vivekananda said, "an illiterate farmer in India can tell 
you something about the spiritualism."  It was a fact that illiterates of this country 
knew some spiritual techniques, now it has declined a lot. In my childhood I 
have seen this. I have seen a laborer working in the paddy field teaching principles 
of spiritualism to fellow laborers while working. Later I read those teachings in 
scriptures. In each village there was a small cottage in the form of a monastery, 
and in each village there was a monk. Each individual had a master, guru. He 
used to learn some spiritual techniques from his master and practice. The 
inhabitants of these illiterate villages had sufficient mental power to fight with 
difficult situations, to fight with tragedy. I don't  say that this is completely lost 
today; it is there but becoming scarce. In last thirty /forty years a lot has been 
changed in India. Today's religious practice has become mainly listening to the 
discourses of some religious leaders. Listening to religious discourses and stories 
from Pur3.I}.a-s is good, but one has to be careful about how to apply those teach
ings in day-to-day life. In our childhood our grandparents were our religious 
storytellers and discoursers. Today with the changing age this has come in a new 
form and is being done by these religious storytellers , kathiiviicaka, and the 
electronic media; and this may be inhabitable with changing world but the practice 
we require to bring forth these teachings in life is lacking. 

Some Practices: What practice is that by which we can keep our mental 
equilibrium? When we ask such a question the answers we receive are: "One 
should have faith and devotion in God, which gives abundant energy. One should 
have faith on masters, great-realized souls who had conquered desires, iiptakiima, 
and faith on scriptures, and then we should follow their teachings. We should 
read the scriptures. We must leave the egoistic tendencies of mind. We should 
analyze and enhance our discriminating intellect. Through the discriminating 
intellect we should contemplate that we have done our works and whatever are 
the results we should accept them, should not develop attachments or disliking. 
Again we should analyze that happiness or sorrows whatever it may be, these are 
results of our actions of present and past lives, priirahdha, we should accept these. 
We must surrender all actions and their results to God. For higher spiritual 
practitioners and for the practitioners in the path of knowledge, it is said to 
contemplate on the Principle, tattva viciira, leave the identification of self with 
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body and mind, adhyasa nirasa. Know that the appearance of world is  illusion; i t  
is  the God that reflected Himself as the world. The world is  like a dream; this is 
mirage, what is the utility of attachments and hatreds here. When one has the 
Knowledge and the world does not exist for him then pains and pleasures, 
attachments and aversions are finished. 

All these practices are correct and help but let us analyze what these are? All 
these be it faith, devotion, discriminating intellect, analysis of the Principle, etc. ,  
happen only in our mind; these are different states of mind, actions of mind based 
on divine qualities. Desires, anger, greed, delusion, attachments and hatreds, etc. 
are also actions of mind but based on demonic qualities. We have to win the 
actions of demonic qualities and establish the actions of divine qualities. Then only 
it is possible. Then only we have mental equilibrium, we will be established in 
yoga. Our main problem is with the state of mind; demonic qualities making them 
uneven and divine qualities make it even. But how the divine qualities would be 
established defeating the demonic qualities, and how there would be the victory of 
gods in this war between gods and demons? The answer is found in Upan�ds. 

Up�ds teach Pra�anii: A story comes in Chandogyopan�ad (pt. II, chap. I )  
and the same story also found i n  Brhadarariyakopani�ad (pt. III ,  chap . I ,  
Udgithabrahma.Q.a) . The sons of the Lord of creatures, Prajapati, gods and demons 
fought against each other. Gods or deva-s refer to the glowing qualities or the 
divine qualities within us, sattva based qualities, and the asura-s or demons are 
those who dwell in asu, asu is the vital energy engaged to sensual enjoyments, 
demonic or tamas based qualities. Prajapati is the person having right to scriptural 
action and the Knowledge, Prajapati is a spiritual practitioner; we are all Prajapatis 
and within us this fight is going on. Since gods and demons arise within one 
subtle body they are referred as brothers. To defeat the demons, the gods 
worshiped the nose as the elevated one but the demons fixed the nose with vices. 
So through nose one smells both good and bad smells. Then the gods worshiped 
speech, eyes, ears, etc . ,  one after another as the elevated one and the demons 
fixed all these with the evils; so speech speaks those not to be spoken and those to 
be spoken, eyes see those not to be seen and those to be seen and so on, and the 
gods are defeated again and again. This implies that through five sense organs, 
viz., nose, tongue, eyes, skin, and ears and through five action organs, viz. ,  speech, 
hands and legs, etc. ,  we cannot win over the demonic qualities. The sense and 
action organ based consciousness would not work as these contain both virtue 
and vices. Then the gods worshiped the mind as the elevated one and the demons 
also fixed it with evils. Mind is the controller of five senses and organs of action 
but here also evil remains, so the mind makes both bad and good resolves; and 
we cannot win the demonic qualities taking the help of the mind, and the mental 
techniques are not fool-proof ones. At the end the gods worship the chief Praria, 
the vital power, sense and action organs, and mind are called secondary praria-s, 
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as the elevated one. This time as a ball of soil when thrown to a rock is destroyed 
similarly the demons are finished reaching the chief Prii:rµz. So this is the process 
to win over the demons in a war between the gods and demons. The mind is 
merged in the vital power. So to control the mind we have to worship the vital 
power, and for the worship of the vital power we have to take the support of 
prii1Javiiyu, the vital airs, viz. ,  the inhalations and the exhalations. This is the first 
lesson in spiritual sciences. 

Srimad Bhagavadgi.ta teaches PriirµJpiisanii.: Lord Vasudeva Srikf�Qa also says the 
same thing in Siimad Bhagavadgita (chaps. 4-6) . This practice of action of vital 
airs, prii'l'Jakarma, is the sacrifice, yajna, or the sacrificial fire ceremony. Starting 
from "srotriidinindriyii1Jyanye samyamiigni$U juhvati" up to "apare niyatiihiirii}J, 
prii1Jiinprii1Jeyu juhvati" in the fourth chapter (26-30) practicing the action of 
vital airs is taught. Again prii1Jakarma is advised in the fifth chapter (27 ) , 
"spariiinkrtvii bahirbiihyiimscak$uscaiviintare bhruvo," etc. Entire sixth chapter talks 
about the process of meditation, and in his commentary of Siimad Bhagavadgitii 
at the beginning of the sixth chapter Bhagavadpada Sri Sail.karacarya has said 
this as the internal practices for Knowledge. And this is the fact, because the 
Knowledge would not arise without purifying the mind and the purification of 
mind takes place through prii'l'Jopiisana. This prii'l'Jopiisanii is named the Kriya
yoga. 

Soham japa is the Tradition of Prii:1µ1piisana in India: I remember that in my 
childhood, a monk was staying in our village matha, the small cottage monastery. 
In the matha there was no temple or deities though we villagers were idol
worshipers. This idol-worship is not worship of a stone statue rather worship of 
consciousness, visualizing the God on idols. When one sees an idol or a temple 
he remembers God, sattva qualities appear in the mind, thoughts of wrong doings 
disappear. No one accepts an idol as a stone statue because he understands that 
through rituals the frrii1Ja is established, prii1Japrati$thil, in the statue. This forms 
faith and this is stepping into the spiritual world through idols, rituals, and temples. 
Later under the guidance of monks one enters into the internal practices. In the 
matha the ritual worship of giidi or pothi, i .e . ,  scriptures written on palm-leaves 
were going on. But the real worship was an internal one. Once in a year there 
was �taprahara niima yajna, sacrifice in the form of taking the name of lord for a 
day and night. The name taken there on was, 

bhaja ananta kifora iitmii riima, 
japa nitya hamsa soham marii riima. 

Contemplate, bhaja, Rama the Self, iitmii riima, who is at his early youth, kiSora, 
and infinite, ananta. Repeat, japa, the eternal (names) , nitya, (those are) harhsa 
and soham, harhsa soham, mara and Rama, mara riima. 
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Here one is asked to contemplate on the Self, the Self is Lord Rama, Rama is 
the state of bliss, ramanarna bhuvi khyatamabhiramet:ia va puna�i (RPU, 1 .3) , the 
name of Rama is famous in the world, ramanama bhuvi khyatam, and again He is 
the state of bliss, abhirame7J.a va punalJ,. Again Rama is, ramante yogino 'nante 
nityanande cidatmani (RPU, 1 .6) , that the Transcendental Self in the Form of 
Consciousness, cidatmani, Form of Eternal-Bliss, nityanande, and Infinite, anante, 
on whom yogis sport or contemplate, ramante yoginalJ,. He is always in His early 
youth, kiSora, the Life-force is never old. Ananta is the name of the legendary 
snake on which Lord Vi�Q.U sleeps on the ocean of milk. Ananta means "infinity. " 
Snake is the symbol of energy. Vi�Q.u is vastness. Water is the life, it is creation 
and milk is food, the base of life. Ananta is one with Lord Vi�1.1u the sustainer, 
mahaprar_ia; in body context it is the Conscious Life Energy. How to contemplate 
such a Lord named Rama or Vi�i:iu? The process is, jagatprar_iayatmane'smai namalJ, 
syannamastvaikyam pravadetpraggur_ieneti (RPU, 3.2) , I bow down to that (Rama) , 
asmai namalJ,, life-energy of the world, jagatprar_iaya, and which is the Self, atmane, 
after bowing down, syannamastva, speak of the unity (with the Lord) , aikyam 
pravadet, (I am) manifested from the qualities (of yours) , praggur_ieneti. This is 
named in scriptures as aharhgraha upasana, worshiping to seek the unity. This 
worshiping is done by repeating the eternal name haritsa that is soham; the life 
force in the form of breath, this is prar_iopasana. Our exhalation is ham and 
inhalation is so. The Life-force is Lord Rama. Haritsa means "I am He" and soham 
means "He is I . "  Rama is the Lord and mara is the dead body. With ego we are 
dead bodies, without ego we are Lord, one with Him. This soham japa or repetition 
of soham is called ajapa or non-repetition , because it is breath and it is not 
pronounced. If we inhale so and exhale ham then this dead body would become 
the Lord, in fact we are always doing it only we have to be aware of our inhalations 
and exhalations since the mind along with the ego is merged in the vital force. 
This technique is called repetition of the reverse name, ulafa nama, we say haritsa 
but do soham. Sant Tulasldasa sung, ulafa nama japata jaga jana, valmiki hoya 
brahma samiina, the whole world new that by repeating the reverse name Sage 
Valmiki has become the Brahman. The sage poet of the famous epic Riimayar_ia 
was previously a bandit named Ratnakara who by repetition of the reverse name 
of Rama, i .e . ,  mara became the sage Valmlki . This reverse name is the breath 
technique, prar_iakarma. In some traditions a practitioner inhales ma and exhales 
rti Ma represents time, kala:, ra is ra and ii, ra is light or manifestation and a is the 
Form of Lord, all forms are manifestations of the Lord and kala or time is his 
power, these all are Prar_ia. To enter into the Prar_ia we have to hold the breath, 
prar_iavayu. Prar_iavayu is Hanuman; he is Son of God Air, pavanaputra. That is 
the reason Sant Tuiasldasa sung, rama duare tum rakhavare, hoto na ajna binu 
paisare, you are the guard to the doors of Rama, without your permission no one 
can enter. One should not misunderstand that by speaking this I deny either the 
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historical or the godly aspect ofSrirama and Srihanuman. Accepting these aspects 
in the context of form, adhibhautika, and in the context of god, adhidaivika, this is 
only throwing the light into the body context, adhyatmika, related to our internal 
spiritual practice. 

This is our tradition. All the villages of India are like the village of my 
childhood. Many of chese villagers had not listened the name of Kriya-yoga but 
they were doing the pra1J.akarma. With the death of the monk of my village in my 
adolescent age this tradition of my village was lost. Within a short span such a 
noble tradition is almost going to be finished from the country. This is the reason 
that the farmers who constitute the backbone of Indian society are loosing the 
equanimity of mind. But we have not given up hope. The soul of this country is 
spiritualism. The seed of spiritualism is never lost here; only it either increases 
or decreases. To revive our tradition with full swing and to inject confidence and 
life to our society we all have to adopt the non-sectarian breaL'i technique. Breath 
technique is most effective to keep the evenness of mind. We can also adopt 
mental analysis ,  vicara prakriya or manana, but only after being expert in 
pra1J.akarma since mental analysis is not possible in a turbulent mind; turbulent 
mind is stabilized and concentrated by pra1].akarma. Herc it is important to mention 
one thing, while doing pra1].akriya the impressions hidden in our subconscious 
mind comes to the surface; we can remember many past events, can see many 
types of scenes, but we should not create attachments or aversions towards them. 
We have to watch them as witness otherwise we shall commit mistakes. 

DEVOTION, BHAKTI, IN KRIYA-YOGA 

Whether one follows the doctrines of action, devotion, yoga or knowledge in the 
spiritual path one should not see them as isolated routes or routes opposed to 
each other since the purpose is one. Due to misconception and lack of proper 
understanding paths of yoga, devotion and knowledge appear to be opposed to 
each other. According to the path of knowledge, self-analysis and contemplation 
is the route to liberation where as the path of yoga believes in practice of 
equanimity, and the path of devotion believes in strong attachment to a personal 
God as the route. The path of action emphasizes on surrendering results of 
actions to God and in practice of actions without desires. In no way these routes 
are antagonistic in nature. One has to choose a path according to ones own 
nature and spiritual development. Even after traveling a distance in a path one 
can switch over to another for his further and speedy growth, a spiritual practitioner 
practicing sincerely can know what he should do further. Moreover to be cured 
from a disease as multiple drugs and methods a re used similarly one can take 
help from different doctrines for the Knowledge and Supreme Devotion. Coming 
to the methods in a doctrine we find that some methods are common to all and 
some are overlapping. We find some yogic methods are found in all philosophies 
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and in all doctrines, similar is also for some methods of the doctrine of devotion 
(or bhaktt) as these are also found in other doctrines. 

Noble Faith, Sraddha, is the First Form of Devotion: Sraddha, which is commonly 
translated as faith, is the first form of devotion and all the treatises declare this as 
the precondition. Sraddhii, vifuiisa/.i (trust) and bhakti (devotion) have nearly 
similar meanings. Sraddhii can be said as belief in divine revelations as expounded 
in the scriptures and belief in the teachings of the realized masters. Sraddhii is 
also a strong desire based on nobility, sattvagutta, wit.11 reverence to the god, the 
teacher and the scriptures. In the words of Bhagatpada Sri Saiikaracarya, 

siistrasya guruviikyasya satyabudhayiivadhiiratta, 
sii fraddhii kathitii sadbhiryayii vastupalabhyate. ( Vkc. , 25) 

Understanding and holding the Truth, satyabudhayiivadhiirattii, of scripture, 
siistrasya, of teachings of teacher, guruviikyasya, that has been called as sraddha, 
sii fraddhii kathitii, by Knower of Truth, sadbhiJ.i,, by which, yayii, matter ( the 
Eternal) , vastu, is achieved, upalabhyate. 

This says fraddhii as the process of attaining knowledge. This is also called 
viSviisaJ.i or trust, and this gives confidence to walk on the path. ViSviisaJ.i means 
beyond the SviisaJ.i, or beyond the breath. So fraddha or viSviisaJ.i, becomes the 
result of the yogic techniques; and yet this is the precondition for all the doctrines, 
viz., karma, yoga, jiiiina, or bhakti. Here when one is beyond the breath there is 
no fickleness of mind, and all the doubts arc finished; this is the state of knowledge 
and this knowledge arises out of experience after the spiritual practice. This 
develops into rtambharii prajiill, the knowledge filled with the truth. This has 
been said as, bhidyate hrdayagranthiSchidyante saruasamsayii/.i (Mu. U, 2 .2.8) , when 
the knot of the heart is pierced or untied all the doubts are cut off or get solved. 
If we take this as the devotion, then devotion is the result of all the doctrines, and 
this is the result as the Knowledge. But this state cannot come in the beginning. 
Then the fraddhii that is the first form of devotion and is precondition to all the 
treatises is a traditional faith with reverence and a strong desire based on nobility. 
This should not be confused as blind faith since blind faith emerges due to 
ignorance and is tamas based. For example if one is asked to sacrifice an animal 
before a goddess to get such and such boons and he performs this by faith this is 
said to be a blind faith. Even instances of a fool performing human sacrifices 
were there. These are tamogutta-based activities where selfish desires, cruelty and 
violence play a role. But in fraddhii or noble faith, the knowledge from the 
scriptures and the knowledge from the realized masters is the guarantee on 
truthfulness of the path. Bhagavana Vasudeva says, fraddhiiviirhllabhate jniinarh 
tatparaJ.i, sarhyatendriya/.i ( S Bg. , 4.39) , one who has noble faith, sraddhiiviin, is 
diligent, tatparaJ.i, and has controlled the organs, sarhyatendriya}_t, attains, labhate, 
the Knowledge, jfiiinam. Here along with diligence and control of sense-organs 
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and organs of action, the noble faith becomes the first condition for the Knowledge. 
Again He says, ajna5casraddadhiina5ca samsayiitmii vina,Syati ( S Bg., 4.40) , one who 
is ignorant, ajnalJ,, and, ca, is faithless, a,SraddadhiinalJ,, and, ca, is doubting in 
nature, samsayiitmii, perishes, vina,Syati. One cannot practice having doubts in 
teachings of a teacher or teachings of the scriptures, even if one practices that 
would be half hearted and that practice is not going to produce desired results. 
�i Pa tan jali also says, fraddhaviryasm'[tisamiidhiprajnapurvaka itareyiim ( Y g.s., 1 .20) , 
for others (those who follow the path of efforts) , itareyam, resort to the means 
of noble faith, fraddha, vigor ( sustained effort) , virya, memory ( repeated 
contemplation) , smrt� concentration, samiidhi, and knowledge (knowledge arising 
from these practices) ,  prajnii. Noble faith or revered faith becomes the first of 
the means to be followed. Often outer expressions like prostrations, etc. are 
taken as the noble faith, but this is not so. An outer expression can just be a show 
without inner faith though often inner-faith expresses itself in outer expression. 

Devotion is Searching the Self: On the devotion Bhagavatpada Sri Saiikaracarya 
says, 

mok�yakara7J-asamag;rayam bhaktireva ganyasz, 
svasvarupiinusamdhanam bhaktirityamidhiyate. ( Vkc. , 3 1 )  

Among the means required for liberation, mok�yakara7J-asiimagrayiim, only 
devotion, bhaktireva, is most important, ganyas"i. Searching the ones own form, 
svasvaritpiinusamdhanam, is named as the devotion, bhaktirityamidhiyate. Again 
he says, 

svatmatattvanusamdhanam bhaktirityaparejagulJ, ( Ibid. , 32)  

Analyzing the Principle called the Self, svatmatattvanusamdhanam, i s  declared 
as the devotion by others, bhaktirityaparejagulJ,. 

Here Bhagatpada is quoting others and there is only a very thin line of 
demarcation between above two. The first one indicates to the route, here one is 
not conversed with the Principle called Self, iitmatattva, he is in process of searching 
and in the secoad one he has the indirect knowledge, paro�a jnana, and is in 
process of analysis and contemplation to attain the non-indirect knowledge, 
aparo�a jnana. This is the highest form of devotion that results in the Knowledge. 
This requires to cast off completely "the narrow I sense,"  and to leave the identity 
with ego, intellect, mind and body; ahamkiiriididehantan bandhanajniinakalpitan 
(ibid., 27) , from ego to body, ahamkiiriididehantiin, bondage, bandhiin, is imagined, 
kalpitan, due to the ignorance, ajniina. The Self, named Siva that is the form of 
bliss and that is eternal , pure, omniscient and ever liberated, appears to become 
the individual self, 1'iva, due to identification with body-mind interactions. This 
identification is the form of ignorance. The practice process of eradication of 
that ignorance by the individual self is named as devotion here by Bhagatpada 
Sri Sarikaracarya. For that practice the foundation is to learn distinguishing 
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between the eternal and non-eternals, viveka, practice of detachment, vairiigya, 
desire for liberation, mumuleyutii, control of mind, Sama, control of organs, dama, 
withdrawal of mind from objects,  uparati, toleration of adverse conditions, titi/eyii, 
noble faith, sraddhii, and a state of mind without apprehensions or volition ,  
samiidhiina. Up to this the route i s  same for the path of yoga and for the path of 
knowledge though yoga describes these as restraints, yama, observances, niyama, 
postures, iisana, breath technique, priirJiiyama, withdrawal , pratyiihiira, con
centration, dharar;ii, and meditation , dhyiina. So yoga becomes the practical aspect 
of Vedanta till the state of samja samiidhi. Then the routes differ, followers of the 
path of knowledge resort to mental analysis, manana, and contemplation, 
nididhyasana, of the Principle to get established in the Principle where as the 
followers of the path of yoga believe in further practice of meditation to be 
specialist in "no thought state,"  nirvicara, so as to develop "the knowledge that 
holds the Truth ,"  rtambhara prajiia, to be established at Own Form. Here supreme 
detachment, para vairagya, and the discriminating intellect resulting in the 
knowledge, viveka khyiiti, play the key role. If we take the definitions of devotion 
according to �i Sat:i<;lilya then the practices in the paths of knowledge and yoga 
are all devotional practices; iitmaratyavirodheneti siifJ,tf,ilyalJ, (NBS, 1 8) , as per Sage 
SaQ.<;lilya the devotion must be without hindrance to the enjoyment of bliss in the 
Atman. This means devotion do not clash with the practice of contemplation on 
the Self. 

Devotion as Normally Understood: Since the devotion is supreme attachment 
to God that is in no way opposed to the love of the Self. However most of the 
teachers in the path of devotion do not accept these processes as devotion. They 
believe in a Personal God, viz. ,  Rama, Kr�Q.a, Durga, or Siva with a name and 
form, and for them devotion is the supreme attachment to that Personal God 
keeping a separate existence of the individual self. This can be said in the words 
of Swami Sivananda as, "Bhakti is a sacred higher emotion with sublime sentiments 
that unites the devotee with the lord. " Here a strong attachment to a personal 
god wards off all-other worldly attachments .  But problem arises when 
understanding is not proper and attitude develops as "someone else 's personal 
god is inferior to my personal god and all these are separate entities. " This leads 
to formation of sects, though all want to speak the same truth but the truth gets 
hidden in sectarianism . According to many interpreters the practice of 
lfoaraprarJidhana in yoga is a form of bhakti or devotion. We have discussed 
lroaraprarJidhiina in the heads, "Self-study, Sviidhyaya" ( supra, p. 1 1 7) and "Knowing 
the God, lfoaraprarJidhana" ( supra, p. 1 1 9) , how these are core practices of the 
Kriya-yoga and how far there is scope of expression of devotion in them. However 
for the teachers in the path of devotion mainly there are nine modes of practices 
known as navavidha bhakti or navadhii bhakti. They are listening His divine sports, 
5ravarJa, singing, His names and glory, kirtana, remembrance of his name and 
glory, smara1Jll, service of His (or to the deity) feet, padasevana, worshiping Him 
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( to the deity or mental worshiping) or offering flowers etc. ,  arcana, prostration, 
vandana, a state of being His servant, diisya bhiiva, a state of being His friend, 
siikhya bhiiva, and self-surrender, atmanivedana. These nine have each nine modes 
and become eighty-one fold. These are all known as sacred emotional devotio11 , 
bhiiva or sagu7J.a bhakti. However Sage Narada expounds sacred emotional 
devotion in eleven forms of practices in His-form, viz . ,  gu?J.amiihiitmyasakti, 
attachment for glorifying His attributes, riipiisakti, attachment for His beauty and 
form, pujasakti, attachment for His worship, smara7J.iisakti, attachment for 
remembering Him, diisyiisakti, attachment for Him as His servclnt, sakhyiisakti, 
attachment for Him as a friend, vatsalyasakti, attachment for Him as a child, 
kiintiisakti, attachment for Him as His wife,  iitmanivedaniisakti, attachment as 
self-surrender, tanmayasakti, attachment as complete absorption in Him, 
paramavirahiisakti, attachment to the pain of separation from Him (NBS, 82) . 

The Supreme Devotion and Being Established in Yoga: �i Narada speaks of 
devotion, sii na kiimayamiinii nirodhariipatviit (NBS, 7) , that (devotion) is not the 
form of desires, sa na kamayamanii, this is the form of halting ( the desires) , 
nirodharitpatviit. And �i Pataiijali speaks of yoga, yoga,SdttavrttinirodhalJ, ( Y_g.5., 
1 .2) , yoga is halting the activities of mind. NirodhalJ, means halting, suppression 
or control. Our mind should not be "of the nature of desires, " kamayamiina, 
desires are to be halted and these desires appear as actions of mind, dtta
vrtti. Teachers of devotion explain that the devotion does not c�xist with any 
desire, even the desire for liberation is not there . This is the final form of devotion 
and this is the state of establishment in yoga, kaivalyam, when there is,  
puru�iirthasunyiinam gu?J.iinam pratiprasavalJ, ( ibid . ,  4 .34) , dissolution of 
puru�artha, puru�arthaSunyanam, this is dissolution of the four goals of a human 
being, viz . ,  nobility, wealth, desires and liberation, and the manifestations of the 
qualities of nature has been stopped, gu?J.iinam pratiprasavalJ,. So the ultimate 
result is same. This has been described as the abiding in Own-form, svarope'
vasthiinam ( ibid. , 1 .3) in yoga where as in devotion this is said as, sii tu asmin 
paramapremaropii (NBS, 2) , that verily is the form of Supreme Love, and again 
said, amrtasvariipii ca ( ibid. ,  3) , and it is the form of Immortality. Even with a 
trace of egoism it can neither be Supreme Love nor the form of Immortality. 
Eternal happiness and immortality lies in annihilation of the ego and when one 
is established in the Brahman named as the Truth, Knowledge and Infinite, 
satyam jiiiinamanantam brahma ( Tai. U, 2 . 1 . 1 ) .  If that Brahman is named Rama, 
l\n;Q.a, i8vara, or Atman this remains the same, it is just for our understanding 
that we give this a name. This is the state of Supreme Devotion. The Supreme 
Devotion, para bhakti, the Knowledge, jiiana, and the establishment of Power of 
Consciousness in its Own Form, kaivalyam svariipaprati�thii vii dtisaktiriti ( Y_g.5., 
4.34) are synonymous. 

This state of Supreme Love develops from the noble faith, then attraction and 
adoration to a Personal God with name and form in case of devotees, for yogis 
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the place of a Personal God is occupied by I§vara, God the Cosmic Self, and for 
practitioners of knowledge, jftiini, it is contemplation on the Brahman or the 
Transcendental Self. So according to the stages these vary and these are natural 
spiritual processes. Sri Hanuman says, "dehabuddhyii tu diiso 'harh fivabuddhyii 
tvadarhsakal,i. iitmabuddhyii tvameviihamiti me niscitii mati, " when I am in body 
consciousness I am Your sexvant, when I am in the consciousness of individual 
self ! am part of You, but when I realize "I am the Self, "  I am surely one with you. 
Sant Tulasidasa sings, "siyiiriimamaya sab jaga jiini, karau prarJiima jori juga piir}i, " 
knowing the whole world as the form of Sita and Rama, I bow down to all with 
folded hands. Sita and Rama are same as Sakti and Siva, Prakfti and Puru�a, and 
Maya and the Brahman. Vedas speak of the Puru�a, sahasrasir$ii puru$a/.i 
sahasrii�al,i sahasrapiit ( yv, 3 1 . 1 ) ,  the Puru�a is having thousands of heads, 
thousands of eyes and thousands of feet. He is covering the whole universe and 
remains in excess of ten fingers, sa bhumirh sarvata sjJrtviityat�!hadda5iingulam 
( ibid. , 31 . 1 ) . He is the Special Puru�a, puru�avise�a zsvaral}, of the yogis; they 
search that Mahaprar:ia within the body and that lodged in excess within the ten 
fingers of the cranium. A yogi finds the Hirar:iyagarbha within the human cranium 
and transcends in to the state of kaivalyarh svarnpaprat�!hii, establishment in its 
Own Form and the state of only One. This is the state of iitmiiriimal,i, sporting in 
the bliss of Atman. This is parii bhakti, supreme devotion. Sage Narada speaks, 
yajjniitvii matto bhavati stabdho bhavati iitmiiriimo bhavati (NBS, 6) , knowing which, 
yajjiiiitvii, one becomes intoxicated (with the bliss of divine) , matto bhavati, becomes 
still (becomes peaceful, volitions of mind are finished) , stabdho bhavati, and sports 
in the bliss of the Self, iitmiiriimo bhavati. 

Common Practices in Yoga and Bhakti: However the basic conditions and 
practices to develop bhakti and to be established in yoga are same. We have 
already discussed these basic conditions for yoga and let us see how Niirada 
Bhaktisittras also teaches the same. It says, tattu vi�ayatyiigiit sangatyiigiicca (35) ; 
that verily (is attained) ,  tat tu, from abandonment of sense-objects, v�ayatyiigiit, 
and from renunciation of attachment ( to them) , sangatyiigiit ca. Sage Pataiijali 
has taught this as detachment; dma 'nusravikavi$ayavitf$1J-asya vasikiirasarhjiiii 
vairiigyam ( Y gs., 1 . 1 5) ,  when the mind loses all thirsts for objects, vi$ayavitf$1}asya, 
seen or listened to , dr#ii 'nufravika, it establishes in a state of complete 
desirelessness, vasikiirasarhjitii, is called the detachment, vairiigyam. The 
detachment should be developed for objects seen, viz . ,  opposite sex, son, food, 
drinks, power, vehicles, palaces, adorations, etc .  and for objects listened to like 
enjoyments in heaven etc. This does not say to leave intake of food rather to 
leave attachment for it, which is sangatyiigal}, renunciation of attachment. Again 
ceaseless worship is advocated in both the doctrines. Sage Narada teaches that, 
avyavrta bhajaniit (NBS, 36) , devotion is attained by uninterrupted, avyavrta, 
worship, bhajaniit. Sage Pataii.jali teaches, sa tu dirghakiilanairantaryasatkiirii 'sevito 
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dr<f,habhumilJ, ( Yg.s., 1 . 1 4) ,  that (practice) when, sa tu, continued for a long time, 
dirghakala, uninterrupted, nairantarya, with devotion, satkara, seuito, becomes a 
strong foundation, dr<f,habhumilJ,. Sage Narada advocates leaving association of 
evils, dulJ,sangalJ, saroathaiva tyiijyalJ, (NBS, 43) , evil association, dulJ,sangalJ,, should 
be abandoned, tyajyalJ,, certainly forever, saroathaiva. Further it is said, kama
krodhamohasmrtibhramsabuddhinasasaroana5akarattatyat ( ibid. ,  44) , (evil company) 
being the cause of, karattatyat, desire, kama, anger, krodha, delusion, moha, loss 
of memory (forgetting Truth) , smrtibhramsa, loss of intellect (or discrimina
tion) , buddhina5a, and complete ruin, saroana5a. �i Pataiijali advocates non
violence, truthfulness, non-stealing, continence, non-acceptance as restraints, 
ahirhsasatyasteyabrahmacarya 'parigraha yamalJ, ( Ygs. ,  2 . 30 ) ; and cleanliness, 
contentment, austerity, self-study and knowing and surrender to God as 
observances, "5aucasanto$atapa1J,svadhyayefuaraprattidhanani niyamalJ," (ibid ., 2.32) . 
To observe these one has to leave evil company, cruelty, anger, desires, greed, 
delusion, etc. Bhaktisutras also speak, ahirhsasatya5aucadayastikyadi ciiritryiitti 
paripiilaniyiini (NBS, 78 ) , characters like ,  ciiritryiitti, non-violence, ahirhsii, 
truthfulness, satya, cleanliness, 5auca, compassion, daya, belief in existence of 
God, astikya and other virtues, iidi, are to be observed in totality, paripiilaniyiir.i. 
Yogic Scriptures advise about a solitary place, Srimad Bhagavadgitii speaks of 
vivikta deSa sevitvam ( 1 3. 10) , resort to a solitary place and Bhaktisutras also advise 
the same, yo viviktasthiinarh sevate (NBS, 47) ,  he who resorts to a solitary place. 
Vivikta deSa means place free from impurities of worldly affairs, this helps the 
mind to be one pointed. Here inner solitude is more important, this should not 
be loneliness. Yogasutras speak of renunciation and transcending three qualities 
of Nature , tatpararh puru$akhyiiterguttavaitr$ttam ( Ygs. ,  1 . 1 6) ,  the supreme 
detachment, tatparam, is the loss of thirst in the qualities of Nature, guttavaitf$ttam, 
by the knowledge of Purul?a, puru$akhyiitelJ,. Bhaktisutras speak, yo loka
bandhamunmulayati nistraiguttyo bhavati yog�emarh tyajati (NBS, 47) , he who, yo, 
roots out, unmulayati, worldly bonds (desires) , lokabandham, is beyond the gurµ; 
s or three qualities of the Nature, nistraiguttyo bhavati, gives up the acquisition 
and preservation , yog�emarh tyajati. The binding forces of the world are desires, 
cravings and attachments and they are based on rajas and tamas, on "I and mine."  
A yogi and a bhakta transcend the qualities, which is  result of the spiritual practices. 
When the discriminating knowledge sharpens then only the absolute detachment 
is possible . He even gives up applying his mind for the acquisition and 
preservation of his daily needs. Now it becomes the duty of iSva.ra to provide that 
need since he is one with the Supreme, 

ananyiiscintayonto miirh ye janiilJ, paryupiisate, 
te$iirh nityiibhijuktiiniirh yogak$emarh vahiimyaham. ( S Bg. , 9.22)  

Those persons, ye janiilJ,, who think of (being meditative) ,  cintayontalJ,, and 
worship me everywhere, miirh paryupasate, being not-different from me, ananyii�, 
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who are in ever association with me,  nityiibhijuktiiniim, for them, teyiim, I arrange, 
vahiimyaham, their acquisition and preservation, yo�emam. 

This is possible when one renounces fruits of actions and transcends dualities 
of life. Sage Na.rada speaks, ya}J karmaphalarh tyajati karmii1}i sarhnyasyasti tato 
nirdvando bhavati (NBS, 48) , he who, ya}J, gives up, tyajati, the fruits of actions, 
karmaphalam, renounces actions, karmii1Ji sarhnyasyasti, thereby, tato, becomes, 
bhavati, free from pairs of opposites, nirdvanda}J. This is the detachment, 
vairiigyam, and this should happen in mind, <itta. This is state of inhibition of the 
actions of mind, <ittavrttinirodha}J ( Yg.5., 1 .2) . The detachment and the practice, 
for stability of mind to be achieved, are essential for it; abhyiisavairiigyiibhyiirh 
tannirodha}J ( ibid. ,  1 . 12 ) , by practice and detachment, abhyiisavairiigyiibhyiim, those 
(actions of mind) can be stopped, tannirodha}J. The flow of mind towards hankering 
for results of actions and renouncing selfish actions are done by practice of the 
detachment and developing the discriminating intellect. Love or strong attachment 
for isvara or the Cosmic Self and/ or a Personal God according to our 
understanding helps in halting all other attachments and breath practices help 
us in stabilizing the mind and to be free from fluctuation. A yogi understands 
that i5vara is prii1Ja. Our mind is always in dvanda}J, with pairs of opposites. Root 
of all pairs of opposites is in a single pair named riiga and dveya, attraction and 
repulsion. The ego or "I sense" and the ignorance are the cause . We have 
discussed this in the head "Afflictions"(  supra, p. 1 23) . Merging the "I sense" with 
"Vast I Consciousness" named i8vara in case of yogis or merging the "I sense" 
with Personal God of a devotee with a sense of i5vara, not with the sense of a god 
giving boons, takes one beyond the pairs of opposites, dvandiitita}J. So we find 
basic foundations are same for both the doctrines and final states, viz . ,  parii 
bhakti and kaivalyarh svarupaprat�thii are also same. And all the doctrines be it 
jniina, bhakti or yoga are complementary and supplementary to each other. 

Kriyi Techniques help a Devotee: We have seen that noble faith that is the first 
form of devotion is basic requirement for all the paths, all the paths are interlinked 
and no path is an isolated one and many practices are common to all the paths. 
Terms like yogi, bhakta, or jftiini can also be used for all though there are some 
major differences in the techniques of practices in these paths and that should be 
adopted according to nature of a person. All the seekers traveling in any path 
are devotees in the beginning. But whether a Kriya Technique helps a devotee 
who is a devotee in nature means having emotional attachment, mamatii, to a 
Personal God with name and form? It is no doubt that a God with a name and 
form is easier to practice. According to the nature of sports, lilii-s, of the God 
described in the scriptures, Pur:ll,las, a devotee develops affection towards that 
God and accepts Him as the Sought Deity, i�tadeva, or Personal God. Family and 
social influences in many cases may play a role but not necessarily those should 
be factors in choosing a path. Now if the person is in lower ladder of evolution as 
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most are , he prays the God for fulfillment of his desires and worships, rituals, 
repetition of names, etc . ,  by such a person are only aimed at that direction. 
Some go on worshiping different gods for different results according to the faculties 
governed by the gods. These are not wrong if the desire has a scriptural sanction 
and such a desire should not encroach the right of another for enjoyment. 
Gradually one learns to love the God for sake of love. Whatever it may be Kriya 
Techniques help. 

Kriya Techniques are based on the prii'l'}a. These stabilize the mind, fluctuations 
of the mind are reduced and the mind becomes single pointed. For worshiping 
we need concentration or single-pointedness of mind. Breath techniques help in 
this. This is the reason we find that in rituals and rites performed to worship a 
god, there is inclusion of a breath technique in the beginning. Nowadays these 
are done just as a routine ritual, that too in a negligible way by the appointed 
priest only and not by the worshiper. Even the last-rite rituals after the death of 
a person includes puraka pi'l'}<f,adiina kriyii, this refers to breath techniques though 
not understood by many. This refers to offering inhalation to the departed. We 
also say to the last-rite ritual performed by the elder son as "holding the kriyii, " 
means holding the breath, prii'l'}a, of the departed. The prii'l'}a principle is one for 
all. We can establish unity with every being and our God through the priirJ,a. But 
the understanding was lost in the mediaeval age. Love to the God also demands 
offering of prii'l'}a to the God. What more we can offer to God than our prii'l'}a, 
which is so dear to us and includes body, mind and intellect? Can love be possible 
without single-pointedness of mind towards the God? This concentration practice 
is breath based. So a Kriya Technique helps. 

Since most of the kriyii practitioners are emotional devotees in the beginning 
we find placement of paiicadeva, the five gods in five cakra-s in spinal column in 
the GurupraQ.ama technique. Then the individual soul and the Sought Deity, 
�tadeva, of the practitioner are placed in Ajfta and Sahasrara cakras, respectively. 
These help him in a rapid initial growth in spiriruality. Later he understands the 
gods in the context of the body. He understands that all the gods are one Principle. 
He understands his Personal God is none but I§vara. This is Hirai:iyagarbha, sum 
total of all the powers of will, all the powers of action and all the powers of 
knowledge; this is trinity Brahma, Vi�i:iu and Rudra in One. The use of twelve 
lettered, dviida5ii�an, Vasudeva mantra in the kriyii meditation though mainly a 
pr:ll).ic technique but this develops true devotion in a practitioner. 

We learned that masters like Yogiraj Sri Bhiipendranath Sanyalji and Yogiraj 
Sri Jwalaprasad Tiwariji were giving giiyatri mantra for repetition to their disciples. 
Sriyukte5waraji was used to do kirtana (chanting and singing God's name and 
glory with musical instruments) time to time with his disciples and move in the 
Grand Road of Puri . The devotional chants of Paramahamsa Yogananda are 
famous. Due to manifestation of love and devotion he was named Premiivatiira, 
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an incarnation of love . Prabhuji Swami Narayai:ia Giri Maharaj was used to 
perform ritual worship of Lord Narayai:ia in each full moonday. Paramaharilsa 
Hariharananda was t�sed to worship Goddess Kali. His first monk disciple, Swami 
Premananda Giri Maharaj of Ga.Iigasagara was used to worship Lord Jagannatha 
daily. Swami Sankarananda Giri Maharaj is used to bring kirtana parties named 
Sri Vi�i:iu Kirttana Mai:ic;lali to Puri on the day of Car festival. Though these are 
not kriya techniques but masters of the tradition used to some traditional devotion 
techniques to use and instill noble faith for the spiritual growth and also for 
teaching the common mass to remain with devotion. 

THE JOURNEY, OBSTACLES IN THE PATH AND THE REMEDIES 

Auspicious Resolve, Siva-samkalpa: We have to make our mind rich with 
auspicious resolves to succeed in the spiritual path. We discussed that mind is the 
main instrument and when it is devoid of vrttirs or devoid of whirls as thoughts 
and desires then only the Truth can reflect in that mind. To make the mind 
tranquil what we practice is the spiritual practice or the Kriya-yoga. The mind 
controls the organs, the mind regulates our actions and the doors of the mind 
are the sense organs. So to start with and to continue we need auspicious resolves 
in our mind, this is called Siva-sarhkalpa. Before the beginning of any ritual 
worship we pray, 

yajjiigrato ditramudaiti daivam tadu suptasya tathaivati, 
durangamam jyoti�iim jyotirekam tanme manalJ, sivasamkalpamastu. 

( YV,  34. l )  

In the state of awake, jiigratam, that, yat, light, daivam, which travels far, 
ditramudaiti, which behaves similarly during sleep (dream state) , tadu suptasya 
tathaivati, the far traveling, ditrangamam, light of the lights (controller of the 
sense-organs) , jyot�iim jyotirekam, may that mind of mine, tanme manalJ,, hold the 
auspicious resolve, sivasamkalpamastu. 

Mind is the reflection of consciousness, so this is said as form of light or form 
of knowledge. This controls the sense-organs and organs of action. But its nature 
is traveling be it in state of awake or in state of dream. Only at the state of deep 
sleep, the prai:ia absorbs it. Though here mind is quieted but due to effect of 
tamogu'f}a the one in this state is not attaining the Knowledge. 

The Journey: Now our journey is to quieting down these thought waves of the 
mind in the state of awake, this is yoga, and this is dttavrttinirodhalJ, ( Y�., 1 .2) ,  
inhibition of actions of mind. If a water-body like a lake or pond is crystal clear and 
standstill this can reflect the entire galaxy of stars in a dark night. But if we through 
a little pebble then the whirlpool caused or even a single wavelet affects every 
reflection. And if disurrbances are of extreme in naurre like storms causing numerous 
whirls and tides with currents and counter motions then everything is lost. Like 
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that of a water-body we need a crystal clear and unperturbed mind to reflect 
Consciousness. So to stabilize our mind we need a practice. We need to restore 
calmness to the final extent of samadhi. We need to develop rtamhharii prajftii, a 
state of mind that holds the Truth to reach at the state of only One, kaivalyam. 

Fig. 3. 1 .  Waves disturb every reflection. 

Practice, Abhyiisa, and Detachment, Vairiigya, is Name of the Route: We have to 
start our journey from Noble Faith, 5raddhii, to end with the Knowledge, jniina. 
We discussed, 5raddhiiviimllabhate jniinam ( S Bg. , 4.39) , one who has noble faith 
attains the Knowledge. Other factors are diligence and control of organs, and 
these are all done with the mind. For this we have to leave violence, falsehood, 
greed, sexual indulgence and possession. 

These have been discussed under the restraints, yamiilJ, ( vide supra, p. 133) . 
We have to observe cleanliness, contentment, austerity, self-study and surrendering 
to God. The later three observances have been developed into practice of 
postures, breathing practices, withdrawal of senses, concentration, meditation 
and samadhi ( vide supra, p. 1 06) . All these are measures to retract the mind to 
calmness. In that calmness a yogi establishes in equanimity and attains the Absolute 
Bliss. He sees that the Self exists in everything and everywhere, and for such a 
yogi happiness and sorrow ceases to exist. Arjuna questions the steadiness of 
such a state, etasyiiham na pa5yiimi cancalatviit sthitim sthiriim (S  Bg., 6.33) , I do not 
see, aham na pa5yiimi, its, etasya, steady state, sthitim sthiriim, due to restlessness, 
cancalatviit. Again he questions, 

cancalam hi manalJ, knr.ia pramiithi balavaddr<J,ham, 
tasyiiham nigraham manye viiyoriva sudu�karam. ( Ibid . ,  6 .34) 

Oh Kr�Q.a, kr�r_ia, since the mind is restless, cancalam hi manalJ,, turbulent, 
pramiithi, strong and hard, balavaddr<f,ham, I consider its control to be, tasyiiham 
nigraham manye, very difficult as of a wind, viiyoriva sudu�karam. 
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Lord Kr�i:i.a does not deny this rather agrees to this as saying, asamsayam 
mahabiiho mano durnigraham cal.am (ibid. ,  6 .35) , Oh mighty-armed one, mahabiiho, 
there is no doubt, asamsayam, that the mind is difficult to control, mano durnigraham, 
and is restless, cal.am. For this control we need two things, practice and detachment, 
abhyiisena tu kaunteya vairagyer_ia ca grhyate ( ibid. ,  6.35) , Oh Son ofKunti, kaunteya, 
but by practice , abhyiisena tu, and by detachment, vairagyer_ia ca, it is brought 
under control , grhyate. �i Pataftjali asserts the same, abhyiisavairiigyiibhyam 
tannirodhalJ, ( Yg.s., 1 . 1 2) ,  by practice and detachment those actions of mind can 
be stopped. Abhyiisa or practice is a positive means, something is to be adopted 
and vairagya or detachment is a negative means, some else is to be discarded, 
and our goal is to be achieved from both ends. These two are the commonest 
means and all other means are included in these two. Practice is the practice of 
the discriminative intelligence, whatever means we adopt be it austerity, self
study, knowing and surrendering to God,  practice of postures, and breath 
techniques leading to withdrawal of senses, concentration and meditation, all 
these come under the practice. By these practices the mind is directed towards 
the discriminating intelligence, and that discriminating intelligence brings a 
tranquil state of mind. So the practice is defined as, tatra sthitau yatno-bhyasalJ, 
( Yg.s., 1 . 1 3) ,  the practices (like restraints etc . )  adopted, yatnalJ,, to acquire and 
remain in that state (of tranquility) , tatra sthitau, is called the practice, abhyiisalJ,. 
This is constant alertness. The state of mind aimed here is not an ordinary state 
of calmness for a period but the continuity of mind devoid of all fluctuations be 
it happiness and sorrow known as the flow of tranquility, praiiintavahita sthitilJ,. 

Detachment is to inhibit the flow of mind towards sense objects. Since the 
mind is always attracted towards allurements and apparent dazzling objects those 
are though fascinating and pleasing but in actuality are degrading and painful. 
These enjoyments of sense-objects involve all forms of sorrow. �i Pataftjali 
teaches, parirJiimatapasarhskaradulJ,khairg;urJavrttivirodhiicca dulJ,khameva sarvam 
vivekinalJ, (ibid. ,  2 . 15 ) , the discriminating persons judge, vivekinalJ,, all worldly 
objects, sarvam, as sorrowful, dulJ,khameva, because they result in suffering, 
parirJiima dulJ,khalJ,, afflictive during enjoyment, tiipa dulJ,khalJ,, afflictive in their 
latencies, sarhskara dulJ,khalJ,, and also due to contrary nature of the g;urJa-s or 
three qualities, g;urJavrttivirodhat ca. The cause of all these is the ignorance ( see 
supra, the head "The Ignorance, Avidyii," p. 1 24) . Detachment or renunciation is 
indifference towards sense-objects and their enjoyments both seen and heard. 
The detachment has been described as, dr�/a 'nufravikavi�ayavitru�rJasya 
vaiikarasamjna vairagyam ( ibid . ,  1 . 1 5 ) , when mind loses all thirsts for objects 
seen or listened, viz. ,  worldly objects, supernatural powers or enjoyments in 
heaven, it establishes in a state of total want of desires called the detachment. 
VaSikiirasamjnii is complete freedom from the influences of the objects, good or 
bad, with a saturated state of mind through discriminative intellect. Worldly 
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desires have never been satisfied, so enjoyments to carr1 on with life must be 
without hankerings and it is always good to develop and maintain an attitude of 
indifference towards them. To quench the desires by enjoyments are like putting 
fuel to the fire to extinguish it. We must remember that our body, sense-organs, 
organs of action and mind are products of the Nature, prakrti, hence it is natural 
that they run towards the Way of Nature, pravrtti. We have to reverse that direction 
and make it flow towards the Pu.rn�a. and then it is renunciation, nivrtti. So it is 
said, tatparam pu�akhyatergur.iavait�r.iam ( Yg.s., 1 . 16) , supreme detachment is 
obtained by the Knowledge of Puru�a when there is loss of thirst in the qualities 
of Nature. We need to realize the Puru�a principle through a discriminating 
intellect and to develop the knowledge that holds the Truth. 

Requirements in the Journey: We have already discussed the first requirement, 
i .e . ,  the noble faith, 5raddhii, to reach the Discriminating Knowledge ( vide supra, 
p. 1 55) . Other requirements in order are vzrya, smrti, samadhi, and prajftii ( ibid., 
1 .20) . Sraddhii gives mrya or vigor. This is enthusiasm leading to sustained effort. 
Here mrya mostly refers to breath techniques or the Prfu).ic Practices. This gives 
smrti or memory. This is repeated recollection of the spiritual practice. One 
must not forget that smrti is one of the actions of mind, vrtti, which is finally to be 
discarded. The smrti here talked about is a noble quality, sattvika vrtti, named as 
contemplation. This is a main practice tool for those in the path of knowledge 
but for the path of yoga this is also a tool as per this sfltra of �i Patafijali. 
Minimum requirement is that one should not forget his goal and practice, but 
here also contemplation on iSvara., Aum or Harhsa !hat brings mind the conception 
of an eternally emancipated God along with the P•-a:r:iic Practice of isvara
pra:r:iidhana Kriya, Aum Kaufala or Harilsa Sadhana, etc . ,  as taught in the Kriya
yoga take the practitioner to the sta�e of undisturbed mind and conducive to 
concentration or samadhi. So smrti is not a mechanical Prfu).ic Practice in Kriya
yoga, this is a form of conscious Pra:r:iic Practice. Smrti leads to samadhi and here 
samadhi relates to samyama or three forms of meditation, viz. ,  dharar.ia, dhyana 
and samadhi. These lead to the discriminative knowledge or prajfta. Now there is 
no "narrow I sense ,"  only the ''Vast I consciousness," saroatma bodha, remains. 
For quick success one needs intense practice, tivrasamveganamasannalJ, (ibid. ,  
1 .2 1 ) ,  quick success happens, asannalJ,, for the practitioners practicing with intense 
ardor, tzvrasamveganam. Samvega includes the detachment, the noble faith and 
the aptitude to hasten forward the practice. The core practice has been said as, 
'iSvarapratJidhanadva (ibid. ,  1 .23) , from zfuarapratJidhana also one attains samadhi 
and the Knowledge, all this has been discussed under the head, "Knowing the 
God, lroarapratJidhana," supra, p. 1 19. 

Breath is the Vehicle: We have discussed this aspect in different heads ( see supra, 
the heads, "Breath, pratJavayu, strengthens the Discriminating Intellect, " p. 1 1 ;  
"Breath Techniques clean the Mind, " p .  100; "Worshiping PratJa is the Way," p. 
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102;  "Understanding ifoarapra'Y}idhana Technique,"  p. 1 2 1 ;  "Equanimity through 
Prar_iakarma," p. 132;  "Samyama is Control of Vital Airs, i .e . ,  prar_iakriya, " p. 143; 
"Upani�ads teach Prar_iopasana, " p. 1 5 1 ;  "Srimad Bhagavadgzta teaches  
Pra'Y}opiisana, " p. 152;  and "Sohamjapa i s  the Tradition of  Pra'Y}opiisana in  India," 
p. 152) . We observed that in our every action and in every moods of our life our 
breath changes. Anger, fear, nervousness, greed, sexual desires, anxiety, over
joy, overdoing, etc. fasten our breath and heart beat. In friendship, compassion, 
happiness, calmness, contentment, etc . ,  our breath becomes normal. In deep 
sleep we have a rhythmic breath but that is even lamas based. In extreme calmness 
our breath becomes slow. This gives rest to heart, brain and mind. We bring a 
state of calmness by altering our breath through practice of breath. First we 
practice long and deep breath to overcome tamas and then resort to other breath 
techniques that makes the breath slow gradually and finally reaches to a state of 
breathlessness and we remain in the Pra'Y}a only. AU the moods of mind are 
inhibited. 

Obstacles, Antamy�: There are certain obstacles met by the practitioner while 
one is in the practice of inhibiting the actions of mind. These obstacles derail 
from the path and cause distractions. They are named as, vyadhistyanasamsaya
pramada 'syalaviratibhrantidarianalabdhabhumikatvanavasthitatvani dttavi�epiisten
tarayalJ, ( Ygs.,  1 .30) , disease, vyadhi, incompetence, styana, doubt, samsaya, inertia, 
pramada, laziness, alasya, non-abstention, avirati, delusion,  bhrantidariana, non
attainment, alabdhabhumikatva, instability, anavasthitatva are distractions of mind, 
dttavi�epa!J,, known as obstacles, antarayalJ,. These nine obstacles are distractions 
or fluctuations of mind. V�epalJ, or distractions can be said as mental oscillations. 
Cravings and aversions are special type of distractions. To eradicate all types 
of oscillations of mind we need concentration of mind and then inhibition of 
all actions of mind. That is our practice. Normally oscillations are the nature 
of mind and are products of rajog;u'f}a. But here we are discussing about the 
distractions a practitioner encounters normally after a period of practice as 
obstacles to the practice. 

Diseases or vyadhi: Diseases or vyadhi are sickness of body related to any organ 
and/or any system of the body. We cannot practice in an ailing body due to lack 
of fitness and lack of concentration.  Even those who are not concerned with the 
spiritual practice for them also diseases are of great concern because these are 
painful and create hindrances in leading their lives. Since yoga gives a remedy 
for diseases people are interested in it and a branch of yoga known as ''Yoga 
Therapy" has developed, became popular and helping the mankind. But it must 
be kept in mind that this is a by-product of yoga, and yoga is that which cures the 
disease called "the world, "  samsara. 

Cause of Diseases: The cause of diseases is either due to physiological disorders 
or due to microbial infections. The cause of the physiological disorders is mental 
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disorders. We create imbalances in our mind due to attachments and aversions. 
These govern our thinking, behaviors and actions, and most of the times due to 
our likes and dislike these take a wrong course . When the intensity of mental 
imbalances increases they result in a mental disease , iidhi. Adhi gives rise to 
vyiidhi or a physical ailment. A normal person is not aware about the mental 
developments and when these imbalances manifest externally in the body level 
take the form of diseases. Mental diseases create instability in elements, dhiitu 
vai$amya. Instabilities in three elements, viz . ,  air, fire and water in the body 
create viita, pitta, and kapha problems respectively according to Ayurveda. This 
leads to impaired homeostasis or disturbances in body fluids, rasa vai$amya, and 
further incompetence of organs and systems, kara'Y}a vai$amya. Our physical body 
is made up of the five elements, viz . ,  ether, air, fire, water, and earth. Ether is 
the subtlest element where as earth is the grossest element. Expressions of diseases 
are due to the disturbances in the middle three. The link between mind and 
physical body is the vital energy, prii'Y}a. When the mind is disturbed due to our 
reactions to the outer environment the disturbances in mind cause disturbances 
in the flow of prii'Y}a in the subtle nerves, angamejayatva, and also disturbances in 
flow of our breath, 5viisapra$viisa ( vide infra, "Companions of the Distractions, " 
p. 1 72) . We notice the fluctuations in flow of breath due to different states of 
mind be it anger, greed, fear, frustration or a desire, but we do not notice the 
fluctuations of vital energy in our bodies. Those who are versed with the yogic 
practices can notice these fluctuations in the form of changes in subtle vibrations 
appearing inside the body and when these become little gross they appear as 
restlessness or quivering of body, angamejayatva. Now the nerves unable to 
maintain stability result in instability in elements, dhiitu vai$amya followed by 
disturbances in body fluids, rasa vai$amya and finally incompetence of organs, 
kara'Y}a vai$amya. These lead to various psychosomatic diseases. These are stress 
related. Ninety per cent of diseases are psychosomatic in nature; only few infectious 
diseases are not psychosomatic. Again some of the contagious diseases like AIDS 
and STDs (Sexually Transmitted Diseases) are due to wrong behavior patterns, 
which have origin to our wrong attitude. Infectious diseases are also related our 
decreased immune power which is mostly psychic in origin. We have two systems 
to regulate our body mechanism. One is the Nervous System and another is the 
Endocrine System. Similar to the Nervous System mental disorders also create 
disturbances in the endocrine system. Due to stress conditions Hypothalamus 
secretes CRF (corticotrophin releasing factor) that activates the master gland 
pituitary to secrete ACTH (adeno-corticotrophic hormones) . ACfH signals the 
adrenal glands to release adrenal hormones known as stress hormones. These 
hormones inhibit the growth process and decrease energy flow to visceral organs 
to redirect energy to body muscles to flight away from stress situations (Fig. 3.2) . 
The hypothalamus also stimulates sympathetic nervous system to secrete neuro-
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hormones c<>.lled catecholamines that increase pulse rate , blood pressure , 
sweating, blood glucose and muscle tone, decrease secretions of digestive juices 
and bowel mobility, and widely opens lungs air passage and eyelids. This means 
more heart, lungs and muscle activities to flight away from stress situations. This 
helps animals to save their lives and also heired humans in ancient times in 
danger situations and calamities. Now with modem man having no such danger 
and creating internal stresses always due to wrong belief system suffers the bad 
effect of stress hormones. Due to continuous stress situations important visceral 
organs are devoid of energy and become impaired. This lead to development of 
psychosomatic diseases and suppressing immune power since the stress hormones 
directly suppress the immune system to redirect energy to organs an<l muscles 
where they are not in use and become a burden there. So we find that mental 
disorders create psychosomatic diseases and are also responsible for decreased 
immunity to develop infectious diseases. To illustrate it more clearly let us take a 
hypothetical situation. Suppose you are lost in a forest, say Similipal Tiger Re�erve 
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or Achanakmar Tiger Reserve, and there you drank some unhygienic water as 
the water is polluted with dusts, bacteria, etc. due to rains, and now had diarrhea. 
You were very tired, had no strength to move and were resting under a tree. 
Suddenly an inhabitant of a forest village came running shouting "tiger . .. 
tiger . . .  " and you hear the howling. Now you also started running behind the 
man in the direction of the forest village. Wherefrom the strength to run came? 
The impulse of sudden fear of tiger through your ear reached the brain, which 
was transmitted by the mid-brain to the hypothalamus. Hypothalamus signaled 
sympathetic nervous system to secrete catecholamines, and also signaled pituitary 
via CRF and pituitary signaled adrenals via ACTH. Now adrenals secreted stress 
hormones that stopped blood flow to all vital organs and increased blood flow to 
thighs and leg muscles to redirect energy to legs for running from all parts of the 
body. Now suppose the tiger never comes and you do not have to run anywhere 
but always there is fear of tiger and you listen the howling to secrete stress 
hormones, then all your vital organs would be deprived of sufficient energy and 
will weaken leading to impairment of their functions, and your immunity will 
also decrease. Heart, blood vessels and lungs will have excessive work and no 
rest, and your flight muscles will also be subjected to degeneration due to excessive 
load of energy and no work. Your muscles are given the signal to run, became 
ready to run but no running. So Bhagatpada Sri Saiikaracarya warns, 

mano niima mahiivyiighra vi$ayiirar:iyabhumi$U, 
carayatra na gacchantu siidhavo ye mumuk$avalJ,. ( Vkc. ,  176) 

The great tiger, mahiivyiighra, named the mind, mano niima, is moving, carayati, 
in the forest of sense objects, vi$ayiirar:iyabhumi$U. So the noble ones, siidhavalJ,, 
who aspire for liberation, ye mumuk$avalJ,, do not visit, na gacchantu, there, atra. 

Though the forest of sense-objects looks very beautiful, the great tiger named 
the mind is always howling there and creating fear, greed, anger, nervousness, 
attachments, aversions, etc. inside the mind and always creating stress situations. 
Now where to run away from this mind named tiger with our physical body? So 
to be free from these stress situations we have to practice not to remain in mind 
and our breath teaches us to do that. That is the Kriya-yoga. 

Therapy: The approach of modern clinical sciences is only to clean the surface 
without going to the root of the problem. Though ciinical science has developed 
our understanding of physiological processes of the body, useful in combating 
infectious diseases and marveled in surgery but it has not improved drastically in 
curing physiological and psychosomatic diseases. Yoga therapy in combination 
with Ayurveda provides a successful solution to the problem but unfortunately 
due to lack of vision by the planners of the nations particularly those from India 
to provide resources, infrastructure and direction, lack of research with modern 
scientific knowledge, vested interests of the stake holders at the top, and lack of 
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an integrated approach starting from medical education to health implementation 
are major hurdles to overcome till date . Whatever has been done is due to 
isolated efforts of some individuals and groups, and to name a few of them are 
Swami Vivekananda Yoga Anusandhana Samsthana, Vivekananda Kendra, Bihar 
School of Yoga, Patanjali Divya Dham, and few others. Since the root of diseases 
lie at the mental level we have to cure it from that level only. But once the 
diseases are manifested we have to adopt one short-term strategy to be cured 
and get immediate relief, and another long-term strategy is required to root out 
the problem. For immediate relief we have to take the help of medicines, herbal 
treatments and yoga therapy that includes diet regulation, kriyfF.s like Neti, Dhauti, 
Vasti , Kuftjar Kriya, Sailkha Prak�alana Kriya, Miilafodhana, Agnisara, and 
Kapalabhati, etc . ,  also selected yogic vyayama or loosening exercises to activate 
the affected body parts. Surya Namaskara is a complete yogic vyayama. On yogic 
vyayama emphasis should be given to loosen the joints and to stretch and relax 
muscles and body parts. The Energization Exercises taught by Paramaharhsa 
Yogananda, the Gurupral).ama and the Mahamudra techniques taught in the 
Kriya-yoga meditation helps a lot. Then selected yogasanas should be practiced 
depending on the nature of the ailments. But most important to act at the root 
which is psychic in nature and the psychic problems of mind can be cured by 
prar;iakarma. Deep breathing exercises should be learned. One must learn the 
Harhsa Sadhana technique and the Kriya Proper breathing of first kriya. These 
will help to remove the disturbances in flow of energy through nerves and act at 
the level of Vital sheath for healthy life. Then kriya meditation must be learned 
that will train mind to remain relaxed during meditation. This will act at the 
level of the Mind sheath and the Knowledge sheath. And when a practitioner 
learns to reach the State of Bliss in Paravastha he acts for a healthy life from the 
sphere of the Bliss sheath . 

Incompetence: Incompetence or styana is incapability of mind not to generate 
interest for the practice. Even if there is will, mind lose power to practice and 
there is recourse to evil or contrary thoughts. This is lack of vigor. We need 
more prar:ta to counter that. 

Doubt: Doubt or samsaya is suspicion, this is thinking on both ways like, "this can 
be this or this cannot be this" or "this is possible or this is not possible. " This is 
indecisiveness and this appears due to lack of firmness and lack of vigor. Lord 
�J:>.a says, samsayatma vina5yati (S Bg., 4.40), one who is doubting in ilature 
perishes. Doubt arises with regard to existence of God, success in Self-realization 
or techniques and process of the path undertaken etc.; these delude the 
practitioner, slacken the efforts undertaken and the practitioner may even give 
up his practice. 

Inertia: Inertia or pramada is not to be engaged in practice; this is due to not 
thinking about the practice and then being engaged in the worldly affairs. 
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Laziness: Laziness or iilasya is disinclination in practice due to heaviness of body 
and mind arising out of tamogur.ia. By more and more breath practice, rajas is to 
be developed to counter lamas. 
Non-abstention: Non-abstention or aviratiis contact of the mind with sense objects 
and thirst or craving to enjoy them. This is against detachment and takes away 
from the practice. 

Delusion: Delusion or bhriintidar5ana is wrong knowledge. To accept the practices 
to be undertaken as non-practices and the non-practices to be practices come in 
the category. Here though the discussion is related to practice and it is not said 
about erroneous conception in spiritual experiences iike hallucinating visions 
etc. but they also come under delusion, and are detrimental to growth in yoga. 
These often give wrong conception to the practitioner that he has attained a 
higher state. We find that a large chunk of the spiritual world is mad after these 
hallucinating visions. A practitioner has to remember that doubts and delusions 
are greater dangers than other obstacles. 

Non-attainment: Non-attainment or q,fabdhabhumikatva is failure to attain any 
yogic state. 

Instability to Retain: Instability to stay in a state or anavasthitattva is not being 
able to remain in a yogic state even after attaining it. Si.ace these nine obstacles 
distract the mind they are named as distractions and these distractions remain 
with the whirls of mind. 

Companions of the Distractions: These nine distractions or obstacles disussed 
above always bring their five friends as additional obstacles with them and are 
known as companions of the distractions. They are, du}Jkhadaurmanasyiiit
gamejayatva5viisapra5viisa vi!eyepasahabhuva}J ( Ygs., 1.31), sorrow, du}Jkha, dejec
tion, daurmanasya, restlessness of body, aitgamejayatva, inhalations, $viisa, and 
exhalations, praroiisii, are companions of distractions, vik$epasahabhuva}J. Sorrow 
or du}Jkha upsets one and he tries for its removal. Normally this refers here to 
physical uneasiness but associated with mental uneasiness and is of three kinds, 
viz. ,  iidhyiitmika, arising within the self due to both physical diseases and mental 
disturbances, iidhi bhauti ka, inflicted by other�-human or animals, and 
iidhidaivika , natural calan1ities etc. Dejection or daurmanasya is a type of frustration 
and this is caused due to failure or non-fulfillment of a desire. Restlessness of 
body or aitgamejayatva is unsteadiness resulting in shaking of body or a part. 
This results in gross vibrations in the body and painful itching, burning, distracting 
sensations or stiffness etc. in a part. This can also be nervousness. The vyiina 
vz/eym;iii technique is very much helpful to counter restlessness of body and helps 
in maintaining steady posture for practice. Inhalation or $viisa refers to unnatural 
inbreathing, due to tiredness etc . Exhalation or pra5viisa refers to unnatural out
breathing, due to frustration and frightening etc. Such inhalations and exhalations 
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show a distracted state of mind and do not appear in a calm mind. However, 
during the practice of concentration a regulated breathing technique is followed, 
here inhalation or exhalation carried out is not a distraction. In meditative state 
breath slows down and may stop also. If the process of inhalation and exhalation 
goes on then the mind cannot enter to the state of samadhi. Mind and vital airs 
are so related that the mind will not acquire a complete tranquil state when 
breath is running. So inhalations and exhalations, those are distractions and can 
only be eradicated by practice of inhalations and exhalations, "pracchar
danavidharar_iabhyarh va prar_iasya" ( Y g.s., 1. 34) . 

Remedy: Before the descriptions of obstacles, the practice of isvara or Aum has 
been emphasized as the preventive measure for obstacles, tatalJ, pratyakcetanii,
dhigamo 'pyantarayabhava5ca (ibid. ,  1 .29) , from that, tatalJ,, comes realization of 
the Inner Self, pratyakcetana, dhigamalJ,, and ca, also, api, the obstacles are 
prevented, antarayabhavalJ. Pratyak means what is underlying in everything and 
ancient, i .e . ,  iSva.ra, this is the Inner Self; and pratyakcetanii, means Self of person 
having the Knowledge. iSva.rapra.I).idhana Kriya removes the obstacles like diseases 
etc. and takes to the Self-realization. We have to remember that all the obstacles 
are nothing but distractions of mind, cittavi�epalJ. Again after the description of 
obstacles the same iSva.ra has been said as the remedy, tatprati�edharthamekatattva
bhyasalJ ( ibid . ,  1 .32) , to eradicate them, tatprat4edhartham, a single principle 
should be practiced, ekatattva 'bhyasalJ,. The single principle here is the I§vara 
and the practice is iSva.rapraQ.idhana. One can argue that a disturbed mind can 
be made one-pointed by practice of any "one principle" and it should not 
necessarily be iSva.ra. But our purpose is not simply to make the mind one pointed; 
our purpose is to annihilate the ego-consciousness and to merge the ego in total 
Consciousness. Our purpose is to halt all the modifications of mind that are 
nothing but "I thoughts. " So the individual self can only be merged in the Cosmic 
Self, I§vara. That is the reason that one principle spoken here is I§vara. Then 
i§vara can be contemplated in various ways like singing the glory of God etc. as 
done in the path of devotion or it can be a mental analysis, an idea contemplated 
upon with concentrated attention as done in the path of knowledge. Though 
such types of practices yield results and hence not denied but here the yogic 
practice of i§varapra.I).idhana is a different one. If simply contemplation on the 
God has been intended then the phrase, "a single principle should be practiced, 
ekatattvabhyasalJ,," should not have been mentioned as this was mentioned earlier 
in the treatise. So here practice of "one principle" has been emphasized as a 
specific yogic technique. We have said that I§varapra.I).idhana is a technical term 
in the Kriya-yoga. This is a practice by which the mind easily gets stabilized and 
this is the practice of regulated breathing or we can say a yogic breathing discussed 
under the head "I§varapraQ.idhana Kriya" ( vide supra, p. 1 22) .  By the coordinated 
inhalation and exhalation and understanding the Pr�a iSva.ra, one is not easily 
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disturbed by afflictions and this becomes a natural and pleasant support. Breathing 
practice is further elucidated by the sfi.tra, pracchardanavidharattiibhyii:m vii priitiasya 
( Ygs., 1.34) , by practice of pracchardana and vidhiiratta of breath, and this is 
discussed under the head, 'Worshiping the Priitta is the Way" ( supra, p. 1 02) . 
But simply practicing breath technique without attempting to settle the mind 
may result in extrovertness due to increase in rajogu?J-a, so the mind should hold 
to something and that something is i8vara, Aum or Harilsa. So the practice is 
neither alone a vital one nor simply a mental one. This is a psycho-vital technique 
with more emphasis on vital part in case of Kriya-yoga. When one practices the 
higher Kriya Techniques like breathing and meditation on twelve-lettered 
Vasudeva mantra, this becomes an extended form of isvarapral).idhana Kriya. 

Another aspect is to train our mind to cultivate friendship, kindness, 
contentment and indifference to purify the mind so that obstacles are ward off. 
The siitra says, "maitrikaru?J-iimuditope�iittiirh sukhaduljkhaputtyiiputiya �ayiittiirh 
bhiivaniitascittaprasiidanam" (ibid. ,  1.33) , friendship, maitri, with happy and 
prosperous, sukha, objects ,  v�ayiittiim (persons, places, situations, events or 
objects) , kindness, karuttii, with the suffering ones, duljkha, contentment, mudita� 
with ones of nobility, puttya, and indifference, upe�ii, to ones in wrong path, 
apu?J-ya, is to be cultivated to remain in a mind that is full of bliss, cittaprasadanam. 
Here it becomes a mental contemplation but such a mental contemplation is 
more effective when that is based on vital energy. 
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The Body Principle, Sarira Tattva 

Hwnan Birth: We have to practice union with our source through our body and 
in life only. Here, it is not a question of debate whether the three eternals, viz., the 
Cosmic Self, iwara, the individual self, jiva, and the Nature, Pralqti, are separate 
entities or One Entity as the intellectuals often do. One has to realize this by 
practice. The problem with us is that we are in sorrow and we want to overcome 
that, and all our attempts to overcome sorrow with material to intellectual means 
have failed to do so. The spiritual knowledge suggests such a solution and that is 
union of the individual self with the Infinite, Truth, Knowledge, and Bliss Principle. 
This Principle is named i§vara or the Brahman. This is annihilation of ego. This, 
in other words, is called as removal of the ignorance that exists as a barrier 
between the individual self and the Cosmic Self. This makes the vision of the Self 
as a continuous entity in all beings. Yoga suggests a practice to overcome that 
barrier. For this we need a practice to develop the discriminative intellect up to 
the state of Knowledge holding the Truth. This state one achieves in samadhi and 
it must be achieved while one is living in this body. The Kenopani$ad says, 

iha cedvedidatha satyamasti 
na cedihiivedinmahati vinll$ti/.i 

bhuteyu bhitte$u vicitya dhirii/.i 
pretyasmiillokiidamrtii bhavanti. (Ke. U, 2 .5) 

If, cet, known, avedit, here, iha, then, atha, there is truth, satyamasti, if, cet, not 
known, na avedit, here, iha, then there is great destruction, mahati vinll$#/.i. The 
wise ones, dhiriilJ,, having realized (That) , vicitya, in all beings, bhitle$u bhule$u, 
detaching away, pretya, from this world, asmiit lokiit, become immortal, amrtii 
bhavanti. 

So the Knowledge is to be achieved here in this body, if not,then one has to 
travel from birth after birth only to experience sufferings. Knowing Him in each 
moving and nonmoving beings, one turns away from this world of "ego sense" to 
the world of "Consciousness of Immortal Self. " Samadhi is a state of consciousness 
in close proximity to the Knowledge and this Knowledge is lodged in the innermost 
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cavity, brahmapu:ii, within the brain. And to be established in the Knowledge we 
need to attain that state again and again. Scriptures say that only a human body 
can do that practice. We have no definite knowledge of aliens in some other 
planets, if they are higher to us and if they have been developed into super 
humans with divine qualities and are ever associated with the Truth Principle or 
not. Again, whether any kind of yoga is possible for animals within our planet or 
not? Our knowledge says this is not possible since they.do not have an evolved 
mind with rational thinking that requires an evolved brain and an erect spine. 
Scriptures say that there are eighty-four lakhs (one hundred thousands is one 
lakh) of species both moving and nonmoving (nonmoving represents plants) in 
this earth, and an individual soul has to travel through all these lives as a part of 
his evolutionary process to reach the Ultimate through the human form. Since 
in the lower forms of life, the discriminating intellect is not developed, the 
evolution takes place by the actions of the Nature. Only humans in the evolutionary 
ladder are blessed to perform the practice leading to Self-realization with their 
efforts. So it is said, jantitnii:rh narajanma durlabhamata!J, purhstvam tato viprata 
( Vkc. , 2) , among the living beings,jantitnam, a human birth, narajanma, is difficult 
to achieve, durlabham, then, atalJ,, the qualities of a man, purhstvam, and again, 
tatalJ,, qualities of a Brahmin, viprata. On the basis of material, scientific, technical 
and intellectual developments it is proved that human beings are the highest 
among the animals but here intention is to speak of spiritual journey of humans 
on the basis of development of the discriminating intellect. The qualities of a 
man do not refer to a male birth as often misinterpreted; this refers to the 
qualities leading to the way of retuning, nivrtti. Similarly the qualities of a Brahmin 
refer to noble qualities, sattvika vrtti. Then such a body becomes fit for the 
spiritual practice. This body is k�etra or the field; idam fariram kaunteya 
�etramityabhidhiyate (S Bg. , 13.2) ,  Oh son of Kunti, kaunteya, this body, idam 
sariram, is known as the field, �etramityabhidhiyate. Here in this body the spiritual 
war is to be declared to win over the Generals of the Prince of the Blind King. 
The Blind King, Dhrtarfu?tra, is our mind with cravings and attachments. Our 
ego is the Prince Duryodhana, and the generals are our modifications of mind 
like desires, anger, greed, etc., those cling to the outward manifestation. So we 
should have some idea on the body principle. Here the intention is not to discuss 
anatomy and physiology of the gross body, of course this knowledge helps. One 
can have this knowledge from a standard book on anatomy and physiology. Our 
purpose is to understand the body principle as enumerated in the scriptures to 
understand the subtle anatomy and physiology related to the spiritual science. 

The Creation and the Body Complex: The body complex is composed of twenty
five principles categorized in to four categories according to the Sarikhya System, 
The Yoga System describes one more, i .e., i§vara the Special Pu�a, Puru�aviSeya 
i8vara, making a total of twenty-six principles. The four categories are Nature, 
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Prakrti, Modifications, vikrti, Both Nature and Modifications, prakrtivikrti 
ubhayiitmaka and Not-Nature Nor-Modification, prakrtivikrti anubhayiitmaka. The 
Modifications are effects. Those, which are both cause and effects ,  are called 
Both Nature and Modifications. Which is neither cause nor effect is Not-Nature 
Nor-Modification. Here the Nature or Prakrti is the primordial cause of the 
world, Creator and the Queen who rules. Prakrti is defined as, prakaroti viSvam 
yii sii prakrti, one that creates the universe is Pralq-ti. This Prakfti co-exists with 
the Lord to design the entire creations of names and forms. The three primordial 
characteristics, viz. ,  sattva, rajas and tamas remain in equilibrium in the Higher
Nature, parii-prakfti. With the activation of the rajas constituent of the Higher
Nature, parii-prakfti, by the Lord known as "His austerity in the form of knowledge," 
jiiiinamaya tapalJ,, the equilibrium is disturbed and this gives rise to sattva in one 
hand and tamas in other hand. This creates a chain of reactions. This has been 
described as, tapasii ciyate brahma, etc. in Upani�a<;ls: "by austerfries the Brahman 
becomes gross and from it food is born. From food priitta is created, and then 
from priitta are formed mind, truth, worlds, and actions, karma-s, as immortality" 
(Mu. U, 1. 1.8) . Here the food refers to Prakrtiand the priitta refers to the cosmic 
vital power in association with the cosmic intelligence. Again, etasmiijjiiyate priitto 
manalJ, sarvendriyiitti ca, etc. ,  from that Transcendental Being originates prii1Ja, 
the vital energy (this includes the cosmic intelligence and the cosmic power of 
action) ,  then created are mind and all the organs, also ether, air, fire, water, 
and earth, which support the world ( ibid. ,  2. 1 .3) . We find different orders in 
description of creations as "sa priittamasr,jata priittiicchradhiim kharh, etc.  (Pr. U, 
6.4) , He created Prat:ia, from priitta He created faith, the cosmic noble mind and 
from faith He created ether, air, fire, water, and earth in succession. Then organs, 
viz., sense organs and action organs including the entire body made from above 
five elements,  and minds are created. " Again it is said, "tasmaddhii etasmiidiitmana 
iikiiSalJ, sambhutalJ, iikiiSiidviiyulJ,, etc . ,  from that Brahman, which is the Self, was 
created the space, from space air, from air fire, from fire water, from water 
earth, from earth herbs, from herbs food are produced and from food was born 
man." ( Tai. U, 2. 1 . 1 . )  These apparent differences in order of creations and 
omissions or additions in the steps of creations as found in the scriptures, do not 
make a major difference in the understanding since the way of presentation has 
different modes trying to establish the same Truth. In deep analysis we find that 
there are no differences. Again these do not intend in establishing the creation 
rather this is to understand the Principle called the Brahman or the Self. As per 
the Sankhya System the first modification of the Prakfti is the Cosmic Intelligence 
or mahat, this is also known as buddhi sattva. From mahat proceeds the Ego 
Principle, ahankiira tattva. From the Ego Principle proceed five subtle elements, 
paiicatanmiitrii, and eleven organs, viz. ,  five sense organs, five action organs and 
mind. From the five subtle elements proceed five gross elements, paiicamahiibhitta. 
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The five subtle elements are sound, sabda, touch, sparia, vision, rupa, �te. rasa, 
and smell, gandha. The five gross elements are ether, iikaSa, air, viiyu, fire, agni, 
water, iipa, and earth, prthivz. The five sense organs, jniinendriya--s, are ears, 
frotra or fravm:iendriya, skin, tvak or tvacii, eyes, � or netra, tongue, jihvii or 
rasanii, and nose, ghriirµz. The five organs of action, karmendriya--s, are organ of 
speech, viik, hands, piir}� legs, piida, organ of procreation (includes excretory 
system) ,  upastha, and organ of defecation (includes digestive system) ,  payu. Mind 
is the eleventh organ controlling all these organs and engaged in feeling or 
receiving sensations, thinking and enjoying, etc. The five gross elements, the five 
sense organs, the five organs of action and the mind, these sixteen are only 
effects hence categorized as the Modifications, vikrti. The five gross elements are 
modifications of the five subtle elements. The five sense organs, the five action 
organs and the mind are modifications of the Ego Principle. The Cosmic 
Intelligence (cause of the Ego Principle and effect of the Nature) ,  the Ego 
Principle (cause of the five subtle elements and eleven organs, and effect of the 
Cosmic Intelligence) and five subtle elements (cause of the five gross elements 
and effect of the Ego Principle)  are categorized under Both Nature and 
Modifications, prak'(tivikrti ubhayiitmaka. Since Puru� is neither the cause of any 
so Not-Nature, nor the effect of any so Not-modification, hence this is Not-Nature 
Nor-Modification, prakrtivikrti anubhayiitmaka. This shows that Puru�a is beyond 
all attributes, this is the nirgU'l:ia aspect of Puru�a. and according to the Sailkhya 
System, Puru�a or the Self is beyond all attributes, nirgu?J-a, and many (referring 
to many individual souls) . But the Vedanta believes that Puru�a is both one 
having attributes, sagu?J-a, at certain stages, and nirgur}a at others. Whether this is 
sagu?J-a or nirgur}a, the Self is one, and the multiplicities are creations of the 
ignorance ( identification with body-mind principle as the self); and again this 
Self is always pure without being mutated. Then the question arises why this 
should be accepted as a Principle when this is Not-Nature Nor-Modification. The 
answer is without the Puru�a "the feeling of I-Consciousness" is not possible in 
Pralq-ti. The consciousnesses found in intelligence, etc. are only the reflections 
of the Pure Consciousness, i .e. ,  Puru�a. So the entire body complex according to 
Saiikhya consists of twenty-five principles, viz. ,  ( 1 )  Nature, ( 2) Intellect, (3)  Ego, 
(4-8) Five Subtle Elements or senses, (9-19) Eleven Organs, (20-24) Five Gross 
Elements and (25) Puru�. We should remember here that what have been said 
as buddhi or buddhivrtti in Sankhya and Vedanta are referred as citta or cittavrtti 
in Yoga. The omission of term "citta" here shows its inclusion within the term 
intellect, buddhi. Sometimes citta or the mind stuff is referred as subconscious 
but citta is a broader term including mind, intellect, ego, subconscious and all 
other internal faculties like memory, sm'(ti, etc. , however memory, etc., are described 
as vrtti-s of citta ( see supra, "Citta, the Mind Stuff, " p. 32; "Five States of the Citta," 
p. 34; "The Whirls of Mind, Cittav'(tti-s," p. 35). Our internal organ consists of 
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four inner instruments, viz., mind, mana, intellect, buddhi, ego, ahaitkiira, and 
subconscious or avacetana that stores impressions, citta. Discriminating intellect, 
mveka buddhi, and intelligence, medhii come under the faculty of intellect, buddhi. 
The term mind, mana, is also normally used for citta. We have to see how a term is 
used and in what context. However, all these principles starting from Puru� upto 
body and organs are all Pni.Qa and modifications of Pr3.Q.a, hence called the Jniir,ia. 
Puru� is the pure Pr3.Q.a, source of all knowledge and vital power, and return to 
that Principle through knowledge is the goal. 

THREE BODIES 
According to Sankhya and Yoga systems the entire body complex is classified into 
three bodies, viz., (I) the gross body, sthula fanra, (2) the subtle body or the 
astral body, suleyma sanra or liitga fanra, and (3)  the causal body, kiirar,ia fanra. 

Gross Body, Sthiila Sarira: The gross body is the physical body. It is body 
constituted of seven body elements, sapta dhiitu, viz. ,  bone marrows, bones, fats, 
muscles, blood, skin and nerves forming different limbs and appendages as feet, 
thighs, abdomen, chest, back, hands, head, and various internal organs etc. ,  to 
which the feelings of "I" and "mine" is expressed. This gross body is built up with 
five gross elements, viz. ,  ether, air, fire, water, and earth. The cause of the gross 
elements is the five subtle elements, which became gross by a process called of 
"division and intermixing of five," pancikarar,ia. So the gross body is made up of 
five gross elements, five sense organs and five action organs. This is just a gross 
instrument run by the fuel of vital energy performing physiological functions. 
The egocentric individual self, jiva, receives a type of body according to his past 
actions, Jniirabdha, and this gross body is the enjoyment house of pains and 
pleasures for the individual self. The five subtle elements become the objects as 
sound, touch, vision, taste and smell, and the egocentric individual enjoys these 
through the five sense organs and creates attachments. We have to remember 
that this body is not for enjoyment of sense objects to create more bondage 
rather this is an instrument to practice detachment. The state through which the 
individual interacts with the material world and receives pain and pleasure is 
known as the waking-state, jiigratavasthii. This gross body is like a house where 
the individual stays and interacts with the world, or we can say, as cloth is to the 
gross body similar is the gross body to the subtle body. This gross body is subjected 
to birth, growth, decay, disease, old age, and death. 

Subtle Body or Astral Body, S� Sarimor Li:nga Sarim: All our mental faculties 
constitute this body, and mainly this is made up of ego, mind, and ten organs. 
This is the seat of mental behaviors. This is called subtle body because this is 
made from subtle elements before they become gross by the process ofintermixing 
of the five, pancikiirar,ia. The ten organs (five sense organs and five action organs) 
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included here are not gross organs of the body but are subtle organs, vital in 
nature linking objects with the mind. The gross organs are channels through 
which perceptions are made to pass. Eye comprising eyelids, cornea, eye-ball or 
retina having a form does not see, these only are information passing channels 
through optic nerve to the optic area in the brain. This gross eye comes under 
the gross body. The real eye principle is different and that is the subtle eye and 
this eye does not have a form. The same is true for other organs. Some include 
five vital airs, viz., priirfa, apiina, samana, vyiina, and udiina in the subtle body 
whereas others put these in the gross body. Since these bind the gross body with 
the subtle body and are found in both we can put them in either way. The main 
function of this subtle body is desires, kiima, and actions, karma. This body is 
responsible for enjoyments of results of actions of present and past lives in the 
form of pains and pleasures by the individual self. In total the subtle body known 
as Sit�ma Sarira or Liitga Sarira is made up of eight principles, viz. ,  (I) five 
action organs, (2) five sense organs, (3) five vital airs, (4) five subtle elements, 
(5) four internal organs, antalJ,kara'f}a catu$taya, (6) ignorance, avidyii, (7) desires, 
kama, and (8 )  actions, karma. In short we can say the four internal organs, 
antalJ,kararfa catu$/aya, viz. ,  mind, intellect, ego and subconscious constitute the 
subtle body (see supra, "Citta, the Mind Stuff, "  p. 32) . This behaves as the self due 
to the ignorance. Ignorance, avidyii, is delusion due to wrong identification of 
the self with the body-mind entity; this is forgetting the integral unity with the 
Infinite True Self. This ignorance gives rise to desires for happiness. The deluded 
being forgets that happiness lies in .establishing in his true Self and in totality, 
and then in a state of delusion plans for happiness as suggested by the intellect. 
Then these plans to materialize, take the form of actions. The manifestation of 
this subtle body is the dream state, svapniivastha, in the waking state both gross 
and subtle bodies work whereas in the dream state we remain only in the subtle 
body. 

Causal Body, KiiTC1:1Ja Sarira: That which has not been manifested is the causal 
body. This is the innermost envelope. The Nature or Prakrti also known as the 
Unmanifest or avyakta with its three qualities, sattva, rajas, and tamas are known as 
the causal body, the qualities do not interact. The manifestation of causal body is 
the deep sleep state, suptavasthii, when the actions of mind, intellect and all the 
organs are merged in prii1J,a, only the priirfa remains awake. This is Pra1J,a the 
Nature. Here all the impressions of waking and dreaming state remain in seed 
form, and when the person awakes these seeds manifest in the form of desires 
and actions due to interaction of the three qualities. This deep sleep state is also 
called the Unmanifest State because the individual cannot experience either the 
Self or the world, cannot think or contemplate. Though the Prarfa remains awake 
during the state but for the sleeping individual this is unmanifest due to a state of 
tamas; the sleeping individual is not aware of the Prii'f}a during the deep sleep. 
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Fig. 4.1 .  Three bodies of the Self. 

THE FIVE SHEATHS, PANCAKOSA 

For further and better understanding of the body principle, the three bodies are 
elaborated into five sheaths. This has nicely been described in part two and part 
three ofTaittiriyopani�adknown as Brahmanandavalli and Bhrguvalll, respectively. 
The five sheaths are: ( 1) the Food Sheath, this is the gross body made up of the 
food material that we intake, (2) the Vital Sheath, interior to the Food Sheath 
made up of the vital energy performing body activities and physiological functions, 
(3) the Mind Sheath, this is interior to the Vital Sheath made up of the mind 
stuff, ( 4) the Knowledge Sheath, interior to the Mind Sheath is the Knowledge 
Sheath made up of intellect, and (5) the Bliss Sheath, the inner most sheath 
interior to the Knowledge Sheath and is the bliss layer of our true existence, and 
our true Self is lodged inside these five coverings. The Vital Sheath is the embodied 
self of the Food Sheath, the Mind Sheath is the embodied self of the Vital Sheath, 
the Knowledge Sheath is the embodied self of the Mind Sheath, and the Bliss 
Sheath is the embodied self of the Knowledge Sheath. There are interactions in 
respect to the five sheaths; the Vital Sheath interacts between the Food Sheath 
and the Mind Sheath, the Mind Sheath interacts with the Vital Sheath and the 
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Knowledge Sheath, and the Knowledge Sheath interacts with the Mind Sheath 
and the Bliss Sheath. However these interactions are not always a linear one, a 
higher sheath can interact with one or more lower sheaths. Again the Mind 
Sheath can connect the Bliss Sheath and the Knowledge Sheath with the Vital 
Sheath and the Food Sheath, and the Vital Sheath can interact with any sheaths. 
The Mind Sheath being the intermediate one is most beneficial and most wicked 
among all, and is to be taken very seriously on the fronts of social growth and 
spiritual practice. 

The Food Sheath, Annamaya Kola: The gross body that made from food, anna, 
sustains on food, perishes without food, and becomes the food is annamaya kosa 
or the Food Sheath: "anniitpuru$alJ,, sa vii e$a puru$o'nnarasamaya}J," ( Tai. U. 
2 . 1 ) ,  from food was born, anniit, man, puru$a/J,, that man is surely, sa vii e$a 
puTU,$alJ,, a product of the essence of food, annarasamaya}J,. Again, annadbhutani 
jayante, from food was born all beings, jatanyannena vardhante, being born they 
achieve growth by food, adyate 'tti ca bhutiini, since this is eaten and eat the beings, 
tasmiidannam taducyata iti, so this is called as food ( Tai. U. 2.2). Physical body is 
formed by the union of sperm from father and ovum from mother known as 
zygote. Sperm and ovum are formed from the food eaten by the father and the 
mother. Zygote develops into the fetus inside the mother's womb and this growth 
is due to the essence of food eaten by the mother. After the birth, the baby sucks 
the mother's milk as food and grows, and then the person eats food to grow. 
After death of a being, the body is recycled to become food again. The food is 
matter and this Food Sheath is the material body. What we have discussed about 
the Gross Body, sthula 5anra ( vide supra, p. 1 79) is the Food Sheath, however, 
the most important components are the five sense organs, jiianendriya-s, and the 
five action organs, karmendriya-s. This body is made from the five gross elements 
named ether, air, fire, water, and air. A person with a dull intellect can only 
think that this material body is the Self, and this is due to the ignorance or 
identity of "I sense" with the body. This can be eradicated only through the 
meditation to have the knowledge. On the advice of the father Varui:i.a that, yato 
va imiini bhutani jayante, etc. ,  from which these beings take birth, that by which 
they live after being born, that towards which they move and into which they 
merge, know that to be the Brahman ( Tai. U. 3. 1 ) ,  Bhrgu practiced meditation, 
tapalJ,. and knew the food, i .e . ,  matter or the Gross Cosmic Body as the Brahman, 
annam bramheti vyajanat (ibid., 3.2) . Here Sage Bhrgu made only identity of the 
individual material body with the cosmic material body, Virata. Then he was 
asked by Lord Varui:i.a to make further meditation, tapalJ,, and find the subtler. 

The Vital Sheath, PriitµJmaya Kola: What normally persons understand as Pra7J-a 
is the Pra7J-amaya Kn5a, however the Pra7J-a is a much greater term and this has 
been discussed in the chap. 2 in details ( vide supra, 'The Prfu,la Principle, "  p. 
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43) . This Vital Sheath activates the entire physiologic system of the body and the 
organs. This is made up of subtle organs and life-force, being filled with which 
the Food Sheath works. Here we are discussing simply about the vital activities 
without the consciousness or knowledge aspect of the Prii:r,ia. All the gods (gods 
in the divine context, and also gods in the body context means organs in a body) 
act by following the vital energy, prii:r,iam devii anu priir,ianti, these humans and 
also animals, manuryal,i pa5ava5ca ye, since life of beings depend on vital energy, 
prar,io hi bhutiinamayu},i, therefore this is called the life of all, tasmat sarvay�amucyata 
iti ( Tai. U, 2.3) . This vital energy is the subtler than the physical energies, viz . ,  
electricity, magnetism, light, X-ray, etc. Without this vital energy the Food Sheath 
is a dead body. The mental energy though subtler, receives energy from this 
source and cannot act without this. Since Cosmic Gross Body could not explain 
yato vii imiini bhutiini jiiyante, etc., since it has an origin, Bhrgu practiced further 
meditation and knew: prar,io brahmeti vyajanat, knew the vital force as the Brahman, 
priir,iiiddhyeva khalvimiini bhutiini jiiyante, from the vital force indeed emerge all 
these beings, priir,iena jiitani fi,vant� being born they live through the vital force, 
priir,iam prayantyabhisamviSantzti, they move towards and enter into the vital force 
( Tai. U, 3.3) . By further meditation Bhrgu arrived at the Cosmic Vital Energy or 
the activity aspect, kriyii fokti, of the Hirat).yagarbha as the Brahman, this is unity 
of individual vital energy with the total vital force . Then he was asked to make 
further meditation and find the subtler. 

The Mind Sheath, Manomaya Ko.Ya: Interior to the Vital Sheath is the Mind Sheath, 
a psychic complex. The Self is the form of Bliss, and mind along with the speech 
returns back without achieving the Self; yato viico nivartante, from which the speech 
returns, apriipya manasa saha, failing to achieve along with the mind, iinandam 
brahmar,io vidviin, he who knows the Bliss that is Brahman, na bibheti kadiicaneti, 
does not fear at any time (ibid. ,  2.4) . Mind is the cognitive principle and it 
expresses through words, ideas and speech, and these all move together. Through 
the mind and speech duo everything is known and expressed, this is the power of 
the mind. But this mind fails to conceptualize and express the Brahman, which is 
beyond all concepts and words. The mind can be said as a receiver receiving 
signals from the sense organs. The Mind Sheath consists of subtle sense organs 
and the mind, which is a bunch of thoughts. This mind is the ignorance, the 
three qualities of ignorance, sattva, rajas, and tamas act in this mind. This is the 
field of activity of "I thoughts" and "mine," and finishes all the peace and 
tranquility. The mind is nothing but a strong fire burn by the fuel of many 
desires, jiijvalyamiino bahuviisanendhanai, the fire known as the Mind Sheath 
manifests the material world, manomayiig;nirbahati prapancam ( Vkc. , 138) . This 
mind likes, riiga and dislikes, dve$a, and prefers to remain in the domain of 
emotions. In the dreaming state this mind creates the entire dream world and 
merges in the pra'T}a during the deep sleep state. And also in the waking state the 
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concept of world one has it according his mind. This mind is also a transmitter, 
transmitting the consciousness reflected upon it from the Knowledge Sheath. 
This mind is the cause of bondage and when the discriminating intellect, viveka 
lmddhi, and detachment, vairiigya, develop in this mind and it becomes pure, the 
same mind becomes the cause of liberation. The mind is nothing but a spring of 
energy forming a belief system, a thought pattern that shapes personality, intellect, 
actions, future and even health of an individual . This mind precedes all 
phenomenon, everything is mind made, be it speech, actions, behavior or 
character, so mind matters most. Bhrgu practiced further meditation and knew: 
mano /Jrahmeti vyajiiniit (Tai. U, 3.4) , knew mind as Brahman. 

This is the Cosmic Mind, Prajiipati, which is the faculty of HiraI.J.yagarbha 
possessing the total mental energy, icchii fokti. Here the unity of individual mental 
energy with the total mental energy is established. Then father Varul).a asked 
him to make further meditation and find the subtler. 

The Knowledge Sheath, Vijiiiinamaya KoSa: An ordinary man generally appears 
as a psychic being, guided by the instincts inherent in mind. But that is not 
everything. In that way we are not separate from animals. What makes us separate 
from animals is the presence and development of the Knowledge Sh_eath, 
Vijfiiinamaya Knfo or Buddhimaya Knfo, interior to the Mind Sheath. The Knowledge 
term is often used for the Brahman because He is the all knowledge, but here 
the Knowledge Sheath referred is the intellect, lmddhi, this is both intellect born 
from the impressions carried inside the mind, sarhskiiraja buddhi and the 
discriminating intellect, viveka buddhi. This discriminating intellect is the 
understanding, and this should be developed by practice of concentration and 
contemplation up to the state of knowledge holding the Truth. This state of 
knowledge holding the Truth is termed as viveka khyiiti or final understanding. 
Of the embodied being known as this Knowledge Sheath, noble faith is verily his 
head, tasya fraddhaiva siral}, righteousness is the right side , rtarh da�i'f}al} pakJalJ,, 
truthfulness is the left side, satyamuttaral} pa�al}, meditation is the self or trunk, 
yoga iitmii, the mahiit principle is the stabilizing tail, mahal} puccharh prati�tha 
(ibid. ,  2.4) . So this constitutes noble faith that is forerunner to all pious activities, 
righteousness and truthfulness, and then concentration and contemplation as 
means of right knowledge. The mahat principle is the First Born Hiral).yagarbha 
and this is the foundation; this is Cosmic Knowledge, the cause of all intellectual 
cognitions. Since this is the cause of all intellectual cognitions, the "ego sense" 
develops automatically along with this as its corollary due to the effect of ignorance. 
The whole spiritual practice is to get rid of this "ego sense" by developing the 
Knowledge that holds the Truth, viveka khyiiti. Bhrgu practiced further.meditation 
and found: vijniinarh /Jrahmeti vyajiiniit (ibid. ,  3.5) , knew knowledge as Brahman. 
When jniina is said to be ordinary knowledge, vijniinii is known as the science or 
special knowledge. This vijniina known by Bhrgu is the Cosmic Knowledge 
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Principle, Mahal, which is the faculty of HiraQyagarbha possessing the total 
knowledge energy, jniina 5akti. Here the unity of individual intellect with the 
total intellect principle is established. Then father VaruQa asked him to make 
further meditation and find the subtler. 
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The Bliss Sheath, Anandamaya KoSa: This is the subtlest among the five sheaths 
and is the innermost to all the sheaths. This is the innermost cavity inside which 
is lodged the individual self. The Bliss is the Brahman because He is the source 
of all bliss, but here the Bliss Sheath is the bliss layer surrounding the Inner Self. 
This is a joy characteristic within us reflected by the consciousness of the Self, 
and is a work of the Nature, Prakrti. The embodied being known as Bliss Sheath 
has these characteristics: his head is verily the likings or joy, tasya priyameva siralJ,, 
enjoyment of happiness is the right side, modo dak#'(UJ/.t p�al,t, exhilaration of 
happiness is the left side, pramoda uttaral,t p�al,t, bliss is the trunk or self, iinanda 
iitmii, the Brahman is the stabilizing tail (foundation) ,  brahma puccham prat4thii 
(Tai. U, 2.5) . When in our· daily life we achieve something or get the desired 
object we are happy. During that period of happiness, the distractions of our 
mind are less. This happiness is known as modification of the mind as joy, ananda 
vrtti. Any of the five types of vrtti-s can be a iinanda vrtti, the deep sleep, nidrii 
vrtti, is generally a iinanda vrtti. All these joys emerge from the Self within since 
that bliss is the very characteristics of the Self, and appear to the surface of mind 
as a modification of consciousness by the tamas quality of the Prakrti. The less 
and less are the distractions of mind the more and more is the joy. When in our 
mind there would be no distraction, a state of tranquility, in the words of �i 
Pataftjali "the state of cittavrtti nirodhal,t" or "no thought state,"  and then it would 
be Bliss only. This is the trunk of the Bliss Sheath in close proximity of the Self 
whereas pleasures, iinanda vrth-s, are its head, left side and right side. This bliss 
in "no thought state" is not like a pleasure, iinanda vrtt� it is a state of pure 
happiness due to contact with the Consciousness. This is different even from the 
deep sleep state where bliss is a vrtti due to tamas quality of the Prakrti. Bhrgu 
practiced further meditation and being pure and pure knew the innermost: 
iinando bramheti vyajiiniit (ibid. , 3.6) , knew Bliss as the Brahman. This Bliss is the 
non-dual one, and is established in the supreme space, parame vyoman prat4thitii 
( ibid. , 3.6). Within the human body this supreme space is the cave of the heart, 
brahmapuri, above the ,.\ilia cakra inside the brain. With this realization, the head, 
the right side, the left side and the trunk of the Bliss Sheath as described above 
all merged with the foundation that is Bliss the Brahman. 

Correlating Three Bodies, Five Sheaths and PriifµJ: The Gross Body is the Food 
Sheath. Due to the activities of gross vital airs (or that of the Vital Sheath) this 
becomes a living body or else it is a dead body. The living body is a complex of 
206 bones, 660 muscles, ligaments, �eins, arteries, nerves, visceral and thoracic 
organs and systems, brain, spinal column, skin and appendages etc. performing 
physiological functions due to the vital energy. So a living Gross Body is the Food 
Sheath and the Vital Sheath combined. Here the Vital Sheath refers to the gross 
prai_ta. The Subtle Body is the Mind Sheath and the Knowledge Sheath combined. 
Within the living body the Vital Sheath is also attached to the Subtle Body be it 
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waking or dreaming state, so this trio forms the Subtle Body. In deep sleep both 
the Mind Sheath and the Knowledge Sheath rest in the subtle vital energy or in 
subtle prfu,la, lodged in the Vital Sheath. When the Subtle Body leaves the Gross 
Body, a subtle portion of the vital power known as udiina viiyu takes it away. It is 
said, yo vai prii'T}a/J, sii prajitii ya vii prajitii sa prii'T}a/J, (Kau. U, 3.3) , that which is 
vital energy the same is knowledge and that which is knowledge the same is vital 
energy. So subtle body is nothing but a derivative of the prii'T}a and is dependant 
on the subtle prii'T}a for its existence. Even out side the Gross Body when the 
Subtle Body travels from one body to another this does so only being dependant 
on the priir,ia named as udiina. The Nature (Prakrti or Unmanifest, avyakta) with 
its three qualities sattva, rajas, and tamas is known as the causal body and the 
manifestation of causal body is the deep sleep state, suptiivasthii, when the actions 
of mind, intellect and all the organs are merged in priir,ia. It is said, yatraitatpuru�alJ, 
suptalJ, svapnarh na kaitcana pa5yatyathiisminprii'T}a euaikadhii bhavati, when a person 
is asleep does not see any dream then he becomes one with the prfu,la, tadainarh 
viiksaroairniimabhilJ, sahiipyeti, then this speech together with all names goes to it, 
caleyulJ, saroaimpailJ, sahiipyeti, eye together with all forms goes to it, $rotrarh saroailJ, 
sabdailJ, sahiipyeti, ear together with all sounds goes to it, manalJ, saroairdhyiitailJ, 
sahiipyeti, mind together with all objects of concentrations goes to it (ibid., 3.3) . 
We can say the prii'T}a is the causal body to which the subtle body merges and 
there is only bliss. The sleeping person recognizes this bliss after he awakes. So 
the causal prii'T}a and the Bliss Sheath combine form the causal body. 

Moving Around in the Five Sheaths, Pancako6a Parikramii: There are many 
pilgrimages in India, viz., Ayodhya, Chitrakut, etc., where we find an ancient 
traditional custom of Paitcakosa Parikramii. In the place of pilgrimage there is a 
main deity revered most and around the area in a circumference there are 
several sulxieities. The average distance from the main deity to a sulxleity is 
within five ko8a, now kosa being taken as a unit __ of distance over the ages but 
originally it was not so. A pilgrim before paying his homage to the main deity 
visits all the sulxleities around the five kosa, and pays homage to all these deities. 
Then he offers his final worship to the main deity and his pilgrimage is a success 
now. But this is actually our inner pilgrimage to the inner deity, Viimana, at the 
cave of the heart just above the Ajna cakra. This is a Kriya-meditation technique. 
In all these techniques of Guru PraQ.ama, Harilsa Sadhana, Mahamudra, and 
Kriya Proper we do Paitcakoia Parikramii. Annamaya Kosa is related to Muladhara 
cakra, Prfu,lamaya Ko8a is related to Svadhi�thana cakra, Manomaya Ko8a is related 
to MaQ.ipiira cakra, Vijrianamaya Kofa is related to Anahata cakra, and 
Anandamaya Ko8a is related to Vifoddha cakra. When breath ascends and descends 
through these cakra-5 by practicing breath techniques or meditation, we consciously 
do PaitcakoSa Parikramii and then pay our homage to the Inner God. The Second 
Kriya breath technique and the meditation on the twelve-lettered Vasudeva mantra 
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is also Paitcakofa Parikrama. Here we go into more details, moving around the 
five sheaths and then paying homage to the central deity Vasudeva. When we 
come to the Inner Mat:rka Meditation in higher kriya techniques, the meditation 
on forty-eight basic sounds in forty-eight petals in lower five cakra-s is nothing but 
Paitcakofa Parikrama. For the practitioners in the path ofKnowledge,jitana marga, 
denial of the five sheaths as non-self through mental analysis and contemplation 
by practicing "not this not this ," neti neti, to reach at the Self, is also Paitcakosa 
Parikrama. 

FIVE VITAL AIRs OR BREArns, PANCAPRA/'fA 

The vital airs, prar,ia, in the body have been divided into five common types, viz. ,  
prar,ia, apana, samana, udana, and vyana depending upon the work i t  performs 
in the body. All physiological activities within our body be it muscular activity or 
cellular activity is carried out by different vital breaths, prar.ia-s. However we find 
different types of classifications of the vital breaths. 

Exhalation and Inhalation Duo: In some Vedic literatures �nly these two prar.ia 
and apana are mentioned. When only these two are mentioned they are to be 
understood as the exhalation and the inhalation. In Kathopani$ad it is said, 
"itrdhvam prar.iamunnayatyapanam pratyagasyati etc. The Dwarf One, who is sitting 
inside the heart and who pulls the exhalation, prar.ia, upward and pushes the 
inhalation, apana, downward to Him all other gods of the world worship" ( Ka. 
U, 2.2 .3) . Here prar.ia is said to be the exhalation and apana as the inhalation, 
but we do not find the same trend everywhere. Normal understanding goes for 
prar.ia as inhalation and apana as exhalation, but from spiritual practice point of 
view the Ka/hopani$ad mentioned description is true. When we inhale during 
First Kriya-meditation, i .e. , I§varapraQ.idhana Kriya, we inhale from the base of 
the spine to top at the fontanel. In the base region of the spine is the apana 
breath, we bring it to oblate with the prar,ia breath at the top. So the inhalation is 
apana. We exhale from fontanel to base of the spine. Now at the top it is the 
prar.ia breath and we bring it down to oblate with the apana breath . So the 
exhalation is prar.ia. This has been said as, apane juhvati prar.iam prar.ie 'panam 
tathapare ( S. Bg., 4.29) , offer the act of exhalation into that of inhalation and the 
act of inhalation into that of exhalation.  In between apana and prar.ia is the 
Vamana, the Dwarf One. This is the Self, sva, this is i§vara sitting at the cave in 
third ventricle. However both inhalations and exhalations are said to be actions 
of the prar.ia breath according to other texts, viz. ,  jabaladarianopani$d ( 4.30) . 

The Major Threes: The vital breaths that work in the body as the Vital Sheath is 
classified into main three, viz. ,  prar.ia, apana, and vyana in Taittinyopani$ad:, tasya 
prar.ia eva SiralJ,, praQ.a is verily his head, vyano dak#r.ia'IJ, pa�alJ,, vyana is the right 
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side, apiina uttaralJ, p�alJ,, apana is the left side, iikiiSa iitmii, space is the trunk or 
the self, frrthim puccharh prati�thii, the earth is the stabilizing tail ( Tai. U, 2.2) . All 
the vital energies remain in the space and emerge in the body as form of airs, so 
space is said to be th '!  self of vital breaths. Since vital energies are received in the 
gross body from food, the earth is said to be the stabilizing tail. Here these three 
are main three in the gross body, and samiina seems to be included in vyiina, and 
udiina seems to be included in priirJ-a. In Yajuroeda the major three have been 
said as priirJ,a, udiina, and vyiina; dhiinyamasi dhinuhi deviin priirJ,iiya tvodiiniiya tvii 
vyiiniiya tvii, Oh foodgrains, you satisfy the gods (gods are sense organs in the 
body) , we invoke you for prfu:la, for udana and for vyana ( Yl1, 1 .20) . Here these 
three are main three in the subtle body and apiina is included in priirJ-a and 
samiina is included in vyiina. But generally the vital breaths are classified into five 
depending on their functions. Since the functions of priirJ-a in our body are many 
we can even classify them to hundreds. 

Prii;ta is One Only: Whether two, three, five, ten or many this is one priirJ-a only 
as it is said: na hi kaScana saknuyiitsakrdviicii niima prajiiiipayiturh c�ii rilparh 
5rotreya 5abdarh manasii dhyiitumityekabhuyarh vai priirJ,ii, one is not able to indicate 
a name by speech, see forms by eye, hear sounds by ear, contemplate by mind 
all at once which indicates all the vital airs are one, ekaikametiini saroiirJ-yeva 
prajiiiipayanti, being one all the vital airs express, viicarh vadiinti sarve priirJ-ii 
anuvadanti, when speech speaks all the vital airs speak, c�ulJ, pa,Syatsaroe priirJ-ii 
anupa,Syanti etc. ,  when eye sees all the vital airs see, when ear hears all the vital 
airs hear, when mind thinks all the vital airs think, and when breath breathes all 
the vital airs breathe (Kau. U, 3.2) . When the mind is busy with something even 
if eyes are open and images are formed in the retina still then one sees nothing. 
A preoccupied mind does not listen to the sounds though the sound waves hit his 
eardrum. It appears that at the same time we see and speak, see and think or 
think and speak but there is a very minute fraction of time-gap between them 
when the priirJ,a switches over from one function to the other and that is not 
normally noticed. Another example may be cited that when digestive function is 
going on one may be speaking or seeing, but the purpose here was to say that all 
the vital airs are one even if they do different functions and that is the reason in 
deep meditation when the priirJ-a ascends all other vital activities slow down or 
even stopped. It is again said, sa viiyumiviitmiinarh krtviibhyantararh priivi5atsa eko 
niivi5atsa paiicadhiitmiinarh pravibhajyocyate yalJ, prii'T}o-piinalJ, samiina udiino vyiina 
iti, making the Self as the air He (Prajapati, Lord of creatures) entered inside 
them, being one He divided himself into five as prii'T}a, apiina, samiina, udiina, 
and vyiina (Mai. U, 2.6) . 

The Major Fives: Now that which goes up that is surely the prfu:la, atha yo'ya
murdhvamutkriimatitye�a viiva sa prii'T}alJ,, now that which goes down that is surely 
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the apana, atha yo 'yamavaftcam samkramatye$a vava so 'panalJ,, now that which 
conducts the coarse element of food into apana and distributes in all the limbs 
and very subtle that is surely samana, atha yo 'yam sthaviJthamannadhatumapane 
sthapayatyani$tham caitge 'itge samam nayatyeya vava sa samanalJ,, now that which 
swallows and vomits the food eaten and drunk that is surely udana, atha yo 'yam 
pitiiSitamudgirati nigiratiti cafJa vava sa udanalJ,, now that which is spread all over 
the nerves and vessels that is surely vyana, atha yenaitalJ, sira anuvyapta e$a vava sa 
vyanalJ, (Mai. U, 2. 7) . This is the division of vital breaths in relation to physiological 
activities of the body, and this is the division of the vital breaths of the Vital 
Sheath. Here these are gross vital breaths. 

Sii?J<f,ilyopani$ad gives the account of presence of five breaths with some 
differences from other texts. Priil}.a breath moves in face, nose, base of throat, 
navel, two big toes, and bellow the ku?J<f,alini (perineum) . Vyana breath moves 
in ears, eyes, waist, ankle, interior nose, throat, and pharynx. Apana breath 
moves in anus, organ of procreation, thighs, abdomen, scrotum, hips, navel and 
in places of fire. Udana breath moves in all the joints. Samana breath is pervading 
in hands, legs and all the body parts. Samana distributes the essence of food 
eaten through out body and moves in seventy-two thousand nerves being 
associated with the fire element in the body (Sa. U, 1 .4. 13) .  Similar descriptions 
are also found in ]abiiladarianopanfJad. Priil}.a breath remains in nose, inside the 
mouth, middle of navel and in heart (jU, 4.26) . Apana breath remains in anus, 
organ of procreation, thighs, knees, entire abdomen, waist, navel and legs (ibid. , 
4.27) . Vyana breath remains in ears, eyes, shoulders, elbows, throat and in the 
places where Priil}.a breath stays (ibid. ,  4.28) . Udana breath remains in both the 
hands and legs, and Samana breath remains in the entire body (ibid. , 4.29) . 
Priil}.a breath is responsible for inhalation and exhalation, Apana breath is 
responsible for urination and defecation, and Samana breath is responsible to 
keep the status of the body (ibid. , 4.30.3 1 ) .  Udana breath is responsible for 
PraQ.a to ascend and Vyana is responsible for expression of sound (ibid. , 4.32) . 

The relation and interdependence between these five breaths acting inside 
the body has been enumerated in Brhadara?JyakopanfJad: "kasminnu tvam ciitma 
pratfJthitau stha it pra?Ja iti (3.9 .26) ,  On which are you (your body) and yourself 
( the intellect along with the ego) are established?" On the praQ.a, "kasminnu 
pra?JalJ prati$/hita ityapana iti, On which is the priil}.a established?" On the apana, 
"kasminnvapanalJ, pratfJthita iti vyiina iti, On which the apana is established" On 
the vyana, "kasminnu vyanalJ prati$thita ityudana iti, On which the vyana is 
established?" On the udana, "kasminnudanalJ, prati�thita iti samana iti, On which 
the udana is established?" On the samana, PraQ.a is the main vital breath that 
sustains mind, intellect, ego, and sense-organs. Since this is the form of air inside 
the body this requires excretion of used praQ.a in the form of excretion and 
exhalation, so prii?Ja is apana based. The apiina for its activity depends upon the 
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all-pervading physiologic breath vyiina that controls all physiologic activities 
through nerves. Vyiina is dependant on udiina since it can work so long as the 
udiina stays in the body. Since samiina distributes essence of food energy, priir;ia, 
throughout the body the udiina is based on the samiina. Once the samiina 
extinguishes (or stops working) then the udiina has to ascend leaving the body. 

� and Apina: However, Pra5nopani$ad deals about the five vital breaths in 
details and in a simple way, which is most referred and widely accepted; piiyupasthe'
piinarh, apana is placed in organ of defecation and organ of procreation (Pr. U, 
3.5) . These are two lower apertures of body performing ejections of feces, urine, 
semen etc and related to excretion. Then, c�ulJ,Srotre mukhaniisikiibhyiirh priir;ial} 
svayarh prat�thite, prai;ia himself has established in eyes, ears, mouth and nostrils 
(Pr. U, 3.5) . The main physiologic vital breath is placed in eyes and ears, that are 
organs of perceptions, and also coming out of mouth and nostrils, that are carrying 
out breathing functions, speech and actions of action organs. 

Samina: Again, madhye tu samiinal}, e$a hyotaddhutamannam samarh nayati 
tasmiidetiil} saptiir�o bhavanti, samana is in the middle, this one distributes equally 
all the foods that are eaten hence issue out of the seven flames (Pr. U, 3.5) . In the 
middle between the priir;ia and the apiina is placed the samiina breath. The middle 
point being the navel region that is the place of digestion and assimilation of 
foods eaten and drunk, the seat of the samiina breath is the navel region and the 
samiina breath is responsible for digestion and assimilation processes. This is 
also responsible for distribution of food equally throughout the body and hence 
is related to the process of circulation and distribution of food energy to all the 
cells of the body where they are burnt to give life energy for sustention of body 
and growth. These come out as sense-knowledge in seven flames, viz. ,  two eyes, 
two ears, two nostrils performing breathing and smell, and mouth performing 
speech and taste. In the above it was said that the priir:ia himselfhas established in 
eyes, ears, mouth and nostrils, and now it is said that the samiina is coming out as 
seven flames, which indicate that the activities of organs are controlled by the 
priir:ia that draws from its source the samiina in the body. 

Vyina: Vyiina means pervasiveness, pervading in the entire body. The vyiina 
breath is even a subtler one, present throughout the body through nerves, 
coordinating all functions and even works as a connecting link between the Vital 
Sheath in one hand and the Mind Sheath and the Knowledge Sheath on the 
other since this is moving in the entire Central Nervous System. This is the subtle 
prar:ia and link between the subtle priir:ia and the gross priir;ia. And hence it is said 
in the same text, "hrdi hye$a iitmii. attraitadeka5atarh nii<f,iniirh tiisiim 5atarh 
5atamekaikasyiirh dviisaptatirdvasaptatil} pratisiikhiinii<f,zsahasriir;ii bhavantyiisu 
vyiina5carati, this Self is surely in the heart, there are hundred and one nerves, 
each of them has hundred branches, again each branch is divided into seventy-
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two sub-branches, and vyiina moves among them. "  (Pr. U,  3.6.)  This heart is the 
brain and the total number nerves come approximately ( 1 01 x 1 00 x 72,000) to 
7,27,200,000. Human brain is the seat of consciousness in the body and this is 
regarded as the seat of the Cosmic Self known as the Hirar:iyagarbha in an 
individual body; here the same is described as the Self, iitmii, in this text. 

Udina: Udiina is the subtlest among the five and is responsible for ascending 
out of this body; athaikayordhva udiina!J, pur:iyena pur:iyam lokam nayati papena 
papamubhiibhyiimeva manu�yalokam, now through one ( one among the one 
hundred and one nerves) udiina breath in its upward trend takes to the virtuous 
world as a result of the virtues, to the sinful world as a result of sins, and to the 
human world as a result of both (Pr. U, 3. 7) . 
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Fig. 4.3. The placement of the five vital breaths in 
human body according to Prainopani�ad. 
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Further it is said: " tejo ha vii udiinastasmiidupasiintatejii/.t, punarbhavam
indriyairmanasi sampadyamiinailJ,, udana is verily the fire ,  so who gets his fire 
extinguished to attain rebirth together with organs enter into the mind (Pr. U, 
3.9) ; yaccittastenafya prii?Jamiiyiiti, prii?Jastejasii yuktalJ, sahiitmanii yathiisaitkalpitam 
lokam nayati, whatever, he have with his citta (mind) with those he enters into 
praQ.a, praQ.a in association with fire ( udiina) along with the individual self leads 
to the desired world. "  ( Ibid. ,  3 . 1 0. )  The vital power, prii?Ja, in the body is 
compared to the sun in our solar system and the sun is distinguished as a special 
manifestation of fire. Then fire here is compared with the udiina. When a person 
gets his fire extinguished means the life sustaining vital breaths extinguished 
inside the body and the person approaches death then all the organs enter into 
the mind. Here organs are subtle sense organs and subtle organs of action, they 
take the form of the mind. Then all the thoughts of the mind or citta, means the 
mind along with its impressions enter into the chief vital force, prii?Ja. Now this 
priitiacarrying the impressions of mind in association with udiina or the ascending 
prii?Ja takes the individual self, which is still an ego sense attached to subtle body 
and devoid of a gross body to the desired world for a rebirth. 

Relation of Five Vital Breaths with Seed Sounds and Elements: Dhyiina
bindupanfyad gives an account of relation of five vital breaths with five elements 
and seed sounds. The Prar:ia and the apana are said as, yakiiram prii?Jalnjam ca 
nilajimutasannibham, the letter 'ya, " yakiiram, is the seed of the air and is the 
praQ.a breath, priitialnjam, and, ca, is like color of blue clouds, nilajimutasannibham; 
then, rakiiramag;nilnjam ca apiiniidityasannibham, the letter "ra," rakiiram, is the 
seed of the fire, ag;nilnjam, and, ca, is the apana breath like the color of sun, 
apiina iidityasannibham (Db. U, 95) . Thevyiina and the udiina are said as, lakiiram 
frrthivirupam vyiinam bandhukasannibham, the letter "la, " lakiiram, is form of the 
earth, frrthivirupam, and is the vyana breath, vyiinam, is like the color of china
rose (Hibiscus rosa) ,  bandhukasannibham; then, vakiiram jivalnjam ca udiinam 
saitkhavar7Jakam, the letter "va, " vakiiram, is the seed of the individual self (also 
seed of life or seed of water) ,  jivalnjam, and, ca, is the udana breath, udiinam, 
like the color of a conch, saitkhavar7Jakam (Db. U, 96) . The samiina is said as, 
hakiiram viyatsvarupam ca samiinam sphatikaprabham, the letter "ha, " hakiiram, is 
the form of the ether, viyatsvarupam, and, ca, is the samana breath, samiinam, 
like the luster of a transparent crystal, sphatikaprabham (Db. U, 97) . Accordingly 
the five vital breaths are placed in the energy centers in the body. Miiladhara 
cakra is the seat of the earth element, seed sound "la " and the vyana breath. 
Svadhi�thana cakra is the seat of the water element; seed sound "va " and the 
udana breath. MaQ.ipfua cakra is the seat of the fire element, seed sound "ra " 
and the apana breath. Anahata cakra is the seat of air element; seed sound ')a " 
and the praQ.a breath. Visuddha cakra is the seat of the ether element; seed 
sound "ha " and is the samana breath. 
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Five Divine Doors, Paiica �� Chandogyopan�ad (3. 1 3. 1-5) deals with 
the five-prfu:i.a breaths as the five divine openings or doors of the heart. Heart 
here refers to the intellect, inside that is lodged the self-luminous Self. The place 
of the heart is just above the A.jfia cakra. "The eastern door is the prfu:i.a breath, 
that is eye, that is the sun. That should be worshiped as the fire and the food. " 
(Ibid. ,  3. 13 .1 . )  The eastern door to the Self is the pr3.I}.a breath. The pr3.Q.a inside 
the body is same as the sun outside; sun is the source of all individual pr3.Q.as and 
is represented by eye and vision. This is the fire element since the sun and the 
pr3.Q.a are special manifestations of the fire and this is also the food. Food is a 
conversion of solar energy and is converted to life energy inside the body. 

'The southern door is the vyana breath, that is ear, that is the moon. That 
should be worshiped as prosperity and fame. "  (Ibid. , 3 .13.2.) This is the most 
powerful inside the physiologic body, subtler one carrying out and controlling 
body functions and is related to the subtle body or the mind, also works as a link 
between the subtle body and the gross body. Moon is the mind, the moon controls 
the psychic aspects, and ear represents directions (space) and sound inside the 
body. The vyana moves in all directions in body and is the form of sound since it 
is related to the mind and thoughts. Prosperity and fame comes from the deeds 
that are dependant on the vyana since the vyana is responsible for both the mind 
and activities of the body. 

'The western door is the apana breath, that is speech, that is the fire. That 
should be worshiped as the sacred knowledge and food." (Ibid. , 3. 1 3.3.) The 
apana is the ejaculating breath and speech is dependent on it since the speech is 
a modified exhalation through larynx and tongue. Speech and the fire are same. 
Speech is a hot air. We need sufficient fire element or the prarJa in our body to 
speak loudly. Speech becomes pure with the sacred knowledge, i .e. , knowledge 
of righteousness, observance of righteousness, knowledge from the scriptures 
and self-study. Food gives us the prarJa, which transforms into the apana. 

"The northern door is the samana breath, that is the mind, that is the rain. That 
should be worshiped as fame and luster or radiance from the body. " (Ibid. , 
3 . 1 3 .4 . )  The samana breath is responsible for digestion , assimilation and 
distribution of food inside the body, so this becomes sustainer for mind in the 
body. Mind is related to the water or rain. The moon, which is regarded as 
mind, has an effect on the water, ocean, tides and rain. The mind is the cause of 
knowledge and fame. Body luster is directly dependent on good digestion and 
assimilation in one hand and mental peace on the other. 

'The upper opening is the udii,na breath, this is the air, this is the ether. That 
should be worshiped as vigor and greatness. "  (Ibid. ,  3. 1 3.5 . ) This is the ascending 
breath, and this remains as air outside the body after departing the body. The 
base of this air is the ether as it travels in the ether. This is vigor and this ascends 
against the gravitation of earth. This is great, and its greatness is to carry the 
mind with its impressions and the ego sense from one body to other body. 
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Five Subsidiary Vital Breaths, Paiica upapra7Ja: In some literatures like 
Dhyanabind upani$ad, Yogacutj,amm:iyupani$ad, Siir:i<f,ilyopani$ad, and Jiibala
darianopani$ad, etc . ,  we find mention of five subsidiary vital breaths named as 
niiga, kurma, kr#uJra, devadatta, and dhananjaya are said to be functioning in a 
limited way. Naga is known for expelling by eructation, udgiire niiga iikhyiita!J, 
Kurma is linked to twinkling of eyes, kurma unmilane tathii, Krkara is known with 
sneezing, krkara!J k$utkaro jiteyo, and Devadatta is associated in yawning, devadatto 
vijrmbhar;,e ( YCU, 25. ) Dhanaftjaya is spread throughout the body in such a 
manner that it does not leave even after the death, na jahiiti mrtam viipi saruavyapi 
dhanaiijaya/J (ibid., 26) , this is the air element. Guru Gorakhanatha had supported 
the above activities of these vital breaths ( GS, 1 . 34-36) .  In other texts slight 
difference is found, drowsiness is the work of Devadatta, tandrii devadattakarma, 
cough etc. is the work of Dhanaftjaya, s/,eymiidi dhanaiijayakarma ( Sa. U, 1 .4. 1 3) .  
The work of Dhanaftjaya is to maintain luster of the body, dhananjayasya 5obhiidi 
karma proktam hi siimkrte (jU, 4.33) , and hunger is the work of Krkara, k$udha tu 
k'[kiirasya ca (ibid. , 4.34) . 

Different Classifications of Vital Breaths: In the above we discussed classifications 
of vital breaths into two, three, five, and ten .  However, the grouping and 
classifications of the vital breaths can be many but we have to remember that this 
is one PraQa only. The five main praIJ.as can be grouped into two categories, one 
working in a gross body and another on a subtle body. Again each can be sub
grouped into three depending upon sattva, rajas, and tamas qualities. In this way 
five main praIJ.as become thirty types. To this if we add two that are associated 
with causal body, i .e. , the prai:ia and the udana, then these become thirty-two. 
Then exhalation and inhalation if added to these, they become thirty-four. The 
five subsidiary prai:tas can be grouped into two on the basis of rajas and tamas 
qualities making them ten, and now we have total forty-four prl1J:ias. Then the 
seven main Prai:tic energy centers, cakrars, are seven more prai:tas to be added 
making the number as fifty-one. Again twenty-five body principles discussed above 
(supra, "The Creation and the Body Complex, "  p. 1 76) are twenty-five prar:ias. 
Moreover fifty basic sounds or letters in six centers, cakra-s, are also said to be 
fifty prai:ta-s. In these ways the classifications may vary if we go on specifying on 
the basis of a particular function. But our purpose is to control and regulate the 
prai:tas with an aim to control the mind to reach a state of equanimity. 

THE ENERGY CENTERS, CAKRA-S 
The reference to and description of cakra-s or the energy centers are found in 
many literatures ,  viz . ,  Yogakur;,<f,alyupani$ad, Yogacu<f,iimar;,yupani$ad, Yoga
rajopani$ad, and Saubhii,gya/,ak$myupani$ad, etc. All most all post-Upani�dic yogic 
and Agama literatures describe these energy centers or wheels of energy called 
cakra-s. However, there is no unanimity about their numbers in the body. We 
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have discussed this while discussing 22 of the PriiQ.a-sii.kta ( vide supra, p. 93) . The 
seven cakra-s on which there is unanimity are Muladhara or the coccyx center, 
Svadhi�thana or the sacrum center, MaQ.ipiira or the lumbar center, Anahata or 
the thoracic center, Vi8uddha or the cervical enter, i\jiia referred as the master 
center, the medulla center, a point between pituitary and pineal, and Sahasrara 
or the fontanel center, and these are in the spinal cord (former five) and in the 
brain (later two) ,  i .e . ,  in the central nervous system (CNS) . Since the Kriya-yoga 
meditation is based on these seven, we will discuss about them. The literatures 
on the cakra-s are in plenty and the way they are presented to a reader is most of 
the times confusing. The Kriya-yoga techniques are prarJa based and imagination 
is not encouraged in the Kriya-meditation though imagination is not completely 
denied since one has to put mind into the practice. So cakra-s are mentioned here 
in a simpler way. Cakra-s can be said as special centers of the vital force, pra?Ja. 
They are not gross structures; hence dissections and microscopic examinations 
cannot reveal them. These cakra-s are in the subtle body and we have discussed 
that the main components of the subtle body are the prcll).a and the mind stuff, 
i .e . ,  mind, intellect, ego and subconscious. Our central nervous system in the 
gross body is the seat of mind. A particular aspect of the mind controlling our 
life has a corresponding center in our spinal cord and brain of the gross body. 
Our subtle pral).a flows in the spinal cord and at a particular center its manifestation 
becomes manifold and one can feel them during meditation. 

Petals of Lotuses: The cakra-s are also said to be lotuses with varied number of 
petals. So some persons imagine a lotus, while meditating at a center. Ofcourse 
such type of meditation increases concentration, visualizing power and gives 
some good results but that is not the purpose our spiritual journey. 

We have to remember that our goal is to inhibit all the modifications of mind, 
so we should not go into any sorts of imaginary vision even if that helps in 
creativity. Petals in the cakra-s are basic seed sounds. In Sanskrit language there 
are fifty basic sounds or fifty alphabets. They are distributed in fifty petals in six 
cakra-s. The sound being the subtle ether element is basic seed behind the creations. 
Entire universe has emerged from these fifty sounds. Sounds take the form of 
words and thoughts, first thoughts appear and then they manifest as forms in the 
gross world. In our mind it is thoughts first, which are nothing but sounds. Then 
they manifest into speech and actions. To contain our thoughts we have to go to 
their basic sounds from which they are produced. Our samskara-s or impressions 
of past actions are stored in the form of sounds in the petals of the lotuses. We 
have to burn those impressions by meditation on these basic sounds. Though in 
different systems meditations on the colors of cakra-s are carried out, the Kriya
yoga meditation is not based on colors of the cakra�. Colors of the cakra-s also 
vary from persons to persons depending on their inner make up, samskara-s. 
Color is related to the fire element, which is gross then sensation and sound. 
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Fig. 4.4. Seven lotuses or the energy centers in the human body. 
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The Kriya-yoga meditation being a subtler and integrated one gives emphasis on 
all the three subtle manifestations, viz . ,  light, sound and vibration. Here a 
practitioner meditates on light, which he experiences as a result of Kriya 
meditation, but color visualization is discouraged. However more emphasis is 
given on vibrations and sounds. Vibration or sensation is related to the air element 
and sound is to the ether element. The sound vibration produces sensation 
vibration. So the seed sounds in petals are meditated in higher kriyas, these are 
known as the Matrka Dhyana. These Maqkas are associated with the elements 
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for creation. These petals of the lotuses can be said as spokes of the wheel or 
subtle yoga-nerves around a wheel, cakra, appearing as a lotus regulating, 
modifying, accelerating or inhibiting the flow of subtle vital energy inside the 
spine. 

Vertebral Column and Spinal Cord: Since the cakra-s or the lotuses are lodged 
in the spinal cord and spinal cord runs within the vertebral column, we should 
have some knowledge about them. The vertebral column is known as spine or 

Thoraac 

L.urrbar 

Fig. 4.5. Human Vertebrae. 
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Fag. 4.6. The Vertebral Column. 

spinal column, in Sanskrit called merudar.u/,a, meru means axis and merudar:i<f,a is 
axis-staff. Meru refers to the northern mount or Sumeru in our earth as well as in 
a human body. Sumeru means the mount that is the seat of bliss, when the prclI)a 
ascends to the top through the spinal cord and settles at the Mount of Master, 
Guru Parvat, above the ,.\iii.a cakra then there is bliss only. The southern end of 
the earth is called the southern mount or Kumeru, in our body this is the end of 
the vertebral column at the coccyx. Ku means bad; we are lost in the world and 
sense enjoyments forgetting our true identity with the vital force called kur:i<f,alini 
in yogic and tantric literatures, and here kuf}<f,alin'i is sleeping below in the spinal 
cord. Kur:i<f,alini is the subtle prclI)a. This is the cosmic energy within our body 
system. At Kumeru our inner energy sleeps and we are with the outer mani
festations forgetting our true identity. 

The vertebral column is made up of thirty-three vertebrae piled in a series, 
one on the other with fibro-cartilages lodged between the vertebrae giving it a 
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spring action. The arches of vertebrae form a hollow cylinder named neural 
canal for passage of the spinal cord. The first vertebra is called Atlas, which joins 
the spine with the cranium or brain-box. The second vertebra is called Axis and 
five more cervical vertebrae form the cervical or neck region of total seven 
vertebrae. The back or the thoracic region is made up of twelve thoracic or 
dorsal vertebrae . The waist region is made up of five lumber vertebrae. The 
sacrum region is made up of five sacral vertebrae and the terminal coccyx region 
is made up of four coccyx vertebrae. For articulation and support the vertebrae 
have neural spines, transverse processes and articular processes. There are 
openings through which the spinal nerves pass from the spinal cord (Figs. 4.5 
and 4.6) . Muladhara corresponds to the coccyx region, Svadhi�t.hana to the sacrum 
region, MaI,J.ipura to the lumbar region, Anahata to the dorsal region and 
Visuddha to the cervical region. These cakrars are inside the spinal cord. 

The spinal cord, medulla spinalis, is a major part of the central nervous system 
(CNS) , the other part being our brain. This is an elongated and almost cylindrical 
cord but slightly flattened, running inside the vertebral column and is a 
continuation of our brain through its medulla obwngata. The spinal cord starts 
from the level of atlas vertebra and extends up to the level of second or third 
lumber vertebra and then tapers down. The tapering portion of spinal cord is 
named filum tenninal.e that descends up to the coccyx region. Three protective 
membranes named dura mater, arachnoids, and pia mater sheath the spinal cord. 
In between dura mater and arachnoids is the sub-dural space, and between 
arachnoids and pia mater is sub-arachnoid space and these are filled with cerebro
spinal fluids to prevent it from any injury. The cord has two swellings, one is a 
cervical enlargement from the third cervical to second thoracic for large nerves 
of upper limbs and other is a lumber enlargement at the ninth thoracic for the 
nerves oflower limbs. The spinal cord is incompletely divided into two symmetrical 
halves by an anterior median fissure and a sallow posterior median sulcus. The spinal 
cord is made up of very soft grey and white brain-matter, the grey matter being 
situated centrally and has the form of a fluted column running throughout the 
entire length of the cord. In transverse section this resembles alphabet "H. "  The 
l-Wiite matter is arranged on the sides of grey matter (Fig. 4.8) . l-Wiite matter is made 
up of nerve fibers and nerve cells, and the white color is due to myelinated nerve 
fibers. The grey matter is of nerve cells, nerve fibers and blood vessels, and the 
grey color is due to more nerve cells. This cord is divided into cervical region, 
thoracic region, lumber region and sacral region, and differences can be marked 
in transverse sections. Thirty-one pairs of spinal nerves come from spinal cord 
each having a dorsal root and a ventral root. They are eight cervical pairs, twelve 
thoracic pairs, five lumbar pairs, five sacral pairs and one coccygeal pair (Fig. 
4. 7) . Before termination the cord gives a bunch of nerves known as cauda equina 
that is situated in the perineum between anus and reproductive organs. The 
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central canal (Fig. 4.8) of the spinal cord travels through the entire length of the 
cord and is known as canalis centralis. At the lower region bellow conus medularis 
from where the spinal cord tapers, the central canal is triangular in cross section 
with base directed forward. At the above region the canal is continued upward 
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and open into the fourth ventricle of the brain in medulla oblongata. This fourth 
ventricle runs into the third ventricle of the brain. 

Postenor median septum 

......___ ( ......_______._ 
Antenor median fissure 

Fig. 4.8. Transverse Section of the Spinal Cord. 

Subtle Vital Channels, Yoga-niilfi-s: In yogic scriptures, the cauda equina of the 
gross body in the perineum area is known as kanda or adha-sahasrara. This is also 
known as Kamakhyapiiha. This is believed to be the seat of the coiled residual 
infinite vital power known as kur.14alini. This is very important to Haihayogins 
who perform Haiha yogic kriyas to raise the kurJ<f,alini. The spinal cord in general 
sense is called the Su�umna niiefi,. Inside Su�umna is Vajra na<fi and inside Vajra 
is Citra niiefi,. These are all subtle Prfu).ic channels. Su�umna, Vajra, and Citra 
have the qualities of the fire, the sun and the moon, respectively. In the former 
two rajas quality is predominant whereas the later is having sattva quality. Inside 
the Citra niiefi, is Brahma niiefi,. Brahma niiefi, in the gross body corresponds to the 
canalis centralis. Km:ic;lalini, the Great Vital Power passes through the Brahma 
na<fi from Muladhara to Sahasrara. However, the term Su�umna nii,<f,i is also 
used for Brahma nii,<f,i and Su�umna term is very often and commonly used in 
yogic literatures, when no distinction is made then Su�umna, Vajra, Citra, and 
Brahma n&fi-s are all referred as Su�umna. Through yogic practice the vital 
energy has to flow within the Su�umna. However yogic scriptures describe seventy
two thousand niiefi,� or subtle channels and among them seventy-two are main 
channels. Among them ten are important, and they are Ic;la, Pingala, Su�umna, 
Gandhari, Hastijihva, Pu�a, Ya.Sasvini, Alambusa, Kuhu, and Sankhini ( YCU, 16  
and 1 7, GS, 1 .26,27) . Ic;la i s  situated in  the left side and Pin.gala on the right side 
( YUC, 1 8) .  Su�umna is in the center and Gandhari is in the left eye. Hastijihva is 
in the right eye and Pu� is in the right ear (ibid. , 19) . Ya.Sasvini is in the left ear 
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and Alambusa is on the face. Kuhu is at the procreative organ and Sankhini near 
the anus at the base of the spine ( YCU, 20) . At each door of the body one nerve, 
na<fi, is situated, and at the route of the vital energy lc;la, Pingala, and Su�umna 
are situated ( YCU, 21 ;  GS, 1 .28-31 ) .  From the above it is understood that the nii,<fi
s represent the nerves and the nervous system. The seventy-two thousand nii,<fi-s 
represent the Peripheral Nervous System consisting of both afferent and efferent 
nerves. Gandhari, Hastijihva, Pu�a. Yafasvini, Alambusa, Kuhu, and Sankhini 
represent nerves of the Peripheral Nervous System mostly the sensory nerves 
supplied to the main organs. Gandhari and Hastijihva are optic nerves, Pu�a and 
Ya5asvini are auditory nerves, and Alambusa is the facial nerve. These are cranial 
nerves. Kuhu and Sankhini can be sensory or motor nerves; most likely these are 
sensory nerves. Either they represent the spinal nerves connected to anus, rectum 
and procreative organ and may have reference or relation to kanda or nerves in 
the perineum. Su�umna represents the spinal cord of the Central Nervous System. 
A suggestion given by some interpreters is that Ic;la and Pingala represent the 
Autonomic Nervous System of the body, which can be debated. 

Peripheral Nervous System: A living cell contains the living material known as 
protoplasm. Excitability and conductivity are properties of living protoplasm. 
Any change in the environment excites the living cell known as a stimulus and 
the reactions responded to a stimulus is known as response or effect. In developed 
organisms there are specialized receptors on the body known as sense-organs to 
receive external stimuli and there are specialized effectors in the form of muscles 
or secretory glands. The coordination between them is maintained by two systems, 
one is endocrine system controlling through the hormones and another is nervous 
system controlling through the nerves. The nervous system is a quicker one and 
this also controls the endocrine system. 

Axon 
Myelin sheath 

1 

Fig. 4.9. A Nerve Cell. 

The unit of the nervous system is a nerve cell or neuron. Nerve cells connected 
to a receptor is known as the receptor neuron or sensory neuron and those are 
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connected to an effecter is known as the effecter neuron or motor neuron. These 
motor and sensory nerves constitute the Peripheral Nervous System. Thirty-one 
pair of spinal nerves arising from the spinal cord and twelve pair of cranial 
nerves that arise from the brain, these together form the Peripheral Nervous 
System. The neurons of the Peripheral Nervous System connect to the receptors 
through peripherally directed processes known as dendrites in one hand and to 
the Central Nervous System through the centrally directed processes known as 
axons on the other hand. They enter the spinal cord through the dorsal or 
afferent roots of the spinal nerves and through the sensory roots of the cranial 
nerves. Similarly the ventral or efferent roots of the spinal nerves and the motor 
roots of the cranial nerves leave the spinal cord and the brain to bring response 
to the effecter organs, viz. ,  muscles etc. In this way the brain and the spinal cord 
regulate the entire body system by conducting stimuli and responses, bringing 
about the integration of impulses and the coordination of responses. Gandhari, 
Hastijihva, Pu�a, Ya8asvini, Alambusa, Kuhu, and Sankhini nii</i-s, etc. ,  described 
in the yogic literatures are mostly the sensory or afferent nerves. These are the 
doors of the mind through which the mind becomes extrovert and roams in the 
world of sense objects. 

Autonomic Nervous System: The Autonomic Nervous System is that part of the 
CNS, which controls the involuntary functions of our body like heart, lungs, 
intestines, kidneys, liver, etc .  This is divided into two sub-systems known as 
Sympathetic and Parasympathetic system. The sympathetic system has left and right 
sympathetic chains, or a double chain of nerve ganglia running on either side of 
the spinal cord. This has its center on hypothalamus of the brain. This is connected 
to cardiac plexus, gastric plexus, etc. ,  to reach the internal organs. This system 
secretes neuro-hormones called catecholamines to regulate normal functions of 
heart, lungs, liver and muscles, etc.  But in case of stress situations hypothalamus 
sends signals through sympathetic nerves to lungs, hearts, blood vessels and livers, 
etc. The more release of catecholamines increases heart beat, pulse rate, blood 
pressure , sweating, blood glucose level and muscle tone, decreases digestive 
secretion and bowel mobility, and widely opens lungs air passage and eyelids. 

The parasympathetic system consists of a large nerve named Vagus that has its 
center in medulla oblongata, and it comes down through neck, chest and abdomen 
to supply nerves to heart, lungs, stomach, intestine and liver, etc. ,  and its activation 
decreases the heart beat, pulse rate , blood pressure , sweating, makes blood 
glucose level and muscle tone normal, increases the secretions of digestive juices 
and bowel mobility and relaxes the eyelids. The stimulation of the Vagus nerve 
helps to adopt stress situations. This Vagus nerve is of much importance to Kriya
yogis. In the second kriya breathing technique with twelve-lettered Vasudeva 
mantra and the neck rotation involved therein activates the Vagus nerve to 
decrease the vital functions of the thoracic and the visceral organs for their reduced 
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activity. Concentration at Ajiia cakra or the medulla center also decreases body 
activities through the Vagus nerve. This conserves energy, gives rest to the organs, 
and slows down heartbeat, pulse rate and respiration thereby preparing the 
body for long meditation and samiidhi. A rested and un-agitated body affects the 
mind to calm down. 

Ic;li and Piilgali: Many modern day interpreters of yoga have either referred 
l<;la and Pingala either to the sympathetic and the parasympathetic nervous system 
or to the double chain of nerve ganglia of sympathetic nervous system. But in 
view of the present author these seems not to be correct. One reason they cite 
that since double chain of nerve ganglia run on sides of spinal cord, and the 
spinal cord being the Su�umna, the left sympathetic chain is I<;la and the right 
sympathetic chain is Pin.gala. But l<;la is inhibitory or cooling and Pingala is 
excitory or heating to the body hence we can not say left sympathetic as I<;la and 
right sympathetic as Pingala since entire sympathetic system is excitory in nature. 
Another view is that due to contrary nature of the sympathetic and the 
parasympathetic, the parasympathetic being inhibitory is I<;la and the sympathetic 
being excitatory is Pingala. But we have to remember that these niirf,i-s are subtle 
energy channels and not necessarily gross channels and their placement in a 
gross channel in our body must correlate with their yogic vital functions. It is said 
that our vital breath, priiTJ-a, either flows in I<;la or Pingala. l<;la is Candra niirf,i, 
the nerve dependant on moon, and this has cooling effect. Pingala is Surya niirf,i, 
the nerve dependant on sun; this is rajas, more action and heat. In this way one 
can argue that the sympathetic is Pin.gala and the parasympathetic is I<;la. Since 
both I<;la and Pingala run along with the Su�umna from Mflladhara to Ajiia, we 
cannot say them as the sympathetic and the parasympathetic systems because 
parasympathetic is supplied to thoracic and visceral organs and not running 
along with spinal cord. Moreover when the priiTJ-a flows in l<;la it moves up and 
down in I<;la, the same is also for Pingala. But in case of sympathetic and 
parasympathetic it is only the downward flow of the prfu:J.a, exciting in case of 
former and inhibiting in case of later. The Kriya-yoga tradition of masters says 
that I<;la, Pingala, and Su�umna are inside Su�umna or in the spinal cord. I<;la is 
tamas, vital channel, Pingala is rajas, vital channel and Su�umna is sattva vital 
channel .  On the gross body l<;la corresponds to the left side and Pingala 
corresponds to right side of the canalis amtralis, and Su�umna or the Brahma 
niirf,i corresponds to the canalis centralis. Some Kriya-masters refer back of 
Su�umna as l<;la and front of Su�umna as Pin.gala. By praTJ-akarma or kriya breath 
practice I<;la and Pin.gala move apart so that the Brahma narf,i opens for the flow 
of the praQ.a. 

The Coccyx Center, Mulidhira cakm: This is situated at the base of the spine 
inside the Su�umna. This is also called Adhara cakra. Adhiira means foundation 
and Muladhara is mula iidhiira, and this means root foundation or basic 
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foundation. This is the Lord of Smell . This center is related to the organ of smell 
and the organ of defecation. The quality of earth element is predominant here. 
The seed sound of the earth is lam. This is bhur wka, the world of earth, and the 
lowest of the seven worlds. This is related to the Food Sheath and the material 
world. This is the center of our mind related to money, wealth, property, vehicles, 
food, medicines, physical body and anything and everything in the material world. 
This is our attachment and aversion to the material world. This is the first home 
of the first affiiction named as the ignorance, avidyii. We suffer from greed, 
feeling of poverty when the negative effects of this center affect us. With the 
positive effect of this center we lead a prosperous life, develop contentment and 
the virtue to donate, etc.  This is the first seat of violence, hirhsii, and nonviolence, 
ahirhsii. Here is the first seat of cleanliness, 5auca. This is the seat of pramii:tJa vrtti, 
proof based actions of mind. The first spiritual effort noble faith, Sr-addhii, develops 
from this center. The bhur is the fist oblation. We have to oblate our breath from 
this center to God the Father, paramapitii, at the crown center. The four petals of 
the center represent the seed sounds, vam, 5am, �am, and sam . 
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Fig. 4. 10. The Coccyx Center, Muladhara cakra. 

The Sacrum Center, Sva�'1tiina cakra: This is situated inside the Su�umna at 
the level of the procreative organ. Sviidhi�thiina is sva and adhi�IJ,tiina. Sva means 
self and adhi�IJ,tiina means the place where it is established. The individual self is 
established here, so this is the first home of the second affiiction, asmitii, i .e . ,  the 
feeling of "I" and "mine" with the body and its relations. This is the Lord of 
Taste. This center is related to the organ of taste and the organ of procreation. 
The quality of water element is predominant here. The seed sound of water is 
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varii. It is water that takes the form of the Pu1'1J4a, the physical body. From this 
center develops the attachment for the physical body and for relatives of the 
physical body. This is bhuvar loka, the world of intermediate space, and this is in 
between the physical world and the astral world. This is related to the Vital 
Sheath and emotional world. This is the center of our mind related to sex, love, 
affection, emotion, relations with husband or wife, children, father, mother, 
brother, sister, relatives, other human beings, animals, and pets. This is our 
cravings and hatred to our emotional world. This is the most problematic center 
for all barring a few blessed ones. We suffer from great catastrophes in our life 
due to the negative effects of this center. The negative effect of this center develops 
dishonesty in our relations, excessive sexual drive that burns our relations, 
morality, peace and reputations, etc. , unnecessary strong emotional attachments 
that destroys our discriminative intellect, even in spiritual life this brings to an 
illusory world of emotion with a misnomer as devotion. With the positive effect 
of this center we lead a balanced life, develop peace of mind and the virtue to 
love. This is the first seat of truthfulness, satya, and untruth, asatya. Here is the 
first seat of contentment, santo$a. This is the seat of catastrophe-based actions of 
mind, viparyayalJ, vrtti. The second spiritual effort named as the vigor, virya, or 
continuity in spiritual practice with force develops from this center. The bhuvar 
is the second oblation. After the first oblation bhitr, we have to oblate our second 
breath from this center to God the Father, parama pita, at the crown. The six petals 
of the center represent the seed sounds, bam, bharh, mam, yam, ram, and lam. 
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Fig. 4. 1 1 .  The Sacrum Center, Svadhi��hana cakra. 

The Lwnbar Center, Mai;llp'iira cakra: This is situated inside the Su�umna at the 
level of navel. This is also called MaQ.ipuraka. Ma'l}i means jewel and pura means 
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filling, making full and purakameans filling up, fulfilling. Ma'T}ipiiraor Ma'T}ipiiraka 
is one that is filled with jewels or a house of jewels. A jewel reflects the light and 
glows. The mind, which appears as consciousness, is due to reflection of the light 
of the Consciousness. So the mind acts like jewels. Jewels are of different colours 
though they reflect the same sunlight. So depending upon the quality of the 
jewel the reflection varies. Similarly, a mind depending upon the preponderance 
of g;u?J-a-s, viz. ,  sattva, rajas, and tamas involved in it, relents the consciousness as 
vrtti-s. This is the whirlpool of our mind, and our mind is the storehouse of 
jewels or wealths if we can dip down into the depth of calmness beneath through 
our breath. If utilized properly the mind can make miracles. It can make the 
impossibles possible. This is the center of mind based on the mind. All faculties 
of our mind, i .e. , the mind based on wealth, the mind based on sex, emotions, 
affection, etc. ,  the mind based on ego, knowledge or contentment converge and 
diverse from here making it unstable and jumping from one object to other. 
Both negative and positive currents of the mind churn here. If we can properly 
churn this ocean of mind the hidden jewels will manifest. This is the Mind Sheath. 
This center is the Lord of Vision. This is related to eyes and legs. The quality of 
fire element is predominant here. The seed sound of the fire is ram. This is the 
center of appetites since fire is the appetite for food. This is not only appetite for 
food but also appetite for desires, for all visual and heard objects. This is the first 
home of the third affliction named as the attachment, raga. Here the mind creates 
likes and dislikes for anything and everything. This is svarwka, the world of celestial 
beings, astral beings. The mind is the astral world. This is the world where the 
king of gods, Indra rules. The gods in the body are sense organs and the mind is 
their king. We suffer from anger, frustration, nervousness, depression, etc. when 
the negative effects of this center affect us with unfulfilled desires. With the positive 
effect of this center the mind becomes stable and concentrated. This is the first 
seat of stealing, steya, and non-stealing, asteya. Here is the first seat of austerity, 
tapalJ,. This is the seat of alternative and unstable-based groundless actions of 
mind, vikalpa]J, vrtti. The third spiritual effort of repeated recollection in the 
spiritual practice, smrti, develops from here at this center. The svar is the third 
oblation we offer to our Supreme Father. The ten petals of the center represent 
the seed sounds, <J,am, <J,ham, 'T}arii, tam, tham, dam, dham, nam, pam, and pharh. 

The Dorsal or Thoracic Center, Anihata mkm: This is situated inside the Su�umna 
at the level of heart. Aniihata means not hurt, not wounded, and without 
obstruction. The Anahata cakra is defined as, iabda brahmamayalJ, iabdo aniihatam 
yatra dryyate, sound is the form of Brahman, where sounds appear uninterrupted 
that center is said to be Anahata cakra. The predominance of air element is 
found here . The air is created from the ether, i .e . ,  sound. Here onwards to 
down up to the earth element all the gross forms are manifestations of sounds. 
Manifestation is called abhivyaiijana. The seed sounds from aniihata onwards are 
called consonants, vyaftjana varr,ta or manifested sounds. The consonants, vyaiijana 
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Fag. 4. 12. The Lumbar Center, Mai:iipiira cakra. 

va�a. cannot manifest themselves on their own, these are dead bodies, fava-s, 
these manifest along with energy, sakti. Vowels or svara}J, va�a ar� fakti, the life
force of consonants or vyaiijana va�. When fakti is in the dead body, the dead 
body becomes alive; fava becomes siva, the Manifested Brahman. Vowels or 
svara}J, va�a are sole characteristics of the ether element. One hears the 
uninterrupted or aniihata sounds from this center. This is the Lord of Sensation, 
touch. Sounds in the body produce vibrations in the form of sensations. This 
center is related to the organ of touch or sensation and the hands. The seed 
sound of the air is yam. This is maharloka, the raised world or the world of great 
ones. Anahata cakra is the seat of intellect, and the intellect makes one great. 
When the discriminating intellect develops upto the level of holding the Truth, 
one is able to transcend the world of heaven, svarloka. This is related to the 
Knowledge Sheath and the intellectual world. This is the center of our mind 
related to knowledge and intellect. This intellect within the gross or the subtle 
body, creates spontaneously its corollary "the ego,"  and this is like a shade to an 
object when comes in contact with light. This is the first home of the fourth 
affliction named as the aversion, dve�a. We suffer from big ego problems when 
the negative effects of this center affect us. With the positive effect of this center 
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we develop the discriminating intellect. This is the first seat of sexual restraint, 
brahmacarya, and sexual extrovertness, bhr�ta iicarar,ia. Here is the first seat of 
self-study, sviidhyiiya}J,. This is the seat of sleep-based actions of mind, nidrii vrtti. 
The fourth spiritual effort of practice of concentration, samiidhi, relating to 
samyama or three forms of meditation, viz. ,  dhiirar,iii, dhyiina, and samiidhi develop 
from this center. The mahar is the fourth oblation of our priir,ia from this center. 
The twelve petals of the center represent the seed sounds, kam, kham, gam, gham, 
nam, cam, cham, jam, jham, iiam, tam, and /ham. 

� kam 
� kham 
tj gam 
"Et gham 
�· nam 
� c:am 
Jj ch am • 

;:;t Jarh � 
� jham 
)f riam 
t 'am 
t �ham 
;;j yam 

Fig. 4. 13. The Dorsal or Thoracic Center, Anahata cakra. 

The Cervical Center, ViSuddha cakra: This is situated inside the Su�umna at the 
level of base of the throat. Vi.5uddha means pure, free from vices or imperfections. 
From here starts the process of purification, viSuddhilJ,. This center is the Lord of 
Sound. This is related to the organ of hearing and the organ of speech. The 
quality of the ether element is predominant here. The ether is pure, viSuddha. 
The seed sound of the ether is ham. The ham is siva, and the ham is the Cosmic 
Ego Principle, l.5vara. From the Cosmic Lord, siva, emerges the .5akti in the form 
of sound vibrations, and the first sound vibrations are vowels. Vowels are called 
svara}J, varr,ia. Svara}J, varr,ia is .5akti. Sva means self, svar means heaven, and svara}J, 
means sound. Svara}J, varr,ia are the sounds of the Self, these are sounds from the 
heaven, and the sounds from the ether. This is janarloka, the world of creations. 
The jana means to be born, the cause; priir,iiidviiyurajiiyata (RV, 10.90. 1 3) ,  the air 
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was born from the priirJ-a. The priirJ-a remains in pure form in the ether element. 
This is related to the Bliss Sheath and the world of happiness. This is the center 
of our mind related to happiness, joy, pleasure, peace and bliss. This is the 
center of creativity. We are thrown into the world of wrong visions, hallucinations, 
and fantasy when the negative effects of this center affect us. This is the first home 
of the fifth affliction named as the inherent involvement, abhiniveSa. This is the 
first seat of gathering, parigraha, and satisfaction with minimum, aparigraha. Here 
is the first seat of devotion and knowing to the Lord within, iSvaraprarJ-idhana. 
This is the seat of recollection-based actions of mind, smrti!J, vrtti. The fifth spiritual 
effort of discriminative knowledge or prajiia emerges from this center to be 
established in heart center. The janar is the fifth oblation.  We have to oblate our 
fifth breath from this center to the Supreme Father at the crown in Sahasrara. 
The sixteen petals of this center represent the seed sounds, am, am, im, zm, um, 
um, rm, f . .  m, lim, li . .  m, em, aim, om, aum, am (empha11is on m) and alJ, (emphasis 
on IJ,) . 

.3f am 
'31f am 
� 1 m  
t Tm 
ii um 
i3i um 
� rm 
� f . .  m 
� l im 
� l i  . .  m 
t:t em 
it aim 

� om 
� aum 
.3f am (emphasis on m) 
'3l: a� 
t ham 

Fig. 4. 14. The Cervical Center, Viiiuddha cakra. 

The Brain: The brain occupies the whole brain-box known as cranium. The 
cranium is made up of skull bones and is like a protecting iron locker to keep 
safe the brain treasure. To save the brain from injuries similar as in case of 
spinal cord, the coverings, viz., dura mater, pia rriater, and arachnoids, cover it filled 
with cerebra-spinal fluid. The brain is made up of nervous tissues of soft grey 
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and white matter. The brain is made up of ( 1 )  the rhombencephalmt and (2) the 
prosencephalon, this is the major brain mass. The rhombencephalon constitutes 
medulla oblongata or the mykncephalon, pons or the metencephalmt, hindbrain 
or the cerebellum, and mid brain or the mesencephalon. Mid brain, pons and 
medulla oblongata together constitute the brain stem. The major brain mass or 
the prosencephalmt constitutes the diencephalmt and cerebrum or the tekncephalmt. 

The Medulla Oblongata: The medulla oblmtgata is the lowest part of the brain. 
From this spinal cord continues bellow. This is connected to the pons on the 
above. The medulla oblongata contains the centers those control the systems like 
respiratory and circulatory, etc. So this is ofimmediate importance in a meditation 
practice. The cavity of medulla oblongata is known as the fourth ventricle. This 
becomes narrow in lower part of medulla oblongata, and then is continuous with 
the canalis centralis of the spinal cord. On the above the fourth ventricle is connected 
to the third ventricle of the brain. 

Pons: Pons is considerably thicker than the medulla oblongata. This is situated in 
the junction where the cerebellum and the medulla oblongata meet, and is made up 
of a broad band of transversely coursing white and grey fibers arising from the 
cerebellum and the medulla oblongata, which form a considerable protuberance 
on the ventral side . 

Cerebellum or the Hind Brain: The cerebellum commonly known as hindbrain 
or little brain is the back portion of the brain, situated posterior to pons and the 
medulla oblongata. This is oblong shaped, occupies major part of the posterior 
cranial cavity or posterior cranial fossa, connected to the mid brain on the above, 
pons on the middle and the medulla oblmtgata bellow. This is the center for muscular 
coordination and dreams. 

The Mid Brain: The mid brain is short, constricted with thick walls, and in
between the rhombencephalon and the prosencephalmt. The cavity of the mid brain 
is a reduced narrow canal known as the cerebral aqueduct that connects the fourth 
ventricle to the third ventricle. When the life-force, prar_ta, is pierced through this 
then it crosses the Ajna cakra to enter into the cave of the heart or the house of 
the Brahman, brahmapun, i .e. , the third ventricle. 

Diencephalon: The diencephalon is invisible from the surface view due to 
development of the cerebrum or the cerebral hemispheres. Its cavity is a deep 
slit that constitutes major part of the third ventricle or cave of the Brahman, 
brahmapun. This diencephalon is the Mount of Master, gum parvat, above the 
i\jna cakra. 

Cerebrum or the Cerebral Hemispheres: The cerebrum is made up of two large 
brain masses commonly known as the cerebral hemispheres. This is the major and 
advanced brain. This is oval in shape, highly convoluted forming gyres, the largest 
part of the brain occupying the anterior and the posterior cranial fossae. Each 
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Mid brain ----- Spinal cord 

Fag. 4. 15. The Brain. 

hemisphere encloses inside a cavity called lateral ventride. The left and the right 
lateral ventricles are continuous with the third ventricle. The outer layer of each 
hemisphere is called cerebral cortex and is made up of grey matter, and the 
inner layer or the central core is called cerebral medulla and made up of white 
matter in which masses of grey matter are embedded known as basal nuclei. The 
important centers of hearing, speech, sight and olfactory, etc. ,  and the psychic 
center are situated in the cerebral hemispheres. 

The Pituitary and the Hypothalamus: The Pituitary gland is of much importance 
in body physiology. This is partly neural and partly somatic in origin. The 
posterior pituitary or the neurohypophysis is neural in origin and the anterior 
pituitary or the adenohypophysis is non-neural. The middle portion, connecting 
the anterior and the posterior halves, is known as the pars intermedia. This is both 
neural and non-neural. The Pituitary secretes a large range of hormones named 
Growth Hormone (GH) , Adeno-cortico-trophic Hormone (ACTH) ,  Thyroid 
Stimulating Hormone (TSH) , Follicle Stimulating Hormone (FSH) , Interstitial 
Cells Stimulating Hormone (ICSH) , Leutenizing Hormone (LH) and Prolactin 
Hormone from the anterior lobe and through them controls and regulates body 
physiology. The posterior lobe secretes hormones Oxytocin and Vassopressin 
and the intermediate lobe secretes Melanocyte Stimulating Hormone (MSH) . So 
this gland is called the master gland in the body. A natural belief developed by 
some authors that this might be the Ajna cakra. But this is not so. The Pituitary is 
controlled by the hypothalamus at the base of the third ventricle through a set of 
releasing factors, so the pituitary is not the real master; it is the hypothalamus, 
which is the master of pituitary. The hypothalamus is a part of the Mount of 
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Master, guru parvat, described in yogic literatures. Again a large portion of 
pituitary, the anterior lobe secreting major hormones is non-neural in origin. 
Moreover the pituitary is not in the central axis of the nervous system, i.e., in the 
central line of the canalis centralis, the fourth ventricle and the third ventricle. 
Since the mid brain sends information to the hypothalamus, and in this way 
controls the activities of the pituitary this can even be said the Ajna cakra. The 
i\jna cakra is situated in the medulla in close proximity to the mid brain just 
bellow the cerebral aqueduct and influences the actions of the pituitary through 
the mid brain . The cerebral aqueduct is the Knot ofRudra and this must be pierced 
to enter into the Cave of the Brahman. 

� ham 

• 
Qf k!?aril � 

• 

ij 
� Aum 

Fig. 4. 16. The Master Center, Ajna cakra. 

The Master Center, Ajna cakra: This is situated inside the Su�umna na<fi at a 
place corresponding to the space between two eyebrows. For common reference 
some refer it as the pituitary center and others as the pineal center. But this is in 
between the pituitary and the pineal. This is in the brain stem in the medulla 
oblungata, just bellow the cerebral aqueduct and in close proximity with the mid 
brain. Ajna means command. This is the master in the body. This gives command 
to all the five centers bellow. This is the Lord of five senses. The qualities of 
earth, water, fire, air, and ether elements are present here . This controls all the 
five sense-organs and the five action organs along with the mind. The seed sound 
of the center is om. This om is everything. This is the seed of all the basic fifty 
seed sounds. om is the name of the Lord. This is tapas loka, the world of austerities, 
and is the sixth of the seven worlds. This is the center for all the five restraints, 
viz . ,  nonviolence, truth, etc .  and all the five observances, viz . ,  cleanliness, 
contentment, etc. Here tapa!J, takes the form of knowledge. This is related to cit, 
the consciousness. This is the center of the consciousness of the individual self, 
jiva bhiiva. This is the center of five types of modifications of the mind, vrtti-s. 
From here also emerges the five afflictions, viz. ,  ignorance, avidya, the feeling 
of "I" and "mine, " asmita, attachment, riiga, aversion, dve�a, and inherent 
involvement, abhinivesa. By tapas or austerities in the form of self-control and 
self-surrender the individual self, jiva, merges with the Transcendental One, 
parama. One who sits here means one who brings the priirJ-a from Mflladhara 
and settles at this center is a performer of austerities, tapasr.ii. This is the center of 
all the five efforts, viz., noble faith, fraddhii, vigor or continuity in practice with 
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enthusiasm, virya, repeated recollection in the spiritual practice, smrti, practice 
of concentration, samii,dhi, and discriminative knowledge, prajnii. Both sun and 
moon are also referred as tapasa/J-. This is the house of both sun and moon. On 
the front it is zodiac Leo and on the back it is zodiac Cancer, the houses of the 
sun and the moon respectively. The sun is our priir],a and the moon is the mind. 
On gross body the pituitary represents the solar point and the pineal represents 
the lunar point. From here at i\jna cakra arise all the worlds downwards up to 
the material world but this remains unchanged along with all these modifications, 

Cerebrum 

Olfactory nerve 

Cerebellum 

Tortoise, Kurma nadi 
Fig. 4.17. Brain showing Kiirma rnUfi and Ajiia cakra. 
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so this is called kutiistha caitanya. Mental stability comes when one settles here; 
this is Kurma naf/,z, kurmanii4yiim sthairyam ( Ygs., 3.31 ) ,  concentration at Kurma 
nii<fi brings stability. The section of this area of brain resembles a tortoise, kurma 
(Fig. 4. 1 7) . The tapas is the sixth oblation. We have to oblate our sixth breath 
from this center to the Supreme Father. One who car. pierce his breath through 
the narrow oblong opening above this center like an eye of a needle corresponding 
to the cerebral aqueduct in the mid brain, he is the blessed one to enter into the 
Cave of the Brahman. The two petals of this center represent the seed sounds, 
ham and kJam. We have to realize the Self or Siva, ham, and infinity, kJam, here at 
this center. 

The Crown Center, Sahasrira cakra: This is situated at the brain in the cerebrum. 
The entire cerebrum is the crown center. The mid point is the point just beneath 
the anterior fontanel. This is the point between two frontal and two parietal 
bones of the skull. These bones are not completely formed in newborn infants 
and get dosed as the infant grows (Fig. 4. 19 ) . This is the tenth door, daSama 
dviira, through which the Lord entered inside the body temple. He is the Lord 
Indra and has entered the body by splitting up the farthest point at crown where 
hair is parted; sa etameva simiinam vidiiryaitayii dviirii priipyadata (Ai. U, 1 .3. 1 2) .  
She is Aditi, who comprises of all gods, manifested as Pra:r:ia the Hira:r:iyagarbha, 
yii priirJena sambhavati, and has entered into the cave and stays there , g;uhiim 
praviSya t�thanti (Ka. U, 2. 1 .7) . This cave corresponds to the third ventricle and 
the tenth door is the brahmarandhra. Sahasrara cakra is the cakra of sahasra ara, 
means wheel of thousand spokes. So this is called lotus of thousand petals. 

Thousand symbolizes innumerable yoga nii<J">-s. The petals are downward here 
opening towards the cave of the Brahman. · All the fifty basic seed sounds are 
multiplied here again and again. This is satyaloka, the abode of Truth, and the 
highest of the seven worlds. The satya is the seventh oblation. After the seventh 
oblation a yogi becomes Balarama, and that is the seventh spiritual birth. 
Balarama is the elder brother of Kr�:r:ia, and is an incarnation of Se�anaga Ananta. 
Niiga, or cobra represents energy. Seya means the residual one, this is the remaining 
energy after creation of the universe and this remaining energy is infinite, ananta. 
That is called kurJ<falinz, the infinite ocean of Pra:r:ia. That is everywhere, bellow 
the MUladhara and also in the Sahasrara, within the body and outside the body. 
Ananta is one with Lord Vi�Q.U, the vastness. Then on the eighth there is a new 
birth, the eighth child is Kr�:r:ia, the Transcendental Consciousness. He is sarviitmii, 
the soul of all. 

The Three Knots, gmnthitraya: The yogic scriptures describe about the presence 
of three knots, granthi-s, inside the Su�umna nii<JZ. A yogi has to pierce the six 
centers, �at cakra bhedana, and the three knots, granthitraya bhedana, with his 
subtle breath or Sakti to unite it at the place of Siva in Sahasrara. The Three 
Knots described are Knot of Brahma, Brahmagranthi, Knot ofVi�Q.u, Vi�rJugranthi, 
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Fig 4.18. Relationship between energy centers and elements, senses, 
sense-organs, organs of action, righteousness, observances, 

afflictions, spiritual efforts, actions of mind, and worlcl,s. 
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and Knot of Rudra, Rudragranthi. However, we find that the scriptures differ 
regarding position of the knots. In Yogakur;<f,alyupani�ad it is said, 

lnahmagranthirh tato bhitvii rajogur;asamudbhavam, 
su�umniivadane stghrarh vidyuUekheva sarhsphuret. ( YKU, 67) 

After piercing the Knot of Brahma, lnahmagranthirh tato bhitvii that is made up 
of rajas, rajogur;asamudbhavam, enters inside the face of Su�umna, su�umniivadane, 
quickly, Sighram, like an sparkling electric current, vidyuUekheva sarhsphuret. 
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vi$1J.ugranthirh frratyiityucailJ, satvararh hrdi sarhsthitii, 
urdhvarh gacchati yacciinte rndragranthirh tadudbhavam. (Ibid., 68) 

Panetal bone 

Fig. 4. 19. Skull of a new born showing fontanelle. 

Then piercing the Knot ofVi!iQU, vi$1J.Ugranthirh frratyiityucail}, quickly, satvaram, 
that is inside the heart, hrdi sarhsthitii, moves above, urdhvarh gacchati, to the end 
where, yacciinte, there is the Knot of Rudra, rndragranthirh tadudbhavam. 

According to this it appears that the Knot of Brahma is MUladhara since it is 
said SU$Umniivadane, inside the face of Su!iumna. But opinion varies regarding 
this. Some put forward it as Mar:iipura since it is said that this is made up of rajas, 
rajog;u7J.asamudbhavam. MUladhara and Svadhi!itflana are dark areas, and these 
are mostly tamas based rajas. Mar:iipflra is the fire element and center of mind 
hence here rajas is predominant. Moreover the conus medularis from where the 
spinal cord tapers forming the .filum terminale is in the lumber region and this 
can be said as face of Su!iumna. The heart center Anahata is said to be Knot of 
Vi!iQU and at the end in Ajna cakra is the Knot of Rudra. Brahmavidyopani$ad says, 
rndragranthirbhrnvormadhye bhidyate aksharaviiyunii, the Knot of Rudra in the 
midpoint between two eyes (means at Ajna cakra) and is pierced through the 
knowledge of uneroded air (BVU, 71 ) .  But according to Viimakefuara Tantra, 
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rudrag;ranthim tato bhitvii vi�r_iug;ranthim bhinatti ya!J,, 
brahmag;ranthim ca bhitveta kamaliini bhinatti �at. ( VT, 5) 

K not of Vi�IJU ,  
v i�QUgra nthi 

r j Knot of Brahma,  
b r ahma ranth i 

Fig. 4.20. The Three Knots. 

By piercing the Knot ofRudra there, rudrag;ranthim tato bhitvii, who then pierces 
the Knot ofVi�l)u, v4r.iug;ranthim bhinatti ya!J,, and pierces the Knot of Brahman, 
brahmag;ranthim ca bhitveta and pierces the six lotuses, kamaliini bhinatti �at. 

Now explanations are made as the Knot of Rudra is at MUladhara, Knot of 
Vi�l)U is at Anahata and Knot of Brahma is at Ajfia cakra. But some others say this 
is about piercing of the Knots from the top to bottom, and then Knot of Rudra is 
Ajfia cakra, Knot ofVi�l)u is Anahata and Knot of Brahma is Muladhara. Again in 
the same scripture it is said, bhujangiikiirarnperJa muliidhiiram samasritii ( VT, 1 ) ,  
the Sakti remains at the Muladhara in the form of a snake or coiled form, and 
then, viiyviighiitasiidagnilJ, sviidhi�thiinagato jvalan (ibid. ,  4) , by the hit of the breath 
the fire inside the Svadhi�thana starts burning. This gives support to the view as 
the Knot of Rudra is at Muladhara, Knot of Vi�l)u is at Anahata and Knot of 
Brahma is at Ajfia cakra. But this also raises a question the First Knot here may 
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be Mar:iipura instead of Miiladhara since the activation of subtle breath at 
SvadhiHhana opens the Knot can be either way, Mar:iipiira or Miiladhara. Then 
according to Lalita Sahasranama, 

muliidharaikanilaya brahmagranthim vibhedini, 
mm;ipurantaruditii vi�r,iugranthi vibhedini. (LS, 89) 

At the house of Miiladhara, muliidharaikanilaya, She pierces the Knot of 
Brahma, brahmagranthim vibhedini, arising at Mar:iipiira, mar,iipurantarudita, pierces 
the Knot of Vi�Q.U, v�r,iugranthi vibhedini. 

ajiiacakrantaralasthii. rudragranthi vibhedini, 
sahasrarambujarit<f,ha sudhasarabhivar#r,ii. (Ibid. , 89) 

Entering inside the i\jiia cakra, ajiiacakrantariilasthii., She pierces the Knot of 
Rudra, rudragranthi vibhedin'i, and then rising to the Sahasrara, sahasriir
iimbujar'U<f,ha, She rains the flow of nectar, sudhii.siirabhivar�ir,ii. 

So here the Knot of Brahma is at Muladhara, the Knot ofVi�Q.U is at MaQ.ipura 
and the Knot of Rudra is at i\jiia cakra-s. If we look into gross points at the spinal 
cord and the brain stem then first gross point is at the base of spine at 
Miiladhara(filum terminak externum at the coccyx) , second gross point is conus 
rnedularis at MaQ.ipura (at the level of second or third lumber vertebra) , the 
third gross point is the lumber enlargement at the ninth thoracic and the fourth 
grows point is the cervical enlargement (at the level of third cervical to second 
thoracic vertebra) , and the fifth gross point is brain stem and then the cerebral 
aqueduct in the mid brain just above the i\jiia cakra. However a gross point may 
not necessarily correspond to the subtle point. Here t.liird and fourth gross points 
refer to positions near Anahata and Vi§uddha cakrars. Hence it is natural to get 
confused to determine these three knots by reading scriptures, only scriptural 
knowledge supported by pratice helps. 

However, in our opinion these differences in the scriptures do not make a 
major problem in understanding the principle. The PraQ.a is the ruler of the 
mind. Depending on the impressions of our previous actions we have formed 
innumerable knots in our mind stuff, citta, those descended even up to the physical 
level. These knots are hindrances for the smooth flow of the priir,ia. All the six 
centers bellow the Sahasrara from the Miiladhara to the Ajiia cakrars are also 
knots. All our five sense organs are also knots. We are obsessed with a particular 
kind of mental mode and struck there, then are unable to move to a higher 
mental state, not to speak about the State of Cosmic Consciousness. So the position 
of three major Knots in a person may vary according to his past impressions, 
sarhskiirars. The opinions of f#s vary, and were based according to their personal 
experiences in their spiritual practices. The major three knots are sarhskiirars 
that binds us very strongly. Among the three knots, the Knot of Brahma is our 
sarhskiirars with dominance of rajas, the Knot of Vi�r:iu is our sarhskiira-s with 
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dominance of sattva, and the Knot of Rudra are our samskara-s with dominance 
of tamas. According to the Kriya-yoga tradition of Masters, the Knot of Brahma is 
at MaI).ipura, the Knot of Vi�i;u is at Anahata, and the Knot of Rudra is at .t\jiia 
cakra. The Knot of Brahma is same as the Navel ofVi�i;u, ViRiuniibhi, at MaI).ipiira. 
The Knot of Vi�Q.u is same as the Navel of Brahma, Brahmaniibhi, at Anahata. 
And the Knot of Rudra is same as the Navel of Rudra, Rudraniibhi, at .t\jiia cakra. 
Our identification with the world of "I and Mine" is ignorance, this is tamas 
based. When the life force crosses the Ajiia cakra to enter the cave of the Brahman 
then this world of "I and Mine" is burnt by the third eye of Rudra. The opinion 
of the present author from his experience is that Mflladhara is the Mouth of 
Su�umna where the subtle breath enters the Su�umna. The Knot of Brahma is 
just beneath MaI).ipiira (corresponds to ronus medu/,aris) , the Knot ofVi�Q.u is just 
above Anahata (corresponds to the lumber enlargement of spinal cord at the 
level of ninth thoracic vertebra) ,  and the Knot of Rudra is just above the .t\jiia 
cakra [corresponds to the cerebral aqueduct (Fig. 4.20) ] .  If a spiritual practitioner 
watches his subtle breath along the entire length of the spinal cord very minutely 
then he can feel the six centers and the three knots. This watching of the priir_ia in 
Su�umna can be compared to tuning a radio to change a broadcasting center. 
When you come nearer to the kilohertz mark of a center and even before reaching 
the kilohertz mark the center is picked in your radio, similar is the vibration in 
case of six centers. This feeling would come after a period of practice and in the 
beginning one may not even feel the centers. One shall find a feeling in the form 
of sweet pain in the three knots after a period of practice but that vanishes later. 
For some practitioners heaviness is found in initial stages at the Ajiia cakra. One 
also finds sweet pain in all the six centers. Before the sweet pain it is mostly 
stiffness in those points and a practitioner clearly feels those blockages in those 
points while ascending the breath from the Mflladhara to the .t\jiia in the initial 
days of practice . These blockages may not be same in all points, these vary 
according to the samskara-s of individual practitioners. However, continuous and 
uninterrupted practice of Kriya removes all the blockages and the practitioner 
finds smooth vibration on those points where there was stiffness earlier. 

FouR CHAPTERS or Lm: 
Realization of the Self as a Continuous Entity: Our life is distributed in four 
chapters, and these four quarters are one. To understand our life we have to 
understand the four quarters of life .  This is the core of the Vedanta and is 
described in a short treatise as the Miir_i<f,ukyopan�ad: "ayamiitmii brahma saQ, 
ayamiitmii catu$piit (Ma. U, 2) , this Self is the Brahman, and that this Self is of four 
quarters . "  Realizing that through meditation takes one to the State of 
Transcendental Self. He becomes one with all . That is saroiitma bodha, all things 
and all beings are his ownself. There is nothing left to be known by him. Yajiiavalkya 
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teaches to Maitreyi : "yatra vii, asya saroamatmaivabhuttatkena, here for whom 
everything has become the Self, kam jighrettatkena, what should one smell and 
through whom, kam pa$yettatkena, what should one see and through whom, kam 
SrrJ,uyattatkena, what should one hear and through whom, kam abhivadettatkena, 
whom should one greet and by whom, kam manvzta tatk&rta, what should one 
think and by whom, kam vijiinzyat, what should one know" (Br. U, 2.4. 14) . There 
is nothing left for such a person who has reached the highest Knowledge. For 
such a person who has realized the oneness of the Self what delusion and what 
sorrow can there be, tatra ko mohalJ, kalJ, soka ekatvamanupa$yatalJ, (is. U, 7) . He 
who sees the Self in all beings feels no hatred, saroabhute$U catmanam tato na 
vijugupsate (ibid. ,  6) . Hatred comes because we feel something as bad and different 
from us, jealousy comes because we feel something as better and different from 
us. But for whom everythings and every beings are a continuous entity, and this 
continuous entity is the Self, then there can never be any hatred. That realization 
of the Self as a continuous entity must come in meditation, which is the state of 
niroikalpa samiidhi, samadhi without any alternative. That is kaivalya, the One 
and Only One, and that is tunya, the Transcendental State . 

Syllable Om is the Essence of All: The all creations are based on names, just 
sounds only. Sound is the essence of the ether element and all other elements 
beginning from the air up to the earth are created from it. The entire creation is 
from the sounds. Sound is exuberance, and sound is vibration, spanda. This is 
Sakti and this is the Prai;ia. This as vibration is inherent in air, and air is the first 
gross material for creation .  Our perceptions, speeches and actions are based on 
our mind, and these are nothing but our mind. Our mind is nothing but thoughts 
and thoughts are nothing but words or names and these are sounds only. The 
entire creation is just a modification, vikara, only. This is a modification of sound. 
The Upani�ads say, vaciirambha'T}am vikaro niimadheyam ( Ch. U, 6. 1 .4 ) , all 
modifications has speech as its basis, a name only. Again it is said: tadyathii Sa'T}kunii 
sarvatii par1Jani samtrti'T}anyevamonkaretia sarva viik samtrotioitkiira evedam 
saroamonkiira evedam saroam (ibid. , 2.23.3) , as the leaf exists there due to veins of 
the leaf in the same way all the speeches (or names) exist due to this sound Om, 
all these are the sound Om, all these. So from the above discussion it is clear that 
entire creations including us are modifications of names, names are nothing but 
sounds, and all the sounds emerge from and merge in the one sound Om. Om is 
the symbol of the Cosmic Self. "Om is the Brahman, and Om is all this, omiti 
brahma, omitldam sarvam. " ( Tai. U, 1 .8 . 1 . ) One should meditate on Om. The Self 
should be meditated as Om. "This uneroded sound (alphabet or ak$ara) Om is 
everything, omityetadak$aramidam saroam. " ( Mii. U, 1 . )  The Kriya-yoga is Om 
Technique, Om Kau5ala, be it Harilsa Kriya, Om Technique, Kriya Proper or 
Matrka Dhyana, all these meditation Techniques are Om Technique. ''What ever 
exists in three periods of time, past, present and future is Om; everything in the 
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creation is a modification of Om. Anything beyond the three periods of time, 
i.e., Unmanifest is also Om. " ( Mii. U, 1 . )  The fifty basic seed sounds create all the 
sounds, name, thoughts and speech. These manifest in the gross forms as creation. 
These fifty basic seed sounds emerge from Om and merge in Om. And it is said 
that Om or the Self is possessed of four quarters. 

The Four Quarters: The first quarter of the Self is Vaisvanara whose sphere of 
activity is the waking state, the second quarter is Taijasa whose sphere of activity 
is the dream state, the third quarter is Prajii.a whose sphere is deep sleep, and 
the fourth quarter is Turiya and Turiya is the Self. These four quarters are one, 
and it is the Self or Om. The syllable Om (Aum) is of four parts. This consists of 
three letters, viz. ,  a, u, and m, as three parts, and the fourth part is called a half
letter, ardhamiitrii, or no-letter, amiitralJ,. Lord Brahma prays to the Divine Mother, 

sudha tvamak$are nitye tridha matratmika sthita, 
ardhamiitrasthita nityii yiinucarya viSe$atalJ,. ( Sds. , 1 .  7 4) 

You are the nectar of immortality, sudhii tvam, the eternal uneroded syllable 
(Aum), ak$are nitye, established in the soul of three letters ( a, u, and m) , tridhii 
matriitmika sthitii, and established in the eternal half-letter, ardhamatrasthitii nityii, 
that cannot be pronounced in a special way, yanucarya vise$atalJ,. 

'That very Self, salJ, ayarh atmii, from the standpoint of syllable, adhyak$aram, is 
syllable Om, onkiiralJ,, and again from the standpoint of letters, adhimiitram, the 
quarters are letters, piida miitra, and the letters are quarters, miitrasca piidii, and 
the letters are a, u, and m, akiira ukiiro makiira iti " (Ma. U, 8 . )  'The letter a, akiira, 
leads to the waking state, Vi5va, the letter u, ukara, leads to the dream state, 
Taijasa, and the letter m, makiira, leads to the deep sleep state, Prajii.a. The one 
that is free from letters, amatre, there remains no attainment, na vidyate gatilJ, " ( G 
Ka., 1 . 23) . 'The no-miitra part, amiitralJ,, or the non-lettered one is the fourth, 
amiitraicaturthalJ," (Ma. U, 1 2) ,  anci that is Turiya. 

VaiSvinara and the Waking State: The first quarter, Vai5vanara, is expressed in 
the waking state, jiigaritasthiinalJ,. This is the consciousness directed to external 
objects, bahi�prajnalJ,, having seven limbs, saptiiitga, having nineteen mouths, 
ekonovimsatimukhalJ,, and enjoyer of gross objects, sthuJabhuk ( Mii. U, 3) . The Self 
is encapsulated within the three bodies, viz. ,  gross, subtle and causal, and here is 
identified with a state of expression of the gross body. VaiSva.nara is the gross 
body. Since the world, viSva, is manifested in the form of beings, nara, the gross 
body is referred as Vai5vanara. Here in the gross body the consciousness is directed 
outward, towards the sense objects through the doors of sense organs. So this is 
called bah�prajnalJ, means whose awareness is relating to external objects. Here 
consciousness is not inward, not towards the Self. Now we have the knowledge, 
prajiiii, of the world around us. This knowledge is outside, bahilJ,, the consciousness 
of the true Self. Our body is a miniature model of the cosmos. Our body is the 
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microcosm and the cosmos is the macrocosm. So this being, nara, is also cosmos, 
viSva. This integration is put forth by Bhagatpada Sri Sarikaracarya in explaining 
the seven limbs ofVaiSv.mara in the lines of teachings ofUpani�ads. King ASvapati 
teaches one cosmic gross body, Vaisvanara, and as per this teaching from heaven 
to earth is one with the individual. The seven limbs are, tasya ha va etasyatmano 
vaifoanarasya murdhaiva sutejalJ,, of that Vaisvanara-Self verily the head is the 
heaven, ca�uroifoariipalJ,, the eye is the sun, praty,a}J, frrthagvartmalJ,, the Prar:ia is 
the air, atma sarhdeho bahulo, the middle portion of the body is the space, bastireva 
rail],, the urinary bladder is the water, frrthivyeva padalJ,, the two feet are indeed 
the earth, ura eva vedilJ,, the chest is the dais (for sacrificial fire) , lomani bahilJ,, 
the hairs on the chest are the mat, hrdayarh garhapatyo, the heart is the Garha
patya fire, manalJ, anvaharyapacana, the mind is the Anvaharyapacana fire , 
asyamahavaniyalJ,, the face is the Ahavaniya fire ( Ch. U, 5 . 18.2) . In this way the 
seven limbs, viz . ,  head, eye, vital force, middle portion inclusive of chest with 
hairs, bladder, feet and face are described, and unity of the individual body-self, 
pirµ!,ii,trnii,, with the cosmic body, Virata, is established. The individual body, f>i,tJ<J,a, 
is in no way separate from the cosmic gross body, brahmarµf,a or Virata. This also 
holds true from the findings of the material sciences. The individual body is 
processed from the matters of the cosmic gross body and recycled to merge in 
the cosmic gross body. The individual gross body has nineteen mouths through 
which the individual self experiences the gross objects. They are the five sense
organs, viz . ,  ears, skin, eyes, tongue, and nose, the five organs of action, viz . ,  
organ of speech, hands, legs, organ of procreation, and organ of defecation, the 
five vital breaths, viz. ,  pra1J.a, apana, samana, vyana, and udiina, the four internal 
organs, viz. ,  mind, intellect, ego, and subconscious. By these mouths he enjoys 
the outer objects. 

Taijasa and The Dream State: The second quarter, Taijasa, is expressed in the 
dream state, svapnasthana}J,. This is the consciousness directed to internal objects, 
antalJ,prajiialJ,, having seven limbs, saptanga, having nineteen mouths, eko
novirhSatimukhalJ,, and an enjoyer of subtle objects, praviviktabhuk ( Ma. U, 4) . 
Here the Self is also encapsulated within the three bodies, and is identified with 
a state of expression of the subtle body. Taijasa is the subtle body inside the gross 
body. The seven limbs and nineteen mouths are same as that of Vaisvanara. 
Taijasa is there in the Vaisvanara since the main component of Taijasa is the 
mind stuff. In waking state also it is mainly the mental vibrations that work but it 
is directed towards external objects and the self appears engrossed in external 
objects. The enjoyments in waking state are under influences of the ignorance, 
avidya, desires, kama, and actions, karma (actions carried out of the ignorance 
and desires) .  These enjoyments make impressions, sarhskara, in the mind stuff 
named citta, and these impressions reappear in different forms during the dream 
state without any external means but is similar to the waking state and are under 
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the influences of the ignorance, desires and actions. In Jyotirbrahma1.1a, the 
sleeping state is described as :  "sa yatra prasvapityasya lokasya sarvavato 
miitramupiidaya, when he sleeps takes a part (little impressions) of this total world, 
svayam vihatya svayam nirmaya, destroying the self (deluding the waking) and 
creating the self (manifesting the dreaming state) , svena hhasa svena jyot4a, 
manifesting the self through the light of the self, prasvapityatrayam puru�al;t, sleeps 
that person there (on that state) , svayam jyotirhhavati, becomes the form of own
light. " ( Br. U, 4.3.9 . )  In Visva or Vaisvanara state , a person enjoys the world 
through the senses, this is the state of all-embracing world, sarvavatalJ,, and from 
here a little impression is taken to the dream state, may be from this life or from 
previous lives. The experiences and enjoyments in this state are consisting of 
impressions only, and are not a gross cognition; and hence are subtle in nature. 
The manifestation of this self in dream, svena hh�a, is through the light of the 
self, svena jyot4a. This light of the self is the form of desires, and this is the mind 
stuff. These four, viz. , mind, intellect, ego and subconscious are the light, so the 
state is called Taijasa. An elephant, a mountain, stars, planets, gods, persons 
including the self and all events in a dream state arises from this mind stuff only 
and merge in this mind stuff only. These all are light of the self. A person we 
meet in dream state in a particular date and at a particular place, in actuality is 
not present there. It is the self-light that becomes everything. The same is also for 
the waking state; it is only cognition of the mind. This self-light or Taijasa is same 
� HiraT}-yagarhha Prajapati, the Cosmic Mind. An individual mind is in no way 
separate from the Cosmic Mind. This feeling of separation is due the ignorance, 
desires and actions, the wrong knowledge due to identity the selfwith body-mind 
complex. In MadhubrahmaQa it is stated: ya.Scayamasyam f>rthivyam, that who is in 
this earth, tejomayalJ, amrtamayalJ, puru�o, the immortal being full of light, 
ya.Scayamadhyatmam sarirastejomayalJ, amrtamayalJ, pu�o. that who is in context of 
the body is the immortal being full of light in the body, ayameva sa, this is that 
(ibid. , 2.5. 1 ) ;  both are one principle. 

Prijiia and the Deep Sleep State: The third quarter is Prajfta and its sphere is 
deep sleep, s�upti. Here the Self is also encapsulated within the three bodies 
and is identified with a state of expression of the causal body. The state of deep 
sleep has been described as, yatra supto, when the sleeping person, na kancana 
kamam kamayate, does not desire any desirables, na kancana svapnam pa,Syati, 
does not see any dreams, tat s�uptam, that is the state of deep sleep (Ma. U, 5) . 
The common feature of Vi8va and Taijasa state is desires and enjoyments of 
gross or subtle objects whether it is perception of outer world or false perception 
in dream, and these are absent in the state of Prajfta, i .e . ,  deep sleep. The mind 
ceases to act in the state of deep sleep. Waking and dream states are conscious 
experiences of external and internal worlds, and these are nothing but vibrations 
of the mind, but in deep sleep there is no such vibration, the consciousness 
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solidifies, prajiianaghara. This is simply a mass of consciousness without volitions. 
But the common thing with the three states of ViSva., Taijasa, and Prajiia is the 
unawareness of the reality named as the Self. The characteristics of this deep 
sleep state or Prajiia is stated as: ekibhuta}J,, everything becomes one or 
undifferentiated, prajiianaghana, a mass of consciousness, cuanandamayo, that is 
full of bliss, hyanandabhuk, surely an enjoyer of bliss, cetomukha}J,, entrance to the 
consciousness (Ma. U, 5) . Prajiia means special consciousness but here we see the 
cognitions of the outer world and perceptions of the subtle world are absent. 
Again there is unawareness of the Reality. But here we have to look that the 
desires are absent, and since they remain in seed form in the mind and the mind 
is absorbed in the Prai:ia so that there is undifferentiation and lack of duality, 
ekibhutalJ,. Though this happens due to the effect of tamas and under the purview 
of the ignorance, avidya, but still then such a state of bliss and undifferentiation 
is achieved. So this becomes a mere undifferentiated consciousness. This state is 
also an entrance to the state of subtle mental consciousness, cetomukha}J,, in the 
dream state and to the state of outward consciousness in the waking state, because 
before and after a deep sleep state we remain either in one of these two states of 
consciousness. Since this state is nearer to the Self even though the mind is unaware 
of it, this becomes an enjoyer of bliss. Without that bliss, life would become 
impossible in the state of dream and waking. This Prajiia is the lord. As Taijasa 
is there in Vaisvanara so also Prajiia is there in both Taijasa and Vai8vanara. 
Taijasa is within the mind and VaiSva.nara is also within the mind, so both are 
almost same. Prajiia is when mind ceases to act. Again as VaiSva.nara or the 
individual gross body is same as Vira/a or the Cosmic Gross Body, and Taijasa or 
the individual mind is same as HirarJ-yagarbha Prajapati or the Cosmic Mind, 
similarly Prajiia or the individual causal body is same as the Unmanifest, auyakta, 
or the Cosmic Causal Body. This auyakta or Primordial Nature is the Pr3.Q.a. The 
mind absorbs in the Pr3.Q.a. As it is stated: "sa yadii, svapiti prarJ-amcua etc. , when a 
person sleeps speech merge in the frrarJ-a, eyes merge in the prarJ-a, ears merge in 
the prarJ-a, and mind merge in the frrarJ-a:, The Pr3.Q.a engulfs everything in it. " 
( Ch. U, 4.3.3. ) Again it is said: "sa yatha sakuni}J, sutrerJ-a prabaddho etc . ,  as a bird 
that is bound by a thread after flying in many directions without getting a place 
to settle returns to the place of its bondage similarly that mind after flying in 
many directions without getting a place returns to the Pr3.Q.a; Oh good-looking 
one, the mind is surely under the prarJ-a. " (Ibid. , 6.8.2 . )  When a person sleeps, 
svapiti, at that time he attains, apita}J,, the Self, sva. The mind does not work, the 
ego is also not there and only the Self is there. But the person could not bring 
that Knowledge as he is under the influence of the covering quality ( :amas) of the 
Unmanifest. The seed of creation is in the Unmanifest or the Pr3.Q.a, and this 
gives rise to creation . The seed of all impressions in mind remain in the deep 
sleep state, and again germinate to conscious experiences of external and internal · 
worlds, i .e . ,  vibrations of mind in waking and dream state. 
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Turiya and the Self: The fourth quarter is Turiya and this is the Self. This is 
stated as: "niintalJ,prajiiam, not conscious of the inside world, na bah�prajiiam, 
nor conscious of the outside world, nobhayatalJ,prajiiam, nor conscious of both 
the worlds, na prajiiiinaghanam, nor a mass of consciousness, na prajiiam, nor 
conscious, niiprajnam, nor unconscious. This is adr�tam, not seen, avyavahiiryam, 
beyond worldly dealings, agriihyam, cannot be grasped, a�a7Jam, without any 
mark or characteristics, acintyam, unthinkable, avyapade�yam, not possible to 
describe, ekiitmapratyayasiiram, essence of realization of one Self, prapaiicopa$amam, 
in whom all worldly phenomenon ceases, siintam, stable, sivam, auspicious, i .e . ,  
the Pure Existence, Consciousness and Bliss, advaitam, non-dual, caturtham manyate, 
considered as the fourth, sa iitmii, that is the Self, sa vijiieyalJ,, that is to be known. "  
(Mii. U, 7 . )  In  this state all the three states of Visva, Taijasa, and Prajii.a are 
negated by descriptions qf the state as not conscious of the outside world, nor 
conscious of the inside world and nor a mass of consciousness. So this is not 
possible to describe this state in words as it is stated: "yato vaco nivartante aprapya 
manasa saha, from which the speech returns failing to achieve along with the 
mind. ( Tai. U, 2.4. ) Since this is not under the cognizable purview of the mind 
the cognition by the five sense organs like seeing etc. grasping and description 
etc. by the five orr:-ans of action, and thinking etc. by mind are denied. That Self 
is inside everything, viz. ,  mind, speech, eyes, etc .  and that Self is in all the three 
states ofVi8va, Taijasa, and Prajii.a. That Self knows everything, controls everything 
but not possible to know that because there exists no second one who can know 
it. The Self is the form of Bliss: "anandam brahma1:t0 vidvan na bibheti kadiicaneti, 
he who knows the Bliss that is Brahman does not fear at any time. "  (Ibid. ,  2.4.) 
Since every things and every beings are one continuous entity without mutation 
and there is not a second one, then whom to fear and for what? In that state 
virtues and vices cease to exist. In the state of deep sleep one is nearer to that 
state though ignorant about it, and that is the reason the deep sleep is full of 
bliss, evanandamayo, and surely an enjoyer of bliss, hyanandabhuk. Bhagavan 
Gauqapada states, 

dvaitasyiigraha7Jam tulyamubhayolJ, prajiiaturyayolJ,, 
mjanidrayutalJ, prajiia sa ca turye na vidyate. ( G Ka., 1 . 13 )  

Non-perception of duality, dvaitasyagraha7Jam, i s  common to both, tulyam-
ubhayolJ,, Prajii.a and Turiya, prajiiaturyayolJ,. Prajii.a consists of seed sleep, vija
nidriiyuta/:t prajiia, and that (seed sleep) does not exist in Turiya, sa ca turye na 
vidyate. 

Doing a Prijfta without Sleep is Turiya: The similarity between Prajii.a and Turiya 
is the absence of duality but in Prajiia one sleeps, i .e . ,  the Reality or the Self is 
not perceived. That sleep, nidrii, becomes the seed, vija, for germination of 
duality in the form of cognition of multiplicities in the states of waking and 
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dreaming. That is germination of the ego, germination of the mind and 
germination of desires. Then again and again, these desires and actions performed 
to enjoy the desires, form impressions, samskiira, in the mind stuff. Thus the 
cycle of birth and death goes on . Prajiia in the deep sleep state neither 
comprehends the outer world nor the inner world nor the Self where as Turiya 
is the witness to all the three states. In understanding these principles lay the 
ground of entire spiritual practice. Ifwe can do a Prajiia without sleep than that 
is Turiya. That is samiidhi, the transcendental consciousness. That is the state of 
One and Only One, kaivalya. By reading the scriptures and analyzing these we 
have indirect knowledge, parok$a jiiilna. By the practice of the Kriya-yoga and 
entering into the transcendental state, pariivasthO,, again and again we shall reach 
the state of One and Only. Then our Kriya-yoga is Kaivalya-yoga. We shall have 
the Knowledge. We have the non-indirect knowledge, aparolfJa jnana. 

The Life and the Scriptures teach the Fours: Our life teaches us the four states. 
Our life is our teacher, our sadguru. That is our Prfu:i,a. Everyday we experience 
the three states of waking, dreaming, and deep sleep. We must experience the 
fourth state named Turiya. That is the purpose of our life. The three states also 
teach us that. A human life is divided into four stages of life, iiframa-s, viz. ,  
brahmacarya or the student life, giirhasthya or the family life, viinaprastha or the 
forest life, and yativrata or samnyiisa or the renunciate life. Brahmacarya is the 
waking state, giirhasthya is the dream state, viinaprastha is the deep sleep state, 
and yativrata or samnyiisa is the Turiya state. In the student life one learns about 
the world, conscious about the outside world. The family life is full of desires, 
and this is the mind. In the forest life one goes to spiritual practice and has 
indirect knowledge; he is still ignorant about the Reality. The renunciate life 
emerges from the Knowledge. 

Human society has four classes, viz. ,  the serving class, Siidra, the business 
class, VaiS'ya, the warrior class, �atriya, and the teaching class, Brahmin. Everyday 
our life traverses in three classes of these fours. The waking state is work of the 
serving class, Sudra-vrtti, and our sense organs and the mind act as servers. The 
dream state is work of the business class, Vai.5ya-vrtti, and our mind is the 
businessman doing all sorts of ever-unfinished business there. The deep sleep 
state is work of the warriors, �atriya-vrtti, and our vital power, Pra:r:ia, is the 
warrior, this protects us and revitalizes us to do again the business and to serve. 
The Turiya state is the Brahmin, the knower of the Brahman. This is our Prfu:i,a 
without tamas, and this is the Prfu:i,a in equilibrium as a form of the Consciousness 
and without actions. 

In Riimottaratiipinyupani$ad, Srirama is narrated as the form of syllable Om, 
oitkiiralJ,, and is of four quarters. It is stated, 

akiiriilfJarasambhutalJ, saumitrirviSvabhavanalJ, 
ukiiriilfJarasambhutalJ $atrughnastaijasiitmakalJ. (RUU, 3. 1 )  
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From the uneroded letter-a manifested, akara a�ara sarhhhutaJ:i, the son of 
Sumitra (Lak�maI_la) who should be contemplated as Visva, saumitriJ:i viSva
bhavanaJ:i. From the uneroded letter-u manifested, ukara ak$ara sambhittaJ:i, 
Satrughna who is the form of Taijasa, fotrughnaJ:i taijasatmakaJ:i. 

prajiiatmakastu bharato makara�arasambhavaJ:i, 
ardhamatratmako ramo brahmanandaikavigrahaJ:i. (RUU, 3.2) 

Bharata is the form of Prajfia, prajnatmakastu bharato, has manifested from 
the uneroded letter-m, makara �ara sarhhhavaJ:i. Rama is the form of half-letter, 
ardhamatratmako ramo, He is the deity as Brahman the Bliss, brahmanandaikavig
rahaJ:i. 

sa sita bhavati jiieya mitl,aprakrtisamjiiika, 
prar,iavatvat prakrtiriti vadanti brahmavadinaJ:i. (Ibid. ,  3.4) 

She is Sita who is known, sa sita bhavati jiieya, in the name of Primordial 
Nature, mitl,aprakrtisamjiiika. Since emerges from PraI_lava (Om) , prar,iavatvat, 
this is said as the Nature or Pralqti, prakrtiriti vadanti, by the Brahmavadins 
(those who discourse on the Brahman) brahmavadinaJ:i. 

She is the Pr3.Q.a, the Prime Nature, and She is one with Om. All the four states 
are one with Om. She is the Power of Action responsible for creation, sustenance 
and dissolution, utpattisthitisamharakarir,i'f saroadehinam ( ibid. ,  3.3) , for all the 
beings having bodies, saroa dehinam, She is the creator, utpatti, sustainer, sthiti, 
and destroyer, sarhhara karir,ii. 

The same is also stated about Vasudeva Srilq�Q.a in Ramottaratapinyupan�ad 
and also in GofJalottaratapinyupani$ad. Vasudeva Srikf�Q.a is the syllable Om. 
Balarama is the letter-a, a-kara, and is the form ofVi8va. Pradyumna is the letter
u, u-kiira, and is the form of Taijasa. Aniruddha is the letter-m, m-kara, and is the 
form of Prajiia. And Vasudeva is the form of half-letter, ardhamatra, and is Turiya. 
RukmiQ.i is the primordial nature. ( GUU, 10-12) . 

In Sri Jagannatha Dhama, Puri, in eastern part of India the deities are four. 
Sri Jagannatha is the syllable Om. The deity is called Darubrahman, the Brahman 
in the form of wood, darn, since the d�ities are made up of wood. Balabhadra is 
the letter-a, a-kara, the gross body, and is the form of Vi8va. Subhadra is the 
letter-u, u-kara, the subtle body, and is the form of Taijasa. Sudarsana is the 
letter-m, m-kara, the causal body, and is the form of Prajfia. Sri Jagannatha is the 
half-letter, ardhamatra, and is Turiya. Divine Mother Vimala is the Prime Nature; 
She is Mahapr3.Q.a, the great vital power, and one with Sri Jagannatha, the oitkaraJ:i. 

We have to enter into the half-letter, ardhamatra, or else called no-letter, amatra, 
which cannot be pronounced. That principle is beyond purview of the mind and 
the intellect, the sense-organs and speech remain far behind. That is the One 
and Only One, kaivalyam. Once we enter into that state, then there is no duality; 
one is in the Self, which is the continuous entity. Then one realizes all the states 
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are also That. The appearances of illusions are due to a substratum, and these 
have a real base. Once the substratum or the real base is understood then the 
illusions cease to exist. We have to realize that Om. That is the purpose of our 
life. That is the goal of the Kriya-yoga. That is the goal of all spiritual sciences 
and practices. That is nirbija nirvikalpa samadhi, samadhi without seed and 
alternative. That is the Knowledge. 

THE ENIGMA NAMED DEATH 
The world we live is termed as the world of death, martya-wka or mrtyu-/,oka. Here 
beings take birth to die. Even there is a lifespan for our earth and also a lifespan 
for the sun. Though in comparison to a good hundred years of lifespan of humans 
the life of sun is billions of times greater but still than this has to be dismantled 
and face its funeral in a black hole . In each moment thousands of suns are dying 
and thousands are taking birth. We humans being aware of all these fac�, even 
then aspire to be immortal with our physical body. According to scriptures, 
there are some celestial beings in subtle bodies and are devoid of physical bodies. 
They are known as gods governing a particular faculty of nature . It is believed 
that they are blessed with drinking nectar named amrta means na mrta, "no 
death."  But the same scriptures say that the world of gods is for the enjoyment of 
good deeds done in this world and after the time span of the results of these 
good deeds is finished, they have to return back to this world to complete their 
evolution to Absolute Immortality. So the life of gods though not immortal but is 
relatively immortal in comparison to human lives, and hence they are said to be 
immortal. But we have to keep in mind that the life of gods is without a physical 
body like that of ours. This nectar, which the gods drink, is nothing but the life 
energy, pra1Ja. Ofcourse everything is manifestation of the Prar:ia but the more 
we have access to the subtler levels of pra'l}a the more immortal we are. The 
subtlest pra1Ja is nothing but immortality, the Pure Existence principle named 
the Truth. This is the basic teaching ofUpani�ds. But still than with our attachment 
and identification with our physical body, we want to be immortal physically and 
the death remains a Ya�pra.Sna for us. 

A Y�apra8na: With all our clinical and philosophical knowledge on death, 
this still remains an enigma, an unsolved question. The story of Mahabharata on 
Ya�aprasna (question ofYak�a) is familiar where the last question deals with the 
death. The story goes like this. The Par:i<;lavas, sons of King Par:t<;lu, were in exile 
and roaming in the forest with mother Kunti. Kunti suffered from thirst, so also 
the Par:i<;lava brothers. The second Par:t<;lava Bhima climbed a height and found 
the source of water. Then the brothers one after other went to fetch the water, 
where they have to encounter a Ya�. Yalcya is a term used for a mysterious 
being guarding a treasure. This Yak�a was none other than God of Dharma and 
is same as God of Death. The Yak�a who was the guard of the water-body put a 
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condition that they can quench their thirst and save their life only if they answer 
his questions. But they did not bother to answer the question and tried to drink 
the water and died. At last, the crown prince Yudhi�Jhira, an embodiment of 
Dharma, went to fetch water. He successfully answered all the questions and 
faces the last question,  ''What is (most) surprising, kimiiScaryam?" The crown 
prince replied, "Everywhere and everyday we see death but somehow we believe 
that I am not going to die. What can be more surprising than this? " Then he was 
allowed to fetch water and get back the lives of his brothers. Is this story meant 
for simply teaching us the mortal aspect of our lives and manifestations? No, if 
we look into the metaphysics, the teaching teaches the inner truth of our spiritual 
pursuit and the immortality of our true Self. It was King Yudhi�lhira who 
conquered the death and ascended to the heaven with the Own Body, which was 
another famous story of the great epic. 

Metaphysics of the Y�pra.Sna: Like the Pfu).Q.avas we are in exile, thrown out 
of our Divine Kingdom by the treachery launched by the demonic forces within 
us. These stories relate to our inner body principle, sanra tattva. Pai:iQ.avas were 
the sons King Pfu).Q.u. Parµ!,u means white with yellowish tinge, and this is the 
intellect, buddhi. Par.uf,u comes from pa'f}.rf,a, and par.irf,a means "knowledge," pa'f}.rf,ii 
iti jiiana. A priest in an ancient Hindu temple is called Pai:iQ.a, and he is supposed 
to be a person with knowledge. The knowledge is hidden inside the intellect, 
buddhisattva. This is of two types, viz. ,  samskaraja buddhi and viveka buddhi. 
Samskaraja buddhi is the knowledge based on -past impressions in the mind and 
viveka buddhi is the discriminating intellect. This King Pfu).Q.u had a curse; if he 
would resort to courtship then he would die. Courtship is the enjoyment of sense 
objects forgetting the Self. This is death of the discriminating intellect, viveka 
buddhi, or in other words the death of King Pai:iQ.u within us though we still have 
the knowledge based on the impressions, samskaraja buddhi. The King had two 
queens; one was Kunti and other was Madri. Kunti is kunta/.t and i'. A spear that 
can hit long distances to fight enemies is called kunta/.t and energy is letter-i". To 
fight our inner enemies the spear is also with us. That is long, thin and sharp but 
subtle breath, and the power of this breath is Kunti'. Kun ti is the life-force within 
our body. Due to the curse on Pai:iQ.u, Kunti had to invoke gods for progeny by 
the blessings of Sage Durvasa she received earlier, and YuJhi�Jhira was born 
from God of Dhanna, Bhima was born from God of Air, and Arjuna was born 
from Indra, the King of gods. Kunti guided Madri through spiritual practice to 
have two sons from ASvinikumaras, and t11ey were Nakula and Sahadeva. Madri 
is also a quality within us. This is moda or joy when guided with righteousness, 
and this is also mada or miida means intoxication and exhilaration of pleasure 
when attached to desires and sense objects. The two sons of Madri were the 
result of tapas under the guidance of Kunti. These two sons are bliss quality, 
ii,nandii,kii,ra vrtti, based on righteousness coming down to the level of body. These 
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five young Pfu:l.Q;iva princes are our juvenile divine qualities, daivi vrtti-s, related 
to the discrimination and detachment. At this stage when a spiritual practitioner 
has juvenile divine qualities and has not matured with spiritual knowledge, there 
was courtship between Pa:r.iQu and Madri leading to the death of the King. Madri 
is here exhilaration of pleasure without the guidance of Prfu:la Kun ti. This is the 
death of Pfu:lc,lu, and is the death of inner knowledge due to obsession with the 
sense objects. With the death of the discriminating intellect and knowledge, the 
Divine Kingdom was lost. Now the ruler was the Blind King, our mind without 
the discriminating intellect, and his eldest son was Duryodhana, a stubborn ego 
full of ignorance and worldly desires. This is the great enemy; kamaropam 
duriisadam (S. Bg., 3.43) , the enemy in the form of desires that is difficult to 
subdue. He and all his brothers were known as Kauravas. The Kauravas are the 
demonic qualities, iisun vrtt&-s, within us. Kaurava is derived from kr or kurulJ,, 
which means "action" or "to hurt. " These are actions based on the ignorance 
and desires. 

Due to the treachery of the demonic qualities, the divine qualities were in 
exile. Duryodhana, the enemy in the form of desires put them to bum in a house 
made up oflac. The desires when unfulfilled take the form of anger; kamiitkrodha}J, 
abhijayate ( S. Bg., 2.62) , from the desires spring the anger. This anger is the form 
of fire that tries to kill our divine qualities and the discriminating ability. The 
kingdom is now in the hand of demonic forces and the divine forces took resort 
to the spiritual practice in the body forest to gain strength for a future spiritual 
war to regain the lost paradise. But there were always dangers. Here they were 
confronted with the thirst. The thirst of mother Kunti is the shortage of the life
force within our body and this leads to the thirst of all Pfu:lc,lava brothers. One 
can conquer a thirst but in a righteous manner. Here in this story the thirst is not 
a thirst for worldly enjoyment but for access to the Cosmic Life-force. Water is 
the Life-force guarded by the King of Righteousness, the God Dharma. If we do 
not follow the righteousness than the judicial aspect of the King of Righteousness 
is the death. It was Bhima who was able to locate the water source. Bhima was the 
son of the Air-god. Bhima is prar:iaviiyu, the breath. This can find the Inner Life
force. We have to do a right breath practice, prar:iakarma, for that. That is the 
Kriya practice. Sahadeva is the earth element within, the sense of smell and is 
based at Muladhara. Nakula is the water element, the sense of taste and is based 
at Svadhi�ihana. These two are sons of two Asvinikumaras, and the two 
ASvinikumaras are physicians of gods. They are twin-born from a celestial nymph 
named ASvini from the Sun-god. So they are related to the physical and the vital 
manifestations at physical level. Hence the sphere ofSahadeva is the food sheath, 
annamaya kosa, and the sphere of Nakula is the vital sheath, prar:iamaya ko5a. 
Arjuna is the son of Indra; this is the righteous mind. Arjuna is the fire element 
within, the sense of vision and is based at Ma:r.iipura. Bhima is the air element, 
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the sense of touch and is based at Anahata. Yudhi�thira is the ether element, the 
sense of sound and is based at Vi8uddha. These all can be helpful in spiritual 
practice. But one, who can confront the death successfully, will gain access to the 
immortality in the form of the Cosmic Life-force. 

One after other the four brothers failed to confront the Ya�a, the God of 
Death. The first spiritual practitioner Sahadeva in the form of noble faith, fraddhii, 
and cleanliness, 5auca, can only give us the foundation. Sahadeva breath is cleansing 
breath. Nabhikriya, Kapalabhati, Bhastrika, NaQi Sodhana, Sitali, Sitkari, and 
Sadan ta breath techniques come under the Sahadeva breath. The second spiritual 
practitioner Nakula in the form of vigor, virya, or continuity in spiritual practice 
with force and contenunent, santo$a, strengthens the foundation. Nakula breath 
is the easy breath, sukhapitroaka. The Anuloma Viloma, Bhramari and first step 
of Ha.Ihsa breath are the Nakula breath. The third spiritual practitioner within 
us is our righteous mind and that is Arjuna, a major warrior in this field in the 
form of austerity, tapalJ,, and repeated recollection in the spiritual practice, smrti, 
travels a longjoumey along with the fourth brother Bhima. Arjuna is the bowman. 
He pulls the string of the bow up to the ear and throws arrow to a long distance 
hitting the target. Arjuna breath is the long and deep breath, thin but sharp 
creating heat, tiipa, in the body. The ujjiiyi, ho:ri'Lsa, and the lfuarapra'T}idhiina Kriyii 
or the First Kriya proper breaths are Arjuna breath. This increases rajas to subdue 
the tamas. This paves ground for higher spiritual practice. This breath can pierce 
the Knot of Brahma. The fourth spiritual practitioner Bhima in the forms of 
further subtle vital breath, this is our inner reading, i .e . ,  the self-study, sviidhyiiyalJ,, 
and practice of concentration, samiidhi. The Second Kriya breath, Thokar Kriyii, 
and the Third Kriya breath are the Bhima breath, and this has the hammering 
effect on the energy centers in the body. The hamsa breath and the subtle breath, 
felt at each cakra as vibrations, are also Bhima breaths. This can pierce the Knot 
ofVi�IJ.u. Bhima almost takes us to the destination but fails to confront death till 
we are not established in the discriminative knowledge or prajitii. The crown 
prince Yudhi�thira in the form of devotion and knowing the Lord within, 
iSvarapra'T}idhiina, and the discriminative knowledge or prajitii confronts the death, 
makes the brothers alive and gets access to the Cosmic Life-force. Yudhi�thira is 
Visuddha, the pure prii'f}a. He was an expert in using a spear, kuntalJ,. Fourth 
Kriya breath is the Yudhi�thira breath. That is the very subtle life-force, the inner 
breath ascending in a form of sparkling electric current inside the Su�umna to 
hit the Ajna cakra without the outer breath techniques and this pierces the Knot 
of Rudra. 

However, the most important aspect of the Ya�apra8na is the sublime eternity 
of our Innermost Being. Why should we use to believe that "I am not going to 
die" when everywhere and everyday we see the death? Since this belief is an 
illusion then what is the real substratum at the base of this illusion? This is because 
we are an Immortal Principle, and that is the pure pr�a, viSuddha prii'T}a. No 
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power in this creation and/ or beyond the creation can kill the Principle named 
Self. 

In another story, while the Pfu).Qavas were ascending to the heaven, first to fell 
down was the Queen Draupadl who was married to the five brothers. She is the 
"I sense , "  fiva bhiiva. Then one after other brothers from Sahadeva onwards fell 
down. Earth, water, fire and air elements are thrown away. All our characters, 
qualities of the sen�rgans, the mind, the intellect, the ego and the subconscious 
are thrown away. Only the ether element containing the pure and subtlest priir;,a 
ascended. Our Prfu).a has not met the death yet. 

Correct Answer on Identity: Of course we are an Immortal Principle but a 
material body perishes. With our wrong identity with the body-mind complex we 
are going to meet the death again and again. One has to enquire in his life, 
''Who am I? Where from I came? Where do I go?" Till we have not acquired the 
correct answer we are going to die again and again. After each life we shall face 
this question. Whether it is the God of Death, the Nature, the God or any other 
power regulating the rules of the creation that pose a question on our identity is 
sitting within us. Since that Principle is one with us it is our self-questioning, our 
wrong "I sense" being tested by our true Self for removal of the ignorance. Ifwe 
are not able to give the correct answers, we shall be subjected to this mundane 
world to meet the death again. Our answers depend on our total evolution, our 
education and our impressions in the mind stuff till the end of this life. If our 
answers are: "I am owner of a corporate house, "  "I am a minister," "I am a social 
reformer, " "I am a big monk with many followers, "  "I. am a scientist, " "I am an 
artist, " "I am father or mother of so and so, "  "I am husband or wife of so and 
so , "  "I am son or daughter of so and so , "  "I am Brahmin,  warrior or 
businessmen, "  "I am Hindu, Muslim or Christian, "  "I am Indian, Chinese or 
American;" then with such an answer with obsession to any particular kind we 
shall have to continue rounds after rounds for our liberation till we are evolved 
with a correct answer. We need an understanding of all beings as the Self, sarviitma 
bodha. That is the Knowledge. Once we have the Knowledge that "I am the Self of 
all , a continuous entity in the form of the pure life-force, vi5uddha prii1J.a, the 
Pure Existence, Infinite Consciousness and Bliss ," then the God of Death will 
salute us and address us as "My Lord. " Of course from us, there would be no 
separate entity as the God of Death. The teachings of Lord Death to Naciketa 
states, 

yadeveha tadamitrta yadamitrta tadanviha, 
mrtyolJ, sa mrtyumiipnoti ya iha niineva pa5yati. (Ka. U, 2. 1 . 1 0) 

That indeed is here, yat eva iha, that is there as unmanifest; tat amitrta, that, 
tat, which is there as unmanifest, yat amitrta, is here, anu iha. He, sa, attains, 
iipnoti, death after death, mrtyolJ, mrtyum, one who, ya, sees, pafyati, the multiplicities, 
niineva, here, iha. 
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Again the Death teaches: "manasaivedamaptavyarh neha niinasti kirhcana etc . ,  
that is  to be known through the mind only, there is  no multiplicity here. One, 
who sees differences here, goes from death to death . "  ( Ka. U, 2. 1 . 1 1 . )  Being 
ignorant about the true identity and establishing the wrong identity with the 
body-mind complex we see the differences, and we see the multiplicity. But in 
actuality in this manifested world, what is milrta or manifested here as bodies 
and mind etc . ,  the same principle is there in subtle and causal worlds as not 
being manifested, na milrla or amilrla. That is the pure Pra:r:ia, a mass of constant 
uninterrupted consciousness. We have to know that through our mind, by 
performing austerities, control of the sense organs and control of the mind so as 
to develop the discriminating intellect up to state of the Knowledge, prajnii. The 
correct answer shall come only if we win over the mind, win over the desires, 
cravings and aversions, and know the Principle . Or else we have to face cycles of 
birth and death again and again. This Knowledge has to be acquired here during 
in this body as it is stated: " iha cedved:uiatha satyamasti etc . ,  if known here then 
there is truth, if not known here then there is great destruction . .  The wise ones 
having realized That in all beings detaching away from this world become 
immortal. (Ke. U,  2.5.) If not then one has to travel from birth after birth only to 
experience death after death. 

Death is Changing Our Worn-out Cloths: In Srimad Bhagavadgitii, death is 
described as simply changing the cloths for a newer one and that is often cited. 

vasiirhsi jirr,iiini yathii vihiiya 
naviini grhTJiiti naro 'pariirJi, 

tathii sanriirJi vihiiya jirr,iii-
nyanyiini sarhyiiti naviini dehi. ( S. Bg. , 2.22) 

As, yathii, worn-out, jirr,iiin� cloths, vasiirhsi, are rejected, vihiiya, and other, 
apariirJi, new ones, naviini, are taken up, grhTJiiti, by a man, naro, like that, tathii, 
rejecting, vihiiya, the worn-out, jirr,iiini, bodies, 5anriirJi, the embodied self, dehi, 
accepts, sarhyiiti, the other, anyiini, new ones, naviini. 

The death what we see is only the death of the physical body. Even the material 
basis of the physical or gross body, i .e . ,  the gross elements of earth, water, fire, 
air and ether do not meet to death with the death of the gross body. Only the 
existing form made out of these is dismantled since that is worn-out and not in a 
position to house the interior self any more. We have already discussed the three 
bodies, the five sheaths and the five vital airs. It is a body constituted of seven 
body elements, sapta dhiitu, forming different limbs and appendages to which 
the feelings of "I" and "mine" is expressed due to the ignorance. This gross body 
is like a house where the individual stays and interacts with the world. The death 
is only dismantling the old house. Since this body also known as the Food Sheath 
is made from the five gross elements, a person with a dull intellect can only think 
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this material body as the Self. But the embodied being inside the gross body is 
also not the true Self. This embodied being is the subtle body. In short we can 
say the subtle body is principally constituted of four internal organs, antalJ,kara1Ja 
cat�taya, viz. ,  mind, intellect, ego, and subconscious. This along with the causal 
body, the Prat;ta, changes the house to remain in a new house . When the gross 
body is unable to withhold the life sustaining vital breaths., then the death 
approaches it. Then all the subtle organs enter into the mind, they are absorbed 
in the mind, and the mind along with all the thoughts and impressions enter into 
the chief vital force, pra1Ja. Now this pra1Jll carrying the impressions of mind in 
association with the ascending pra1Ja, udana, leaves the body and takes it for a 
rebirth as per the previous actions. It was stated. "whatever he has in his mind 
with those he enters into pra1Ja, pra1Jll in association with udana leads the individual 
self to the desired world. "  (Pr. U, 3.9. )  So the death is certainly not an end nor is 
our life an uncertain journey. Death is a new beginning again to complete the 
journey of life. This is to complete our evolution to our true identity. 

BIOLOGY AND SPIRITUALITY OF DEATH 
From the above discussions we arrive at conclusions that the death that we 
encounter is only dismantling our old house. The subtle body takes a new body 
according to the past actions and the impressions therein. This is only to complete 
our journey. So immortality is impossible for an ego bound entity finding 
multiplicity and differences. Ego itself is the ignorance; it is darkness and darkness 
cannot withstand light. It has to meet a death. But can it be possible without the 
death of a physical body to evolve into a divine being and still remain with a 
physical body? The very question seems childish since after realizing everything 
and everybeing as the Self and this Self is a continuous entity, then where is a need 
for sustaining a physical body. Still then we can discuss this, and for this we have to 
analyze the clinical view of death and correlate it with the spiritual viewpoint. 

Biology of Death: The normal clinical death is cessation of brain activity, followed 
by stoppage of respiration and heartbeat. Then there is death of organs and 
cells, which can survive for a small period after the stoppage of heartbeat 
depending upon the left out life-force lodged in them. Then that is even 
extinguished finally leading to the decomposition of the organs. Before that 
from birth to death there are thousands of deaths and births of the cells inside 
our body. Somatic cells divide by a process of mitosis to produce new cells for 
the growth and repair. Germinal cells divide by a process of meiosis to produce 
sperms and ova for reproduction of the species. Cells die inside our body due to 
aging, infections, mechanical damage, external and internal toxins. The 
enucleated blood cells called RBCs in our body have a very short span of life but 
our nerve cells exist from birth to death. But as a society of cells, body exists 
relatively longer with changes be it growth, decay or diseases. 
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But how a living body comprising of billions and billions of cells and hundreds 
of organs coordinate and work? Each cell can be like that of an individual 
organism and we can say a body is a society of cells coordinating with each other 
to work as an integral unit. We explain the coordination by explaining the activities 
of the nervous system and the endocrine system. Science supports the physiologic 
energy in the form of chemical and electromagnetic coordination. Respiratory, 
circulatory and digestive systems are engaged in renewal and distribution of 
energy in the form of food and oxygen. Excretory system removes the toxins to 
keep the body environment clean for sustenance. Body immune system provides 
immunity to save the body from external toxins and infections. But still then 
there is disease, old age and the death. 

For the continuity of a particular species, the nature has developed the 
physiology of reproduction. This is the immortality of a race. Even then some 
species are already extinct due to different factors, viz. ,  scarcity of food, natural 
calamities, difficulty in adaptation to unfavorable conditions or problems facing 
from survival competitions, etc. However most species continue to survive and 
evolve. This continuation of a species can be said as a relative immortality but 
individual immortality is not there. There are broadly two modes of reproduction, 
one is asexual and other is sexual. In lower organisms asexual reproduction is 
carried on in the form of binary fission, budding and sporulation, etc . ,  and we 
can say this is "no death" of the organism since the same organism with same 
genetical make up is being multiplied and continues to live. Ofcourse mutations 
can occur in them but generally this is a stagnation of evolution of life. So the 
nature developed sexual reproduction to give varieties of species and evolution 
of life leading to the development of intellect in case of humans. Depending 
upon the genetic make up that guides the physiological processes, an average 
lifespan and a reproductive age for a species is found. A dog lives for an average 
life of twelve years and cattle lives for an average life of twenty years. Normally 
the life span of a species is related to the reproductive cycle and after the period 
of reproductive age the old age descends leading to death. However, humans 
can live longer and human age is not so much linked with the reproductive age 
like those of other animals. However, the sex steroid and cortico-steroid hormones 
that are related to growth and vigor in initial years of their secretions at adolescence 
become inhibitory and retarding in later years, forming epiphysial cartilages to 
retard the growth of long bones, thickening of bones and developing obesity etc. 
and then these hormones are triggered off from the body system by the genetic 
make up of the body. Then there is disorder in calcium metabolism leading to 
decalcification and retardation in height etc .  and reduction in body size are 
found with the old age. 

The biological explanation of natural body death is due to aging and this is an 
inner disharmony due to the biochemical changes within our body environment 
that creates imbalances in keeping the cohesion of the body organs to hold the 
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physiologic life energy in a working order. The imbalances are due to over 
oxidation and production of metabolic toxins within our body. Scientists are in 
process of finding the ageing materials and the anti-oxidative materials like 
vitamin E, beta-carotene, etc. that can inhibit the aging process. Though meagre 
but they met with some amount of success. This aging process is chiefly gene 
based and in accordance with growing age there occurs more genetic errors and 
production of endotoxins in body, which when culminate to a peak point, then 
there is no return leading to the death. Depending upon the genetic make up 
and physiological processes an average lifespan for a species is found, and after 
a particular age there is decrease in vigor, decrease in performance of vital 
organs and decrease in mental ability. Even the development processes from 
crawling, walking, speaking of an infant, adolescence and youth age, secretion of 
growth, metabolic and sexual hormones all are based on the genetic programing. 
Due to aging normal process of cell division slows down, so the body has to 
continue with old and diseased cells. Production of T-cell lymphocytes slows 
down and that weakens the immune system leading to infectious diseases and 
exotoxins. Aging interferes with apoptosis or "cell death" thereby renewal of the 
tissues and organs with young cells are hampered. In case of diseases like cancers 
etc. there are sudden genetic disorders leading to uncontrolled multiplication of 
cells. All these processes are gene based. Specific genetic disorders speed up in 
certain diseases like Hutchinson-Gilford, Werner's and Down Syndrome, etc. So 
it is believed that if we can manipulate the genetic material in our favor we can 
win over the aging and death. Some extreme examples are formation of amyloid 
in Alzheimer's disease that cause early death of brain cells, and the toxins 
produced as by products of nerve transmissions cause the death of nerve cells in 
Parkinson's disease. However, the environmental factors and the life-style also 
play a role. Smoking, addictions to drugs and alcohols, insufficient rest, living in 
stress conditions, negative outlook leading to depressions, etc . ,  give rise to body 
toxins that accelerate the aging process and impairment of body functions. There 
may be infections and poisoning. Whatever it may be diseases and/ or aging are 
disharmony within the body environment giving rise to internal toxins, loosing 
coordination and cohesion and thereby physiological functions could not be 
carried out leading to stoppage of their functioning. Diseases can be due to 
stress conditions following impairment of the vital functions and the vital organs. 
We have already discussed about the stress conditions and have seen that this is 
the result of our imbalanced mind ( vide supra, "Diseases or vyadhi," p. 1 67) . 
Now from the above it is understood that the aging and death are more a genetic 
one, so scientists prefer a genetic manipulation approach to solve the problem 
of aging and death. Moreover, the scientists believe that genetic manipulation 
can also favor adaptation to stress conditions though intervention at the level of 
environmental and lifestyle factors are emphasized. Since at present there is no 
breakthrough in genetic intervention to counter aging effectively, the present 
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day approach to aging is based on antioxidants like vitamin E, quality of health 
care, changing lifestyles to avoid smoking and drugs, exercise , rest and coping to 
stress situations. 

Setback to the Concept of Supremacy of Genes: The concept of the life-force in 
clinical sciences is different from that of spiritual sciences. In clinical sciences 
where it is just a physiologic energy, for spiritual science it is physiologic energy 
and the consciousness including knowledge and will power. Death from a scientific 
viewpoint is gene based and this declares the supremacy of genetic material 
DNA. The concept of genetic inheritance of characters fast developed due to the 
rediscovery of the Work of Mendel in the beginning of the nineteenth century. 
Science had also been able to explain that the proteins are the major life stuff 
and was in a way to find to the process of protein synthesis in body. The discovery 
of the genetic material DNA by Watson and Crick (Nature 1 7 1 ,  737-38) in the 
year 1 953 ,  and subsequent development of the Cen tral Dogma Theory in 
biological science explaining that proteins that are the prime life materials are 
created from the information stored in the Genetic material DNA. The flow of 
information is from DNA to RNA to Protein, and the biochemical process of 
Cellular Protein Syn thesis was explained in details. As a student in biology in his 
pre-monastic life the present author believed in the supremacy of DNA and the 
Central Dogma Theory as all biologists do. The belief developed in the biological 
world that if we could map the entire human genome and then manipulate 
according to our own needs, then we could solve all the problems of life ,  be it 
agi n g ,  death , disease s ,  b o dy c h aracte r s ,  b e h aviors  a n d  eve n i n te l l e c t .  
Simultaneously genetic engineering technology was also developed to manipulate 
the genetic material DNA. 

Fig. 4.21 .  The Central Dogma Theory. 
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Cloned animals are produced and success claimed in artificial life. According 
to the Central Dogma Principle, normal belief is that the blue print of one 
protein or one polypeptide chain of a protein is encoded in one gene, which is 
the part of a DNA material. So we need at least one gene to produce one protein. 
In our body we have more than 1 ,00,000 proteins for which there must be same 
number of genes. Moreover we need around 20,000 regulatory genes to organize 
the activities of protein encoding genes. The expectations of scientists are that 
they would encounter at least 1 ,20,000 genes in a human genome but to their 
surprise in the year 2003, fifty years after the discovery of the genomic material, 
they found that human genome constitutes around 25,000 genes (Pearson in 
Nature 423 (2003) : 576; Pennisi in Science 300 (2003) : 1484; idem, 301 (2003) : 
1 040-41 ) .  Now that around 95,000 genes are missing this gives new challenges to 
biological scientists. Analysis of these studies gives support to epigenetic researches 
that give emphasis on environmental influences, nutrition, stress and emotions 
that can modify the genomic information. The latest trend is developing in favor 
of primacy of ''The Belief System" that overpowers the biology of genes (B.H. 
Lipton, The Biology of Belief, Mountain of Love/Elite Books, 2005) . So now at 
least the western scientists have started thinking in the lines of supremacy of 
mind over the matter that the Vedas and Upani�ads declared long back in human 
history and even Lord Buddha emphasized on this in later years of the Vedic 
era. But they are yet to think about the concept of Prat).a in the lines ofUpani�adic 
teachings, which holds key to the belief system. This may so happen that the 
biological sciences will be dragged into the arena of spiritual science as the 
physics was dragged into the sciences of energy from that of matter of Newtonian 
concept with the development of Einstein 's  theory and quantum physics. 

Spirituality of Longevity, Death and Samidhi: Science supports physiologic 
energy in the form of chemical and electromagnetic coordination, and it also 
admits mind. But yogic view of the principle named Pral}.a acting in a body is 
much broader than the scientific view of physiologic life energy. Life ceases when 
the Life-force, priir;,a, withdraws. This ascending priir;,a named udiina viiyu ascends 
along with the mind, the mind being merged to it ( see supra, "Death is Changing 
Our Worn-out Cloths, " p. 235; "Gross Body, " p. 1 79; "Subtle Body or Astral 
Body, " p. 1 79;  "Correlating Three Bodies, Five-Sheaths and Priir;,a, " p. 1 86; 
"Udana, " p. 192) . Yogis learn to stop breathing and the heartbeat and again to 
resume them. But this suspension of heartbeat and breathing do not lead to a 
death, and the body cells and organs do not die. Only they are in a suspended 
animation,  activities of organs are reduced. Here the cellular and organic living 
is carried out with minimum life-energy whereas the life-energy concentrates in 
the brain more as a form of consciousness. Till the priir;,a has not ascended the 
body there is no death even if the organs are not working, even if there is no 
breathing and no heartbeat. Lower animals like fishes, amphibians and reptiles 
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undergoing aestivation and hibernation also live with minimum life-energy. This 
has been developed by the nature in them as a physiological conditioning to 
overcome extreme hot and cold climates where the normal process of life is not 
possible. But yogic process of suspending the vital activities in samiidhi is breath 
based and the subtle breath, prii:r.ia, contains the will within it. This is for the 
purpose of silencing the activities of mind. Here no such external conditioning 
like cocoon formation, etc . ,  is found to stop internal physiologic activities as in 
case of aestivation or hibernation, but internal physiological processes are 
reduced. Most important aspect is the conversion of vital energy engaged in 
physiologic activities into consciousness that is a pure form of prii'f}.a. This is no 
way comparable with aestivation and hibernation of poikil,othermic or cold-blooded 
animals whereas homoeothermic animals like mammals and birds require a definite 
body temperature for their lives. Human beings being highest evolved mammalian 
species; the nature does not support here a suspended animation like that of 
aestivating and hibernating species. In case of samiidhi, the suspended animation 
of body organs is only a conversion of vital resources into conscious vital elements 
and thereby gaining access to the Cosmic Consciousness. 

The Kriya-yoga techniques teach us to be aware of the subtle life-energy, prii:r.ia, 
hiding behind and supporting our material body. Yogis over the ages explored 
this life-force, prii:r.ia, to overcome decay and death, to make a new rejuvenated 
body, kiiyiikalpa. But this was neither due to attachment to the physical body nor 
for the purpose of prolonging the kingdom of ego. In PuraQ.ic history we find 
many demons performing strong austerities to receive a boon from Lord Brahma 
or from Mahadeva to become immortal. But this immortality was related to 
immortality of the physical body to rule over the others for satisfaction of their 
giant ego. Since this was set to disturb the balance in cosmic life their attempts 
were foiled down though they may be resorting to same yogic techniques the 
yogis follow. But the purpose of yogis for a rejuvenated body, long life and even 
aspiring for "death at will, "  icchiimreyu, was for the purpose of higher spiritual 
pursuit attempting to the realization of Immortal Principle named the Self in 
this life since death might cause a pause in their lives' journey. In some cases 
even after their own realization they have to stay in the gross body for l,okasaitgraha, 
i .e . ,  for the benefit of the society trying to tilt the balance towards the divine 
forces from the side of the demonic forces. After their purpose is solved though 
they could have prolonged their life within the gross body but they prefer to 
leave that mask. 

The technique of prolonging the life is based on the life-force, pra'f}a sakti. 
The more and more we have access to our subtle life-force we can gain more 
mastery. Our breath leads us to our subtle prar_ia. So a breathing technique is of 
utmost importance here. In yogic scriptures it was said, 
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�a#atiini diviiriitrau sahasriir.iyekavimsatil_i, 
etatsamkhyiinvitariz mantrariz jzvo japati saruadii. ( YCU, 32; GS, 1 .42) 

In a day and night, diviiriitrau, twenty-one thousands, sahasriir.iyekavimsatiJ.i, 
and six hundreds, �a#atiini, this much number, etatsaitkhyiinvitam, of mantra, 
mantram, a human being, ftvo, always, saruadii, repeats, japati. 

Here the mantra is harizsal_i, the inhalation is sal_i and exhalation is ham. So in 
twenty-four hour's nature has fixed 2 1 ,600 breaths. This comes with an average 
of fifteen breaths per minute. This also agrees with clinical sciences, clinical 
sciences say about forty breaths per minute for new borne, about eighteen breaths 
per minute for average persons, and about fifteen breaths per minute for athletes 
and persons with good health. More breaths exceed this count and results in a 
shorter life.  A dog breathes quickly and has a shorter life span. An elephant 
breathes less but long and deep and has a longer lifespan. Long and deep breath 
makes elephant very strong. Quick breaths show restlessness. In our every 
disposition of mind, the frequency of breath changes. This increases in anger, 
fear, nervousness, sexual desires, greed, etc. Since these leads to stress conditions, 
thereby changing internal body environment in the form of release of internal 
toxins and suppression of immunity, which lead to allowing more external toxins, 
and hence accelerating the aging process and impairment of organs. These also 
have geno-toxic effects thereby creating more genetic errors and again fastening 
the aging process. On the other hand, less number of breaths than this number 
increases life span since this is related to mental concentration and stress free 
conditions of mind. The breath quiets the mind. But body must get sufficient 
oxygen and carbon dioxide must be removed, otherwise the physiologic 
environment would tilt acidic giving rise to internal toxins. For this yogic breath 
is long and deep. This is breath economy, less number of breath but more 
oxygen. A kriyii breath for a beginner is around twenty seconds, ten seconds for 
inhalation, ten seconds for exhalation and there is no retention of breath. In this 
way there is only three breaths per minute .  This bread1 is sharp and thin like a 
cobra breath. We see a cobra around the neck of the greatest yogi Lord Siva. If 
we breathe like a pig, donkey or monkey, we will develop lethargy, sluggishness 
or restlessness. A crocodile also breathes less and has a greater concentration, 
and it remains like dead. If we resort to that type of breath then we would certainly 
develop concentration but that is not our purpose. Here by holiding the breath 
we increase carbon dioxide and this would manifest in intolerance, body 
physiologic environment will also become toxic. For crocodiles this is not a 
problem since these are cold-blooded animals. A leopard can follow a prey 
silently holding its breath. A cat can watch a mouse hole holding his breath. 
These are quick breathing animals but can hold breath and concentrate. We do 
not need such type of concentration. The Kriya-yoga does not teach holding the 
breath forcefully. When the physiologic environment of our body by regular 
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long and deep breath practice come to a state of automatic holding of breath 
then breath and heart beat would stop automatically. This is automatic suspension 
of breath, keva/,a kumbhaka. So in the Kriya-yoga one does not find closing the 
nose by fingers to hold the breath. The keva/,a kumbhaka leads to the transcendental 
state, pariivasthii or samiidhi. This is "no thought" state. Practice of such states 
rejuvenates both the body and the mind, and gives access to abundant life-force. 
One overcomes the stress effects completely and most probably this affects the 
genomic material in a positive manner, which needs scientific study. This results 
also in long and healthy physical body though that is not the spiritual purpose. 

For a westerner unacquainted with yoga principles (nowadays many westerners 
are being acquainted) and for a materialistic scientific mind it may always be 
difficult to understand and believe that how a body can function and life be 
sustained without breath and heartbeat. But still then thousands of Indian yogis 
both monks and householders, Kriyavans, Kashmiri Saivas, lineages of siddhas, 
Theravada Buddhists, Tibetan Lamas, Tantrikas of Samayacara System (who 
believe in internal practices the life-force and meditation on seed sounds) , and 
in present day even hundreds of western yoga practitioners practice this. A 
common saying among the westerners about these uncommon states and different 
miracle like happenings is that these are "Indian Rope Tricks, " throwing a rope 
into the air and then climbing it. But there exists nothing called "Indian Rope 
Trick" in yoga. Our ignorance of understanding the subtle principles of life 
energy, prii7,ta sakti, appears as miracles to us. However, there exist many magical 
tricks or Indian rope tricks or even western rope tricks to divert the attention to 
somewhere else and then manipulate certain things appearing impossible, but 
nowadays these magics are understood and have become a source of 
entertainment. But the states of elevated spiritual practices should not be confused 
with magic. In the opinion of the present author an average human should 
always be discouraged to be charmed by a miracle since he could not distinguish 
between a miracle and a magic, rather one should be advised to concentrate 
more on the righteous way of living. However, the state of samiidhi teaches us 
that the life-force, prii,,,,,a-sakti, is a continuous entity. The Life always continues. 
The Life has not met the death yet. Death is only a aature of the body. 

Another wrong concept developed by the materialistic mind is that "samiidhi is 
a process of suicide. "  But in actuality this is a "process of suicide of the ignorance. " 
Due to "ego sense" we are attached to the body-mind complex. The "Vast I 
Consciousness" is reduced to a "narrow I concept" clinging to one body-mind 
which is just a small wave in a vast Ocean of Pnll).a. Then there is development of 
cravings only to enjoy sufferings. If eradication of this ignorance or wrong concept 
of mind and to merge in the vast Ocean of Bliss is a suicide, then everyone 
should resort to such a process of suicide. Such a question had also arisen in the 
mind of Maitreyi Sage Y:ijiiavalkya taught Maitreyi. "As salt dissolves in water 
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and dissolved salt cannot be taken back from the water and from wherever one 
takes the water, the water is salty, similarly all this is the Great Element, a Mass of 
Consciousness that is Infinite and Unfathomable. Everything is created from this 
and merges in this. After being freed from the sense of body and mind, a being 
does not retain any special definition, i .e . ,  name and form."  (Br. U, 2.4. 1 2. ) . 
This deluded Maitreyi, she was thinking about the loss of separate existence and 
she said, "Oh Lord, by saying that after the departure, this is devoid of any 
definition, you are putting me into delusion. "  (Ibid., 2.4. 1 3. )  Sage Yajii.avalkya 
eradicated her delusion, "When there is appearance of duality then other smells 
another, other sees another, other greets another, other thinks another, other 
knows another. But for whom everything has become the Self, what should one 
smell and through whom, what should one see and through whom, what should 
one hear and through whom, whom should one greet and by whom, what should 
one think and by whom, what should one know?" (Ibid. ,  2.4. 14. )  Samiidhi is 
removal of the ignorance, eradication of wrong perception of duality, and 
merging in the Ocean of Consciousness. 

A Rare Example of Life: Very recently a rare example of life came to the notice 
of Scientists. A yogi named Sri Prahlada Jani known as Mat:ajI (due to his woman 
like dressing and devotion to Divine Mother) was admitted to a defence hospital 
in Ahmedabad on 28 April 2010  and was observed by a group of thirty defence 
scientists and doctors for fifteen days. He is eighty-two years old and has not 
taken any food or water since last sixty-five years. He survives only on meditation. 
He says he received this boon from a goddess in his childhood while wandering 
in forests. He was also admitted in the same hospital for observance in 2003. This 
time he was observed with close circuit cameras and the scientists performing a 
number of tests on him. He was given measured water to wash his mouth and 
was noticed that he did not swallow any. How he is surviving even without water? 
No scientific clue is yet available. He does not pass any urine or stool. He is fit 
like a soldier. It was observed that urine is formed in his urinary bladder and 
then after a period vanishes. His brain is biologically like that of a young man of 
twenty-five. He only lives on air. Newspapers, electronic media, e-magazines all 
over the world carried the news. Now no one said yet, another "Indian Rope 
Trick. " Those who have read about the fasting yoginI in Automography of a Yogi by 
Paramaharilsa Yogananda described in chapter 46 knew about a woman saint 
named Giribfila to whom Paramaharilsa Yogananda and his American disciples 
met in 1935. She had not taken food for more than fifty years by that time, and 
she learned the technique from an unknown saint on the bank of sacred Ganges. 
She was surviving with meditation, only on air and sunlight. She stated that this 
state was the result of a breathing technique with a mantra. She had also gone 
through stringent tests three times to find the authenticity of her state. How life is 
possible without food and water. For that one has to understand the Principle 
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named Prfu).a. Sage Pataiijali ( Yogasutras, chap. 3, sutra 30) described about 
such an achievement, kar,ithakupe k$utpipasanivrtil,t (by practicing samyama, i .e . ,  
concentration, meditation and samiidhz) on the well of the throat, hunger and 
thirst can be subdued. This seems to be a technique of breathing hitting at throat 
and followed by subtle breath techniques at the cervical center along with sound 
waves, but not known exactly what it is. Intellectuals make different interpretation 
of the sutra. For some hunger and thirst represent desires. But a sutra uses a 
word very miserly, for desire this would certainly not use two words, hunger and 
thirst. Moreover, the entire treatise teaches winning over desires, this in the 
beginning dealt with the inhibitions of modifications of mind, citta vrtti, and then 
overcoming ignorance, avidya, I sense, asmita, cravings, raga, aversions, dve!ja, 
and inherent involvement, abhinive5a. So here in the aforesaid siitra, this is simply 
talking about a result of a particular type of meditation that wins over hunger 
and thirst. In all ages we find living examples though such examples are very 
rare. Are these examples are not the cases of conquering the death in this gross 
body? But the techniques for such a state demand certain preconditions. Those 
are observances of righteousness including truthfulness and abstinence, noble 
faith and surrendering ego to the Cosmic Self. 

The Death is a Necessity: Our earth known as the world of death, mrtyu-loka, so 
the issue of death cannot be settled here . Since this world itself is mortal , 
immortality is a misnomer here. However a relative immortality in the form of 
prolonged life may be possible depending upon our access to the subtle Prfu).a. 
This depends upon how much adaptability, flexibility or plasticity we garner in 
our internal organ mind or in other words how much less egoistic we become by 
accessing and merging our mind again and again in the subtle Prfu).a. The more 
and more we become rich in breath, we shall have more access to the subtle life 
energy and overcome ego problems, stress effects, diseases and short life. But 
the death is also a necessity here . The death is only a temporary rest in the 
journey of our inner being for perfection. Death is a longer sleep. Just think if 
your tired body after a day's work and your tired mind with all problems and 
worries, then if you do not get a sleep at the night, how is your next day? If such 
a situation continues for four or five days then what will be your state? As sleep 
refreshes us from the events of a day, the death refreshes us from the events of a 
life. Death is a part of the Nature or Unmanifest, avyakta, similar to sleep. In 
deep sleep, the mind merges in PraQ.a the Unmanifest; similarly our mind along 
with impressions enters the prar,ia and then udana prar,ia ascends causing the 
death of the body. During the period of death we remain in Prfu).a, and that 
means we are in life only after shedding our outer shields. So death is a temporary 
release from the sufferings of life to take rest in Mother Nature. Mother Nature 
cares so much for us; otherwise this world would have been filled with psychic 
patients. As sleep is divided into states of dream and deep sleep, the period after 
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death to next birth is also has states of dream and deep sleep. Here the dreaming 
world is the subtle world, su�ma jagat, whereas the deep sleep world is the 
causal world, kiirar,ia jagat. In the subtle world we can still have pleasures and 
sufferings in the form of subtle vibrations but the causal world is a state of joy. In 
the causal world we attain to our Own Form but under the influence of tamas. All 
the gods and different celestial beings belong to a kind of subtle world and they 
enjoy a state of joy according to the noble deeds they performed and their stay in 
this world is a longer one.  They act on the faculty they rule from that plane. The 
World of Manes is also a subtle world relatively shorter than the World of Gods. 
The gods and manes have to return to the world of humans for austerities and to 
complete their journey to the Knowledge. There are lower levels of subtle worlds 
to which most of the beings visit after the death and have to enjoy sufferings in 
this world due to their unwholesome actions and unfulfilled desires. Then they 
have to enter into the causal world before a rebirth. Here in the causal world 
they forget everything and attain a state of bliss under influence of tamas and 
then get a birth according to past actions and impressions therein. Siddhas also 
remain in both subtle and causal worlds, a Siddha in a subtle world is called a 
videha yof!i, or a yogi without a body and in a causal world is called a prak:rtilaya 
yof!i, or a yogi merged in the Nature. They wait there for a suitable birth to attain 
the final Knowledge. Now they need not have to go through all these spiritual 
efforts after birth, as one normal person has to go through, for them samiidhi is 
automatic, bhavapratyaya}J. ( Yg3., 1 . 19) . These Siddhas with their subtle or causal 
bodies can act, help or guide the seekers from that plane. 

Requisites for the Land of Immortality: We are an Immortal Principle and that 
is the reason we have a quest for immortality. To free the indwelling self from 
the ego bound bondage or the ignorance is immortality. This needs some 
requisites, some preparedness to land in the land of immortality. That requisite 
is to become a Naciketa. Naciketa is naciketas or fire. This is our consciousness in 
association with inner fire in the form of prar,ia, and this is the indwelling self in 
quest of the Knowledge. Naciketa is the son ofV�a8ravasa who in tum is the son 
of V�a8rava. Food is vajam and fame is called fravalJ,. So the fame of food is 
Vaja8rava, and his son Vaja8ravasa is none but the Food Sheath or the body-self. 
Vajasravasa is the ego bound consciousness strongly identifying itself with the 
body as the self with an uncompromising desire for name and fame. Since this 
Naciketa has taken birth inside this house of ego bound consciousness, this is the 
son ofVaja8ravasa. But this Vaja8ravasa cannot make him captive. The indwelling 
self itself is divine in nature and its natural tendency is to attain the divinity. This 
process of attaining divinity or immortality is the spiritual practice. So in pursuit 
of the Knowledge he would visit to the door of Death and wait there. Then Death 
would appear as a giver of boons. God of Death, Yama, is same as God of 
Righteousness, Dhrama. Visiting the God of Death is performance of righteousness, 
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yama and observing the spiritual observances, niyama. A niyama is a yama exhausting 
itself in its total fulfillment. These follow other spiritual practices like postures, 
asana, breathing techniques, prii:fJ,iiyiima, withdrawal of senses from sense objects, 
pratyiihiira, concentration, dhiira'f}ZL, meditation, dhyiina, and samiidhi. The last 
three dhiirm:iii, dhyiina, and samiidhi constitute waiting at the door of Death for 
three nights. Then the God of Death appears being apologetic since a Brahmin 
guest like that of a fire waited for three nights without food. Brahmin and fire 
represents the characters of Naciketa, the spiritual practitioner. Brahmin is the 
knower of the Brahman but here the term is used for a spiritual practitioner in 
quest of the Knowledge and the fire represents resorting to austerities in the 
form of breath or pnlQ.ic techniques, techniques of life-force. Again the Brahmin 
and the fire are same since the power of consciousness and the activating power 
of the God is one. Three nights waiting without food means attaining a state of 
"no desire" or "not receiving any sense objects through the sense doors and the 
mind." To such a spiritual practitioner in quest of the Knowledge and practicing 
pnlQ.ic techniques who is ready to shed the wrong identity of self as the body, 
before him Death cannot appear with his terrifying image. His terrifying image 
is for those who find themselves as bodies. Now Death promises three boons. 
The first boon asked and received by Naciketa is a calm mind free from anxiety 
and anger for his father and that his father should recognize him. This is a boon 
for the nobility of the mind principle forever. We discussed that Vaja8ravasa is 
the mind identifying itself with the body and with a desire for name and fame 
and such a mind is subjected to deflections in the form of anxieties and anger, 
etc. The spiritual quest of mind named Naciket:a has taken birth inside this mind 
and now it wants the mind principle in totality to be free from such volitions and 
to recognize Naciketa. Recognizing Naciket:a means accepting the Thirst for the 
Knowledge within us in totality without any doubt. Then comes the second boon. 
To learn about the heavenly fire that leads to the heaven where there is no fear 
of old age, hunger, thirst or sorrow. Death teaches, know it to be established in 
the cave, viddhi tvametam nihitam guhiiyam ( Ka. U, 1 . 1 . 14) , located in the cave of 
the intellect of the knowledgeable persons. That fire is the Prai:ia Hirai:iyagarbha; 
"yii priirµma samhhavatyaditirdevatiimayi etc . ,  one who is Aditi, who comprises of 
all gods is manifested as the Prai:ia Hirai:iyagarbha and this has entered into the 
cave (the cave of intellect) and stays there and has manifested with the elements." 
(Ibid. ,  2. 1 .7.) That cave of intellect corresponds to the third ventricle of the 
human brain in our gross body. Knowing that fire one has access to the heaven 
through the northern route, devayiina miirga. Since that is a state of relative 
immortality, even though that is a state of joy without hunger, thirst, fear, and 
sorrow, Naciketa asks for the third boon, i .e. , knowledge of the Principle of Pure 
Existence, the Truth of Immortality. Now the Death God tests his disciple by 
trying to dissuade him in a way of offering sons, grandsons, animals, elephants, 
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horses, gold, long life as per his wish to stay alive, a vast kingdom to rule, all sorts 
of worldly enjoyments, fitness to enjoy all enjoyments, any difficult cherished 
things, and at last the celestial nymphs with chariots and musical instruments to 
which no human being has access. Naciketii refuses these all politely. He states, 
all these drive away the vigor of a man . All these enjoyments are in the expenses 
of our life-force and these are death . And again, "api saruam fivitamalpameua, all 
life is short indeed, tavaiva viihiistava nrtyaffite, let the vehicles, the dances and 
songs be yours. " ( Ka. U, 1 . 1 . 26. ) Even the life of a god is short-lived, only that 
Principle of Pure Existence exists. One who like Naciketii can renounce all worldly 
desires within, then he is qualified for the Knowledge of Death or "It does not 
exist," na asti, and for the Knowledge of lmmortality or "It exists ,"  asti iti. Then 
the final Knowledge descends, as "It exists. " This is immortality. 



5 

Kriya Practice 

Walking on the Razor,s Edge: We need to practice certain techniques for our 
spiritual journey purpose. These techniques are very important since these are 
the vehicles but these are not everything. In the base there should be a strong 
quest for realization of the Truth and we must be prepared to desert our stubborn 
ego. We should at least be prepared to deny the cravings of mind belonging to the 
lower worlds, and then only a technique would be beneficial. Again we must have 
a proper technique according to th� scripturai sanctior1s. For that we need to 
understand the principle behind it. In Siimad Bhagavadgj.tii, Lord Vasudeva says, 

yal], siistravidhimutsrjya vartate kiimakiiratal],, 
na sa siddhimaviipnoti na sukharh na pariirh gatim. (S. Bg. , 1 6.23) 

He who, yal],, setting aside, utsrjya, the scriptural sanctions, siistravidhim, follows, 
vartate, the impulsion of desires ( or passions) , kiimakiiratal],, he, sa, does not 
attain,  na aviipnoti, perfection , siddhim, nor happiness, na sukham, nor the 
supreme destination, na pariirh gatim. 

This has been said in the context of divine and demonic qualities. Both gods 
or the persons with divine qualities as well as demons or the persons with demonic 
qualities can perform the austerities ( vide supra, 'Two Types of Humans, Deva-s 
and Asura-s, "  p. 22; 'The Divine and the Demonic Properties," p. 99) . A demonic 
way of austerity does not have scriptural sanctions since the scriptures are 
instrumental in determining the renunciation of demonic qualities. We have to 
strive for what is noble, and the scriptures are our authority with regard to what 
should be done and what should not be done. So a proper understanding of the 
scriptural sanctions and the Principle becomes necessary. At the base of the 
demonic qualities, there is a strong and gigantic ego that wants to attend sense 
objects for pleasure and to rule over the o thers. Whatever technique it may 
follow, it is bound to meet a failure as the principle of spiritualism is based on 
noble faith, compassion, broadness, finding the Self in every being, etc. ,  and 
these are opposed to a ego craving for pleasure and ruling over others. Two 
diametrically opposite qualities cannot go together at a given time. Again it is 
said, 
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a,Sii,stravihitarh ghorarh tapyante ye tapo janalJ,, 
dambhahankarasamyuktalJ, kamaragabaliinvitalJ,. ( S. Bg. , 1 7.5) 

Those, ye, persons, janalJ,, who undergo infliction, tajlyante, of severe, ghoram, 
austerity, tapa!J,, not sanctioned by the scriptures, a5astravihitam, being associated 
with, samyuktalJ,, arrogance, dambha, and strong ego (or pride) , ahankara, and 
possessing, anvitalJ, desires (or passion) ,  kiima, attachment, raga, and strength 
(here strength refers to strength of arrogance, pride, passion, and attachment) , 
bala: 

kar�ayantalJ, 5arirastharh bhutagramamacetasalJ,, 
marh caivantalJ,Sarirastharh tanviddhyasuraniscayan. ( Ibid. ,  1 7.6) 

(They) torture, kar�ayantalJ,, the aggregate of existing beings (body organs 
both gross and subtle) ,  bhutagramam, inside the body, 5arirastham, due to non
discrimination, acetasalJ,, and even me, miirh ca iva, who reside in the inner body, 
antalJ,Sarirastham, know them, tan viddhi, surely as demons, asuraniscayan. 

One may not be versed in scriptures and may follow a spiritual path simply 
being endued by the noble faith. This was the purpose of the question asked in 
the beginning of the chapter: 5raddhatrayavibhagayogalJ,, "The Three Kinds of 
Faiths," of Srimad Bhagavadgj,ta, ''.Ye sastravidhimutsrjya yajante 5raddhayanvitalJ,, who, 
ye, being endued with faith, 5raddhayanvitalJ,, worship, yajante, ignoring the sctjptural 
injunctions, sastravidhimutsrjya. " (Ibid. ,  17. 1 . ) Here two types of situation� arise , 
one is being ignorant about the scriptural sanctions but following the traditions 
resorting to worship or a practice, and another is being aware of the scriptural 
sanctions but discarding them and resorting to a practice contrary to the scriptural 
injunctions. The second types are surely demonic types with arrogance and ego 
to fulfill their passion and cravings. But for those who are ignorant about the 
scriptural injunctions and perform being endued with faith, here it is to be seen 
what type of faith one possesses. Depending upon the qualities of sattva, rajas, 
and tamas the faiths are of three types. If one possesses the faith based on sattva 
and worships following the tradition than even if he is ignorant about the scriptural 
injunctions, he would chose and walk in the right path. So in the base there is 
noble faith, righteousness, control of organs, and resolve to practice the spiritual 
observances, etc . ,  "5raddhavamllabhate jiianarh tatparalJ, samyatendriyalJ,, one who 
has noble faith, is diligent, and has controlled the organs, attains Knowledge. "  
( Ibid. ,  4.39. ) One may not be  versed in  the scriptures but can know if he is 
resorting to a worship following impulsion of passions, cravings and/ or hatred, 
and if he is being guided by arrogance and ego; or else if that of a noble faith, 
sincer.:. desire for knowledge, kindness and love, is guiding him. 

So the knowledge on scriptures and a technique alone are not enough to 
reach the Ultimate. Even being versed with a scriptural knowledge one can discard 
them to fulfill his viciom interest. He can even manipulate the scriptural meaning 
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and interpret in a way to suit his vested interest and make others fool. Particularly 
in the present age we often find such behaviors. Next a technique followed may 
be correct but followed by a wrong person since gods as well as demons can 
practice this. In PuraQ.ic history we find many demons like Mahi�asura, 
HiraQ.yakaSyapu, RavaQ.a, and others had practiced austerities and as a result of 
their austerities were able to get a boon either from Lord Brahma or from Lord 
Mahadeva, and got mastery over some inner forces of the Nature but ultimately 
their efforts ended with a failure. They may be practicing a correct technique but 
at the base was a giant ego. This giant ego drained their energy gained through 
the lower channels of sense enjoyments. A simple example is that yogic techniques 
like mudriis ASvini, Vajroli, Sakticalini, etc .  are very much helpful in arousing the 
hidden PraI.J,ic energy named kur.ufalini, and the techniques are very much helpful 
in practicing sexual restraint, but a practitioner can use these tools for sexual 
enjoyment. So a technique becomes secondary and the motive behind it becomes 
primary. A technique can supplement our motive. Since the success of the demons 
would have meant a great imbalance in the inner world of life principle tending 
towards the negativity and thereby defeating the purpose of the creation, Mother 
Nature takes every care to do the needful. A big fish can turmoil a part of a sea 
but it cannot rule over the ocean. 

But a technique is also important. One has a noble aspiration to reject the 
sensual demands of mind but simply aspiring does not help. So one has to practice 
a technique for that. We need a proper understanding, at the base of our practice 
there must be noble faith, sraddhii, and otherwise a technique can be misused 
for a wrong purpose. A noble faith is a faith based on discrimination and not a 
blind faith ( vide supra, "Noble Faith, 5raddha, is the First Form of Devotion, "  p. 
1 55) . That is the reason in ancient India practice of righteousness, yama, 
observances, niyama, and devotion, bhakti, to a Personal God was given utmost 
importance at the foundation stages of spiritual life, the higher practices of 
meditation techniques and contemplation of the Principle were taught in a later 
stage. Now due to development of technologies and various other factors, the 
techniques are no more hidden ones, and again there is fear of extinction of 
hidden techniques. Due to hiding the techniques, distorted techniques also come 
up. Another factor is that a rare technique with a person or a master is not 
necessarily in a safe hand since all such masters are not genuine masters with a 
strong spiritual base. A fake master is one who does not know a proper technique 
but pretend and cheat others. We find another type who might knew a proper 
and rare technique but at the base is a big ego, we cannot say them as fake 
masters but these are masters with the techniques but without firmly being 
established in divinity. While the former types are to be rejected out rightly, it 
depends upon the seeker if he can learn the techniques from the later type 
masters since they knew the techniques. One example is the learning of Kaca, the 
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son of Guru Brhaspati, the Master of Gods. He went to Guru Sukracarya, the 
Master of the Demon King Br�aparva. Sukracarya has the knowledge of giving 
life to dead, mrtasaiijivanz, by which he was able to give life to the demons died 
in war with the gods. Kaea was able to learn the technique finally from him after 
being killed for the third time by the demons. But we have to remember that 
Kaea always revered his master Sukracarya though he differed with him on 
ideology and principle . So the path of a seeker becomes difficult but we have to 
remember that Mother Nature is there to balance all imbalances and a seeker's 
duty is to qualify him for the journey with noble faith, 5raddhii, auspicious desire, 
siva-sankalpa, and righteousness, yama, and the rest will follow. Without 
unconditional love and readiness to surrender everything to the God either in 
the form of a Personal God, the Cosmic Self or the Transcendental Self we shall 
always remain lost. Then only we can have access to Oneness, and see the Self in 
every being. If we are not able to practice oneness in multiplicity then that is no 
practice. Do we strongly aspire for this? Are we ready to reject the demands of 
our ego and attraction towards sense enjoyments? Do we try to cultivate 
unconditional love to the Cosmic Self, to all-beings? If the answers to these 
questions were "yes" then only a technique would help. Otherwise, a technique 
can help to a limited degree, may be giving us more power to strengthen our 
ego and thereby pushing us to bigger darkness. God of Death teaches to Naciketa, 

�urasya dharii nisitii duratyaya 
durgarh pathastatkavayo vadanti. ( Ka. U, 1.3 . 14) 

The seers, kavayalJ,, speak, vadanti, that path is difficult, durgarh pathalJ, tat, as 
of a sharpened, nisitii, razor's edge, k�urasya dharii,, and can be passed over with 
difficulty, duratyaya. 

Though difficult, this is not impossible. There are footprints of wise ones. We 
have to follow that. In the story of the Ya�apra8na in Mahabharata the Lord of 
Righteousness as Yak�a asked the crown prince Yudhi�thira, "ka panthalJ,, what is 
the route?" The crown prince replied, ''Vedas and other scriptures vary, the 
opinion of one sage cannot be taken as eventual truth, the Principle of Truth is 
hidden inside the cave, and we have to tread in the path through which the noble 
ones has traveled, mahajano yena gatalJ, sa panthalJ,. " Before us are the footprints 
of the saints and sages over the ages. Ifwe are confused we have to find the Truth 
that lies in the cave of intellect, we have to use our discrimination. This would 
tell us the right way. We have to listen to that discriminating intellect and not to 
our mind, which deludes us. The cave is above the Ajiia cakra, and we have to 
take our breath there. 

The Pathfinder: We require a pathfinder to progress in our spiritual journey. 
He who is a Siddha in his previous life ,  either a disembodied yogi, videha, or a 
yogi merged in Nature, prakrtilaya, for him samadhi is automatic , bhavapratyayalJ, 
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( Ygs., 1 . 19) . Such a soul is rare in this earth , but for majority of us we need self
effort, and in this process we need someone who can teach us the techniques 
and/or the principle . He shoul<l be a person who has walked at least some 
distance on this route . To find a master who is completely perfect is really a 
difficult one. A real perfect master is a one, who sees the Self in everybeing. 
Snmad Bhagavadffita speaks, 

bahunam janmanamante jiianavanmam prapadyate, 
viisudeval] sarvamiti sa mahatma sudurlabhal]. ( S Bg. , 7. 19)  

After the end of many births, bahunam janmanam ante, a wise man, jnanaviin, 
attains me, mam prapadyate, for whom that Vasudeva is all, viisudeva}J, sarvam iti. 
Such a great soul, sa mahatmii, is very rare, sudurlabha}J,. 

Vasudeva means the Self of all , who sits in the heart of all; sarvabhutaniviiso 'sti 
vasudeva namo 'stute, we bow down to Vasudeva who resides in all-beings. One 
who has realized every being as the Self he is a Wiseman. Many of us have this 
knowledge through scriptures but this is an indirect knowledge but one who has 
this knowledge by realization and is established in this knowledge is a rare one. 
How can we get such a rare person in our lives? Those who are blessed ones due 
to their previous noble actions they can get one Mahatma Buddha, Bhagavatpada 
Sri Sankaracarya or other such great souls, mahatmiirs, to guide them in their 
spiritual journey. But most of us prefer to live in a world of illusion ,  and we 
expect that the master we choose must be a Buddha or Sri Sankara. All the souls 
are in process of perfection and the same is also for most of the masters. They 
are walking in their path towards the Self, have some mastery and the degree of 
perfection varies. 

In the path of yoga a yogi experiences different states of mind, ci,tta, till the 
final dissolution of mind in the Self, known as the One and Only, kaivalyam. The 
seeker may find a teacher who is established in one of these states while traveling 
in the path . The scriptures describe seven states in the path of yoga. The seven 
states described in Yogaviisi$/ha as, 

sastrasajjanasamparkai}J, prajiiamadau vivardhayet, 
prathama bhumikai$okta yogasaiva ca yogi,na}J,. ( Ygv. , 6. 1 20. 1 ) 

Study of scriptures and contact with noble persons, siistrasajjanasamparkai}J,, 
that leads to the development of the discriminating intellect etc . ,  prajnamiidau 
vivardhayet, has been said as the first state , prathama bhumikai$oktii, of the yoga by 
the yogis, yogasaiva ca yogi,nalJ,. 

This state is named as good will , 5ubheccha. This is the first state of spiritual 
practice to develop the discriminating intellect. The practitioner tries to refrain 
from the sense enjoyments and develops noble virtues, engages in worshiping, 
good conduct, contact of saints and sages, studying scriptures, engages in austerities 
and spiritual practices. 
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vicarar_tadvit'iya syattrt'iya asanga bhavana, 
vilapan'i caturth'i syadvasanavilayatmika. ( Ygv. , 6.1 20.2) 

The mental analysis or contemplation, vicarar_ta, is the second state, dvitiya, 
the third state, is contemplation of non-attachment, asanga bhiivana, the state of 
lamentation, vilapan'i, is the fourth , caturth'i, and that state is the state of merger 
of desires, syiit vasana vilayiitmika. 

The second, third, and fourth states are also states of spiritual practice. In the 
second state known as viciirar_ta, the practitioner engages in intense spiritual 
practices, performs austerities, observes restraints and observances, engages in 
concentration and meditation. In the third state known as asanga bhavana, the 
practitioner develops non-attachment, rejects the state of being a doer and an 
enjoyer. In the fourth state known as vilapan'i, the practitioner gets free from 
desires. At the success in the fourth state the practitioner establishes in the state 
of yoga; the desires are thinned, the modifications of mind are halted. After that 
there is no danger to fall from the path . The rest states just follow. 

faddhasarhvinmayanandaritpa bhavati pancami, 
ardhasuptaprabuddhabho Jivanmukto atra t�thati. ( Ibid . ,  6. 1 20.3) 

The fifth state, pancam'i, becomes, bhavati, full of pure consciousness, faddha 
sarhvit maya and form of bliss, ananda ritpa. The liberated one, fi,vanmukto, stays 
here, atra ti$/hati, in the state of half-sleep and in knowledge , ardhasupta
prabuddhabho. 

svasarhvedanaritpa ca $�/h'i bhavati bhumikii, 
anandaikaghanakara su$uptasadr$asthitilJ,. ( Ibid . ,  6. 1 20.4) 

The sixth state, $�/h'i bhumika, becomes, bhavati, the form of feeling the Self, 
sva sarhvedana ritpa ca. This is the concentrated form of Bliss, anandaikaghanakara, 
and the state appears like deep sleep, SU$uptasadr$asthitilJ,. 

turyavasthopasantatha muktireveha kevalam, 
samata svacchata soumya saptam'i bhumika bhavet. ( Ibid. ,  6. 1 20.4) 

The seventh state, saptam'i bhumikii, becomes, bhavet, the state ·of equanimity, 
samata, purity, svacchata, and charming gentleness, soumya. This is the peaceful 
state ofTuriya, turyavasthopaiantatha, and is the state of only liberation, muktireveha 
kevalam. 

Very often a term yogabhr�ta is used for some evolved souls who then are 
engaged in enjoyments or in ego satisfaction. Yogabhr�ta means one who is 
deviated from the path of yoga or fallen from the path of yoga. Till a yogi has not 
crossed the fourth state there lays the danger to fall down due to previous karmor 
s. Such persons get a good birth and enjoyments. However, due to the previous 
spiritual practice they will ascend again in the spiritual ladder in the same birth 
or in subsequent births. However, a common man must revere a yogabhr�ta 
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even though the said yogi has erred or fallen from the path. Sometimes a yogabhr�ta 
while in process of downfall can even act as a spiritual master. If the master a 
seeker selects has crossed the fourth state then the seeker is almost under the 
supervision of a real master. But if the master is a yogabhr�ta and again is in the 
process of downfall, then it becomes really difficult for the seeker. The problem 
with most of the seekers is that it becomes really difficult to judge a master in the 
beginning. But we must have our goal in our mind and must not forget that. 
Whatever we can learn from a master we should learn and then with all humility 
and reverence to the master from whom we have learned something, we should 
proceed further. As a bee moves from flower to flower in search of honey, a 
disciple can move from one master to other master in search of knowledge . 

We discussed that even a highly evolved person can err until he has not reached 
complete perfection. To err is human. But one must not repeat the error and 
must undergo self-purification austerities for the mistake committed. But those 
who are in the process of repeating mistakes and does not repent for these, they 
should be avoided. We must accept the realities of life .  For most of the disciples 
of a master, their master is second to none; he is an incarnation, avatiira, of God 
or at least a realized master, sadguru. With so many masters around and the 
claim of their disciples, how can it be possible that there are so many incarnations 
or so many realized masters? This goes against the rulings of the scriptures, of 
course according to Vedanta all beings are none but the Self and there is no 
duality but certainly the claim of the disciples is not in the line of the teachings of 
Vedanta. In this way they create problems for themselves, for their masters and 
for the society. 

We have to be very practical in our approach with both the feet firm on the 
ground. We should not live in an imaginary world. While I was at Sitaramai:ii 
Cave Ashram at Baijnath Dham in Himachal Pradesh for my meditation practice ,  
i n  a celebration offering tributes to a monk, one old disciple o f  Brahmalina 
Swami Harihara Tirthaji Maharaj (Swami Harihara Tirthaji was a revered monk 
in Rishikesh) said, ''We are always in process of comparing these young ascetics 
with our Gurudev Hariharaji Maharaj and disapprove the status of these monks. 
Why don't we compare them with ourselves? I see everyday they get up from bed 
between 3 AM to 4 AM before the dawn, take bath in this cold weather and then sit 
for their meditation , repetition of mantras or other spiritual practices. They do 
their self-study, meditation and contemplation. No one asks them to do it. They 
are practicing sexual restraint,  brahmacarya, and have shown courage for 
renunciation. While walking in the path some might have encounterd a failure 
but still then they are continuing. But we are engaged with our own selfish interests 
and our prayers are also for fulfilling our selfish motives. They are far elevated 
from our status in spiritualism and whatever we can learn from them we should 
learn rather than trying to find fault. " That old devotee has passed away, but how 
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realistic was his approach. We have to find a master who can at least teach us 
some preliminaries and should not wait for an angel to descend. Simultaneously 
we have to see that the person we choose fulfills the minimum criteria. 

A true master never propagates that he is a realized one. My master learned 
from Prabhuji that Sriyuktdvaraji used to say, "I am not yet realized. " Such 
masters reveal their state to a select few. But we find some present day masters 
who are self-proclaimed incarnations or self-proclaimed Paramaharhsas 
(paramaharhsa is a highest title in the monk order bestowed by one's Guru or 
one of the Sankaracaryas but in actuality this is a state of divinity where the monk 
remains in Turi ya state) . The general behavior found in these fake types of 
masters is intolerance towards others though outwardly they project themselves 
as very kind and compassionate.  So one can detect such persons, if he is vigilant 
and not emotionally biased. In present days we find so many Sankaracaryas and 
there is no statistics about their exact number. There are only four Sankara
pztha-s (seats) established by Bhagatpada Sri Sankaracarya, so we should have 
four Saiikaracaryas. For two or three sub-pithas the number increases to a 
maximum of seven, and again there are some retired ones but can use the title. 
In this way in a given time the maximum number should not be more than 
twenty. But due to the self-manifested Saiikaracaryas the number goes high, may 
be the number is doubled. Of course Indian society does not recognize them but 
they are able to name their ashrams as pitha-'l. and create a small group around 
them. Similarly, there may be some spiritual masters but at the base there may 
not be any spiritualism. We need not be disappointed due to these since this is 
the way of nature. There are also Kriya-masters without knowing Kriya-yoga. 
Some teach loosening exercise, sithiukarar:ta vyayama, as Kriya-yoga, some others 
teach body-cleansing techniques, faddhikarar.ta kriyll-s, as Kriya-yoga. Everyone 
should practice loosening exercises and body-cleaning techniques since these 
are good for health and preparatory in nature for Kriya-meditation; these are 
yogic kriyas of Hatha-yoga but should not be taught in the name of Kriya-yoga 
meditation to cheat. Again some others knew only preliminaries of the Kriya
yoga, some even not learned and practiced in a proper way but teach. Again 
these are the ways of the Nature. Swami Vivekananda once said, 'We find imitations 
because there is gold. Imitations prove that gold exists. Similarly, the presence 
of so many pseudo-prophets is proof of the presence of prophets. " If one meets 
the general monks in India, finds that ninety-nine percent of them are noble 
souls practicing austerities, renunciation, discrimination and devotion, engaged 
in soul culture and in process of acquiring the Knowledge. But about the masters 
and choosing one, a seeker has to be very careful. 

Among these entire spectra, one has to find a person to learn the principle 
and the techniques. When I met my master and discussed with him for the first 
time he told me, "you have to learn alphabets, a schoolteacher can teach you. 
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But you are in search of a university professor. Come tomorrow, and learn the 
techniques. Later you can get a professor when you pass the school. "  

A general health behavior among u s  Indians i s  that a large mass does not have 
any personal physician. When one is ill he visits any physician or even a quack 
and next time to some other physician. Or else one may visit a particular physician 
and cling to him even if he is not cured for long. Even one may be cured by a 
quack. But all these health behaviors show foolishness. It is good to visit a 
particular physician so that he would have your health history but at the same 
time if one is not cured for long time even after sincerely following the physician, 
he must find out some one better. Similarly in the spiritual field people visit to 
any monk, listen to any body's discourses, follow any religious teacher. Then 
those persons, who accept a master, cling to him all the life without evaluating 
their progress. Listening and visiting can increase the knowledge but practice 
should be done under the guidance of one at least for a particular period of 
time. Then one must be sincere and truthful to the teachings and practice . If 
then he is not progressing, then he should evaluate the whole process. 

Once one accepts a master it is most important to have reverence to the master 
and the techniques. Without this one cannot put his heart to the practice, and a 
mechanical practice would give very limited result. Practicing something without 
believing is no practice. But this reverence, belief or devotion should not be a 
blind one . This should be based on discrimination. We need a guru but not 
gurudom, a term often used for "manipulation of disciples by a so-called guru. " A 
guru makes one liberated and does not put one in bondage. But again some 
disciples feel that following righteousness, yama, and observances, niyama, are 
bondage. Such disciples lack basic qualifications to walk in the path. 

Sri Ramakr�1.1a Paramaha.Ihsa used to say his disciples to test their guru. When 
one finds his master as a perfect one then his faith becomes manifold and very 
strong. Of course we are not going to find one Sri Ramakf�1.1a or Sriyukte5varaji 
in all periods of time. But we can find a master who can make us travel at least 
some distance in right direction. Even if the master is not a perfect one but if 
there is sincerity, noble faith, righteousness and observances of spiritual detections 
etc. by the disciple then Mother Nature, the Siddhas and other celestial powers 
in the subtle world take care. We get a master according to our own karma or 
actions in our past lives. 

A master is not different from us. A master is the Principle. Thinking of a 
physical body as a master and a master as a physical body is not correct. Master 
is the Self. He is not different from us. Our master is sitting inside at the cave of 
the intellect above the Ajfta cakra. When we shall be able to find Him within then 
our journey would be smooth. For that we have to follow our breath and then 
our subtle priir_ia. Our breath is our immediate master. However we should have 
a master with a physical body from whom we should learn the techniques, 
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otheIWise a practitioner may fall into very difficult situations if he practices simply 
on reading a book. 

PREPARING THE GROSS BODY 
First we have to remember that the Kriya-meditation is based on breath. So as 
long as one is breathing, one can practice even if one is lying sick in bed. But for 
active and sincere practice we need a healthy body. So body cleansing techniques, 
yogic postures, asanars, and yogic exercises were developed for this purpose. 
They are many and nowadays very popular. One can follow one schedule according 
to his suitability and physical need, and the Kriya-yoga tradition does not interfere 
with it. These are complementary to the kriya-practice . Whose daily work involves 
physical labor like working in the field for agriculture etc .  or manual labor in an 
industry, they need not go for these exercises until and unless there is a specific 
need to cure a disease or for a particular organ or limb. They should directly 
come for kriya practice. Others should try first if they can do some manual labor 
like gardening, giving manual labor for some social purposes like cleaning the 
environment in the area or helping others in need, cleaning their own houses, 
utensils and cloths, etc . ,  so that simultaneous to our physical exercise some 
productive work is done. These give more satisfaction than simple physical exercise. 
While doing physical work if one learns to become aware about his breath and 
the subtle vital currents in the body, then his work becomes a meditation. However 
all should learn the yogic exercises and those who are not engaged in manual 
labor they should practice yogic exercises everyday. 

Energization Exercises: Paramaharhsa Yogananda has developed Energization 
Exercises to train the body for meditation. These techni9ues are generally not 
taught in the lineages stemming from other disciples of Sriyukte8varaji or from 
different lineages of Sri Lahi<;li Maha8aya. Since Paramaharhsa Yogananda had 
developed these exercises, these are not under the original basic techniques as 
taught by Sri Llhi<;li Mahasaya, but the principle behind it is the same, i .e . ,  
awareness of the prii1J.a. A teacher who knows the principles of addition and 
subtraction in mathematics he can form many exercises for his pupils on addition 
and subtraction for their practice. The Energization Exercises of Paramaharhsa 
Yogananda is correlating will and vital energy via exercises exerting tension on a 
body part and then relaxing. One can learn them from Yogada Satsaiiga Lessons. 

Kriyi Hath.a-yoga: One can also resort to traditional yogic exercises and yogic 
postures, yogiisanars, taught under Hatha-yoga. A yogic posture is designed in 
such a way that when we practice a posture we can mark tl1at in case of foiward 
bending breath expels out and in case of backward bending breath enters in, 
though the practitioner may not be aware about this. This is called pasciit 
prii'IJ.iiyiima; pascal means secondary or backward, and here the breathing 
technique is done automatically without the consciousness of the practitioner. 
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Then after a period of practice the practitioner becomes aware. We need to start 
with the breathing awareness from the beginning. Ha!ha-yoga done with breathing 
awareness is called Kriya Ha!ha-yoga. Then in the next step in Kriya Hatha-yoga 
is the awareness of subtle vital movements or Prfu:lic currents within the body 
while attaining, remaining or retracting from a posture. During the stay at the 
posture we should observe vital energy, prii'Y}a, in the part of the body to which 
the energy is directed. The practitioner finds that in a perticular posture or in a 
yogic exercise , the prar:iic energy is directed to a particular region or regions of 
the body and can feel those regions are contracting and expanding; can feel that 
those regions are vibrating with the life-force. This observation or subtle breath 
awareness recharges the body and after the session, the practictioner does not 
feel any tiredness, rather feels more energetic. Another aspect in the Kriya Hatha
yoga is the awareness of the energy centers, cakra-s, to which the life-force is 
directed. These three aspects, viz. ,  breath-awareness, subtle energy awareness in 
body parts and cakra awareness make the Kriya Hatha-yoga different and advanced 
from the traditional Hatha-yoga. It is a positive development that many of the 
traditional Hatha-yoga schools are adopting the breath awareness and cakra 
awareness to the postures. Hence the differences between Hatha-yoga and Kriya 
Hatha-yoga minimise. 

As such the Kriya Hatha-yoga is not under the traditional Kriya-yoga practices. 
Practitioners of Kriya-yoga were practicing traditional Hatha-yoga postures with 
breath-awareness, cakra awareness and feeling vibrations in body parts, and later 
a name was given to it as Kriya Ha!ha-yoga. One can go to any Ha!ha-yoga school, 
learn a set of postures according to his need but should add breath-awareness, 
awareness of cakrars and awareness of the subtle breath within the body. Some 
amount of practice would lead the practitioner to be able to observe these. Once 
a practitioner learns the Hamsa Sadhana and Vyana VIk�aQ.a techniques then 
awareness of breath and awareness of subtle breath inside body and cakrars become 
very easy. 

Siiryanamaskira: Before practice of yogic postures, yogiisana-s, one should 
practice yogic vyiiyiima-s or exercises. Yogiisanars when done in quick succession 
without staying for a period in a posture then this becomes yogic vyiiyiima, and 
are commonly known as loosening exercise, Sithilikara'Y}a vyiiyiima. Salutations to 
the Sun, suryanamaskiira, is the best form of yogic vyiiyama. This takes away the 
lethargy, makes the entire body flexible, increases the plasticity of spine and 
prepares the body for further yogiisanars and pra'T)ayiima. This has additional 
effect of devotion since this is done with chanting of twelve mantras for twelve 
rounds of practice and each mantra is a name of the Sun-god prefixed with 
Pra'T)ava sound Om and a seed sound, Bija mantra, like Hrarh, Hnrh, Hritrh, Hrairh, 
Hraurh, or HralJ,. In another system, only Om and Hnrh are prefixed to names of 
the Sun-god. These sound vibrations create strong but subtle prclQ.ic vibrations 
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throughout the body. Like syllable Om or Pra1}-ava, syllable Hrim is also very 
important constituting letters h, r, and z, and anusviiraly,. The anusviiraly, is the 
nasal sound that always belongs to a preceding vowel, added to it. This Hrim is 
called fokti pra7J.ava. Letter-h represents Siva, letter-z represents Sakti and letter
r represents fire, light or manifestation . The nasal sound anusviiraly, that follows 
the vowel-z, sends the strong vital vibrations within the body. Faith, devotion and 
Prat:iic energy rejuvenates the entire body, organs, systems, and nerve centers. 
Each name of the Sun-god has a meaning, e .g. , mitra means "friend,"  and these 
names meant for instilling those qualities within us. Some do suryanamaskiira in 
twelve steps and others in ten steps. The twelve-step suryanamaskiira is a yogic 
exercise in combination of yogiisana-s like Namaskara mudrii, Ardhacakrasana, 
Padahastasana, ASvasancalanasana, Dvipadasana or DaQ.c;lasana, Sasankasana, 
�µinga mudrii or Sa!jµiilga Namaskara, Bhujangasana, and Parvatasana. In ten
step practice, steps containing Sasankasana are dropped. Each step is associated 
with practice of inhalation or exhalation . 

Sithilikar8.l).a Vyayama: Though suryanamaskiira is a full proof exercise , one 
can select another set of loosening exercises, sithilikara7J.a vyiiyiima. Here care 
should be taken to loosen toes, ankles, knees, leg joints, waist, fingers, wrists, 
calves, shoulders, neck, limbs and body. There are various sets of such exercise 
packages and one can follow a standard package. One can follow the exercises 
like hands stretching, wrist rotation,  shoulder rotation, hands front and back 
movement, chest muscle exercises, toes movement, ankle rotation, loosening 
knee joints, stretching and rotation of hip joints, jogging, forward and backward 
bending, twisting the waist, back stretch movement like a tiger, rotating the body 
from waist, neck rotation ,  alternate leg lifting in supine position , and leg 
movements and body movements in Pavanamuktasana etc.  Whenever possible 
except exercises like jogging, each exercise must include long inhalation and 
exhalation practice along with it or else at least breath awareness in case of 
exercises like ankle rotation or wrist rotation etc. We can give fifteen minutes to 
half an hour for sithilikara7J.a vyiiyiima depending upon age, life style and time in 
hand. 

Yogisanas: After sithilikara7J.a vyiiyiima and/ or suryanamaskiira one should practice 
yogiisana-s for fifteen minutes to half-an-hour. There are eighty-four basic postures 
and nowadays due to permutations, combinations and modifications we find 
around three hundred postures in different schools and new age books on 
postures .  But our aim is to keep our body healthy and fit for meditation . 
Accordingly we should choose the postures. However in case of a definite need 
following a disease, a certain set of postures can be chosen as therapy. In general, 
emphasis should be given on those postures that make our spine flexible and a 
long sitting capability. We have to choose forward bending, backward bending, 
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side bending and spine twisting postures. It is good to start with standing postures 
followed by lying down postures and then sitting postures. Ardhacakrasana, 
Padahastasana, and Ardhakaticakrasana can be chosen as standing postures. 
Bhujangasana, Salabhasana, Dhanurasana, Sarvangasana, Matsyasana, Halasana, 
and Cakrasana can be chosen as lying-down postures. Ekapada-pascimottanasana, 
Pa§cimottanasana, U1?trasana, Ardhamatsyendrasana, and Yogamudra can be 
chosen as sitting postures. In-between one can take rest either in Savasana or in 
Makarasana. We have to remember that in Kriya Hatha-yoga practice long 
inhalation with backward bending, long exhalation with forward bending, and 
breath-awareness while staying in a posture is very important. Also important is 
to be aware of movements of vital energy within our body parts and cakra-s. 

Yoganidri: The term yoganidra or yogic sleep has much wider meaning, and on 
actuality this refers to samiidhi. In deep sleep state there is no mind since the 
mind is absorbed into the prii?J,a. This happens in tamas. In the yogic sleep the 
mind is also absorbed into the prii?J,a but in sattua, here the practitioner is being 
aware of it. So Samadhi and Yoganidra are synonymous. Yoganidra is described 
as, yogafrittavrtti nirodhalak$a?J,a"IJ, samadhistadrupa nidra, whe n  actions or 
modifications of mind are halted that is  called yoga, that is Samadhi and that 
state is Yogan idra. Upani1?ads speak of the Yoganidra as: "foddhadvaita
jiitf,yasahajamanaskayoganidrakhar:uf,anandapadanuffrtva (MBU, 2.5) , pure, fuddha, 
non-dual, advaita, without dullness of consciousness, ajiitf,ya, natural, sahaja, 
without thoughts, amanaska, the state that follows the uninterrupted bliss, 
akha?J,<f,iinandapadanubrtva, i s  called yoganidra,  yoganidra. " H owever,  the 
Yoganidra described below here is only a step towards this greater Yoganidra 
known as State of Bliss. 

Yoganidra or the yogic sleep practiced in general is a technique of body 
relaxation. This technique is different from Savasana, i .e . ,  corpse posture. This 
is an advanced form of corpse posture with the awareness of subtle pra?J,a in the 
form of vibrations throughout the body. Similarity in both cases is that one has 
to lie supine on the ground with hands and feet apart and then allowing the 
whole body to relax. No part of the body should be tense . Concentration should 
be moved from toes to head allowing each part to relax. Here in case of Savasana 
autosuggestion can be given to relax the body parts. In case of Yoganidra while 
moving the concentration it is just to be aware of the subtle vital energy in the 
part of the concentration. Famous Yogi Brahmalina Swami Satyananda Saraswati 
of Bihar School of Yoga, Munger, made Yoganidra technique very popular. 
However, his Yoganidra techniques are based on many imaginations; may be 
this was developed keeping in view of particular audiences, and one can see the 
technique taught by him in his book titled Yoganidrii. In the opinion of the present 
author, that technique is very much helpful to prisoners, psychic patients and 
persons with restless mind, hence the effort is laudable because they need special 
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care. A beginner can also start with that technique . But those who want higher 
spiritual goal to pursuit they should avoid imaginations as much as possible. So 
the technique we suggest is very simple without imaginations and easy to practice 
for all. 
The Technique: First take a deep breath in corpse posture and then be aware 
of your breath. Next just move your concentration from toe to head. One may 
not feel the vibrations in the body parts in the beginning, and may be for him 
this is an experience of light on the part of concentration. Feeling that light is 
also relaxing. Then after a period of practice one can feel subtle vibrations in 
the body. Those who has learned the "Harhsa Sadhana" technique and are 
practicing, they can feel the vibrations from the beginning on the very first day. 
Our body though seems to be a solid mass but it is always vibrating and humming. 
All cells are vibrating, within the cells molecules are vibrating, atoms are vibrating 
and even sub-atomic particles are vibrating. We have to feel that. More and 
more our mind becomes calm we are able to feel it. This is feeling the vital air 
pervading in the entire body known as vyana viiyu. For the beginners it is good if 
they have a guide to instruct. Simple instructions can be given, viz. ,  "concentrate 
on your left big toe and feel , "  then after a pause next instruction comes as 
"concentrate on your left toes and feel, " then "concentrate on your left sole and 
feel,"  "concentrate on your left foot and feel,"  "concentrate on your left ankle 
and feel,"  and so on. After the left leg then concentration should be directed to 
right leg, then to hips, waist and back, then to lower abdomen, abdomen and 
chest, then to left hand followed by right hand, then neck, then different parts of 
the face and head. Pause should be given to concentrate and feel each part and 
the whole exercise takes a minimum duration of twenty minutes. One can do it for 
an hour also. To end the process, instructions should be given to take long and 
deep breath, move the eyeballs and then move the body to left and right gently. 

This is a very relaxing process and at the end of yogic exercises and postures 
or Kriya Ha!ha-yoga, this can be given in lieu of rest in Savasana. My experience 
is that the participants of a yoga camp feel this very relaxing and most of the new 
participants sleep and some even start snoring as if they have not slept for long. 
Even an old practitioner if tired very much can sleep. In this fast moving world, 
most persons do not know how to relax or sleep properly. When one sleeps then 
this is not Yoganidra. But to sleep for the beginners is okay, anyhow they relax 
and later they learn gradually to relax awake. 

NABHI KRIYA. 
Nabhi Kriya is a preparatory technique of the Kriya-yoga meditation and is not 
taught under the core techniques. Many of the present days Kriya-yoga masters 
don ' t  teach this. However some Kriy.1-yoga masters and some masters from other 
lineages teach this technique. The present author learned that some masters are 
teaching loosening exercises, sithili,karar:ia vyiiyiima-s, having effect on upper 
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abdomen, lower abdomen, umbilicus and waist region as Nabhi Kriya. They 
teach mostly alternate leg lifting in supine position, leg movements and body 
movements in Pavana Muktasana Kriya, exercises made out of Ardhacakrasana, 
Padahastasana, Ardhakaticakrasan a, E kapada-pascimo ttan asana, and Pas
cimottanasana without using these names. These are exercises of Kriya Hatha
yoga since they teach these with inhalations and exhalations. Though these are 
good yogic exercises, have positive effect on the visceral organs but so far the 
knowledge of the present author goes these do not come under the Nabhi Kriya 
taught in the Kriya-yoga tradition . 

In Hatha-yoga traditions U</,lfiyiina or concave depression of abdomen and 
Nauli Ciilana or movements of abdominal recti muscles, rectus abdominis, which 
forms the front linear wall of the abdominal cavity, are known as Nabhi Kriya. 
This helps in digestion ,  stimulates appetite , cures abdominal diseases and 
promotes health of all organs of abdominal viscera. We also find a technique 
described by Paramahamsa Nigamananda in his book Yogi Guru and also by 
Swami Sivananda and other yogis. Here the practitioner is advised to bind the 
navel and lower abdominal region with a cloth about three meters long and 
about twenty centimeters wide so that the lower abdominal cavity is compressed. 
Then the practitioner is asked to inhale and retain the breath for a period and 
then release. Though they had not referred this as Nabhi Kriya but some also 
refer such a practice of Hatha-yoga tradition as Nabhi Kriya. The Nabhi Kriya in 
Kriya-yoga is rather a simpler one to practice. 

Technique-Step I: The Nabhi Kriya of Kriya-yoga tradition has two parts. The 
first part is a body cleansing breath technique. This is done in sitting posture 
keeping the spine straight. Nowadays Kapalabhati technique is very familiar due 
to electronic media and the effort of famous yogi Baba Ramadeva. The first part 
of Nabhi Kriya has similarity with the Kapalabhati so far the breathing technique 
is concerned. The extra part is here the practitioner concentrates at MaQ.ipfua 
cakra while practicing. MaQ.ipiira cakra is important since it is the center where 
higher and lower mental currents collide. Then while exhaling the practitioner 
contracts the abdomen by pressing the umbilicus with thumb and/ or forefingers 
of both hands. In this way there is a stimulating effect on the nerves in the 
umbilicus region and on the solar plexus. This technique cleans the blood by 
expelling carbon dioxide, more oxygenated blood makes the body fluid from 
acidic to alkaline, activates brain cells, stimulates abdominal organs, diaphragm 
and thoracic organs. The important aspect here along with Kapalabhati is the 
concentration at MaQ.ipiira and pressing the umbilicus. After some rounds of 
practice the practitioner takes a long and deep breath and then comes to a state 
of near breath suspension , which means there is very slow and mild breath. This 
leads the mind to calm down and due to concentration at Mal).ipflra the 
practitioner feels the vibrations at the center. Some practitioners may not feel 
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the vibrations at Mai:iiptlra but can feel at umbilicus, and then they can practice 
concentration at Mai:iiptlra and transfer the feeling of vibration from the umbilicus 
region to Mai:iiptlra. 

Step II: Now the practitioner proceeds to the second step ofNabhi Kriya. Mentally 
the practitioner repeats the sacred syllable Om along with the vibrations at the 
lumber center, Mai:iiptlra. In this way he concentrates his mind with the help of 
sound Om and vibrations at the lumber center . After going through some rounds 
at Mai:iiptlra he can climb up to Anahata to feel the same. Then he ascends to 
Visuddha and i\jna cakr0rs. From Ajna he comes down to Mtlladhara attending 
each center in between and repeating the same process in all the centers, and 
then from Mtlladhara climbs to Svadh i�J:.hana to finish at Mar:iiptlra (Fig. 5 . 1 ) .  

Our mind is like a monkey and i t  does not like to stay at one place . Forcing 
the mind makes it more violent, it must be controlled indirectly. Here we give 
the options of Om along with vibrations and different centers to the mind so that 
we train it to bring from hundred objects in to a few. Moreover the process 
energizes each center. 

A Variation: We find another version of this technique taught in Kriya-yoga by 
some masters. Here they don 't  teach the first part. They begin with a sitting 
posture and press the chin against the base of the throat, then concentrate at 
Mai:iipiira and chant Om men tally up to hundred and eigh t  counts .  The 
practitioners can take the help of a rosary for counting. Then they lift the chin 
and tilt the head towards the back, concentrate at the i\jna cakra and chant few 
rounds of Om. 

If we evaluate this technique then pressing the chin down comes under 
Jalandhara bandha of traditional Hatha-yoga. A bandha or lock takes to a state of 
retention of breath, kumbhaka, of course here there is no complete retention. If 
this is not preceded either by long and deep breath ing exercises or by the 
breathing exercises like those of Kapalabhati and Bhastrika, then practicing 
concentration in chin down position for long would lead to gradual accumulation 
of carbon dioxide in body fluids, which is not good for health. The minds of 
persons with accumulated carbon dioxide in body become irritable.  So when it 
is not preceded by breathing exercises, the practitioner should not lock the chin ; 
however if preceded by breathing exercises then one can practice with the chin 
down. 

The reason many present day Kriya-yoga masters do not teach the technique 
of Nabhi Kriya may be keeping in view that a practitioner gets similar benefits 
from other Kriya-yoga techniques. In Guru Prai:iama technique there is retention 
of breath and bowing down. In Mahamudra techniques there is alternate 
compression of left and right abdominal cavity and then compression of total 
abdominal cavity followed by inhalation and stretching. These techniques take 
care of the health of visceral organs and arousal of Prai:ia inside the spine. 
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Sah asrira Ca kra 

Ajoi Ca kra 

Visuddha Ca kra 

Anihata Cakra 

Mar:- ipura Cakra 

Svidh�hina Cakra 

M u la dha ra Cakra 

Fig. 5. 1 .  The Nabhi Kriya, Step II. 
Moreover, a practitioner meditates at all the cakrrrs in Guru Prar:iama and Kriya
meditation. He can take the help of Om and vibrations for meditation at each 
center in these techniques. Hence all the effects of Nabhi Kriya are taken care. In 
this way with practice of Guru Prar:iama, Mahamudra, Kriya-breath and Kriya
meditation there is no need for separately practicing Nabhi Kriya. However, a 
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practitioner can meditate more at MaQ.ipiira if feels stiffness at that the center. 
But before learning the techniques of Guru PraQ.ama, Mahamudra, Kriya-breath, 
and Kriya-meditation, it is good and beneficial for one to practice Nabhi Kriya. 

KHECARi MUDRA 

This is the first technique taught under the Kriya-yoga traditions. This is also 
called Nabho mudra. The letter-kha means space or ether. One who moves in the 
sky, viz . ,  a bird, a cloud, the wind, the sun, the moon, a planet and celestial 
beings like a gandharoa is called khecara. Khecaii is the feminine aspect or the 
energy aspect of that moves in the sky. One of the names of the Divine Mother 
Durga is also Khecari . Khecari is the vital energy that moves in the ether. Nabha!J, 
is also another name of the sky. Here in this technique the tongue is rolled up, so 
that one keeps silence. Before the speech is articulated, this appears in the form 
of thoughts in the mind. These thoughts are nothing but subtle sounds and the 
sounds come from the subtle ether element. Now by rolling up the tongue a 
practitioner sends the thought waves back to the ether. This is a way of having 
mastery over the mind. So it is said, 

cittarh carati khe yasmajjihva carati khe yatalJ,, 
teneyarh khecaii mudrii, saroasiddhanamask'[ta. ( YCU, 55) 

or 

cittarh carati khe yasmajjihva bhavati khe gata, 
tena�ii, khecaii nama mudra siddhanamask'[ta. (Db. U, 82 and 83) 

Whose mind moves in the ether, cittarh carati khe yasmat, and whose tongue 
moves in the space (here keeping the tongue in posterior nasal cavity, kapala 
kuhara, above the palate is referred as movement of tongue in space) , jihvii, 
carati khe yata!J,, that is the KhecarI mudra, teneyarh khecari mudra, saluted by all the 
Siddhas, saroasiddhanamaskrtii. 

Tongue, the Most Important Organ: Tongue is one of the most important organs 
of our body. We loose maximum energy through our tongue. If one evaluates 
the activities in a day he/she might notice that it was unnecessary gossiping, 
loose talks that dominates all other activities, and this is not at all required. Due 
to our tongue we create friends and due to the same tongue we create enemies. 
This tongue is a double-edged sword and we must know how to utilize it properly. 
If we practice KhecarI mudrii, then we shall be able to do that. First we shall learn 
to restrain our speech. When we remain rolling our tongue up and back, and a 
thought comes, we are able to analyze and evaluate it; and then we learn if it 
should at all be pronounced or not. Over a period we learn to be judicious in 
using our words and in the process we save a lot of vital energy. As an organ of 
speech, the tongue is related to Vi§uddha cakra. Again the tongue is also an 
organ of taste , and taste is related to the sex center, i .e . ,  the second cakra, 
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Svadhi�thana. Controlling taste, controlling sex and controlling speech are the 
major aspects in controlling the mind and growth in spiritual path. These are 
the reasons for which the Khecari mudrii has been given so much importance in 
yogic practices. Again we find that over the ages, many myths and misconceptions 
have been gathered around this simple practice. 

The Technique in the Scriptures: Practicing this mudrii is very simple and one 
can achieve success easily only if he practices sincerely. The technique; ofKhecari 
mudrii is described as, 

kapiilakuhare jihvii prav�tii viparitagii, 
bhruvorantargatii dr�timudrii bhavati khecari. ( YCU, 52; GS, 1 .62) 

When the tongue, jihvii, in a reverse order, viparitagii, is entered inside the 
Kapa.Ia Kuhara (posterior nasal cavity above the palate) , kapiilakuhare pravi�fii, 
and the attention is fixed in the space between the eyebrows, bhruvorantargatii 
df$fi, that becomes the Khecari mudrii, mudrii bhavati khecari. 

The same has been told in another place as, 

anta/J}wpiilakuhare jihviirh vyiivrtya dhiirayet, 
bhritmadhyadr�firapyeyii mudrii bhavati khecari. ( ITU, 1 1 7 and 1 1 8) 

One should keep, dhiirayet, the tongue, jihviim, covering, vyiivrtya, the inside 
of posterior nasal cavity above the palate, anta}Jkapiilakuhare, fixing the gaze 
inside the space between two eyebrows, bhritmadhyadr�firapye�ii, that becomes the 
Khecari mudrii, mudrii bhavati khecari. 

Technique of Khecari, Success and Experiences: The present author has taken 
only five months to achieve success. Though I learned this technique in last week 
of January 1 994 but I was just rolling up the tongue only during the meditation 
hours and my meditation was also not very regular in early days. I took a resolve 
for success and started practicing Khecari from fifth of August 2002 sincerely in 
my master's ashram at Rishikesh, and then in two occasions till October 2002 I 
felt little pain because of minor injury caused to frenum due to strain on rolling 
up. In October 2002 my tongue touched the uvula and on fifth of January 2003 

the tongue entered through the uvula passage. I felt breathlessness and little 
uncomfortable. From twenty-fifth of January 2003 the tongue entered through 
uvula passage and remained in posterior nasal cavity and I was able to breathe 
and remain in a comfortable state. On the next day the tongue touched the 
partition of anterior left and right nasal cavity, and also touched the base of the 
skull. For first few days the uvula passage was tight and later the tongue remained 
normally as it remains in mouth cavity. This made the breath very normal. The 
present author knows many practitioners who achieved success in this technique, 
and even knows a young ascetic who is able to achieve success within a month. He 
also knows a person who is casualy practicing this technique since last forty years 
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Talavya Kriya 

Pituitary 

Kheean Mudra 

(b) 
Fig. 5.2. (a) Talavya Kriya and Khecari mudra; (b) Mouth opened to show Khecari mudra. 
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without success because of his talkative nature and this man can give you a nice 
lecture on the mudrii. So what is important is the practice and the speech restraint. 

Just roll back your tongue up and push it inside. No need to use your hand or 
fingers. Just push your tongue up and back. Try to do this through out the day 
and not just during one-hour meditation. When you don' t  need to talk, don't  
take food or not in sleep you can practice this technique, and you can do this 
while doing other works. You must not have any bad habits like smoking, chewing 
tobacco or drinking alcohol, etc. These damage the tongue, makes it keratinous, 
forms ulcers and the tongue loses its elasticity. Younger persons can get success 
easily than the older ones. While pushing your tongue up and back it would 
touch hard palate, then soft palate, then touch the uvula, cross the uvula passage, 
come to the upper surface of soft palate and finally lie in the posterior nasal 
cavity above the palate, kapiil.a kuhara, and then touch the partition wall of anterior 
left and right nasal cavity. Even you can learn to block left or right nasal pits 
from inside and touch the base of the skull by your tongue. 

While practicing you may feel strain in frenum lingua. This is a septum in 
lower part of the front portion of our tongue joining the tongue with base of the 
mouth. Even minor injury to the frenum lingua may occur and that would heal 
naturally if the practitioner does not suffer from diseases like high blood sugar 
or blood urea, etc. From the experience of the present author he learned the 
following. During the initial days of practice of rolling tongue back and up mouth·  
is filled with salivary juices, and during the meditation so much juices are secreted 
that frequently the practitioner has to swallow it or else it flows down through the 
mouth. The taste of the juice varies, sometimes it is salty, sometimes sweet, 
sometimes as if the juice is mixed with ghee and sometimes there is aromatic 
smell in the juice. When the tongue enters the nasal cavity through uvula passage 
the taste is generally salty and later changes to that of mixed with ghee. While the 
practitioner is nearing success, i .e. ,  the tongue entering though uvula passage, 
he feels breathlessness during the practice. Then for few days the same breathl�ss 
condition prevails while practicing. Initially this may be little uncomfortable and 
the practitioner may develop fear since the passage would remain tight for few 
days but one need not fear. Then the tongue remains in the posterior nasal 
cavity comfortably as it remains in the mouth cavity. If the practitioner is practicing 
Kriya breath techniques and Kriya-meditation simultaneously with the practice 
of the mudrii, then at the time of success of the mudrii he may experience some 
mystic experiences during the period while meditating; also he may experience 
breathless state, stoppage of heartbeat etc .  during the meditation with a complete 
calm mind without any thoughts. 

Incidentally it may be mentioned here that the present author had a vision of 
Sriyuktesvaraji continuously from January 25 to 29, 2003 during his night 
meditation, which collided with the success in Khecari. This was the effect of 
Khecari along with Kriya breath techniques and meditation. I was meditating 
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in the night at two o'clock alone in my room. Just after few minutes I sat for 
meditation I could not do any technique. In front of me Sriyukte5varaji was 
sitting in his usual meditative posture. His body was made up of bright golden 
light, he was wearing a golden robe with usual knot on the chest region and a 
very strong golden light was spreading from his body lighting the entire room. 
He was not speaking anything and his blissful presence was being felt for a 
considerable period of time. The big portrait of Sriyukte5varaji in the meditation 
hall of the ashram was a different one so this was not the effect of the portrait on 
my subconscious mind reflecting in this way. Moreover, I had never meditated 
on the photo of Sriyuktdvaraji. I had never thought of having a vision of 
Sriyukte5varaji nor wished so. Hence i could not reject this vision as a manipulation 
of inind. I read from books of yogis that at a stage of meditation gods, gurus, 
siddhas, and saints visit the practitioner in their subtle bodies to bless and 
encourage on practice, and that was ascertained from my own experience. 

No Need to Cut the Frenum: The practitioner need not have to cut, chedana, 
the frenum and/ or milk, dohana, the tongue for success in Khecari. Traditionally 
cutting the frenum is called chedana and milking the tongue to make it long is 
called doh,ana. Though these are prescribed in some scriptures like Yoga
kurpf,alyupani�ad, hundreds of Kriya-yoga practitioners have mastered the 
technique without cutt;ing the frenum and milking the tongue. However one is 
not going to be a "sky-walker" due to success in this technique, one would be a 
sky-walker. in the sense that he would send back thoughts to the ether. Since the 
ether element is related to bliss he would attain the state of bliss, and that is the 
state of sky walking. So many myths and misconceptions has been attributed to 
the success in Khecari and described in various texts, which should be neglected. 
May be the purpose was to create an ethusiasm to a biginner and the sayings are 
with inner meanings. 

Tilavya Kriyi: The practice of Khecari mudrii is in traditional Hatha-yoga system 
is known as l.amlnkii-yoga and in Kriya-yoga system is known as tiilavya kriyii. The 
practice of above procedure described to achieve success in the Khecari mudrii is 
known as tiilavya kriyii (vide supra, p. 269) . We find some Kriya-yoga teachers 
teach the tiil.avya kriyii as rolling back the tongue to touch hard palate above and 
then bringing it back in such a manner with making the sound "frog jumping 
into the water. "  The present author fails to find the rationale behind making a 
"frog jumping into the water sound" for success in Khecari. Ifwe push back the 
tongue then there would be stress in the frenum and it would loosen over a 
period of time. Sound can be created either while pushing back the tongue or in 
bringing it back but these are completely unnecessary and have nothing to do 
either in success ofKhecari or in concentration. Ofcourse children in India play 
by making such sounds by their tongue. 
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Benefits: Khecari has also many more benefits other than restraint in speech 
and saving energy as described above. The salivary juices secreted during practice 
washes away the debris from the inouth so that mouth is always fresh and foul 
smell does not come. This excessive secretion of saliva helps in digestion and 
body toxins are excreted through saliva. During the period of meditation one 
does not feel thirst so he/she can sit for long sittings. One does not suffer from 
nasal congestion due to Khecari and breath-practice. When one gets success in 
Khecari then his/her breath becomes smooth without fluctuations. In breath
practices with the mudrii, one finds, the breath as long, sharp, thin, strong, and 
flexible. This breath helps the vital energy to ascend piercing the cakrars and 
knots within the spinal cord. The base of the skull above the nasal cavity is very 
sensitive and provided with many nerves, and these nerves get stimulated. This 
stimulates pituitary and the ,.\iii.a cakra. Concentration becomes automatic at the 
Ajiia cakra without any more effort of the practitioner. So it is said, 

talumii.lagatiim yatniijjihvayakramya ghar:itikiim, 
ii.rdhvarandhram gate priirµ frriirJ.aspando nirudhyate. (Sa. U, 1 .30) 

When by the tongue, jihvayii, the base of the skull is reached, tiilumul.agatiim, 
with care, yatniit, crossing the uvula, ii.kramya ghar:i#kiim, priir:ia enters into the 
hole at the top, urdhvarandhram gate priitµ, and the vibrations of priir:ia ai:e stopped, 
priir:iaspando nirudhyate. 

In this state the life-force becomes upward and concentrates in the brain, and 
the practitioner attains a state beyond the vibrations, which results in stoppage of 
vibrations of mind leading to stillness of the mind. 

But the Khecari mudrii of entering tongue into the posterior nasal cavity is 
only outer, bahya. The real Khecari is a different one. When one gets success in 
stabilizing the breath without effort to hold the air, viiyulJ, sthiralJ, vinii avarodhanam, 
this is keval.a kumhhaka, this is automatic stoppage of breath but one remains in 
priir:ia. Then the gaze is fixed without looking, d�#IJ, sthiralJ, vinii avawkanam, this 
is fixing the gaze in infinity without concentration on an external or internal 
object. The next is when the mind is still without any support, manalJ, sthiralJ, vinii 
aval.amhanam, here mind is still and without any thoughts but for this we do not 
take the support of anything be it breath, sounds, vibrations, light, mantra, yantra, 
mar:ic.lala or images. When these three states are achieved at once, then that is 
the state of Khecari, sii tu khecari sthitilJ,. So the real Khecari is same as Samadhi. 
However this Khecari mudrii is a step towards that Khecari. 

GURU PRA�AMA 
This is a unique Kriya-yoga technique known as Bowing Down to the Masters, 
guru prar,iiima, generally not found in other systems. This is a combination of 
devotion with concentration, breath technique, mudrii and handha. Before 
understanding Guru Prar:iama we should understand the Yogic-lock Technique, 
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Yogamudra, taught in traditional Hat.ha-yoga systems. In Yogamudra, one sits in 
lotus posture, Padmasana, with spine straight and both the hands locked with 
fingers and palm, kept either in the front on the heels or in the back. Then he 
exhales slowly, bends forward and touches the forehead on the ground. If he 
remains in the posture for a period, he can breathe normally. Then comes back 
to sit up position while inhaling. In Guru PraJJ.ama one has to inhale and then 
bow down. 
Technique: In Guru PraI).ama, one sits cross-legged with the spine straight, tongue 
rolled up, eyes closed and chin gently locked. The lotus posture, padmiisana, is 
preferred. Regarding the postures for meditations the scriptures generally 
prescribe four postures as it is said, 

siddham bhadram tatha simham padmam ceti catu$tayam. (Db. U, 43) 

siddham padmam tatha simham bhadram ceti catu$tayam. ( ITU, 29) 

Siddha (posture of siddha-s or posture of success) , siddham, padma ( lotus 
posture) ,  padmam, also simha (lion posture) ,  tatha simham, and bhadra (gentle 
posture) , bhadram ca, are the four postures, iti catu$tayam. 

· However, the two postures are most important for practice of meditation and 
are highlighted in the scriptures as, 

ekam siddhasanam proktam dvitzyam kamaliisanam. ( YCU, 3; GS, 1 .9) 

One, ekam, is said to be, proktam, the posture of Siddhas, siddhasanam, the 
second, dvitiyam, is the lotus posture, kamaliisanam. 

In the opinion of the present author, for Guru PraI).ama the lotus posture is 
the best and for Kriya breath practice the posture of siddhas is the best. However 
those who cannot sit in a posture 

'
can sit cross-legged (Fig. 5.3a) or in a chair 

keeping the spine straight. To keep the spine straight is more important than leg 
positions in a posture. First the practitioner fixes the attention the coccyx center, 
Miiladhara, and this is the Master of Smell. Master of smell is Lord GaI,leSa.. The 
long nose or trunk of the Elephant-head God represents smell. There is 
predominance of the earth element at this center. Persons with devotional nature 
establish the Lord GaI).da, who is worshiped first. GaJ).da is the son of Divine 
Mother Parvati. He guards the door of the Divine Mother Sakti, and Miiladhara 
is the first center to be pierced for the prarJa or Sakti to ascend. The Miiladhara 
is the first door. While concentrating at Miiladhara the devotee may feel inner 
light, subtle vibration or inner sound depending upon his state of meditation, 
and these become good medium for concentration. One can also merge the Om 
sound with the inner rhythm during practice of concentration as described in 
Step II (p. 264) of Nabhi Kriya. Beginners generally do not have this feeling and 
can either concentrate simply at the point of coccyx or concentrate at there on 
their breath. It is good to start with concentrating on the breath at the cente.r. 
Those devotees with strong devotional background to start with the kriya technique 
can visualize Lord GaI).da, repeat a mantra of the Lord or can concentrate on 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fag. 5.3. Guru Pral)ama: (a) Positions 1 and 3; (b) Position 2 

the yantra of the Lord. Nowadays some Kriya-yoga teachers are asking to 
concentrate on the lineages of Kriya-masters putting their immediate master in 
the first center, master of the master, paramaguru, in the second center and so 
on. Since human beings are emotional in nature these sorts of concentration on 
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gods or gurus helps a lot in the beginning but in later stages of their practice they 
have to leave these practices and only have to concentrate at the point with 
breath or subtle breath. Our goal is to ·reach a "no thought state. "  We have 
earlier discussed that the Kriya-yoga is a practice of equanimity of mind, 
samatiinuvandhi, where as the way of devoti9n is based on attachment and affection, 
mamatanuvandht. However, we can take to meditation based on attachment and 
affection, mamatanuvandht dhyana, in the beginning for our speedy growth and 
later the practitioner realizes that all everything is One, and then emotion, 
mamata, merges in equanimity, samata. 

After practicing concentration for a while the practitioner takes a long and 
deep breath from Miiladhara up to the crown center, Sahasrara, retains the 
breath and bows down to touch the forehead on the ground in the front (Fig. 
5.3b) . Then he sits up (Fig. 5.3a) and exhales long and deep from Sahasrara to 
Miiladhara. This is the technique of Guru Pra.I).ama. Here the in-breath and out
breath are like those of Kriya Proper I. ( Vide infra, "The Process is Repeated with 
All the cakra.s," p. 275. )  

Benefits and Effects: In Yogamudra one exhales and bows down but here one 
inhales and bows down retaining the breath. This has extra advantages in addition 
to those in Yogamudra. In Mahamudra technique also we find bending the body 
forward after inhaling and retaining the breath ( vide infra, p. 293) . So Guru 
Pra.I).ama technique also gives some benefits of Mahamudra whereas this is not 
so hard like Mahamudra. So even aged persons, who cannot practice Mahamudra 
can practice this. The disorders of abdomen are removed in both Yogamudra 
and Guru Pra.I).ama. But here the abdominal cavity is contracted while the extra 
benefits over Yogamudra are the expansion of thoracic cavity and the capacity of 
lungs to hold more air is increased. There is pressure on the diaphragm due to 
retention of breath and contraction of abdomen, so the diaphragm and abdominal 
organs get gentle message and more blood supply when normal position is 
regained. This Kriya is so strong that the face of a new practitioner becomes 
almost red during practice showing that there is a large amount of blood flow to 
the head region. The brain cells get stimulated. A beginner may feel that the 
mind is blank at the very first Kriya. Some may feel little uncomfortable for the 
first time due to flow of energy to the head region but this becomes normal and 
relaxing in two to three days of practice. This technique takes away the tamas 
quality of the body. Guru Pra.I).ama enhances the capability of the practitioner 
for long and deep breath. After a period of practice the practitioner can feel the 
ascending and descending Prfu:lic currents within the spine while inhaling and 
exhaling. Due to bending again and again the spine becomes flexible, and this is 
an exercise for joints between vertebrae. The spinal cord becomes elastic. The 
heat is generated due to bowing down and felt inside the spine. This magnetises 
the spine with energy. The spine is like a water filled tube continuing at the top 
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with the brain. At the top is the third ventricle of the brain and is believed to 
contain a minute vacuum or pure ether element, sunya dhatu, i .e. ,  pure form of 
prarµr. sunya dhii.turbhavet prar.ia}J,, vacuum element becomes prar.ia. Due to bowing 
down this ether element, sunya dhii.tu, that is at the top of the liquid filled tube 
tends to move downwards thereby recharging the entire spinal cord with prar.ia. 
The Pr:il).ic energy named kurµ/,alini in yoga and tantra is at the top at Sahasrara 
'as well as at the bottom bellow the Miiladhara. The kurµ/,alini at the top now 
rejuvenates the entire spinal cord from the top. 

Contraindication: Those who have backache problems should avoid forward 
bending. They can do the breath technique without bowing down. They can cure 
their backache problem by yoga therapy and then can practice bowing down. 
Persons suffering from acute hypertension should not do this technique in the 
beginning. They should first do breath techniques like Harilsa Sadhana and after 
being relieved from the hypertension can do this technique. Then this technique 
becomes helpful in containing hypertension and in stress management. 

Variations: Here it may incidentally be mentioned that some masters in recent 
past have made little modifications in this technique though they may claim their 
technique as the original one. They teach to rotate the body from left to right in 
an anti-clockwise manner while bowing down and sitting up. Some even added 
to bow down left, right and middle. In our opinion these are complicating a 
simple technique. Moreover in a meditation technique body movements and 
shakings should be kept to a minimum as these distract the mind instead of 
calming down. Here though bending movement is done to energize the spinal 
cord, un-required body movements are of no help. 

The Process is Repeated with All the cakm-s: The same process of bowing down 
is repeated with all the seven centers. The second center, Svadhi�thana, is the 
Master of Tas te. There is predominance of the water element at this center. A 
devotee establishes Goddess Kali here.  The emerging tongue of Divine Mother 
Kali represents taste. The Sun-god represents vision. The third center, Ma.I).ipiira, 
is the Master ofVision. The fire element is predominant at third center. A devotee 
establishes the Sun-god here. The fourth center, Anahata, is the Master of Touch 
or Sensation. The air element is predominant at the fourth center. Here Lord 
Vi�1.1u, the sustainer is the presiding deity of this center. The fifth center, Visuddha, 
is the Master of Sound. There is predominance of the ether element at this 
center. The devotees establish Lord Siva here. In this way the chief five gods of 
Indian society are worshiped by the Kriya-devotees. But in the context of the 
body, the five gods are smell, taste, vision, touch, and sound. 

In other systems of yoga and particularly in a system of Srividya techniques the 
practitioner establishe.S the Fi�e Manifested Lords, panca fambhu (Sambhu is the 
lord causing happiness and granting prosperity) , in the lower five centers. They 
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are Brahma, Vi�Q.u, Rudra, Mahe5vara, and Sadasiva established in M\iladhara, 
Svadhi�thana, MaQ.ipiira, Anahata, and Visuddha cakra-s, respectively. Above these, 
in the Aina cakra is Sadakhya8iva, and this is also ArdhanariSvara, half-Siva and 
half-Sakti. But here it appears that as if Sak.ti has taken the other half, i .e. , Siva. 
This is both Siva and Sak.ti, God and Goddess of Desires, Kiim£Srlara and Kiim£Srlari, 
in their eternal sports for creation. According to Bhairavayamaf.atantra, Brahma, 
Vi�Q.U, Rudra, and Mahe8vara are four legs of the bed and Sadasiva is the bed on 
which is established the Divine Mother Mahiitripurasundan, the Great Beauty of 
Three Worlds, viz . ,  the earth, the intermediate space, and the heaven. This is 
Sak.ti, and this is the Cosmic Energy named PrclQ.a. This is above the five elements. 
From Her emerge the five elements.  She is the cause of creation. At the crown 
center, Sahasrara, is the Transcendental Lord, Param.aSiva. The present author 
does not know if these systems follow breath based bowing like Kriya-yoga 
traditions, thorugh some do bowing as done in Yogamudra. 

In the Kriya-yoga Guru PraQ.ama technique, a devotee establishes Kr�Q.a the 
Life Force, Priittak:rrt:w., at the sixth center, Aina cakra. This is God the Son, this 
is the seat of Christ consciousness. This is same as Ardhanari8vara or Maha
tripurasundari. At crown center a kriyavan establishes his personal God, �ta<J,eva, 
as the Self of all, Atmarama. This is God the Father, paramapUa. The seventh 
bowing down in this technique is known as "Bowing Down to the Sought Deity, " 
/�/a Prattiima. We may find outer differences in names and deities but the principle 
is same. There is no place of sectarianism; it is all about the story of our inner 
self. 

HAMSAl;I SAI>HANA 
This technique has also been known in various other names, viz. ,  Soham Sadhana, 
Soham Japa, Ajapa Japa, Ajapa Gayatri, PraQ.apana Smrti, and PraQ.a Vik�aQ.a. 
This technique is found in almost all systems of yoga, tantra and traditions of 
saints, santaparamparii. This is described in almost all yoga treatises. The Kriya
yoga is the Harhsa.1).-yoga. 

Harilsal;t: Siva is ham and Sakti is sa. Harhsal) is uniting Sak.ti with Siva. Siva is the 
Transcendental Self, this is the still form, and this is the Knowledge. Sak.ti is the 
activating power of Siva, and this appears in the form of will, icchii, knowledge, 
jiiana, and action, kriyii. Harhsa.1). is Om; when the ego, aharit, and the action, sa, 
of the Harhsa or aham sal}, (I am He) merge then there remains only the Knowledge 
or Om. It is said, 

kriya icchii tatha jiianam brahmz raudn ca va�ttavi, 
tridha matriisthitiryatra tatparam jyotiromiti. ( YCU, 86) 

Action, will and knowledge are, kriya icchii tathii jiianam, Brahmi, Raudri, and 
Vai�Q.avi, brahmi raudn ca va�1Jllm; established in three letters (viz. ,  a, u, and m) 
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there, tridha matrasthitiryatra, beyond that is the light (knowledge) ' tatparam jyotilJ,, 
and this is Om,. omiti. 

These three powers, viz. the Power of Brahma ( Brahmi) , the Power of Rudra 
(.Raudn} and the Power of Vi�IJ.U ( Va��avz} are the three letters of Om. These 
three letters or these three powers are salJ, of Harhsa}:i. The Supreme Ego Principle 
is harii, and this is Siva. When identified with the individual body and the mind 
this is the ego, aham or atmii, and this is the individual self, ftva. When identified 
with the cosmic body and the cosmic mind this is the Cosmic self or the God, 
lfvara or ViSvatma; and in its transcendental state this is the Transcendental Self, 
Siva or Paramatma. This Paramatma is the "no letter, " amatra, or the fourth 
quarter of Om ( see supra, ''The Four Quarters, " p. 223) . The ham of HarhsaQ. 
remains in the states, viz., the individual self, atma, the Cosmic Self, Vifvatma, 
and the Transcendental Self, Paramatma. By practice of HarhsaQ. the individual 
self is to be merged with the Cosmic Self and subsequently, with the Transcendental 
Self. Though all the three powers, viz. action, will and knowledge, kriya, icchii, 
and jnana, are known as the Priil).a but the power of action, kriya, is most important 
from the yogic practice point of view, hence this Kriya generally referred as the 
Priil).a. By the activity of the PraIJ.a, kn_own as pra�akarma or kriya, Sakti (the 
activating power of Siva) merges with Siva. This is the Knowledge. Harhsa}:i is 
pra�akarma. HarhsaQ. is breath. HarhsaQ. means knowledge. The word is derived 
from hantva or one who kills. Harhsa}:i kills the bondage of ignorance. By halting 
the actions of mind, HarhsaQ. removes the ignorance of identification of Self with 
body and mind, and hence becomes the cause of establishing the individual self 
in the Transcendental Self. It is said, 

jagrannetradvayormadhye hariisa eva prakafote, 
sakaralJ, khecari proktastvampadam ceti niScitam. 
hakaralJ, paramefolJ, syattatpadam ceti niScitam, 
sakaro dhyayate janturhakaro hi bhavetdhruvam. ( YCU, 82 and 83) 

That Harhsa manifests, hariisa eva prakiiSate, in the point between the two eyes 
at the waking state,jagrannetradvayormadhye. The letter-sa is said as khecari, sakaralJ, 
khecari proktalJ,, and that surely is the word "you, "  tvampadam ceti niScitam. The 
letter-ha is the Transcendental Lord, hakaralJ, parame$a1J, syat, and is surely the 
word ''That, " tatpadam ceti niScitam. When a being meditates on the letter-sa, 
sakaro dhyayate jantulJ,, he surely becomes the letter-ha, hakaro hi bhavetdhruvam. 

Here it is established that the breath-practice or HarhsaQ. leads to the 
Knowledge. The point between two eyes is the i\jiia cakra and this is the seat of 
Harhsal_i. The respiratory point is in Medulla of our brain. By breath-practice the 
PraIJ.a ascends through the spinal cord and establishes at the Ajiia cakra. We do 
this practice in waking state and are conscious about the convergence of Priil).a at 
the i\jiia cakra during our practice. This convergence of the life-force at the 
Medulla center is the entry point into "no thought state . "  Of course in deep sleep 
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state Prat:ia or HamsaJ.i remains there but we are ignorant about it. The letter-sa 
of HamsaJ.i is said as Khecari here. Khecari means the vital energy, the Prfu.la, 
and this is Sakti. Since this Sak.ti moves in the ether, kha, hence called Khecari. 
Here sa is the inhalation. In this verse sa also includes ha or the exhalation. This 
sa is compared with the word "you" (or tvam pada) of the Vedanta. Here ha is the 
breathless state and this is the pure PraI).a. This comes after the breath-practice 
or Hamsal) Siidhanii. In a "no thought" state due to stillness of the breath, 
identification of the self with body and mind is not possible. So the individual 
self, fivii.tma, is merged in the Transcendental Self, paramiitmii, and that is the 
letter-ha as the Transcendental Lord, hakii.ral) paramesal). This ha is compared 
with the word "That" (or tat pada) of the Vedanta. This shows similarity between 
the contemplation of 'Thou art That" ( tattvamasa) in the Path of Knowledge with 
"That is I" ( soham or sal) aham) practice in the Path of Yoga. This hamsa is the 
indwelling self. So it is said, 

priiTJ-iniim dehamadhye tu sthito hamsalJ, sadii 'cyutal), 
hamsa eva param satyam hamsa eva tu faktikam. (BVU, 60) 

The ever imperishable (or not fallen from its form) , sadii 'cyutalJ., Hamsa is 
established, sthito hamsal), verily inside the bodies of the beings, pra'T}inii.m 
dehamadhye tu. The Hamsa is the Supreme Truth, hamsa eva param satyam, the 
Hamsa is the form of energy (or Sakti) , hamsa eva tu saktikam. 

From above we learn that the Hamsa is the PraI).a, this is both Sakti and Siva. 
This is also the individual self as well as the Cosmic Self. 

The Glory of Hamsa: This technique and knowledge of Hamsa has been praised 
in various ways in the scriptures, 

anaya sadr§i vidya anaya sad'[So japal), 
anaya sad'[Sam puTJ-yam (jftiinam) na hhutam na hhav#yati. 

( YCU, 34; Db. U, 64-65; GS, 1 .44) 

There is no technique like this, anayii sadr§i vidyii, there is no repetition like 
this, anayii sad'[So japalJ,. There is no auspicious deed (knowledge) like this, anayii 
sad'[Sam pu'T}yam(jnanam) , neither in the past nor in the future, na hhutam na 
hhaviryati. 

Again it is said, hamsavidyiimrte l,oke nasti nityatvasadhanam, there is no other 
practice to attain the state of eternity in this world like the immortal knowledge 
of hamsa (BVU, 26) . Further, hamsahamseti yo lnuyiiddhamso hrahmii harii) Sival), 
one who speaks this hamsa-hamsa (means engaged in the practice of exhalation 
and inhalation) , that Hamsa (or that person) is like Brahma, Vi�Q.u, and Siva 
(BVU, 34) . Furthermore, 

hamsa eva param vakyam hamsa eva tu vaidikam, 
hamsa eva paro ntdro hamsa eva pariitparam. (BVU, 61 ) 
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Harhsa is the supreme speech, hamsa eva param vii.Ir.yam, harilsa is the essence 
of the Vedas, hamsa eva tu vaidikam. Harhsa is the Transcendental Rudra, hamsa 
eva paro rudro, harilsa is the Transcendental Self, hamsa eva paratparam. 

saroadevasya madhyastho hamsa eva maheSvaralJ,, 
jJrthiuyiidiSiviintam tu akiiriidyasca varrµJkii/J,. (BVU, 62) 

Among all the gods (means the sense organs, organs of action and the mind) , 
saroadevasya madhyastho, harilsa is verily the Supreme God, hamsa eva maheSvaral). 
From the earth up to the Transcendental Self, jJrthivyiidiSiviintam, verily, tu, the 
harilsa is established among the letters a and others, akiiriidyasca varrµJkii}J,. 

The Pci.Q.a Harilsa is the Supreme Controller and all other gods, organs and 
mind, are under the control of Prfu).a. This the Cosmic Energy, the Prai:ia is 
involved in the Transcendental Self and this Pci.Q.ic energy has manifested as 
elements up to the earth element. This Prfu).ic energy is the subtle ether element 
as sound and hence this is all the letters from a to k$a. All these fifty basic sounds 
or mii.tf#uj-s are Harilsa; here Harilsa is the subtle Pci.Q.a. The exhalation and the 
inhalation are Harilsa and the subtle Pci.Q.a is also Harilsa. The practice of Harilsa 
or the practice of exhalations and inhalations takes to the state of subtle Pci.Q.a. 
So feeling the vyiina viiyu as vibrations in the body is also Harilsa. Listening to the 
internal unhurt sounds is also Harilsa. Om is Harilsa and Harilsa is Om. Meditation 
on mii.trk<J-s is also harilsa. The fifty basic sounds or mii.trk<J-s are expansion of 
Om. Then there is further expansion to all names and forms. All articulate sounds 
are exhalations, products of Harilsa. To return to our original state from the 
worlds of names and forms we have to return to Harilsa, and the first Harilsa 
Technique is the breath-practice; practice of the exhalation, harh, and the 
inhalation, sa)J,. 

The Form of Hamsa: This Harilsa has been described as, 

hakiirer_ia bahiryiiti sakiim_ia visetpuna)J,, 
hamsahamsetyamum mantram ftvo japati saroadii. 

(Db. U, 61-62; GS, 1 .41 ; YCU, 31 )  
The breath goes out, bahiryiiti, with the sound-ha, hakiim_ia, and again enters 

back, visetpunalJ,, with the sound-sa, sakiirer_ia. The individual self, jivo, always 
repeats, japati saroadii, the mantra, mantram, "harilsa-harilsa" like this, hamsa
hamsetyamum. 

This verse is almost repeated in all yogic scriptures. Ham is the exhalation and 
sa is the inhalation. This is natural sound of our breath. If we silently and closely 
obseive our breath we can know this. Our breath is always repeating hamsa, 
soham; this inner repetition of non-repetition, ajapii japa, is going on from birth 
to death. This has been said as; "ajapii niima gayatri yoginiim �adii sadii, this 
has been named as the l\japa Gayatri that gives liberation to the yogis. "  (Db. U, 
63; GS, 1 .43; YCU, 33.) This natural repetition of ham and sa is going without our 
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knowledge. This has to be brought to our knowledge, and this breath awareness 
is the key to the practice. By the practice of exhalation and inhalation, ham and 
sa, the motions of exhalation and inhalation are halted. This is suspension of 
breath and at this state the actions of mind are also halted. This state is called 
keual.a kumbhaka, automatic holding of breath. This happens by harhsa practice 
and also by kriyii proper breath practice. This according to �i Patafijali , is the 
state of prii1Jii,yiima and here the motion of exhalation and inhalation is halted, 
5vasapra5vasayorgativicchedalJ, priir_iiiyiimalJ, ( Ygs., 2.49) . Since the mind is absorbed 
into the breath, this would result in inhibiting the actions of mind thereby reflecting 
the Self in a still and transparent mind. 

One saint poet sang in 09iya, 

biiimana ho, basi hariisaku khelii, basi hariisaku khelii, hariisa urJ,igal.e hariisa urJ,igal.e 
hariisa urJ,igal.e, budiva bhelii. 
"Oh mad-mind, sit and make the harhsa sport, once the hamsa flies away then 
the vessel would sink. " 

The mind is to be stabilized and we have to inhale sa and exhale ham, we have 
to make the Hamsa sport. We have to do this while living in this body. Once the 
breath, hariisa, departs this body then the body vessel would sink and we cannot 
continue our spiritual journey to our destination. So while living in this body we 
have to do Hamsa Sadhana to attain equanimity and knowledge. 

CONTEMPI.ATION ON HAMSA 

a. The Devotional Way: The meaning of the Sanskrit word hariisa is "I am 
That" and soham means 'That is me. "  A mental contemplation identifying 
the individual self, jiva, with a Personal God helps the practitioner in 
rapid progress. Since most of us are emotional beings a love for a Personal 
God inhibits all worldly attractions of our mind. But we should establish 
our Personal God as the Cosmic Self. This is mixing the way of yoga with 
the way of devotion . Here also there is little difference so far the 
contemplation is concerned. In hariisa or "I am That, " "I" take precedence 
over "God," and in soham or 'That is I , "  "God" takes precedence over "I. "  
Devi Candravali was almost equal to Devi Radha in  all other qualities. 
Devi Candravali believed "Kp�Q.a belongs to me" but Devi Radha believed 
"I belong to Kf�I.J.a. " So Radha excelled. "Soham contemplation" is better 
than "harhsa contemplation. "  

b .  Way in the Path of Knowledge: Believers in  the path of  knowledge can 
find unity of the individual consciousness, tvam pada, with the principle 
called 'That, " tat Piida, i . e . ,  the Cosmic Consciousness or the Trans
cendental Consciousness along with the breath awareness. This is unifying 
mental contemplation along with the breath practice. With mental 
contemplation and establishing unity with the Ego Principle along with 
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breath and merging our "little ego" with ''That, " the practice becomes the 
best form of worshiping the Ego Principle, ahamgraha upiisana. This is 
combining the Path of yoga with the Path of Knowledge. But here is a 
danger; if one has not purified his mind then he can wrongly accept his 
limited ego as the Supreme Ego Principle. Then there is a chance of 
downfall for the practitioner. So in the beginning it is better not to jump 
to the path of knowledge. 

c. The Yogic Way: First our mind must be made pure by practice of harilsa. 
We should practice it without any mental contemplation of the Cosmic 
Self or the Transcendental Self in the beginning. We should simply practice 
inhalation and exhalation and watch the breath along with natural sound 
vibrations of breath ham and sa. Thoughts would appear but we should 
not attend to them, and should practice to bring our mind again and 
again from thoughts to ham and sa. No mental chanting of ham and sa is 
even required; our breath is doing that for us. Only we have to put our 
mind to ham and sa. This would absorb the actions of mind. This is the 
pure yogic way of practice and this becomes a practice of equanimity of 
mind, samatva abhyiisa. After a period of practice and when the practitioner 
develops a pure mind he can practice mental contemplation finding unity 
with the Cosmic Self or the Transcendental Self. The yogic way of 
contemplation is practicing the unity of the individual self with the Cosmic 
Self whereas the way of .knowledge is contemplating the individual self 
with the Transcendental Self. The Cosmic Self exists due to the existence 
of the individual self, and once the individual self is merged, the Cosmic 
Self too does not exist. 

Related Practices and the Kriya Way: A related practice is found among 
Theravada Buddhists, and this technique is mentioned as iinapana sati. This 
seems to be a Pali name of Sanskrit prar.iapana smrti like the use of dhamma for 
dharma, kamma for karma, and Gotama for Gautama. The difference in the 
technique is that they do not concentrate in ham and sa sounds of breath, nor do 
they resort to any active breathing. Simply they watch the breath as it is and do 
not attend to thoughts.  If the mind goes away, when the practitioner becomes 
aware he brings it back to watch the breath again. Yogis also do this technique 
and named this as priir.iapana smrti and prar.ia vi�ar_ta. But this is the second part 
of Harhsa Sadhana in the Kriya-yoga. It is not possible for all the practitioners to 
simply watch the breath as it is from the beginning since the mind is like a 
restless monkey and does not stick to only one support. If one is able to watch the 
breath from the beginning stages due to practice in his previous life then it is 
well and good. But many practitioners need some extra support. First we have to 
do breathing on our own. Here we are in a mental state of a doer, karta bhiiva, in 
this state of practice . Then after sometime,  we should leave active breathing and 
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simply watch our breath. Now we are in a mental state of an observer, dr�lii 
bhiwa. This is the prarJii,pana smrti or frriirJ,a vik$arJii part of the Harilsa Sadhana. 
In this way the practice becomes easier. And when the breath is stopped so also 
the actions of mind, the practitioner comes to a state of witness, sfik# bhiiva. 

A Probable Aberration: Here incidentally it may be mentioned that one of the 
largest, reputed and most revered school of Kriya-yoga tradition that has done 
maximum work in propagating the Kriya-yoga knowledge all over world, having 
a good number of followers in the country and aboard teaches the technique in 
a slight different way. They correspond inhalation to ham and exhalation to sa. 
But all the scriptures unanimously say the exhalation as ham and the inhalation 
as sa ( vide supra, p. 279) . All other schools of Kriya-yoga, other traditions of 
yoga, traditions of saints, santa-paramparii, traditions of Siddhas and traditions of 
those following the path of knowledge all follow the scriptural way. Our natural 
observation is also that the exhalation is ham and the inhalation is sa. It is not 
understood why the technique is reversed like this. A technique either should 
have a scriptural sanction and/ or a rationale behind it, and that should be 
explained. It is unbelievable to many and even to the mind of the present author 
that Paramaharilsa Yogananda had taught like this. A probability may be that 
while adopting the teachings of Paramaharilsa Yogananda, an aberration could 
have occurred, but we do not know the exact position. So far mental contemplation 
of hamsa and soham is concerned this aberration does not matter. Again if one 
simply observes natural sound of breath without mental chanting of ham and sa 
this aberration also does not matter. But when the breath practice is done with 
mental chanting then there is no co-ordination of breath sounds with the mental 
chanting. However, we can say that over a period of practice the breath itself can 
correct the mistake. Again we find that even with this reversed technique, thousands 
of followers are being benefitted. This shows us that we should simply follow the 
breath and we are bound to progress in the path. Our breath takes care. 

Hamsa Technique, Step I: For practice of Harilsa Sadhana in routine meditation 
practice, a practitioner should sit calm and relaxed keeping the spine straight, 
do the Khecari by rolling up the tongue (those who cannot stay with tongue 
rolled up can practice with tongue in normal position) and practice Guru 
Pra1.1-ama and I�t:a Pra1.1-ama. In leisure hours while relaxing or on travel, a 
practitioner can also practice Harilsa Sadhana, and in that case he needs not to 
do Guru Pra1.1-ama and I�t:a PraQ.ama. He can simply take a long and deep breath 
and then start practicing. The practitioner should concentrate at the i\jna cakra 
first, and with a feeling of breath inside the spine he should inhale sa into the 
i\jna cakra and exhale ham from the Ajna cakra. No need to chant sa or ham even 
mentally, our breath is doing that for us. Simply listen to the internal natural 
exhalation sound ham and inhalation sound sa. Lengthen both inhalation and 
exhalation. The difference from the Kriya Proper breath technique of the first 
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Kriya and Harilsa breath is that the Harilsa breath is a silent Kriya breath. A person 
sitting next to the practitioner would not hear the breath sound of the practitioner. 
The practitioner listens to the subtle internal sounds of the breath in Harilsa 
Technique while in the Kriya breath there is external sound of the breath. We can 
say, this is simple inhalation and exhalation, like Anuloma Viloma Prfu:J.ayama, 
with addition of moving the attention inside spine and listening to the internal 
sounds of sa and harh. While practicing we shall find that after few breaths our 
mind slips away from the breath and is engaged in thoughts, and then when we 
become aware we have to bring our mind back to ham and sa. We should keep 
practicing to attend to each inhalation and each exhalation, and not to our thoughts. 
We should not be angry or get disappointed, as it is nature of the mind to remain 
with thoughts. Carefully and with patience we practice to train our mind to remain 
with breath. No breath should enter in or come out without our knowledge. The 
feeling of breath should be done inside the spine. If one is not able to feel the 
breath inside the spine he should simple concentrate on the breath. After a period 
of practice when his concentration capability develops then he can concentrate on 
the movements of inhalation and exhalation inside the spine. This practice of long 
and silent inhalation as sa . .  a . .  a . .  a .. (lengthening of a and not as sa, a, a, a . . ) and 
long and silent exhalation as ham . .  m . .  m . .  m . .  (lengthening of m and not as ham, 
m, m, m . .  ) is the first part of Harilsa Sadhana. 

Fig. 5.4. Harilsa Technique, Step I. 
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Kriyi Bhriimari: After a period of practice this first step of Harhsa, this would 
develop into Kriya Bhramari. The practitioner will listen to the fine and sweet 
musical sound of breath like that of a bee. This is different from the Bhramari 
practiced in Hat.ha-yoga where the nasal sound is produced from the mouth and 
throat. The Kriya Bhramari is the sound of the breath and the practitioner does 
not produce it. This Bhramari sound develops after a period of practice. This 
fills the heart of the practitioner with indescribable joy. 

Step II, Prii:rJii,pii:na Smrft, or Prii:T}4 V�a�: After doing this Harhsa Kriya for 
about thirty minutes to one hour then the practitioner does not lengthen the 
breath. The breath becomes shorter and shorter automatically. The practitioner 
now watches the breath as it is. This is the second part of Harhsa Sadhana. This is 
known as prii:r,iapana smrti or prar,ia vz�ar,ia. This is watching ham and sa. Theravada 
Buddhists do this practice by feeling the breath inside the nose. A Kriya-yogi 
practices this by feeling the breath inside the spine, breath coming into and 
going from Ajfia cakra. But the principle of merging the mind into the breath is 
same. Here the spine gets magnetized with the life-force. The difference between 
prar,iapana smrti and prar,ia vz�ar,ia is that prar,ia v"i�ar,ia technique includes both 
prar,iapana smrti, watching inhalations and exhalations, and uyana v"i�ar,ia, watching 
vibrations within body ( see below) . 

Step III, Inner Rhythm at Ajfui cakra: After a period for watching ham and sa the 
breath becomes very subtle, the outer breath is not distinguishable as this becomes 
very feeble. Now it is only the inner breath in the form of vibrations at Ajfia 
cakra. That inner rhythm at Ajfia cakra is also Harhsa or you can say this as Om. 
One can feel this inner Harhsa at the Ajfia cakra for a period. This is the third 
part of Harhsa Sadhana. This can be said as prar,ia vz�ar,ia at Ajna cakra. This 
technique ofHarhsa Sadhana can take a practitioner even into the final state but 
this certainly takes the practitioner to a state of samja samadhi. A practitioner can 
just practice this with sincerity, observing righteouness, and feel the state within 
few days. This inner rhythm can be like pulsation, like sparkling vibrations, 
vibrations in a single direction or in all directions, like bursting of air bubble 
inside water, like bursting of shells oflegumes, pulses or nuts and so on. Sometimes 
it is like drum beating. 

One devotee from Delhi used to come to my master's ashram at Rishikesh 
during the years 2002 and 2003. He was not practicing through Kriya-yoga 
tradition. However he was doing the Kriya-yoga techniques, viz. ,  Khecari mudra 
and Harhsa Sadhana. He was concentrating only at the point of Ajfia cakra. This 
·much he has learned from a monk and has no further guidance but he was 
continuing. His Ajfia cakra started vibrating and he was experiencing strong drum
beating sounds at his Ajfia cakra. He developed fear and was not able to practice 
properly thinking that something was wrong with him. He discussed with the 
persons who did not have much experience in meditation and was worried. I 
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listened to his conversation and explained him that there is nothing wrong with 
him or his brain. This is the effect of breath practice and concentration at A,ina 
cakra. I advised h�m to concentrate on this sound and vibration, so that he would 
have better concentration and bliss. The gross sound would become subtle and 
pleasant. Next time when he came he was happy. 

VY.ANA Vf��A 
The present author prefers to use the term vyiina vik$ar_tii though normally the 
priir_ta vik$ar_tii term is also used for this since vyiina is all pervading priir_ta in our 
body. This is to feel the vyiina or subtle life-force throughout the body. The 
vyiina vik$ar_tii technique starts from there where the Hamsa Sadhana technique 
ends. As such the masters of the tradition do not teach this as a Kriya-yoga technique 
but this technique helps a practitioner to progress in Kriycl-yoga and develops 
the understanding of the principle. This technique is very simple. At the third 
part of Hamsa Sadhana described above a practitioner feels the pulsation at the 
Ajna cakra. In reality our entire body is vibrating with the life-force, priir_ta. This 
priir_ta acts within the entire gross body and is known as vyiina viiyu. Observing 
this vyiina viiyu throughout the body is known as vyiina vik$ar_tii. From priir_ta 
vi�ar_tii we come to this subtler form of practice .  In the priir_ta vi�ar_tii we observe 
priir_ta and apiina, and in vyiina vik$ar_tii we observe vyiina. Since vyiina is a priir_ta, 
vyiina vik$ar_tii is also prii1Ja vik$ar_tii. Generally yogis use the term prii1Ja vik$a1Jii 
rather than vyiina vik$ar_tii. We have already started observing PraQ.ic vibrations 
at the Ajiia cakra during the third stage of Hamsa Sadhana, and now we start 
doing this through out the entire body. A related technique named Vipa8vana is 
found among Theravada Buddhists. They used to move concentration and observe 
all sorts of sensations within the body be it heat or cold, pain or pleasure, stiffness 
or vibration, etc. After a period of practice unpleasant sensations become pleasant 
sensation all over the body. Most important aspect is not to create cravings or 
aversion for any sorts of sensations. One reason for most of the Kriya Masters not 
teaching this technique may be that this is taught in a different form in higher 
Kriyas when a practitioner learns to feel the vibrations in the body along with the 
fifty sounds of Sanskrit alphabets known as miit�s. In vyiina vik$ar_tii we feel the 
vibrations without going into the meditation on sounds of letters. 

Rationale and Need: The ratiouale and need behind such a practice is stabilizing 
the posture, iisana siddhi. As long as there is no success in a posture one cannot 
progress further in meditation. Our mind is always manipulating us, and it does 
not want to be controlled. It has been acting as our master since long and now it 
does not want us to be its master. Once the practitioner starts practicing the 
mind starts revolting. With the help of breath we try to train it hut this mind is 
much more smarter than us, and now it starts manipulating us and distracting us 
in the form of bodyache, itching, rubbing and burning sensations and various 
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types of irritable sensations. One can sit hours in watching a movie or a cricket 
match, but there are no such sensations in the body, because this act is done by 
the desire produced in the mind and is satisfying to the mind and the sense 
organs. But within few minutes for sitting in a meditation, all the disturbances 
start. This is not the problem with the body; this is the problem with our mind. 

So we have to act with the mind from the level where it is acting. Mind and 
Pra:r:ia are interrelated. All these aches, heaviness, itching, burning, rubbing, 
and irritating sensations are negative aspects of the vyiina viiyu. The smooth and 
soothing pulsation of Harilsa or Om, we feel at the third part of Harhsa Sadhana 
at .i\jiia cakra is the positive aspect of the vyiina viiyu. Only by acting at the level of 
Pra:r:ia or Vayu we can control the mind; in Harilsa Sadhana we practice it at 
breath level or at the level of priirJ-a and apiina, and in vyiina vi�a1Jii we practice 
it at the level of vyiina. Now we act at the level of subtle priirJ-a or vyiina to control 
our mind. Since our mental problems have descended up to body level, we have 
to feel this vibration throughout our body so that we should be able to sit long 
for meditation without reactions in the body. 

�i Pataiijali says, sthirasukhamiisanam, motionless and comfortable form of 
staying is a posture ( Ygs., 2.46) . For meditation we need to sit stable and in an 
agreeable posture. If body is in motion, the mind also will be in motion; so it is 
important to fix the body. A proper meditation technique does not allow too 
much body movements. We need to sit straight with trunk, neck and head straight. 
Snmad Bhagavadgi.tii speaks, 

samarh kiiyasirogrivarh dhiirayannacalarh sthiralJ,, 
sampre!zyya niisikiigram svarh disafciinavalokayan. (S. Bg. , 6. 1 3) 

Holding, dhiirayan, the body, head and neck, kiiyaSirogrivam, straight, samam, 
steady, acalam, and remaining firm, sthiralJ,, keeping attention, sampre!trya, at the 
tip of own nose (root of the nose at Ajiia cakra) , niisikiigram svam, and, ca, not 
looking, anavalokayan, around, difalJ,. 

This is the posture for a meditation practice. Padmasana and Siddhasana are 
two well-known postures for this purpose ( vide supra, p. 272) . Those who cannot 
sit in these postures due to lack of practice or knee problems can sit in a chair, 
but holding the body, neck and head straight and steady is the most important 
aspect. By practice of these postures one trains body to sit for longer duration, 
but the root of main disturbances are in the mind, and the mind creates bodyaches 
and irritable sensations in the body; so simply physical practice of a posture is 
not a foolproof method. So we should act at the same level from where mind is 
acting. Disturbances in the mind are noticed in the body at the level of vyiina. So 
acting at the vyiina level we have to stabilize our posture. Again �i Pataiijali says, 
prayatnafaithilyii-nantasamiipattibhyiim (a posture is perfected) by relaxation of 
efforts and meditation on the infinite ( Ygs., 2.47) . By practicing relaxation of 
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body a posture is perfected. This stops the shaking or irritations of the body, 
which is an obstacle to the state of meditation. So we have to practice relaxation 
or making the body effortless as we do in a corpse posture, Saviisana. We noticed 
that practicing Yoganidra in Savasana is much more relaxing. Here we move 
attention in the body and feel the vibrations, iryana. But we also notice that the 
practitioners fall asleep in this technique due to tama.s ( vide supra, "Yoganidra," 
p. 261 ) .  Moreover, the meditation requires a sitting posture with body, neck and 
head straight. So the same relaxing we have to do in a sitting posture. This 
relaxing we do in iryana vi�a1Jti. Along with relaxation, meditation on infinite is 
suggested by �i Patafijali . Yogic method of meditation on infinite is not a mental 
contemplation as one does in the path of knowledge. A yogi meditates on infinite 
PriiJ:ia within the body. It can be Om Technique, Harhsa Sadhana or iryana vUeya1Jti. 
Our skin is a vast organ on our body in comparison to other organs. So moving 
concentrations throughout the body by feeling vibrations or iryana is a sort of 
meditation on the infinite within the finite body. By this relaxing technique 
opposites are conquered and a stable posture is established. So �i Patafijali 
says, tato dvandvanabhighatalJ,, then one is not affected by the opposites ( Yg.s., 
2.48) . Then the practitioner is not affected by the opposite conditions of pain 
and pleasure. Conquering opposites of attachments and aversions of our internal 
organ mind is our purpose to be free from afflictions, and here we climb the first 
step with different sensations of our body. 

The Technique: Sitting in a posture with our body, neck and head straight we 
have to practice Harhsa Sadhana. When we come to the third step of Harhsa 
Sadhana and start feeling vibrations at Ajfia cakra, then we have to feel the same 
throughout our body from head to toes and vice versa. This is same as has been 
described in the technique of Yoganidra its before ( supra, p. 262) . The only 
difference is that we do it in a sitting posture whereas we do the former in the 
supine posture. We start moving our attention in Yoganidra technique from toes 
to head but here in a reverse order from head to toes. The present author has 
found that while observing vibrations throughout the body the breath also 
becomes rhythmic and very subtle . The sitting time enhances without changing 
legs or posture. Pain and irritating sensations vanish since the practitioner learns 
not to react. 

OM TECHNIQUE, OM KA.UW.Alf 
Om (Aum) this letter is the Elevated One, this should be worshiped, omitye
tadaleyaramudgithamupiisita ( Ch. U, 1 . 1 . 1 ) .  Now surely which is the Elevated One 
that is Pra1J-ava ( Onkara, the syllable Om) , atha khalu ya udgithalJ, sa pra1J-avo, 
which is Pral).ava that is the Elevated One, ya}], pra1J-avalJ, sa udgitha, in this way this 
Sun is the Elevated One, that is Pral).ava, ityasau va tiditya udgitha eya pra1Java, by 
uttering this Om it moves, omiti hye�a svaranneti (ibid. ,  5 . 1 ) .  The Sun and Om 
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are same. The entire solar system including all beings is Om. All the stars are 
Om. Om is the subtle form of Pr�a that a human mind can understand. This 
Om is the Cosmic Energy, Prar.ia, taking the form of sound vibrations and is the 
core of creation. One who knows like this (Pr�a as the Elevated One in the 
form of Onkara) he fulfills the desires, agata ha vai kamanarh bhavati, the 
knowledgeable one who worships this un-eroded letter (Om) , ya etadevarh 
vidvana�aramudgj,thamupasta, this is the spiritual science, ityadhyatmam ( Ch. U, 
1 .2 . 1 4) . All modifications or the entire creation has speech as its basis, a name 
only, vacarambhar.iam vikaro namadheyam ( ibid. ,  6. 1 .4) . As the leaf exists there 
due to veins of the leaf in the same way all the speeches (or names) exist due to 
this sound Om, tadyatha sankuna saroar_ti parr.iani samtrrJ,r.ianyevamonkarer.ia saroa 
vak samtror.ionkara, all these are the sound Om, all these, evedarh saroamonkara 
evedarh saroam (ibid . ,  2 .23.3) . The Amen of Christians and the Amin of Muslims 
are nothing but Om. The long bell-sounds, dirghaghar.itanada, of temples and 
churches are nothing but Om. The Buddhists meditation on bell sounds is 
meditation on the Principle Om. However, the real Om, the fourth quarter of 
letter Om cannot be pronounced ( vide supra, p. 22 1 ) .  Scriptures describe various 
types of worshiping on Om, and all are known as "Om Techniques. "  All these 
techniques give positive results to cultivate virtues, calm the mind and attaining 
the Knowledge. One can chant Aum loudly or in whispering tone but this must 
be lengthened while pronouncing. Better if one takes a long and deep breath 
and then starts uttering Aum like a continuous long bell sound or conch sound. 
This would send vibrations through out the body. Every auspicious beginning 
begins with Om. A mental chanting of Aum is even better than loudly uttering or 
whispering. But Kriya-yoga teaches subtle worshiping of Om, and here we shall 
discuss that which is generally followed in the Kriya-yoga. 

The entire creation is from sounds. Sounds are of four types, viz . ,  vaikhaii, 
madhyama, pa,Syanfi, and para. Vaikhaii is the articulate utterance, and this is the 
speech in general. The sounds we create through our speech and listen through 
our ear is known as vaikhaii. This is the gross form of the sound. Traditional 
singing, chanting, kirlana, and repetition, japa, of the names of God come under 
the spiritual practice following vaikhaii speech. Here the doer-ship status, 
kanabhava, of the practitioner is in full force. Madhyama is the intermediate one. 
This is whispering or murmuring sound. This is either not-audible clearly or 
inaudible . Most of the traditional repetitions, japa, of mantras come under this 
category. The mental repetitions are also under this category. Here also the 
practitioner is in the state of a doer. The above two states of practice requires 
will and effort. The further subtle sound is pa5yant'i. This is the sound seen. Here 
the doer-ship and efforts become further minimized. This needs more 
concentration to listen. The practitioner is in a state of observer, drll$tabhava. 
The practice of Om Technique is done in this state. In a concentrated state of 
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mind due to the result of Harilsa Sadhana the practitioner obseives the different 
internal sounds. This pa,Syanti sound is the subtle PraQ.a of the practitioner. This 
practice leads to a state of cessation of sounds, which is beyond the sounds. That 
sound is para. Para means beyond or that which transcends. The manifestations 
in the steps of creation, sr�tikrama, were from para to vaikhari. But in the steps of 
spiritual practice, siidhanakrama, the practitioner has to move from vaikhari to 
para. 

This Om Technique is almost a universal technique in traditions of saints, 
santa-parampara, and in different yogic traditions in India. The present author 
learned this technique in his childhood at the age of twelve when his father gave 
him a book titled Essence of Yoga authored by the world famous yogi Swami 
Sivananda Saraswati, Founder of Divine Life Society, Rishikesh. The book had a 
small chapter on Niida Yoga, the Yoga of the Sound, where this technique was 
described as listening to internal sounds by closing the ears in the six-faced seal, 
�ar_imukhi mudra. The $aQ.mukhi mudra is same as the light seal, Jyoti mudra. ( Vide 
infra, Jyoti mudra, p. 319 . )  This becomes the light seal when pressure is given 
through index fingers on eyes bellow the eyeball, and Om Technique on 
exploration of internal divine sounds when the pressure is given on ear holes 
through the thumbs. One can simply close the ears by thumbs and listen to the 
divine sounds. The present author used to listen those divine sounds from his 
childhood though there was no regular and continuous practice on those 
childhood days. He also in his childhood days used to close his ears by folding 
left ear lobe on pillow and right ear lobe on right arm and listen to the sounds at 
bed time till fell asleep. This technique is known in different names in different 
traditions as nadanusandhana, exploring the internal sounds, nada$ravar_ia, 
listening to the internal sounds, and anahatadhvanifravm:ia, listening to unhurt 
internal sounds. All these sounds are "Om. "  

The Technique: One h as  to sit with spine straight i n  Padmasana, the lotus posture, 
or in Siddhasana, the posture of Siddhas, i .e . ,  sitting by pressing the perineum 
by left heel, or else in Sukhasana, normal cross-legged posture. Then he has to 
close the ears by the thumbs in $aQ.mukhi mudra, or in a simple way by sitting in 
the meditative posture with a straight spine the practitioner should close the 
righ t ear by right thumb and left ear by left thumb. The elbows and shoulders 
should be in one straight line, chest little out and the shoulder blades gently 
touching each other. Give little pressure on ear holes by your thumbs. Here no 
need to place other fingers as in $aQ.mukhi mudra. Either you can fist the rest 
four fingers of a hand or place them on your forehead. One can take. support of 
a wooden T-shaped tool to rest hands so that he can sit longer in closing ears, 
and in that case he can bring elbows to the front for resting or else can use 
earplugs, mudra, to close ears. Then he should concentrate at the ,\iii.a cakra and 
listen to subtle internal sounds preferably through the right ear. 
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Scriptures describe Om Technique: The &riptures also describe the posture to 
listen unhurt internal sounds as the Seal of Vi�IJ.U, Vai�IJ.avi mudrii, 

siddhasane sthito yogi mudram sarhdhaya vai$1J,avim, 
srr:iuyad�ir;ie karr;ie nadamantargatam sada. (Nb. U, 31 )  

A yogi establishing i n  the posture of siddhas, siddhasane sthito yogi, has to 
perform Vai�IJ.avi mudrii, mudram sarhdhaya va�'T}aVim Then he should hear through 
the right ear, SrTJ-uyaddak#r;ie karr;ie, the ever-internal sounds, nadamantargatam 
sada. 

Vai�IJ.avi mudra is same as Sambhavl mudra ( infra, p. 322) .  Here one learns to 
listen to the divine sound with open eyes and open ears. But this is done in later 
stages of practice. In the beginning the practice is done with closing the ears with 
thumbs. 

Sound is the subtle ether element, and this is Siva, the prime cause. This 
sound is in all the elements up to earth. This sound has become vibration in air 
element, and since this has taken the form of creation and inherent in the air 
element in the form of vital energy responsible for the sustenance aspect, i .e. , 
Vi�IJ.u. Hence the mudra is known as Vai�IJ.avi mudrii,. In fact Siva and Vi�IJ.U are 
one. 

In this mudra the practitioner has to listen to subtler internal sounds. No 
mental chanting is even required. This sound is a very good medium of 
concentration, and the mind merges in these sounds. In Upani�ads it is said, 

tafladharamivacchinnam dirghagha7J.taninadavat, 
avacyam pra7J.avasyagram yastam vedam sa vedavit. (Db. U, 18) 

One who knows that, yastam vedam, unutterable Pra'T}ava in front of which, 
avacyam pra'T}avasyagram (there is sound) without interruption like the flow of 
oil, tailadharamivacchinnam, like the long sound of a bell, dirghagha7J.taninadavat, 
is a knower of the Vedas, sa vedavit. 

Types of Sounds in Om Technique: This is a very good form of laya yoga, yoga 
of merging the mind. These anahatadhvani or unhurt internal sounds are of 
various types in the beginning, 

Srii.yate prathamabhyase nado nanavidho mahan, 
vardhamane tathabhyase Srii.yate sit�masit�matal). (Nb. U, 33) 

In the beginning stage of the practice, prathamabhyase, one hears, Srityate, 
different types, nanavidhal), of great, mahan, sounds, nadal). When the practice 
increases, vardhamane tathabhyase, (he) listens, Srityate, subtle and subtler (sounds) , 
sit�masitk$matal). 

Hariisopani$ad define ten different sounds as, ci'T}iti prathamal), "ciIJ.i" is the 
first, ciiici'T}iti dvitiyal), "ciftciIJ.i" or "ciIJ.i ciIJ.i" is the second, gha7J.tanadast[tiyalJ,, 
bell sound is the third, fonkhanadascaturthal), conch sound is the fourth , 
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pancamastantriniidalJ,, sound of stringed instruments or lute sound is the fifth, 
��thastiilanadalJ,, cymbals sound is the sixth, saptamo veyunadalJ,, flute sound is 
the seventh, �tamo mrdanganiidalJ,, mrdail.ga or double-drum sound is the eighth, 
navamo bheriniidalJ,, kettle-drum sound is the ninth, da5amo meghanadalJ,, thunder 
sound is the tenth (HU, 1 6) .  However Nadabindupan-fyad describes the sounds in 
three sets, iidau jaladhijimutabherini'ljharasambhavalJ,, in the beginning there are 
the sounds of sea, thunder, kettle-drum and mountain spring, madhye marda
laSabdiibho ghar;t/iikiihalajastathii, in the middle there are sounds of double-drum, 
bell, large-drum, ante tu kirhkir;tivamsavir,tiibhramarar,tilJ,svanalJ,, at the end there 
are sounds of small hand bell or ornaments, flute ,  lute and bee (Nb. U, 34 and 
35) . This seems to be a description in a reverse order from the Hamsopani�ad. 

However from the experience of the present author finds that the normal 
sound comes in the beginning are cir,ti, cincir,ti or cir.ti cir,ti. This can be compared 
with the sounds of honeybee, bumblebee or insects like crickets singing in a 
forest. Then the next sounds can be, as if one is pressing one rid of a harmonium, 
like that of a hand bell used in worshiping rituals, like a big bell used in temples, 
like that of cymbals, like blowing of a conch, like sounds of stringed instruments 
viz. ,  lute, guitar, etc. ,  like double-drum sound or that of kettle-drum or large
drum beating, like a mountain spring, like roaring of sea and so on. However 
one may get a sound, say that of lute in the beginning and so on. After a period 
of practice these sounds can come to the practitioner automatically without dosing 
the ears during meditation or at any time when mind is calm. During meditation 
if one practices concentration on breath or vibration then this sound goes to 
background, and when again one concentrates on sounds it comes to the forefront. 
Generally when one listens to a gross internal sound he can hear another subtle 
internal sound in the background. On concentration of the subtle sound that 
comes to the forefront and another subtler sound may appear in the background. 
One can shift concentration from gross to subtle and vice versa: ghanamutsr,jya vii 
su�me suk�mamutsr.jya vii ghane, leaving the gross one has to concentrate on 
subtle and leaving the subtle again has to concentrate on gross (Nb. U, 37) . 
Though normally one should explore more and more subtle sounds, this has 
been said for the purpose of continuing the practice for a long duration of 
sitting. This enhances the concentration and capability for finding subtler sounds. 
One may hear multiple sounds at a time. Normally one hears the sounds through 
the right ear but can also hear through the left ear occasionally. One can hear a 
sound coming through both the ears, and at times there are two different sounds 
coming through two years. At period of high concentration one may hear the 
sound from the Ajiia cakra, or the point of concentration and sometimes through 
the hindbrain, cerebellum. In this way over a period of practice one hears subtler 
and subtler sounds and the mind is so absorbed that he remains the entire sitting 
of meditation with so�nds only. There is manifestlition of joy. One should not 
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think that he has succeeded in winning over the mind due to these experiences 
as the merged mind appears again and again. So we need constant practice. 

Finally, one has to merge in the Brahman, which is beyond all the sounds. It 
is said, 

ni}J,Sabdain tatparain /:Jrahma paramiitmii samiyate, 
niido yiivanmanastiivanniidiinte'pi manonmani. (Nb. U, 48) 

The Brahman, /:Jrahma, is beyond, tatparam, the silence, nilJ,fabdam, the state is 
of the Supreme Self, paramiitmii sam'iyate. Till there is sound there is the mind, 
niido yiivanmanastiivat, at the end of sounds the mind becomes "no mind," niidiinte'
pi manonmani. 

Even when the practitioner concentrates on the internal subtle sounds it is the 
mind that recognizes; this shows the existence of mind. So this is not the supreme 
state. When the mind completely merges with the subtle sounds then the sounds 
also do not exist. That state is the goal. 

Harilsa Sad.bani is also Om Technique: "Ha:rhsa Sadhana" is also known as 
"Om Technique" in the Kriya-yoga; om kau5ala1J, hainsa siidhanii, Om technique is 
Ha:rhsa Sadhana. The key to the Om technique lies in Ha:rhsa Sadhana. There is 
no difference between the sounds Om and HainsalJ, or Soham. It is said in 
Hainsopan�ad: evain sarvain hainsava5iittasmiinmano hainsa vicaryate, that mind is 
under the ha:rhsa and that ha:rhsa should be contemplated (HU, 15 ) . By the 
practice of the Ha:rhsa Sadhana, all the moods of mind settle down and then the 
internal sounds appear automatically; one need not close the ears by thumb or 
ear plugs. Upani�ds speak: sakarain ca hakarain ca fivo japati sarvada, a being 
always repeats the letters sa and ha ( BVU, 1 6) .  In the form of inhalation we 
repeat sa and in the form of exhalation we repeat ha. By practice of this breath 
technique named hainsa one reaches to a state of stillness of breath, kumbhaka. In 
that state one moves from the air to the ether. Thought waves of the mind are 
merged. Then the practitioner listens the unhurt divine sounds and his heart is 
filled with joy. So it is said, 

nabhasthain ni$kalain dhyatva mucyate bhavabandhaniit, 
anahatadhvaniyutain hainsain yo veda hrdgatam. (BVU, 20) 

He who knows the ha:rhsa, hainsain yo veda, associated with the unhurt sound, 
aniihatadhvaniyutam, inside the heart, hrdgatam, is liberated, mucyate, from the 
bondage, bandhaniit, of manifestations, bhava, meditating, dhyatvii, at the pure 
principle, ni$kalam, in the ether, nabhastham. 

svaprakiifacidiinandain sa hainsa iti [!jyate, 
recakain purakain muktva kumbhakena sthitalJ, sudh'ilJ,. ( Ibid. ,  2 1 )  

That i s  sung as ha:rhsa, sa hainsa iti [!jyate, which i s  the Self manifested, 
Consciousness and Bliss, svaprakasacidanandam. A Wiseman, sudhilJ,, being freed 
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from exhalations and inhalations, recakam purakam muktvii, establishes in the 
stillness of breath, kumbhakena sthitalJ,. 

Again it is said: evam saroam harhsava5iinniido da5avidho jiiyate, all these sounds 
are under harhsa and become ten types (HU, 1 6) .  If one sincerely practices the 
Harhsa Sadhana then the Om technique will emerge automatically, and this is 
the experience of many practitioners. When one repeats harhsal,i or soham one 
after another, or concentrates on the sounds of exhalations and inhalations then 
with merger of the breath in subtle priiTJ.a both ha and sa merge. There is only 
Om and J,i ( visarga) , only the infinite divine sound, the cause of creation remains. 
Again it is said: "miinasam harhsal,i so 'ham harhsa iti, the Brahman or Manasa
harilsa is harhsa and soham; tanmayayajno niidiinusandhanam, to practice oneness 
with it one should search the internal divine sounds: tanmayavikaro jival,i, deviated 
from the state of oneness is the individual self. " (PBU, 1 . 1 2. )  One who is established 
in soham or "That is me" has attained the Self. For that we need the Harhsa 
Sadhana. The state of oneness of the individual self with the Cosmic Self comes 
through searching the internal unhurt sounds. The mind along with the thoughts 
merges with that. The state of the individual self is a deviation from the state of 
oneness with the Cosmic Self. Harhsa is the form of the Transcendental Self, 
paramatmasvarupo harhsal,i, Harhsa moves inside and outside, antarbahiscarati 
harhsal,i (ibid. ,  1 . 13) . Harhsa and Om are undifferentiated, hamsapra1J.llvayorabhedal,i 
( ibid. , 1 . 19) . 

MAHAMUDRA 
We find the descriptions of Mahamudra in the scriptures like Dhyanabindupani�ad, 
Yogaciuf,amaTJ.yupani�ad, SaTJ.<J,ilyopani�ad, Grahayamala, Hathayogapradipika, 
Ghera1J.<J,a Samhitii, Gor�a Samhitii, and other yogic scriptures. Though there 
are minor differences in descriptions but the basic principle and practice is same. 
This is described as, 

vak�onyastahanul,i prapi<J,ya suciram yonim ca vamanghriTJ.a hastabhyama
nudharayanprasaritam padam tatha dak#TJ.am, apurya fuasanena ku�iyuga/,am 
badhva 5anai recayetseyam vyadhivinasini nanu mahamudra nroam procyate. 
(sumahati mudra nroam kathyate) (Db. U, 93; YCU, 66) . 

Pressing the chin against the chest, v�onyastahanul,i prapi<J,ya, for long, suciram, 
and left

. 
heel against the perineum, yonim ca vamanghriTJ.a, holding the stretched 

right leg by hands, hastabhyiimanudharayanprasaritam piidam tatha da�iTJ.am, filling 
both the lungs by breath, apurya fuasanena ku�iyuga/,am, holding then releasing 
the breath slowly, badhva sanai recayetseyam, Lliat has been said as Mahamudra by 
htimans which kills the diseases, vyadhivinasini nanu mahamudra nroii,m procyate. 

This description ofMahamudra shows the basic features of the technique, however 
we find many variations in the technique keeping the basic principle intact. 
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The Technique: In the Kriya-yoga traditions though we find variations but 
generally the mudra is done as follows: 

( i )  The practitioner should sit on the left heel folding the left leg, the right 
leg in the front resting on toes and pull the right leg towards the body by 
both hands so that right abdominal cavity is compressed. Chin gently locked 
(Fig. 5.5 . 1 ) .  Concentrates at the first center, Miiladhara cakra, and inhales 
long and deep from Miiladhara to Sahasrara. Then holds the breath and 
stretches the right leg in front and sits pressing the left heel against 
perineum. Then bends forward to hold the big toe of the right leg in 
index finger and thumb of both hands trying to touch the knee with 
forehead (Figs. 5.5.2 and 5.5.3) . Then the practitioner sits up on the left 
heel and pulling the right leg towards the body as in the beginning (Fig. 
5.5. 1 ) .  Now exhales long and deep from Sahasrara to Miiladhara cakrtrs. 

(ii) Next the practitioner changes the legs and sits on the right heel folding 
the right leg, the left leg in front resting on toes and pulls the left leg 
towards the body by the both hands so that left abdominal cavity is 
compressed. Chin gently locked (Fig. 5.5.4) . Concentrates at the second 
center, Svadhi�thana and inhales long and deep from Svadhi�thana to 
Sahasrara. Then holds the breath and stretches the left leg in front and 
sits pressing the right heel against perineum. Then bends forward to hold 
the big toe of the left leg in index finger and thumb of both hands trying 
to touch the knee with forehead (Figs. 5 . 5 . 5  and 5 .5 .6 ) . Then the 
practitioner sits up on the right heel and pulling the left leg towards the 
body (Fig. 5.5.4) . Now exhales long and deep from Sahasrara. 

(iii) Next the practitioner sits on the hips, both the legs in front resting on toes 
and pulling both the legs towards the body by the both hands so that 
entire abdominal cavity is compressed. Chin gently locked (Fig. 5.5.7) . 
Concentrates at the third center, MaI).ipiira and inhales long and deep 
from MaQ.ipiira to Sahasrara. Then holds the breath and stretches both 
the legs in front and then bends forward to hold the both big toes with 
index finger and thumb of both hands trying to touch the knee with 
forehead (Figs. 5.5.8 and 5.5.9) . Then the practitioner sits up on the hips 
and pulling the both leg towards the body (Fig. 5.5.7) . Now exhales long 
and deep from Sahasrara. 

( iv) Like that of the step as in (i) above but beginning with concentration at 
the fourth center, Anahata. 

(v) Like that of the step as in (ii) above but beginning with concentration at 
the fifth center, Vifoddha. 

(vi) Like that of the step as in (iii) above but beginning with concentration at 
the sixth center, Ajiia. 
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Fig. 5.5. 1 .  Mahamudra Step i.a and Step i.e. 

Fig. 5.5.2. Mahamudra Step i.b (front view) . 

Fig. 5.5.3. Mahamudra Step i.b (side view) . 

Some Kriya Masters teach this technique without moving attention to 
the cakra-s and/ or inside the spine along with the inhalation and the 
exhalation. But the Kriya way is at least to move attention inside the spine 
while inhaling and exhaling. 
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Fig. 5.5.4. Mahamudra Step ii.a and Step ii.c. 

Fag. 5.5.5. Mahamudra Step ii.b (front view) . 

Fag. 5.5.6. Mahamudra Step ii.b (side view) . 

The inhalations and exhalations in Mahamuclra are like those of Kriya Proper I. 

Contraindication: Since this mudrii has strong effects of contraction and relaxation 
on abdominal cavity and lower abdomen this is to be avoided by women during 
menstruation and pregnancy. Those who are suffering from backache problems 
should not do Mahamudra. They should consult a physician or a physiotherapist 
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Fig. 5.5.7. Mahamudra Step iii.a and Step iii.c. 

Fig. 5.5.8. Mahamudra Step iii.b (front view) . 

Fig. 5.5.9. Mahamudra Step iii .b (side view) . 

to cure their backache problem. The practice of postures like Bhujarigasana, 
Salabhasana, Dhanurasana, U��asana, Ardhacakrasana, and Cakrasana help to 
cure the backache problem. Sometimes forward bending postures like Yogamudra 
are combined with backward bending postures like Cakrasana to cure backache. 
One can take the help of a yoga-therapist instead of trying on his self. After 
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curing the backache problem one can do Mahamudra if allowed by the physician. 
Those suffering from acute hypertension should not do this technique in the 
beginning. First, they should practice breath technique like Harhsa Sadhana for 
a period and after being relieved from the hypertension can do this technique. 
Then this technique helps in stress management and curing hypertension. 

A Variation: We find that some masters introduced some variations like lying 
down in supine position during Mahamudra, then sitting and massaging the 
legs, etc. This seems to be a good innovation so far aged and sick persons are 
concerned but generalizing this variation and use of this variation by young 
practitioners in particular is simply diluting a strong and effective technique. 

Benefits: Almost all the benefits of Guru PraQ.ama technique are found in 
Mahamudra. This is much more stronger technique than Guru PraQ.ama so far 
the body fitness and removal of diseases and arousing the frrii?Ja or kmµ/,alini are 
concerned. But each technique has its own uniqueness. Concentration for a 
while at each cakra and devotional aspect of Guru PraQ.ama makes Guru PraQ.ama 
different from Mahamudra. Moreover the bending after holding breath is simpler 
in Guru PraQ.ama than Mahamudra and can be practiced by all if one does not 
have a severe backache problem. In Mahamudra the alternate contraction of 
right and left abdominal cavities and then contraction of the entire abdominal 
cavity massages the abdominal organs, supplies more blood and rejuvenates 
abdominal organs. The expansion of the thoracic cavity due to inhalation and 
retention of breath increase the capacity of lungs to hold more air. There is 
pressure on the diaphragm due to the retention of breath and contraction of 
abdomen, so the diaphragm and the abdominal organs get gentle message and 
more blood supply when normal position is regained. This kriyii is strong enough 
to increase sufficient blood flow to the head region. Brain cells get stimulated. 
This practice removes the lamas quality of the body. This also enhances the 
capability of the practitioner for long and deep breath. Pressure at perineum in 
this technique arouses the vital energy, frrii?Ja, to flow upward inside the spine. 
After a period of practice the practitioner can feel the ascending and the 
descending praQ.ic currents within the spine while inhaling and exhaling. Due to 
bending again and again the spine becomes flexible and the spinal cord becomes 
elastic. After a period of practice when the practitioner sits silently just after the 
performance of the technique, he can watch the frrii?Ja moving up down within 
the spinal cord. The practitioner comes to a meditative state with the mind calming 
down. This technique has effect on brain, spinal cord, spine, lungs, heart, ribs, 
diaphragm, stomach, liver, pancreas, large and small intestines, kidneys, adrenals, 
urinary bladder, uterus, legs, knees and almost all organs. This technique helps 
very much in stress management, the organs previously not getting sufficient 
energy due to stress effects now get abundant energy. 
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KluYA PROPER I 
This is the real practice of prii:rJiiyiima. Hence some refer it as Kriya Pral).ayama, 
Kriya KuQ<;lalini Prl11).ayama and so on. Normally this is referred as Kriya in the 
Kriya-yoga. Since long the Vedic ?;Sis found a simple technique that by controlling 
the breath one can have control on sensualities and mental modifications; Oh 
good-looking one, the mind is surely under the prl11}.a, prar,iabandhanarh hi soumya 
manalJ, ( Ch. U, 6.8.2) . Again the same is said as, 

rajjubaddho yathii fyeno gato 'pyiikmate punalJ,, 
gur,iabaddhastathii jivalJ, prar,iiipanena ka�ati. ( YCU, 29) 

A bird, syenalJ,, as being, yathii, bound with a rope, rajjubaddho, again, punalJ,, 
pulled, akmate, after leaving, gatalJ, api, in the same way, tathii the individual self, 
fivalJ,, being bound to the qualities (of the Nature) ,  gur,iabaddhalJ,, is pulled, ka�ati, 
by the exhalation and the inhalation, priirµipiinena. 

Mind runs till the breath is running. It is the same Principle; the Cosmic Self 
has become the individual self within a body due to identification with mind and 
body, and is governed by the three qualities of the Nature. Since the mind is 
bound to prar,ia, we have to control the mind through priir,ia. If the breath is still 
then the mind is still. This is the principle behind Harilsa Sadhana and Kriya 
Proper. To make our breath still , first thing we need is deep breathing. Thereby 
we have sufficient oxygen in our body to carryout the body in living condition 
during the breath suspension period. In that state of samadhi though body lives 
with less energy reducing all vital activities to the minimum but still then the 
body must have some resources of oxygen stored for those minimum activities to 
be sustained. In the Kriya practice we learn to breathe properly. 

The Respiratory System: The instrument within our body for breathing is the 
Respiratory System. It is broadly divided into upper respiratory tract and lower 
respiratory tract. The upper respiratory tract consists of nose, naso-pharynx and 
the larynx. The inner lining of these are lined by a mucous membrane covered 
by ciliated columnar epithelial cells with rich blood supply so that when in-breath 
enters the lungs it attains the body temperature and is saturated with water vapors. 
The ciliated epithelium of the sticky mucous membrane of the respiratory tract 
traps dusts and bacteria, and propels them outside. Larynx at the lower end of 
the upper respiratory tract is the organ of sound production; this is also responsible 
for cough reflex preventing those larger foreign particles to enter inside, which 
cannot be stopped by the cilia of the ciliated epithelium. 

The lower respiratory tract consists of trachea, bronchi and lungs. Trachea is 
almost in the midline and bifurcates into right main bronchus and /,eft main bronchus. 
Right main bronchus is subdivided into upper lobe bronchus, midd/,e lobe bronchus 
and lower lobe bronchus. Left main bronchus is subdivided into upper lobe bronchus 
and lower lobe bronchus. The left lung has two lobes and the right lung differs 
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from the left lung in having three lobes (Fig. 5.6) . Each lobe is made up of two 
or three broncho-pulmonary segments except right lower lobe that has five such 
segments. A broncho-pulmonary segment consists of broncho-pulmonary lobules 
that are the basic structures of lung. The two left lobar bronchi and the three 
right lobar bronchi divide and subdivide to form branches till the terminal bronchi 
known as respiratory bronchio'Les are reached. Each respiratory bronchiole connects 
to a cluster of alveoli within a broncho-pulmonary lobule. Alveoli (Fig. 5.6) is a 
tiny air vesicle made up of a single layer of flattened epithelial cells in contact 
with pulmonary capillaries for exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between 
the air inside the alveoli and the blood in the pulmonary capillaries. In this way 
our blood gets oxygenated and carbon dioxide from the blood is released to the 
air in the alveoli that are finally expelled by exhalation. Then inhalation brings 
fresh oxygenated air from atmosphere to the alveoli through nose, naso-pharynx, 
larynx, trachea, bronchi and bronchioles. 
Breathing through Mouth is not Desired: The air entering lungs must attain the 
body temperature and saturated with the water vapors ( vide p. 299 ). So inhalation 
through mouth in a breath technique though makes the air saturated with water 
vapors but makes it cooler than the body temperature, so mouth breathing is 
not desired until and unless we need a cooling effect due to hot climatic conditions. 
Sitali, Sadan ta, and Sitkari PrliI).ayamas are cooling breath techniques for summer 
season in hot countries like India. We learn that some organizations teach to 
inhale through the mouth and nose simultaneously during Kriya so that it would 
produce a cool sensation deep in the throat. This is a modification of the original 
Kriya breath technique. If this modification is for the purpose of feeling the cool 
sensation this can be felt inside the nose while inhaling by little more concentration 
practice though the feeling is more prominent inside the throat. Feeling cold 
and hot sensations are no doubt a �ethod of concentration and persons with 
disturbed mind may not feel cool sensations inside nose while inhaling. In this 
way inhalation through mouth can be justified. But after a period of Harilsa 
Sadhana each practitioner should be able to feel cool sensation inside the nose 
while inhaling. Theravada Buddhists learn to feel cold and hot sensations inside 
the nose in iiniipiina sati. Yogis also feel the same inside the nose; however in a 
hot climate during Indian summer yogis feel the same through throat while 
breathing through mouth to produce a cooling effect on the body. But in winter 
and in cold countries breathing through mouth are to be avoided. The next 
immediate purpose of the Kriya breath after feeling cold and hot sensations is to 
concentrate in movements of prii'f}a inside the spinal cord, and as the practitioner 
learns more, feels the prai:iic movements inside the spine and at the Ajna cakra; 
then one does not concentrate in cold and hot sensations at throat or nose. At that 
stage there is no meaning in continuation of in-breath through mouth. We should 
remember that a sick person is fed through nose and breathes through mouth. 
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Science and Spirituality of the Kriya: Now with our average breathing that is 
known as "quiet respiration," we draw and expel about one-sixth amount of air 
that can be inhaled or exhaled during a deep breathing. In average respiration, 
the air that enters in and comes out of the lungs is about 500 cc, and this is known 
as tidal air. In a deep breathing, one can inhale about 3000 cc of air known as 
compl.emental air, which includes the tidal air. Now our air intake capacity in deep 
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breathing is six times more than that of average breathing. Still then about 1000 
cc of air remains inside the lungs, which is known as supplemental air or reserve 
air, and this can be expelled by forceful expiration. By forceful exhalation as 
done to achieve Uc;lc;llyana Bandha one is able to expel even this reserve air. In 
this way the air ventilation is increased eight times more than average breathing. 
Even then a large quantity of air of about 1000 cc still remains inside the lungs, 
which is known as residual air. Now we see that in an average healthy person total 
lungs air holding capacity of 5000 cc. In an average breathing or quiet respiration, 
only 500 cc air is ventilated to make the blood oxygenated. This is just one-tenth 
of the total capacity. In Kriya breathing we increase the ventilation from 500 cc to 
3000 cc which is three-fifth of the total lungs capacity and six times more than 
average breathing. With forceful expiration we can even increase the ventilation 
up to 4000 cc but we cannot practice that for a long sitting. Normally inspired air 
contains on an average of 20.94% oxygen and 0.04% carbon dioxide, expired 
air contains 16.3% oxygen and 4% carbon dioxide, and alveolar air contains 
1 4.2% oxygen and 5.5% carbon dioxide. By Kriya we make the alveolar air 
more oxygenated and with less carbon dioxide and that in turn affect oxygen 
and carbon dioxide concentration in the blood leaving the pulmonary capillaries. 
In this way by Kriya breathing we make our blood free of carbon dioxide and 
more oxygenated. 

In our body all the biochemical reactions goes in a specific state of body 
fluids, the range of hydrogen ion concentration (pH) of body fluids being 6.8 to 
7.2. Our body fluids contain buffers mostly phosphate buffers and bicarbonate 
buffers those maintain the above pH range. At pH 7 the body fluid is neutral and 
this becomes acidic when pH goes down bellow 6.8 and alkaline when pH goes 
up above 7.2. More carbon dioxide in blood forms carbonic acids that make the 
body fluids acidic and this is the cause of many diseases. This results in formation 
of endotoxins. This also results in mental irritability. More oxygenated blood 
and removal of carbon dioxide makes the body fluids alkaline. Another aspect is 
that excessive metabolism is due to more oxidation resulting in more carbon 
dioxide formation and making the body fluids acidic. In diseases like cancers 
etc. and in aging diseases the body fluids are acidic in nature and normally 
antioxidants like vitamins E, C, and beta-carotene, etc . ,  help. We need to make 
our body fluids little alkaline and for that we need more oxygen and removal of 
carbon dioxide. Second thing by meditation we give rest to our entire body, 
which works like a super antioxidant and the metabolism is reduced to almost 
zero during samiidhi. These two are the scientific principles of the Kriya breath 
practice . We have already discussed the spiritual aspect of it in the previous 
chapters and stated that the mind is absorbed into prii:r.ia. 

From the experience of the present author and from the experiences of many 
spiritual practitioners we learn that only the breath practice leads to a breathless 
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state, pulse rate and heart beat slows down coming to a state of near stoppage 
and sometimes even stopped. Scriptures also say the same; samiidhisiddhi
ruvaraprar;tidhiiniit ( y g:5.' 2. 45) ;  i8varapra.J).idhana Kriya leads to attaining samadhi. 
The Kriya Proper I technique is the isvaraprai:iidhana Kriya ( vide supra, 
"Understanding iroaraprar;tidhiina Technique, "  p. 121  and "i8varaprar:iidhana 
Kriya," p. 122) . How that happens? We can explain this as follows but this needs 
definite scientific study to establish. Removing the carbon dioxide from the body 
and making the blood oxygenated over a period of continuous practice make 
our body fluids alkaline and these remain ai: the pH of 7.2 levels and when these 
tend to cross this level further up, we do not need breathing anymore. So 
automatically there is stoppage of breath. Another aspect is the practice of 
concentration. Medulla is the seat of respiratory control and concentration at 
the Medulla center or the l\jiia cakra is responsible for respiratory rest and lowering 
the body metabolism by affecting the visceral organs through the Vagus nerve. 
Concentration at the Ajiia cakra leads to respiratory suspension .  Again 
concentration has lead to the rest of vital organs in the body and during the 
period ofrespiratory suspension we do not need more energy as the vital activities 
are under rest, hence there is less oxidation and amount of carbon dioxide 
produced is minimum. So when again the body needs oxygen and removal of 
carbon dioxide after a pause respiratory suspension, the respiratory movements 
start automatically. But for this state we need long term and uninterrupted 
practice. But most important aspect in case of samiidhi is the conversion of vital 
resources into the conscious vital element and thereby gaining access to the 
Cosmic Consciousness. The Cosmic Consciousness is the energy pool ( vide supra, 
"Spirituality of Longevity, Death and Samadhi," p. 240 ). 

Another aspect of long and deep breathing is that here we breathe only three 
breaths per minute at maximum whereas in average breathing it is fifteen to 
eighteen breaths per minute. So if a practitioner practices one-hour deep breathing 
exercise then he saves nine hundred breaths in that one hour of practice. This 
habit affects the other hours when the practitioner is not practicing, and during 
those periods the breath rate becomes slow. This is the clue to longevity and 
mental stability (vide supra, "Spirituality of Longevity, Death and Samadhi, "  p. 
240) . With less breath we get sufficient amount of oxygen required which we do 
not get in average breathing. 

The Kriyi Technique: To understand the technique ofKriya Proper I, we should 
first understand the technique of Ujjayi Prar:iayama. There are some variations 
of Ujjayi but a simple way is followed. A practitioner should sit in a Padmasana, 
Siddhasana or any posture with an erect spine. Siddhasana gives best results. 
Chin should be gently locked bending neck little forward and pressing the chin 
against throat gently so that glottis and throat is partially closed to create breath
way resistance to some extent. In this way head, body and neck would come to a 
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straight line . Now the practitioner should start inhaling slowly through both 
nostrils but long and deep with force . After inhalation the practitioner exhales in 
the same manner almost with equal time duration. Breathing should be done 
through nose, and not through mouth. The point of pulling in or pushing out 
the breath is not the nose here as some practitioners try to practice in the 
beginning; rather the point to pull in or push out the breath is from inside the 
throat. The breath-way resistance would reduce the speed of breathing; lengthen 
the breath and a sound of breath like the hissing of cobra would be produced 
automatically. This sound would be audible and this sound would continue 
throughout the processes of inhalation and exhalation. No sound should be 
created by mouth or throat. Some teachers and schools of Kriya-yoga teach to 
create sound but that is not the technique. The sound produced is automatic and 
this is the sound of breath due to breath-way resistance. 

This is the breathing portion of Kriya Proper I but this is performed while 
moving the attention up and down inside the spine. This is done with tongue 
rolled up. Those who cannot remain in tongue rolled up state can bring it to 
normal position and practice. Here most important aspect is concentration inside 
the spinal cord. In Kriya breath concentration is not kept in breath entering into 
lungs and coming out of lungs. Rather along with the in-breath the practitioner 
moves attention from base of the spinal cord up to fontanel. Again along with 
the out-breath the practitioner moves the attention from fontanel to base of the 
spine. The spine is the road and the breath is the vehicle to run in that road. In 
this way the mind is engaged in breath and withdrawn from sense objects so that 
the practitioner reaches the state of withdrawal of senses, pratyahiira. This 
consequently leads to dhiirarJ,ii, dhyana, and samiidhi. 

Swami Sivananda Sarasvati describes a related technique as Km:H;lalini 
Priil).ayama in his book KurJ,<f,alini Yoga where he asks to move concentration 
from Miiladhara to Sahasrara and vice versa along with inhalation and exhalation; 
but he did not ask there to breathe with sound like Ujjayi; so may be simple 
Anuloma Viloma Prar.iayama with moving attention up and down inside the spinal 
cord. This is good and similar to Kriya but the Kriya is certainly a more strong 
technique. This one can practice after some rounds of Kriya. 

Some present day schools of yoga teach deep breathing in three sections, viz. , 
abdominal breathing, thoracic breathing, and upper lobar breathing. Then they 
teach to combine these three for a complete yogic breathing. Kriya Proper I is a 
complete yogic breathing. When this complete yogic breathing is done with chin 
locked producing hissing sound and moving the concentration up and down 
inside the spinal cord that becomes Kriya Proper I .  

In the tradition of Hatha-yoga three locks, viz. , Jalandhara, Miilabandha; and 
U<;lc;liyana are given much importance for arousing ku'fJ,<f,alini, the Sleeping Life 
Energy. These three locks by way of muscular contraction arouse energy from 
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the nerves and redirect them in the reverse direction from organs towards the 
spinal cord. These are very powerful techniques for quick feeling of prar_ia at 
Mflladhara and directing the PraI_ia from Mflladhara to Sahasrara inside the 
spinal cord. These techniques are done along with Prai_iayama. Due to sudden 
arousal of kurµ!,alini, most of the Hatlia-yoga practitioners could not manage the 
energy and this creates negative effect since mind and body are not prepared to 
hold it. Hence this practice needs constant guidance of an expert Hatlia-yoga 
master and strict observance of rules. So in the Kriya-yoga care has been taken 
for gradual arousal of the Prax:ia. By gently locking the chin we have effect of 
Jalandhara. In Kriya Proper I breathing, we have mild effect of Mulabandha and 
Uc;lc;liyana. If one exhales long and deep then he or she will observe that as the 
exhalation lengthens, there occur contraction of anal sphincter muscle and 
abdominal recti muscles. So Kriya PraI_iayama leads to passive Mulabandha and 
Uc;IQ.iyana. In this way we receive the benefits of three locks but not as vigorously 
as in the Hatlia-yogic Kriyas. The result in the Kriya is slow and steady and without 
problems since this gives time to body and mind to be capable to hold the aroused 
energy. 

We have already said that Kriya Proper I is isvaraprax:iidhana Kriya ( vide supra, 
"Knowing the God, lfoaraprar_iidhana, " p. 1 19) .  iiivara, Harhsa and Om are same. 
Breathing when practiced with external sound of breath then this is isvara 
breathing or iiivaraprax:iidhana Kriya. Breathing when practiced with internal 
sound of breath then this is Harhsa breathing. When the breathing movements 
stop due to breathing practice and only the subtle internal sounds remain then 
this is Om technique. In iSva.raprax:iidhana Kriya the inhalation sound is "i" like 
i .. i . . i .. L (continuous lengthening of iwithout break in between, not as z, z, i) ,  and 
the exhalation sound is "ra" like ra . .  a . .  a . .  a . .  (continuous lengthening of "a" of 
"ra" without break in between, not as a, a, a) . This should be reminded here 
again that these sounds are not to be created by mouth or throat. These one 
natural breath sounds due to breath-way resistance. The foa or sva sound is very 
subtle and is in-between inhalation and exhalation (at the end of inhalation and 
beginning of exhalation) and the practitioner feels this after a period of practice 
at Ajna cakra as if it is swallowing or galloping the breath. The sound is like that 
of bursting of a bubble or a drum beat. Here in-breath hits the Ajfia cakra. On 
further practice, a practitioner even feels this in-between exhalation and inhalation 
(at the end of exhalation and beginning of inhalation) . 
A Variation: However it is learned by the present author that a revered and 
reputed school of Kriya-yoga teaches inhalation as "a" ( A W)  as a . .  a . .  a . . 

(AAAWWW) and exhalation as "i" (EE) as LL i (EEEEEE) . In some scriptures 
the two wings of Harhsa are said as letter-a and letter-u: "om akaro �r_ialJ, pa!eya 
ukarastUttaralJ, smrtalJ, (Nb. U, i ) ,  the Harhsa that is in the form of Om, the letter
a is the right wing and the letter-u is the left wing. " Had this been intended by 
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Paramahamsa Yogananda then he could have said "a" and "u," and not "a" and 
"i. "  This again seems to be same type of reversal as in case of Harhsa ( vide supra, 
"A Probable Aberration," and Hamsa Sadhana, in "Hamsa Technique, Step I," 
p. 282) , here "i or EE coming as exhalation instead of inhalation and "ra" or 
AW or "a" coming as inhalation instead of exhalation. We have to remember 
that these sounds are the natural sounds of breath; so a practitioner instead of 
being confused over these differences taught by different schools of Kriya-yoga, 
rather should concentrate on the natural sounds of inhalation and exhalation be 
either "i and "a" or AW and EE. After a long period of uninterrupted practice 
the practitioner would find that there is no difference between the sound of 
inhalation and sound of exhalation. 

The practice of concentration with inhalation up inside the spine and exhalation. 
down inside the spine magnetizes the spine and the practitioner feels the Pr.ll}.a 
ascending up to the Ajna cakra. Since in initial days of practice this feeling is not 
there some master advice to inhale up through the back of the spine and exhale 
down through front of the spine. In this way the practitioner gives extra support 
to the mind and after a period of practice when the Pral).a moves inside the spine 
there is no need for back and front attention. In this way when the practitioner 
feels the life energy inside the spinal cord attention is naturally withdrawn from 
sense organs, sensory nerves, organs of actions, muscles, visceral organs and 
motor nerves, and is concentrated within the spine. This is also in a way relaxing 
to these organs and the nerves but more than that, this is the withdrawal of mind 
from sense objects and directing these towards their origin, i .e. , the Pr�a. Further 
the Pr�a withdraws from the spine to concentrate at the Ajna cakra and leads to 
further calmness. 

Pril,liyima: Understanding the principle of a breath mastery technique, 
frra7J-ayama, is very important to understand the Kriya breath whether it is Hamsa 
or Kriya Proper I. In Upani�ads it is said, 

yathaivotpalanal.ena toyamiikaeyayennaralJ,, 
tathaivotkaeyayedvayum yogi yogapathe sthitalJ,. (Db. U, 38) 

The way, yathaiva, a human, naralJ,, draws, iikar�ayet, water, toyam, through a 
stem oflotus, utpalanal.ena, in the same way, tathaiva, a yogi, yogi, being established 
in the path of yoga, yogapathe sthitalJ,, lifts, utkaeyayet, the air, vayum. 

The stem of lotus is very long and is at least one to two meters, and the stem is 
spongy. In countryside we find children pluck a stem of lotus leaf and sip water. 
The urban people do not have this experience. Let them imagine sipping cold 
drinks through a long and spongy straw. This needs drawing air in a slow and 
steady way in a lengthening manner. That is the way to inhale air. Our spinal 
cord is the stem of the lotus through which breath is to be drawn. In the same 
manner the breath is to be exhaled. Again, 
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Making (the sound) like that of ardhamatra, ardhamatratmaka kftvii, through 
the stem of lotus, koSibhiltam tu paitkajam, (the breath) is to be pulled through 
the canal, ka�ayenna/,o,matr�ia, and merged bringing, wyam nayet, inside the 
place between two eye brows, bhruvormadhye. 

Om (Aum) is made up of four sounds, viz. ,  a, u, m, and ardhamatra. Ardhamatra 
cannot be pronounced properly. However, it can be compared with lengthening 
nasal sound of a breath practice. When breath is drawn slowly constricting the 
breath-way by chin lock we have this breath sound. In such a manner the breath 
should be drawn till breath merges at the brain stem in a place corresponding to 
the point between two eyebrows. This is the respiratory center of the brain. This 
practice is to be practiced till the suspension of breath. 

�i Pataftjali describes about the Kriya or the PraQ.ayama as: ( 1 )  "pracchar
danavidhararµibhyam va prar;tasya ( Yg.s., 1 .34) , this is extended exhalation in one 
rhythm named pracchardana and special type of holding the air named vidharar;ta 
of the breath, va prar;tasya. " Extended exhalation in one rhythm is called 
pracchardana or throwing away in an extended manner. Though commentators 
put holding out breath after exhalation, vahya kumbhaka, as vidharar;ta but in the 
traditions of Kriya-yoga vidharar;ta is a special type of holding the air. This means 
automatic holding or suspension of the breath known as keva/,o, kumbhaka. Here 
pracchardana or extended exhalation includes extended inhalation and doing so 
for long time, dirghakala, uninterruptedly, nairantarya, practitioner attains 
breathless state. This is the Kriya Proper I technique. By doing the action of 
breath, kriya, as a doer, karta, one will come to the state of an obseiver, drll$/ii, 
and at this state the practitioner cannot do Kriya any more. He simple obseives 
the breath, light, rhythm or sound. Then one due to the result of continuous 
practice will come to the state of witness, sak$i, and this is the state of keva/,o, 
kumbhaka, automatic holding of breath. This is further stated as: (2) "tasmin sati 
fuasapra5vasayorgativicchedalJ, prar;tayamalJ, (ibid. , 2.49) , after perfection in postures 
the motion of exhalation and inhalation being halted is called Pr3.Q.ayama. "  This 
is suspension of the movements of outgoing and incoming breaths. This is the 
state ofbeing established in the breath mastery, prarµiyamaparayar.tiilJ,, as described 
in Snmad Bhagavadgita as apane juhvati prar;tam etc . ,  "others pour the act of 
exhalation into that of inhalation and the act of inhalation into exhalation and 
when the motion of inhalation and exhalation are halted then they become 
established in breath mastery. " ( S. Bg., 4.29.) Here the motion of exhalation and 
inhalation is halted, the mind is also halted, and this is the desired state of keva/,o, 
kumbhaka in the Kriya-yoga. 

Further these practices have been elaborated in next two sfttra-s as: (3) "vahya
bhyantarastambhavrttilJ, desaka/,o,samkhyabhilJ, paridT$1o dirghasfilcymalJ, ( Yg.s., 2.50) , 
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that (Pral).ayama) has external, viihya, internal, abhyantara, and stationary, 
stambha, operations, vrtti}J,, all the three are observed, paridma}J,, in respect to 
space, defa, time, kiila, and numbers, sarhkhyiibhi}J,, become long, dirgha, and 
subtle, suk$ma}J,. " The inhalation is the internal operation, puraka, exhalation is 
the external operation, recaka, and the retention of breath is the stationary 
operation, kumbhaka. These are three different types of Pr3.l).ayama. In Kriya
yoga the stationary operation is very limited in practice part, and is only restricted 
to holding of breath during bowing down in Guru Pral).ama, forward bending 
during Mahamudra, and neck and head rotation during Kriya Proper II. Here 
fingers never close the nostrils. The practice of forcefully stopping the breath is 
done in Hatha-yoga since hatha means enforcement. So in the Kriya-yoga practice 
the stationary operation, stambha vrtti, is very short in-between inhalation and 
exhalation or in-between exhalation and inhalation.  Again space, time and 
numbers regulate these three operations. In the Kriya breathing the movements 
of concentration along with the breath, moves inside the spine. In static breath, 
concentration mostly remains at the Ajiia cakra. In Guru Pral).ama, Mahamudra 
and Kriya-meditation successive concentrations at different cakra-s are made. In 
this way breath-techniques vary in accordance with space, defo. Similarly, the 
duration, kiila, of inhalation, exhalation and static operation of breath makes 
the variations in Pr3.l).ayama. In the Kriya Proper I, this is extended inhalation 
and extended exhalation with very short retention, and when automatic retention 
occurs that depends on the time and duration of the previous practice. Again 
time, kiila, refers to timings of practice and duration of a sitting. Then this further 
depends on duration of practice and this is of very much help when the practice 
is for long periods of time, dirghakiila, and uninterrupted, nairantarya. How many 
rounds, sarhkhyii, of practice a practitioner practices also makes differences in 
the Kriya. But another important aspect is that the inhalation and the exhalation 
should be made long, dirgha, and subtle, suk$ma}J,. This is the key to the practice 
of Kriya Proper I. We have to breathe long and subtle, a coarse or sallow breathing 
is not beneficial. Such a long and subtle breath would pierce the cakra-s and the 
knots inside the spinal cord. Further at the last stage of priir;iiiyiima when one 
establishes in breath mastery, priir;iiiyiimapariiyar;iii}J,, is described as: ( 4) "viihyii
bhyantaravi$ayii 'k$epi caturtha}J, ( Ygs. ,  2.5 1 ) ,  the fourth type, caturtha}J,, is that 
transcends, Vi$ayii 'k$epi, the external, viihya, and internal, abhyantara. " This is the 
automatic suspension of breath, kevala kumbhaka. This transcends inhalation or 
internal operation, abhyantara vrtti, and exhalation or external operation, viihya 
vrtti. This is achieved by practicing the previous types of internal operation and 
external operation regulated by space, time and number making them further 
long and subtle. This fourth type of Pr3.l).ayama is the specialty of the Kriya-yoga� 
This is the result of practice. 
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When such a breathless and thoughtless state is achieved then that results in, 
"tata!J, k#yate prakaSa 'vararJam ( Ygs., 2.52) , by that, tataJ.i, the veil of manifestation, 
prakasa 'vararJam, is thinned, k�iyate. " This veil of manifestation covers the 
Knowledge. We are deluded by the manifestations through our sense-organs 
and mind. By practicing the pra1J,llyama and attaining the breathless state, which 
is also a thoughtless state again and again we enter into withdrawal of senses, 
pratyahara, concentration, dhara1J,ll, meditation, dhyana, and the transcendental 
state, samadhi. This develops the discriminating intellect, viveka buddhi. This 
weakens the karma that covers the Principle of Self due to misapprehension. 
Finally there is eradication of the false knowledge leading to liberation. This is 
the reason the yogic scriptures and the yogis over all ages praise the Kriya or the 
Prar:tayama so much. There is no better austerity, tapas, than the Kriya or the 
Prar_iayama. This is the inner heat, tapas, created by the breath practice. This 
bums all impurities of the body and the mind. This is the cause of destruction of 
the ignorance, avidya, i .e . ,  "I sense ."  

Kriyi Meditation: The Kriya Meditation is  a part of the Kriya Proper I. We have 
already discussed in the above that the Kriya or the PraQ.ayama varies according 
to space, time and number. In the Kriya Meditation the concentration is first 
made at The Coccyx Center, Miiladhara cakra with the help of natural breath, 
light, inner rhythm/vibration or sound depending upon the state of the 
practitioner. One can also merge the Om sound with the inner rhythm during 
practice of concentration at a center. Then the practitioner should inhale a Kriya 
inhalation with the breath sound of Hike Li . .  i . .  L un-interrupted from the Coccyx 
Center up to the Crown Center, Sahasrara cakra, hold the breath for very short 
span of time and then exhale down with the breath sound of ra like ra . .  a . .  a . .  a . . 
un-interrupted to the Coccyx Center. The feeling of sva would come over a 
period of practice. Next the practitioner has to concentrate at the Sacrum Center, 
Svadhi�lhana cakra and to repeat the practice of meditation with breath, light, 
rhythm or sound, and then repeat the breathing as described above. Similar 
practices would continue with the Lumbar Center, MaQ.ipiira cakra, the Dorsal 
or Thoracic Center, Anahata cakra, the Cervical Center, Visuddha cakra, and at 
the Master Center, Ajfi.a cakra. When the practitioner comes to the Crown Center, 
Sahasrara cakra, he should deeply inhale crossing the fontanel and should not 
come down or bring down the concentration to body by exhalation.  The 
exhalation is slowly released and the practitioner enters to a state of deep 
meditation without any support or concentration on any thing. This deep state of 
meditation after Kriya is known as Paravastha. 

Subtle Manifestations of Light, Sound and Vibration: After a period of practice 
of the Kriya-breath and the Kriya-Meditation, the practitioner feels the movements 
of prarJa inside the spine. In the beginning one may experience heaviness or 
stiffness at the point of concentration in the cakra-s. Then the practitioner feels 
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the Pnll}.a as the electromagnetic force of attraction, as if the area is being squeezed 
due to attraction of energy. The practitioner may experience sweet pain at the 
cakra-s inside spine. Later one feels vibrations from the point of concentration, 
sometimes very strong and sometimes mild. This vibr<Ltion might be like pulsation 
or long waves of energy moving in different directions. This feeling generally 
first comes at i\jna cakra. Next, one may feel this at Anahata cakra. There is no 
definite rule that which center will be aroused first. One after one the centers are 
aroused depending upon the intensity of practice and positive or negative 
impressions from past lives. The experience of light and sound also comes at 
concentration on cakra-s. We need not have to be anxious or worried about the 
experiences, only we have to follow our breath. These three manifestations of 
light, sound and vibrations are subtle manifestations of our pffl7J.a, breath being 
the gross manifestation. Light is related to the fire element and Ma.IJ.ipiira cakra, 
vibration is related to the air element and Anahata cakra, and sound is related to 
the ether element and Visuddha cakra. But we feel the three subtle manifestations 
in all the centers since all the elements are present in all the centers. There is no 
definite order in these three manifestations though it should have been light first 
followed by vibration and sound, from gross to subtle. In many practitioners it is 
sound first and for many it is vibration. These three are always there but as our 
mind calms down due to concentration by breath-practice we are able to feel 
them. Then these become further tools of concentration. Sant Kabira sings, 

rasa gagana gufo me ajhara jhare, 
tahi catJ,hi hamsa keli kare. 

From cave of the juicy sky, springs the non-spring and riding over that sports 
the Harilsa. 

mn baja jhankara ufhi jahan, 
samajha patj,e jab dhyana dhare. 

The musical sounds come forth without the playing of musical instruments, 
and is understood when the mind is concentrated. 

mnu ciimda ujari daroJe jahan, 
tahan jyoti najara patj,e. 

Without the moonrise, the light is there wherever the vision goes. 

By the practice of Kriya and Harilsa, i .e. ,  Silent Kriya a practitioner gains such 
experiences. When the Prfu;la ascends through the spinal cord and rises above 
the Ajna cakra and rests in the cave of intellect in third ventricle, brahmapuri then 
there is flow of joy throughout the body in the form of subtle vibrations. This has 
been described as the sport ofHarilsa and flow of nectar. This is Pnll}.a rejuvenating 
the entire body and mind. Before that also one feels vibrations inside spine and 
in the cakra-s. In a state of silence a yogi listens to unhurt divine sounds, this also 
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one practices in  Om Technique ( vide supra, p.  287) . One can experience the 
manifestations of soothing moonlight in a state of deep silence in closed eyes and 
also practices this in Jyoti Mudra Technique ( vide infra, p. 319) . 

Though rare some practitioners even feel taste and smell. Everyone generally 
feels taste with Khecari. One can experience smell along with Khecari and without 
Khecari. In meditation some experience smell of burning incense sticks, flowers 
or burning of ghee in a fire ceremony, etc. due to previous impressions, sa'liiskiira. 
However, the smell and taste being gross in nature in comparison to light, vibration 
and sound, these two are not further used for practice of meditation. In some, 
there may arise very bad smell of rotten dead bodies or smelling of burning 
dead bodies, and the present author knows two such practitioners. One even saw 
the heaps of dead bodies along with foul smell in meditation. For them meditation 
became difficult due to this expe�ence and are a<ivised to continue with the 
meditation ignoring the experiences and without any hatred towards these feelings. 
Then after a period, the experiences did not manifest further and a pleasant 
smell manifested. In further higher state of meditation, the practitioner goes 
beyond all these smell, taste, light, sound, or vibration. 

Kriyi-breath and Meditation Quickens Evolution: Science describes emergence 
oflife from matter, and then gradual evolution of the life from simple unicellular 
form to a complex human structure with a developed intellect. This evolution is 
a continuous process and is going on. The present human being is not same as 
that existed thousands of years before and will not remain the same after 
thousands of years as on today. We have seen the evolution from inorganic 
matter to organic matter, then life like viruses, which are in-between living and 
non-living. Further there were developments of unicellular organisms where a 
single cell performs all the vital functions of life and this led to the evolution of 
multicellular organisms without differentiation of tissues, then we find 
development of multicellular organisms with tissue grade system followed by 
organ grade system. In this way after the development of invertebrate animals 
we find the development of proto-chordates and then vertebrates, viz. ,  fishes, 
amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. The development of nervous system 
and the gradual complexity of the nervous system involved in higher animals is 
one of the important aspects of evolution and along with the development of 
brain we find the development of mind in the animals. Humans are superior in 
the nature is because they have a superb brain and a superb intellect. Now with 
this development of the faculty of intellect humans are manipulating even the 
nature . What can be a further process in evolution to its peak after the 
development of intellect? At present we do not visualize anything else than 
exhilarity in subtle inner faculties of intellect like morality, aesthetic sense, 
discriminating intellect and spiritual developments. The human civilization in 
general is lacking in complete development of these faculties. We find in the 
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human history and at least from the Vedic era that �. saints and sages are able 
to develop these faculties among them and shown us a way that we can do this. 
This is the development of the discriminating intellect, viveka buddh� within us, 
and that is still at its childhood in human civilization in general. fW-s are able to 
develop that faculty within themselves. The more we develop our discriminating 
intellect more rational we would be. We will overcome the narrow "I sense" to 
merge in vast "I Consciousness. " We will find all the beings as the Self. We would 
develop universal love. Why should there be a war? Why should there be hatreds? 
Why should one be insensitive to the sufferings of others? These do not mean 
that there will be only light and no darkness. With the development of an 
intellectual human the unicellular organisms or wild animals do not perish. 
Each soul that has identified itself to a body-mind entity due to the ignorance or 
the Way of Nature, has to travel its journey within the Nature to reach the 
Ultimate. But one who has reached the status of a human being tan quicken the 
process by a spiritual practice leading to strengthening the discriminating intellect 
so that one can get rid of sufferings. Liberation be it mok$a of Hindus, nirvii1Ja of 
Buddhists or Divine Kingdom of Christians is to be achieved here and that is not 
possible without universal love and without shedding the egocentric attitude. 
Until and unless the faculty of discriminating intellect is fully developed within us 
we cannot see all beings as the Self, and until and unless we merge our individual 
self into the Cosmic Self by diving into the Ocean of Consciousness we cannot 
attain a State of Bliss. 

The spiritual view on evolution includes the scientific view but from spiritual 
point of view this is the Consciousness first. It is not that matter developed into 
consciousness rather it is consciousness that has become or appears to become 
everything. So the material evolution is secondary in nature. Matter is spirit 
involved. The Consciousness or the Self by a process of involution developed 
into ether, air, fire, water and earth, and then further by a process of evolution 
developed into living beings in progressive of development of vital power, mind, 
and intellect. Our minds and intellects are just distorted reflections of the Ever
existing Consciousness. So nothing new is to be formed. We need a clear-cut 
reflection of the Self and that is not possible with a mind in motion. The 
modifications of mind must stop for growth of the discriminating intellect, and 
that we do when we enter the state of Samadhi or Paravastha. That is the ideal 
state of mind. 

The way matter appears to us is not the real state of matter. Matter is a bunch 
of energy always vibrating, and scientifically we understand this. The physical 
energies are gross energies in comparison to the mental and intellectual energies. 
We also understand this. We also understand that there is one energy principle 
that changes states. That one energy principle is called the Cosmic Energy or the · 

Life-force, Prii1Ja. Matter is a gross form of energy that almost appears static. The 
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Pure Consciousness called Siva or Paramabrahma is also static. Of course matter 
is only the appearance of the basic Principle Siva, but these two static forms are 
poles apart. Darkness is blinding to us, similarly, very strong light is also blinding 
to us. As these two blinding conditions are not same similarly, the state of static 
matter and state of static Siva are not same. In-between there is Sakti or energy, 
always vibrating and leading to processes of involution and evolution. Depending 
on the state of vibration of the same basic Principle it can be said as a physical 
energy like electricity, magnetism or heat, or a vital energy carrying physiological 
functions in a living being, or else a mental energy like mind, intellect, ego, 
subconscious or discriminating intellect. So the entire evolution or creation is 
based on vibration or movement, in other wards this is called as time, kii,la. Over 
a long span of time evolution has taken place from unicellular organisms to 
human_s_ with intellect. 

For we humans in this earth time is based on rotation of earth around its axis 
and around its orbit covering the sun. A single rotation of earth around its axis 
makes a day and night, and around its orbit makes a year. The rotation of moon 
around the earth makes a lunar month. The solar system is inbuilt within our 
body. A human being is a miniature form of the universe. Twelve zodiac signs 
are within us. Our spine is the axis. Around it in 360° we find the twelve zodiacs. 
The yogic scriptures describe Ajna cakra as the place of moon and sun, candra 
and bindu. The house of sun is Leo and the house of moon is Cancer. Saturn is 
at the farthest distance from the sun and mercury is nearest to the sun. The 
houses of Mercury are Gemini and Virgo, and the houses of Saturn are Capricorn 
and Aquarius. Sriyukte5varaji described the position of the zodiacs in Cosmic 
Astrology according to scriptures. Back of Max:iipiira is Aries, ' back of Anahata is 
Taurus, back ofVi§uddha is Gemini, back of Aina is Cancer, front of Ajna is Leo, 
front ofVisuddha is Virgo, front of Anahata is Libra, front ofMax:iipflra is Scorpio, 
front of Svadhi�thana is Sagittarius, front of Miiladhara is Capricorn, back of 
Miiladhara is Aquarius, and back of Svadhi�thana is Pisces. In a single rotation of 
the earth around its axis known as diurnal movement of twenty-four hours it 
completes twelve zodiac signs in an average of two hours for each zodiac. Now in 
our single Kriya-breath we complete 360° or twelve zodiacs in ascending up from 
Muladhara to Aina and then descending down from the Aina to the Miiladhara. 
But it must be a concentrated breath means moving attention along with the 
breath. Then in a single Kriya-breath a practitioner covers the evolution of human 
consciousness as done over a single day and night. In this way in one hour of 
Kriya-practice a practitioner advances 1 80 days (60 min. x 3 breaths = 1 80) . Since 
the mind is moon, if the breath of the practitioner is vsery much concentrated, 
the mind not at all fluctuating and moving along with the breath, then the 
practitioner can cover a lunar month in a single ascending and descending breath 
around the spine. If the mind merges with the breath then in a single Kriya-
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breath a practitioner advances one year or 360 days of evolution. This is the 
spiritual science of the Kriya-breath. 

A childish question may arise that our mind is always in motion, always in 
thoughts. Then remaining in thoughts is a good means to progressive evolution 
and what is the need of a spiritual practice? Answer to such a question is that a 
lunatic is always busy but does the work of a mad person yield anything? Is 
moving one step fmward and one step backward is traveling any distance? The 
rotation of earth around its axis or around its orbit is in a definite direction, that 
is the reason we have day and night and a year. Suppose the earth would start 
moving back and front, little clockwise and then little anticlockwise without any 
definite direction, can we have a day and night or a year? So for all these 
movements, there are definite rules. The modifications of our mind known as 
dtta vrtti-s are without any definite rules like the work of a mad person. We need 
to give it a definite direction, and then only we can evolve. Devotees put their 
mind with a Personal God giving it a direction. Yogis put their mind with the 
breath and then with subtle breath giving it a definite direction. In path of 
knowledge, jftiinZ-s by process of mental contemplation give their minds a 
direction. Our true self is the Pure Consciousness, Pure PraIJ.a. This is Parama 
Siva or Paramabrahma. This is beyond solar and stellar systems. That is Mahiikiila, 
the Great Time. There is no time, no movements, no involution and no evolution. 
All these evolutions and involutions are only reflections of that Principle. A 
practitioner can have the glimpse of that only in nirlii,ja niroikalpa samiidhi. 

Arousing PriJ;ta/Kw;icJ.alini by Kriyi Practice: Prai;ta never sleeps. We are in 
waking state due to the PraI.J.a. We do all our works, perceptions, thinking, 
contemplation and spiritual practices due to the PraI).a. We are in dreaming 
state due to the PriiI).a. In deep sleep it is the PriiI).a that awakes. But this PriiI).a is 
just a negligible amount of total PriiI).a that is manifested within us. A vast portion 
of the PraI.J.a is sleeping within us. That is Se�aga Ananta. Ananta means infinity, 
seya means the left over and niiga means cobra. A cobra or snake is the symbol of 
energy. Snake is also the symbol of illusion since all this illusory world of 
manifestations is nothing but energy. After the utilization of a minute amount of 
energy for the creation whatever is left is Se�anaga. That Se�anaga is infinite 
power. This is same for the macrocosm and for the microcosm or our body. 
Lord Vi�I.J.U is sleeping on that Se�anaga. V��u means vastness, the Lord of the 
vast manifested creations, and that Vi�I.J.U is supported by Se�aga Ananta, the 
infinite left out energy. That is also called Ananta Vasuki, the legendary snake 
holding the earth means holding this body. That is the residual and unutilized 
PriiI).a within us. ViisuQ means the Supreme Being, the Soul of all, the Cosmic 
Self, and this is Vi�I.J.U. Viisurii means the earth. Vasuki is the snake that holding . 
the Lord Vi�I.J.U as well as the earth. Our physical body is a miniature earth and 
our individual soul is a miniature Vi�I.J.U. The infinite Prii�a is holding our body 
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and soul. How much energy we can tap from that infinite source lodged within 
us is the arousal of PraQ.a. That has been said as arousal of sleeping kuTJ-tfalinz. It 
is said, bhujaitgakii.rarii.per_ia muliidhiiram samiiSritii ( VT, 1 )  , the Sak,ti remains at 
the Miiladhara in the form of a snake or coiled form. Energy rests in a coiled 
form. By the Kriya practice this energy is aroused. Guru PraQ.ama, Mahamudra 
and Kriya Proper I techniques are very important for the sleeping ku'T}tf,alinz to 
awake. We have discussed that in Kriya Proper I technique, we have mild effect 
of the three locks, viz. ,  Jalandhara, Miilabandha, and UQ.Q.iyana. Guru PraI.J.ama 
and Mahamudra techniques make the spine flexible and elastic.  All these 
techniques forces the breath to the lower abdominal area and thereby creating 
heat that arouses the sleeping energy lying in the fillum terminal£, caudae equina, 
and the nerves coming out of the lower part of spinal cord. It is said,  
"viiyviighiitasadagnil; svadh�thiinagato jvalan ( VT, 4) , by the hit of the breath the 
fire inside the Svadhi�thana starts burning. " And this is the first sign of arousal of 
.PraQ.a. 

The experience of the present author is that in initial days of strong practice 
by him there was a feeling of heat at Svadhi�thana region during September/ 
October 2002. Svadhi�thana started burning, and on such experiences one can 
just touch the lower back in Svadhi�thana area and can feel the heat. One may 
think that something wrong is going on since such type of heat is normally found 
during fever, one can say this as a the fever of hip region.  Every practitioner has 
to remember that a strong observance of sexual restrain is the essential 
precondition. At this stage even during meditation and at time of sleep or rest 
the practitioner visualizes strong white light like moonlight at Svadhi�thana. The 
jerks start in the body during meditation and also during rest or sleep. Sometimes 
these jerks or shakings are very strong. These indicate that the Sakti is searching 
a way to ascend. We should do more and more Kriya practice and meditation. 
While practicing Kriya Proper-I during November 2002 the present author felt 
that during long exhalation a wave of vibration was arising in-between MaQ.ipiira 
and MUladhara and had an upward trend. This became prominent when 
exhalation was further lengthened. On further elongation of the exhalations 
there were contractions of anus. This had ASvini mudrii type effects. Normally the 
practitioners give emphasis on extended inhalation during the Kriya practice 
and not so much on extended exhalation. On continuation of extended exhalation 
practice for a period the next experience was the arousal of M iiladhara. 
Miiladhara started vibrating strongly. It started sending sparkling electric currents. 
At first these vibrations were in different directions. Then this took an upward 
trend inside the spinal cord. This was different from normal pulsating vibrations 
found during concentration at a cakra. Every one of us has experience of mild 
electric shock while working with our domestic electrical appliances. That spreads 
from the point of contact. Suppose that is directed at a straight line within the 
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body, one can imagine what would be the effect. This was like that inside the 
spinal cord from Miiladhara, but not strong or shocking like physical electricity. 
So one should not fear at all . It is said, "sU$umniivadane sighram vidyullekheva 
samsphuret ( YKU, 67) , enters inside the face of Su�mmna quickly like a sparkling 
electric current. " The face of Su�umna is base of the spine, Miiladhara. At first 
this cannot ascend up to long heights. It can end up with Svadhi�thana or Mai:i.ipiira. 
It all depends on the practice and previous impressions on mind, samskiiror-s. Our 
impressions of mind are imprinted on our spinal cord. In the beginning days of 
this activation, a practitioner may have this experience for most of the periods a 
day for few days. Then the rising electric currents would come up to Anahata 
and on further practice would ascend up to the Aina. The present author felt the 
electric current like upward vibrations starting from the Miiladhara and ending 
at the Mai:i.ipiira in the beginning and then ending at the Anahata. During last 
half of January 2003 this became so prominent that he was feeling this wave of 
vibration always. During the period it reached the Ajna. Then these currents 
became subtler and soothing. Soon the vibrations appeared very thin and powerful 
as if passing through the central canal of the spinal cord and these were no more 
associated with the contractions at Miiladhara. During the period the body was 
very much energetic and sleep reduced to all most two to three hours in a day. 
This period was also associated with breathless state during meditation. However, 
the Pral}.a also comes down and the awakened Sakti again rests bellow. The 
practitioner has to take it up during the Kriya practice. The practitioner wonders 
why the achieved state was lost. But the principle ofYoga is to practice equanimity. 
We have to learn to remain calm in all different states either elevated or subdued 
without cravings. Experiences would come and go; the equanimity of mind is the 
most important thing. One can feel the ascending and the descending actions of 
PraQ.a during the Kriya Proper I breath practice and can also know where the 
energy is blocked. When the practitioner does the Kriya Proper II breath practice 
known as Thokar Kriya the blockages are removed. Now the Pr3.l}.a can ascend 
up to the Aina cakra easily. The strong feelings of Pr3.Q.ic currents become very 
easy and smooth. The feeling of Pr3.Q.ic currents is not always like electric currents 
or electromagnetic �aves. But in the beginning it is like this. It can be like an air 
bubble coming up inside water filled tube. Rarely it can be like a water channel 
spreading slowly in upward direction or as if an ant is climbing up. It can be like 
hopping, and those who practice thokar kriyii they experience this hopping 
movement very much. It can be very fast like throwing arrow from the Miiladhara 
to the Aina. Sometimes the feeling of vibrations flowing upward may be in a 
slower rate from the Miiladhara to the MaQ.ipiira, and then above the Mai:i.ipiira 
the rate becomes faster. However a practitioner has to remember that these 
experiences are not our objective, our objective is to attain a calm thoughtless 
state. Our aim is to find the Self in all . 
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Pariivaoilthi: The state after Kriya, Pariivastha, is a state to be achieved as a result 
of our Kriya practice. We cannot practice the real Pariivastha. This state dawns as 
a result of long uninterrupted practice. The real Paravastha appears along with 
automatic suspension of breath, keva/,a kumbhaka. However, after the practice of 
Kriya, our breath slows down and mind becomes calm. We can practice to sit in 
that state of inner silence without any concentration, imagination or visualization. 
We need not attend even to our breath, light, sound or vibration, and need not 
remain in any cakra. We should try to remain in a "no thought" state after the 
Kriya practice. 

In ViimakeSvara Tantra, Paravastha- has been described in a poetic way as, 

rudragranthim tato bhitvii vi$1J.ugranthim bhinattyatalJ,, 
lnahmagranthim ca bhittvaiva kamaliini bhinatti $at. ( VT, 5) 

(The vital power, kurµ/,alini) , after piercing the Knot of Rudra, rudragranthim 
tato bhitvii, pierces the Knot ofVil?l)U, �ugranthim bhinattyatalJ,, and again piercing 
the Knot of Brahma, brahmagranthim ca bhittvaiva, pierces the six lotuses, kamaliini 
bhinatti $a/. 

sahasrakamale saktilJ, sivena saha modate, 
sii ciivasthii para jiteyii saiva nivrtikiira1J.am. ( VT, 6) 

Then Sakti, 5akti/.t, remains with Siva in a state of bliss, sivena saha modate, 
at the thousand petal lotus, sahasrakamale, and that state has been known as 
the Paravastha, sii ciivasthii parii jneyii, that is the cause of liberation, saiva 
nivrtikiira1J.am. 

From the above description one may visualize an imaginary state as Paravastha, 
but real understanding would descend when one experiences it. How the Pra:r:ia 
ascends inside the spinal cord, how it pierces the six centers and three knots and 
how it remains above the Ajfia cakra are to be experienced by practice. The 
breathless state and the state of "no thought" are to be experienced. The state of 
bliss is to be experienced. After that one can understand any description or 
poetry on that state, otherwise one would land only in imagination. 

Experiencing a Breathless State: To achieve this state one needs long practice .  
One should stay for a period in isolation giving at least eight to ten hours in a day 
for practice ofKriya-breath and meditation or go for meditation retreats. Khecari, 
Guru Pra:r:iama, Harhsa Sadhana, prii'YJ.a vik$a7Ja, Om Technique, Mahamudra, 
Kriya Proper and Kriya Meditation, Jyoti mudrii and Sambhavi mudrii are very 
important. More time should be given to Harhsa Sadhana and Kriya Proper 
techniques. The feelings of the present author when for the first time he 
experienced such a state of breathlessness was a slow and gradual process and is 
as follows. 

It may be last week of December 2002. In early morning hours I was meditating. 
After Guru Prat;iama, Harhsa Sadhana and Mahamudra, I was in Kriya Proper. 
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Then I left these active practices and was observing breath. Sometimes it was 
slow, again taking speed, again slow, then very slow; it way like this. Suddenly I 
felt that for a moment, just for few seconds my heart beat stopped and again 
started. There was no thought other than watching the breath. I tried this in 
subsequent days but it did not happen. Again, may be after fifteen days in a 
similar situation this happened. It appeared that for a second the heart beat is 
stopped, but I was more cautious to observe and found that in actuality the heart 
rate was lowered and again after fifteen minutes just a tick sound, a pause, and 
further lowering of heart beat. In this way the heartbeat was very low with feeble 
breath appearing as if both have stopped. Again on twelfth of February 2003 at 
four o'clock in the morning I started doing Kriya PraQ.ayama after Mahamudra. 
As usual I was taking breath from the base of the spine to the top of the crown 
and coming down to the base of the spine with the breath without retention of 
breath. It passed about forty-five minutes and there was no complete retreat of 
thoughts in mind. I got some pain and changed posture from Padmasana to 
Siddhasana and continued with the Kriya Prar:iayama. By this time this was not 
strong Kriya breathing, it had became silent Kriya breathing like Harhsa breathing. 
Gradually thoughts had subsided. I found while inhaling up, upto the Mar:iipura 
and then even reaching before the Ajfia cakra at the Anahata area suddenly the 
breath stopped, kumbhaka occurred without any effort. It was a complete breathless 
state. The total timing of the breathless state this time may be around two minutes, 
may be more but exact timing was not possible to determine. Then the abdomen 
started contracting and relaxing automatically and breathing started. Then 
inhalation and exhalation was going in a normal way and I was simply observing 
them without any active breathing. In the same sitting the breathless state was 
repeated three times. During that period the mind was blank except I was conscious 
to observe what was happening. Again on fifteenyi of February 2003 I started 
meditating at three o'clock in the morning. On the previous day I was not able to 
enter into deep meditation due to pain in my body. First the sounds came and I 
concentrated on sounds at the Ajfia cakra, which started vibrating as usual. Soon 
there was a normal flow of breath as happens in deep sleep with some difference 
that here the breath rhythm was maintained. This also happened many times 
earlier and I used to watch the breath and rhythm. On this sitting four to five 
times breath stopped automatically and there was a state of kumbhaka, the duration 
of each breath suspension may be around two minutes. Here it may incidentally 
be mentioned that if the breath becomes like that of deep sleep the practitioner 
generally develops tamas and can sleep. Though this is very relaxing and there 
remains no thoughts but this is not meditation. So if one is not vigilant enough 
then should resort to active breathing, i .e. , the Kriya breathing. Again there was 
breath suspension three to four time during my night meditation on twenty-fifth 
of February 2003. Again on seventh of March 2003 while observing vibrations at 
the Ajfia cakra, after sometime I felt the heartbeat and then there was gradual 
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slowing down of heartbeat. Then I was no more interested to keep a record of 
these. In this way slowing down of heartbeat and breathless state starts operating 
in a practitioner. Such experiences become usual and even the heartbeat and 
breath stops automatically during the meditation practice and even during the 
time of rest and sleep, and again breath starts with a hopping inhalation or a 
sudden jerk in in-breath as done in the practice of the Kriya Proper II or Thokar 
Kriyii. The period of breath suspension becomes more and more on increasing 
the practice and the period is reduced when less time is given to practice. Breathless 
state is always associated with thoughtless state. But for the most of the period 
during practice for such breath stoppages, it is not complete stoppage of breath 
rather it is very feeble breath and a slow heart rate and pulse rate though it 
appears that breath and heartbeat have stopped, and the life-force concentrating 
mostly at the Ajfia cakra though sometimes the concentration can shift to the 
hind brain region. The complete stoppage of breath is not very frequent. 

Jmn Muma 
Since the practitioner experiences divine light this has been named as the seal of 
the light.Jyoti mudra. This is also traditionally described in yoga scriptures as the 
seal of the creation, Yoni mudra, since the practitioner experiences the presence 
of whole universe within by this technique. This is also known as the six-faced 
seal, �at}.mukhi mudra, since two ears, two eyes, nose and mouth . are closed in 
this technique traditionally. Though here nose is not closed from outside but is 
blocked from inside through tongue by Khecari. The practitioner sees the inner 
light through the third eye closing the external two eyes, sees the solar and 
stellar systems, the galaxies within. One experiences that whatever is outside in 
this creation is all within, the microcosm (or the body) , pi'T}<f,a, is a miniature 
model of the macrocosm (or the universe) ,  brahmarµj,a, and is just a reflection. 
The appearance oflight is more brilliant and clear when the technique is practiced 
after the obseivance of silence in Paravastha. 

The Technique in Scriptures: The technique is described in Upani�ads as, 

svastikiisanamasthaya samahitamanastatha. (JU, 6.32) 

Sitting in the crossed legged posture, svastikasanamasthaya, concentrate the 
mind, samahitamanastatha. 

apanamurdhvamutthafrYa pra'T}ave:na 5anailJ, 5anailJ,, 
hastabhyam dharayetsamyakkarr_iadikara'T}Qni ca. ( Ibid. ,  6.33) 

Raising the apana ( inhalation) to the top, apanamurdhvamutthafrYa (this means 
inhale from the base of the spine to above towards the Ajfia and the Sahasrara) , 
slowly with Prat}.ava (Om) , pra'T}ave:na 5anailJ, 5anailJ, ( this refers to isvaraprat}.idhana 
Kriya ofKriya-yoga since i5vara, Om, and Harilsa are same) , and, ca, hold correctly, 
dharayetsamyak, the organs like ears, karr_iadikara'T}Qni, by the hands, hastabhyam. 
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an�fhiibhyiirh mune 5rotre tarjanibhyiirh tu c�1�i, 
niisiipufiivadhiiniibhyiirh pracchiidya karar_iiini vai. (jU, 6.34) 

Sages, mune, should cover, pracchiidya, the organs as karar_iiini vai, the ears by 
the thumbs, aiigu$fhiibhyiirh srotre, the eyes verily by the index fingers, tarjanibhyiirh 
tu cah$u$i, the nostrils, niisiipufa, by placing, avadhii, through others, aniibhyiim. 

iinandiivirbhavo yiivattiivanmurdhani dhiirar_iiit, 
priir_ialJ, prayiityanenaiva brahmarandhrarh mahiimune. (Ibid. ,  6.35) 

Hold (attention or air) at the crown, murdhani dhiirar_iiit, up to the period, 
yiivat, till, tavat, there is manifestation of bliss, iinandiivirbhavo. Oh great sage, 
mahiimune, the life-force enters verily, priir_ialJ, prayiityanenaiva, into the hole of 
the Brahman,brahmarandhram. 

Fig. 5.7. 1 . Jyoti mudrii Fig. 5.7.2. Jyoti mudrii (enlarged view) 

The Technique: The technique is very simple. Sitting in the meditative posture 
with a straight spine and tongue rolled up the practitioner should close the right 
ear by right thumb and left ear by left thumb. The elbows and shoulders should 
be in one straight line, chest little out and the shoulder blades touching each 
other gently. Then one should give gentle pressure from bellow the eyeballs 
(not on the middle or above) of the closed eyes with index fingers, left index 
finger pressing the left eyeball and right index finger pressing the right eyeball. 
The middle fingers are placed on the sides of the nostrils, ring fingers on the 
upper lip and little fingers on the lower lip. Then the practitioner has to inhale 
and exhale like the Kriya Proper I breath, from each of the seven centers one 
after another starting from the Mflladhara. Even one would have the effects of 
light without Kriya-breath but since this practice is done after Paravastha, which 
is a state of breath-silence it is required to do the technique with Kriya. After the 
inhalations and exhalations the practitioner has to cover both the closed eyes 
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with concave palms and see the light, jyoti, inside. Remain in the state for a while 
or as long as the light lasts, and then remove palms covering the eyes. Bow down 
and offer your prayer/gratitude to the Divine and sit up. 

Experiencing Light: The present author learned this technique in February 1 994 

and on the very first day he was amazed to see various types of lights, so much 
powerful and illustrious as if some beautiful firework is arranged. It was so 
enjoyable at the beginning that it surpassed any variety of fireworks in a Dipavali, 
the festival of light, or in any other ceremony in India. It was as if there are 
lightening in the sky, as if so many stars appearing, various types of colors yellow, 
blue, golden, etc. , and as if many suns are shining at a time. This was the first 
glimpse of the universe within. There were various types of visions of light as if 
one experiencing the different portions of the galaxy. The next experience was 
of powerful bright light as if many suns revolving, merging and forming a black 
hole . Subsequently, the vision of black hole became regular and varieties in 
color started diminishing. The golden disk like light appeared and in the middle 
of it appeared the black hole. Then golden light became white bright light with 
black hole in the middle. Then one day a small bright spot of about Imm diameter 
appeared at the center of the black hole. In initial days, the vision of this bright 
spot within the black hole was irregular and then became regular but this did 
not take the shape of a five-pointed star as mentioned by some authors. Next, 
this bright spot became little elongated about 2 mm in size and from little above 
the middle point of the bright spot, single bright line emerge from one side, so 
the bright spot is now three-pointed. Then on further days another single pointed 
line emerged from the other side and now it became four-pointed, and looked 
like a line drawing of a miniature human being or like that of a cross. This is the 
actual experience of the present author. The lower portion of the cross can be 
compared to the trunk and two legs of a human joined together. The golden or 
bright white disk around the black hole was sometimes against the bluish 
background or a violet background. Sometimes a golden half-disk was observed 
above the golden or bright white disk. On disappearance of these it appeared 
like sky or sometimes like blue colored circles of faint lights moving on the sky. 
This experience proved the concept that we all are built with the same principle 
as that of cosmos and are one with it. 

Significance: It is believed that the Jyoti mudra eradicates the bad effects of planets 
in our lives and brings the results of our meditation into our daily life .  But the 
results are much more and far greater. The miniature being we see inside the 
black hole is the Dwarf One, Yamana. This is our Inner Lord inside the cave. 
This Yamana is the Great Being, Vira/a Pu�a. This is Yamana in the body 
chariot. In second day of lunar fortnight when the sun is in Gemini, �iief,ha sukla 
dvitiya, there is the Car festival, · ratha-yatra, in Jagannatha Puri in the State of 
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Odisha at eastern part of India. Devotees gather to see the deity named Lord of 
the Universe, Jaganniitha, on the chariot, ratha. It is said, "rathe tu viimanam 
d�tvii punarjanma na vidyate, one who sees the Dwan One ( Viimana or the Lord 
Jagannatha) on the chariot does not attend another birth, and is liberated. " In 
Upani�ads it is said, "iitmiinam rathinam /Jiddhi 5anram rathameva tu (Ka. U, 1 .3.3) , 
know the self as the master of the chariot and the body as the chariot. " We see 
Lord Jagannatha on the chariot and offer our devotion. Let the Lord of the 
Universe help us to see the Dwarl One within our body chariot. We have to see 
Him at our Ajfia cakra with light, with pulsation, with sound and then beyond 
light, sound and vibration. We have to see Him within the intellect. Then we are 
one with Him and there is no further birth. Once "I sense" is finished further 
birth ceases. For this the sun should be in Gemini, i .e . ,  Visuddha cakra, this 
means body is in the ether, Visuddha cakra represents the ether element. The 
yogi becomes a disembodied, videha, while remaining in the body a yogi has to 
transcend the body. The moon or mind is on Cancer, at the Aina cakra, on its 
own house. We need a mind at own house, not a deflected mind. Then only we 
can see the Lord existing in our body temple or riding on our body chariot. 
That is the real Jyoti mudrii. Let this Jyoti mudrii lead us to that Jyoti mudrii, and 
this Jyoti mudrii gives us realization of that Jyoti mudrii. However, the days 
preceding the Car festival, ratha-yiitrii, is called the celebration of eye, netra utsava, 
and the vision of new youth, nava yauvana dariana, when the sun remaining in 
Gemini the moon moves from Gemini to the Cancer and stays at Cancer. This is 
the Pr3.Q.a named the mind since mind is a product of Pr3.Q.a is also a prii1J,a, 
ascending from the Vi8uddha cakra to the Ajfia cakra. The eyes of Lord Jagannatha 
are not like the eyes of humans or other deity gods. In Jyoti mudrii we see the 
light exactly like that of eye of Lord Jagannatha, a black circle inside, around it 
a wide white ring and around it a red thin ring against a black background. Two 
eyes on the face are arranged in such a way as if one is the mirror image of the 
other. The body, pirµf,a, is the mirror image of the universe, brahmii'fJ4a. The 
individaal self, fiva, is the mirror image of the Cosmic Self, the Brahman. Both 
are infinite. In these ways all our festivals and deities represent our inner principle. 

SAMBHAVI MUDRA 

This technique is practiced at the end of the meditation session. The purpose of 
this practice is to bring the meditative state for the rest of the times even when we 
are not sitting for meditation. 

Technique in Scriptures: In the scriptures this technique has also been described 
as Vai�:r;iavi mudrii. This is described as, 

antarlakfyam bahird�#rnimeyonmeyavarjitii, 
e�ii sii va�tiavi mudrii saroatantreyu gopitii. ( Sa. U, 1 .  7 . 14) 
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Attention is fixed inside, antarloleyyam, gaze is outward, bahird!$#/.t, and without 
blinking of eyelids, nimeyonme$avarjitii, that Vai�Qavi mudrii is like this, eyii sii 
vai$tiavi mudrii, kept hidden in all the Tantras, sarvatantre$U gopitii. 
Technique: After the practice of Jyoti mudrii the practitioners sits straight and 
first fixes the attention inside and then slowly opens the eyes. Eyes are open but 
attention is inside. Here there are three variations. One is fixing attention inside 
the Aina cakra, the practitioner can have just the eyes open or else can have a 
peripheral outer vision not looking into any objects. If we look into the photograph 
of Sriyukte8varaji in meditative posture we find that he is looking inside though 
his eyes are open. Another type we find from the photograph of Lahi<;li Baba in 
meditative posture. Here the eyes are half-closed or half-open but outer gaze on 
tip of the nose and inner attention is inside the Aina cakra or the Sahasrara cakra. 
The third type we find from the picture of Mahavatara Babaji. The eyeballs are 
lifted up and towards the inner comers, and gaze is fixed on the Sahasrara cakra. 

If we practice the Sambhavi mudrii we can learn to meditate with open eyes, 
this would help us to meditate through out the day. 

SECOND KRIYA TECHNIQUES 
A practitioner should not step into this kriyii without a proper master and without 
being firmly established in the Harilsa Sadhana and the First Kriya techniques. 
Success in Khecari is very much required. In earlier days no master was teaching 
the Second Kriya to his disciples, if the disciple had not mastered the Khecari. It 
should be reminded again here that only a long period of uninterrupted practice 
gives the desired results. Simply reading the books or learning the techniques 
from a master yield nothing. Only after long duration and long-term practices, a 
practitioner knows about the Kriya, otherwise he can simple remain in a state of 
hallucination that he knows the Kriya. 

In the Second Kriya Techniques all the techniques of First Kriya remain intact. 
Only there is addition to the Kriya Proper Breath Technique and the Kriya 
Meditation. There is some addition also to the Jyoti mudrii Technique. If we say 
the First Kriya Techniques are basic foundations of the Kriya-yoga, the Second 
Kriya is the soul of the Kriya-yoga. This is taught either in two or in three steps. 
Second Kriya Breath Technique is a breath technique with the twelve-lettered 
Vasudeva mantra. Second Kriya Meditation follows second the Kriya Breath 
Technique and that is a meditation at six centers from MUladhara to Ajna with 
the letters of the Vasudeva mantra. The second part of Second Kriya Meditation 
is known as Matrka Dhyana. This has two parts, viz. ,  Antarmat.rka Dhyana and 
Bahirmatrka Dhyana. Most of the present day masters do not teach the 
Bahirmatrka Dhyana part. 

Here it may incidentally be mentioned that the Second Kriya Technique taught 
by the Yogada Satsang Society is an extension of the Om Technique. Here the 
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practitioner listens to the inner sounds of honey bee, cricket, lute, bell and sea 
roar with concentration in lower five centers and symphony of sounds in higher 
two centers in a modified �mukhi mudrii by closing the ears with thumbs and 
rotating index fingers at outer corner of the eyes. Other traditions do not teach 
this as the Second Kriya. The Second Kriya Breath Technique with the twelve
lettered Vasudeva mantra is taught in Yogada Satsanga as third and fourth Kriya 

.... 
;a; Om 

ir: mo 

� bha 

' va 

'II ya 

Fig. 5.8. Second Kriya Breathing with Vasudeva Mantra 
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with little difference from other traditions. The present author does not have 
much knowledge if Second Kriya Meditation Techniques, viz. ,  meditation with 
the Vasudeva mantra, Antarmatfka Dhyana and Bahirmatrka Dhyana and the 
further higher Kriya techniques are also taught or not in different schools of 
Kriya-yoga including the Yogada Satsanga. 
Kriyi Proper II, 'fhokar Kriyii: Kriya Proper II is the Second Kriya Breath 
Technique. This is known as hitting breath technique, Thokar Kriyii. One may not 
understand this from reading a description, this is to be seen and learned from 
a master. This is a breath technique with the twelve-lettered Narayar:i.a Mantra 
"Om Namo Bhago.vate Vasudeviiya" as "Om na mo bha ga va te vii su de va ya. " Here 
the practitioner splits the Kriya Proper I inhalation into six with the first six 
letters ( Om  to va) of the mantra and lengthening the last part of the inhalation 
with the letter-va. Here inhalation hits each center beginning from the Miiladhara 
to end with the Ajiia. Then holding the breath the practitioner makes chin down, 
rotates the head and neck in anti-clock-wise direction from left to right, then chin 
up, and then exhales by splitting the exhalation into six with the other six letters 
( te  to ya) of the mantra and lengthening the last part of the exhalation with the 
letter-ya. Here exhalation hits each center beginning from the A:jiia to end with 
the Muladhara (Fig. 5.8) . In the beginning one is permitted to practice only 
seven breaths. This technique arouses all the centers and the effect is felt on the 
very first day just after the practice. It is said that a single Kriya Proper II breath 
is six times more powerful than a Kriya Proper I breath. A practitioner who has 
not practiced the Kriya Proper I properly for a long time cannot practice this 
correctly and also cannot reap the results of this technique. In earlier days this 
Kriya was generally given to a Kriyavan after success in Khecari or at least after 
tongue touches the uvula, but nowadays this rule is not followed. But it is important 
to follow this rule for success. 

The Effect and Experience: The effect of this Kriya is so powerful that the present 
author can still remember the feelings when he practiced this for the first time. I 
was in my master's ashram at Rishikesh and devoting full time to the practice 
along with one Swamiji. It was October 2002, when my master came to the ashram 
on the fifteenth and sixteenth of October. In July 2002 I have asked him for 
higher techniques and he said that he would tell. Since he did not instruct me 
further I thought more practice is needed and I was concentrating more and 
more on practice only. This time I was hopeful. When I reminded him about my 
request on the morning of October 1 6, he remained silent and I believed this as 
his consent. I hoped that he would teach me before leaving but he did not, so I 
was broken. On the next day, i .e. ,  October 1 7, 2002 after my morning meditation 
while I was in my room alone became more emotional and I cried like a child 
since there was a strong desire for higher techniques and success in meditation. 
During the period I was in an state of emotional devotion and I knew that the 
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emotion is not meditation though this helps a lot in initial stages of practice since 
a practitioner puts more effort. In the afternoon one guru-brother of my master 
who visited the ashram during the period called me and taught me the Second 
Kriya Breath Technique and the meditation technique with the twelve-lettered 
mantra. I have never requested him for the techniques though once before I had 
discussed with him regarding meditation. I do not know if he was asked by my 
master to instruct me. I came to my room and practiced the breath technique for 
seven times and suddenly I found all my six cakras started vibrating at once. 
Previously I was feeling this at the 1\jna cakra only. After that my meditation took 
a new tum. At first it was difficult to do with the Kriya Proper II but on practice 
the body system adjusted to it within seven days. After few days I found my Anahata 
vibrating even during sleep or rest. The vibrations at Ajiia cakra became very 
smooth from the previous and the duration of feeling the inner rhythm during 
Harhsa Sadhana at the Ajna cakra is increased. Contraction and relaxation of 
centers became smooth. Stiffness in spinal cord was removed completely and I 
found vibrations in entire spinal cord in any region whereever I concentrated. 
After fifteen days he taught me the entire Second Kriya and said that though it 
should be given in steps but an eligible practitioner, adhikii:n sadhaka, can be 
given the entire set at a time. 

The most important aspects of the Kriya Proper II is that the Prfu)a starts 
hopping within the spinal cord and sincere practice leads soon to near breathless 
state or Paravastha. This is very helpful to those practitioners who practice to 
achieve complete breathless state. After a breathless state is achieved when again 
breath starts it starts with this hopping, as if the practitioner is inhaling a single 
hop or two hops as in this Kriya. 

Variations: In present  times we find many variations to Kriya Proper II 
Techniques. Some teach neck and head rotation differently keeping breathing 
procedure intact as described' here above, first chin down and up, then left tilt 
and up, then back tilt and up, then right tilt and up, again chin down and up. 
Some other teach to split inhalation six times from MUladhara to Ajna with om 
to va, then rotate neck and head with te to su and then split exhalation three 
times from de to ya to finish at Anahata. Another teach to inhale from M Ul adhara 
to Sahasrara without slitting the breath, then to hold the breath, bent head 
forward, then left, then back, then right, forward again and then lift head straight; 
then teach to exhale with four splits to Miil adhara, next round six splits to 
Svadhi�thana, next round ten splits to Mar:iipiira, next twelve splits to Anahata, 
next sixteen splits to Vi suddha and next two splits to Ajna. With so many variations 
to higher kriyas we can only pray to Mahavatara Babaji Maharaja to save his 
teachings. 

Meditation with Visudeva mantra: Next stage of this practice is the meditation 
at cakra-s with the mantra " Om  Namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya," placing six letters, 
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Fig. 5.9. Second Kriya Meditation with Vasudeva Mantra. 

viz. ,  Om, na, mo, bha, ga, and va up one in each center from the Miiladhara to the 
Ajii.a and six letters, viz. ,  te, vii, su, de, vii, and ya down from the Ajii.a to the 
Miiladhara. The practitioner feels the vibrations of Pr3.Q.a along with the sounds 
of the letter in each center. After meditating half cycle up from the Miiladhara to 
the Ajii.a the practitioner rotates the head and neck but this rotation is not like 
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the rotation in the Kriya. It is much slower keeping in pace with the pulsation at 
the Ajna cakra with rest at front, left side, back, right side and again at front point 
during rotation. Then the practitioner meditates half cycle down from the i\jiia 
to the Miiladhara cakrars. This is a process of concentration and then merging 
the mind with sounds and vibrations. 
The Principle Behind the Mantra: Om Namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya mantra is very 
popular in India and is practiced in many traditions in different ways. The normal 
practice of a mantra found in different traditions is verbal repetition or mental 
repetition . The verbal repetition is audible speech, vaikhan vatii. Then the 
practitioner comes to the mental repetition and this is intermediate speech, 
madhyama vatii. By practicing again and again with faith and devotion a state 
comes when the practitioner does not have to repeat it any more by effort. This 
goes on automatically. The practitioner has to listen with concentration. Now 
the mantra is lively. The vital force, pratia, and the mind, mana, of the practitioner 
are now one with the mantra. This is the state of observer, pasyanti. The present 
author had this experience while he was mentally repeating Om Namo Bhagavate 
Vasudevaya mantra as per normal practice of japa much before he learned the 
Second Kriya Meditation Techniques. 

In the Kriya-yoga we place six letters of this mantra in ascending order and 
other six in descending order in six centers. Then sound vibration of each letter 
is mentally repeated synchronizing with pulsating vibrations felt at the center of 
concentration. In this way this becomes a psycho-vital technique of concentration. 
At this stage of practice the sound is intermediate, madhyama, since this is done 
first mentally. Since the practitioner synchronizes the sound with vibration soon 
the state of observer is achieved. Now this becomes pa5yanfi sound and this can 
go on automatically. The normal type of repetition of a mantra or a syllable is 
simple mental. Here the practitioner takes the help of the vibration of mind, 
citta spanda. But in this technique ofKriya-yoga the practitioner takes the help of 
both the vibration of mind and the vibration of vital force, pratia spanda, and 
integrates them. In this way a concentrated mind merges into the vital force and 
a state of "no mind" is achieved. • 

This mantra is a discovery of the �i-s and has a very important place in various 
types of spiritual practices. This mantra is used in worshiping practices in general 
and also in worshiping practices as enumerated in Upani�ads like Rama
purvatapinyupani�ad and Nrsimhapurvatapinyupani�ad. Devotees start reciting 
Snmad Bhagavadgita and Snmadbhagavata Mahapura'T)a beginning with this mantra. 
Devar�i Narada has given the meditation technique with this mantra to the divine 
child Dhruva Kumara, the son of King Uttanapada and to the divine child 
Prahlada, the son of Demon-king HiraI).yakaSyapu. 
The Inner Meaning of the Mantra: Vasudeva means "the Self of all ; "  one who sits 
in every being. The general meaning of Om Namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya is, "I 
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bow down to Lord Vasudeva, the soul of all. " Since He is the soul of all He is also 
my soul. The letter Om is everything. Om is combination of three letters, viz., a, 
u, and m, and the no-letter, amiitral],. It is said, orhkiira trimurttaye namal],, we bow 
down to the three deities in the form of Om. Om is the Lord of creation, Brahma, 
the Lord of sustentation, Vi�Q.U, and the Lord of dissolution, Rudra. Om is the 
three great powers as Mahakali, Mahala�mi, and Mahasarasvafi. Om is the power 
of will, icchii sakti, the power of action, kriyii sakti, and the power of knowledge, 
jiiiina sakti. Om is beyond the three forms, and it is the Transcendental Lord. Om 
is past, present and future, and Om is beyond the time. Om is the waking state, 
the dream state and the deep sleep state, and beyond the three states as Turiya. 
Om is three qualities, viz. , sattva, rajas, and tamas and beyond the three qualities. 
Om is three bodies, viz. ,  gross body, subtle body, and causal body and beyond 
the three bodies as the Self. Om is everything. The Om is established at MUladhara 
cakra since Om is the basic foundation, mula iidhiira. It is not the gross body as the 
basic foundation rather it is Om. The letter-na means that which negates the 
world of manifestation. This is nothing, or that does not exist. So nothing exists 
other than Om. The manifestations are nothing but a mirage. So the letter-na is 
said to be, "bhuktimuktiprada siinta, that gives enjoyments, liberation and is the 
form of tranquility, " (AU, 5) , since being established in na one attains liberation. 
The na is to be established at Svadhi�thana cakra. Attachments and aversions are 
very strong at Svadhi�thana, and we have to establish na there. Then comes the 
letter-mo or mal],, and ma means mana or mind. This is the root of all evils. The 
seat of the mind is the Mal).ipiira cakra. The ma or the mind emerges from nothing; 
this does not have any real base of its own since this is a reflection of the 
consciousness. This ma is the cause of the world, cause of all pains and pleasures. 
So it is said, "mankiira vidve�mohanakara, the letter-ma is one that is the form of 
aversion and delusion, vidveyimohanakara. " (AU, 5, )  All our cravings or desires 
are simply delusions. The mind is the cause of cravings and aversions. This mind 
seems to be infinite or IJ, since there seems no end to the desires. Once the 
actions of the mind are halted then this becomes deluder of aversions, 
vidveyimohanakara, leading to a state of tranquility. The mind, which was the 
form of aversion and delusion, the same mind, now becomes deluder of aversions. 
The next letter in the mantra is bha, and bha represents bhava or creation. Mind 
is the cause of all creations, be it subtle or gross. The Cosmic mind is the cause 
of creation of the universe and the individual mind is the cause of desires and 
actions. The mind with ego sense is the cause of creation and hence the seat is at 
Anahata cakra. It is said, "bhankiira bhutapra5iintikara bhayiinaka, the letter-bha 
pacifies the elements and is furious." (AU, 5.)  The five elements intermix and 
react till they are stabilized in the form of gross manifestations, so the creation is 
said to be pacifying the elements, bhutapra5iintikara. The manifestations in the 
form of thought waves or desires are binding in nature, hence said to be furious, 
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bhayanaka. The next letter is ga, and ga represents ether, gagana and motion, 
gamana. All our thoughts or desires move in the ether and merge in the ether. 
Hence the place of letter-ga is Vifoddha cakra. The letter-ga is said to be, 
"sarvavighnaiamana mahattara, pacifying all the obstacles and vast. " (AU, 5 . )  
Thoughts arise as subtle sound waves from the ether and by our spiritual practice 
can merge these in the ether, and then it is pacifying all the obstacles. If that 
happens by our spiritual practice then this vastness sits within the heart or cave of 
the intellect as Lord Vi�J).U. The heart is the third ventricle above the Ajiia cakra. 
Since that does not happen withour a spiritual practice then these thoughts or 
the ignorance sit as desires and actions within the heart. That seat or sitting is the 
letter-va. It is said, "vankara sarvapyayanakara nirmala, the letter-va satisfies all 
and is pure ."  (AU, 5.)  As the transcendental state, this is the form of all satisfaction 
and pure . At the state of desires and action, this satisfies the ego, mind and 
senses, and here though it appears impure but in reality this has not deviated 
from its pure form. The happiness one receives from sensual gratification or 
fulfillment of a desire, these also have their roots to the Bliss Principle. Again the 
next letter is te, and this te means "that, " that principle or that light, teja, which 
has become the individual self due to identification with the body and mind or 
with desires and actions. Or else if due to a spiritual practice there happens the 
merger of individual "I sense" with the "vast I- consciousness" then that principle 
sits at the l\jiia cakra in the form of the Cosmic Self. The seat of te is at AJiia cakra. 
Now this te in a descending order becomes va at Vifoddha cakra. The letter-vii, 
represents vehicle, vahana. This carries away the same state that is established, 
the state of desires or the state of renunciation or the Knowledge. The letter-vii, 
means air, vata, or "to blow," which means to go or to move. And this state flows 
to the Anahata, the center of knowledge and ego. The letter-su means well and 
good. This is maintenance of the same state at the Anahata. Again in the mind 
center, Mal').ipiira, this becomes the letter-de. The letter-de means to protect or 
cherish. We cherish or protect the same state in the mind center. Again we blow 
the same state represented by the letter-vii, to the Svadhi�thana cakra, the center 
of "I Sense , "  asmita, love , emotion and sex. The letter-vii, becomes peace , 
tranquility and bliss if it started with the cosmic state at the Ajiia cakra. Now the 
same vii, becomes the cause of hurt and injury if it started with "I sense" at the 
l\jiia cakra. The letter-vii, also means to hurt, injure or to cause a blow since the 
desires are the cause of the sufferings. Next at the Miiladhara, the center of the 
gross body, these characters transcend to body level. The · letter-ya means one 
who goes or moves. The letter-ya also means fame, restraint, light, abandoning, 
meditation, and obtaining. We have to establish the pure ya at the Miiladhara: 
"yankara sarvavyapaka pavana, the letter ya is vast, spread everywhere and 
auspicious. " (AU, 5 . )  Ifwe look from the beginning with Om and letter-na being 
established at the Miiladhara and Svadhi�thana we do not have any problem. 
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Problem started with letter-ma or mind at the Mar:iipiira. Then we become same 
according to the shape of our mind. So it is said, "mana eva manuryii:r;tiim karm:iam 
bandhamok�ayo'I},, mind is the cause of bondage and liberation for humans. "  (Bb. 
U, 2; SU, 1 ;  Mai. U, 4.3ff. )  All it depends upon what type of belief-system we 
develop within us. lfwe believe us as a body entity or a mind entity then due to 
our narrow identification we are bound to suffer with our desires. But if we 
believe in "viisudeva'IJ, saruamiti, that Vasudeva is all everything, " (S Bg., 7. 19) , 
then we are one with everything. Vasudeva is the innermost Self of all . One who 
finds unity with everybeing and everything for him, "tatra ko moha'IJ, ka'IJ, foka 
etatvamanuparyata'I},, what delusion and what sorrow can be there for such a one 
who sees oneness. " (ls. U, 7.) But before this state of oneness, the beginning 
should be with "I bow down to Lord Vasudeva, the Self of all, Om Namo Bhagavate 
Viisudeviiya. " 

Mitrki Dhyina-The Principle: In Sanskrit miitrmeans mother and miitrkii means 
any thing coming or inherited from mother. The meaning of miitrkii generally 
implies a mother, a grand mother, a nurse, a source or origin, a divine mother, 
a yantra or diagram having miraculous effect on practice of concentration, a 
sacred syllable, mantra, and an alphabet, varr;ta. In spiritual practice miitrkii term 
is normally used for alphabets or garland of alphabets, varr;tamiilii, though · the 
term is often used for a goddess, devz, a mantra or a yantra. The alphabets are 
mothers. It is sound, which is the source of creation. This sound is just a vibration, 
spanda, and this is exuberating. In the Transcendental Lord, Parama Siva, there 
is neither creation nor sustenance nor dissolution. With the creation of the sound 
the whole chain of creations, sustentations and dissolutions started. The prime 
sound is the Great Mother, Mahiimiitrkii. This can be said as the Lord, Siva, or as 
the Divine Mother, Sakti. So all the sounds can be said as Siva, or as Sakti. But in 
the scriptures on Agama or literatures on Tantra, the terms fakti or miitrkii are 
often used. The sound energy is the subtle ether element. The prime sound is 
one. We can say this as "no letter, " amiitra'IJ, or "half letter, " ardhamiitrii, of the 
sacred syllable Om. Though there is little difference between amiitra'IJ, and 
ardhamiitrii, amiitra'IJ, can be said as the Transcendental Lord where as ardhamiitrii 
can be said as both Siva and Sakti combined. This is the Supreme Swan, 
paramahamsa, and this has become the Harilsa, i .e . ,  ham and sa. This is the point, 
bindu, of om. This has become letters a, u, and m. This is the transcendental 
state, Turiya. This has become the waking state, the dream state and the deep 
sleep state. This is beyond time and this has become three periods of time, viz . ,  
past, present and future. This is the gross manifestation, the subtle manifestation 
and the causal manifestation, and beyond all the manifestations. The a-kiira or 
letter-a leads to the manifested world, Viriita, this is the waking state and the 
gross body, akiiro nayate vi.foam ( G  Kii. ,  1 .23) , the letter-a leads to Visva. So also 
the letter-u leads to Taijasa, ukara5ciipi taijasam ( ibid. ,  1 .23) , this is the intermediate 
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world, the dream state and the subtle body. The letter-m again leads to Prajfta, 
makiirafca punal) prajna (ibid., 1 .23) , this is the heaven, space within heart, the 
deep sleep state and the causal body. In "no letter, " amatralJ,, there remains no 
attainment, namatre vidyate gatil) ( ibid. ,  1 .23) . In Bibl.e (New Testament, Book of 
St. John) it is said, "The word was with the God and the word was the God. " The 
word means the sound. For creation this basic sound called "no letter," amatralJ,, 
has become fifty letters of Sanskrit. However, this is same for the alphabets of any 
language. The sound is the principle. The Sanskrit alphabets are more in a 
scientific order in expressing the sounds. A kid is first taught alphabets, then 
words and then sentences. An alphabet does not have any meaning, and here 
meaning and sound are undifferentiated. Then the words have meanings. The 
sentences have meanings with knowledge. However, this knowledge is the outer 
knowledge about the universe. This is the trend of creation; from one single 
sound to multiple sounds or alphabets, then combination of alphabets to form 
words with meanings and then knowledge in the form of sentences, thoughts or 
mind etc. Now in the spiritual practice this trend is reversed to return back to the 
origin . In speech or thoughts whatever knowledge and meanings are there, these 
are to be reversed to their root, if we have to go beyond the thoughts. Then only 
we can have the knowledge of the Principle. Now at the Principle the knowledge, 
the meanings and the sounds all merge. Then only the real Knowledge emerges. 

In Upani�ads we find spiritual practices on Om, Harilsa and sounds, nada. 
A�amalikopan�addeals on spiritual practices on these alphabets. So such spiritual 
practices have their root established in Upani�ads. But meditations on alphabets 
are dealt more in the scriptures dealing with Agama or the literatures on Tantra 
and form a part of the Yogic and Tantric spiritual practices. 

We have discussed that the sounds or speech express in four states, viz. ,  para, 
pasyanti, madhyama, and vaikhari. This is the order of creation, and this is 
descending order, avaroha krama. The transcendental speech, parii viik, is the 
sound in form of the Brahman, 5abdabrahma. This is the transcendental form of 
Sakti, para sakti, and this is the Great Divine Mother, Mahamatfka. But we are in 
the state of articulate utterance, vaikhari var.ii. From this we have to go to the 
state of transcendental speech, para viik, through ascending order, aroha krama. 
We have to go to that state via medium speech, madhyama vak, and the sound 
that is seen, pafyanti viik. At the transcendental speech, para vak, there is no 
more any spiritual practice. Our spiritual practice is with the medium speech, 
madhyama viik, and with the observed speech or the observed sound, pafyanti 
vak. In madhyama sounds, meanings and knowledge are separate, and at the end 
of madhyama meanings and knowledge merge. In the observed sound, pafyanti 
viik, sounds, meanings and knowledge integrate. This means the sound is the 
meaning and the same is the knowledge. This is the core part of the spiritual 
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practice. This is the science behind the practices of a sacred syllable, mantra. We 
have to remember that all these sounds or alphabets are mothers, miit'[kii,, energy, 
sakti, or the vital power, prii:r.ia. These are synonyms. 

The alphabets are broadly classified into the vowels, svara varr_ta, and the 
consonants, vyaiijana varr_ta. Svara means sound or tune. The vowels are the 
basic sounds. Without these the consonants cannot be expressed. Breath is also 
called svara. The vowels are the breath or life of the consonants. In Sanskrit 
literature there are sixteen vowels, and since these are pure sounds these are 
placed in the Visuddha cakra. Visuddha means pure and this is related to the 
ether element. A consonant or vyaiijana varr.ia means one that has been 
manifested, abhivyaiijita. The letter-ha is the first consonant, and this represents 
first manifestation. Hence Hiral).yagarbha is represented by the letter-ha, "kasmai 
devaya ha�ii, vidhema (�V, 10 . 121 . 1 ) ,  we should offer our oblations to one that is 
represented by the letter-ha, ha asmai. " The letter-ha is the first consonant and 
represents all the consonants, "yadvava ham tadeva kham yadeva kham tadeva hamiti 
( Ch. U, 4. 10.5) , which is ha that is kha, and one which is kha that is ha. " This 
means these are one principle. In ha there is kha, gam and gha, etc. Similarly, in 
kha there is ha, ga and gha, etc. Again it is said, "prar;io brahma kam brahma kham 
brahmeti (ibid . ,  4. 1 0.4) , prar;ia is Brahman, ka is Brahman, kha is Brahman. "  
Here unity is shown between prar;ia, and the alphabets. I n  Agama or Tantric 
literatures this has been said as Siva. Siva and the Brahman have the same meaning. 
All the consonants are Siva. All the manifestations are nothing but Siva or the 
Brahman because it is the same principle that has been manifested. The 
consonants, vyaiijana varr.ia, are half letters, ardhamatra, vyaiijanam cardha
miitrakam. This is called halant and this cannot be pronounced. So all these Siva 
or consonants are dead bodies, 5ava, without Sak.ti. The vowels are Sak.ti. The 
vowels are self-manifested sounds. The consonant-k depends upon the vowel-a to 
be manifested as the letter-ha, and is same for all the consonants . The first sound 
is the letter-a, a-kara, and this is the first vowel .  Lord Vasudeva says , 
"�arar;tii,makaro asmi ( S Bg., 10.33) , of the letters I am the letter-a. " This letter-a 
is in deed all the speech or sounds. The letter-a has become all the vowels and all 
the consonants, and then the consonants in association of vowels become 
manifested sounds. Now these manifested consonant sounds and vowel sounds 
on permutation and combination form different words. Now the words have a 
meaning. So sound and meaning are separate. But in the beginning of the creation 
the meaningwas integrated with the sound. Further, these words become thoughts 
or speech with knowledge . With all these knowledge-less knowledge and 
meaningless meanings of the outer world, we lost the real knowledge and the 
real meaning of our inner Self. Now we have to go back to that through our 
spiritual practice. We can do that through alphabets, miit'[kii,. Though these are 
categorized as Siva and Sakti for understanding they are all Sak.ti or Matfkii or 
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Fig. 5. 10. Inner Matrka Meditation. The placement of seed sounds in cakrars. 

they are all Siva. In Tantra a term yiima/,a is used, which means a pair. These are 
both Siva and Sakti. These are all mothers, matrflii. 

In Tantra we find a spiritual practice named miitrkii nyiisa. Nyiisa means placing, 
planting or putting down. Miitrkii nyiisa means placing or putting down the 
alphabets. This is done in ritual worshiping of a deity on prii'T}A prati�thii, i.e . ,  
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establishing the life. These alphabets are subtle vital energy, pra1Ja. After the 
alphabets are placed in different body parts, bahirmiit'[kii, nyiisa, and the energy 
centers, antarmiitrkfi, nyiisa, on the deity, now the deity is lively and then devotees 
worship the deity. Before establishing the life ,  pra1Ja prat4tha, it is just a statue 
and is not worshiped. So the worship is in reality is the worship of PraQ.a. In 
practices of Tantra a practitioner also does the same placing the letters on the 
body parts, bahirmatrka nyiisa and energy centers, antarnatrkfi, nyiisa of the own 
body. In general traditions found nowadays, this is done almost in a ritualistic 
way. But the inner practices are the meditations on these letters, matfka. This is 
found in traditions of Tantra and as well as in traditions of Yoga. 

This meditation starts with the fifty letters, which are fifty prar_tars. This starts 
with concentration of a letter or seed sound along with the vital vibrations in the 
body parts or in the energy centers in the brain and the spinal cord in the Kriya
yoga. This becomes a psycho-vital technique as done in case of meditation with 
" Om Namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya" mantra. Again when the practitioners 
concentrates on one letter or rotates the letters one after another like a rosary 
then construction of a word is not possible. Hence thought process and desires, 
which are nothing but words and sentences with meanings and knowledge are 
inhibited. In a single-letter-sound or in rosary of single-letter-sounds, the sounds 
and meanings get integrated. When this spiritual practice is started, this is started 
with at the end of medium speech, madhyama vak, and goes to the observed 
speech or observed sound, pa.Syanti vak. And finally the practitioner enters into 
the transcendental speech, para vak, and this is the sound in form of the Brahman. 

Antanni�ki Dhyina: In meditation on inner-mat'[ka-s, the letters, matrkii-s, are 
placed in the petals of the energy centers or lotuses. The two seed sounds, ham and 
lcyarii, are placed in two petals of the two-petalled lotus of the Aina cakra. This Aina 
cakra is the field ofHarhsa, hathsa lcyetra. The main seed sound of the center is Om. 
From here all the fifty letters manifest and are established in different centers. The 
sixteen vowel seed sounds, am, arii, im, im, um, um, ,,.m, r . .  th, lim, li . . th, em, aim, om, 
aurii, am (emphasis on th) and al], (emphasis on IJ,) , are placed in sixteen petals of 
the sixteen-petaled lotus of the Visuddha cakra. In twelve petals of the twelve-petaled 
lotus of Anahata cakra the twelve seed sounds, karii, kharii, garii, gham, itarii, cam, 
charii, jarii, jharii, narii, tarii, and tham are placed. In ten petals of the ten-petaled 
lotus of the MaQ.ipiira cakra the ten seed sounds, Q,am, Q,harii, 1Jath, tam, tharii, darii, 
dharii, narii, path, and pham are placed. In six petals of the six�petaled lotus of the 
Svadhighana cakra the six seed sounds, bath, bham, math, yam, ram, and lam are 
placed. In four petals of the four-petaled lotus of the Miiladhara cakra the four 
seed sounds, vam, sam, �am, and sam are placed (Fig. 5. 1 0) . 

At the end of the meditation on "Om Namo Bhagavate Viisudevaya" mantra, the 
practitioner is at the Miiladhara cakra. With a long and deep inhalation like that 
ofKriya Proper I, the practitioner ascends to the Ajna cakra and starts meditating 
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Fig. 5. 1 1 .  Outer Maq-ka Meditation. The placement of seed sounds in human body. 

with ham and �am. Then the practitioner comes to the Vifoddha cakra and starts 
meditating on am, iim, im, irk, um, urk, rm, f· · rk, lim, li . .  rk, erk, aim, om, aum, am, 
and alJ,. Then comes down to Anahata, MaJ}.ipura, Svadhi�thana, and Muladhara 
cakrars one after another. The trend of creation, sr�ti krama, is followed in the 
Kriya-yoga traditions. In the traditions of Tantra we find both the trend of creation, 
sr�ti krama, and the trend of dissolution , samhiira krama, in inner-matrka 
meditation.  
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We have discussed that all desires, mental modifications and thoughts are 
produced from these letters and now we go beyond these mental modifications 
also by the practice of meditation on these letters. All the impressions, sari'tskiira, 
of our mind due to our previous actions, karma, are imprinted in these petals 
and lotuses. Now by the practice of inner-mat:rka meditation they are released 
and the practitioner gets free from those effects of karma-s both good and bad. 

Bahirmitfki Dhyina: In outer-mat:rka meditation the seed sounds are placed in 
the body. The seed sound am is placed on the forehead, laliita, the seed sound 
am is placed on the face, mukhabrtta, the seed sound im is placed in the right eye, 
daleya netra, the seed sound im is placed in the left eye, viima netra, the seed sound 
um is placed in right ear, daleya kan:ia, the seed sound um is placed in left ear, 
viima karr.ia, the seed sound rm is placed in right nostril, daleya niisiiputa, the seed 
sound ,-.. m is placed in left nostril, viima niisiiputa, the seed sound lim is placed in 
right cheek, daleya kapola, the seed sound li .. m is placed in left cheek, viima kapola, 
the seed sound em is placed in upper lip, urdhvo$tha, the seed sound aim is 
placed in lower lip, adharo$tha, the seed sound om is placed in upper teeth, 
urdhvadantapaitkti, the seed sound aum is placed in lower teeth, adhodantapaitkti, 
the seed sound am (emphasis on m) is placed in the tongue, jihvii, and the seed 
sound al], (emphasis on IJ,) is placed in throat, kar.itha. The seed sounds, kam, 
kham, gam, gha7h, and nam are placed in right hand. The seed sound kam is placed 
in the root of the right hand, daleya biihumf.tla, the seed sound kham is placed in 
the right elbow, daleya kurpara, the seed sound gam is placed in the right wrist, 
daleya marJ,ibandha, the seed sound gham is placed in root of the right fingers, 
daleya hastiingulimf.tla, and the seed sound iiam is placed in tip of the right fingers, 
daleya hastiiitgulyagra. The seed sounds cam, cham, jam, jham, and iiam are placed 
in the left hand. The seed sound cam is placed in the root of the left hand, viima 
biihumf.tla, the seed sound cham is placed in the left elbow, viima kurpara, the seed 
sound jam is placed in the left wrist, viima marJ,ibandha, the seed sound jham is 
placed in root of the left fingers, viima hastiingulimf.tla, and the seed sound iiam is 
placed in tip of the left fingers, viima hastiiitgulyagra. The seed sounds tam. tha7h, 
fj,am, fj,ha7h, and rJ,am are placed in the right leg. The seed sound tam is placed in 
the root of the right leg, daleya piidamf.tla, the seed sound tham is placed in the 
right knee, daleya jiinu, the seed sound rf,am is placed in the right ankle, daleya 
gulpha, the seed sound fj,ham is placed in root of the right toes, daleya piidilitgulimf.tla, 
and the seed sound rJ,am is placed in tip of the right toes, daleya piidiingulyagra. 
The seed sounds tam, tha7h, dam, dham and nam are placed in the left leg. The 
seed sound tam is placed in the root of the left leg, viima piidamf.tla, the seed 
sound tham is placed in the left knee, viima jiinu, the seed sound dam is placed in 
the left ankle, viima gulpha, the seed sound dham is placed in root of the left toes, 
viima piidiliigulimf.tla, and the seed sound nam is placed in tip of the left toes, 
viima piidiingulyagra. The seed sound pam is placed in the right side, daleya piirfva, 
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and the seed sound pharh is placed in the left side, viima piirfva. The seed sound 
barh is placed in the back, Pr�tha, and the seed sound bharh is placed in the 
umbilicus, niibhi. The seed sound marh is placed in the abdomen, jathara and the 
seed sound yarh is placed in the chest, hrda. The seed sound rarh is placed in the 
right shoulder (right part) , da�iirhSa, the seed sound larh is placed in the left 
shoulder (left part) , viimiirhsa and the seed sound varh is placed in the hump at 
back between shoulders, kakuda. The seed sound .Sarh is placed from chest to the 
terminal portion of right hand, hrdayiidi da�a hastiintam, and the seed sound 
�arh is placed from chest to the terminal portion of left hand, hrdayiidi viima 
hastiintam. The seed sound sarh is placed from chest to the terminal portion of 
the right leg, hrdayiidi da�a piidiintam, and the seed sound larh is placed from 
chest to the terminal portion of the left leg, hrdayiidi viima piidiintam. The seed 
sound harh is placed from the crown to the toes, murddhiidipiidiintam, and the 
seed sound �arh is placed from toes to the crown, piidadimurddhiintam. 

Similar to the meditation on inner-matrka, the meditation on outer-matrka is 
done with concentration of a letter or seed sound along with the vital vibrations 
in the body parts. Here meditation starts from the letter arh at the forehead. In 
this way the practitioner realizes that even the entire gross body is the Priil).a. 
The characters that transgressed into the body level are released by the practice 
of this meditation. 

Jyoti Mudra in Second Kriya: From Second Kriya onwards, the technique of 
Jyoti mudrii is little modified. Keeping all the procedures of the First Kriya Jyoti 
Mudra Technique intact here the additions are the contraction and relaxation of 
the energy centers, cakrtrs, done along with the inhalations and the exhalations. 
This technique is to be seen from the demonstration by a master. While inhaling 
from the Mii.ladhara the practitioner has to contract the center by contracting 
the anal sphincter muscle and while exhaling has to relax the center along with 
the relaxation of the muscle. While inhaling from the Svadhi�thana the practitioner 
has to contract the center by contracting the anal sphincter muscle and the 
perineum, and while exhaling has to relax the center along with the relaxation 
of the muscle and the perineum. While inhaling from the Mal}.ipii.ra the 
practitioner has to contract the center by contracting the abdomen by contraction 
of abdominal recti muscles, and while exhaling has to relax the center along 
with the relaxation of abdominal recti muscles. While inhaling from the Anahata 
the practitioner has to contract the center by stretching the hands back so that 
the shoulder blades touch each other, and while exhaling has to relax the center 
by bringing the hands into the previous position . While inhaling from the 
Vifoddha the practitioner has to contract the center by stretching the hands back 
so that the shoulder blades touch each other, hold the breath, then left turn and 
jerk with the right hand, again right turn and jerk with the left hand, and then 
while exhaling has to relax the center by bringing the hands to previous position. 
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While inhaling from the Ajiia, the practitioner has to contract the center by 
pressing the lower jaw against the upper jaw, and while exhaling has to relax the 
center along with the releasing the pressure from the jaws. While inhaling from 
the Sahasrara the practitioner has to contract all the six centers and while exhaling 
has to relax all the six centers. 

The Second Kriya practitioners need long sittings for their practices. So at the 
end the entire body is to be brought back to normal activity. The contraction 
and relaxations in the Second KriyaJyoti Mudra Technique do that. Moreover, 
these contractions and relaxations are also the techniques to arouse the ku'f},t/,alin'i 
to flw inside the spinal cord. But a practitioner who is not firmly established in 
the First Kriya Techniques and the First Kriya Jyoti Mudra if practices this, will 
find the effect of light found on the First Kriya Jyoti Mudra Technique is now 
lost. One Kriyavan who was a senior HRD manager of a company heading an 
unit requested my master for the Second Kriya and was given . Then he regularly 
used to call me over phone complaining about the loss of the light-vision in the 
Second KriyaJyoti Mudra. He was sad and used to say, "My Jyoti Mudra was very 
beautiful. It was looking like the eye of LordJagannath. Now it is gone. "  He was 
a devotee of Lord Jagannath and was emotionally attached. I explained him that 
since he did not practice properly the First Kriya Techniques for long he was not 
able to get the result of the Second Kriya. So it would be better if he could 
concentrate more on the First Kriya Techniques. 

THIRD KRIYA. TECHNIQUES 
In Third Kriya, the Kriyavan remains elevated to the higher centers, and then he 
firmly establishes his Pr3.J).a at the i\jiia cakra. One should not misconceive this as 
physical levitation. This is the levitation of the life-force to remain in the higher 
centers and not to fall down. The Third Kriya Breath Technique is also a Thokar 
Kriyii, but here this is only practiced on the three higher centers, viz . ,  Anahata, 
Vi8uddha, and Ajiia. The breath is shortened (Fig. 5 . 1 2. )  The breathing has 
some similarity with the Second Kriya breathing. After having abundant life
force in the body by the practice of the First and Second Kriya Breath Techniques, 
the practitioner now learns to shorten the breath in a way to practice the breathless 
state in the Fourth Kriya. Here in the breathing after the inhalation ,  the retention 
is practiced, which is similar to the Second Kriya but the neck rotation is a different 
one. One shoud see the exact technique from a master, the description may not 
give a complete idea. This helps to lock the life-force at the Ajiia cakra. A Third 
Kriya breath practitioner can remain always at the Ajiia cakra along with other 
works in his day-to-day life. He feels the divine presence of his prii'IJ-a in his working, 
resting and other hours. The fluctuations of the mind are decreased. In the 
Third Kriya meditation the Kriyavan proactively arouses different parts of the 
brain and taps further the unexplored energy for creativity (Fig. 5 . 12 . )  Even 
without that meditation, a Kriyavan remains in a meditative state throughout the 
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Fig. 5.12. Third Kriyli breathing and Meditation. 

day and feels his prii:r.J.a at the Aina cakra. The mind now cannot delude the 
practitioner. 

THE FOURTH KRIYA. 
This is the subtlest Kriya. This is the real Harilsa and this is the subtlest Harilsa. 
This practice makes one the Supreme Swan, paramahamsa. A Kriyavan, who is 
not firmly established in the Harilsa Sadhana, the First and Second Kriya practices, 
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cannot practice this Kriya even if he is given all the instructions. He has to come 
down and start afresh with the First and Second Kriya practices. The minimum 
requirements for this practice is the long and uninterrupted First and Second 
Kriya practices, and the Prfu}.ic Energy must be flowing within the central canal 
of the spinal cord, canalis amtralis, very smoothly and soothingly like sparkling 
electric current from the MUladhara to the Ajna cakra. The Kriyavan should be 
able to feel this without the outer breath, and if he has not been rich with sufficient 
Prfu}.a he will breathe during the practice. Now this breathing becomes an obstacle 
and he realizes why the inhalation and the exhalation are said to be companions 
of distractions: " dulj)thadaurmanasyii:ngam4ayatvo.Sviisapro.Sviisa viieyepasahabhuvalJ, 
( Ygl., 1 .31 ) ,  sorrow, dejection, restlessness of body, inhalation, and exhalation 
are companions of distractions. " Only after achieving this state of breath mastery, 
then the said Kriyavan can practice this Kriya. So practice of one principle, 
ekatattvabhyiisa ( Ygl . .  1 .32) is very important and that one principle is isvara. 
Without a strong foundation of iSva.rapral)idhana Kriya it is not possible to practice 
the Fourth Kriya. 

It is very important that a Kriyavan must observe righteousness, be faithful 
and sincerely practice the Kriya-s under the guidance of a master who have atleast 
traveled some path on this line. Generally, practicing these from reading a book 
is discouraged. This book is only to supplement the spiritual quest and to analyse 
the progress, analyse, if any error has been made or not during the practice. 
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We all want happiness in our lives. Nobody wants misery. Why it is so? Because 
we are made up of the principle named Infinite Bliss. Everybody wants to be 
immortal , so one is after name and fame. Even some want to be immortal with 
their physical body. Why? Because we are made up of the principle named Truth, 
the Pure Existence, and hence we are basically immortal in our core component. 
So we want immortality. But alas, we suffer from misery and we are never happy 
in our life. We die and even much before the physical death of the body, we die 
many times. Being the children of the King, we become beggars. Such is our 
sorry-state, and who is to be blamed for such a pitiable situation of ours. Is this a 
cruel God sitting in a distant heaven and ruling over us like a colonial ruler, and 
the same God that made us imperfect while creating and now punishing us for 
our imperfection? Then what shall we do with such a God? This cannot be certainly 
like this. Neither the scriptures say so nor the realized persons ever taught like 
this. God has made us with the same principle that He is. He is both causal cause 
and material cause of the creation. How can we become imperfect? Have it not 
been so, we should never aspire for bliss and immortality. But we do aspire , 
because that is the real substratum we are reflecting in our lives. Since the God is 
full of Bliss we reflect bliss. Since the God is pure Consciousness we reflect 
consciousness. Then why in our lives there are sorrows, failures, frustrations, 
anger, poverty, diseases, and death? This question has always haunted the human 
mind over the ages and it searched for the answer. The answer comes that this is 
due to Ignorance, forgetting our true identity and indentifying with body-mind 
interactions, and thereby contracting "the Vast I-Consciousness" to "a narrow I 
sense" resulting in desires and actions. And then the infinite principle though we 
are, we appear to be finite and bound by limitations to experience mortality and 
unhappiness. Hence we need a true answer in our identity. We need knowledge 
to overcome Ignorance, the knowledge of the Self. This "narrow I sense" has 
been named as ego, and this is a product of ignorance. A product of ignorance 
is ignorance and since ignorance has taken the form of desires, to quiet our 
mind where the desires manifest either we have to satisfy our desires or we have 
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to overcome our desires. We have tired, tried and tried to satisfy our desires by 
enjoyments of various forms from material to philosophical but desires are ever 
unfinished. Desires and ignorance are same. So we have no other option but to 
overcome the desires. For that we need discriminating intelligence and that can 
only grow in a quiet mind, in a mind without volitions. Hence our practice is to 
achieve such a state of mind. Mind is a product of consciousness but due to 
ignorance or covering quality of consciousness it has been a breeding ground of 
desires and actions to fulfill those desires, thereby creating darts and whirlpools 
in mind, an as a result the Knowledge is not reflected. 

From the experience of enlightened ones and from the scriptures we learn 
that such a state of mind without volitions is achievable. Even from our own life 
we learn that this possible since every day we enter into <leep sleep when there 
is no mind and only our life-force is awake. Our mind takes rest in the lap of the 
life-force. Since that happens in sloth we only have the feeling of bliss after the 
deep sleep but not the knowledge of the Self. So our practice is to perform the 
same in waking-state. That is our spiritual practice. We have to merge our mind 
with our life-force while awake, then that is the transcendental state and is the 
state of knowledge. This increases our discriminating intelligence that develops 
the capacity of our mind to hold the Truth. Then the activities of a noble mind 
make it free from the darts and volitions, the veil of ignorance or covering 
disappears due to knowledge of the Self. The Self is reflected upon such a mind 
and we have our true identity. That is Knowledge. Then we are in the Ocean of 
Bliss, in the Ocean of Immortality, in Consciousness. 

The auspicious resolves we make, the acts we perform and the techniques we 
practice to achieve such a state of mind is known as Kriya-yoga. And at the centre 
of all these practices is our breath, since the breath is the manifestation of our 
life-force where we have to merge the mind. Such breath based practices has 
been declared again and again in the scriptures and by the saints over the ages. 
This has been illustrated in the entire length of this book. Preparing ourselves 
for such a practice based on the life-force we need certain basic prerequisites 
like auspicious resolves, noble faith, devotion, following righteousness, observing 
certain observances and self-effort. We also need to understand the principles 
and practices involved in such a spiritual practices. All these haye been discussed 
in the second chapter of this book. By following a breath practice with auspicious 
resolves and noble faith we shall gradually acquire all the other virtues discussed 
therein. Another important aspect for the practitioners of yoga or the Kriya-yoga 
is to understand the body principle. We must understand different components 
of our physical, subtle and q.usal body as these are related to our spiritual 
practices. We must understand the activities of different vital breaths and should 
have knowledge on different energy centers in our body to facilitate our spiritual 
practice. Moreover, an understanding of our life and death is of utmost important 
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from spiritual point of view. The discussions in third chapter of this book are 
aimed to quench such quest. 

The most important part of our search for knowledge is the practice, the 
practice, and the practice . And for this we must be ready to walk on a razor's 
edge. Due to our long standing habits from our present and past lives we do not 
want to walk on such a path. Our mind provides us so many ifs, buts and escape 
routes. Again we need one guide to show us the way, and no doubt here it 
becomes really difficult if one is not a casual seeker. With all these odds we have 
to walk in this path if we want to overcome the miseries in our life. Then come 
the techniques and we need a right technique which must have a rational and 
sanction of the scriptures. The fourth chapter of this book tries to describe such 
techniques practiced in the Kriya-yoga traditions citing the scriptures and discussing 
the rationality and scientific processes involved therein. Though these are said to 
be hidden techniques, but we find how our scriptures are loud in describing 
them for the benefit of the mankind. I have already expressed my viewpoint 
about these secrecy aspects in the Preface of this book. From these discussions 
on the techniques we find how many variations are cropping up in these 
techniques. It is not possible to discuss and also not desired to discuss all those 
that is going on in the name of yoga or the Kriya-yoga in present days. Some are 
distort types and some may be logical keeping an eye on the particular audience. 
I have no knowledge of all the variations found in a Kriya-yoga technique. I have 
discussed those I came to know from different sources. Though improvements 
and innovative variations are always welcome to help mankind keeping the basic 
character and rational of such a practice intact but one should not sell those as 
original techniques. I have discussed the techniques as I have learned from the 
masters of the tradition and based on experiences from my practice. I have tried 
to test their authenticity from the declaration of the scriptures. I do not know if 
these are exactly same as taught to Lahi<;li Baba by Mahavatara Babajl. The 
seekers and readers are to use their logic, discriminating ability and free will to 
find out the rationality and the scriptural domain of these techniques from the 
discussions on them in this book. I have seen the confusion among the Kriyavans 
regarding the variations in the techniques found among different present day 
teachers and schools of Kriya-yoga, all claiming theirs' to be the original one. 
These developments further question the secrecy aspect of the techniques in the 
present day society of information. So the techniques should be discussed with 
the rationale behind these. However, I hold the view that the techniques should 
be learned from a master who has already traveled at least some distance in this 
path. Another alarming fact in present day society is that we find many Kriya
masters declaring themselves as direct disciples of Mahavatara Babaji. They may 
or may not belong to a tradition. They are found in different holy places in India 
and also in abroad. The secrecy aspect of the techniques help them to teach 
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funny things and distorted ones. So it becomes a necessity to discuss these 
techniques. 

Another aspect regarding the techniques is that do we need so many techniques. 
The scriptures describe many; even a single scripture describes many techniques. 
Again it is said that a single technique can give you the desired results. Then why 
there are so many techniques? If one technique is complementary or supplementary 
to another then we have to learn both the complementary and supplementary 
techniques along with the core technique to facilitate progress in the path. We 
find such complementary and supplementary techniques are added to a core 
technique in the Kriya-yoga and other systems. There are certain preparatory 
techniques. Those are also to be practiced. Again we find that all these techniques 
do not fall to a set of above category. Then why there are different core techniques? 
Ifwe look into them we find all are aimed at merging the mid, manolaya, into the 
life-force. Purpose is same but techniques are different only because we want to 
give variety to our mind. Since our mind outsmarts us in finding a clue not to 
follow a spiritual practice and prevails upon us, we have also to find different 
means to control our mind. We cannot use force with our mind to make it more 
reactionary. Mind is to be merged indirectly, and for that we have to take the 
help of our mind along with the life-force. With different techniques we give 
variety to our mind as the mind has a habit of not clinging to one thing; here we 
also use that aspect of mind to contain the mind. Otherwise, only one technique, 
e.g. , Harhsa Sadhana can solve our purpose. If one is extremely determined he/ 
she can do either with Harhsa Sadhana or with Kriya Proper I. If any school of 
Kriya-yoga is not teaching all the techniques that does not mean that the followers 
do not get the desired result. We find a desire among many Kriyavans to know as 
many as techniques without giving justice to the practice part. It is always better 
to practice one technique than knowing many. Only the practice gives the actual 
knowledge about the technique. If someone 's understanding in spirituality has 
increased that is only due to practice, and not due to listening, reading or simply 
knowing features of a technique. So when a school of Kriya-yoga or a master 
does not teach or even if they do not know all the techniques, one should not 
find fault with those schools or masters. We knew some schools of Kriya-yoga do 
not teach Guru PraQ.ama but since they teach Mahamudra, many effects of the 
Guru Prar:iama are taken care . Many schools and masters do not teach Nabhi 
Kriya, and we have discussed in the concerned chapter how it is taken care by 
other techniques. Some schools do not teach Khecarl mudrii. But it is always 
beneficial to practice the Khecari as it helps in speech restraint and energy 
conservation. Some schools and masters do not teach the meditation with the 
twelve-lettered mantra, the inner-matrka meditation, the outer-matrka meditation, 
the Third Kriya and the Fourth Kriya as discussed in this book. But if the followers 
of those schools and masters are practicing Harhsa Sadhana, Om Technique, 
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Kriya Proper I s incerely, then these techniques will take them to the 
transcendental state. And also the Mother Nature, the Gurus and the Siddhas 
will take care to such a Kriyavan if he/she needs further techniques for his/her 
spiritual journey. My own experience is that the Mother Nature takes care to 
provide more techniques than one can practice. She never neglects in showering 
Her mercy to an earnest seeker, it is we who neglect in our practice. We have to 
concentrate on the practice and qualify ourselves for the knowledge. 

Last but not the least, I like to say that if this book ever helps even a single 
seeker in his/her spiritual journey then my labor is a success one. I pray the 
Divine Mother, God and Gurus for this. 



Glossary 

Abhaya 

Abhedadar5ana 

Abhinive5al,i 

Abhirama 

Abhivyanjana 
Abhyantara 

Abhyiisa 

Adana 

Adha 
Adhara 
Adhara cakra 

Adha-sahasrara 
Ad hi 

Adhibhuta 
Adhibhautika 

Adhidaiva prar:ia 
Adhidaivika 

Adhyaropa 

Adhyiisa 

Adhyiisa niriisa 

Adhyatma 

Adhyatma prar:ia 

Adhyiitmaprasiid 

Fearlessness 
To see "no difference" 
Inherent involvement, that springs naturally 
Referring to Rama, delightful, state of bliss 
Manifestation, pronounced 
Internal 
Practice 
Knowing or enjoying senses, viz. , sound etc .  
Bellow 
Foundation, food 
The Coccyx Center, Miiladhara cakra 

Sahasrara at bellow, the point at perineum or kanda 
Mental suffering, agony, anxiety 
In the context of elements, viz. ,  earth, water, fire, etc. 
Relating to beings, caused by animals, inflicted by beings, 
in the context of form, derived from elements 
Priil).a in context of gods 
Relating to gods, in the context of gods, caused by 
gods 
The place where something is established, to take a seat, 
dwelling in 
Thrust, attributing the properties of one thing on another 
Wrong attribution, false identity 
Negating the false identity 
Spiritual science, concerning self, related to our inner 
body, spiritual sciences in body context 
Prar:ia in body context 
Bliss of the Self, state of bliss 
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Adhyiitmika 

Adhyavasiiya 
Adi 
Adihamsa/.i 

Aditi 

Aditya 

Adresyam 

Advaita 
Adyii5akti 
Agama 

Agamiiciirya 

Agnideva 

Agni/.i 

Agnisiira 

Agriihyam 

A ham 

Ahamkiira 

Aharhkiira tattva 

Aham saJ.i 
Ahiira/.i 

Ahirhsii 

Ahoriitra 

Ajapii 

Ajapii japa 

Ajna 
Ajnii 
Ajnii cakra 

Ajniina 
Akii5a/.i 

Akl#ta 

Glossary 

Spiritual , relating to self, in the body context, arising 
within the self 
Working hard, trying, attempting 
Beginning, first, first-born, primitive 
The first swan 
One that is responsible for knowing, adana, Power of 
Consciousness, one that has manifested as PriirJ.O,, Sakti, 
who comprises of all gods, mother of gods, mother of 
Lord Yamana, the daughter of D�a. 
Sun, son of Aditi 
Cannot be perceived 
Onene�s, non-duality, Philosophy of Non-dualism 
The First Power, Sakti 
A traditional doctrine ,  a scripture , sacred knowledge, 
a literature on Tantra, the Vedas, coming, arrival, birth, 
origin, source, authoritative testimony 
A teacher in Agama, a teacher in Tantra 
Lord Fire, the Fire-god 
Fire, Lord Fire, knoweldge 
Cleansing through movement of the abdominal wall also 
called Vahnisiira 

Cannot be grasped 
I, ego 
Ego 
Ego Principle 
l am He 
Food, diet 
Non-violence 
A day and night 
Non-repetition 
Repetition of non-repetition, soham, harhsa 

Ignorant 
Command, order 
The sixth center, the Master Center, the Medulla center, 
also called as the pituitary center 
Ignorance 
Sky, ether 
Painless 



Ak$ara 

Alabdha 

Alabdhabhumikatva 

Alam�ii 
Alasya 

AmiitraQ 

Amrta 

Amurta 
Ananda 
Anandabhuk 
Anandamaya Kosa 

Aniidi 

Aniihata 

Aniihatadhvani 

Aniihatadhvani-
5ravatia 

Aniima 

Ananta 
Ananda-rUpii 

Ananviin 
Anapiinasati 

Aniitma 

Anavasthitattva 

.4.nga 

Angamejayatva 

Angirii 

Angirasa 

Angu�tha 

A�tha pramiitia 

Anitya 

Ankufo 

Anna/ annam 

Annamaya Ko5a 

Glossary 

Un-eroded, alphabet, basic sound 
Not achieved 
Non-attainment of a state 
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One of the subtle vital channels corresponds to facial nerve 
Laziness 
"No letter," Lord the Pure Existence 
No death, immortality, the divine nectar 
Not manifested, not taken a form 
Bliss 
Enjoyer of bliss 
The Bliss Sheath, one of the five sheaths covering the 
self, the innermost sheath 
Beginning-less, without a beginning, unborn 
The fourth energy center, the thoracic/ dorsal center, the 
unhurt sound 
Unhurt internal sound, divine sound 
Listening to unhurt internal sounds 

One who has no name 
Infinity, the legendary snake 
Form of bliss 
A load carrying bull 
Observation or awareness of exhalation and inhalation, 
a Pali word for breathing awareness 
Non-self 
Unable to remain in a state, instability to retain 
Limb, body 
Restlessness or shaking in body 
A famous sage 
Essence of the body, priitia 

Thumb, finger 
Like the size of a thumb 
Transient, temporary, impermanent 
Hook 
Food 
The food sheath, the first sheath or the outermost sheath 
covering the self, physical body 
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AntaQ 

AntaQprajiiaQ 

A ntalJ,karm:ia 

AntaQkaratia 
catu$taya 

Antaratma 

AntarayaQ 

A ntarmiitrktl 

Antarmiitrka-nyiisa 

AntarmiitrkQ dhyana 

Antarpuja 

Antariauca 

Antartrataka 

Antaryiim'i 

Anumiina 

AnusvaraQ 
ApaQ!apo 

Apana 

Aparabrahman 

A para 

Apara vidya 

Aparig;raha 

Aparok$a 

Aparok$a jiiiina 

ApitaQ 
Aptakama 

Aputiya 

Ara 

Arcana 

Ardha 

ArdhamatraQ 

Glossary 

Inner, inside 
The consciousness directed to internal objects 
Inner instrument, mind 
Fout inner instruments, viz. ,  mana, buddhi, ahamkiira, 
and citta 

The indwelling Self 
Obstacle 
Inner-mat:rka-s. See also mat'['ka 

The letters or seed sounds, matrkfj-s, are placed in the 
petals of the energy centers or lotuses 
Meditation on the letters or seed sounds, matr#u>s, in the 
petals of the energy centers or lotuses inside spinal column 
Internal worship, worshiping in mind 
Internal cleanliness, cleansing mind 
lnner-trat:aka, a technique of concentration in the energy 
centers within the body 
The inner controller 
Inference, inferted 
The nasal sound that follows to a preceding vowel 
Water 
Inhalation, one of the five vital airs in the body, vital air 
responsible for excretion, etc. 
Inferior Brahman, inferior to the Transcendental Lord 
Inferior 
Inferior knowledge 
Not to gather tnany, not to covet things, contentment with 
minimum 
Non-indirett 
Non-indirect knowledge, knowledge based on experience 
and not mere intellectual knowledge 
Attains 
One who had conquered desires 
Not-noble, sin 
Spoke of a wheel 
Worshiping, offering 
Half 
Half-letter of Aum, m, bindu, nasal sound that follows Aum 



Ardhanii:rifoara 

Arjuna 
Aroha 
Aroha krama 

Arlha 
Asana 
Asana-siddhi 

Asanga 

Asanga bhavana 

A.5auca 

As mi ta 
Asrama 

A$tacakram 

A$taprahara 

Asteya 

Asu 

Afuci 

Asura 
Asuri-vrtti 

Afoinzkumara 

Atharoa 

Atharoa 

Ativadi 
Atma/Atma 
Atmadarfona 
Atmada 
Atmajiiana 
Atmakri<J,a 
Atman/Atma 
Atmanivedana 
AtmaramaQ 
AtmaratiQ 
Atmatattva 
Aum 

Glnssary 35 1 

Lord Siva, half Siva and half Sakti, both masculine and 
feminine 
The third Pat}.c;lava 
Ascending 
Ascending order 
Wealth, money, meaning 
Posture, the third limb of yoga 
Stabilizing the posture 
Non-attachment 
State of contemplation of non-attachment 
Un-cleanliness 
Egoism or "I sense" 
A monastery, a stage of life, viz. ,  brahmacarya, garhasthya, 
vanaprastha, and yativrata or samnyasa 

Eight wheels 
Eight prahara, a day and a night 
Non-stealing 
The vital energy, the vital energy engaged in sense 
enjoyments 
Impious 
A demon, man with demonic qualities 
Demonic quality 
God granting health, longevity, recovery from illness 
Atharoaveda, the fourth Veda 
Name of a sage 
A tall talker 
Self 
Self-realization 
The cause of Self /Knowledge 
Knowledge of the Self 
One who sports in the Self 
Self, individual self, Cosmic Self, Transcendental Self 
Self-surrender to God 
Sporting in the bliss of the Self 
One who engages in the Self for his pleasure 
The Principle called Self 
The essence of all, the Lord, the Brahman, the Cosmic 
Self, the Transcendental Self, the four quarters of life, 
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Avara�a 

Au$adh'ilJ, 

Avacetana 

Avara 

Avaroha krama 

Avatara 

Avidyii 

Avirati 

Avyakta 

Avyaya 

Ayamiitmii ITrahma 
Ayatana 

BahilJ, 

Bahirmiitrkii 

Bahirmiitrkii nyiisa 

Bahirmiitrkii dhyiina 

Bahirpuja 

Bahirtriitaka 

Bahi$prajiialJ, 

Bal,adii 

Biihya 

Bandha 

Bhadra 

Bhadrakiili 

Bhagaviin 

Bhagavati 

Bhakta 

Bhakti 

Bhii$a�a 

Bhava 

Bhiiva 

Bhavasiigara 

GWssary 

viz . ,  waking state , dream state , deep sleep state and 
transcendental state, the mystic sound 
Covering 
Medicines 
Subconscious 
Here, effect 
Descending order 
An incarnation 
Ignorance 
Non-abstention 
Unmanifest, Primordial Nature 
Uneroded, not eroded 
This Self is Brahman 
Foundation, area, abode 
Outside, external 
Outer-mat:rka-s. See also miitrkii 

The letters or seed sounds, miitfki;s, are placed in the 
body parts 
Meditation on the letters or seed sounds, miitf#W-s, in the 
body parts 
External worship, rituals 
Outer-trataka, concentration at flame of a lamp 
The consciousness directed to external objects 
The giver of strength 
Outer, superficial 
Bondage, lock, a yogic posture of lock for holding breath 
Gentle, benedictory, kind, favorable 
Goddess Kali, who is blissful to Her devotees 
A title applied to gods, a god, a glorious being 
A title applied to a goddess, Devi, Sakti, Divine Mother 
A devotee 
Devotion 
Speech, talk 
Creation, manifestation, birth 
Emotion, emotional devotion 
Ocean of manifestation, world 



Bhavi$yat 

Bhavya 

Bhedana 

Bhima 

Bhraman 

Bhrantidarsana 

Bhrgu 

Bhubanefoan 

Bhuma 

Bhumi 

Bhumika 

Bhurloka 

Bhuta/bhuta!J 

Bhuvana 

Bhuvarloka 

Hija 

Bindu 

Brahma/Brahman 

Brahma 

Brahmacarya 

Brahmacan 

Brahmagranthi 

Brahmajnana 

Brahmapun 

Brahma Natfi 

Brahma niroa7Ja 

Brahma7J.a 

Brahma1J4a 

Brahmarandhra 

Brahmavid 

Future 
Present 

Glossary 

To pierce, piercing 
Furious, the second Pax.u;lava 
Breathing with the sound of a bee 
Delusion, false vision, wrong knowledge 
Name of a sage 
Goddess of the universe 
The Supreme Brahman 
Earth 
Role, a character, a stage/state of life 
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The world of earth, the lowest of the seven worlds from 
Bhur to Satya 

Past, elements, beings 
World 
The world of intermediate space, in·between physical 
world and astral world 
Seed, seed sound 
Point, beginning point 
The Truth, Knowledge, Infinity and Bliss Principle, the 
Transcendental Lord 
The creator, the first god of the Trinity 
Continence, sexual restraints, celibacy, dwelling in 
Brahman, a stage of life, viz. ,  student life 
One who obseIVes continence, a celibate 
Knot of Brahma 
Knowledge of the Brahman 
House of the Brahman 
One of the subtle vital channels corresponds to canalis 
centralis 

liberation in Vedanta, establishment in Pure Existence 
A portion ofVedas/Upani�ads, a Brahmin, a person from 
teaching class 
Universe, world 
The hole of the Brahman, the tenth door 
A knower of the Brahman 
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Briihmi 

Briihmisthiti 

Brhat 

B�aparoii 

Buddhi 

Buddhimaya Kbsa 

Buddhisattva 

Cakra 

Ca�u 

Candra/ candramii 

Candra niirfi 

Caturdafi 

Chiiyii 

Chiiyiimaya puru�alJ, 

Chedana 

Cit 

Ci tr ii 

Cit ta 

Cittaprasiida 

Citta spanda 

Citta5uddhi 

Cittavi�epa!J, 

Cittavrtti 

Citti-5akti 

Daiva 

Daivi vrtti 

D�a 

D�rµU], pa�alJ, 

D�'f}iiyana 

D�'f}iiyana miirga 

Dama/ Damana 

Dana 

DaTJ-<!-a 

DaTJ-<!-a Dhauti 

DaTJ-</-adhiiri 

Dan ta 

Glossary 

Power of Brahma, Divine Mother with power of action 
Est.ablishment in the st.ate of Brahman 
Great, big 
A demon king 
Intellect 
See Vijfiiinamaya KIJ5a 

Intellect stuff, mind stuff 
A wheel, energy center within body 
Eye, organ of vision 
Moon 
The neive dependant on moon, I4a 
Fourteenth day of a fortnight 
Shadow 
Person in the form of shadow 
Cutting 
Consciousness 
Citra niifji, one of the subtle vit.al channels 
All the faculties of mind, the mind-stuff 
Mind full of bliss 
Vibration of mind 
Purification of mind 
Distraction of mind 
Actions of mind 
The Power of Consciousness 
Fate, caused by or coming from gods, divine power 
Divine quality 
A Prajapati, the god presiding over creation, able one 
Left wing, left side 
Southern 
Southern Route, Southern Path 
Control or to have control over senses and sen�rgans 
To donate, donation 
Stick 
Cleansing cough etc. by a soft stick of banana plant etc. 
One holding the stick, da1J-4a, Lord Yama 
Teeth 



Dantamula 

Dantamula Dhauti 

Dar5ana 

Da5ama 

Da5ama dviira 

Dasya bhiiva 

Daurmanasya 

Day ii 

De hi 

Deva 

Devadatta 

Devaloka 

Devar# 

DevaSU$ayalJ, 

Deviitma5akti 

Devayiina miirga 

Dhanaftjaya 

Dhiirii 

Dhiirar_tii 

Dharma 

Dharma-k$etra 

Dhiitu 

Dhiitu vai$amya 

Dhauti 

Dhira 

Dhrtarii$tra 

Dhyiina 

Dhyeyiikara 

Gl.ossary 

Base of teeth 
Cleansing the base of the teeth 
Vision, philosophy 
Tenth 
Tenth door, fontanel, brahmarandhra 

A state of being His se.rvant 
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Dejection, frustration caused due to non-fulfillment of a 
desire 
To be kind, kindness 
Embodied being 
A god, divine, celestial being, deity, shining, man with 
divine qualities, a sense-organ in our body 
God-given, one of the subsidiary vital breaths responsible 
for yawning and drowsiness, name of the conch used by 
Arjuna 
World of gods, heaven 
A sage/seer among gods, Sage Narada 
Divine openings, divine doors 
The Power of God the Self 
The Northern Route, uttariiyar.ia miirga 

One of the subsidiary vital breath that does not leave the 
body even after the death, also responsible for cough, 
maintaining luster of the body etc. ,  a name of Arjuna 
Current, water current, tradition, flow of time 
Concentration, the sixth limb of yoga 
Divine, nobility, religion, nature 
Divine field 
Element, metal 
Instabilities in three elements, viz., air, fire, and water in 
the body 
Washing, a yogic technique of cleansing alimentary tract 
A person with discriminating intellect, a person with 
knowledge 

· 

The blind king of epic Mahiibhiirata, blind mind, mind 
without discriminating intellect 
Meditation, the seventh limb of yoga 
Form of concentration 
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Dik$a 

Dipavau 

Dirghaghar.i!aniida 

Dirghakala 

Di5a 

Dohana 

Dr�ta 

Dr�ta bhiiva 

Dravya 

Dravyayajna 

Dul)kha 

Dvaita 

Dvandva}J, 

Dvandvatita}J, 

Dvada5ak$ari 

Dve$a 

Dvija 

Dyu 

Dyuloka 

Ekagra 

EkalJ,/Eko 

Ekanemi 

Ekatattva 

EkatattvabhyasalJ, 

Evayamadarse-
pu'T'U$alJ, 

Evayamapsu pu'T'U$alJ, 

Gamana 

Gandhari 

Gar_iesa 

Garhasthya 

Gaur_ia 

Gayatri 

Glossary 

Initiation 
Festival of light in India 
The long bell-sound 
Long duration of time 
Direction 
Milking 
One who sees, seer, visionary, obseiver 
State of an obseiver 
Materials, material objects 
Offering of material objects in a sacrificial fire 
Misery, sorrow 
Duality, Philosophy of Dualism 
Pair of opposites (for example pain and pleasure) 
Beyond the pairs of opposites 
Twelve-lettered 
Aversion 
A twice-born, a Brahmin 
Heaven, glowing 
Glowing world, heaven 
Concentrated 
One 
One axle 
One Principle 
Practice of a Single Principle 
Person inside the mirror 

Person in water, a water body 
Motion, journey 
One of the subtle vital channels corresponds to optic neive 
to left eye, queen of Dhrtara�ira 
The god to be worshiped first, one of the five gods, son of 
Divine Mother Paivafi 
A stage of life, viz., family life 
Secondary 
An ancient meter of twenty-four syllables, any hymn 
composed in the Gayatri meter 



Giiyatn mantra 

Ghera'T}<f,a 

Ghera'T}<f,a Samhitii 

Giri 

Gopi 

Gora�aniitha 

Gor�a Samhitii 

Granthi 

Granthitraya 

Guhii 

Guru Parvat 

Guru Pra'T}iima 

Ha 

Haimavati 

Hakiira 

Ham 

Hams a 

Harhsa Siidhanii 

Hara 

Hari 

Hastijihvii 

Hatha 

Hatha-yoga 

Hathayoga Pradi,pikii 

Hemanta 

HtryaQ 
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A very sacred verse to be repeated by a Brahmin on 
everyday 
Sage GheraI.J.¢l, a famous yogi 
Treatise on yoga by Sage GheraI_J.<;la 
A title of Da5anami sarimyasins (monks) , mountain 
Maids of Gopa, a cowherdess of Gopa, one who loves 
Lord Kr�I).a, who is engaged in Divine Sport with Kr�I).a 
Guru Go�atha, a famous yogi from whom the Natha 
sect had its origin 
Treatise on yoga by Guru Gorak�atha 
Knot 
Three knots 
A cave, cave of intellect, the third ventricle 
Mount of the Master, a point above ,\jfia cakra 

Bowing Down to Masters, a unique Kriya-yoga Technique 
The letter-ha, Siva, moon, sky 
Goddess Parvati, daughter of King Himalaya, golden 
effulgence 
The letter ha, the sound ha 
Exhalation, Siva 
A swan, breath, exhalation and inhalation, one who kills 
the bondage of ignorance, knowledge, discriminating 
intellect, I am That, the individual self, the Supreme Self 
A Kriya-yoga Technique of breath practice and breath 
awareness, observing exhalation and inhalation 
Siva, the third god of the Trinity, the Lord, a god, Cosmic 
Self, taking away, one who takes away 
Vi�I).U, the second god of the Trinity, the Lord, a god, 
Cosmic Self, the god who takes away 
One of the subtle vital channels corresponds to optic neIVe 
to right eye 
Enforcement 
Tradition of yoga based on postures, locks, seals, cleansing 
techniques and breathing techniques 
A treatise on Hathayoga 
The late autumn 
To be destroyed, to be abandoned 
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HirarJ.yagarbha 

HirarJ.yak.o,Syapu 

Hrdaya 

Hrdaya cak.ra 

Hiim 

lcchii 

Icchiimriyu 

Icchii-sak.ti 

I<J,a 

/dam 

Indra 

Indra-pada 

Indriya 

Indriyajaya 

IndriyanigrahalJ, 
Isa 

l$fa/l$!adeva 

f$fa Pra1].iima 
lfoara 
ifoaraprarJ.idhiina 

ifoaratva 

Jaganniitha 

JagaritasthiinalJ, 

jagrata 

Jiigratiivasthii 

jal.andhara Bandha 

Jal.a-neti 

Jana 

]anarloka 

Glossary 

The golden womb of Unmanifest, The First Born, Lord 
Brahma, the Creator, the Cosmic Lord, the thread Self 
in all beings, the Vital Force, the sum total of all powers 
of action, all powers of will and all powers of knowledge 
A demon king 
Heart, intellect, cave of intellect, the third ventricle 
The Heart center, the cardiac plexus 
Called as sak.ti prarJ.ava, Om or Prai:iava for worshipers of 
Sak ti 
Will, desire 
Death at will 
Power of will 
One of the subtle vital channels in the body situated in 
the left side of S�umna 
This 
The king of gods 
The post of the king of gods 
Organs, sense-organs and action organs 
Winning over sense-organs 
Control of organs 
The Supreme Ruler 
The sought deity of a person 
Bowing down to the sought deity 
The Cosmic Self, the Lord, God, the ruler of the universe 
Devotion to God, surrender to God, contemplation of 
God, practice of God, to know God in totality, to determine 
God with certainty 
Godliness 
Lord of the universe , presiding deity at jagannatha 
Dhama, Purl 
Waking state 
Awake 
Waking state 
A yogic technique of holding air by chin lock 
Cleansing the nasal passage by water 
To be born, the cause, public 
The world of creations, causal world 



]apa 

Jati 

]ihva 

]ihvamula 

]ihvamula Dhauti 

fiva/jivatma 

fivanmukta 

]nana 

]nanakha<f,ga 

]nanakriya 

Jnana-marga 

]nana-5akti 

]nanayajna 

]nanabhasa 

Jnanendriya 

]uhvati 

Jyoti mudra 

Ka 

Kaea 

Kaivalyam 

Kaivalya-yoga 

Kiila 

Kalal) 

Kiili 

Kiilindi 

Kaliyuga 

Kalpa 

Kiima 

Kiima-bija 

Kiimamayal;i 

Kiimamayal;i pu�al;i 

Kiimarupam 
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Repetitions, repetitions of a sacred syllable either verbal 
or mental 
Caste, species, race 
Tongue 
Base of tongue 
Cleansing base of tongue 
An individual self that identifies itself with body-mind 
interactions 
The liberated one, liberated from life and birth 
Knowledge, consciousness 
The knowledge sword 
Activities of knowledge 
Path of knowledge 
Power of knowledge 
Practice of knowledge 
False appearance of Knowledge , not established in 
Knowledge by experience 
Sense-organs 
Oblate, offer, sacrifice 
The seal of light, a Kriya-yoga Technique 
The first consonant of Sanskrit, Lord Brahma, Kamadeva 
Son of Guru Brhaspati 
Final emancipation, the one and only state, complete 
detachment, identification with the Supreme 
Yoga of the One and Only 
Time, period, era, the Death-god 
A part 
The Mother Divine, consort of Siva, the power of time 
River Yamuna 
The Dark Era 
Period a creation lasts, 432 million years, era, Vedic rites 
Desires 
Seed of desires 
Full of desires 
Person the Lust 
Form of desires 
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Kameivara 

Kameivari 

Kanda 

Kapiilabhiiti 

Kapiila-kuhara 

Kapiila-neti 

Kapiilarandhra Dhauti 

Ka pi la 

Karar.J-a 

Karar.J-a sarira 

Kara'T}a v�amya 

Karmakriyii 

Glossary 

God of desires, God fulfilling desires, Siva 
Goddess of desires, Goddess fulfilling desires, Sakti 
Perineum 
A breathing technique of active exhalation and passive 
inhalation in quick succession 
The posterior nasal cavity above the palate 
Cleansing nasal passage by intake of water through nose 
and water comes out of mouth 
Cleansing the palate 
A famous sage who is author of Samkhya philosophy 
An instrument, a organ 
Causal body 
Impairment of organs and systems in body 
Activities of action 

Karma-sainnyiisa Renunciation of actions/ renunciation of results of actions 
Karmendriya Organ of action, viz. ,  hands, legs, etc. 
Karf)a Ear 
Karf)arandhra Ear-hole 
Karf)arandhra Dhauti Cleansing ear-hole 
Kartii bhiiva State of a doer 
Karya Effect, work 
Kathiiviicaka Story-teller, religious story-teller 
Katyiiyani Daughter of Sage Katyayana, beginningless, not possible 

Kaus ala 

Kayiikalpa 

Keli 

K.evala Kumbhaka 

Kha/kham 

Khecari 

Khecari mudrii 

Khyiiti'Q 

Kirtana 

to know Her ancestry, Durga, Divine Mother 
Technique 
Rejuvenation of body 
Sport, foreplay 
Automatic holding of breath 
Ether, sky, the second consonant of Sanskrit, the letter
kha 

The vital energy that moves in- the ether, the feminine or 
energy aspect of that moves in the sky, the Divine Mother 
Tongue rolled up to enter into the posterior nasal cavity 
above the palate 
Fame, accepting 
Singing/ chanting the name and glory 



Kisora 

Kl�/a 

Kofa 

Krandana 

Kriya 

Kriya Ha/ha-yoga 

Kriya-rUpa 

Kriya-sakti 

Knyavan 

Kriya-yoga 

K,ikara 

Kr�TJ-a 

�atriya 

�atriya-vrtti 

�etra 

�ipta 

�udha 

Ku 

Kubera 

Kuhu 

Kuman 

Kumbhaka 

Kumeru 

Ku7JQ,alin'i 

Kunjar Kriya 

KuntalJ, 

Kunt'i 

Kurma 

KurulJ, 

Ku/astha 

LabhalJ, 

Glossary 

Adolescent, adolescence, early youth 
Painful, difficult 
A sheath, a covering 
Crying 
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Act, action, activity, execution, the vital force, the breath, 
long and deep breath, a breath technique 
Hath.a-yoga done with breathing awareness 
Fonn of actions 
Power of action 
A practitioner of kriya 

The practice part of yoga, the science of Life-force, the 
action of life-force to clean our mind 
One of the subsidiary vital breaths responsible for sneezing 
Lord Kr�i:ia, the divine incarnation, the eternal Self within 
every being 
Warrior class, a person from warrior cl� 
Work of warriors 
Field, body 
Violated, in turbulence 
Hunger 
Bad 
God of wealth and prosperity 
One of the subtle vital channels corresponds to nerve to 
procreative organ 
A virgin, Divine Mother 
Holding or retention of breath, stillness of breath 
Southern mount, bad-meru 
Latent pra7Ja, latent vital/ spiritual energy in a person 
A yogic technique of cleansing upper gastro-intestinal tract 
A spear 
A queen of King P3.I).<;lu 
Tortoise , turtle ,  one of the subsidiary vital breath 
responsible for blinking of eyes 
Action, to hurt 
Unchangeable 
To gain, to acquire, profit 
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Laleymi 

Lambffla-yoga 

Li/ii 

Linga-sarira 

Lokayati 

Lolajihva 

Lolak talu 

Madhyama 

Madhyama vak/ 
madhyama va�i 

Madri 

Mahabharata 

Mahadeva 

Mahadevi 

Mahakala 

Mahakali 

Mahamatrka 

MaMmaya 

Mahamudra 

Mahapralaya 

Mahapra�a 

Maharasa 

Maharloka 

MahaSaya 

Mahat 

Mahatma 

Mahatripurasundari 

Mahavi$�u 

Mahayoge5vara 

Mahe5a 

Mahe5vara 

Gl.ossary 

Goddess �i, consort of Lord Vi�Q.U, Divine Mother 
Practice of Khecari mudra in traditional Hatha-yoga system 
Sport of Divine, sport of God 
Subtle body, astral body 
Sees 
Emerging tongue 
Uvula near soft palate 
Intermediate 
Intermediate speech, murmuring sound 

Second queen of King Pat).<;lu 
The famous Indian Epic in Sanskrit literature authored 
by Sage Vyasa 
The Great God, Lord Siva 
The Great Goddess, Goddess Parvati, Kali 
The great time, Lord Siva 
The power of Mahakfila, Goddess Mahakfili, Sak.ti, cosmic 
energy 
The Great Mother, the Divine Mother, the Prime Sound, 
Sak ti 
The great illusory power, Divine Mother 
The great yogic postural seal, a Kriya-yoga technique 
The great dissolution 
The great vital power, Mother Nature, the Unmanifest 
The great sport of the Divine, the great dance by �l}.a 
and gopis 
The raised world, the world of great ones 
Title of reverence like "Sir" in English 
Cosmic Intelligence, HiraQ.yagarbha, intellect, great 
A great soul, a noble person 
The Great Beauty of Three Worlds, viz . ,  earth, inter
mediate space and heaven, Sak.ti, Divine Mother 
The great vastness, the Transcendental Self 
The great lord of yoga, Siva, I\f�Q.a 
Lord Siva, the third god of the Trinity, the Great Lord 
The Great Lord, the Great iwara 



Mahfyasura 

Maitrey'i 

Mamatanubandh"i 

Manana 
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A demon king 
Name of a woman sage who is wife of Sage ¥ajiiavalkya 
Based on love and affection 
Mental analysis 

Manasa na manute Not comprehended through mind 
Mar_iipura/Mar_iipuraka The third energy center, the lumbar center, the center 

corresponds to navel, one that is filled with jewels 
Manolaya 

Manomala 

Manomaya Koia 

MantralJ, 

Ma nu 

Martyaloka 

Matha 

Miitari 

MatariSva 

Matfka 

Matrflii-nyasa 

Maya 

Medha 

Meru 

Merudar_i<f,a 

Mina 

Mina marga 

Mithyajiiana 

Mitra 

Moda 

Moleya 

Mrta 

Mrtasaiifivani 

Merging the mind, dissolution of mind 
Impurities of mind 
The mind sheath, third of the five sheaths covering the 
soul, faculty of mind 
A verse, sacred syllable 
A Prajapati to whom origin of human race is attributed, 
the Cosmic Mind 
World of death, earth, mrtyuloka 

Monastery 
Intermediate space 
Air 
A mother, a divine mother, anything coming from 
mother, alphabets 
Placing or putting down the alphabets 
An illusion, the trifold power of Lord, Pradhana, Prakrti, 
Airyakta, Sakti 

Inte�lect 
Axis, northern mount, Sumeru, 
Axis-staff, spinal column, vertebral column 
A fish 
Way of fish 
False knowledge, wrongly conceived 
Friend, a name of the Sun-god 
Happy, happiness 
Liberation 
Dead 
Knowledge of giving life to dead, medicine to rejuvenate 
body 
Dull 
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Mudita 

Mudra 

Mutm:lhara 

MulaSodhana 

Mumuleyu 

Mumuleyuta 

Mu1J<f,a 

Mu1J<f,amalii 

Murta 

Murti 

Nabhi 

Nabhi ctikra 

Nabhi Kriya 

Nabho mudra 

Naciketa 

Nada 

Nada srava1Ja 

Nada yoga 

Naga 

Nakula 

Nanda 

Nara 

Narada 

Naraka 

Naufi Calana 

Nau/i Kriya 

Navadha 

Navadvara 

Gl.ossary 

Contentment 
A seal, a special posture, a yogic postural seal 
Basic foundation,  the coccyx center, the energy center at 
the base of spine, the first energy center 
Cleansing rectum 
A seeker of liberation 
Desire for liberation 
A head, a cut head 
Garland of heads 
Manifested, taken a form 
Statue 
The navel 
The navel center, the solar plexus, the gastro-intestinal 
plexus 
A preparatory technique for Kriya-yoga meditation 
See Khecari mudra 

A divine child described in Kafhopani$ad, the son of 
Vajasravasa 
Sound, the internal sound 
Listening to internal sound, listening to divine sound 
The yoga of the Sound 
Cobra, one of the subsidiary vital breaths responsible for 
expelling by eructation 
The fourth Pat,<;lava, a mongoose 
King of Gopa, fosterfather of Kr�r:ia, bliss 
Being, human 
A famous sage who is a sage among gods and a son of 
Lord Brahma 
Hell 
See Nauli Kriya 
The abdominal muscle, rectus abdominis, which forms the 
front linear wall of the abdominal cavity is contracted, 
isolated and rolled 
Nine modes, nine types, divided into nine parts 
Nine doors, viz. ,  two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, mouth, 
anus, and procreative organ 



Navavidha 

Neti 

Neti neti 

Nidhiina 

Nididhyasana 

Nim�a 

Nirmja 

Nirmja samadhi 

Nirgur_ta 

Nirgur_ta Brahma 

Nirodha/.t 

Niruddha 

Nirvar.ia 

Nirvicara 

Nirvikalpa 

Nirvikalpa samadhi 

Nirvi�aya 

Nivrti 

Nivrti dhanna 

Nivrti marga 

Niyama 

Nyasa 

Om 

Om Kau5al,a,IJ, 

Pada 

Pada 

Padasevana 

Padmasana 

Pa�alJ, 

Panca 

Pancadeva 

Pancako5a 

Glossary 

Nine modes, nine types 
Cleansing the nasal passage 
Not this not this 
To determine or to know with certainty 
Contemplation, meditation 
Blinking of eyes, a unit of time 
No seeds, without seeds 
Samadhi without seeds, nirvikalpa samadhi 
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Without gur.ia or qualities, viz. ,  sattva, rajas, and tamas 
Siva, the Transcendental Brahman, the Brahman beyond 
the qualities of Nature 
To halt, to stop 
Halted, at rest 
Liberation, emancipation, mo�a, liberation in Buddhism 
No thought state, thoughtlessness 
A state without alternative 
The supreme transcendental state 
Free from objects 
Renunciation 
Path of renunciation 
Path of renunciation 
Regulations, observances, the second limb of yoga 
Placing, putting down 
See Aum 

Om Technique, a Kriya-yoga Technique 
Feet, post or position 
A foot, leg, a quarter, the one-fourth part or chapter, a 
part or chapter in general 
Service of His (or to the deity) feet 
The lotus posture 
Wing, side 
Five 
Five Gods, viz. ,  Ga.Q.da, Devi, Sun-god, Vi�Q.U, and Rudra 
The five sheaths, viz. ,  Food Sheath, Vital Sheath, Mind 
Sheath, Knowledge Sheath, and Bliss Sheath 
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Paiicakofa Parikramii, 

Paiicamahabhitta 

Paiica Sambhu 

Paiicatanmatra 

Paiicikara7J-a 

Pa7J-tf,a 

Pii1}-tf,ava 

Pa1}-tf,U 

Pa7J-i 

Para 

Para 

Para-bhakti 

Parabindu 

Para ma 

Paramaguru 

Paramaharhsa 

Paramapita 

Parama Siva 

Paramatma 

Paramabrahman 

Para-prakrti 

Para-fakti 

Para vairiigya 

Paravastha 

Para vak 

Para Vidya 

Parikrama 

Paro�a jnana 

Parvati 

Piifa 

Gl.ossary 

Moving around in the five sheaths, a special type of 
pilgrimage 
Five gross elements, viz., ether, air, fire, water, and earth 
Five Siva, five Manifested Lords 
Five subtle elements, viz. ,  sound, touch, vision, taste, and 
smell 
Division and intermixing of the fives 
Knowledge, a temple priest 
A son of King Pa1:u;lu 
King Pai:i<;lu, King from the story of Mahabharata, white 
with yellowish tinge 
Hand 
Beyond, supreme 
Beyond, supreme 
Supreme devotion 
Beyond the point, the Transcendental Self 
Supreme 
Master of ones' immediate master 
Supreme swan, a title used for realized monks, a highest 
title in the monk order bestowed by one's Guru or one of 
the Sankaracaryas, a monk in Turiya state 
The Supreme Father, God the Father 
The Transcendental Lord 
The Transcendental Self 
Supreme Brahman, Superior Brahman 
Higher Nature, Supreme Nature 
The transcendental form of Sakti 
Supreme detachment 
A state after practice of kriyii, breathless state, state of 
samiidhi, state of bliss 
The transcendental sound 
Superior knowledge 
Moving around 
Indirect knowledge, intellectual knowledge not based on 
experience 
Divine Mother, daughter of King Himalaya, Sak.ti 
Trap made up of rope 



Paicat 

Paiva/], 

Paiyanfi viik 

Patanjali 

Pavana 

Pavanaputra 

Payu 

PirJ.4a 

PirJ.f/,adana 

Pingalii. 

Pit ha 

Pitrwka 

Pracchardana 

Pradhan 

Pr a hara 

Praja 

Prajapati 

Prajna 

Prajnanaghana 

Prakafo 

Prakrti 

Prakrtilaya 

Prak'flivikrti 

Pra�ii.lana 

Pralaya 

Pramii.da 

Pramoda 

Prii.rJ.a 

Glossary 

Behind, on the back, backward, secondary 
Animals, beasts 
The sound seen, subtle sound 
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A famous sage and author of Yogasutr�Aphorisms on 
Yoga 
Air, Air-god 
Hanuman, son of Air-god, Bhima 
Organ of defecation, anus 
Body, microcosm 
A ritual of offerings to forefathers 
One of the subtle vital channels in the body situated in 
the right side of Su�umna 
A seat, a seat of a religious head, a seat of a deity 
World of Manes 
Exhalation in an extended manner 
The Main, Nature, Unmanifest, , the head of a society 
Around three hours of time , one-fourth of a day or a 
night 
Husband 
The god presiding over creation, the lord of creatures, 
cosmic mind 
Knowledge 
A mass of consciousness, consciousness solidifies 
Light, manifestation, knowledge 
Mother Nature, nature 
Merged in nature, a yogi merged in nature 
Nature and Modifications 
Washing 
Dissolution 
Inertia, inaction, laziness 
Exhilaration of happiness 
The Life-force, the vital power, the breath, exhalation, 
the Unmanifest, the Hirar:iyagarbha, the senses, the sense
organs, from Cosmic Self to sense-organs like nose 
Bowing down to touch head on the ground, show of 
reverence 
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Prajna 

PraTJ-akarma 

PraTJ-akriya 

PraTJ-akr$TJ-a 

Pra1J-amaya Knfo 

PraTJ-apana 

PraTJ-apanasmrti 

Pra1J-aprati$/ha 

Pra'f}a spanda 

Pra1J-avayu 

Pra1J-avidya 

Prii'f}a vi�a'f}ii 

Pra'f}ava 

PraTJ-ayama 

Pra'f}idhiina 

PraTJ-opasana 

Priirabdha 

Prasava 

Prasupta 

Prafoasa 

Pratiprasava 

Prat#tha 

PratiSrutkalJ, pu�a}J, 

Pratya�a 

Pratyiihara 

Praviviktabhuk 

Pravrtti 

Pravrtti dharma 

Pravrtti miirga 

Premavatiira 

Gwssary 

The third quarter of the Self whose sphere is deep sleep 
The action of life-force, the action of breath, the breath 
technique, the technique of exhalation and inhalation 
Same as prii'f}akarma 

Kr�Q.a the Life-force 
The life sheath, second of the five sheaths covering the 
soul, faculty of physiological activities 
Exhalation and inhalation 
Observation or awareness of exhalation and inhalation 
Establishing the life-force, ritual of establishing life-force 
in a deity 
Vibration of vital force 
The breath 
The science or knowledge of the Life-force 
Observing the breath or vital airs, observing inhalation 
and exhalation 
Om, Aum, the mystic sound 
The breath practice, the breath technique, restraining 
breath, the fourth limb of yoga 
Contemplation, practice, to determine in totality, to know 
with certainty 
The worship of the Life-force 
Fate, effects of actions of past lives on present life 
Birth, to give birth 
Remain in dormant 
Exhalation 
The cessation of birth 
Established, establishment 
Person that listens, mind determining the sound 
Perception, perceived, real 
Withdrawal, withdrawal of senses, the fifth limb of yoga 
Enjoyer of subtle objects 
Way of nature 
Path of worldly happiness, path of desires 
Path of worldly happiness, path of desires 
An incarnation of love 



Preyasi 

Pro�atta 

Puc cha 

Puttya 

Pura 

Puraka 

Puratta 

Puru$a 

Puru$avise$a 

Puru$artha 

Pit$a 

PutramayalJ, purlJ,$alJ, 

R.adha 

Riiga 

Rajas 

Riijasika 

Rajogutta 

Raktavasana 

Riima 

Rasa 

Riisa 

Rasa vai$amya 

Rasana 

Ratha 

Ratha-yiitra 

Riitri Devi 

Raudn 

Riivatta 

RayilJ, 

Recaka 

/Jg 
IJJ,a/rtam 

Glmsary 

Beloved 
Approaching or looking with intention 
Tail 
Noble, nobility 
A house, a body, filling, making full 
Act of inhalation, filling up, fulfilling 
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Ancient or legendary history, religious scriptures 
Human, man, one who resides in a body, individual self, 
indwelling self, Cosmic Self, God 
Special pur1J,$a, Cosmic Self 
Goal of a man, whatever a man prays or wants, self-effort 
One of the subtle vital channels corresponds to auditory 
nerve to right ear 
Person in the form of son 
Consort of Lord �r;ia, path of renunciation 
Attachment, hankering 
One of the three qualities of nature, action 
With rajas qualities 
The qualities of action 
A goddess clad with blood-red cloth 
Lord Rama, the divine incarnation, the eternal Self within 
every being, the state of bliss 
Fluid, taste, water 
A kind of dance, divine sport, manifestation of bliss 
Disturbances in body fluids, impaired homeostasis 
Organ of taste, tongue 
Chariot, the body-chariot 
The chariot-festival or car-festival at Jagannatha Puri in 
the State of Odisha at eastern part of India 
Goddess of night 
Power of Rudra, Divine Mother with the power of will 
A demon king killed by Lord Rama 
The moon 
Act of exhalation 
!Jgveda, the oldest of four Vedas 
The truth experience, righteousness, the Pure Existence 
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!Jtambhara 

Q.tambhara prajiia 

Rudra 

Rudragranthi 

Sa/Sal}, 
Sabda 
Sabdabrahma 
Sabdajiian'i 

Sab'ija 

Sab'ija samadhi 

Sadasiva 

Sadguru 

Sadhaka 

Sadhana 

Sadhanakrama 

Sii,dhana 

Sagu7J.a 

Sagu7J.a bhakti 

Sagu7J.a Brahma 

Sa}J,/So 

Sahadeva 

Sahasra 

Sahasra ara 

Sahasr�aram 

Sahasrara 

Saiva 

Sakalya 

Sakara 

sakhya bhava 

Saleyi 

Glnssary 

Holding the truth 
Knowledge that holds the Truth 
Lord Siva, the third god of the Trinity, the lord of 
dissolution, the furious one 
Knot of Rudra, corresponds to cerebral aqueduct in the 
mid brain 
Sakti, action, inhalation, he, that 
Sound 
Brahman in the form of sound 
A person having knowledge of words 
With seed 
Samadhi with seeds, samadhi with desires remaining in 
seed form 
Siva, Lord of Bliss for Ever 
A realized master, a master who knows the Truth 
A practitioner, worshiper, performer 
Accomplishing, effecting, performing, practicing, a means, 
an instrument, oxidation, penance 
The steps of spiritual practice 
Practice, worship, adoration 
With gu7J.a, viz., sattva, rajas, and ta� qualities 
Emotional devotion, devotion with gu7J.a or attributes 
Manifested part of the Brahman, the Nature that holds 
the qualities, viz.,  sattva, rajas, and tamas 

He, that, inhalation, sakti 

The fifth Pfu)«;lava 
Thousand 
See Sahasrara 
A thousand letters 
The crown center, the seventh energy center at fontanel, 
sahasra ara or a wheel of thousand spokes. 
A worshiper of Siva 
Name of a Brahmin, materials used for oblations in a 
yajiia 

The letter-sa, the sound sa 

State of friendship behavior, a state of being His friend 
Witness 



SO,/eyi bhava 
Siikta 
Sakti 

Saktimiin 
Sakti pra7J-ava 
Saktipujii 

Sama 

Sama 

Samiidhiina 

Samiidhi 

Samiina 

Samatii 

Samatiinubandhi 

Samatva 

Samayiicara 

Siimbhavi mudrii 

Sambhu 

Sambhuta}J, 

Samhiira krama 

Samkalpa 

Sii:mkhya 

Samnyiisa 

Sampad 

Samskiira 

Samskiiraja buddhi 

Samvit 

Samyama 
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State of a witness 
A worshiper of Sak.ti 
Power of Siva, the consort of Siva, Divine Mother, Nature, 
Unmanifest, cosmic energy, Life-force 
The owner of Sak.ti, one having power 
Aum in Sak.ti cult, the syllable Hnm 

Worship of Sakti, worship of Life-force 
Control of mind, equal, equanimity 
Siimaveda, the third of the four Vedas 
Fixing the mind, mind without volitions 
The eighth limb of yoga, the transcendental state , 
superconscious state 
One of the five vital airs responsible for digestion, 
assimilation and distribution of food energy 
Equanimity 
Based on state of equilibrium 
Equanimity, equanimity of mind 
A branch of Agama/ tantra dealing with internal worship 
and meditation having some similarity to Kriya-yoga, also 
known as Srividya 
A special posture when gaze is outward but attention fixed 
inside, a Kriya-yoga technique, also known as Vai�i:iavi 
mudrii 

Lord Siva, the lord causing happiness and granting 
prosperity, manifested lord 
Born, created, to take birth 
The trend of dissolution 
Resolve, making a vow 
Samkhya philosophy propounded by Sage Kapila 
Renunciation, a stage of life,  viz. ,  renunciate life 
Wealth 
Impressions, latent 
Intellect born from the impressions carried inside the 
mind 
Consciousness 
Self-restraint 
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Sanatkumara 

Sii:r.uf,ilya 

Sanjaya 

Sankara 
Saitkha 
Saitkha Pra�alana 

Kriya 
Saitkhin"i 

Sm:imukh"i mudra 

Santa parampara 

Santo�a 

Sapta dhatu 

Saptaitga 

Sarga 
Sarira}J, puru�a}J, 

Sarvagatam 

Sarvatma 

Sarvatma-bodha 
Sastra 

Sat 

Sat cakra 

Sat cakra bhedana 

Sattva 

Sattvagutta 

Sattva5uddhi 

Sattvika 

Satyaloka 

Satyayuga 
Sau ca 

Saumanasya 
Savariuf,ha 
Savasana 

Glossary 

A famous sage who is one among the first four humans 
and a son of Brahma 
Name of a famous sage who is an authority on devotion 
The charioteer of the king Dhrtara�\ra of Mahabharata, 
one who has control over senses, sense-organs and mind 
The Lord who gives happiness to all beings, Lord Siva. 
Conch 
A yogic technique of cleansing intestinal canal through 
water. See also Varisara 

One of the subtle vital channels corresponds to nerves to 
anus and rectum 
The six-faced seal, two ears, two eyes, nose and mouth 
are closed in this technique traditionally 
Tradition of saints 
Contentment 
Seven body elements, viz. ,  bone marrows etc. 
Having seven limbs, seven limbs, seven parts 
World, a part or a chapter 
Person the Body 
Entered inside everything and every being 
The Self of All 
A state of all things and all beings as own Self 
Scripture 
Truth, Pure Existence 
The six centers, the six wheels 
To pierce the six centers 
One of the three qualities of nature, calmness, nobility 
The qualities of calmness, noble qualities 
Purification of mind 
With sattva qualities 
The abode of Truth, the highest of the seven worlds 
The noble era 
Cleanliness 
Delightfulness of mind 
Standing on a dead body, vital force, Sakti, Kali 
Corpse posture 



Se$a 
Se$anaga 

Siddha 

Siddhasana 
Sithilikara'f}a 
Sithilikara'f}a Vyayama 
Siva 

Siva-sarhkalpa 
Siva 

Smara'f}a 

Smrti 

Snana 

Soham 

Soma 

Soumya 

Soumya 

spanda/Spandana 
Sraddha 
Sraddhavan 
SravarJ.endriya 
Snmad BhagavadgUa 

Snmadbhagavata
mahapura'f}ll 

Sn Sankaracarya 

Snvidya 
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Leftover, end 
Infinite power, the legendary cobra holding the Lord and 
holding the earth 
Emancipated one, realized one, a divine being, having 
eight supernatural faculties, thoroughly proficient, a 
prophet, a seer 
The posture of siddha 

Loosening 
Loosening exercise 
The third god of the Trinity, the Lord, a god, Cosmic 
Self, Transcendental Self, auspicious, the Pure Existance, 
the Truth Principle 
Auspicious resolve 
The Mother Divine, consort of Siva, the goddess Durga, 
Parvati, Kali 
Remembering, remembrance 
Memory, recollection in mind 
Bath 
That is I, inhalation and exhalation 
The Moon-god, moon 
Good-looking one 
A good-looking woman, beautiful and radiating peace , 
charming gentleness, a goddess 
Vibration, throb 
Faith, noble faith, devotion 
One who has noble faith, a person having devotion 
Organ of listening, ear 
The Song Divine, the famous scripture of Hindus dealing 
with teachings of Lord �I).a to Arjuna 
A famous scripture of Hindus authored by Sage Vyasa 
dealing with devotion 
A famous eighth century spiritual preacher believed as 
an incarnation of Lord Siva, propagated non-dualism and 
revived monastic traditions though opinions vary 
regarding his time from sixth century BC to ninth century 
AD 
Technique of worship and meditation according to Agama 
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Srotra 

S�# 

smikrama 
sruti 

Sthula 

Sthula 5arira 

Sthulabhuk 

Striya 

Styiina 

Su 
Subheccha 
suci 
Suddha sarhvitmaya 
Suddhikarm;ia 
Suddhikarar;ta kriya 
Sudra 
Sudra-vrtti 

Sukha/sukham 
Sukracarya 

Su�ma 

Su�ma 5arira 

Sumeru 

Sun ya 
Sunya dhatu 
Sunya nirvar:ia 

Suptavastha 

Surabhi 

Suryanamaskiira 

Surya niitfz 

Su�umnii 

Su�umna na<[z 

Su�upti 

Su tr a 

Sutra Neti 

GWssary 

Ear, organ of hearing 
Creation 
The steps of creation, the trend of creation 
Vedas 
Gross 
Gross body, physical body 
Enjoyer of gross objects 
Women 
Incompetence or incapability of mind, loosing interest 
Good 
Good will 
Pious 
Full of pure consciousness 
Cleansing 
Cleansing technique 
Serving class 
Work of serving class 
Happiness 
Master of demons 
Subtle, finer, thinned one 
Subtle body, astral body 
Northern mount, good-meru, the mount that is seat of bliss 
Void, vacuum, zero 
Vaccum element, pure ether element 
Liberation in Buddhism 
Deep-sleep state 
Fragrance 
Salutation to the Sun-god, a set of yogic postures in 
succession used as a salutation to the Sun-god 
The nerve dependant on sun, Pingala 
Spinal cord 
Subtlest vital channel within the spinal cord 
Deep sleep, deep sleep state 
Thread 
Cleansing nasal passage by a cotton thread or a soft rubber 
catheter 



Sutri.itmi.i 

Sva 

Svacchati.i 

Svi.idhi�thi.ina 

Svi.idhyi.iya 

Svapnasthi.inal]. 

Svapiti 

Svara 

Svaral]. varlJa 

Svarloka 

Svaropa 

Svaropa jiii.ina 

Svarope sthiti 
Svi.isa 

Svasamvedanaropi.i 

Swi.imi 

Tadvanam 

Taijasa 

Ti.iln:uya kriyi.i 

Tamas 

Ti.imasika 

TamogurJ-a 

Tantra 

Tanu 

Ti.ipa 

TapaQ,/Tapas 

Tapas 1,oka 

Tapasvi 

Tat 

Tat pada 
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The Thread Self in all beings, the HiraQ.yagarbha, the 
Pri.irJ-a 

Self 
Purity 
The second energy center, the sacrum center 
Study of scriptures, self-study, study of lnner Self 
Dream state 
Sleeps, attains the self 
Vowel, sound, noise, breath, one that ascends 
Vowels 
The world of celestial beings, the astral world, heaven, 
world of gods 
One's own form, real nature 
Knowledge of the Self, knowledge of one's  own nature 
Established in one's own form 
Inhalation, breath 
The form of feeling the Self 
A title used for monks and spiritual preachers, lord, 
master, king, husband 
His Adorable, Self 
The second quarter of the Self whose sphere of activity is 
the dream state 
The practice of Khecari mudri.i in Kriya-yoga system 
One of the three qualities of nature, lethargy, darkness, 
ignorance, sloth 
With tamas qualities 
The qualities of darkness, inertia 
Occult culture, a branch of spiritual science, Sak.ti cult 
Body, attenuated, thin, decreasing 
Heat 
Austerities, practice of self-restraint, heat, inner heat 
generated by breath practice ,  penance, purification, 
performance of righteousness 
The world of austerities 
A performer of austerities 
That 
Cosmic Consciousness or Transcendental Consciousness 
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Tattva 

Tattvamasi 

Tattva viciira 

Tat satyarh sa iitmii 

Teja 

Thokar 

Thokar Kriyii 

Titik�ii 

Triitaka 

Trig;u'Qiitzta 

Trinetrii 

Tunya 

Tvacii/ tvak 

Tvarh pada 

Uhhaya 

Udiina 

Utf4i,yiina 

Udgitha!J, 

Ujjiiyz 

Umii 

Upani�ad 

Upaprii'Y}a 

Uparati 

Upastha 

Upiiya 

Upiiya pratyaya 

Upe�ii 
Urdhva/Urdhvam 

U�ii 

u�a Dem 

Uttara!J, p�a!J, 

Gf.ossary 

The real nature of the human being, the true state, the 
basic principle, principle, Truth, reality 
Thou art That 
To contemplate on the Principle 
That is Truth, which is the Self 
Light, heat, fire 
Hit, to hit, hitting 
A unique Kriya-breath Technique known as hitting breath 
technique 
Toleration of adverse conditions 
A yogic technique of concentration and cleansing of eyes 
Beyond the three qualities of nature 
A goddess having three eyes 
The fourth quarter of the Self, the Self, the Transcendental 
State 
Skin 
Individual consciousness, the individual self, fiva 

Both 
The air in body that has an upward trend, one of the five 
vital airs 
A yogic technique of concave depression of abdomen and 
expelling air 
The elevated one 
A breathing technique with hissing sound 
Goddess Parvati, consort of Siva, Mother Divine 
The portion of Vedas dealing with Knowledge, Vedanta 
Sub-vital breaths, subsidiary vital breaths 
Withdrawal of mind from objects 
Organ of procreation 
Effort, self-effort 
Based on self-effort 
Indifference 
Upward, above, on the top 
Morning 
Goddess of morning 
Right side, right wing 



Uttarayar:ia 

Uttarayar:ia marga 

Vaca 

Vadana 

Vahni 

Vahnisara 

Vaikhan vak/var:i'i 

Vairagya 

Vai,samya 

VaiSaradya 

Vai,sr:iava 

Vai,sr:iavi" 

Vai,sr:iam mudra 

Vaifuanara 

Vai5ya 

VaiSya-vrtti 

Vajra 

Vak 

Vaman 

Vamana 

Vanaprastha 

Vandana 

Varcas 

Vari 

Varisara 

Varr:ia 

Varur:ia 

Vasi,stha 

Vasti 

Glossary 

Northern 
Northern Path/Route 
Speech 
Face 
Fire, heat 
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A yogic technique of cleansing through movement of the 
abdominal wall, also called as Agnisara 

Articulate utterance, audible speech 
Detachment, renunciation 
Instability, disturbance, difficulty 
Specialized one, expert 
A worshiper of Vi�J).U 
Power of Vi�J).U, Divine Mother with the power of know
ledge 
Seal of Vi�J).U. See also Samhhavi" mudra 

Fire, fire within body responsible for digestion, the first 
quarter of the Self whose sphere of activity is the waking 
state 
Business class, a person from business class 
Work of business class 
Vajra nar[z, one of the subtle vital channels 
Organ of speech 
Vomit 
Lord Yamana, an incarnation of Lord Vi�J).U, the Dwarf 
One 
A stage of life, viz. ,  forest life 
Prostration 
Vigor 
Water 
A yogic technique of cleansing intestinal canal through 
water, also known as Sailkha Pr�alana Kriya 
Alphabet, caste, color 
The Water-god, God of the Rain 
Supreme, firmly established, one that sits and makes 
others sit, name of a famous sage and master of Lord 
Rama 
Cleansing the rectum and large intestine 
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Vastu 

Vastusunya?i 

Vasudeva 

Vata 

Vatasara 

Vayu/ vayu?i 

Veda 

Vedanta 

Vibhuti 

Vicara 

Vicaratia 

Vicara prakriya 

Vicchinna 

Videha 

Vidharatia 

Vid�a 

Vijftana 

Vijnanamaya Kofa 

Vikara 

Vik$atia 

Vi�epa 

Vi�ipta 

Vilapani 

Viparyaya 

Virata 

Virata Puru$a 

Virya 

Vi,mya 

Visarga?i 

Glossary 

Matter 
A thing that does not exist 
Lord Srilq�r;ia, son ofVasudeva, the God who sits in each 
being 
Air, vital airs in the body 
A yogic technique of cleansing abdomen through air 
Air, breath 
The Vedas, sacred knowledge, holy learning, to know 
The knowledge part of the Vedas, Upani�ds, Vedanta 
philosophy, doctrine of non-dualism 
Power, superhuman power, exalted rank, ashes 
Thought, thought process, mental analysis, judgment 
State of mental analysis or contemplation 
To adopt mental analysis, process of mental analysis 
Interrupted 
Without a body, beyond the body, a disembodied yogi 
Holding the air in a special manner, inhalation in a special 
manner 
Wise, learned one 
Special knowledge, knowledge, science 
The knowledge sheath, fourth of the five sheaths cover
ing the soul, faculty of intellect and ego, also called 
Buddhimaya Kosa 

Modification 
Observation, to see, to feel 
Distraction, turbulence 
Violated at times 
State of lamentation 
Catastrophe, deviated from own/real state 
Gigantic , vast, the Great Being, physical form of the 
Cosmic Lord 
The cosmic physical body, macrocosm, the Great Being, 
the physical form of the Cosmic Lord 
Vigor 
Objects 
Beyond the world, the Infinity 



Vi�tiugranth'i 

Visuddha 

Vifoagatii 

ViSvamana 

Vifoaritpii 

ViSvamitra 

ViSvatitii 

Visviitmii 

Vifoatmika 

ViSvasa� 

Viveka/Viveka buddhi 

Viveka Khyati 

Vrhaspati 

��a 

�rtti 

Vyadhi� 

Vyiina 

Vyana vi�atia 

Vyanjana 

Vy�#gatii 

Vy�/iritpii 

Vyas a 

Vyayama 
Vyoma 
Yajna 

Yiijitavalkya 
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The second god of the Trinity, the Lord, a god, the Cosmic 
Self, the Sustainer, vastness 
The knot of Vi�Q.U 
Pure, free from vices or imperfections, the cervical center, 
the fifth energy center 
Within the universe, entered inside the universe, Divine 
Mother 
The cosmic mind 
Form of the universe, Divine Mother 
Name of a famous sage who attained the state of Brahma� 
by austerities, friend of the universe 
Beyond the universe, Divine Mother 
Cosmic Self 
Soul of the universe, Divine Mother 
Trust, faith, belief 
Discriminating intellect, discriminating between the 
eternal and non-eternals 
Discrminating intellect resulting in enlightenment 
The master of gods, lord of speech, the Life-force 
Bull 
Action of mind 
Disease, sickness of body 
The air that wholly pervades in the body, one of the five 
vital airs 
Observing the vyana viiyu, observing vibrations in body 
Consonants, manifested sounds 
Within the individual , entered inside the individual, 
Divine Mother within the individual 
Form of the individual, Divine Mother in the form of 
individual 
The famous sage and author of Mahiibhiirata, vastness, 
the master 
Exercise, physically exercise 
Ether, sky, space 
Sacrifice, an offering, an oblation, sacrificial rite, sacrificial 
fire, an act of worship, inner sacrifice of desires 
Name of a famous seer 
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Yajur 

Yak,5a 

Ya!eyaprafoa 

Yama 

Yiimala 

Yantra 

Yafasvini" 

Yativrata 

Yoga 

Yogabhr�ta 

Yogiigni 

Yogamudrii 

Yoganii<fi 

Yoganidrii 

Yogiisana 

Yogasutras 

YogaviiS�tha 

Yogi 

Yogiriij 

Yoni mudrii 

Yudhi�thira 

Glossary 

Yajurveda, the second of the Vedas 
A mysterious being guarding a treasure 
Qustion put forth by a Ya�a, an anigma, an unsolved 
question 
Rules, restrains, the first limb of yoga, the Lord of Death 
A pair 
A diagram having miraculous effect on practice of 
concentration 
One of the subtle vital channels corresponds to auditory 
nerve to left ear 
Samnyiisa or renunciate life 
To join with our own source, the state when the actions 
of mind are halted, the state of samii.dhi 

One who is deviated from the path of yoga or fallen fron 
the path of yoga 
The fire of yoga 
A yogic lock of bowing down in lotus posture 
A subtle vital channel in the body 
Yogic sleep, a technique of body relaxation, samii.dhi 

Yogic posture, iisana 

Aphorisms on yoga as spelled by the famous Sage 
Pataftjali 
A scripture on Yoga and Vedanta that contains discourses 
between Lord Rama and his master �i Va.Si�lha 
One who is established in yoga, one who achieved state 
of samadhi, a practitioner of yoga 
A king among yogis, a title of reverence to yogis highly 
exalted in spiritual practice 
Seal of creation, same as Jyoti mudrii 

King YudhiHhira, the crown prince YudhiHhira of 
Mahiibhiirata, the first PaQ.c;\ava, an embodiment of 
Dharma 
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Action of Breath. See pra'f}akarma 
Actions of Mind. See Cittavrtti 
Aditi 43, 53, 64, 103 
a4hyatma frrarJ.a 4 1 ,  70, 93 
afflictions 1 23; attachment is 1 25; aversion 

is 125; inherent involvement is 1 25; "I 
Sense" is 1 24; ignorance is 1 24 

Aging. See Death . . .  ; Biology of 
ahamgraha upasana 1 1 7, 28 1 
Ahimsa 1 33 
Air 70, 71 
Air-the Thread 72 
f\japa Gayatri 279 
ajapa japa 279 
Ajna cakra 2 1 4  
alternatives.  See Cittartti 
Anahata cakra 208 
anahatadhvanisravar,ta 289 
anapana sati 281 
antalJ,prajnalJ, 224 
Antarmatrka Dhyana 335 
apana 88, 89 
apara vidya 24 
aparigraha 1 39 
ardhamatra 1 22, 307 
Arjuna 231-32 
Arjuna Practice 233 
aroha krama 332 
asana. See Posture 
asana siddhi 285 
asanga bhavana 254 
asteya 1 36 
Astral Body 1 79 

asum-s. See types of human beings 
ativiidi. See tall talker 
attachment. See afflictions 
Aum. See Om 
Auspicious Resolve 1 63 
austerity. See tapalJ, 
avaroha krama 332 
aversion. See afflictions 

Bahirmatrka Dhyana 337 
bah�prajnalJ, 223 
bell-sound 288 
Bhadrakali 48 
bhakti. See Devotion 
Bhima 23 1-32 
Bhima Practice 233 
Bhubane8vari 50 
Bliss is Never Eroded 1 28 
Bliss Sheath 1 86 
Body Cleansing Techniques 1 09 
Body, Complex 1 76; Principle 1 75; Tem-

ple 99 
brahmacari 1 38 
brahmacarya 137 
Brahman 2 5 ,  30,  54,  56 ,  5 8 ,  64,  22 1 ;  

beyond the Silence 292; the Supreme 
56;  Transcendental 66; the Sixteen 
parts of 80 

brahmapun 2 1 2  
brain 21 1 ;  cerebrum 2 1 2; cerebral aque

duct 2 1 2, 2 1 4; diencephawn 2 1 2; hind 
2 1 2; mid 2 1 2; pons 2 1 2; medulla obl.ongata 
2 1 2  
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breath 6, 8, 1 1 ,  13 ,  1 66, 299; like hissing 
of cobra, the sound of 304; vital 1 88; 
strengthens Discriminating Intellect 1 1  

breathing 300, 304; through nose 300, 
304; not through mouth 304; deep 304 

Breathless State 3 1 7  
Breath Mastery 30� 
Breath Techniques. See pra7Jakarma; Kriya 
Breath-way Resistance 304 

cakra-s 93, 195 
canalis centralis. See Spinal Cord 
catastrophes. See Cittavrtti 
catecholamines 1 69, 204 
cauda equina 200 
Causal Body 1 80 
Central Dogma Theory 239 
cerebral aqueduct. See brain 
cerebrum. See brain 
Cervical Center. See Mai;iipiira cakra 
citta 32; the Five-states of 34; the Four 

Inner Instruments of 34 
Cittavrtti 35; five types of-alternatives 36, 

catastrophes 36, memory 36, proofs 35, 
sleep 36 

citti-sakti 8, 34, 64 
Cleanliness 1 08; External 1 08 ;  Internal 

1 1 3 
Coccyx Center. See Miiladhara cakra 
Companions of the Distractions 1 72 
Comprehend the Supreme 30-3 1 
Contentment 1 1 4  
Control, of Mind 29, 39; of Senses 29 
Corpse Posture 261 , 287 
Correct Answer on Identity 234 
Cosmic, Astrology 3 1 3; Causal Body 226; 

Energy 312; Intelligence 1 77; Mind. See 
Prajapati; Physical Body; Vira� 

Cosmic Self 57, 1 75, 277, 280 
Couple for Creation 77 
Crown Center. See Sahasrara cakra 

Dak�a 44 
Death 230, 235; a necessity 245; Biology 

of 236; Enigma named 230; Spirituality 
of 240 

Death-God 101 , 234, 246, 252 
Deep-sleep State 225 
dejection. See Obstacles 
delusion. See Obstacles 
Demonic Properties 23, 99 
Detachment. See Spiritual Journey . . .  , 

Route of 
deva-s. See types of human beings 
devatmaiakti 54 
Devayana/Devayana Marga. See Northern 

Route 
Devotion 1 54; Common Practices with 

Yoga of 1 59; Established in Yoga 1 58; 
Kriya-yoga helps a Devotee in 1 6 1 ;  Nine 
Modes of 1 57 ;  Noble Faith is  1 55 ;  
Normal Understanding i n  1 57;  Sear
ching the Self is 156; Supreme 158 

Dhauti 1 1 0  
diencephawn. See brain 
diseases 1 67; cause of 1 67; dhatu va�amya 

in 1 68; kara7Ja va�amya in 1 68; mental 
( adhi) 1 68; physical (vyadhi) 1 68; rasa 
vai$amya in 1 68 

Distractions. See Obstacles 
Divine Properties 22, 99 
Dorsal Center. See Anahata cakra 
drQ$ta bhava. See State, ofDoer/of Observer 
Duryodhana 232 
dvija-a twice�born 7 

Ego 1 0, 33, 38 
Ego Principle 1 77 
Energization Exercises 258 
Energy Centers 93,195 
equanimity 1 32, 1 46; practice of 1 18, 281 
Evolution, trend in 31 1 ;  further process 

in 3 1 1 ;  Kriya-practice quickens 3 1 3  

Fire i n  the Body 18  
Fire-Lord 17  
Five Sheaths 1 8 1  
Food, an d  Drink 1 08; types o f  108 
Food Sheath 1 82 
fourth ventricle 2 1 2  
four quarters 223 
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GaQ.e5a 272 
Genetic Material 239 
Goal/s, of a Man 1 27; Highest 1 5, 1 27 
Gopi 46 
Great Vital Power. See mahiipra7J.a 
Gross Body 1 79 
guru. See master 
Guru Pranama 271 ; benefits of 274; con

traindi.cation of 275; effects of 274; 
Technique 272; variations in 275 

Haimavati 45 
Haril.sa 7, 1 5 ,  19 ,  75, 92, 276; Contem

plation on 280; Glory of 278; Form of 
279 

Hamsa Sadhana 7 ,  276,  292; Inner 
Rhythm at 284; Technique 282 

Haril.sa-yoga 276 
Hanuman 67, 153 
hindbrain. See brain 
HiraQ.yagarbha 44, 60, 62, 63; is Sutriitmii 

63 
HiraQ.yagarbha-sukta 63 
Human Birth 1 75 
Hypothalamus 2 1 3  

icchil sakti 34, 54, 64, 277 
ignorance 20, 1 24 
immortality 231 ,  246 
individual self 57, 277, 280, 293, 299 
Indra 45 
Inferior Knowledge. See aparii vidyii 
inherent involvement. See afflictions 
Inner Controller 20, 72 
Inner Rhythm. See Haril.sa Sadhana; vib-

ration 
intellect. See citta 
"I Sense."  See afflictions 
istadeva 270 
isia Praniima 276 
i� 2: 5, 60, 62, 1 18, 1 20, 1 22 
l5varapra7J.idhiina 5, 1 1 9 
i5varapraQ.idhiina Kriyii 121-22, 303, 305 

jiva. See individual self 
jniina. See Knowledge 

jniiniibhiisa 1 3 1  
jnanakriya 1 3 1  
jnana sakti 34, 54 
Journey. See Spiritual Journey 
Jyoti mudrii 319; as described in scriptures 

319; significance of 321 ;  the Technique 
of 320; Experience of light in 321 ;  in 
Second Kriyii 338 

kaivalya 1, 13, 105 
Kaivalya-yoga 1 3  
Kal a  49, 66 
Kiili 49, 275 
Kapiilabhati 1 1 3 
karma 21 
Karmakriyii 131 
karta bhiiva. See State, of Doer 
Kiityayani 45 
Kauravas 232 
kevala kumbhaka 4, 7, 12,  280, 307-8 
Khecari mudrii 266; benefits of 271 ;  Tech-

nique 267 
Knot, of Brahma 216; of Rudra 214, 216; 

of Vi�Q.U 216 
Knower of PriiQ.a 74 
Knowledge 15,  1 7, 23, 26, 106, 1 27, 1 75; 

Inferior 24; Superior 24; of Life-force. 
See prii7J.avidyii 

Knowledge Sheath 1 84 
kriyii, the word is composed of 2 
Kriya 299; Bhriimari 284; Fourth 339; 

Hatha-yoga 258; KuQ.Qalini Priir,iiiyiima 
299; Meditation 309; Priil}.iiyiima 299; 
Proper I-A Variation of 305; Proper 
I I-Effect and Experience of 325;  
Science and Spirituality of 301 ;  Second 
323; Technique 303; Third 339. Aho SN 

PriiQ.ayama 
Kriyiiriipa 1 3 1  
kriya sakti 34, 54, 55, 277 
Kriyii-yoga 2, 1 2, 106, 1 15; devotion in 1 54; 

equanimity to keep 1 46; history of 4; 
need of 1 26; Observances of 1 06, 1 15; 
Righteousness of 1 32; Self-restraint in 
140; Theme 5 
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Knr;ia 47 
kutu!alini 314  
Kunti 231 
Kfmna nQ4i 216 

Lambika-yoga 270 
laya yoga 290 
liberation 29, 30, 101 
Life, Four Chapters of 221 ,  228 
Lumbar Center. See Mar;iipura <:akra 

Madhyama Vak./WI,li 288, 328, 332 
Madri 321 
Mahadeva 49 
Mahadevi 49, 53 
Mahakala 49 
Mahakali 49 
Mahamatrka 331 
Mahamudra 293; Benefits of 298; Con

traindication in 296; Technique 294; 
Variation in 298 

mahafrrii.7Ja 8, 49 
Mahatripurasundari 276 
mamii.tanubandhi 1 1 8 
Mar;iipura cakra 207 
master 253, 256-57 
Master Center. See .i\jna <:akra 
Master, of Sensation 275; of Smell 272; of 

Sound 275; of Taste 275; of Vtsion 275 
matari5va 89 
Matrka 331 ;  Dhyana 331 ; Nyasa 334 
Maya 55 
Meditation 8, 1 06 ;  An tarmatrka 3 3 5 ;  

Bahirmatrka 337; i n  Kriya I 309; Matrka 
331 ;  subtle Manifestations 309; with 
Vasudeva Mantra 327 

medulla oblongata. See brain 
memory. See Cittavrtti 
mind 9, 10 ,  33,  77, 78, 1 00, 225; puri

fication of 40; the Great Tiger 1 70;  
whirls of. See Cittavrtti 

Mind Sheath 183 
mind-stuff. See citta 
Mother Nature. See Nature 
Mount of Master 212 

Muladhara ca1rra 205 

Nabhi Kriya 262; Technique 263; Vari-
ation 264 

Nabho mudrti 266 
Naciketa 101 ,  246, 252 
nadanusandhana 289 
nii.dairavat;ta 289 
Nada Yoga 289 
Nakula 231-32 
Nakula Practice 232 
Nature 8, 43, 53, 1 77, 226; Eightfold 93; 

qualities of 36 
Nauli Kriya 1 1 1  
Nerve Cell 203 
NeIVOus System, Autonomic [divided into 

two sub-systems-sympathetic system 
(204) and parasympathetic system (204) ] 
204; Central ( CNS) 200; Peripheral 
203 

neti, cleansing the nasal passage 1 1 1 ; is  
mainly of three types 1 1 1  

niyama. See Observances 
Noble Faith 1 55 
non-abstention. See Obstacles 
non-acceptance. See aparigraha 
non-addiction 1 39 
non-attainment. See Obstacles 
non-stealing. See asteya 
non-violence . See Ahimsa 
Northern Path/Route 23, 1 1 6, 1 36 
Nyasa 333 

oblations 65 
Observances I 06 
Obstacles 1 68 ;  delusion is 1 72 ;  diseases 

are 167; doubt is 1 7 1 ;  incompetence is 
1 7 1 ;  inertia is 1 7 1 ;  instability to retain 
is 1 72;  laziness is 1 72; non-abstention 
is 1 72;  non-attainment is 1 72; remedy 
of l 73 

Om 1 22 ,  222 ,  287 ;  Chanting 288;  the 
Elevated One 287 

Om KauialalJ. 287, 292; Technique 289; 
Types of Sounds 290 
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panca janii 53.  Also see types .of human 
beings 

Paiicakosa Parikrama 1 87 
paiicikara7Ja 1 35 
P:iI,lQava Princes 232 
P:iI,lQU 231  
parasympathetic system. See Nervous System, 

Autonomic 
Para Vak/v:il,li 288, 332 
Paravastha 309, 3 1 2, 3 1 7, 319  
para vidya 24, 25 
Pa5cat Pr:il,layama 258 
Pa.Syanti Vak/v:il,li 288, 328, 332 
Pathfinder 252 
Path, of Desires 27; of Renunciation 26; 

of Returning 27, 1 00 
Petals of Lotuses 196 
Pituitary Gland 2 1 3  
Posture 286; for Meditation 272 
Power of Action. See kriyii sakti 
Power of Consciousness. See citti-sakti 
Power of God the Self. See deviitmaSakti 
Power of Knowledge. See jiiiina fakti 
Power of Will. See icchii sakti 
Pracchardana 1 04, 307 
Practice. See Spiritual joumey . . .  ; Route of 
Prajapati 62, 225 
Pnijiia 225, 227 
Prajiianaghana 226 
Pralqti. See Nature 
Prai;ia Brahman 94 
Pr:il,la Harhsa 1 7, 75, 92 
prii'fJ-a 82; everything is fixed to 82; in the 

Context of Body 4 1 ,  70,  93 ;  in the 
Context of Gods 70, 73;  overpowers 
Mind and Senses 78; the Eight-wheels 
of 93 

pra1Jakarma 3, 99, 100, 1 0 1 ,  1 32, 277 
prii1Jiipiina smrti 281 ,  284 
prii1Ja pratfythii 333 
Pr:il,la Principle 43 
Pr:il,la Siikta 84 
Pr:il,la, the Air 70; is Aiigirasa 80; is named 

miitarifoii 89; the Bull 88;  the Con
sciousness 77; the Electricity 84; the 
Essence of body 80; the First-part of 

Brahman 80;  the Life-force 73; the 
Sense-organs 72; the Sun 75, 78; the 
Vital Power 77, 78; the Vital Breaths 88, 
89; is Vrhaspati 80 

Pra1Java 287 
prii7Javiiyu, the Breath 1 1  
prii1Javidyii 6, 1 5  
prii1Ja �a'fJ-ii 281 ,  284 
Pr:il,layama 1 0 1 ,  280, 299, 306; Ujjayi 303; 

three different types of: kumbhaka 308, 
puraka 308, recaka 308. Also see Kriya 

Prii1Jopiisanii. See Worship of Life-force/ 
Prai:ia 

priirabdha 1 30 
praviviktabhuk 224 
proofs. See Cittavrtti 
Psycho-vital Technique 328 
Pure Existence 66 
puru�iirtha 1 27 

Rama 1 53 
Ratha-yatra 321-22 
Relaxation Practice 261-62, 287 
respiration 299; average breathing in 302; 

Complemental/Supplem,ental air of 
301-2;  Residual Air 0f 302; Respiratory 
System of 299; tida� air of 301 

Restle�ness of Body 1 72 
Result of Actions 21  
Right Understanding 1 1  
Righteousness 6 ,  1 32-33 
J.ltambhara Prajiia 1 2, 73 
Rudra 60 

Sacrum Center. See Svadhi�thana cakra 
siidhanakrama 289 
Sahadeva 231-32 
Sahadeva Practice 233 
Sahasrara cakra 2 1 6  
Sakti 49, 54, 66, 69, 276, 3 1 3, 33 1 ,  333 
Sakti Prai;iava 260 
samiidhi 2, 105; nirvikalpa 127; safiija 105, 

1 26, 284 
Samatanubandhi 1 1 8 
Sambhavi mudrii 322; in Scriptures 322; 

Technique 323 
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Sambhu 375 
Sarhkhya System 1 76 
samyama 140, 145; Control of Senses is 142; 

Control of Vital-airs is 1 43;  Discrimi
nating Intellect is 1 42; Spiritual Path 
is 1 40; Syllabl�da of 140; Three Medi
tation forms of 145;· yama is 141 

Sankara 64 
Satikha Prak�filana Kriya 1 1 1  
�aI,Imukhi mudrii 289, 319 
sarviitma bodha 221 
satya 1 35 
Sauca. See Cleanliness 
Self 25, 36, 40, 54, 57, 221 ,  227; Trans

cendental 57, 67, 277 
Self-effort 1 27; none others will do 1 29;  

�i Va8i�tha praised 1 29 
Self-restraint. See samyama 
Self-study. See sviidhyiiya 
Se�anaga 2 1 6, 314  
Sexual-restraint. See brahmacarya 
sithilikarar.ia vyiiyiima 260 
Siva 4, 15 ,  47, 54, 66, 69, 275-76, 290, 313, 

331 ,  333 
sleep. See Cittavrtti 
Soham 1 52, 276, 280 
sounds 288, 290, 309 
Southern Path/Route 21  
spanda/ spandana. See vibration 
Spinal Cord 198; canali,s centrali,s 201 ;  conus 

medu/aris 201 
Spiritual Heart in body 51 
Spirituality of Longevity 240 
Spiritual journey 1 63; Obstacles in 1 67; 

Requirements of 1 66; Route of 1 64; 
Vehicle of 1 66 

Spiritual, Practice 8 1 ,  1 64; Science 41 
Sraddhii. See Noble Faith 
Srividya 275 
Sntikrama 289 
State, of Doer 281 , 288, 307; of Observer 

282, 288, 307; of Witness 282, 307; of 
Dream 224 

sthil./abhuk 223 
Study of Inner-self. See sviidhyaya 

fabhecchii 253 
subtle body 1 29 
Sun/Sun-god 75 , 78, 275, 287 
Superior/Supreme Knowledge. See parii 

vidya 
sil.ryanamaskiira 259. Also see Sun/Sun-god 
SU$Upti 225 
Sil.triitma 62, 63, 1 3 1 .  Also see HiraI,Iyagarbha 
sviidhyiiya 5, 1 1 7  
Svadhi�ibana cakra 206 
sympathetic system. See Nervous System, 

Autonomic 

Taijasa 224 
Talavya Kriya 270 
tall talker 74, 83 
tapalJ. 5, 1 15 
tenth door 216  
third ventricle 2 1 2  
Thokar Kriyii 233, 325 
Thoracic Center. See Anahata cakra 
Thread Self. See Sittriitmii 
Three Bodies 1 79 
Three Knots 216  
trii/aka 1 12; anta'I'- 1 1 2; bahir- 1 1 2  
Truth. See satya 
Turiya 227 
types of human beings, two 22 

Ultimate State 25 
Uma Haimavati 45 
unequanimity 146; cause of 147; extreme 

aspect of 146; understanding the pro
cess of 148. See also equanimity 

Unmanifest 43, 6 1 ,  226 
UttarayaI,Ia marga. See Northern Route 

Vagus Nerve 204 
Vaikhari Vak/VliI)i 288, 328, 332 
Vai�i:iavi mudrii 290, 322 
Vai§vanara 223; Fire 19 
Vaja8ravasa 246 
viik (speech) 288 
Vfilmiki 1 53 
Vamana 44, 77, 321  
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Vasudeva 1 20, 253 
Vasudeva Mantra 1 87, 327; inner meaning 

of 328; meditation with 327; principle 
of 326-28 

Vasuki 3 1 4  
Vertebral Column 1 98 
vibration 43, 7 1 ,  284-85, 287, 309, 328 
vicara1.J.a 254 
vidkara1.J.a 1 04, 307 
Vitapani 254 
Vipa§vana 285 
Virti!a 61 , 62, 88, 224 
viSvasa� 155 
Vi�t;iu 61 , 275, 290, 314 
Visuddha cakra 2 1 0  
Vital Breaths 1 88; apana 1 90-9 1 ;  Classi

fication of 1 90,  1 95 ;  Devadatta 1 95 ;  
Elements of 1 93; Five Divine<loors of 
1 94; Five Subsidiary Breaths of 1 95;  
Krkara 195; Kfrrma 195;  Major Five 1 89; 
Major Three 1 88; Naga 195;  prii.1.J.Q 1 89-
9 1 ;  samana 1 90-9 1 ;  Seed-sounds 1 93; 
udana 190, 192; vyana 190-91 

Vital Power 77, 78, 80 
Vital Sheath 1 82 
viveka khyati 1 07 
vyana vi/eya'T.J.ii. 285; need of 285; rationale 

of 285; Technique 287 
vyanjana va�a 333 

Waking State 223 
Way of Fish 27 
World, of Gods 23; of Manes 2 1  

Worship of Life-force/Pr.lt;ia 1 2 i  73, 1 02, 
1 5 1 -52 ;  soham japa iis 1 52 ;  Srimad 
Bhagavadgita teaches l 52; Upani�ads 
teach 1 5 1  

Y�a 230 
Y�FraSna 230, 252; mcttaphysics of 231 
yama. See Righteousness 
Yama, the Lord of Death 1 45 
Yoga 1 ,  2; Eight limbs of 5, 107; Six limbs 

of 107; Seven States of 253 
Yoga and Bhakti 159 
Yogabh�ta 254 
Yogamudra 272 
Yoga-nO,ef,i 202; Alambusa 203; Brahma 202; 

Candra 205; Citra 202; Gandhan 202-
3; Hastijilwa 202-3; IQa 202-3, 205; 
Kubu 20.S;  Pingala 202-3, 205; Pu�a 
202-3; Sankhini 203; Surya 205; Su
sumni 202-3; YaSasvini 203 

Yoganidra 261 , 287 
Yogasana 260 
Yogasutras 5 
Y6ga Therapy 1 70 
Yogavas�tha 1 29, 253 
Yogi 9 
Yoni mudra 319 
Yudhi�fhira 231 
Yudhi�fhira Practice 233 

zodiac 3 1 3; twelve signs of 313; the earth 
around its axis, in rotation takes an 
average of two hours for each 3 1 3  




